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PREFACE. 

I SEND this laborious volume to the press with a clear sense 

of its limitations. But on this subject no more need be said ; 

the shortcomings of the work will be at least as evident to 
others as to myself. 

The books that I have used most for the purpose of the 

commentary are those of Alford, Kiihl, and von Soden, that 

of Dr. Hort for part of the First Epistle of St. Peter, that of 

Spitta for 2 Peter and Jude Of Introductions I know at 
first hand only those of Salmon, B. Weiss, Westcott, Jiilicher, 

and Zahn, the excellent articles of Dr. Chase in Hastings’ 

Dictionary of the Bible, and Harnack’s Chronologie. No one 

can write of the early Church without feeling how greatly he 

has been helped in an infinity of directions by the eminent 
scholar last named. 

But the apparatus of a commentator on the New Testa- 

ment ought to be much wider than it usually is. The Anti- 

nomians with whom we meet in 2 Peter and Jude cannot be 

understood from the New Testament alone. To see what 

they were we must turn not merely to Corinthians, Thessa- 

lonians, or the Apocalypse, but to the lives of Luther and 

Wesley, to the times of Eckhart, Tauler and Ruysbroek, or 

to such books as Barclay’s Juner Life of the Religious Societies 
of the Commonwealth. Every great religious upheaval repro- 

1 Valuable summaries of the Literature are found—for 1 and 2 Peter, 
Hastings’ D. of the B., vol. iii. pp. 817, 818; for Jude, vol. ii. pp. 805, 806 
and Smith’s D. of the B., vol. i. p. 1839, ed. 1893. 
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duces the same phenomena. There can be no doubt that 

they existed also in apostolic times. The Gnostics again, 

with whom these Antinomians have been confounded, cannot 

be understood without some acquaintance with the magic 

and devil-worship which reigned throughout the Greco- 

Roman world. For this we must go to Plutarch, Apuleius, 

Lucian, the Neo-Platonists, or the papyri. Deissmann, in 

his Bibelstudien, gives some specimens of magical formule, 

and the P2stis Sophia will show how the sacred names of the 

Bible and of the heathen mythology were mixed up together. 

At this moment in Hayti there are Gnostics who blend 

Vaudoux, or snake-worship, with Roman Catholicism, and 

it is probable that the same kind of “syncretism” is known 

to missionaries in other quarters. The Gnosticism of the 

Greeks and Orientals was probably not quite so sinister as 

that of the Haytian negroes, but it belonged to the same 

family. 
A point which gives the commentator much trouble is 

the nature of the Greek with which he has to deal. It is 

Vulgar Greek, but this is a most indefinite term. There is 

(1) the Greek that was written by men of education, by 

Epictetus, Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom, Lucian, Clement of 

Alexandria. In this there are many new words and expres- 

sions, and the niceties of Attic grammar are relaxed; at the 

same time the old classics exercise a strong influence over 

the writer's mind. (2) Again there is colloquial Greek, 
which, as it was spoken in Egypt, we see fresh from the 

source in the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, published by Grenfell and 

Hunt. (3) There is, again, the colloquial Greek as written 

by Jews, whose grammar and phraseology were more or less 

influenced by the Septuagint and the genius of the Hebrew 

tongue. (4) Again we have to take into account the force 

of Christian usage, which coined many new terms of its own. 

(5) Finally, there are perceptible differences in the linguistic 

habits of the New Testament writers themselves. Con- 

stantly we have to ask whether any inference can be drawn 
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from the presence or absence of the article, what sense is to 
be attached to a «4 or an &, whether such a phrase as xpioig 

Braconwiag is Hebrew or Greek, whether é& Xporg is Pauline 

or liturgical. Much has been done in later years to simplify 

these questions. The admirable Concordance of Hatch and 

Redpath is often the best of commentaries. Field has done 

much good service, and books like Deissmann’s Bzbe/studien 

(of which an English translation has recently been published 

by Messrs. T. & T. Clark) are of great use. Finally, Dr. 

‘Blass has earned the gratitude of all commentators by his 

Grammar. It is the work of one who with a profound 
knowledge of classical Greek combines a large and accurate 

acquaintance with the language of the New Testament, and 

no book shows so clearly, what we want especially to know, 

the difference between the two. 
Some of my readers may be startled, or even shocked, by 

the view taken in this volume of the relation between the 

two great apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul. It has not been 

adopted hastily, nor is it, I trust, irreverent. But it will not 

be accepted by anyone who regards the Didache as belong- 

ing to the first or even to the second century. My own 

conviction is that it belongs to the fourth. According as 

the reader accepts one view or the other, his conception of 

the early history of the Church will be fundamentally 

different. 
As regards the relation between St. Peter and St. Paul 

again, there is need of a wider historical sense than is usually 

brought to bear upon the question. The difference between 

the two apostles was, as I believe, practically that which 
divided Hooker from Cartwright. I say practically, as 
meaning that a strictly Pauline Church would, in the details 

of worship and discipline, approximate very closely to the 

ideal of the Puritans. It would be built upon the theory of 
direct and personal inspiration, not upon that of indirect 

and corporate inspiration. These two theories produce 

very different results in the way of organisation, as, in fact, 
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everybody knows. I have called St. Paul a Mystic and St. 
Peter a Disciplinarian, not because the latter was not truly 

inspired, but because his inspiration was of a different type, 

of that type which is on amicable terms with reason, edu- 
cation, and law. 

People often tell one that the more Mysticism is explained 
the more obscure it becomes. It is a natural difficulty, be- 

cause up to a certain point all Christians are Mystics, as 
indeed are many who are not Christians at all. I may refer 
all those who wish for light upon this perplexing question to 

the excellent Bampton Lectures of my friend Mr. Inge. Or 

they may consider the difference between Law’s Serious Call 

and his Spirit of Prayer. Or they may read the Sermons 

of Tauler, or that most instructive book the Journal of 
George Fox. Or they may ask themselves that question, on 

the answer to which everything turns, what they mean by 

the right of private judgment, on what it rests, and how far 
it extends. 

No man may presume to ask whether St. Peter or St. 
Paul was the greater saint. Nor can we ask whether the 

Pauline or the Petrine spirit is the more profitable for our 

times, for this, too, God alone knows. But, as we read the 

second chapter of Galatians, we cannot fail to be struck by 
the remarkable fact that St. Peter made no reply, nor can we 

well avoid the attempt to see what he might have said for 

himself, if he had thought it wise to take up the glove. 
Further, every Christian ought to ask which of these great 

apostles speaks more directly to his own soul. If it be Paul, 

let us be sure that we know what Freedom means, where it 

meets and where it parts from Law. If it be Peter, let us be 

sure that we know where Discipline begins and where it 
ends, lest for others, and indeed for ourselves, it become a 
yoke too heavy to be borne. 

Like all brethren of the guild of students, I owe more 

than I can tell, to more people than I can name. It has 

been my desire to acknowledge all debts. But the great 
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libraries are not easy of access to a dweller in the country, 

and often, from lack of intercourse with fellow-labourers, one 

does not even hear of good books. In this way, not only is 

much valuable information missed, but it becomes impossible 
to render the due tribute of respect and appreciation to 

those who have tilled the same ground beforehand. If there 

is any scholar who may think that I have been vending his 

wares without his trade-mark, I trust he will accept this 
imperfect apology. But I must tender special thanks to the 

Rev. Dr. Plummer, Master of University College, Durham, 

who has revised all the proofs with laborious care, and whose 

learning and judgment have been exceedingly helpful at 

many points; and to those eminent and most courteous 
scholars, the Rev. Dr. Sanday and the Rev. Dr. Driver, who 

have been most kind in answering questions as to which I 
was very much in the dark. 

With these words of explanation and gratitude the book 
must go forth to face the world. Whatever be its fate, it is 

a sincere and humble endeavour to promote the interests of 

scholarship, edification, and peace. | 

CHARLES BIGG, 

FENNY CoMPTON, /unme 29, 1901. 



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION. 

As the Publishers inform me that a new issue of this volume 

is called for, I trust that it has been found useful. 

The modern custom of stereotyping does not allow a 

writer much freedom in revision. I have corrected a great 

number of small errors, pointed out to me not by crabbed 

reviewers, but by accurate and most benevolent readers, 

whose wounds are the faithful wounds of a friend, and to 

whom I tender my grateful thanks. 

Also, I have added on the pages immediately following a 

handful of addenda et corrigenda, which could not be inserted 

in the body of the book. 

CHARLES BIGG. 

CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD, 

November 4, 1902. 



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA. 

oe 

To the Zestimonia for First Peter may be added— 

Barn. xi. 11, Kai jets pe KxaraBaivopey eis 7d tdwp. yenovres 
dpaptiav Kai prov, cf. 1 Pet. iii. 21. 

Ep. ad Diognetum, xii., kAjpo. cvvadyovrat, cf. 1 Pet. v. 3. 
Sarapion of Antioch, in Eus. &. £. v. 19. 2, rapa réen rH} év 

Koop GdeApdrytt, Cf. 1 Pet. v. 9. 

Page 56, line 3.—Add Julian, /. 63, to the other references to 
the Decree of Jerusalem. 

Page 100.—A remark should be added to the note upon rernpy- 
pévnv cis dyads (i. 4). With the addition of éri cai, and in connexion 
with verbs distinctly expressive of survival, «is tuds might mean 
“until your time,” cf. Herod. i. 92, ért kai és ue jv mepedvra, and, 
for a late instance, Julian, ad S.P.Q.R. Athen. 269 D (ed. Span- 
heim), owferar d& é& éxetvov kai eis buds ere THS TOV Tpoydover dperhs 
dorep éurvpevpa te opixpov. But these phrases are not parallel. 
In Acts xxv. 21; 2 Pet. ii. 4, 9, ili. 7; Jude 6, rypety eis means 
**to reserve for,” not ‘‘to preserve until.” 

Page 111, note on viv dvyyyéAn.—Yet compare Dionysius of 
Alexandria, in Eus. H £. vii. 5. 2, ois viv éreoreiAate, “to whom 
you wrote the other day.” Dr. Hort insists*that the aorist must 
here keep its proper sense. 

Page 124, line 40.—My friend Mr. Plummer of C. C. C. observes 
that Gospel is not good spell, but news about God ; but it is not 
possible to rearrange the text of the passage where this error occurs. 

Page 134, note on ras dperds.—In ecclesiastical Latin u:rtutes 
constantly means “miracles.” See Tertullian, Afolog. 21, de 
praesc. haer. 30, 443 Silvia, Peregr. 20 (ed. Geyer, p. 66), ut et 
uirtutes faciant multas; Paul. Nol. carm. xix. 291, uirtutes ut eas 
idem celebraret humatus; Sid. Ap. Z. vii. 16, sed confessorem 
uirtutum signa sequuntur. 

xi 
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Page 140, line 2.—Mr. Plummer notes that, in the East, the 
title BaowWe’s came to be so exclusively confined to the Emperor, 
that, when the Byzantine historians speak of any other prince, they 
call him f7é (vex). See the Glossary to Georgius Cedrenus in the 
Corp. Script. Hist. Byzantinae, Bonn, 1839. 

Page 150, line 8.—It should be observed that Clement does 
not quote the words of Isaiah as they are rendered by the LXX., 
déaw Tods dpyovrds cov év cipyvy kal Tods éxirKdrous Gov ev diKaLogvVy. 
See Lightfoot’s note upon the passage in Clement, and Swete, /z/ro- 
duction to the O.T. in Greek, p. 469. 

Page 165, note on fvros. —St. Peter’s use of the word may 
be illustrated from Marcus Antoninus, vii. 47, dmoxafaipovor yap 
ai rovTwy davtaciat Tov prov xapat Biov. 

Page 165, line 31.— éwepwrav is not used of prayer to God.” 
"Exepwrav tov Ocdv, &v TO Oecd, ev Kupiw, da rod @eod, dua rod 
Kvpiov are common phrases in the LXX., but signify not “to 
pray to God,” but “to ask God a question,” “to ask Him for an 
oracle.” See Isa. xxx. 2, lxv. 1 (quoted by St. Paul in Rom. x. 20) ; 
Jer. xxi. 2; Ez. xx. 1. "Exepwrév codiav in Prov. xvii. 28 is 
probably “to consult or question wisdom,” not “ to pray for wisdom.” 
"Epwrav is used in the New Testament of prayer by St. John, 
xiv. 16, xvi. 26, xvil. 9, 15, 20; 1 John v. 16 (see Bishop West- 
cott’s note on this last passage). But it means strictly not “ pray,” 
but “ ask.” 

Page 168, line 23.—The verb oivodAvyety is found in Deut. xxi. 
20, not the noun oivopAvyia. 

Page 184, line 30.—For “high priest’s family” read “high- 
priestly families.” There seem to have been about four families 
from which the high-priest was selected. 

Page 189, line 1.—The reader’s attention should here have been 
drawn to the just remark of Professor Ramsay (C. 2. £., p. 367), 
that corporate or collegiate responsibility did not exist in the ancient 
polity. ‘Each individual possessed the full powers of the whole 
body. The act of one was authoritative as the act of all; each 
could thwart the power of his colleagues; no idea of acting by vote 
of the majority existed.” Dr. Hatch’s view introduces a strictly 
modern conception into a quite alien state of things. 

To the Zestimonia for Second Peter may perhaps be added— 

Dionysius of Alexandria, in Eus. H. £. vii. 7. 2, cuppiperOas 
TO THS Tovypias ab’tav BopBopy. 
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Novatian, De Regula Fidei, 8, siue quoniam ad igneum diem 
iudicii mundus iste festinat, where Jackson discerns an allusion to 
2 Pet. iii 

Page 264, line 32.—Mvypynv roretrOa, to remember,” is com- 
monly used in the sense of “to mention,” see for instance Herod. 
i. 15, "Apdvos d& rod Tvyew pera Tvynv Bacirevocavros pvyjpny rouy- 
coyot. With the addition of the article it means “to call to 
remembrance,” see Thuc. ii. 54, mpos @ éracyxov tiv pvypnv érovodvTo, 
“they called (the oracular verse) to their remembrance in the shape 
that agreed with their sufferings”; they maintained that Aouuds was 
the right reading. Mvyuy is not found elsewhere in the New 
Testament. Apparently it had been almost pushed out of colloquial 
use by pveta, see Bekker’s Anecdota, 107. 25. Thus we find wavres 
cov Siarravros pveiay mrovovpevor, in a papyrus of 172 B.c. (Deissmann, 
Bibelstudien, p. 210); cf. Philemon 4; 1 Thess. i. 2; Rom. i. 93 
Eph. i. 16. In all these passages it would be difficult to say 
whether the precise meaning is “mention by name,” or “call to 
remembrance.” The phrase “to remember in prayer” includes 
both senses. It may be noticed that P and some cursives have 
pveiay here. 

Page 277, note on redpdcas.—In the fourth century Silvia was 
shown the ruins of the Five Cities. See Peregr. 12 (ed. Geyer, 
p. 54), quae tamen Segor sola de illis quinque in hodie constat. 
Nam et memoriale ibi est, de ceteris autem illis ciuitatibus nichil 
aliud apparet nisi subuersio ruinarum, quemadmodum in cinerem 
conuersae sunt. 

Page 283, line 15.—For dxararatorovs, Lachmann and W H 
read dxaramrdorovs, following the strong combination of AB. See 
W H, Introduction, p. 170. “Axatamrdorovs might, without great 
difficulty, be regarded as a vulgar form of dxatazavcrovs, since the 
verb zavw in later Greek shows a tendency to drop the v; thus we 
find érdynv, majooua, dvardecOe (reading of D in Mark xiv. 41), 
Ge dvamaerat in a Roman epitaph (C. Z. G. 6595), and dvazrapds for 
dvdravois. But W H prefer to regard the word as meaning “ in- 
satiable,” and as derived from the poetic verb waréoyox. “ After 
pointing out that in Homer this verb means no more than to taste, 
Athenaeus adds in contrast (i. 43. p. 244), of 5€ vewrepor Kai ézi Tod 
mAnpwhjvar tUHdact TO wacacba.” That is to say, in later Greek, 
macacGa meant to eat heartily,” or “ to repletion,” not merely “to 
taste.” “Azacros means “fasting,” or, not having fasted, but it is 
just possible that dxardzacros, if the word could be shown to exist, 
might mean “hungry” or “greedy.” The word might more easily 
be derived from xararacow. ‘Thus it might be used of diseased eyes 
“not anointed” with codlyrium (Epict. ii. 21. 20, iil. 21. 21), or with 
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clay (John xix. 6). I cannot find that KaTamacow is employed i in this 
medical sense, but in Tobit xi. rz we read, xai mpooérace THY xoAnV 
emt Tovs 6POaApovs Tod warpos avrov. In this way adkatazacros might 
mean “purblind.” But it is safer to stand by the reading of the 
Sinaitic MS., opOadrous exovres peorous porxadias Kat AKATATAVTTOUS 
apaptias SeAcalovres Yuxas acrypixtovs. The erroneous form 
potxyadias may easily be explained (see p. 212). “Apapriats will go 
with deAcaLovres, which can hardly stand without a dative to express 
the nature of the bait employed, and dxarazavorovus is an apt epithet 
for roving licentious eyes. ‘Translate “‘ Having eyes full of adultery 
and restless, catching unstable souls with the bait of sin.” 

Page 310.—Add to the list of drag Aeyoueva, in Jude, éxropvevew! 
and téxeuv!. 

Page 336.—The word pepinorpos occurs in Epictetus, iii. 2. 14. 
Other references are given in Liddell and Scott. 

Page 344, note on pdvm @eo.—It should be observed that, in ~ 
using the phrase, *‘ the only God,” of the Father, Jude is in agree- 
ment with St. John (xvii. 3), St. Paul (Eph. iv. 6), all the early 
Fathers (Hermas, Mand. 1; Irenaeus (Stieren), i. 9. 2, 3, 1. 10. I, 
and passim ; Tertullian, ad. Prax. 2, de praescr. haer. 36, de uirg. 
uel. 1; Novatian, de Reg. Fidei, 9 ; Justin, Dial, 126; Clem. Alex. 
Protrep. x. 103 ; Cyprian, quod tdola dit non sint, 8-11 ; Origen, 
in Joann. i. 22 and passim), and the Nicene Creed itself, which, 
in accordance with earlier creeds and theology, begins with the 
words micrevouev eis Eva @edv warépa mavtoxpatopa. The Father 
was held to be the one ultimate author of all that exists in heaven 
or on earth. This view was not thought to be inconsistent with 
belief in the true divinity of the Son, though it led to the use of 
guarded expressions (Ignatius, é 6 Ocds jpav ; 6 aa Deus noster ; 
Justin, @eds, not 6 @eds). 
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THE 

EPISTLES OF PETER AND JUDE. 
ae 

INTRODUCTION TO - THE FIRST EPISTLE OF 

oT, PETER. 

§ 1. THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES. 

THE group of Epistles in which 1 Peter occupies a place is variously 
known as Catholic, Canonic, or Apostolic. 

The title Catholic is used by the Council of Laodicea, Chry- 
sostom, Johannes Damascenus, Ebed Jesu, Cyril of Jerusalem, 
Epiphanius, the Alexandrine Codex, Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen, 
Amphilochius, Leontius, Nicephorus. 

Canonic is used by Junilius, Gelasius (according to two MSS.), 
John of Salisbury, Hugo of St. Victor, and by the Liber Pontificalis 
(see Duchesne). 

Apostolic is used by Gelasius (according to the reading pre- 
ferred by Bishop Westcott), and perhaps also by Ebed Jesu. 

The title Catholic appears to be understood by Ebed Jesu as 
signifying the universal acceptance of the Epistles. His words are: 

** Tres etiam Epistolae quae inscribuntur 
Apostolis in omni codice et lingua, 
Jacobo scilicet et Petro et Joanni; 
Et Catholicae nuncupantur.” 

But Leontius explains it differently : Kafoduxal de éxAHOncav ered 
ov mpos Ev EOvos éypddyoav, ws ai tov IlavAov, ddAd Kabddov mpds 
mdvta, This, however, can hardly be the true explanation, for 
James, 1 and 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, all have a limited address, 
and there can be little doubt that 1 John and Jude are also intended 
for a definite circle of readers. — 

Canonic is understood by Junilius to mean “containing the rule 
I 
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of faith”: Qui libri ad simplicem doctrinam pertinent? Canonici 
septemdecim. . - « Quae sunt perfectae auctoritatis? Quae canonica 
in singulis speciebus absolute numeravimus. 

The references for this section will be found in Westcott, 
On the Canon of the New Testament, Appendix D. 

Canonic appears to be the Western title, Cazho/ic the Eastern. 
The two words probably mean the same thing, “included in the 
Canon,” “ universally received,” ‘ orthodox.” 

The order of the books in the New Testament varies greatly in 
different authorities. 

In the Greek MSS. it is usually Gospels, Acts, Catholic Epistles, 
Pauline Epistles, Apocalypse. 

In the Sinaitic MS. and Peshito Version it is Gospels, Pauline 
Epistles, Acts, Catholic Epistles, Apocalypse. 

In the Canones Apostolic’, the Memphitic and Sahidic Versions, 
it is Gospels, Pauline Eyiistles, Catholic Epistles, Acts, Apocalypse. 

In the Muratorian l’ragment the order is apparently (see third 
section) Gospels, Acts, Pauline Epistles, Catholic Epistles, Apoca- 
lypse. This is the prevalent usage in the West. There are 
numerous variations of minor importance. (See Gregory and 
Abbot, p. 132 sqq.) 

Since the fourth century the generally received order of the 
Catholic Epistles has been James, Peter, John, Jude, but there are 
many ancient variations which will be found in Gregory and Abbot, 
pp. 138, 139. 

§ 2, VOCABULARY AND STYLE OF THE FIRST EPISTLE 

OF ST. PETER. 

The vocabulary of the Epistle is remarkable as containing a 
large number of words which are not used by any other of the New 
Testament writers. The list of them is as follows: 

dyaBorouia, dyaBorowds!, ddeApdorys}, adixws!, ddoAos, aio xpoxepdis, 
ddAorproerioxoros, dpapdvrivos, daudpayros}, dvaryevvav}, dvaykacras, 
dvalovvucbal, dvdxvors, dvexhadyros, dvrAowdopeiy, aroyiver Oar”, 
drovepew!, drporwmroAnmrus, aperail, dpreyévvyros, apxuroiunv?, Brody}, 
yovatkeios!, éyxouBovobar (éyKoArodc bat), éumrdoxy, evdvors!, efayyéA- 
Aew!, eEepevvay!, érepwrnpal, eruxdAvppal, émirouros!, éripaprupety}, 
drowrateus: lepdrevp.a, KAéos!, KARpot, Kparatds!, xricrys!, poArwp, 
olvoddvyia, suoppwr, drrilerOau*, rarporapddoros, maples’, motos}, 
mpoOvpws!, mpouapriperbar, rrdyos!, puros!, ofevodv, oropa!, cvpra- 
Oys!, cvpmrperBvrepos, ovvexAeKTOs, gvvorkeiv!, Tarewvddpwv', rehatenels 
broypaypos!, troduyuravev, prridded¢gosl, hiXtdocav (v.2, in iii. 8), 
dpver bau. 

They number in all sixty-two. Words marked (*) are found in 
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the Septuagint. Words marked (?) are found in one of the other 
Greek versions of the Old Testament. 

"Avayevvnbeis occurs only as a doubtful variant for rapayevnets 
in the preface to Sirach. Some MSS. appear to have read this word 
in John iii. 3, 5, but here it is possibly borrowed from St. Peter. 

What observations are necessary on these words will be found 
in the Notes. Here we may remark that the language and the 
thoughts of the author are deeply tinged by the influence of the 
Greek Old Testament. He appears to have had a special predilec- 
tion for Maccabees, with which he has many words in common 
(kataBory, Siacmopd, dpiavros, Sdgar, dvaotpopy, mapokia, teparevpa, 
Tepiéxw, Gperal, troypappos, wronots, arovéeuew, cvurabys, Levilev, 
xtiorys, ad<eAporns), and for Wisdom (d@aprtos, duiavros, dudpavtos). 
His vocabulary is marked by a certain dignity and elevation. It 
shows no trace of the Atticist affectation which was common in the 
second century, but is such as might have been employed by a well- 
read Jew of good social standing in the first. 

The Hebraisms which occur are neither many nor harsh. We 
find éArilew emi (i. 13); Tékva traKons (i. 14); tas dopvas Tis 
Siavoias (i. £a}s dmpoowrohyrrws (i. 17); pppo Kupiov (i. 25); Aads 
eis repuroinow (ii. 9) ; oKedos (iil. 7); mopever Oa ev (iv. 3), and so on; 
but there is nothing to suggest that the writer habitually spoke or 
thought in Hebrew, or that he was translating from a Hebrew original. 
There are no Latinisms. 

What may be called the new Christian vocabulary appears, of 
course. We find Xpicriavds, Bamricpo, d-yam ay, TioTts, evayyeAilery, 
GAnGea, exAexrds, Evhov, Tpoyvwcs, aylacuds, Teipacpoes, mvedpua, 
mpea BuTEpos, Tamewwos, KAnpoL, and other words might be added. 
But we do not meet with vopos, éricxomos, dudKxovos, éxxAnoia. 
There is no mention of the Christian Prophet, or of Widows or 
Orphans. Nor do we find any of those words which belong especi- 
ally to the circle of St. Paul’s ideas (dtxarody and its family: dxpo- 
Bvoria, TEPLTOLY : eAdoyetv : dvaxepadaote bar: viobecia : Tijpepe : 
proriptoy : dppaBwr : Tapdrrwpa, ropa Bacts, mapaPdrys : mpodeors, 
mpoopitewy : > KavxacGoa1; Katapyétv : oTavpos, otavpotv: poppy: Cop: 

ypdppa, and so forth). 
What grammarians note as vulgarisms or colloquialisms of later 

Greek are present, but not in any striking degree’ There are a few 
words of late coinage, like xaOws, troAiurdvev. The terminations 
-~wa and -wos are confused; thus we have troypappds for imd- 
ypappa, and some words, eg. mpopapriper Pat, Soxiyuov, seem to 
be incorrectly used. But, generally speaking, the orthography 
and grammar are not bad. In some points, indeed, there is 
remarkable correctness in the writer’s use. 

Thus the particle wg occurs six times, and is always followed 
by d2. But two of these instances (ii. 14, iv. 14) are dubious. 
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The article is employed in more classical style than by any other 
writer of the New Testament. Take, for instance, the quite 
Thucydidean clause in iil. 3, 6 €€wOev éumdoxis tpiyav Kal mepibécews 
xproiwv 7 evdvcoews ivatiwy kdopos, and eight times he uses the nice 
arrangement exemplified in the phrase rov rs wapotxias tpav xpdvov 
(i. 17, iii. 1, 3, 20, iv. 14, v. 1 d25, 4). Iniv. 3 he has 76 BovAnpa 
tav éOvav, the collocation which in the rest of the New Testament is 
almost universal. 

Still more striking is the refined accuracy of his use of #s in 
i. 19, @s dpvod dudpov Kat doridrov Xpiorod: ii. 16, py ds éexixdAvppa 
exovres THS Kaxias THY éhevfepiav: iii. 7, ds doOeverTépw oKEvet TS yuvat- 
xeiy. In the first passage Xprorod ws duvod duopov kai doridov would 
be Greek, but the masters of style prefer the arrangement followed 
by Peter; for instance, Plato, Laws, 905 B, és év xardémrpois airav 
tais mpageow, compare Diognetus, vi. 6, xatéxovrar ds ev ppovpa TG 
Kéopm: Josephus, Ant. xvill. 9. 5, ws tard Kpeirrovos KaKod THs 
érOupias vikwuevov. This subtlety was a stumbling-block in later 
Greek (see Cobet, Variae Lectiones, pp. 163, 532). I find no other 
instance of this nicety in the New Testament except in Hebrews, 
xii. 7, ds viots tutv mporpéperar 6 Meds. Peter himself follows the 
other, to us more natural, order in ii. 12, xaraXaAodow tpaov os 
KOKOTFOLOV. 

On the other hand, Peter constantly omits the article altogether, 
especially in the case of a noun used with another noun in the 
attributive genitive, —év aylac Le Ilvevparos, eis payric pov aiparos, 

i 2 $:6u dvarrarews ‘Tyoot Xpuorod, i 1. 3; év droxahiyer” Inoov Xpiorod, 
1. a: 3 owrnpiav pouxav, 1.95 €v Hepa erioKomys, ii, 12,—but also with 
ee nouns, tvedua dyvov, i . 123 Weds, passim; & Kaup@ eox ary, 

53 ypapy, il. 6; _yovaikes, lis % 5 dyyeAou, i. 112; vexpaov, i. igs 
i kal vaipots. lv. 53 mouxtAyns xdpiros, iv. 10; Adyta, iv. 11; 
mpeoBurépous, V. 1. Some of these may be instances of that dropping 
of the article before familiar words or in current phrases which is 
common in all Greek writers ; in some again there may be a doubt 
whether the absence of the article does not give the noun a qualita- 
tive force, whether, for instance, dyyeAou, in i, 12, means “the 
angels,” or ‘even angels,” ‘such wonderful beings as angels.” 
But there are cases where no reason can be found, and where the 
attempt to find one only leads to mistranslation. 

As elsewhere in the New Testament, py is used with the 
participle where classic usage would exact ov; see i. 8, iv. 4; but 
we have ovx iddvres, i. 8. 

It is doubtful whether any distinction is made between the 
present and the aorist imperative in ii. 17. 

“Iva is followed once by the fut. ind. (iii. 1) ; elsewhere invariably 
by the subjunctive, whatever the tense of the principal verb. 

Very few connecting particles are employed. “Apa, ye, ézei, 
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éreiOy, Te, 84, ov, mws, do not occur. Nor is av to be found in the 
Fpistle. This fact alone is sufficient to show that the writer was 
not a Greek. 

The writer of the Epistle was probably unable to produce such 
work as we see in the highly finished preface to St. Luke’s Gospel. 
Nevertheless he was quite awake to the difference between good 
Greek and bad, and used the language with freedom and a not 
inconsiderable degree of correctness. It follows almost necessarily 
that St. Peter cannot have written the Epistle himself. The 
apostle could not speak even his own native tongue with refined 
precision, but was easily recognised by dialect or accent as a 
Galilaean (Matt. xxvi. 73; Mark xiv. 70; Luke xxii. 59). He 
struck his own countrymen as an unlearned and ignorant man 
(Acts iv. 13), and it is not probable that he ever acquired an easy 
mastery of Greek, for primitive tradition represents him as making 
use of Mark as interpreter (Papias in Eus. & Z. iii. 39. 15; 
Irenaeus, iii. 1. 1; 10. 6). Basilides the Gnostic pretended to have 
learned some part of his doctrine from Glaucias, “the interpreter of 
Peter” (Clem. Al. Strom. vii. 17. 106) ; and though this is fiction, it 
testifies to the prevalent belief of the early Church that St. Peter 
shrank from the effort of literary composition in Greek. On the 
other hand, the Epistle shows no trace of translation, and we may 
dismiss with confidence Jerome’s view (Zpist. ad Hedib. 150) that 
it was originally written in Aramaic. 

It is highly probable that the Epistle as it stands is the work of 
an “interpreter,” and this was the general view held by scholars of 
the last generation (Semler, Eichhorn, Ewald, W. Grimm, Renan, 
Weisse; in recent times Kihl). Opinions differ as to who the 
interpreter was. Many have fixed upon St. Mark, guided by the 
old tradition which makes him the épunvevs of Peter. But the 
evangelist was probably not the only friend who helped the apostle 
in literary composition, and the style of the Epistle is very unlike 
that of the second Gospel. It is more probable thai the interpreter 
was Silvanus; indeed this may very well be the meaning of the 
words 8:4 ZAovavod tiv éypawa (v. 12). Kiihl insists that dd can 
only denote the bearer, not the draughtsman of the Epistle. But 
he is certainly mistaken in thus limiting the sense of the pre- 
position. Dionysius of Corinth (in Eus. ZH. £. iv. 23. 11) speaks of 
the Epistle of Clement as jyyiv 6:4 KAnpevros ypadeioay, meaning 
clearly that Clement was the mouthpiece or interpreter of the 
Church of Rome. It is quite possible that St. Peter’s phrase is to 
be understood in the same way. At the same time, Silvanus might 
be, and probably was, the bearer as well as the draughtsman of the 
Epistle. 

Neither is it certain what was the precise function of the 
“interpreter.” He would be more than an amanuensis (tzroypadevs, 

/ 
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taxvypddos), such as was employed by St. Paul, Origen, and indeed 
most ancient writers; but how much more we cannot say. We 
might suppose that the apostle dictated in Aramaic, and that 
Silvanus expressed the substance in his own Greek. In this sense 
King Oswald served Aidan as interpres uerbi caelestis (Bede, H. £. 
iii. 3; see Mr. Plummer’s note). Or the apostle may have dictated 
in Greek—St. Peter must have been able to speak the language in 
some degree—and the interpreter may have altered and corrected 
his expressions more or less, as was necessary. ‘Thus Josephus 
(contra Apion. i. 9) availed himself of the assistance of Greek 
scholars to polish and correct the style of his writings. There is 
yet a third possibility, that the interpreter received only general 
instructions, and was allowed a free hand as to the manner in 
which they should be carried out, subject to the revision and 
approval of the author. This seems to have been the position of 
Clement of Rome. But Clement, though the servant of the Church, 
was yet its leading member, and we can hardly suppose that the 
liberty allowed to St. Peter’s assistant would be so wide as this. 

If an interpreter, in any of these senses, was employed, it 
follows that the actual words of the Epistle are not altogether those 
of the apostle himself; and this consequence must be borne in 
mind when we come, as we shall come later on, to discuss the 
relation of 1 Peter to other documents in the New Testament. 
But there is nothing to prevent us from supposing that the points 
handled, the manner in which they are developed, the general tone 
of thought, are those of St. Peter himself. There are certain 
striking characteristics which undoubtedly are the property of the 
author: the constant allusions to the Old Testament; the strong 
sense of an unbroken continuity between the Law, the Prophets, 
and the Gospel ; the absence of anything that can be called specula- 
tion; the fatherly pastoral temper, and constant preference of the 
concrete to the abstract ; the imagination which, though never lofty 
or soaring, is yet tender and picturesque ; and, lastly, the connexion 
of ideas, which is conversational, like that of a good old man 
talking to his children. There is no definite plan or logical 
evolution of a train of thought. One idea haunts the whole 
Epistle ; to the author, as to the patriarch Jacob, life is a pilgrim- 
age: it is essentially an old man’s view. Out of this central 
sentiment (which differs from that of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
inasmuch as there the pilgrimage is that of the world, here that of 
the individual soul) spring the sister thoughts of suffering, patience, 
humility. These constantly return, each time with some new 
application ; the apostle travels round and round his beloved spot, 
and at each recurring halt some fresh feature in the view presents 
itself. Even the words repeat themselves, always in a different 
connexion; the repeated word appears to suggest the thought 
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which follows (see a list of instances in the Prolegomena to 2 Peter, 
§ 4). This habit of verbal iteration deserves more notice than may 
at first sight appear, because it meets us again in 2 Peter, and isa 
point of some importance in the discussion of the authenticity of 
the later Epistle. 

§ 3. TESTIMONIA VETERUM. 

Eusebius (#. £. iii. 25. 2) places the First Epistle of Peter 
among the “‘OmodAoyovpeva, or books which were accepted by the 
whole Church without any feeling of doubt. There is no book in 
the New Testament which has earlier, better, or stronger attestation, 
though Irenaeus is the first to quote it by name. 

The Second Epistle of St. Peter. 

“The earliest attestation to Peter’s First Epistle is that given in 
the Second (iii. 1); for those who deny this Second Epistle to be 
the work of Peter acknowledge that it is a very early document” 
(Salmon, /utrod. pp. 457, 458). This reference in 2 Peter would 
prove not only that 1 Peter existed, but that it bore the name of 
Peter. But it should be observed that Spitta, Zahn, and others 
consider that 2 Pet. iii. 1 refers not to 1 Peter, but to a lost Epistle, 
and that 2 Peter is the older of the two. 

The Epistle of St. James. 

This also may be cited as an attesting witness ; see next section. 

Barnabas. 

The date of the Epistle of Barnabas is 70-79, Lightfoot; 
80-130, probably towards the end of this period, Harnack, Chrono- 
logie, Pp. 427. 

Barn. i. 5, Cwis Amis, apyy Kal rédos micrews, cf. 1 Pet. i. 9, 
Kopilopevot TO TéAOS THS TioTEws tuav. 

Barn. iv. 12, 6 Kvpws drpocwroAnurtws Kpiet tov Kécpov* 
éxagros Ka0ws ézoinoev Kopteirar, cf. 1 Pet. i. 17, kal ei warépa 
émixadeioGe Tov dmrpoowmroAnmTws Kpivovta Kata TO Exdorov Epyov. 

Barn. v. 1, va TH adéoe tov duapridv dyvicbaGpev, 6 éor év 7H 
aivare Tod pavrioparos avrov, cf. 1 Pet. i. 2, év dyraou@ vetpuaros, 
eis traxonv Kal pavticpov aipatos ‘Incod Xpicrod (but see also Heb. 
xii. 24, where alate pavticpod occurs, though without mention of 
sanctification). 

Barn. v. 6, of wpodpirat, da’ adrod éxovres tiv xdpuv, els adrov 
érpodyrevoav, cf. 1 Pet. i, 11, mpopyrar . . . épavvavtes els tiva 
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totov Katpov édyAov 76 év adrois Lvedpa Xpicrod ™popaprupdpevov Ta 
eis Xpiorov Tab nar a. 

Barn. XVi. 10, mvevparikds vads, Cf. 1 Pet. ii. 5, olkos aver 
pariKds. 

Clement of Rome. 

About 95, Lightfoot; 93-95, hardly so late as 96 or 97, 
Harnack, Chronologie, p. 255. 

Bishop Lightfoot gives a list of twelve parallelisms between 
1 Peter and Clement; Harnack in his edition numbers twenty. 
The following points may be selected : 

Clement has a considerable number of words from the vocabu- 
lary of 1 Peter :—dyaborareiv!, dyaborouia, adeApdrys, dpwpos!, avri- 
turov', amporwroAjprtws, dpxerds', domtAos!, waporxia}, Sroypapyse. 
These words, with the exception of those marked (1), and even these 
are rare, are not found in the New Testament except in 1 Peter. 

The salutation of Clement’s Epistle appears to be suggested by 
that of 1 Peter: xdpis tyiv kai cipyvyn ard mwavroxpdtopos @eod dia 
"Inood Xpiorod rAnOvvGein. This resemblance is peculiarly important 
in view of Harnack’s suggestion that the Address of 1 Peter is a 
later addition. 

Clem, vii. 4, dreviowpev els TO alo. tov Xpiorod Kai yvdmev os 
eo Tipov 7® Larpi adrod, cf.'s Pet. 4. 19. 

Clem. ix. 4, Nde murrds edpebels da THs Aetroupylas abrod waAry- 
yeveriay Koop exnpréev, kal Siecwoer bv airod 6 deordrys 7a cioeAOdvTa 
ev dpovoia Coa eis tiv KiBwrdv, which is apparently a reminiscence of 
1 Pet. iii. 20. 

Clem. xxxvi. 2, eis 7d Oavpacrév atrod dds (the words davpacrév 
avrod are omitted by Clement of Alexandria in quoting this passage) : 
lix. 2, "Incot Xpuorod, dv? ob exdAcoev Huds ard oxdrovs eis Pas, cf. 
1 Pet. ii. 9. 

Clement has also in common with 1 Peter two quotations. 
Clem. XXX. 2, Ocds yap, pyoiv, imepypavors a GVTITACO ETAL, TATELVOLS 

Se didwou xdpwv, cf. 1 Pet. v. 53 Jas. iv. 6. Both have @edés, while 
the LXX. (Prov. iii. 34) has xvptos. 

Clem. xlix. 5, dyamn xadvrre hijbos dpapriiy, so 1 Pet. iv. 8: 
here the LXX. (Prov. x. 12) has wdvras dé rods pi PiAroveixodvtas 
Kadvrre. pidria, 

Testamenta XII. Patriarcharum. 

Mr. Sinker thinks that the date of this book is to be placed in 
a period ranging from late in the first century to the revolt of Bar 
Cochba. Professor Harnack (Chronologie, p. 569 sqq.) distinguishes 
between a Hebrew original and a Christian edition; the latter, he 
thinks, was known to Origen, and possibly but doubtfully to Irenaeus. 

The book offers certain similarities to 1 Peter which are deserv 
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ing of notice, the words dyaoroila, Jo. 18; dyaboroiv, Benj. 5; 
puacpds, Benj. 8: and certain phrases, WVepht. 4, xara 76 odd airod 
dXeos, cf. 1 Pet. i. 3; Jo. 19, dpvds duwpos, cf. 1 Pet. i.19; Gad 6, 
dyarare otv aAAndous dd xapdias, cf. 1 Pet. i. 22; Ben. 8, ava- 
maverat év adr TO Tvedpua Tod Meod, cf. 1 Pet. iv. 14; Aser 4, od Ora 
heépav ayabyy idetv (from Ps. xxxiii. 13 ?), cf 1 Pet. ill, 10; and in 
Levi 4 there is mention of the Harrowing of Hell, rod ddov oxv- 
Aevopevon éxi TS waHer Tod iiorov. 

Hermas. 

The Pastor was probably published about 140, and written at 
various times between 110 and that date; Harnack, Chronologie, 
pp. 266, 267. 

Vis. iii. 5, the account of the stones in the Tower may have 
been suggested by the AiOou Zavres of 1 Pet. ii. 5. 

Vis. iv. 3. 4, domep yap 7d xpvolov Soxipdferar 51d Tod zupds, 
cf. 1 Pet. i. 7. 

Sim. ix. 28. 5, tueis 58 of rdoxovres Evexev Tod dvduaros dSofalew 
ddeirere Tov Ocov, cf. 1 Pet. iv. 14. 

Mand. viii. 10, in the list of Christian virtues, several Petrine 
words occur close together: qiAdfevos, Hovxios, ade drys, ayalo- 
moinow (= ayaborouic). 

Sim. ix. 16. 5. obrou of drdcroAot Kai of diddoKador of Knpvgavres 
76 dvopa TOD viod Tod Ocod, kownOévres ev Svvdper Kai ricre TOU viod Tod 
@cod éxjpvEav kal toils mpoKekouunpevois, Kal adroi eédwxay aitois THv 
odppayida tod Kyptypatos: these words are probably an expansion 
and explanation of 1 Pet. iv. 6; just before them comes the Petrine 
word fwozrovetv. 

Poiycarp. 

He died a martyr in 155. Eus. &. £. iv. 14. 9, 6 yé rou ILoAv- 
xapros év TH Sydwheion zpds Prvrryciovs aitod ypady pepopevy eis 
Sedpo, kéxpytal tat paprupiats dard THs [lérpov mpotépas érictod js. 

In Polycarp we find not merely similarities, but actual quotations 
—i. 3=1 Pet.i. 8; ii, 1=1 Pet.i.13, 21; 1. 2=1 Pet. ill. 9; v. 3= 
1 Pet. ii. 11; vii. 2=1 Pet. iv. 7; viii. 1=1 Pet. ii. 24, 22; x. 2= 
1 Pet. ii. 12. Polycarp does not name St. Peter; hence Professor 
Harnack thinks that though he knew the Epistle, he did not know 
it as Peter’s. St. Paul is mentioned four times, and twice quoted 
by name, xi. 2, 3; but there is a special reason for this, because St. 
Paul also had written to the Philippians, and Polycarp writes to 
remind them of the fact. Otherwise, though his epistle abounds in 
quotations, it is not his habit to name his authority. On this point 
see Dr. Chase’s article on Peter, First Epistle, in Hastings’ Dictionary 
of the Bible, vol. iii. pp. 780, 781. 
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Papias. 

He wrote between 130-140 or even later; Lightfoot. 
Eus. LZ. iii. 39. 17, xéxpntat 8 airos paprupiass amd ris Iwdvvou 

mpotépas émurroAns Kai dard THs Ilérpov Spoiws. 

Justin Martyr. 

His death has been placed as late as 163-165, but Dr. Hort 
(Journal of Philology, iii. 155, On the Date of Justin Martyr) sets it 
as early as 148. The later date is more probable. 

Apol, i. 61 we find the word dvayewav: Trypho, 110, domidos, is 
used as an epithet of Christ ; it is so used in the New Testament only 
in t Pet. i. 19 ; Zrypho, 35, duwpos, of Christ (1 Pet. i. 19 or Heb. ix. 
14); Zrypho, 114, Tod dxpoywviaiov iGov, of Christ (1 Pet. ii. 6 or 
Isa. xxvili. 16); Zrypho, 116, rs rupwHoews, HY Tupotow Hyas 6 TE 
SudBodos kai ot adrod tanpérar wdvtes. The word aipwors in this 
sense is peculiar to 1 Pet. iv. 12. Jbid., dpxveparixdy 7d &AnOwov 
yévos éopev ypets, cf. 1 Pet. li. 9; Zrypho, 119, nets 8é od pédvov 
dads, GAG Kat Aads dyids éopev, Cf. I Pet. ii. ro (but Justin is here 
referring to Isa. lxii. 12); Z7ypho, 138, the story of Noah is com- 
mented upon in a manner that seems to imply a knowledge of 1 Pet. 
ili, 18-21. Noah is a type of Baptism, the eight persons are 
dwelt upon, and we find close together dvayewav, deowOyn, Ov 
VOarTos. 

Justin speaks also of the descent of our Lord into Hell, to preach 
the gospel to the dead (Zrvpho, 72); but he appeals to an apocryphal 
quotation which he ascribes to Jeremiah. The same quotation is 
used by Irenaeus. 

It is probable, but not certain, that Justin knew 1 Peter. 

Melito of Sardis. 

His Afology, the latest of his writings, is assigned by ancient 
authorities to the year 169 or 170. 

Apology (Otto, vol. ix. p. 432), “haec cum didiceris, Antonine 
Caesar, et filii quoque tui tecum, trades iis haereditatem aeternam 
quae non perit”; cf. 1 Pet. i. 4. The authenticity of this Apology, 
which exists only in Syriac, has been impugned. Bishop Westcott 
(Canon, p. 222) thinks that “though, if it be entire, it is not the Apology 
with which Eusebius was acquainted, the general character of the 
writing leads to the belief that it is a genuine book of Melito of 
Sardis.” But Professor Harnack (Chronologie, p. 522 sqq.) main- 
tains that the piece is of Syrian origin, and belongs to the beginning 
of the third century, 
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Theophilus of Antioch, | 

He died probably 183-185; Lightfoot. 
Ad Autol. ii. 34, wevOdpevor Sdypacw paratos 8a wAdvyns twatpo 

wapaddrov yvapyns aovvérov, cf. 1 Pet. i. 18. 
Ibid, améxerOan dard rhs abeutrov elSwAoAarpeias, cf. 1 Pet. iv. 3. 

Letter of the Churches of Vienna and Lugdunum. 

The date is 177. 
Eus. H. Z. v. 2. 5, érameivow éavtovs bard tiv Kparady xeélpa, 

cf. 1 Pet. v. 6. 
Ibid. v. 1. 32, we find the Petrine word adeAddrys. 
Ibid. y. 2. 6, va darorvixbels 6 Onp, ods mpdrepov eto KaTamerw- 

xévat, Cavras efeueoy, cf. 1 Pet. v. 8. 

Acts of the Scillitan Martyrs. 

The date is 180. See Zexts and Studies, vol. i. No. 2, ed. J. A. 
Robinson, p. 114, “ Donata dixit: Honorem Caesari quasi Caesari ; 
timorem autem Deo”; cf. 1 Pet. ii 17, Tov @edv ofeiobe* Tov 
Baciréa Tiare. 

Irenaeus. 

Harvey thinks that he was born in 130. This Father is the 

first to quote 1 Peter by name; see iv. 9. 2; 16.5; V. 7. 2. 

Earlier than Irenaeus himself is the Presbyter “qui audierat ab 

his qui apostolos uiderant.” From him come the words, iv. 27. 2, 

“et propter hoc Dominum in ea quae sunt sub terra descendisse, 

euangelizantem et illis aduentum suum; remissione peccatorum 

exsistente his qui credunt in eum.” Irenaeus appeals to the same 

apocryphal quotation as Justin, ascribing it in one place (iii. 20. 4) 

to Isaiah, in another (iv. 22. 1) to Jeremiah. It may be suspected 

that this apocryphon is itself shaped on the words of 1 Pet. iv. 6, 

vexpois evnyyedio On. 

Tertullian. 

Born, 150-160; died, 220-240. 

Scorpiace, xii., “ Petrus quidem ad Ponticos, Quanta enim, inquit, 

gloria est,” etc. ; cf. 1 Pet. il. 20 sqq. 

Jbid., “et rursus; Dilecti ne epauescatis ustionem,” etc. ; cf. 

1 Pet. iv. 12 sqq. 
Adu. Judaeos, x., “ Christus, qui dolum de ore suo locutus non 

est”; cf. 1 Pet. ii. 22. 
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Adu. Marcionem, iv. 13, “sed et cur Petrum?... An quia et 
petra et lapis Christus? Siquidem et legimus positum eum in 
lapidem offendiculi et in petram scandali”; cf. 1 Pet. ii. 8. This 
reference Bishop Westcott considers very doubtful. The same 
phrase is found also Rom. ix. 33, but it is used by Tertullian to 
explain the name Peter, and is therefore probably taken from the 
Petrine Epistle. 

De Oratione, xv., “de modestia quidem cultus et ornatus aperta 
praescriptio est etiam Petri, cohibentis eodem ore, quia eodem et 
spiritu quo Paulus, et uestium gloriam et auri superbiam et crinium 
lenoniam operositatem ; cf. x Pet. iii. 3; 1 Tim. ii. 9. 

Bishop Westcott (Canon, p. 263, note 3) thinks that both the 
Scorpiace and the aduersus Judaeos are “more or less open to sus- 
picion.” But Jerome mentions the Scorpiacum (ad Vigil. viii.) as a 
work of Tertullian’s, and quotes the 4d. Judaeos (Com. in Dan. ix. 
24; v. 691, Vall.) See Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur, 
p. 681. 

LEpistula ad Diognetum. 

Harnack thinks that for the present the Epistle must be assigned 
to the end of the second or beginning of the third century (Chrono- 
logié, p. 515). 

Ad Diogn. ix., tov dixavov trép trav adixwy, cf. 1 Pet. iii. 18. 
Lbid., tas Gpaprias kadvwat, cf. 1 Pet. iv. 8 (?). 

Clement of Alexandria. 

Died about 213, probably. 
Clement quotes very freely from every chapter of the Epistle ; 

it is needless to set out the references. He commented on 1 Peter 
in his Aypotyposes, and a Latin version or abstract of the Com- 
mentary is extant. See the text in Zahn’s orschungen, iii. p. 79 sqq., 
and Zahn’s remarks, p. 133 sqq. 

The First Epistle of Peter was known to several of the Gnostic 
writers. 

Basilides. 

Zahn (Kanongesch. i. p. 763) dates his commentary on the Gospels 
120-125 ; Professor Harnack, soon after 133 (Chronologie, p. 291); 
Basilides professed to be a pupil of Glaucias, “the interpreter of 
Peter” (Clem. Alex. Strom. vii. 17. 106). 

Clem. Strom. iv. 12. 81, iva py karddixot eri Kaxots 5podoyoupévors 
TéAwor, nde odopovpevor ws 6 porxds 7} 6 Hoveds, GAN’ 6re Xprotiavoi 
mepuxores, Cf. 1 Pet. iv. 15, 16. 
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The Valentinians. 

Clem. Excerpta ex Theod. 12, eis & ériOvportow ot adyyedou wapa- 
xdyat, 0 Ilérpos pyoivy (the same passage is quoted again in 86), 
cf. 1 Pet. i. 12. 

Ibid. 12, xara tov drdotoXov tiniy Kat dpdpw kal dori aipare 
éXuTpaOnpev, cf. 1 Pet. i. 18, 19. 

Ibid. 41, Svért mpd KaraBodrjRs Kdopov eixdrws A€yerae 7) exxAnola 
éxdeA€xOau, cf. 1 Pet. i. 20 (?). 

The Marcostans. 

Irenaeus, i. 18. 3, Kal tHv THS KiBwrod 82 oixovopiay év TO Kara- 
KAvo pa, €V D oxTw GvOpwrot SueodOnoav pavepwrata pact Tv cwrnptov 
oydoada pyview. Bishop Westcott thinks that these words have a 
marked similarity to 1 Pet. iii, 20. The correspondence becomes 
more striking if we compare Justin, Z77ypho, 138 (referred to above), 
and if we add 

Marcion. 

Theod. Haer. Fab. i. 24 (cf. Irenaeus, i. 27. 3), otros Tov péev 
Kaw Kat rovs Sodopuiras kali tovs dvoceBeis dravtas owrnpias epynoev 
drodeAavkevat tporednrAvbdtas év TO Gdn TO OwrHpt Xpiore kal eis THV 
Baciteav avadnpOjvat, Marcion goes on to say that Abel, Enoch, 
Noah, the Patriarchs, prophets, and just were not saved, because 
they refused to come to Christ. Marcion did not accept, and is 
here giving one of the reasons why he did not accept, 1 Peter. Just, 
Noah was not saved, because our Lord said, “I came not to call 
the just.” 

The First Epistle of Peter is found in the Syriac Peshito, and in 
the Egyptian, Aethiopic, Armenian, and Arabic versions. See West- 
cott and Hort, Introduction, p. 84 sqq.; Gregory, Prolegomena, 
pp. 814-929. 

There is, however, an ancient Syriac tradition represented by the 
Doctrine of Addai and the Homilies of Aphraates, which ignores the 
Catholic Epistles altogether; see Dr. Sanday’s article in Studia 
Biblica, vol. iii. p. 245 sqq. 

It existed also in the Vetus Latina, though only fragments are 
now extant, 1 Pet. i. 1-12 in s (Gregory, p. 966); 1 Pet. i. 8-109, 
ii. 20-iii. 7, iv. 10 to end in g (Gregory, pp. 967, 968). But Westcott 
and Hort (p. 83) consider that g exhibits “a later (? Italian) text,” 
and that “the palimpsest fragments of 1 Peter accompanying s of 
the Acts are apparently Vulgate only.” 

The First Epistle of Peter is found in all the catalogues of the 
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New Testament given by Bishop Westcott in Appendix D of his 
Canon, and also in the Cheltenham List (see Dr. Sanday, Studia 
Biblica, vol. iii. p. 217). No one of these catalogues is older in its 
present shape than the fourth century. 

On the other hand, it is not to be found in the Muratorianum, 
which probably belongs to the end of the second century (see Light- 
foot, Clement of Rome, ii. p. 405 sqq.; Westcott, Canon, p. 521; 
Geschichte der altch. Litteratur, p. 646). 

The Muratorianum is mutilated both at the beginning (where 
the notice of Matthew and Mark has perished) and at the end. It 
treats in succession of the Gospels of Luke and John, the Johannine 
Epistles, Acts, Pauline Epistles, Gnostic forgeries, Jude, two 
Epistles of John, Wisdom, the Apocalypse of John, the Apocalypse of 
Peter, Hermas, other Gnostic and Montanist vé@a. In the existing 
text there is no mention of Hebrews, 1 and 2 Peter, James, 3 John. 

There is at least one lacuna in the text. The notice of Acts 
ends with the words sicute et semote passioné petri eutdenter declarat. 
sed profectioné pauli ab urbes ad spania proficescentis. ‘The passion 
of Peter” may refer to John xxi. 18, 19, or to 2 Pet. i. 14; the 
journey of Paul to Spain is mentioned only in Rom. xv. 24. It is 
clear that some words, we cannot guess how many, have dropped 
out here. 

Again, the three Catholic Epistles are introduced in a very 
peculiar way, in the midst of a list of vé@a and dvriAcydpeva. After 
speaking of Marcionite documents, which are to be rejected, be- 
cause “gall must not be mingled with honey,” the text proceeds : 
epistola sane tude et superscrictio tohannis duas in catholica habentur. 
The apologetic same, “it is true that,” seems to imply, what we 
gather from the general run of the passage, that the three Epistles 
named here had all been challenged. The Epistles of John had 
already been mentioned immediately after the Gospel, but it is not 
stated there how many they were. Now, if for the corrupt super- 
scrictio we take Dr. Westcott’s emendation superscripti, “of the 
before-named John,” it may very well be the case that the A/ura- 
torianum is here defending 2 and 3 John and Jude. It is possible, 
however, though less probable, that the right reading is superscripiae ; 
and if so, only two Johannine Epistles are recognised. 

It seems highly improbable that 1 Peter should have been passed 
over in silence by one who accepted the Apocalypse of Peter. Two 
explanations may be hazarded—(1) the Petrine Epistle, or indeed 
Epistles, may have been noticed after the Gospel of St. Mark, as 
those of St. John are after the Gospel of St. John; or (2) the 
Catholic Epistles may have been placed after Acts; this is a 
position which they frequently occupy. The words sicute et semote, 
etc., “as also (Scripture ?) expressly mentions in separate places, in 
passages which do not come quite where we should expect them, 
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the passion of Peter and Paul’s journey to Spain,” seem to imply 
that other information about the apostles not to be found in Acts 
has just been given. Such might very well be the connexion of 
James with the Diaspora and of Peter with Asia Minor. The 
author of the Fragment, whoever he was, may have regarded James, 
1 and possibly 2 Peter, 1 John as undisputed, and have recurred to 
Jude, 2 and 3 John in his list of spurious or doubtful works, 
because he knew that some authorities viewed them with suspicion. 

But conjecture more or less plausible is all that we can attain to 
on this point. 

Some of the Zéestimonia adduced in this section may be 
challenged, but the chain as a whole is strong, and the evidence of 
Clement of Rome is very remarkable. 

§ 4. THE RELATION OF THE FIRST EPISTLE OF PETER 

TO THE REST OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

The facts collected in the foregoing section prove that the First 
Epistle of Peter was regarded as canonical from the time when 
“canonical” first began to have a meaning. ‘They may be held to 
show that the Epistle is older than that of Clement of Rome, 
probably older than that of Barnabas. We now proceed to inquire 
to what books of the New Testament 1 Peter bears any resem- 
blance, and what is the extent and nature of the resemblance; 
whether, in so far as it exists, it is such as may be accounted for by 
the general similarity of all Christian writers, or whether it goes 
beyond this, and can only be explained by actual documentary 
use. We must bear in mind that the actual words of 1 Peter 
may very probably be the creation not of the apostle, but of his 
interpreter. 

There can be little doubt that St. Peter had read several of 
St. Paul’s Epistles. In the Second Epistle (iii. 16) he tells us so; 
and even if the Second Epistle is regarded as a forgery, it lies in 
the nature of things that each apostle would desire to know what 
the other was doing, and would take pains to keep himself informed. 
But what we want to ascertain is whether there is anything like 
positive proof that St. Peter had any of the Pauline writings, or 
indeed any book of the New Testament, in his mind as he wrote or 
dictated ; whether his words, ideas, beliefs were in any degree 
shaped or given to him by anybody else. 

It should hardly be necessary to guard the reader against the 
presupposition that St. Paul invented either the doctrines or the 
terminology of the Church. In certain directions he modified both. 
But there is no reason why we should not here apply the common- 
sense rule, that what is peculiar to a writer belongs to himself, and 
what is not is the property of the society of which he is a member. 
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Only, if we are to use this rule with profit, we must look more 
narrowly into differences between the sacred writers than theologians 
are generally willing to do. 

With what books, then, in the New Testament does St. Peter 
display an acquaintance in his First Epistle? The extraordinary 
variety of the answers to this question shows the uncertainty of the 
ground. Early in the century Daniel Schulze maintained that the 
Petrine Epistle was little more than a cento of reminiscences of the 
Epistles of St. Paul; and in recent times Holtzmann and Jiilicher 
think it can be proved that our author was acquainted with nearly 
the whole of the New Testament. On the other hand, Rauch, 
Jachmann, B. Briickner regard Peter as wholly independent. Be- 
tween these extreme views lie others of a more moderate character. 
Von Soden finds a definite literary connexion between 1 Peter, 
Romans, Galatians, 1 Timothy, and Titus. Bishop Lightfoot 
(Clement, ii. p. 499) judged that “with two Epistles of St. Paul 
more especially the writer shows a familiar acquaintance—the 
Epistle to the Romans and the Epistle to the Ephesians.” Dr. 
Hort entertained the same view. Sieffert even maintained the 
amazing proposition that Ephesians and 1 Peter were written by 
the same hand. The elder and younger Weiss, with Kiihl, admit a 
connexion between 1 Peter, Romans, and Ephesians, but assign 
the priority to 1 Peter. 

We will take the Pauline Epistles first and begin with Ephesians. 
The parallelisms most commonly cited are the following : 

Eph. i. 1-3=1 Pet. i. 1-3. There is no special similarity in the 
Address. In both there follows a benediction of Hebrew type. 
This appears to have been a common form in the letters of devout 
Jews. See the letter of Suron (Hiram), king of Tyre, given by the 
historian Eupolemus of Alexandria (in Eus. Praep. Euang. ix. 34), 
Lovpwv Yoropavr Baorret peydrAw xaipev. Ebdoyyrds 6 Oeds, ds rov 
odpavov Kal THY yhv exticev. On the form of the Petrine Address, 
see note. 

Eph. i. 4=1 Pet. i. 20, rpd xataBor7js Kéopov. The phrase is 
quite common ; found in the Synoptists, Hebrews, and the Assump- 
tion of Moses. 

Eph. i. 14, eis droAttpwow THs mepiTorjoews=1 Pet. ii. 9, Aads 
eis epiroinow (from Mal. iii. 17). 

Eph. i. 14, eis érawvov ris Sd€yns airod=1 Pet. i. 7, eis éravov kal 
ddgéav. . 

Eph. i. 21, cat xadioas év Seftg abrod év trois éroupaviows trepdve 
maons apyns Kat éLovaoias kal Suvdpews Kal Kupiorntos =1 Pet. iii. 22, 
"Iyood Xpiorod, ds eorw ev Seka tod Ocod, ropeveis cis odpavov, izo- 
Tayévtwv att ayyédwv Kal eLovordy cal Svvdpewv. Here we have a 
remarkable similarity, yet it may be based upon a common formula 
attached to the common doctrine of the Session at the Right Hand. 
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The names of angels are found elsewhere; see note, and add 
Test. XII. Patr., Levz, 3, Opdvor, éLovotar. 

Eph. il. 21, 22=1 Pet. ii. 5, the brotherhood form a spiritual 
temple ; the same thought is expressed in quite different terms. 

Eph. v. 22-24=1 Pet. iii, 1-6. Instructions to Wives. One 
phrase, at yuvatkes rots idios dvdpdow ws TO kupiw = yuvaixes troragcd- 
pevan Tois idiors dvdpdow, is nearly identical, but the treatment of the 
subject is altogether different. Paul is mystical; the husband is 
the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the Church; Peter is 
very simple and practical. 

Eph. v. 25-33 =1 Pet. iii. 7. Instructions to Husbands. — Here, 
again, the treatment is wholly different. In Ephesians marriage is 
a type of the union between Christ and the Church. Peter bids 
the husband honour the wife as the weaker vessel, because she is 
fellow-heir of the grace of life. 

Eph. vi. 1-4. Instructions to Children. Not in Peter. 
Eph. vi. 5-9. Instructions to Slaves and Masters=1 Pet. ii. 

18-25. Instructions to Slaves alone. Quite different in detail. 
Similar addresses to the members of families may very well 

have been a commonplace. 
The Epistle to the Ephesians abounds in strong words and 

striking thoughts of which there is no trace in 1 Peter—e.g. viobecia, 
ddeois, pvorypiov, dvaxeparAawicacGar, dppaBwv, oixovoyia, rAnpwpa, 
mpopyrat (of Christian prophets), tpoogopd, réxva pice dpyis, téxva 
gwrds, tavorAia. Some of these must have been found in 1 Peter, 
if the writer was familiar with Ephesians. Not one of the re- 
semblances cited above turns upon a phrase of any significance, 
except the Benediction of God; if this is struck off the list, very 
little remains. 

Dr. Hort says that “the connexion (between 1 Peter and 
Ephesians) though very close does not lie on the surface. It is 
shown more by identities of thought, and similarity in the structure 
of the two Epistles as wholes, than by identities of phrase.” But 
others will fail to detect these subtle affinities. Indeed the two 
Epistles may seem to illustrate two wholly different types of mind, 
that of the mystic and that of the simple pastor. 

The majority of critics regard the two Epistles as connected, 
and many believe that Ephesians is the later of the two. Von 
Soden decides that it is possible, but not certain, that the one author 
had seen the work of the other. But a doubt may be expressed 
whether the evidence carries us even so far as this. 

As regards Romans, the passages generally cited are as follows: 
Rom. iv. 24, de quds, ols péArAe AoyilerGat, tots murtebovow émi 

tov éyeipavra Inootv tov Kipiov jyav é« vexpov=1 Pet. i. 21, 80 tas 
Tovs Ov abrov mirrors eis Ocdv Tov éyeipavra avrov éx vexpov. Here the 
specially Pauline word Aoyifec@ar is not in Peter; the phrase 

2 
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murrovs eis @edv in the latter is unique (see note); the other words 
are probably common property. 

Rom. Vi. 7, 6 yap darofaviv Sedixaiwrar amd THs duaptias=1 Pet. 
iv. I, 6 ralav capki wéravra. duaprias. Neither language nor 
meaning is the same. 

Rom. Vi. I1, ovTw Kai bpels Aoyiler be € EavTovs vEeKpovs pev elvan Th 
dpaprig Cavras be TO Oecd &v Xpiotd "Incod=1 Pet. ii. 24, iva Tals 
dpapriass dmoyevopevor TH Scxacoodvy Cowper. In Peter droyevdpevor 
does not mean “having died”; Peter again uses duxatoovvy in a sense 
which is not that of St. Paul, ‘and é duapria has in the one passage a 
meaning which it does not possess in the other. 

Rom. viii. 18, rpds tiv pédAXAovorav ddfav aroxadudOjvat els npas = 
1 Pet. v. 1, 6 kat ris peddovons droxahimren Gar 8d&ys KOLVWVOS. 

Rom. viii. 34) Xpuords Inoots .. . 6s eon vy SefiG Tod Ocod = 
1 Pet. iii. 22, "Inood Xpiorod, ds éorw ev Seéig Tod @eod, Probably a 
common form. 

Rom. xii. 1, wapacrioa. ra odpara Spiiv Ouotay lacay, & éyiay, 
eddpeorov TO Oecd = I Pet. ii. 5, eis lepdrevpa, Gylov, avevéyKat TVEVPATLKAS 
bucias ebmpoodéxrous @eo. This is one of the most original passages 
in Peter. 

Rom. xii. 2=1 Pet. i. 14. Both have ovoynparifeor Oat, which is 
not found elsewhere in the New Testament. 

Rom. xii. 3-8=1 Pet. iv. 10, 11. Both inculcate the duty of 
diligence in the use of the diverse gifts of grace. The mode in 
which the subject is treated is similar, but there is little resemblance 
in phrase. St. Paul dwells upon the figure of the One Body, and 
mentions prophecy ; both these points are missing in Peter. 

Rom. xii. 9; 10, n dy darn dvumdKpiTos. droorvyowres TO Trovnpor, 
KoAd opevor T@ dyabi, Th praderpig eis dAAjAous gprdoropyou= 
t Pet. i. 22, ras yuxas bpaov yyvucéres ev TH traxop THs GAnOelas «is 
piriadeAdiav dvumékpirov ék Kapdias adAAnAous ayarynoare éxrTevias. 
There is little resemblance except in the word avumdxpiros, which 
is found also in Jas. iii. 17. Little importance can be attached to 
pidradehpia, 

Rom. xii. 14-19, edhoyeire tovs SudKovras tuds* edAoyeire kal BH 
karapio Ge . + TO ard eis aAAndovs ppovotvres . » . pndevi KaKov 
avrt Kaxod dmoduevres . . . elpqvevovres = I Pet. iii, 8-1 2, duddpoves 
gs pa Gmrodidevres Kakov aytt Kaxod, i Aowopiav davri Aowopias, 
rowvavriov S& eddAoyodvres . . . Lytyodrw eipyvnv kal Siwédrw airyy. 
In Peter “seek peace, and ensue it,” is quoted from a Psalm; but 
there is a strong resemblance between the two passages. 

Rom. xiii, 1-4=1 Pet. ii, 13-15. Duty of Obedience to 
Magistrates. Here there is a considerable similarity, not so much in 
expression as in the general idea. Like the sections on the Family 
Duties in Ephesians, the passage may be a recognised commonplace. 

There remains for consideration the remarkable similarity 
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between Rom. ix. 33 and 1 Pet. ii. 6, 7. Here we find a peculiar 
combination of quotations from the Old Testament which can hardly 
have been made independently by two different writers. For the sake 
of clearness the text may be broken up into its component clauses. 

Rom. ix. 33, kaOas yéypamrat. 
(i.) od riOnys ev Sudv, Isa. xxviii. 16a. 
(ii.) AOov rporKdppatos Kai wétpav oxavddXov, Isa. viii. 14. 
(iii.) Kat 6 moredwv éx ait od karacxwOyoerat, Isa. xxviii. 160. 
1 Pet. ii, 6, 7, Sidre weprexet ev ypadz. 
(i. iii.) od téOnpe ev Sav AMGov axpoywviatov, éxAexrdv, &ripov' 

kal 6 morevwv ér aiTg ov py KaraocxvvO4, Isa. xxviii. 16a 4. 
tty ovv 4 Ty? Tots mieTevoveww* amirrodar Se 
(iv.) Al@os bv daedoxiparav of oixodopodvres, otros éyeviOyn els 

kepadiy ywvias, Ps. cxvii. (cxviii.) 22. 
(ii.) kat AlGos mpocKdpparos Kal wérpa oKxavddrov, Isa. viii. 14. 
In (i.) there is a remarkable departure from the original. The 

LXX. has i8od éyd éuBddrdwo eis Ta OepeAva Suv, which is a fair trans- 
lation of the Hebrew (Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation, R.V.). 
In both writers this has been altered, in Peter we might suppose 
because the AiGos dxpoywviaios is regarded as the “head of the 
corner,” in Romans because the stone is immediately spoken of as 
AiOos mporKdpparos, a loose stone which could not be a foundation. 

In (ii.), again, both writers abandon the text of the LXX., which 
has kat ody os AlGov mpockdupar. cvvavrycecbe, ove cs wérpas 
aropart, ‘The LXX. translators shrank from the plain sense, and 
boldly substituted a loose paraphrase containing a negative which 
inverts Isaiah’s drift” (Hort). Theodotion and Symmachus have 
eis AlMov mpooKdpparos Kai eis wérpav mrdpatos: Aquila, eis {Gov 
mpookopparos Kal eis orepedv oxavddAov (Field, Hexapla). Both 
St. Peter and St. Paul here represent the Hebrew original, but it is 
not necessary to suppose that either invented the phrase Aios zpoc- 
Kopparos Kai métpa oKxavdddov. Von Soden thinks it probable that 
both writers used a Greek Bible, the text of which differed from 
that of the LXX (see Swete, Jutrod. to O.T. in Greek, pp. 47, 
403). 

But how are we to explain the peculiar combination of passages 
which, as most critics have felt, can hardly be independent? Kihl 
argues positively that St. Paul has borrowed from St. Peter, because 
(1) the words micrevwv x.7.A. belong to the ‘‘ chief corner stone elect 
precious” with which they are rightly connected in 1 Peter, while 
their connexion with AiGos mpooxduparos in Romans 1s so harsh 
that St. Paul could hardly have written as he does unless he had 
somewhere seen the two passages of Isaiah brought into juxta- 
position ; (2) the whole run of the passage in 1 Peter is easier 
and more natural. Peter begins (ii. 4) by an allusion to Ps. cxviii. 
and Isa. xxviii, and proceeds in his habitual fashion to develop 
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the allusion by quoting the two passages, and adding to them 
Isa. viii. One word suggests another—AiOos @rimos, morevwr, 
Tym, amriorodvtes, amredSoxiuacay, Gos mpookduparos. St. Peter, it 
may be added, elsewhere (Acts iv. 11) makes use of Ps. cxviii., but 
St. Paul nowhere does so. There is some force in this argument 
of Kuhl’s, though Dr. Hort dismisses it as a paradox. Yet the 
facts admit of a different explanation. Volkmar (die alttestamentl. 
Citate bet Paulus, p. 41) thinks that the early Christians may have 
possessed anthologies of Messianic prophecies, and it is noticeable 
that in Lk. xx. 17 the quotation from Ps. cxviii. is followed by 
words (was 6 wecdv én’ éxeivov Tov AiMov) which may be, or may 
have been thought to be, an allusion to Isa. viii. 14. It is possible, 
therefore, that St. Peter and St. Paul may both have drawn from a 
common source (see Swete, pp. 394, 397). 

In the case of Romans as in that of Ephesians the resemblances 
to 1 Peter are quite superficial, attaching only to current common- 
places. As Ephesians is the most mystic, so Romans is the most 
scholastic of the Pauline Epistles ; but not one of its salient features 
in words, in imagery, in argument reappears in 1 Peter. If the author 
of the latter Epistle was really familiar with the great Aologia of St. 
Paul, it is most singular that he should never draw any distinction 
between Grace and Works, Spirit and Letter, Law and Promise ; that 
he should omit the figure of the One Body in passages which were, 
as some think, actually before his eyes ; that he should never touch 
upon the rejection of Israel, or that he should speak of pre- 
destination as he does (ii. 8) without a hint that any difficulty on 
that subject had ever been suggested to him. In truth, the two 
Epistles are as different as they can be, except that they have a few 
not very remarkable phrases, and a couple of obvious practical 
topics in common. It may be argued with some force that this 
peculiar combination of agreement in the commonplace, and dis- 
agreement in the remarkable, tends to prove the originality of St. 
Peter. St. Paul might very easily have borrowed any of the phrases 
quoted above. But if St. Peter was the borrower, it is surely a very 
curious fact that he should carefully have avoided every one of that 
large family of words, images, and ideas that St. Paul delights in. 
We can, however, sufficiently explain the phenomena of the case 
by supposing that the draughtsman of 1 Peter was one who had 
often heard St. Paul preach. Or, again, all the resemblances may 
very well be covered by what we may call the pulpit formule of 
the time. 

As regards Galatians, Von Soden rests his judgment on Gal. 
lil. 23, iv. 7=1 Pet. i. 4 sqq.; Gal v. 13=1 Pet. ii. 16; Gal. iv. 
24=1 Pet. iii, 16. None of these points seems serious. But, 
if a writer calling himself Peter had read Galatians, it is hard to 
believe that he would not have made some distinct allusion to the 
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second chapter of that Epistle. The fact that no such allusion is 
to be found in 1 Peter may be regarded as a strong indirect 
argument in favour of its authenticity. If the author wrote before 
the publication of Galatians, his silence is natural; but, if he wrote 
after that date, he must have possessed great strength of mind or 
great dignity of position. 

The Epistles to Timothy present little that is germane to our 
present purpose, but the relation between Titus and 1 Peter 
deserves closer consideration. 

In the Address we find the word “elect” (Tit. i. 1=1 Pet. i. 1). 
The readers are “a peculiar people” (Aads qepiovoros, Tit. li. .14= 
Aads eis wepuroinot, 1 Pet. ii. 9), who are saved by the washing of 
regeneration (Aoutpdv raduyyevecias, Tit. ili. 5 =dvayevvay, 1 Pet. 1. 3; 
cole. Barricpa, 1 Pet. iii. 21). They are heirs according to hope 
of eternal life (Tit. iii, 7=1 Pet. iii 7, i. 3, 4), and throughout 
this Pastoral Epistle hope is brought to the front as in 1 Peter and 
Hebrews (i. 2, ii. 13). The readers are redeemed (AvrpotoOa, - 
Tit. ii. 14, here only is the verb used by St. Paul, =1 Pet. i. 18). 
They are to deny worldly lusts (Tit. ii; r2=1 Pet. ii. 11), and 
emphasis is laid on the necessity of good works (Tit. i. 16, 
iii. 1, 8, 14) and sound doctrine (Tit. i. 9, ii. 1). Titus is “mine 
own child,” yvjcvov réxvov (Tit. i. 4), as Mark is Peter’s vids. The 
authority of the Elder is rated very high, and Elder is here an 
official title, though Bishop may be used as an alternative designa- 
tion (Tit. i. 5, 7). St. Paul still maintains his own doctrinal 
position (Tit. iii. 5), and is still vexed by those of the circumcision 
(Tit. i. 10). 

In Titus we also find another edition of the family duties (old 
men and women, wives, young men, servants), and the special 
phrases jroracodpuevan ois idiois dvdpdow—éapxais, éfovoiars trordo- 
ceaGa.: but these commonplaces occur also in Romans and 
Ephesians. 

Upon the whole, the resemblance between Titus and 1 Peter 
lies not in mere words, as is the case in regard to the other Pauline 
Epistles, but in ideas; and these ideas seem to imply a certain 
change in St. Paul’s mental attitude towards discipline and ordi- 
nances. But in this St. Paul was drawing perceptibly nearer to a 
type of Church life older and stronger than that depicted in his 
Epistles of the first and second groups—in other words, he was 
approximating to the Petrine view, and the inference that 1 Peter is 
older than the Pastoral Epistles has much to recommend it. 

The affinity between 1 Peter and Hebrews is of a more intimate 
kind. Let us take the facts as they are given by Von Soden with 
some slight modification. The two documents employ in common a 
considerable number of words and phrases not found elsewhere in 
the New Testament, or not in the same sense and connexion, ¢.g. 
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aytitumos, mapemidnpos, yeveo Gat, olkos (of the Church), Adyos Car, 
edAoyiay kAypovopeiy, mowuyv (of Christ; but so also in John x.), 
avaépeww (of sacrifice; so also Jas. ii. 21). Other resemblances of 
diction are to be found: «. g. the Doxology (1 Pet. iv. 11 = Heb. xiii. 
21); the final prayer (1 Pet. v. to= Heb. xiii. 21); eipyvyy didxew 
(1 Pet. iiii 11 = Heb. xii. 14); the reproach of Christ (1 Pet. iv. 
14= Heb. xi. 26, xiii. 13); éx €oydrov tay quepOv or Tav xpdvev 
(1 Pet. i. 20= Heb. i. 2). There is an affinity between the terms 
used of the work of Redemption, dwpos of Christ (1 Pet. i. 19 = 
Heb. ix. 14); jamag (1 Pet. iii 18=Heb. ix. 28) 5 the phrases 
dvaépew duaprias (1 Pet. ii, 24 = Heb. ix. 28) and favriopds (1 Pet. 
ii 2=Heb. xii. 24). Faith is nearly identified with éAmis, and 
the object of Faith is the invisible (1 Pet. ii 8=Heb. xi. 1). It 
is the habit of both writers to clothe their admonitions in Old 
Testament words, to use Old Testament personages as examples, 
and transfer Old Testament predicates to the Christian Church. 
Patience under suffering is enforced by the example of our Lord 
(1 Pet. ii. 21-23, ili. 17, 18 = Heb. xii. 1-3). Both Epistles describe 
themselves as short exhortations (1 Pet. v. 12 = Heb. xiii. 22) ; both 
authors are bracing their readers to endure persecution which is 
impending, and is a sign of the end (1 Pet. iv. 7, 17-19 = Heb. x. 
37). 

Von Soden himself considers that these resemblances are 
sufficiently accounted for by the supposition that the authors 
were contemporaries, and breathed the same spiritual atmosphere. 
The affinities, however, are very close, and the two Epistles may 
be said to belong to the same school of thought, which is neither 
Johannine nor Pauline; on the great question of the relation of 
the Law to the Gospel they seem to be in complete accord. Their 
resemblances should be borne in mind when we come to compare 
the Petrine and Pauline theologies, 

The points of contact between 1 Peter and the Apocalypse are 
that Christians are called SotAo: @eod (1 Pet. ii. 16 = Apoc. i. 1), and 
priests (1 Pet. ii, 9=Apoc. i. 6, v. 10); that Christ is Shepherd 
(1 Pet. ii. 25, v. 4=Apoc. vii. 17), and Lamb (1 Pet. i. 19, duvds= 
Apoc. v. 6, dpviov). There is a doxology to Christ (1 Pet. iv. r1= 
Apoc. i. 6); Rome is called Babylon (1 Pet. v. 13=Apoc. xiv. 8 
and five other passages). There is a certain similarity between 
arépavos tis Sdéys (1 Pet. v. 4) and orépavos rijs Lw7s (Apoc. ii. 10), 
and the metaphor of gold tried in the fire is employed in both (1 Pet. 
i. 7=Apoc. ili. 18). For our purpose the most important of these 

- points is the use of Babylon for Rome. There is a certain affinity 
between the minds of the two authors; the imagination of both is 
concrete not abstract, and it was not without some fitness that an 
Apocalypse was composed in the name of Peter. But there is nothing 
to show that the one book was known to the author of the other. 
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But there can be little doubt that a positive literary connexion 
exists between James and 1 Peter. The student may compare 
especially 1 Pet. i. 1=Jas. i. 1 (the Diaspora); 1 Pet. i. 6, 7= 
Jas. i. 2, 3 (Soximov); 1 Pet. i. 23-11. 2=Jas. 1. 10, 11, 18-22; 
1 Pet. v. 5-9 =Jas. iv. 6, 7, 10. The general opinion is that the 
one writer was acquainted with the work of the other; and Von 
Soden agrees with Grimm, Holtzmann, Briickner, Weiss, Usteri, 
that St. James was the borrower. Intrinsic probability is in favour 
of this view. We can sometimes explain St. Peter’s phrases by 
showing how he came to form them (see notes on doxiuov and on 
dydrn Kadvrres tARVs aduaptridv: this last instance seems very 
strong), while the corresponding phrase in the Epistle of St. James 
seems to have been picked up ready made. Dr. Hort, however, 
is of opinion that the Epistle of St. James was used by St. Peter ; 
and the same view is held by Dr. Mayor (article on Epistle of James 
in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible). 

Von Soden thinks that in 1 Peter we cannot fail to observe a 
large number of allusions to the Gospels in some pre-canonical 
shape. This is a point of great importance, for it may be main- 
tained that St. Peter stands appreciably nearer to the Synoptical 
Gospels than any other apostolical writer. 

The use of the leading facts in our Lord’s history is much the 
same as we find elsewhere. Here we have Father, Son, and. Spirit ; 
the Passion, Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascension ; the Second 
Advent; the sacrament of Baptism. A peculiar feature of the 
Epistle is the Preaching of Christ in Hades, to which we have an 
allusion in Matt. xxvii. 51-53. But besides these, there are a 
number of phrases which may well be regarded as reminiscences 
of the Gospel story. We may take as the general standard of 
reference the Gospel of St. Luke, to which 1 Peter shows upon 
the whole the nearest resemblance—1 Pet. i. 1o= Luke x. 24, 25; 
1 Pet. i. 11, 21 = Luke xxiv. 26; 1 Pet. i. 13 = Luke xil. 353 1 Pet. 
i, 17=Luke xi. 2; 1 Pet. i. 23 = Luke viii. 12; 1 Pet. li. 7 = Luke 
xX. 17, 18; 1 Pet. iii. 9 = Luke viv 28; 1 Pet. iv. 1o= Luke xii. 42 ; 
1 Pet. ii, 12 = Matt. v. 16; 1 Pet. iii. 14= Matt. v. 10. We may 
add certain points of resemblance between 1 Peter and the Gospel 
of St. John—r Pet. i. 3=John iii. 33 1 Pet. i. 23=John i. 13; 
1 Pet. i. r9=John i. 29; 1 Pet. ii. 25=John x. 11; 1 Pet. v. 2= 
John xxi. 16. Any single one of these allusions may be disputed, 
but much will remain. Von Soden remarks that we do not find in 
1 Peter certain ideas or phrases which are familiar in the Synoptical 
Gospels, especially Kingdom of God and Son of Man. We have 
an allusion to the kingdom in the BaciAc.ov tepdrevpa of ii. 9, and 
our Lord never appears to have been called Son of Man except by 
St. Stephen. 

Our Epistle has certain words in common with Acts—zapoxia, 
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mpoyvwcis, exrevys, exrevas, kaxodv, EeviLew (to astonish), Xproriavds, 
dyadXav (in Gospels and Apoc.), d@yvova (in Eph.), d0éuiros, duvds 
(in John’s Gospel), dwetrciv, duacdfev (in Matt. and Luke), #yeuav 
(in Gospels), xaraxvptevew (in Matt. and Mark), wepeéyew (of the 
contents of a document), cvvrpéxew (in Mark), doveds (in Matt. and 
Apoc.). 
é Kew other parallelisms may be noted; we may divide them 

into phrases connected in Acts—(i.) with St. Peter, (ii.) with St. Paul. 
(i.) Petrine. God is no respecter of persons, 1 Pet. i. 17= 

Acts x. 34; the soul is purified through faith, 1 Pet. i. 22 = Acts 
xv. 9; Ps. cxviii. quoted, 1 Pet. ii. 4=Acts iv. 11; the Christian 
rejoices in shame, 1 Pet. iv. 13, 16=Acts v. 41; the qualification 
of an apostle is that he is a “witness,” 1 Pet. v. 1 = Acts i. 8, 22, 
v. 32, x. 39. (ii.) Pauline. Heathenism is ignorance, 1 Pet. i. 14 
= Acts xvii. 30; God has called the Christian out of darkness into 
light, t Pet. ii. g=Acts xxvi. 18; feed the flock, 1 Pet. v. 2= 
Acts xx. 28 (or John xxi. 15). 

The evidence of style, vocabulary, phraseology does not appear 
to afford any conclusive evidence of either the absolute or relative 
date of 1 Peter. It has been dated after Ephesians, or after 62 ; 
between Ephesians and Romans, between 62 and 58; or before 
Romans. For each of these opinions plausible grounds may be 
alleged. Such uncertainty attaches from the nature of things to all 
arguments drawn from language or ideas, unless the marks of 
derivation are strong and clear. In the present case, if it be 
granted that there is a connexion, direct or indirect, between 
Romans and 1 Peter, we cannot cut the knot by the round asser- 
tion that St. Paul could not have borrowed from St. Peter. On 
the contrary, the supposition in itself is probable enough. We 
must therefore look round and consider what other means we have 
at our disposal for fixing the relative dates of the documents in 
question. 

§ 5. ON THE ALLUSIONS TO PERSECUTION IN I PETER. 

The date of our Epistle will depend in part on the exact signi- 
ficance of those allusions to the sufferings of Christians in which 
it abounds. It will therefore be necessary to survey the history of 
persecution during the period in question ; and we cannot well stop 
short of the Rescript of Trajan, for it has been held that the 
language of the Epistle is such as could not have been employed 
till after the issue of the famous directions to Pliny. We may 
take in order the state of things depicted in Acts, in the Epistles, 
in the Apocalypse, and in profane history. After this review, it 
will be possible, perhaps, to attach a definite value to the phrase- 
ology of St. Peter. 
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In the Book of Acts the treatment of the rising Church within 
the limits of Judaea proper depends mainly on the attitude of the 
Sanhedrin, though the reign of Herod Agrippa 1. comes in as an 
interlude. Even under Roman rule the Sanhedrin, the Court of 
the Seventy-one, enjoyed very considerable power. ‘Theoretically, 
its authority did not exist outside of the eleven toparchies which 
made up Judaea proper; Galilee and Samaria were exempt from its 
jurisdiction ; but wherever a synagogue of Jews was to be found, 
its orders were executed so far as the secular authorities would 
sanction or connive. Within Judaea the Sanhedrin could order 
arrests (Matt. xxvi. 47; Mark xiv. 43; Acts iv. 3, v. 17, 18), and 
could finally dispose of any case which did not involve the death 
penalty (Acts iv. 5-23, v. 21-40). It could even pronounce sen- 
tence of death, though all judgments of this nature were invalid 
until ratified by the procurator (John xviii. 31). The procurator 
was not compelled to guide himself by the Jewish law, but he was 
at liberty to take this course, and often did so. Indeed, in one 
most remarkable case, the Roman governor appears to have hac no 
option. If any one, who was not a Jew, intruded into the iiner 
court of the temple, he was put to death, and even the privilege 
of Roman citizenship did not save the offender from his doom 
(see Schiirer, Zhe Jewish Prople in the Time of Christ, English 
trans. 11. i. 184 sqq.). 

Thus in the Book of Acts we find the Sanhedrin arresting, 
imprisoning, flogging, and menacing the apostles. Shortly after- 
wards the rapid increase in the number of the brethren led to the’ 
stoning of St. Stephen. It is most likely that this bloody deed was 
in excess of jurisdiction ; still it was the act of the Sanhedrin; its 
method was in strict accordance with Jewish law; and it shows at 
least what extravagances might be and were tolerated by the Roman 
government. The death of St. Stephen was followed by a short 
reign of terror. Pushed on probably by the fiery energy of Saul, 
the Sanhedrin ordered domiciliary visitation. Many were cast 
into prison, and many fled from Jerusalem. At the same time 
it seems to have been possible for Peter and John to remain 
unharmed in the sacred city. But Saul even went so far as to 
set out for Damascus, armed with a warrant, which he had per- 
suaded the high priest to grant, empowering him to arrest 
Christians, man or woman, and bring them away in chains to 
Jerusalem for trial. Such a warrant would, of course, need endorse- 
ment, but Saul does not appear to have felt the slightest doubt 
that he would obtain the exeguatur of the civil authority. Who 
this was is not quite certain; but Aretas, who within three years 
was sO anxious to apprehend Saul himself on the same charge of 
Christianity, was possibly already master of the city. 

That Saul was the prime mover and instigator of this violent 
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measure appears from the fact that from the moment of his con- 
version the persecution ceased. Not only in Samaria and Galilee 
but in Judaea, the legitimate sphere of the Sanhedrin’s power, the 
Churches had rest and were edified. From this time the anger of 
the Jewish powers seems to have concentrated itself with undying 
animosity on the head of him whom they regarded as the great 
renegade and traitor, and the chief enemy of the sacred law. 
When Saul revisited Jerusalem for the first time after his conversion, 
we read that the Jews “went about to slay him.” Some years 
later, Herod Agrippa, perhaps taking occasion of discontent excited 
by the famine in the reign of Claudius, vexed certain of the Church, 
beheaded St. James, and imprisoned St. Peter. Peter was released 
by an angel, and “went into another place,”—fled for refuge, prob- 
ably, to some spot outside Herod’s jurisdiction. But the king died 
shortly afterwards, the persecution did not outlive him, and as 
far as we can gather from Acts, the Christians in Judaea lived a 
quiet life till Paul, no longer Saul, reappeared upon the scene, after 
the end of his third mission journey. On this occasion, again, the 
fury of the Jews seems to have bent itself entirely against the 
Apostle of the Gentiles, whom they would undoubtedly have killed, 
if they had not been prevented by the Roman government. 

St. Luke, however, tells us little of the condition of the Church 
in Jerusalem from the time when St. Paul began his mission labours. 
There are some words in the First Epistle to the Thessalonians 
which may point to troubles of which we do not read in the Book 
of Acts—‘“ For ye, brethren, became followers of the Churches of 
God which in Judaea are in Christ Jesus: for ye also have suffered 
like things of your own countrymen, even as they have of the 
Jews” (I ii. 14). There was probably many a scourging and many 
an imprisonment of which we have no record. Even without these 
penalties a people like the Jews, in which the Church is identical 
with the nation, has the power of inflicting, by excommunication 
and social outlawry, sufferings of a very poignant kind. No doubt 
this power was used then, as it is now in India. 

In the countries which St. Paul traversed as a missionary he was 
far away from the domains of the Sanhedrin, yet even here his 
enemies were able to reach him. They drove him out of Antioch 
and Iconium, and stoned him at Lystra. Even in Europe, at 
Thessalonica, Beroea, and Corinth, they were strong enough to 
occasion dangerous tumults. But in Greece the Jewish law was 
held in scanty reverence. Any disturbance came immediately 
before a Gentile magistrate, whose sole care was for the maintenance 
of order. A high official, like Gallio, would not at this time dream 
of going into points of theology; the only question he would ask 
would be, who began the brawl, and the answer might be anything 
but satisfactory to the ruler of the synagogue. But at Philippi, and 
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again at Ephesus, we catch sight of one result of the new faith 
which led instantly to serious trouble, and was fraught with evil 
consequences in the future. Nearly every way in which a man 
gained his living in the Greco-Roman world was connected with 
idolatry, but the law insisted that every man should be allowed to 
gain his living without interference. At Philippi, Paul and Silas 
were flogged and imprisoned for stopping the trade of some men 
who kept a slave-girl to tell fortunes, and it is curious to notice that 
these rogues were the first to formulate the real crime of the Christian 
missiorary. They charged the apostles not with disloyalty to Caesar, 
but with ‘teaching customs which it is not lawful for us to receive, 
neither to observe, being Romans.” ‘They had seen at a glance, 
with the keen eye of a disappointed tradesman, that heathenism 
and Christianity were two incompatible lives. Later on the same 
cause brought the apostle into collision with the silversmiths of 
Ephesus, who drove a profitable trade in silver images of Artemis. 
These men also found their receipts falling off, and at once appealed 
to mob-law. We read no more of these incidents, but it is evident 
that we have here a cause of hostility which would be immediately 
and universally operative. In every town and village where Chris- 
tianity struck root the local tradesman would find his custom 
diminished, and his shop placed under what we have learned to 
call a boycott. He would protest against this, and the magistrate 
would be quite ready to help him with a strong hand. 

The references to persecution in the Epistles of St. Paul are in 
the same key as those in the Pauline chapters of the Book of Acts. 
In Thessalonians we read of afflictions, persecutions, and tribulations 
(I i. 6, ii. 2, 14, iii. 3; II i. 4). The apostle is afraid that his novices 
may be “moved” by these trials; but the phrases he employs 
and the tone in which he speaks are such as might be employed of 
the sufferings, for instance, of a Hindu convert in British India. 
In Galatians we find only the words “did ye suffer so much in 
vain?” In Romans we read how Priscilla and Aquila had laid 
down their own necks for the apostle’s life; in order to save 
St. Paul they had brought themselves into some real danger of 
death either at Corinth (Acts xviii. 12) or at Ephesus (Acts xix. 23), 
and there isa passing allusion to the sword (Rom. viii. 35), which 
is perhaps not to be interpreted literally. In Corinthians, St. Paul 
appeals repeatedly to his own sufferings as the seal of his commission 
(I iv. 9, xv. 32; II iv. 9, vi. 5, xi. 23). Some of these passages 
show that the narrative of St. Luke gives a very inadequate idea 
of the apostle’s persecutions. It may well be that the Jews were 
fiercer against St. Paul than against the other apostles, and that 
he had really more to bear; certainly he claims this distinction 
(II xi. 23); and again his words may be used to show how much 
pain was endured by the early believers in silence. But the 
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apostle does not speak as if the Corinthians themselves had much 
to fear. 

In the Epistles of the Captivity and the Pastoral Epistles we 
perceive the same tone. The apostle speaks naturally of his own 
chain and his own fears. He exhorts the Philippians (i. 28-30) 
not only to believe on Christ, but also to suffer for His sake ; but 
the exhortation is not specially pressing or urgent. Even in his 
second captivity he speaks of his own death as imminent (2 Tim. 
iv. 6), but gives no indication of any special peril hanging over the 
heads of the brethren. They dared not stand by him at his first 
answer (#bid. 16); but the apostle would hardly have blamed their 
timidity, if Nero’s fury against the Church had already declared 
itself. 

So far it would seem as if the ordinary Christian, though he had 
much to bear, was not confronted by any perils, except such as a 
sincere and resolute believer might be expected to overcome. In 
the Epistle to the Hebrews we come upon an entirely different state 
of things. The Epistle comes from a Church where many were in 
bonds, and many were bearing great sufferings (xaxovxovpevor), and 
its language is marked by that stern solemnity which betokens the 
imminence of the supreme moment. The Hebrews are warned 
against apostasy, as a quite possible and yet absolutely unforgivable 
offence, worse than any death (vi. 6, x. 26-39). So far they had 
done well ; they had taken joyfully the spoiling of their goods. But a 
worse and more fearful trial was at hand. And at last we come to 
the decisive words: “ Ye have not yet resisted unto blood.” 

Here we have a new language. The time has arrived when 
Christians saw their property confiscated by process of law, and 
when not apostles only, but everybody must make up his mind 
whether he was or was not ready to shed his blood for the Name’s 
sake. The State has drawn the sword. What is the particular 
persecution referred to we cannot say, but it was clearly widely 
spread. It was in full action in the Church from which the letter 
came, and it had begun in the Church to which the letter is 
addressed. It may very well have been the persecution of Nero. 

The Apocalypse was, no doubt, written later. Many had been 
slain for the word of God (vi. 9), one of them, Antipas, at Pergamos, 
(ii. 13). Rome was drunken with the blood of the saints, and with 
the blood of the martyrs of Jesus (xvii. 6, xviii. 24). We need not 
ask whether this language refers to the time of Nero or of Domitian. 
The point is that it is quite different from the language of Acts or of 
the Pauline Epistles. Christian blood had been shed deliberately, 
not by Jews, but by the pagan government. The fact caused an 
indescribable shock of horror, alarm, and execration. After this no 
Christian could speak of tribulation or persecution in the same tone 
as before. 
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What kind of language, then, is used on this subject in the First 
Epistle of St. Peter? 

Christians were spoken against as evil-doers (ii. 12). So they 
were in the time of Nero (Tac. Aza. xv. 44), and so they had been 
by the masters of the Philippian slave-girl. They suffered reproach 
for the name of Christ (iv. 14). So also did the apostles in the 
very first days of the Church (Acts v. 41). They were to be ready 
to give an answer to every man that asked a reason of their hope 
(iii. 15), and even to suffer for righteousness’ sake (iii. 14 ; compare 
Matt. v. 10-12). Suffering in St. Peter’s mind does not by any 
means necessarily extend to death, even when it is spoken of in 
immediate connexion with the death of Christ. Thus we read: 
““Forasmuch then as Christ hath suffered for us in the flesh, arm 
yourselves likewise with the same mind: for he that hath suffered 
in the flesh hath ceased from sin; that he no longer should live the 
rest of his time in the flesh to the lusts of men, but to the will of 
God” (iv. 1,2). There is but one passage that seems to go beyond 
these: “Let none of you suffer as a murderer, or a thief, or an evil- 
doer, or as a meddler in strange matters (d\Aorpuoemioxoros ; see 
note on the passage) ; but if as a Christian, let him not be ashamed ; 
but let him glorify God in this name.” It is urged that murderers 
were put to death by process of law, and that, therefore, the Chris- 
tian who is coupled with them must have been in the same danger. 
But thieves were not put to death, not to speak of “ busybodies ” 
(or whatever the word so translated may mean). And suffering, as 
has already been pointed out, need not by any means imply loss of 
life. The passage is, beyond a doubt, ambiguous, to say the least, 
and St. Peter could not have spoken ambiguously, if both himself 
and those whom he addresses were in imminent peril of the death 
sentence. If we recall the language of the Epistle to the Hebrews 
and of the Apocalypse, it seems quite clear that Christian blood 
had not been shed in any formal systematic way by the Roman 
government at the time when St. Peter wrote. 

Professor Ramsay, in his Church in the Roman Empire, maintains 
that not only is State persecution referred to in the Epistle, but that 
this persecution had already entered on a later and more formidable 
stage. He holds that “Nero introduced the principle of punishing 
the Christians ” on the ground that “certain acts which all Christians 
were regularly guilty of were worthy of death” (p. 244); in other 
words, that at first Christians were executed for what Pliny calls the 
ftagitia cohaerentia nomini, the crimes and moral offences which 
were popularly believed to be practised in secret by all members of 
the Church. But between 75 and 80 a.pD., under the reign of the 
Flavian emperors, a new form of process was adopted. Henceforth 
the Christian was condemned propter nomen ipsum. No charge of 
crime or immorality was brought against him ; he was simply asked, 
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* Are you a Christian?” Further, the Christian was placed in the 
same Class as the sacrilegt, latrones, plagiarit, fures, who were to be 
hunted out by the Roman governors in pursuance of their standing 
instructions (Digest, i. 18. 13); and in whose case no definite accuser 
was needed. Trajan by his famous Rescript adopted in the main 
the Flavian policy, but ameliorated the position of the Church in 
so far as he forbade the governors to seek out Christians, and 
required proceedings against them to be set on foot by an informer 
who should give his name and take responsibility for his action. 
Thus the Rescript “marks the end of the old system of uncom- 
promising hostility.” In conclusion, Mr. Ramsay thinks that the 
First Epistle of St. Peter was written “soon after Vespasian’s 
resumption of the Neronian policy in a more precise and definite 
form,” probably about 80 a.p. (see Church in Roman Empire, 
p. 196 sqq.).' 

But this elaborate argument is really baseless. There is no 
evidence whatever that a new form of procedure against Christianity 
was adopted by the Flavians. Mr. Ramsay builds his view almost 
entirely on the words of St. Peter, “If ye be reproached for the 
name of Christ” (iv. 14), which he regards as substantially identical 
with the phrase of Pliny, propter ipsum nomen, “ for the name alone,” 
and takes as meaning that Christians at this time were punished as 
such, and not as evil-doers. But St. Peter tells us that Christians 
were regarded as evil-doers (ii. 12), and he says, ‘for the name,” not 
“for the name alone.” It is surely obvious that, whatever the 
pagan might say, the Christian would from the first regard the 
sufferings entailed by his profession as borne “for the name” and 
for no other cause, however the true issue might be disguised by 
the malice or prejudice of his adversaries. Nor, again, can Mr. 
Ramsay be right in maintaining that Pliny followed a mode of pro- 
cedure marked out for him by the Flavian cognitiones. Pliny 
expressly says that he did not know anything about the method 
which had been pursued in these cases. He invented a method for 
himself, and the object of his despatch is to obtain from Trajan 
a sanction for what he had done, and a clear direction for his future 
guidance in a matter which had proved much more serious than he 
anticipated. Certain persons had been definitely informed against 
as Christians (deferebantur). These he simply asked, three times 
over, whether they were Christians, warning them at the same time 
of the consequences of their reply. Those who persisted in their 
faith he ordered for immediate execution (duci iussi), except some 
who were Roman citizens; these he directed to be sent to Rome 
for trial there. Here we have an instance of the regular three 
summonses, disobedience to which constituted the offence of con- 
tumacia (Digest, xiii. 1. 53). Pliny possessed the undefined and 
formidable power of coercitio. He simply ordered these unfortunate 
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people to give up their faith, and, on their refusal, dealt with them as 
rebels. Later on, an anonymous accuser posted up or sent to Pliny 
a list of many names of persons who were liable to the same charge. 
These Pliny examined ; clearly he had taken alarm at the magnitude 
of the task before him. Some denied that they were or ever had 
been Christians ; these he ordered to worship the gods and Caesar, 
and especially to “curse Christ,” and, on their compliance, dis- 
missed. Others asserted that, though they had been Christians, 
they had ceased to be so. When these also had justified themselves 
by the same tests, Pliny proceeded to find out from them, what one 
would think he might have tried to learn at an earlier stage of the 
proceedings, what Christianity really was. They told him that it 
was not a conspiracy but a religion, that it consisted in the worship 
of Christ as God, that there were no /lagitia at all, and that the 
reason why they had left the Church was, that the religious practices 
of Christians conflicted with the law against clubs or guilds 
(hetaeriae). Pliny obtained corroboration of this statement by 
putting to the torture two slave-women, who were possibly deacon- 
esses (guae ministrae dicebantur). Upon the whole, he came to the 
conclusion that Christianity was nothing worse than a debased 
and extravagant superstition. And so he turns to the emperor and 
asks whether he had done right ; whether he is to punish Christianity 
as such (xomen ipsum), or only wicked and criminal Christians 
(flagitia cohaerentia nomini); whether Christianity is a crime like 
murder, for which repentance is no atonement, or a merely religious 
offence, which change of mind wipes out; and, lastly, whether it 
admits of degrees and distinctions, or whether all offenders, man 
and woman, young and old, are to be treated with the same 
severity. 

Trajan replies that Pliny has acted rightly, and proceeds to state 
certain rules for his future guidance. Christianity is not a crime 
like others, and no definite formula can be laid down. Christians 
are not to be hunted out, like notorious malefactors, by the police. 
Ihe contumacious are to be put to death; those who recant may be 
discharged. But anonymous accusations are on no account to be 
received. They are bad in themselves, and the spirit of the age 
condemns them. 

In these last words the emperor administers a severe and well. 
merited rebuke to Pliny. But Pliny’s despatch throughout is as 
silly and helpless a production as was ever penned. First he puts 
men to death without inquiry, then he inquires, and then he does 
not know what to do. We can gather little from him for our 
present purpose beyond the fact that cognitiones had been held 
upon Christians in Rome, probably not long before and not 
infrequently. , 

The precise effect of Trajan’s Rescript has been much debated 
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Some have held that it altered the position of the Christian for the 
better, some for the worse. It may be maintained that it made no 
difference at all. “So far as I can see,” says Professor Harnack, 
“Tertullian is the only independent witness for the Rescript in 
ecclesiastical literature.” It is not mentioned in the Rescript of 
Hadrian. In the Vienna persecution the proconsul acted without 
any reference to it; “sought out” Christians ; listened to charges of 
“Thyestean banquets and Oedipodean incest”; tortured Blandina, 
Sanctus, Biblias, Pothinus, to ascertain the truth of these horrid 
stories, just as Pliny had done; finally, wrote to Rome for instruc- 
tions, and received much the same answer as Pliny (Eus. @. Z. v. 1. 
14, 19, 20, 25, 29, 44, 47, 52). It is not clear what was the force 
of a Rescript in the time of Trajan. Gaius, writing under Marcus 
Aurelius, says that it has never been doubted that a Rescript has 
the force of law; yet again he tells us that a letter from the emperor 
had not always a general application (Gaius, i. 2, 5, 73, in Huschke, 
Lurisprudentiae antetustinianae quae supersunt, pp. 171, 189—the text 
in the last passage is uncertain). Before the time of Hadrian there 
are very few traces of general rescripts (see the /dex Fontium at the 
end of Huschke), and they seem to be unknown to Tacitus. The 
Emperor Macrinus, who was an accomplished lawyer (see his Life in 
Hist. Aug. chap. 13), at one time thought of repealing all the 
rescripts of his predecessors, ‘‘ saying it was monstrous that the will 
of Commodus and Caracallus and other ignorant men should be 
counted law, when Trajan never answered petitions (cum Traianus 
numquam libellis responderit).” Macrinus was thinking, perhaps, 
rather of favours or exemptions granted by rescript; but he could 
hardly have said what he did if Trajan’s rescripts laid down general 
rules, modified accepted methods of procedure, and formed a new 
law to be followed in all similar cases. 

At any rate it seems clear that Trajan’s Rescript was not pub- 
lished, or was not included in the directions given to provincial 
governors. It was not known at Vienna; just as another rescript 
referred to by Tertullian (ad Scapulam, 4), by which Christians were 
ordered to be beheaded, not burnt alive, was not known, or not 
obeyed, in his province. 

Yet Trajan’s words clearly dictate a sterner line of conduct than 
Pliny would probably have followed if left to himself. What the 
emperor approves is Pliny’s treatment of his first batch of prisoners. 
Pliny had inquired into the fagi#ia. But Trajan tells him that this 
is mere waste of time; the offence is the momen ipsum. Gradually, 
as the issues of the struggle between paganism and the Church 
became clearer, this rule prevailed. The Christian was not allowed 
to plead his loyalty or his moral innocence. His mouth was shut, 
and his trial resolved itself into a plain yes or no. Hence the bitter 
complaints of the Apologists that the Christian, unlike all other 
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offenders, was punished for a mere name (Justin, Afol. i 4; 
Athenagoras, Suppl. 2; Tatian, Oratio ad Graecos, 27; Theo- 
philus Antioch. i. 1; Tertullian, 4fo/. 1). The best illustration of 
the justice of these complaints may be found in the Acts of the 
Scillitan Martyrs (the date is a.D. 180; see the text in Zexts and 
Studies, edit. J. A. Robinson, p. 112 sqq., Cambridge, 1891). 

We have been wandering rather far afield in the latter part of 
this discussion. But the reader who will consider the Rescript 
of Trajan, the way in which Tacitus speaks of the Neronian per- 
secution (Annals, xv. 44), the language of the Apocalypse and even 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews, will feel that the First Epistle of 
St. Peter must come in point of date before them all. At the time 
when it was written Babylon had not yet unmasked all its terrors, 
and the ordinary Christian was not in immediate danger of the 
tunica ardens, or the red-hot iron chair, or the wild beasts, or the 
stake. 

§ 6. DOCTRINE, DISCIPLINE, AND ORGANISATION 

IN I PETER. 

It -has been argued in preceding sections that 1 Peter was 
probably not composed by the hand of the apostle himself—that, 
though the ideas of the Epistle are those of St. Peter, the words, to 
a degree which cannot be precisely ascertained, belong to his 
draughtsman—that the resemblances of expression between 1 Peter 
and the Pauline Epistles turn upon phrases and topics of a 
commonplace kind, do not include any of the favourite words, 
ideas, or metaphors of St. Paul, and generally are not such as to 
prove a literary use of any of the Pauline Epistles by the author 
or composer of 1 Peter, and that the language of 1 Peter on the 
subject of Christian suffering is such as to lead to the conclusion 
that our Epistle was written before the outbreak of the Neronian 
persecution. We may now turn to another topic, the realisation of 
the Christian idea as it is presented to us in 1 Peter. The question 
is of some interest as regards the date, but may be called vital as 
regards the authenticity of the Epistle. Does 1 Peter represent, as 
has been said, ‘‘a step in the process by which Pauline ideas passed 
into the consciousness of the Church”? If so, the author may have 
been a very good man, but he was certainly not St. Peter, though 
he decked himself with the apostle’s name. This opinion is, how- 
ever, widely entertained by scholars of great authority. Professor 
Harnack (Chronologie, p. 452) holds that “the author of 1 Peter is 
thoroughly imbued with the spirit of Pauline Christianity,” and 
many other scholars use terms implying that he was a docile but 
not very intelligent disciple of the one great apostle. Indeed, many 
go further still, and regard St. Paul as having given such a stamp, 

3 
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such a direction and impulse to Christianity, that he might without 
impropriety be called its founder. It must be of importance to get 
clear ideas upon this point. 

Let us endeavour, then, to see what is the agreement, and what is 
the disagreement, between St. Paul and St. Peter. It will be argued 
in the following pages that in what we may call dogma the two 
apostles are substantially in accord ; that in the practical sphere St. 
Peter differs widely from St. Paul, not as one who misunderstands a 
teacher, but as one who looks at things from a different point of 
view. It will be argued also, and this is a point that is usually 
passed over, that, where the two differ, St. Peter stands perceptibly 
nearer to the evangelists and to the Book of Acts. We may 
venture to assume here that Acts is a genuine history, written by 
St. Luke, an educated, intelligent, sincere man, who had personal 
knowledge of much that he relates, and took pains to inform 
himself about the rest. 

It is of the highest importance that we should study the 
differences between the sacred writers. As yet this task has hardly 
been attempted except by Baur and Ritschl with their respective 
followers. Baur was a Hegelian, and the Hegelian theory of 
history, with its perpetual thesis and antithesis, led him to imagine 
that there were great differences in dogma between the Twelve and 
St. Paul. Yet Hegelianism has the great merit of giving to Art, 
Knowledge, and Discipline their true value as means of education. 
Ritschl was a Kantian, and Kantism may be called the philosophy 
of Lutheranism. From the Kantian point of view Art, Knowledge, 
and Discipline have no religious worth, and the one thing necessary 
is Faith. Hence the disciplinary system of 1 Peter is to be 
regarded as a degradation or misapprehension of the Pauline view 
of freedom. On the other hand, theologians as a rule have refused 
to see any differences at all. One school has interpreted the whole 
of the New Testament in terms of St. Peter, another in terms. of 
St. Paul. Since the time of Mr. Maurice there has been a strong 
tendency in England to make St. John the norm. But the duty of 
the critic is neither to separate things which are the same, nor to 
confuse things which are different. Harmonising, as it is wrongly 
called, is the more pressing danger of the two. Out of it flow all 
our mutual excommunications, and by it we impoverish the rich 
variety of the Christian life. 

There are, as is well known, grave practical differences between 
eminent and sincere Christians. Is it absurd to maintain that these 
differences have always existed, that they are to be found in the 
Gospels, that they correspond to the ancient and inevitable distinc- 
tion between the Realist and the Nominalist, that they caused as 
much heat in primitive times as in our own, that they brought even 
apostles into sharp antagonisms, that in effect St. Peter was the first 
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great High Churchman, and St. Paul the first great Low Church- 
man? At any rate we may look at matters from this point of view, 
and endeavour to ascertain how far it is in agreement with facts. 

That the dogmatic teaching of the two apostles was identical we 
know on indisputable authority, that of St. Paul himself. In the 
Conference at Jerusalem the apostles ‘added nothing to him,” in 
other words they approved his creed, there was no dispute about 
the essential points of the truth of the gospel (Gal. ii. 6). And at 
a moment when St. Paul’s feelings were warmly excited, and he was 
the less likely to minimise differences, he based his rebuke of St. 
Peter on the very fact that in theology they occupied common 
ground: ‘We, who are Jews by nature, and not sinners of the 
Gentiles, knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the 
law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ” (Gal. ii. 15, 16). Such words 
could not possibly have been uttered and written down, after time 
for reflexion had intervened, if St. Paul had been divided from St. 
Peter by such a gulf as Baur imagined. 

Let us endeavour to see how the matter stands. It will be well 
to begin by considering how far the theology of the Epistle agrees 
with the doctrine of St. Peter, as he is depicted by St. Luke in the 
Book of Acts. The following points call for notice. In Acts (ii. 
22) St. Peter calls the Saviour “Inootv rév Nafwpaiov. In the 
Epistle the name Jesus is not used by itself, and the nickname 
“*Nazoraean” has given way to the other nickname “ Christian ” 
(see note on 1 Pet. iv. 16). In the Epistle we do not find the 
phrase zrats @eod (Acts iii. 13) ; but the passage of Isaiah, from which 
the phrase is taken, is constantly before the writer’s eyes. Much 
significance has been found in two expressions that are used by St. 
Peter in Acts—avdpa darodederypévov dd Tod @eod (ii. 22), and Kvpuov 
avrév Kal Xpurrdv 6 Weds éroince (ii. 36)—which have been thought to 
involve what was afterwards known as the Adoptianist view. But 
they do not necessarily involve it, and language of precisely the 
same character is found in the Epistle to the Hebrews, the author 
of which was certainly not an Adoptianist (i. 2, dv €@yxe KAnpovdpov 
mavrov, 8¢ ob Kal éroince tovs aidvas: 4, Kpeirtwy yevduevos Tov 
dyyuv: iii, 2, “Incotv miordv Gvta tS rovjoavtt airov). The 
relation between the divine and human natures of our Lord is not 
expressed in the New Testament with the precision insisted upon 
by later theology. Even St. John writes that “the Word became 
flesh” (i. 14), and in the Zestaments of the Twelve Patriarchs we 
find phrases that might seem to involve psilanthropism side by side 
with others that might be interpreted as Sabellianism (see Sinker’s 
Introduction, p. 91 sqq.). But the broad similarity between the 
Peter of the Acts and the Peter of the Epistle is so strong that it far 
outweighs these verbal differences. In Acts, as in the Epistle, Jesus 
was crucified by the foreknowledge of God (Acts ii. 23) ; God hath 
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raised Him up, and now He is exalted at the right hand of God (ii. 
32, 33), to return once more at the restitution of all things and 
judge both quick and dead (x. 42). Even the most striking pecu- 
liarity of the Epistle, the Descent into Hell, is implicitly contained 
in the quotation from Ps. xvi. (Acts ii. 25 sqq.), which is not applied 
to our Lord elsewhere in the New Testament. To Christ, again, all 
the prophets give witness (x. 43); He is Lord of all (x. 36), and for 
His Name the disciples suffer shame (v. 41). 

The last two passages are of the greatest importance. In the 
Epistle “the word of the living God” is “the word of the Lord” 
(i. 23, 25), and also the word of the spirit of Christ which spoke in 
the prophets (i. 11). Again, the Lord of the Psalmist is Christ 
(ii. 3). Thus the Name of Christ for which the Christian suffers 
reproach (iv. 14), is that same Name of the Lord on which whoso- 
ever calleth shall be saved, the only Name given under heaven 
among men whereby they can be saved (Acts ii. 21, iv. 12). It is 
St. Paul’s “Name that is above every name” (Eph. i. 21; Phil. 
ii. g), and it is identified in many places with the Divine Name in 
the Old Testament. | 

There is, in fact, no theological difference of any moment 
between the Peter of the Epistle and the Peter of Acts, nor, on the 
other hand, between St. Peter and St. Paul. Our Epistle opens with 
the Three Names of the Trinity, and assigns to each a distinct 
part in the redemption of mankind. . God is the God and Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, as in Eph. i. 3 and in the Gospel of St. 
John xx. 17. He is also our Father (i. 17), as Creator (iv. 19), and 
Regenerator (i. 3). To Him belong foreknowledge and election 
(i. 2), judgment (i. 17), great mercy (i. 3), our calling (v. 10) and 
stablishing because He is the giver of all grace. The Son is Lord 
(i. 3), in such a sense that passages used in the Old Testament of 
Jehovah may without fear be applied to Him (ii. 3. To Hima 
doxology is addressed (iv. 11). He it was that inspired the 
prophets (i. 11). He was the spotless Lamb by whose blood we 
are redeemed (i. 19). He suffered for us, the just for the unjust 
(iii. 18). He was our sin-offering and expiation (ii. 24, iii. 18), and 
is our Pattern (ii. 21), Shepherd (ii. 25), and Overseer. He de- 
scended into Hades to preach to the dead (iii. 19, iv. 6), ascended 
into heaven, is on the right hand of God (iii. 22), and shall come 
again in the Revelation of Glory to bestow the amaranthine crown 
(v. 4). The Spirit is one of the Three (i. 2), and a Person, for 
mvevya in our Epistle means a personality (see below), who was 
“‘sent” from heaven to forward the preaching of the gospel (i. 12). 
He sanctifies (i. 2), and rests upon the Christian (iv. 14), as the 
Spirit of glory and of God. 

Two points only are peculiar to St. Peter—the preaching in 
Hades, which is probably alluded to in Matt. xxvii. 51, 52, and 
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possibly in Eph. iv. 9; and the inspiration of prophecy by Christ, 
which may be found without great difficulty in 2 Cor. iii. 7 sqq. 
We can therefore easily understand the appeal made by St. Paul to 
St. Peter at Antioch on the ground of their common belief. The 
creed was the same, though the manner in which it expressed itself 
in conduct might be very different. 

For all those terms that we use in theology may be employed in 
two senses, the Mystic and the Disciplinarian. These two words 
denote not a difference in the thing believed, but a difference in the 
way of believing it. Let us try to make this clear without going too 
far into metaphysics. 
_A Disciplinarian is one who hears God speaking to him; a 

Mystic is one who feels the presence of God within. The former 
says, “Christ is my Saviour, Shepherd, Friend, my Judge, my 
Rewarder” ; the latter says, ‘‘ Not I live, but Christ liveth in me.” 
The former sedulously distinguishes the human personality from the 
divine ; the latter desires to sink his own personality in the divine. 
Hence the leading Disciplinarian ideas are Grace considered as a 
gift, Law, Learning, Continuity, Godly Fear—in all these human 
responsibility is kept steadily in view. But the leading Mystic ideas 
are Grace as an indwelling power, Freedom, the Inner Light, 
Discontinuity (Law and Gospel, Flesh and Spirit, World and God), 
and Love. Nothing is more difficult than to define these two 
tendencies in the abstract, because they run into one another in 
shapes of manifold diversity. Yet it is easy in practice to see the 
difference between, for instance, William Laud and George Fox. 
A great part of the difficulty of discrimination arises from the fact 
that many people use mystic language, though they are really and 
truly disciplinarians. 

Now this is just the difference of which we are sensible in 
reading the Pauline and the Petrine Epistles. Let us compare 
the two theologies from this point of view. 

In 1 Peter, God though full of mercy (i. 3), and the giver of all 
grace (v. 10), is above all holy (i. 15), and mighty (v. 6); our 
chastening Father, who sends suffering for our good (iv. 19, Vv. 
5 sqq.); the just Judge (i. 17); and on all these accounts He is to 
be feared with godly fear (i. 17, ii. 17). St. Peter does not speak 
of loving God, though Christians love Christ with joy unspeakable 
(i. 8). Throughout the Epistle the attitude is one of profound 
awe and reverence. Bishop Butler was a true disciple of St. 
Peter. 

On the other hand, St. Paul’s thought tends rather to the love 
of God, to joy in God (Rom. v. 8, viii. 39); and God is not merely 
Judge, Rewarder, Father, but that infinite and eternal Spirit who 
shall one day fill all things, and in whom all things shall find 
perfect rest (1 Cor. xv. 28). St. Peter teaches that after this life 
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we shall meet God, and that this must be an awful thought even 
to the righteous (iv. 18). St. Paul rejoices in the expectation of 
knowing even as we are known, and seeing face to face (1 Cor. xiii. 
12,13). It is sufficient briefly to refer to those many passages 
where St. Paul dwells on the unity of the believer with God in 
Christ (1 Cor. vi. 17). 

Both these views of the spiritual life have been taken by great 
saints, and both are to be found in the Gospels. What we are to 
observe is that St. Paul’s view is the more mystical, and that St. 
Peter’s view is the more disciplinarian. It will be remembered 
with what sympathy St. Paul quoted upon the Areopagus the words 
of the Greek mystic—“ For in Him we live, and move, and have 
our being ; as certain also of your own poets have said, For we are 
also His offspring.” . 

This general difference of intention makes itself felt at every 
point. We may select by way of illustration a few striking instances. 

Take wiors. St. Paul uses this word in more than one shade 
of meaning, and nowhere exactly defines it. Yet we may say that 
to him it signifies much more than loving trust. It is the comfort- 
able sense of the Lord’s presence in the heart, whereby the believer 
is able to say, “Yet I live; and yet no longer I, but Christ liveth 
in me: and that life which now I live in the flesh I live in faith, 
the faith which is in the Son of God, who loved me, and gave 
Himself up for me” (Gal. ii. 20). It is because of this mystic sense 
of faith as producing a real unifying contact between the soul and 
‘Christ, that St. Paul is able to speak of the believer as justified by 
faith and not by works of law. He is so justified because he has 
within him the Source of life and righteousness, because by faith 
he is one with the Risen Lord. 

Now, compare the language of St. Paul with that of St. James, 
“By works a man is justified, and not by faith only.” St. James 
has been harmonised with St. Paul, but only by force. It is palpable 
that the two use “faith” and “justify” in different senses. St. 
Peter says that good conduct is thankworthy (ii. 19), that the 
righteous man is hardly saved (iv. 18); and these phrases imply a 
similar conception to that of St. James. Conduct is something ; 
it springs from the motive, and receives its value from the motive ; 
yet at the same time it reacts upon the motive. In the view of 
St. Paul, action is merely the sign of the inspiration within, and has 
no other value; in that of St. Peter and St. James it is not merely 
the sign of faith, but the necessary condition of a higher and stronger 
faith. Neither St. Peter nor St. James would have denied that the 
Christian is saved by faith, though probably they would not have 
said that he is justified by faith (cf. 1 Pet. i. 5, 9 with Gal. ii. 16). 
But to them faith is not so much the presence of God in the heart, 
as the steadfast will to follow God through all the trials of life. The 
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practical difference between these two conceptions of the same 
thing is very great indeed, as we know from history. 

St. Peter does not define Faith, but he uses the word in the 
same sense as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews. “ Faith 
is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not 
seen ... he that cometh unto God must believe that He is, and 
that He is a rewarder of them that diligently seek Him” (Heb. 
xi. 1, 6). It is not merely belief, which may be non-moral or 
even immoral (Jas. ii. 19), but strong conviction, carrying with it 
trustful obedience in the midst of trials which we do not under- 
stand, godly fear, and the love of Christ. It is not salvation, but 
it is the way to salvation (1 Pet. i. 9); it destroys sin, but only 
through patience under suffering (1 Pet. iv. 1). Strong conviction 
is its beginning, but the blessing of God rests upon the disposition 
which it produces, on the conduct in which it finds expression. St. 
Peter’s conception of faith we may say is simpler, more Hebrew, 
more evangelical, than that of St. Paul. His Faith is that which 
we find expressed in Ps. cxix. 

Or take again the word xdpis. From the mystical Pauline point 
of view Faith and Grace are really the same thing; they differ only 
in so far as the divine immanence, the unity between God and man, 
must have an earthward as well as a heavenward side. Faith is 
Grace, the inner life, the divine life manifesting itself in man ; and 
the gifts of Grace (xapiopara) are those spiritual supernatural 
infusions which testify to the immediate presence of the Holy 
Ghost (Rom. i. 11, vi. 23; 1 Cor. xii.; even in Rom. xii. 6 the 
idea is the same). In St. Peter, Grace is not the life, but anything 
that conduces to the life, any gift of the personal God to the 
personal man, any good thing whatever that comes down to us 
from the merciful Father—the gospel (i. 10), the promised joy of 
heaven (i. 13), or life (iii. 7), or money and the power of dispensing 
hospitality (iv. 9, 10). Grace is the bounty, or mercy, or favour 
of God. Here again St. Peter is more evangelical, more Jewish. 
God is the good Father who bestows; the Christian is the good 
child, the faithful servant, who receives, and receives more in pro- 
portion to the faithfulness of his service. God’s gifts are free, of 
course, but this thought does not trouble St. Peter. He does not 
speculate about it, nor go out of his way to ask why some men 
receive and some do not. God is free, but He is good, and not 
arbitrary, and this suffices for the apostle’s simple creed. 

One striking consequence of this theological attitude is, that 
in the mind of St. Peter the future outweighs the present to a much 
greater degree than in that of St. Paul, St. John, or the mystics 
generally. Faith has, indeed, a present assurance in the Spirit of 
glory and of God which “rests upon” the Christian, as the 
Shechinah rested on the tabernacle (iv. 14), and causes joy un- 
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speakable and full of glory (i. 8); but it is closely allied, indeed 
it is almost the same thing with Hope, as it is also in the Epistle 
to the Hebrews. Here, again, Peter is more evangelical; and his 
sober patience is just what we should expect in a personal companion 
of Christ’s after the day of Ascension. His frame of mind is that 
which is suggested by the later parables in St. Matthew’s Gospel. 
The kingdom of heaven is as a man travelling into a far country. 
Soon He will return bringing His reward with Him. Meanwhile 
His servants dwell as strangers, as pilgrims, in a world of trouble. 
They are kept through faith unto salvation ready to be revealed 
(i. 5); they are to hope perfectly for the grace that is to be brought 
(i. 13); they are to look for the return of the Chief Shepherd with 
the amaranthine crown (v. 4). The Christian has joy, peace, good 
days (iii. 10), but his lot here is one of temptation; and tempta- 
tion is not the bitter strife against evil within, but the crushing 
load of sorrow from without (i. 6, 7). What we mean by temptation 
in our modern phraseology is called by St. Paul dyapria, by St. 
Peter émi@upia. The same sense of the inadequacy of the present 
life is to be found, of course, in St. Paul (1 Cor. xv. 19); but St. 
Paul had felt a deeper mental anguish, and risen to a more 
triumphant sense of victory than St. Peter. Hence, though he 
prizes hope, he is less oppressed by the deferring of the hope. 

A few words may be added here on the psychological and 
ethical terminology of St. Peter, which is entirely unlike that of 
St. Paul. Ilvetdua, as applied to man, denotes his soul as a whole, 
considered as immaterial and immortal. It is used of disembodied 
spirits (iil. 19); and i is opposed to oap€ as mind to body. In one 
place (ill. 4, jovxiov mvevparos) it signifies merely disposition or 
temper. But St. Peter never employs it, as St. Paul frequently 
does, to denote inspiration, or the faculty through which man is 
capable of inspiration. He does not distinguish it from yvyq (cf. 
1 Thess. v. 23; 1 Cor. xv. 45, 46) or from voids (cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 
14, 15). ‘Two very important points are here involved. One has 
already been noticed, that, as applied to the Holy Spirit, rvedp0 must 
certainly in 1 Peter mean Ghost or Personality. The other is that 
St. Peter could not say, as St. Paul does, “the spiritual man judgeth 
all things.” Both the phrase and the idea are foreign to him. He 
points no antithesis between zvedua and ypdppa, nor, in an ethical 
sense, between mvetua and odpé. Indeed, in the First Epistle cdpé 
has no moral significance at all; it means simply the body (cf., how- 
ever, 2 Pet. ii, 10, 18), though the desires belong to the flesh (ii. 11). 
Kéopos also is simply the world (i. 20, v. 9), not the evil world. 
Wvyx7y, again, denotes the whole inner nature of man, the principle 
of life, the personality (see i. 9, 22, ii. 25, ili. 20, iv. 19). It does 
not bear the sense of the lower life of sense or carnal understand- 
ing, opposed to the higher life of reason or intelligence ; hence such 
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phrases as yuyixds advOpwros (1 Cor. ii, 14), cpa puxtxdy (did. 
xv. 44), do not, and indeed could not, occur. Wu x7 is, in fact, the 
very word which St. Peter uses throughout of the soul in relation 
to the religious life. Besides these words, we have d:dvora (i. 13), 
évvowa (iv. 1), érOvpioe (i. 14, ii, 11, iv. 2, 3), and the Hebraistic 
xapdia (i. 22, iii. 4, 15). It is a simple, slender, rather archaic list 
of words, just sufficient for the author’s purpose, taken from common 
usage, and clearly untinged by speculation. 

It has been pointed out in the foregoing paragraphs that the 
Petrine theology regards God as the object of Christian thought, 
aspiration, worship, rather than of experience, possession, inner 
realisation ; that it dwells on the transcendental nature and majesty 
of God, rather than on the mystic union between God and the 
believer. St. Peter does not, indeed, fail to do justice to the 
experimental side of the religious life; his people have “ tasted 
that the Lord is good” (ii. 3). Still, his view is predominantly 
objective ; and this is at all times the attitude of the disciplinarian. 
He gives very few details of the religious life as it existed among 
his readers; this was not his object. But there are in the Epistle 
a certain number of ideas and words belonging to the sphere of 
practical theology; and these all point in the same direction. 
Everything is simple, easy, stamped by plain, pastoral common 
sense ; everything again is conservative ; the Church has advanced 
from its old Hebrew resting-place, but no further than is necessary. 

The first great point that we notice is, that the corruption of man 
is still regarded in the same light as in the Old Testament and the 
Gospels. There is, at any rate, no trace of the Pauline doctrine of 
inherited sin, and dyapria always means the concrete act, “a sin,” 
as in the Synoptic Gospels, not “sinfulness,” as in the mystics St. 
Paul and St. John. Even when he is speaking of the saving power 
of Baptism, St. Peter calls moral evil “the filth of the flesh,” and 
appears to mean simply that sin is the yielding to those desires 
which have their root in the body. We cannot absolutely infer 
from his silence that he did not know, or did not approve, the 
doctrine of St. Paul, but he certainly is silent. To another very 
important Pauline doctrine, that of Imputation, he makes not the 
slightest allusion, and we may gather with confidence that he would 
not have admitted it without reservation, for he speaks of “the 
righteous man” in exactly the same way as the Psalmist or the 
Book of Proverbs (iv. 18). 

Equally important is the absence of the word Law. There is no 
sign of any difficulty or dispute, nor is any difference whatever made, 
between Jew and Gentile. Both appear to be living in peace, side 
by side under the same authoritative supervision. We may account 
for this remarkable fact in different ways. We may suppose that 
the whole Church was violently agitated by the circumcision dispute, 
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and did not settle down in quiet for some years; and this is the 
view which has been derived from too exclusive a use of the 
Epistles of St. Paul. Or we may suppose that the heat was 
generated by a handful of fanatics, that it was a mere crackling of 
thorns, which never received any support from the Twelve, and died 
away at once; and this is the view which we should gather from the 
Book of Acts. What St. Paul wrote about the Law, except in 
Galatians, is not directly polemical—it is simply the free expression 
of his mystic belief that all external authority disappeared with the 
advent of the Spirit. That St. Peter did not share this belief is 
abundantly evident ; but why should we expect him to write against 
it? Orif he was writing against it, how could he do so more properly 
than by such an Epistle as the present ? 

The truth appears to be that, in the mind of St. Peter, Chris- 
tianity itself is a Law, the will of God (ii. 15), the Law fulfilled, 
transfigured, re-established on a surer foundation by Jesus Christ, 
yet still in its eternal elements, in its essential nature as Law, lying 
at the root of all moral life. Hence in St. Peter we find that same 
sense of the continuity of history which is so nobly expressed in 
Hebrews. ‘There has been no rejection of the Jew; he has simply 
been called like everybody else to move on to ahigher plane. There 
is no antithesis between Law and Promise. The titles of the chosen 
people are transferred without hesitation to the Christian community. 
The Christians are priests, kings, a holy nation, the people that God 
always had in view; they are the Diaspora, pilgrims like Abraham ; 
and all good women are daughters of Sarah. There is no trace of 
bitterness against the Jews. In a word, history flows on from the 
far past to the present in a widening but continuous stream. 

Closely allied to the continuity of the faith is its authority. In 
the view of St. Paul there is no authority except that of the inner 
light ; the spiritual man judgeth all things, and is judged of none. 
Freedom is emancipation from all external control ; it is based on 
that conscious union with God which lifts a man above all precepts 
and ordinances. 

But there is another view that Grace (as John Wesley said) is 
not necessarily Light, and that, at the outset of the spiritual life, 
men must do, not because they understand and love, but in order 
that they may understand and love. 

Here, again, we may test the difference between the apostles at 
many significant points. In the eyes of St. Peter all Christians are 
“babes” (ii. 2); it is their natural estate in this life, and to the end 
of their earthly probation they need to be fed with the “ milk” of 
God’s word. The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, influenced, 
perhaps, by some writer of the same school as Philo, speaks of the 
Catechism as “ milk” for babes, and contrasts it with the “strong 
meat,” the deeper and wider belief of the grown-up Christian. Still 
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he seems to mean that the lower belief of obedience is a natural 
preparation for the higher belief of intelligence, that as a regular 
thing men do rise through the state of Law to the state of Freedom. 
This attitude we may call that of disciplinary mysticism (Heb. v. 12, 
13). But to the mind of St. Paul the evil of this lower stage is 
more obvious than its good. ‘ Milk” is the food of the carnal, of 
the weak brother who sets great store by externals, and is always 
ready to quarrel about them. To him the “babe” is not the 
Christian, as to St. Peter, nor the novice, as to the author of 
Hebrews, but the formalist, the disciplinarian (1 Cor. ili. 1). Ob- 
viously St. Peter would restrict within reasonable limits that right 
of private judgment which St. Paul bestows without reserve on 
all Christians. Notice again the use of the word zoiaivew and 
wouwjv in St. Peter (ii. 25, v. 2, 4). St. Paul hardly uses this 
appropriate metaphor of the Christian pastor (Acts xx. 28; Eph. 
iv. 11), and never applies it to Christ. Another important word is 
&yvos, which in St. Paul is often a noun—all Christians are saints ; 
but in St. Peter is only an adjective—all Christians ought to become 
saints. Or observe how St. Peter directs his people to speak like 
the oracles of God (iv. 11). Scripture is the external norm or 
pattern for all our words. Or, again, how St. Paul relaxes the gospel 
rule of marriage, to this extent at least, that in the case of mixed 
marriages, if the heathen partner desires a separation, the Christian 
partner is not under bondage (1 Cor. vii. 15). ‘‘ For,” the apostle 
adds, “what knowest thou, O wife, whether thou shalt save thy 
husband? or what knowest thou, O man, whether thou shalt save 
thy wife?” But St. Peter appears to know of no such liberty, and 
exhorts all wives to be in subjection to their own husbands, “that 
if any obey not the word, they also may without the word be won 
by the conversation of the wives” (iii. 1). 

But more important than all is the entire absence in 1 Peter of 
any allusion to Christian prophecy. The point is of such conse- 
quence that it may be permissible to deal with it at some little 
length. 

In the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke (not in St. Mark or 
St. John) our Lord speaks of sending prophets to the Church 
(Matt. x. 41; Luke xi. 49). They are distinguished from “wise 
men and scribes” (Matt. xxiii. 34). Prophecy is a miraculous gift, 
analogous to the power of casting out devils, and might be bestowed 
on or assumed by people whose conduct was not good (Matt. 
vii. 22). These are false prophets (Matt. vii. 15); and we gather 
that the false prophet specially concerned himself with that topic 
on which Christians are forbidden to speculate (Matt. xxiv. 36), 
the day and hour of the Second Advent (Matt. xxiv. 11, 23, 24). 

At the beginning of the Book of Acts we read of the outpouring 
of the spirit of prophecy on the day of Pentecost, and on several 
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occasions we find the same gift bestowed on the newly baptized 
We may suppose this form of prophecy to have been an ecstatic 
outburst of thanksgiving and adoration; but this particular form of 
the grace does not appear to have been universal or permanent, 
nor did it make its recipient a prophet in the regular acceptation 
of the word. 

But we meet also with persons who were recognised as prophets 
and of the same family as the prophets of old, because in their case 
inspiration was not, indeed, habitual,—this it never was,—but at 
any rate frequently recurrent. We find them at Jerusalem (xi. 27), 
at Antioch (xiii. 1), at Tyre (xxi. 4), at Caesarea (xxi. 9), but not 
elsewhere. Some of them were men, some were “virgins.” They 
read the secrets of men’s hearts (v. 3), or predicted future events 
(xi. 28, xxi. 11), or delivered special mandates from the Holy Spirit 
to the Church (xiii. 2). Some of them were also teachers (xiii. 1) ; 
and two, Judas and Silas, exhorted the brethren at Antioch with 
many words (xv. 32), explaining to them the circumcision dispute, 
and pressing upon them the acceptance of the Jerusalem Decree. 

One passage in the Book of Acts relating to prophecy is so 
important that it calls for special comment. Originally there were 
at Antioch two Churches, one of Jews and one of Greeks, and even 
at the time described in the thirteenth chapter it is not clear to 
what extent the two had been amalgamated. The Gentile Church 
was founded by men of Cyrene, and Lucius of Cyrene was one of 
the prophets and teachers by whom Barnabas and Saul were set 
apart for their mission (xi. 19, 20, xiii. 1). The selection or 
ordination of the two evangelists may possibly have been the act 
of the Greek Church alone. Nor is it certain what it was that the 
prophets and teachers actually did. We may, however, suppose 
with great probability that the plan of a missionary campaign had 
already been discussed and approved, and that the whole Church 
was gathered together, fasting and praying for some definite word 
from the Holy Ghost, telling them whither to go and whom to 
send. All eyes and hearts would be fixed upon the five prophets 
through whom the heavenly voice had so often made itself heard 
before. At last the mandate comes and the mouthpiece speaks : 
‘Separate me Barnabas and Saul.” A very similar account of the 
method of prophecy is given by Hermas, who knew it well. “‘ When 
the man who hath the divine spirit cometh into a congregation of 
righteous men who have the faith of the divine spirit, and inter- 
cession of the congregation of those men is made to God, then the 
angel of the prophetic spirit, who is attached to him, fills the man, 
and the man being filled with the Holy Ghost speaketh to the 
assembly as the Lord willeth” (Mand. xi. 9). What we find 
described here is not the ordinary meeting for public worship, but 
a special assembly of intercession for a definite object. 
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Elsewhere also (1 Tim. i. 18, iv. 14) we find the prophet playing 
the same part in the selection of God’s ministers. Timothy, how- 
ever, though marked out by the prophets, was commissioned and, 
as we should say, ordained by the laying on of the hands of the 
presbytery. St. Luke does not expressly say that the presbyters laid 
hands on Barnabas and Saul, but this is probably what he means. 

Generally speaking, from the Book of Acts we should infer 
that the gift of prophecy, in the proper sense of the word, was not 
commonly bestowed, that its form was that of direct inspiration, 
that its expression was occasional and limited. In 1 Peter, James, 
Jude, Hebrews, we read of no prophets at all. In 2 Peter (ii. 1) 
mention is made of false prophets. John knows both of false 
prophets and of true (1 John iv. 1; Apoc. xi. 18, xix. 20). If 
we take the Pauline Epistles, we find little or no trace of the 
existence of prophets at Ephesus (see, however, Eph. iv. 11), or 
Philippi, or Colossae, or in Galatia, or at Rome. Prophecy is, 
indeed, mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans (xii. 6) ; but when 
the apostle tells us that he longed to impart unto that Church some 
spiritual gift (i. 11), we are probably to understand that he hoped 
to stir up a grace which as yet had not been bestowed upon it. 
But in two Churches, at Thessalonica and at Corinth, we find a 
very different state of things. Both were new Churches, composed 
probably in the main of Gentiles, who but a few months before had 
been idolaters. Yet in both these communities prophets were very 
numerous, and the apostle gave them great encouragement (1 Thess. 
v. 19; 1 Cor. xiv. 39). 

At Thessalonica the prophets were busily doing exactly what 
our Lord forbade, they were proclaiming that the day of Christ 
was imminent (évéornxey, ii. 2); and for this error they were rebuked 
by St. Paul. Even in this town, prophetism appears to have been 
very active and, on the whole, mischievous. There were those who 
regarded it with disfavour, and wished to suppress it altogether, or, 
at any rate, to bring it under control by the imposition of restraints 
which St. Paul thought too rigorous. ‘ Quench not the Spirit,” he 
says; “despise not prophesyings” (1 Thess. v. 19, 20). At the 
same time he adds a needful word of warning: “ Prove all things ; 
hold fast that which is good.” 

But at Corinth the state of affairs was really extraordinary. 
The number of those who laid claim to the spiritual gifts of speak- 
ing with tongues and of prophecy must have been very large. But 
these miraculous endowments, instead of leading to meekness and 
unity, caused much angry rivalry, which turned even the public 
worship of the Church into a scene of disorder. These were not 
good fruits ; indeed, to speak quite plainly, they are the contra- 
diction of anything that we can- reasonably attribute to the Spirit of 
God. St. Paul treats these extravagances with great wisdom. He 
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asserts his own authority, both as apostle and as prophet, with 
explicit resolution. But he deals only with the symptoms, with the 
disorders. He does not name the offenders, nor does he charge 
them with self-deceit, nor does he expressly point out in what way 
their notion of “ prophecy,” of “liberty,” was connected with those 
moral and doctrinal extravagances which he condemns. But he 
lays down firmly the rule of decency and order, the great principles 
of Charity and Unity, and points out clearly the besetting danger of 
what in the eighteenth century was called Enthusiasm. ‘ Know- 
ledge puffeth up.” Knowledge, the knowledge of mysteries, is 
very closely related to prophecy. A close parallel to the conduct 
of St. Paul is to be found in that of George Fox towards the 
Bristol fanatics. Fox was in the same position as the apostle. 
He, too, had fostered and encouraged prophecy, and, when the 
behaviour of Naylor opened his eyes to the gulf at his feet, he acted 
in the same way as St. Paul, not denying his own principles, but 
building the necessary fence along the edge of the precipice with 
authority, discretion, and reserve. 

From Fox’s own account we could hardly guess the nature and 
the peril of the Bristol crisis, and we can do little more than guess 
at the inner history of the Corinthian Church. But in the time of 
Fox, and afterwards of Wesley, Bristol, a seaport and a great seat 
of the slave trade, was not unlike Corinth in some pertinent features. 
Corinth had never borne a good reputation, nor had Greeks ever 
been patient of discipline in any shape. It is in such places that 
the leaven of Christianity produces the most violent fermentation. 
Sudden conversions are common ; and the sudden conversion of an 
undisciplined character is always strongly mystical. It is not sur- 
prising, therefore, to find many prophets in the town, nor is it difficult 
to conjecture what would be the results, 

At Corinth, as elsewhere, prophecy bore its usual and proper 
form of “revelation” (1 Cor. xiv. 26), that is to say, of immediate 
communication from the Holy Spirit. Revelation always implies 
Ecstasy (Acts x. 10, xl. 5, xxii. 17), that state which is also called 
“being in the Spirit” (Apoc. 1. 10), and is described by St. Paul 
himself (2 Cor. xii, 2) as a condition in which the man knew not 
whether he were in the body or out of it. It was, in fact, a trance, 
in which sense was suspended, but intelligence, though not active, 
was quickened into a condition of high receptivity. The prophet 
understood what he saw or heard, and when he spoke, spoke intelli- 
gible words. Hence he might be said to edify, comfort, console 
(1 Cor. xiv. 3). He read the secrets of men’s hearts (did. 24, 25), 
and the hearers might learn from his prophecies (¢déd. 31). Both 
the prophet and the speaker with tongues were allowed to “give 
thanks” after Communion (zdzd. 16). But the Prophet is expressly 
distinguished from the Teacher (1 Cor. xii. 28). The distinction 
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rests not so much on the matter of prophecy as on its form. 
Prophecy was ecstatic (those later writers who denied this only 
meant that Christian ecstasy differed from Pagan); it was a direct 
communication from the Spirit, a revelation, not, like Teaching, an 
exposition of other men’s revelations. For this reason the Prophet 
took rank before the Teacher, indeed before every member of the 
Church except the apostles. Yet, of course, the same man might 
be at once Apostle, Prophet, and Teacher. The Prophet was an 
ornament, but not an officer of the Church; and the manifestation 
of his gift was so occasional that he cannot have been intrusted, at 
any rate in his capacity of Prophet, with any regular ministrations. 
Indeed this is self-evident from the fact that there were women who 
prophesied as well as men. 

When we come to ask what were the precise subjects of Corin- 
thian prophecy, we find ourselves on uncertain ground. Yet, when 
we consider the topics dwelt upon by the apostle, and compare them 
with what we know to have been the themes of prophecy elsewhere, 
we can arrive at a tenable conclusion. 

At Thessalonica, the favourite subject was the Second Advent, 
a question which involved that of the condition of the faithful dead 
(1 Thess. iv. 14 sqq.). Beyond a doubt this would be the pre- 
dominant burden of speculation at Corinth also, as it always has 
been everywhere. Hence St. Paul addresses to that Church the 
noblest of all his prophecies on this very point (1 Cor. xv.). There 
were many ways in which the prophet might speak of Eschatology 
without infringing our Lord’s prohibition. He might have a vision 
of the angelic hierarchy, like Ignatius, or of the state of the soul 
after death, like Perpetua, or of heaven and hell, like the author 
of the Afocalypse of Peter, or of the signs that precede the Second 
Advent, like the author of the Didache. Even this alluring theme 
was full of peril. It was forbidden to fix a date for the Second 
Advent, and this command was often forgotten. But there were 
some at Corinth who denied the resurrection of the dead. If 
St. Paul means that they denied the resurrection of the body, there 
were Gnostic prophets who did the same thing. 

Again, there were those who defended the act of the man who 
had married his father’s wife (1 Cor. v. 1, 2). St. Paul tells them 
that they are “puffed up.” But it is knowledge which “ puffeth up ” 
(viii. 1), and knowledge is practically identical with prophecy (xiii. 2). 
Sexual irregularity has, in fact, often been justified by pretenders to 
the inner light, and cannot be justified in any other way. 

Another subject which exercised the minds of the prophets was 
that of Church discipline. Ignatius gives us the text of one of his 
own prophecies, in which occur the words, ‘‘Do nothing without 
the bishop” (PAz/. vii.). _Hermas also touches on the relation of 
the prophet to the presbyter (7s. iii. 1. 8, 9), and Montanism was 
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largely concerned with this point. If there were prophecies on the 
one side, there would be prophecies also on the other, and certainly 
the Corinthian prophets, numerous and self-assertive, and claiming 
some authority in the regulation of public worship, would not 
tamely submit to the direction of officials. Indeed, in the Corin- 
thian Church we cannot affirm with confidence that there were any 
officials at all. 

To some extent the Corinthians must have been self-deluded. 
The genuine spirit of prophecy has never been given to masses of 
men ; nor can it often have been bestowed upon those who, but the 
other day, were worshipping stocks and stones, and contaminated 
by the vices of such a city as Corinth. But St. Paul could not 
absolutely forbid this outbreak of fanaticism. He was himself the 
most remarkable of Christian prophets, full of the Holy Ghost, and 
longing unspeakably to see others like himself. He would believe 
the best. After all, among the tares would be blades of wheat, and 
he would not dare to run the risk of plucking up these. But the 
consequences are very clearly to be discerned. The Church of 
Corinth was full of the most shocking disorders, both in faith (1 Cor. 
xv. 12) and in morals. If there was any control there, we cannot 
see where it resided, or what was its good. It is not too much to 
say, that if this form of prophetism had not disappeared, the Church 
could not possibly have endured. 

Prophetism sums up in one word the difference between St. Paul 
the mystic and St. Peter the disciplinarian. Where a body of 
prophets has assumed the direction of affairs, discipline is impos- 
sible. But it is evident that the confusion which reigned at Corinth, 
and possibly in a lower degree at Thessalonica, was abnormal. The 
vast majority of the Churches were, as they had been from the first, 

. carefully instructed and diligently supervised ; and what is true of a 
couple of Greek communities in Europe is by no means true of 
Asiatic Christianity. How things were ordered in the Eastern 
Churches we can gather with confidence from the notices in the 
Book of Acts, from 1 Peter, from Hebrews, and from the Letters 
to the Seven Churches in the Apocalypse. Indeed, the Pastoral 
Epistles of St. Paul tell the same tale. 

The communities addressed in 1 Peter were clearly under strict 
and sober government; but their organisation, as far as we are able 
to descry it, was of a very simple, primitive kind. In the first place, 
the writer does not use the word “Church,” a peculiarity which he 
shares with Hebrews, for in that Epistle also, ‘‘Church,” though 
it twice occurs (ii, 12, in quotation from O.T., xii. 23), does not 
bear its familiar technical sense. He calls himself “an apostle 
of Jesus Christ” (i. 1), or, what is the same thing, “‘a witness of the 
sufferings of Christ” (v. 1); but he writes with the greatest modesty 
in a tone of exhortation, not cf command, exhorting, not rebuking, 
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calling himself a brother of the presbyters. Nothing in the Epistle 
is more authoritative than the brief emphatic phrase in which he 
commends the faithfulness of so eminent a man as Silvanus. 
Clearly he expected to be heard with deference ; but the tone is just 
what we should have expected in St. Peter, and just what we should 
not have expected in anyone masquerading under his name. He 
addresses his readers as the Dispersion, the brethren or brotherhood 
(“the brethren” is a familiar phrase in Acts), and uses the word 
“Christian.” If there were any widows or orphans receiving 
regular assistance from the common fund, at any rate they are not 
mentioned. ‘The Deacon possibly did not exist, certainly is not 
named. There was no Bishop; the noun ézioxozos is used of 
Christ (ii. 25), and the verb émuxozetv of the Presbyters (v. 2), in a 
manner which shows us how the title came into being as a synonym 
for Shepherd; but it has not as yet definitely assumed an official 
sense. On the other hand, the Presbyter who, as we know from 
Acts, was the original rector and pastor of the Church, wields great 
authority, which he is strongly admonished to exert with willingness, 
uprightness, and sobriety. Of the Sacraments, Baptism is spoken of 
as having a saving power (ili. 21) ; the Eucharist is not mentioned. 

Thus the organisation also appears to be marked by the same 
primitive simplicity that we have noticed as characteristic of the 
Epistle in other points. If we attach any historical value to Acts 
—and how can we help doing this?—the polity of the Petrine 
Churches is more conservative than that depicted in or suggested by 
any of the Pauline Epistles. 

_ But, now, if the relation between the Petrine and Pauline 
Epistles is as it has here been described, if in dogma they agree 
and in practice they differ, and if, when they differ, the Petrine 
Epistle is more primitive, as it proved to be more enduring, how 
are we to explain these singular facts? 

We may say that the sub-apostolic Church, with all its reverence 
for St. Paul, failed to understand his idea of Freedom, that his pure 
and noble mysticism was too hard for them (dvovéyror, 2 Pet. iii. 16), 
that the time for it was not yet come, and that God sent His people 
back again into the wilderness after a first glimpse of the Promised 
Land. 

But, then, how are we to account for the fact that where the 
Petrine writer falls away from St. Paul he is falling back upon 
the Synoptic Gospels? If his Christianity had been derived from 
that of St. Paul he could not have taken this line. Those who 
started from a misunderstanding of the mysticism of St. Paul became 
Antinomians ; this is what actually happened to many of the Gnostics, 
and to many sects in later times. If the Petrine writer fell back, he 
must have had something to fall back upon. There must have 
been some other stamp of Christianity, some other method of 

4 
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working out in detail the truth of the Resurrection, than that 
described in the Pauline Epistles. That there actually was one— 
indeed that there were several—we learn not only from the Gospels 
and the rest of the New Testament, but from St. Paul’s own 
testimony. 

But if this is the case, why should the Petrine writer be thought 
to have fallen back at all? Why should not his Epistle be just 
what it professes to be, the work of St. Peter himself? 

Note on Post-Apostolic Prophecy. 

Ignatius describes one subject of his prophetic visions in Trall. 
V.5 Sivapae VOELV TO. éroupdvia Kat Tas rorobect tas Tas dyyeAukas Kal TOS 

ovotdaces Tas dpxovTiKds, dpard Te Kal ddpara, 
In another very remarkable passage, Phil. vii., he gives the actual 

text of one of his prophecies, 76 6é Tvetpa exnpuooev A€yov Td.be 
xupis TOU erirKorov pndev movetre* Thy odpka tpav as vadv @cov 
Typeire: THY &voow dyamare TOUS pepurpovs pevyere pyntat yiverbe 
"Inoot Xpicrod, as Kal avros Tod Ilarpds atrod. 

Here it is to be observed that the subject-matte: ‘s the same as 
that of the Teacher, but that the form is entirely differe:.t from that 
of Teaching. The admonitions are given as a direct communica- 
tion from the Holy Spirit, hence in style they are ejaculatory and 
dogmatic, not discursive. 

Ignatius exhorted Polycarp to pray for the same gift. 
Polycarp, i., alrod ower thelova 4 HS Exes. 

Lbid. ii., To Se ddpara aire va cor havepwhf, tva pndevis ein 
Kal wavTos xapiopatos Tepiooevys. 

Polycarp acknowledges that he himself did not possess the gift 
of prophecy. 

Ad Phil. xii., “‘confido enim uos bene exercitatos esse in sacris 
literis, et nihil uos latet; mihi autem non est concessum.” It was 
enough for him to follow humbly in the footsteps of St. Paul, 
ibid. iil. 

Here we see that a great and recognised and most authoritative 
Teacher might yet not bea prophet. But before Polycarp’s death 
this grace was vouchsafed to him. JMartyrium Polyc. v., Se pe 
lavra xataxajvat. With him as with all prophets the gift took the 
form of a vision or voice. 

The prophecies of Montanus, Prisca, Maximilla, and others of 
the same sect, will be found collected in Bonwetsch, Montanismus, 

p. 197 sqq. 
Tertullian says of them, de exhort. cast. 10, “ uisiones uident et 

ponentes faciem deorsum etiam uoces audiunt manifestas tam 
salutares quam occultas.” 

Sa/udares means moral or disciplinary, as in the second passage 
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from Ignatius. Occu/tas means pertaining to heavenly mysteries, 
as in the first. Oehler does not explain the words ponentes faciem 
deorsum ; apparently the prophet bent his head downwards in the 
attitude of listening to a voice from above. : 

Of Ecstasy, Tertullian says, adu. Marc. iv. 22, “gratiae extasis 
amentia. In spiritu enim homo constitutus, praesertim cum gloriam 
Dei conspicit, uel cum per eum Deus loquitur, necesse est excidat 
sensu, obumbratus scilicet uirtute diuina.” This agrees very well 
with the language of St. Paul. 

Alcibiades (or Miltiades), Eus. #7. EZ. v. 17, r, wrote a treatise 
against the Montanists entitled zepi rod pr Setv ev exordoet Aadeiv: 
but he was certainly using the word ékoraois in a peculiar sense, 
for it is used of true Christian prophecy, Acts x. 10, xi. 5, xxii. 17, 
and “to speak in ecstasy” means neither more nor less than “to 
speak in the Spirit.” And the author to whom we owe our know- 
ledge of this treatise of Alcibiades (or Miltiades) goes on to say that 
the mark of the false prophet is not ecstasy but parecstasy—that is 
to say, debased ecstasy. 6 Wevdorpopyrys év mapexordoe, @ ererat 
ade Kat apoBia, dpydpevos pev é€ Exovoiov dpabias, karaorpépwv 8é 
eis dxovovov paviay yuyjs. The false prophet was culpably ignorant 
—that is to say, he was one so far deficient in morals, or instruction, 
or both, that the brethren could not regard him as a likely organ 
for the prophetic spirit, and his trance was “a madness.” Madness 
will mean frenzied utterance or gesticulation and “ possession.” 
The last, in particular, was a most serious point. Simon Magus 
“gave out that he himself was some great one” (Acts viii. 9); and 
Montanus said, “I am the Lord God Almighty coming down in 
man ” (Epiph. Haer. xi. P- 437),—a phrase which is strictly analogous 
to that of the demoniac, “‘ My name is Legion” (Mark v. 9). The 
idea that the spirit, good or bad, takes possession of the man, 
replaces his personality, and speaks with his own voice, is wholly 
alien to Biblical prophecy, and belongs to demonology or heathen 
vaticination. But ignorance was quite serious enough. It would 
be shown by demanding payment or expecting reward as a prophet 
(Eus. H. Z. v. 18; Hermas, Mand. xi.) ; by doctrinal unsoundness 
(1 John iv. 1, 2); and in the eyes of a loyal Churchman by inter- 
ference with the wholesome and apostolic discipline of the Church. 

Professor Harnack (Lehre der zwilf Apostel, p. 126) is inclined 
to regard all these tests as invented by the later Church for the 
purpose of condemning the Montanists. But they are obvious 
deductions from eternal common sense. Except non-fulfilment of 
predictions, for which the existing brotherhood might have to wait 
in vain, the one and only test of genuine prophecy is that of con- 
formity to the teaching and practice of undoubted prophets, of 
Christ and His apostles ; and this test all Christians were bound to 
apply at all times under very serious penalties. 
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A careful review of the facts seems to show two things very 
distinctly : (1) that the condition of the Corinthian Church is not to 
be regarded as the normal state of a Christian community in the 
time of the apostles ; (2) that the Prophet is not, and cannot be, the 
same thing as the Teacher. The two functions might, no doubt, be 
combined, but in themselves they are radically different. 

§ 7. ST. PETER AND ST. PAUL IN THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

We may proceed to compare, in the next place, the characters 
and histories of St. Paul and St. Peter. To some extent, at any- 
rate, the investigation will throw further light upon the conclusions 
arrived at in the preceding chapter. 

When St. Stephen was stoned to death the witnesses laid down 
their clothes at the feet of a young man whose name was Saul 
(Acts vii. 58). He was of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of 
Hebrews, and a Pharisee (Phil. iii. 5), born in Tarsus of Cilicia, but 
brought up in Jerusalem, where he sat at the feet of the famous 
Gamaliel (Acts xxii. 3). He was a Roman citizen, and son of a 
Roman citizen (Acts xxii. 28), spoke and wrote Greek, used the 
Greek Bible, and had some acquaintance with Greek literature 
(Acts xvii. 28; 1 Cor. xv. 33; Tit. i. 12). 

We are not told at what age he left Tarsus, but he was probably 
verging on man’s estate at the time, for he had already been intro- 
duced to the study of the Greek poets, and he continued to regard 
the city as his home and natural place of shelter (Acts ix. 30). He 
was no cosmopolitan, and though he passed his early years under 
the shadow of a Greek university, remained a strict Jew. Yet 
Tarsus was a Stoic stronghold, and St. Paul had read and admired 
at least one Stoic poet. He was aware then that there was current 
among educated heathen a view of God as the great indwelling 
Spirit which is antagonistic to any shape of formalism. But doubt- 
less he had imbibed this belief from Scripture, and from the 
struggles of his own spiritual experience—if we may regard Rom. 
vil. 9 sqq. as referring to a time preceding that of his conversion. 
We may suppose that he was a Pharisaic Mystic of the same type 
as St. James. But we first see him at Jerusalem, approving of 
Stephen’s death, leading and goading on the party of persecution. 

So far he appears to us as well-born, probably wealthy, well- 
educated, still young, full of fiery conviction and prompt resolution, 
a natural leader of men in times of great excitement. He was 
unmarried and childless, and seems to have owed his power 
entirely to the vigour of his character, for he does not appear to 
have been a member of the Sanhedrin. 

Not content with oppressing the disciples in Jerusalem, he 
extorted from the high priest a despatch authorising the extermina- 
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tion of the heretics at Damascus, and was on his way to that city, 
“breathing threatenings and slaughter,” when he was struck down 
to the earth by that Jesus whom he was persecuting. Thus in one 
moment he became a Christian. 

All attempts to account for his conversion by natural agencies 
are vain. No doubt the way for this astounding change had been 
prepared. St. Paul was familiar with many thoughts of many 
minds ; he must have been familiar also with that lurking sense of 
disappointment which always besets those who set their hopes on 
anything lower than the highest, and he had seen St. Stephen die. 
But the final blow was struck from above with overwhelming force 
and instantaneous effect. 

His change was not from immorality to morality, but from one 
principle of action to another, from moralism to mysticism. It was 
analogous, not to the conversion of St. Augustine, but to that of 
Luther, or Wesley, or Law. But the point is, that these sudden 
changes always leave a mark. A swift uplifting, because it is so 
immediately divine, gives great nobility of mind. It carries the 
man up at once into a sphere from which all forms, props, 
mechanisms, seem very little things, and it imparts great peace, 
confidence, and joy. At the same time it makes a breach between 
the present and the past. The converted man looks back upon his 
old struggles with fear, pain, and horror. For him the hopeful 
promise of discipline and obedience ended only in cruel defeat. 
Of what value, then, can they be to others ? 

The Vision on the road to Damascus is enough to stamp St. 
Paul as a prophet; but throughout his life he continued to receive 
immediate manifestations of God’s presence and care. His revela- 
tions, conveyed sometimes in trance, sometimes in dream ; bringing 
sometimes directions, sometimes prohibitions ; sometimes ‘unfolding 
mysteries, sometimes displaying the formless glory of things un- 
speakable—were very numerous (Acts xvi. 6, 9, xviii. 9, 10, xIX. 21, 
XX. 23, 29, xxii. 17, xxvii, 23, 243; Gal. i, 2; 2 Cor. xii. 1-7). 
The sense of direct inspiration seems never to have failed him, 
except perhaps when discipline was in question (1 Cor. vii. 12). 
Much of his knowledge in the faith was imparted to him through 
the same channel (Eph. iii. 3; Gal. i. 12 sqq., ii. 6; 1 Cor. xv. 3). 
But here we are perhaps justified in making a distinction. Even 
though he never saw Christ in the flesh, he would know, from 
hearsay or from reading, the general facts of the Gospel history, and 
he must surely have learned from ordinary sources the saying of our 
Lord’s which he quoted in his speech at Miletus (Acts xx. 35). 
What he means is probably, that the one fact of the Resurrection 
and the inner meaning of all the facts, his whole theology, came to 
him direct by way of revelation. We find unmistakable fruits of 
his prophetic gift in Thessalonians and in 1 Cor. xv. 
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- Such were the salient features in the character and history of St. 
Paul. St. Peter on every point forms a strong contrast. He was a 
poor Galilean fisherman, a labouring man, uneducated, rough in 
speech and manner (Matt. xxvi. 73 ; Luke xxii. 59; Acts iv. 13), a 
husband, and, according to ancient tradition, a father, and he had 
lived in close intimacy with the Saviour upon earth. He was a 
simple pious Jew, if not actually a disciple of John the Baptist at 
any rate the brother of one who was (John i. 40),—that is to say, he 
was open-minded and docile, a son of Abraham who did not pre- 
sume upon that privilege (Luke iii. 8), but was well aware of the 
need of repentance, and was looking for the kingdom of heaven 
and the advent of Messiah. 

He was a married, uneducated labourer. Such men always bear 
the stamp of their class. In England, and presumably elsewhere, 
they are tender-hearted, but slow. They have seen too much of the 
hard realities of life to be greatly elated or greatly depressed. But 
they make fine soldiers, who will follow their captain to the last, 
and fall where he has placed them. 

St. Peter is often spoken of as ardent and impulsive, but our 
Lord called him Cephas, ‘‘ Rock,” and the fiery apostles were James 
and John. He was often the first to speak, because he was the 
leader and mouthpiece of the Twelve. The quietest of men, when 
driven past endurance, are often fiercest; and as Moses, the meek, 
once smote an Egyptian, so Peter struck a hasty blow in the Garden 
of Gethsemane. In an hour of utter despair and extreme alarm, he 
denied his Lord. The Gospels paint him as a man of slow under- 
standing, but strong conviction, of tender, but not demonstrative 
feeling, with an exquisitely delicate conscience, and a deep sense of 
the majesty of God. It was he who made the great confession, 
“Thou art the Christ,” and yet would have saved Christ from 
suffering and the Cross (Matt. xvi. 16, 22), just as the disciples 
besought St. Paul not to go up to Jerusalem where he was to be 
delivered to the Gentiles (Acts xxi. 12); it was he who at the Last 
Supper beckoned to St. John to ask the question which he dared 
not ask himself (John xiii. 24); it was he, again, who said, “ Depart 
from me; for I am a sinful man, O Lord” (Luke v. 8); who went 
out and wept bitterly when the Saviour turned and looked upon 
him (Luke xxii. 62), and whose repentance and forgiveness are 
described with magical power in the last chapter of St. John’s 
Gospel. The Lord loved John better, but He trusted Peter more 
(Luke xxii. 31, 32). 

We may imagine Peter as a shy, timid, embarrassed man, apt 
on a sudden emergency to say and do the wrong thing, not because 
he was hasty, but because he was not quick. He was one of those 
who become leaders because they have been called and appointed, 
not because nature seems to have marked them out for command 

OO 
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His defect had been want of readiness and decision. When this 
was cured, he was all the better fitted to be a guide and pastor by 
reason of the weakness which the Holy Spirit redressed. ‘Be ye 
ready,” he says in his Epistle (1 Pet. iii. 15), “always to give an 
answer to every man that asketh for a reason of the hope that is in 
you, with meekness and fear.” He was meek and fearful, and he 
knew well the danger of unreadiness. 

St. Peter had been instructed, trained, disciplined by our Lord 
Himself, and led on in smooth and unbroken progress from the 
law to the gospel. He was a prophet, but hardly a visionary. He 
had witnessed the Transfiguration, he had seen the risen Saviour, 
he had received admonition in his trance at Joppa, and an angel 
had been sent to deliver him from prison. The Holy Ghost had 
come down upon him at Pentecost. But we do not read that he 
enjoyed the same kind, or the same frequency, of communion with 
the unseen world which was given to St. Paul or St. John. There 
is the same shade of difference that we observe in the Old Testa- 
ment between Moses and Jacob. Further, it is evident that to St. 
Peter the past would not wear the same colour as to St. Paul. 
He would look back with affection and regret to days spent in 
company with our Lord on earth, and he would look forward with 
intense longing to the time when the Chief Shepherd should reappear. 
The interval would appear to him as a period of loss, of hope 
deferred ; and this is exactly what we find in the Epistle. St. Paul’s 
past was one of shame; there was no brightness in it; and his 
heart swells with a rapture of gratitude when he thinks of his 
deliverance from the city of confusion and house of bondage. 

We need not here dwell minutely on the history of St. Peter 
as it is given in the first twelve chapters of the Book of Acts. There 
he appears for some ten or twelve years as spokesman, judge, leader 
of the disciples at Jerusalem. As occasion served, and the frontier 
of the Church was pushed forward, he made excursions to other 
places. We see him at Samaria, passing through all quarters to 
Lydda and Joppa, and again at Caesarea. After this we read of 
the visit of Barnabas and Saul to Jerusalem, of Herod’s persecution, 
of Peter’s imprisonment, deliverance, and departure “to another 
place.” From this point St. Luke’s thoughts are occupied almost 
exclusively with the history of St. Paul. But on three occasions 
we find the two great apostles in actual personal contact. Here, 
then, it becomes necessary to compare the narrative given in the 
Book of Acts with that of the Epistle to the Galatians (Gal. i. 
15-24, ii. I-10, 11 sqq.). But let us first grasp firmly the key 
to all the difficulties which may arise. St. Luke is writing as a 
historian ; his object is summa sequi fastigia rerum ; his interest lies 
in the permanent, and specially in the Decree of the Council of 
Jerusalem, which was the first monument of Canon Law, and was 
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unquestionably accepted and obeyed by the Church (Acts xxi. 25; 
Apoc. li. 14, 20; Eus. H. Z£. v. 1. 26; Tert. de Zdol. x.; Afol. ix. ; 
Clem. Alex. Paed. ii. 1. 8; Didache vi.—I quote this as a fourth 
century authority. The Decree was falling into desuetude in the 
West in St. Augustine’s time, contra Faust. xxxii. 13). St. Paul’s 
intention, on the other hand, is polemical, autobiographical, and 
apologetic. He wrote in the midst of a very heated dispute which 
touched him particularly. His first object is to show that the 
Gentile Christian ought not to accept circumcision ; and, in order 
to establish this first point, he goes on to maintain a second, that 
his own authority is equal, and even superior, to that of St. Peter. 

In St. Paul’s account of his first meeting with St. Peter there is 
very little difficulty (Gal. i. 15-24 compared with Acts ix. 19-30). 
St. Luke says that immediately after his conversion St. Paul 
preached Christ in the synagogues at Damascus, and does not 
mention his retirement into Arabia. But we do not know how 
long that retirement lasted, and it was certainly devoid of external 
incident. It was of deep significance in the eyes of the apostle 
himself. When he says “immediately I conferred not with flesh 
and blood” (Gal. i. 16), what he means is that he did confer with 
the Holy Spirit, and did not apply for instruction to the Twelve. 
He looks back upon that time, as St. Augustine remembered 
the days that immediately followed his own conversion, as a period 
of rapid growth and great joy; but he uses it in the Epistle as 
the proof of his independence. It is natural enough that it 
should be passed over in Acts; nor is there any stumbling-block 
in St. Luke’s statement that St. Paul “immediately” preached 
Christ. The very day after his baptism the apostle may have 
given “in the synagogues” some explanation of his sudden change ; 
he was a fearless man, and would not shrink from the ordeal of 
publicly resigning his commission from the high priest. We may 
suppose that he did this, and then withdrew for a brief space of 
recollection, before he felt able definitely to advocate his new faith. 
But, in any case, if the retirement to Arabia lasted but a few weeks, 
the word “immediately” may very well pass. A proof of the 
general accuracy of St. Luke’s information is to be found in his 
notice of the manner of St. Paul’s escape from Damascus, when he 
was let down from the wall in a basket. St. Paul does not mention 
the fact in Galatians, but in another Epistle he incidentally confirms 
what St. Luke tells us (2 Cor. xi. 32). 

After “ many days,” the narrative in Acts proceeds (and by the 
vague Hebrew phrase a period of three years is here covered), St. 
Paul went up to Jerusalem, and endeavoured to join himself to the 
disciples. The phrase is a little singular, and seems to imply that 
he did not address himself to the recognised leaders of the Church. 
His advances were met with great and not unnatural suspicion ; but 
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the good Barnabas, who was always merciful and charitable, took 
him by the hand, brought him to the apostles, and acted as his 
sponsor, defending Paul against those whom he had persecuted, as 
he afterwards defended Mark and Peter against Paul himself. We 
learn from Galatians that the particular apostles in question were 
Peter and James the Lord’s brother. In Acts we read that St. 
Paul spent some time in Jerusalem, disputing against the Hellenists. 
St. Paul himself says simply that he abode with Peter fifteen days. 
We are to understand, either that he spent a fortnight in Peter’s 
house, or that at the end of this fortnight Peter was called away from 
Jerusalem; for Paul’s object here is simply to show that his 
personal contact with Peter had been very slender. For the same 
reason he omits to mention the attempt upon his life and his flight 
from Jerusalem (Acts ix. 29, 30), simply informing us that he went 
away to Syria and Cilicia. St. Luke says that he went home to 
Tarsus. The difference in the form of expression may possibly 
imply that Paul used Tarsus as a centre for single-handed missionary 
excursions in the neighbouring regions. It is difficult to suppose 
that he would be idle, and he would hardly have been invited to 
Antioch unless he had continued to display both zeal and capacity. 
From the time of his flight from Jerusalem, St. Paul tells us he 
remained unknown by face (juny a&yvoovpevos TG tpocdr, Gal. i. 
22) unto the Churches of Judaea which were in Christ. In other 
words, he saw them no more till his next visit eleven years later ; for 
we give the more natural meaning to his “fourteen years,” if we 
suppose that here also he is dating from his spiritual birthday. 

So far all is pretty clear. St. Paul had seen but little of St. 
Peter, but what intercourse there had been was not unfriendly, at 
any rate after the first approach. As regards the second meeting 
(Gal. ii. 1-6 compared with Acts xv.) there is much perplexity, 
which we can only resolve by making large allowance for the 
difference of intention which underlies the two narratives. 

The visit to Jerusalem, which St. Paul describes in the second 
chapter of Galatians, has been identified with that incidentally 
mentioned in Acts (xi. 30); but there are many objections to this. 
In the first place, we should be compelled to leave a blank space 
of ten years at least in the apostle’s working life. But it does not 
seem at all probable that Barnabas, having once taken St. Paul by 
the hand, would leave him unemployed for so long a time. Again, 
there was at the time no trace of the circumcision dispute; and, 
moreover, we still read of “‘ Barnabas and Saul” at that date. Saul 
was as yet known only as a preacher who was doing good work at 
Antioch, and had by no means that standing which is implied in 
the narrative of Galatians. It is far easier to suppose that St. Paul 
does not mention his second visit to Jerusalem ; and an adequate 
reason for his silence is to be found in the words of St. Luke, who 
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tells us that Barnabas and Saul visited the elders, but does not 
mention the apostles. It was “about that time” (Acts xii. 1) that 
Herod’s persecution was in progress, and we can readily imagine 
that the two Antiochene envoys did not on this occasion meet 
any of the Twelve. But, if so, this visit was perfectly immaterial to 
the argument of Galatians, for the object of St. Paul theré is to 
reckon up the number of occasions on which he had seen and 
discoursed with St. Peter. 

We shall be on safe ground if we follow Bishop Lightfoot rather 
than Professor Ramsay, and conclude that what we find in the 
second chapter of Galatians is that occasion on which “ Paul and 
Barnabas” (no longer “ Barnabas and Saul”) were sent up by the 
Church of Antioch to attend the Council at Jerusalem. With them 
went certain others; and their journey was a triumphal progress 
through Phenice and Samaria (Acts xv. 3). The question to be 
decided was that of the continued obligation of circumcision, which 
had been causing great trouble. The question had been pushed 
forward not by any of the apostles, but by “certain men which 
came down from Judaea” to Antioch, “certain of the sect. of the 
Pharisees which believed” (Acts xv. 1, 5), by the Hotspurs among 
the Jewish Christians. These extreme ritualists probably looked 
to James as their leader (Gal. ii. 12). They would be, as often 
happens in such cases, a sore trouble to their nominal chief, whose 
opinions they exaggerated and caricatured. At the same time, 
James would be extremely anxious to retain his hold upon them, 
and not to see them driven into open revolt. Such a position of 
things is always fruitful of grave misunderstandings between the 
leaders themselves. They want to keep together men who are 
pulling in different directions, and they lay themselves open to the 
charges of tergiversation and of disloyalty to first principles. 

According to St. Luke, the two envoys went up to Jerusalem 
by commission from the Church of Antioch; St. Paul tells us that 
he was directed or permitted to go by “revelation,” by an imme- 
diate communication from the Holy Spirit. The two modes of 
expression are easily reconcilable. A commission from the Church 
of Antioch implied a revelation (Acts xiii. 1); but we may observe 
that here again St. Paul is striking the note of independence. He 
was received with all the respect due to his character, services, and 
position. And yet the tone of his narrative seems to say that there 
was something wanting, something which he does not quite know how 
to express. The main point had been established, yet not quite 
by himself. He had been met by agreement where perhaps he did 
not quite expect it, and he had been obliged to make concessions of 
which he did not quite approve; hence he manifests a certain 
uneasiness lest his authority should have suffered disparagement 
in the opinion of his more immediate followers. For there were 
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jealous eyes and bitter spirits on the watch to magnify and distort 
every point that could be made against him. 

What had really happened we may gather with tolerable clear- 
ness by piecing together the accounts given in Galatians and in 
Acts. There can be little doubt that the main business of the 
Council of Jerusalem, like that of all other councils, was transacted 
in committee. St. Paul tells us of the committee ; St. Luke, of the 
general assembly in which formal speeches were delivered and the 
decree was solemnly adopted. 

It seems evident that in this committee St. Paul had been in 
some sense put upon his trial before the twelve apostles. “I com- 
municated unto them,” he says, ‘“‘ that gospel which I preach among 
the Gentiles; but privately to them which were of reputation, lest 
by any means I should run or had run in vain.” He had been 
called upon to state his position before the supreme tribunal of 
the Church, and had received their sanction and approval. 

This seems to be the fact which St. Paul expresses by the 
singular phrase “they added nothing to me,” that is to say, “they 
had nothing to teach me.” There is an embarrassment, there is even 
a touch of anger in St. Paul’s language here (Gal. ii. 6), which seems 
to spring from a mortifying sense that after all he cannot make 
his position quite clear. He had gone to Jerusalem to dictate 
terms, and those from whom he expected opposition had offered 
none. He had gone as the equal of the apostles, and his enemies 
might say that the apostles had tried and acquitted him. There 
had been agreement as to the burning question of circumcision, 
and yet he had been made to feel that between himself and the 
Twelve there existed that difference of principle which, though it 
can hardly be defined, often divides men like a river. 

One of the most difficult sentences in St. Paul’s narrative is that 
in which he describes the result of the conference: “ James, 
Cephas, and John, who were reputed to be pillars” (here again the 
note of irony is heard), “gave to me and Barnabas the right hand 
of fellowship; that we should go unto the Gentiles, and they unto 
the circumcision.” There was a compact, St. Paul says. The field 
of labour was divided. Each party was to take its own way, but 
within its own sphere. 

But how is this to be understood? St. Paul himself constantly 
preached to Jews after this date, and, in fact, never ceased to do so. 
At Corinth he turned away in despair from blaspheming Jews (Acts 
xvili. 6) ; yet at Ephesus, again, he preached in the synagogue (Acts 
xix. 8), and almost his first act on arriving in Rome was to call 
together the chief of the Jews (Acts xxviii. 17). St. Peter, on the 
other hand, visited Antioch; and though St. Paul blamed the 
conduct, he made no complaint of the presence of his brother 
apostle. St. Peter again, if he had not actually preached in Corinth, 
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which is far from unlikely, had friends there, and a party known 
by his name; yet here, again, St. Paul does not assert that any 
compact had been broken. The brethren of the Lord again were 
known at Corinth; and St. John, perhaps in St. Paul’s lifetime, 
exercised authority over the Seven Churches of Asia. Other 
apostles again are connected by strong tradition with Gentile 
Churches. Nor, in the case of Peter and John, can we see any 
reason for such a positive delimitation of the sphere of work as 
seems to be here indicated. Neither of them taught the universal 
necessity of circumcision; both allowed the rite in the case of 
Jewish Christians; St. John (in the Apocalypse), and probably St. 
Peter, admitted a certain precedence of Jew Christian over Gentile 
Christian, and this was in all respects the position of St. Paul 
himself (Acts xi. 2 sqq., xv. 21; Apoc. vii. 4, 9; 1 Cor. vii. 18; 
Rom. iii. 1). It was the position of St. James also. But within 
this general agreement in principle there might be, and no doubt 
were, considerable differences in practice. St. Paul obeyed the 
ceremonial Law on occasion (1 Cor. ix. 20; Acts xxi. 26), but on 
occasion also held himself perfectly at liberty to disregard it. St. 
James, on the other hand, maintained that the Law was always and 
everywhere binding upon a born Jew (Acts xxi. 20, xv. 21). It 
followed that, in the opinion of St. James, when Jew and Gentile 
met, they could not eat at the same table. St. Paul held very 
strongly that in such cases the Jew ought to give way. St. Peter 
held that in such cases the Jew might very well give way, but was 
not compelled to do so. This appears to have been the whole 
extent of the difference among the apostles themselves. 

The dispute about the Law was local, transient, and insignifi- 
cant. The feeling out of which it sprang hardly existed except at 
Jerusalem ; and even there the body of the Church was contented 
with the tolerant Judaism of St. James. They were “zealous of 
the Law,” and regarded St. Paul with suspicion, not on account 
of his treatment of Gentile converts, but because they had been 
informed that he taught Jews to forsake Moses (Acts xxi. 20, 21). 
There was, however, a party at Jerusalem who insisted that every 
Christian ought to become a Jew. It existed still in the days of 
Justin Martyr (Z7yfho, 47), and for a short time maintained an 
active propaganda at Antioch and in Galatia ; but their efforts were 
discountenanced by the authorities of the Church, and must have 
quickly died away. Nevertheless Jerusalem was clearly a place 
which required special treatment. The community there was 
almost entirely Jewish, the slightest indiscretion might have caused 
a rupture, and St. Paul was regarded there with jealousy or positive 
dislike. Under these circumstances the most politic course would 
be to make some sort of compact by which Paul and Barnabas 
bound themselves not to preach in Judaea, while James agreed not 

———— 
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to preach elsewhere. To this Cephas and John would be assenting 
parties, though the terms did not limit their own personal activity, 
nor, indeed, that of the other apostles. This appears to be the only 
tenable interpretation of the words “that we should go unto the 
heathen, and they unto the circumcision.” A necessary article in 
such a treaty would be that Paul and Barnabas should “remember 
the poor.” The Jew Christians at Jerusalem would lose all share 
in the distribution of the temple funds, and, if they were not to 
send out collectors of their own, it was imperative that Paul and 
Barnabas should undertake to make good the deficiency. They 
agreed to do so, and subsequent references to the great collection in 
the Pauline Epistles show that their promise was loyally carried out. 

Here St. Paul’s narrative breaks off, and to the actual session 
of the Council he makes no allusion. We should know the reason 
of his silence if we knew exactly what had been said against him 
in Galatia, Clearly he is defending himself, not striking at random, 
but replying to particular accusations, or, we should rather say, to 
particular scoffs and insinuations. In regard to the Council itself, 
his enemies had found nothing that they could turn against him, 
and therefore he passes it over. It is not necessary to suppose 
that at this time he felt any difficulty in speaking about the Decree. 
Yet this may have been a further reason for his silence. That 
St. Paul never can have approved of the Decree, that he could 
not on principle regard this, or any other ecclesiastical canon, as 
binding upon the conscience, is certain. At first he appears from 
Acts to have accepted it ; though St. Luke nowhere tells us that he 
personally recommended it. But he ate the meal set before him by 
the jailer at Philippi (Acts xvi. 34) without question, and at Corinth 
he treated the eating of things offered unto idols as a matter which 
the individual must decide entirely for himself (1 Cor. viii.). St. 
Paul’s language on this subject cannot have been regarded with 
favour either by the Twelve or by those who in the Gentile com- 
munities still looked upon the Twelve as the princes of the Church. 
It is highly probable that it created a new and formidable stumbling- 
block in St. Paul’s path. The Petrine party at Corinth would 
certainly ask how St. Paul, who was not in the strict sense of the 
word an apostle at all, could thus treat an apostolic decree as a 
mere matter of opinion. That they did so seems probable from 
St. Paul’s own words (1 Cor. ix. 1-4), “Am I not free? am’I not 
an apostle? . . . have we not authority to eat and drink?” where 
the meaning is, “Because I am an apostle I too can legislate.” 
But we can understand how men’s minds would be perplexed by 
these conflicting views of duty. We may take as a strictly analogous 
case the rule of fasting communion which makes much trouble in 
our own times. Some regard it as an ecclesiastical rule; some as 
merely an ecclesiastical rule. St. Peter would probably have taken 
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the former view, St. Paul the latter. The distinction is one of those 
that are small to great minds and great to small minds, and will 
serve to show the difference between St. Peter and St. Paul on the 
one hand, and their followers on the other. 

A third meeting between St. Peter and St. Paul is recorded 
in Galatians (ii. 11 sqq.). We may assume with certainty that it 
happened after that which we have just been considering, though 
this has been questioned. It is true that in one place the order 
of St. Paul’s narrative is not the order of time (2 Cor. xi. 23-33), 
but there is no reason for doubting that in Galatians events are 
described in their proper sequence. 

Not long probably after the Council, St. Peter visited Antioch, 
stayed there some time, and was present on more than one occasion 
at the Agape. The Church there was still divided, and separate 
tables were laid, possibly in separate buildings, for Gentiles and 
Jews. At first Peter took his seat among the Gentiles: This was 
what he had done in the house of Cornelius; and it is not easy to 
see how his conduct involved any breach of the recent Decree. 
Shortly afterwards, certain emissaries of St. James came down to 
Antioch, and learning what had occurred, remonstrated with St. 
Peter on his conduct. Their point probably was that the Decree 
was intended only for Gentile Christians, that under it unclean 
meat, for instance swine’s flesh, might be set upon the table, and 
that therefore no Jew could be present at the Gentile Agape 
without violating the spirit, if not the letter, of the Decree. Upon 
this St. Peter ‘‘ withdrew himself” and took his place at the table 
of the Jews, Barnabas and the other Jews following his example. 
This led to a stormy scene. St. Paul reprimanded St. Peter in 
public and in very strong language, charging him with an attempt 
“to compel the Gentiles to live as do the Jews,” and with 
“hypocrisy,” by which we are to understand not merely vacillation, 
but dereliction of the principles of the gospel. 

Unfortunately we have no other account of this incident, and we 
are left to construct St. Peter’s apology as best we can from the 
Book of Acts. But it is evident that there is much more to be said 
in his defence than is allowed even by Bishop Lightfoot (Ga/atians, 
“St. Paul and the Three”). In the first place, St. Peter was not 
compelling the Gentiles to live as do the Jews; the question at 
issue was whether Jews ought to be compelled to live as do the 
Gentiles. St. Peter did not endeavour to force one law upon every- 
body; on the contrary, he allowed a difference of ritual. He 
shaped his own conduct first by the one ritual and then by the 
other, and this tolerance may be regarded as criminal inconsist- 
ency by zealots on either side. Nor is St. Paul himself less incon- 
sistent. He circumcised Timothy not because he was obliged on 
vrinciple to do so, but for the sake of expedience (Acts xvi. 3); he 
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tells the Galatians (v. 1-3) that circumcision carries with it the 
obligation to fulfil the whole law; yet he certainly did not regard 
Timothy as bound to observe the law of clean and unclean meats 
(1 Tim. iv. 4). Nor can it reasonably be doubted that St. Peter 
held the doctrine of the Atonement in the same sense as St. Paul 
(Acts xi. 17 ; Gal. ii. 16), or that he regarded his conduct at Antioch 
as not involving any disloyalty to the gospel. Nor, again, can we 
imagine that Barnabas felt that he had done wrong in following the 
example of St. Peter. On the contrary, we may connect this sharp 
altercation at Antioch with another which occurred probably im- 
mediately afterwards at the same place, and led to a temporary 
estrangement between Paul and Barnabas (Acts xv. 37-39). If we 
suppose that Mark had openly espoused the cause of his cousin 
in the matter of the Agape, we find at once very serious reason for 
this division. 

It would seem that St. Paul in the heat. of the moment did not 
make the necessary distinction between St. Peter and St. James, or 
between these two apostles and that extreme party whom they were 
anxious to conciliate, and against whom he himself had so much 
reason for legitimate indignation. Even at Antioch his position was 
not secure; there was a Jew as well as a Gentile party. The 
question of the hour was not really one of principle but of com- 
promise, of policy, of comprehension. The Council of Jerusalem 
had decided that there should be a compromise, with the usual 
result that neither party was satisfied. It is true that beneath this 
question of the hour there lay a question of principle, of mysticism 
or disciplinarianism, of the kind and degree of respect due to 
ecclesiastical regulations. We have not settled this question yet, 
and it was not even formulated by the primitive Church. All we 
can say is, that St. Paul was pulling in the one direction and St. 
Peter in the other; that St. Peter was silent and St. Paul protested ; 
that St. Paul was right in one sense and St. Peter in another; that 
compromise is necessary to unity, and that, whenever the terms of a 
compromise are called in question, heats and misunderstandings are 
certain to arise. 

St. Paul does not record any other meeting between himself and 
St. Peter. Yet, directly or indirectly, the two apostles came into 
collision at Corinth also. Whether St. Peter had actually visited 
that city we cannot say with certainty. Yet, not Peter only, but his 
wife also were well known there, and there is ground for thinking 
that both had received pecuniary assistance from the common fund 
of the Church (1 Cor. ix. 5). By the time when he wrote to the 
Corinthians, St. Paul had quite made up his mind about the Jeru- 
salem Decree, and laid down clearly his two great principles, that 
the spiritual man judgeth all things,” and that “ meat commendeth 
us not to God.” Those who observed precepts and insisted upon 
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rules appeared to him as cherishing needless scruples, as the weaker 
brethren, as the carnal agents of strife and division. Whatever may 
have been the party of Christ (it was most probably composed of the 
advocates of antinomian freedom), we may suppose that that called 
by the name of Apollos, the Alexandrine, was allegorical, and held 
opinions in which mysticism and discipline were combined as they 
are in the Epistle to the Hebrews. The Petrine party we may well 
suppose to have observed the Decree of Jerusalem, and to have 
doubted St. Paul’s claim to the title of apostle. Certainly there 
were at Corinth Christians of whom these statements may be made 
with confidence. 

Here we can hardly avoid the question, when St. Paul was first 
recognised as an apostle. We need not ask when he first became 
an apostle. The answer to the question in this shape is given in 
the history of his conversion (Acts ix. 15), and his selection by the 
Church of Antioch was only a confirmation of his original divine 
commission. But by what steps did he come to be regarded by the 
Church as an apostle and as equal to the Twelve? Obviously he 
won his way by degrees. Saul does not fill the same place in the eyes 
of men as Paul. Obviously, also, there were for many years those 
who denied his right to be called an apostle ; and it is not necessary 
to suppose that these were in all cases bitter and fanatical opponents. 

“‘ Apostle” is one of a large class of words which, having origin- 
ally been no more than temporary appellatives or descriptions, 
begin in time to denote a fixed rank and authority. All titles 
belong to the same class—duke, count, minister, elder, bishop. 
What is true of one is true of all. They have come to be titles, 
and there are cases in which it is hard to decide whether they have 
as yet become definitely titles or not. 

The way in which the title apostle first came into being is given 
by Matthew (x. 5), Mark (vi. 30), and Luke (ix. 10). Jesus sent forth 
His twelve disciples, and thus they became His envoys, emis- 
Saries, or missionaries. Matthew and Mark do not use the word 
apostle except on this occasion. John, in his Gospel, exhibits it 
only once, and then in the loose popular sense (xiii. 16). But in 
Luke’s Gospel it occurs several times, and in Acts it is the regular 
official designation of the Twelve. It was even thought necessary 
to maintain the exact number of the college by the election of 
Matthias. In fact, after the Resurrection, Envoy has become a 
definite title; it denotes no longer a temporary occupation, but a 
special office. The Twelve are no longer envoys, but The Envoys ; 
and there are neither more nor less than twelve, corresponding to 
the number of the tribes of Israel (Apoc. xxi. 14). We have here 
what we may call the official view. At the same time, the looser use 
of the word continued. There were those who “said that they were 
apostles” in the titular sense, though they were apostles only in the 
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occasional sense, and the author of the Apocalypse severely blames 
this misuse of language (ii. 2). 

In the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, the earliest of his 
Epistles, written during his second journey, soon after his arrival in 
Corinth, St. Paul speaks of himself, Silvanus, and Timotheus, not 
in the address, but in the body of the Epistle (ii. 6), as “apostles of 
Christ.” Here, apparently, the word is still used in its general 
sense ; we might substitute “ambassadors” for ‘‘apostles ” without 
altering the meaning. Neither Silvanus nor Timothy is elsewhere 
called an apostle; and there are passages in which it is pretty 
clearly implied that Timothy was not one (2 Cor. i. 1; Col. i. 1; 
2 Tim. iv. 5). In all his later Epistles, except Philippians and 
Philemon, St. Paul distinctly claims the style and title of apostle 
for himself in the address. He applies the title also to the Twelve, 
and probably, not quite certainly, to James the Lord’s brother 
(Gal. i. 19). Some think that he speaks of Andronicus and Junias 
(Rom. xvi. 7) as apostles, but the second name is more probably 
Junia, and the sense is uncertain. In Acts (xiv. 4, 14), Paul and 
Barnabas are called apostles after their commission by the Church of 
Ant#\ch. At an earlier date, St. Luke distinguishes Barnabas (ix. 27), 
and, at a later date, in the account of the Council, both Barnabas and 
Paul from the apostles (Acts xv.). Nor does St. Paul himself ever 
expressly call Barnabas an apostle (not even in 1 Cor. ix. 6). Upon 
the whole, it may be said that the title apostle, in the full official sense, 
is not given in the New Testament to anyone except the Twelve. 

But in Galatians and Corinthians, St. Paul unmistakably claims 
the title, maintaining his right in the face of all opposition with 
great resolution and not a little warmth. In Galatians he uses 
of the Twelve language which, however measured, is certainly lan- 
guage of disparagement. The Twelve are “those who seemed to 
be somewhat,” “those who seemed to be pillars” (ii. 6, 9); and in 
Corinthians there are even stronger expressions (of trepAlav dado- 
toro, WevdardoroAot, 2 Cor. xi. 5, 13), which, if they are not directly 
aimed at the Twelve, certainly glance very near them. In the later 
Epistles, though the old lion is still vexed by opposition (Phil. 
i. 15), the warmth has passed away; his position is adequate to 
his purpose, and there is no more need of self-assertion. 

It seems clear that the period at which Galatians and Corin- 
thians were written marks a great change in the attitude of St. Paul. 
Then, for the first time, as he looked round on the success with 
which God had blessed his ministry, he felt the need of openly 
asserting his authority and thus consolidating his work. If we 
could pretend to fix more precisely the date at which he first openly 
asserted his equality with the Twelve, we might place it at that 
moment when he ceased to baptize with his own hands (1 Cor. 
i. 14-16). St. Peter does not appear to have baptized anybody 
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(Acts x. 48), following in this the precedent set by our Lord Him- 
self (John iv. 2). It may be that one of the marks by which 
an apostle was distinguished from, for instance, the deacon (Acts 
viii. 38) was that the former did not personally administer the rite of 
baptism, and that by ceasing to do so St. Paul intended to declare 
his assumption of the apostolic dignity. 

We, who look back upon the history of St. Paul in the light of 
its glorious completion, and whose knowledge of the primitive 
Church is so largely derived from his writings, can hardly grasp the 
fact that, great as he was, there were other figures which in the eyes 
of the first Christians seemed even greater. They were not prolific 
writers ; probably they were not eloquent speakers ; very likely they 
were not what we should call profound thinkers or ready debaters. 
When St. Peter met Simon Magus, he did not argue with him, 
because he had neither the learning nor the logic for such an 
attempt. All he could find to say was, “Thy heart is not right 
in the sight of God” (Acts viii. 21). The Twelve, with the excep- 
tion of St. John, were not intellectual, and even St. John was not 
cultivated ; they found and wished for no biographer ; their names 
are written on the foundations of the New Jerusalem, but their 
portion has been oblivion, or, at best, a vague and impersonal 
respect among men. Yet the Lord meant them to be, and no 
doubt they were, the great builders of the Church. 

If we had lived in Corinth, if we had been taught to obey the 
Decree of the Council of Jerusalem, and to regard St. Peter with 
the greatest reverence,—and if then we had looked round upon that 
wild sea of spiritual anarchy—for this is not too strong a phrase for 
the condition of that unhappy Church,—what should we have 
thought? No good Christian could be blind to the nobleness of 
St. Paul’s character, or would seek to extenuate his magnificent 
services. But might we not have asked in much perplexity what 
precisely were the nature and the reach of his commission? He had 
“seen the Lord”; yet not in the same sense as the Twelve. And five 
hundred brethren at once had also seen the Lord without on that 
account claiming to be apostles. His visions, which are now 
recorded in Scripture, lay at that time between himself and God; 
yet he was manifestly not working in perfect harmony with the 
Twelve, and he was not upon the Church roll. St. Paul’s conduct 
in this last respect was nobly disinterested ; yet it might be inter- 
preted as implying an unwillingness to come under control, and 
range himself frankly on the side of authority. We cannot imagine 
that all those Corinthians who called themselves followers of Peter 
or of Apollos, were simply dogging the footsteps of St. Paul with the 
malignant intention of making mischief. 

Even to fair-minded men the only positive credential that St. 
Paul could produce was the rich harvest that had followed his 
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labours. Upon this he himself falls back—‘*The seal of mine 
apostleship are ye in the Lord” (1 Cor. ix. 2). But this proof 
would have very different cogency at different times; it would be 
one thing at Tarsus, another at Antioch, another at Jerusalem, 
and another at Rome. It is certain that St. Paul’s claim to rank 
on an equality with the Twelve met at first with much opposition, 
down, at any rate, to the date of Corinthians ; it is probable that 
even the Twelve at the time of the Council regarded him with a 
certain uneasiness and coolness. Time alone could heal these feel- 
ings. It is possible that St. Paul was not generally regarded as an 
apostle, in the eminent sense of the word, till his imprisonment marked 
him out as the most conspicuous sufferer for the Name. Finally, 
his martyr death placed him once for all on his deserved pinnacle. 

Some conclusions of importance may be drawn from this review. 
We have seen that in the earlier chapters of Acts, St. Peter is repre- 
sented as constantly on the move. He certainly spent some time 
in Antioch, most likely not very long after the Council. It is 
possible, even probable, that he had been in Corinth, and in Galatia 
he was well known, at any rate by repute. St. Paul had treated 
him with great rigour at Antioch, and was not on easy terms with 
him even at the date of Corinthians. There is no evidence that St. 
Peter ever retaliated. In 1 Peter St. Paul is not alluded to, and 
the personal relations of the two apostles do not assist us in fixing a 
date. In 2 Peter he is mentioned with affection and great respect, 
yet with a certain reserve. 

It is clear that there was a difference between St. Peter and St. 
Paul, which we may call little or great according to the point of 
view. It was little, because it turned not on dogma but on 
conduct ; it was great, because it was a party question. An attempt 
has been made in the foregoing pages to ascertain as exactly as 
possible what was its real nature, and the result appears to confirm 
in substance the conclusions arrived at in the last chapter from a 
comparison of the Petrine and Pauline Epistles. 

§ 8. THE DIASPORA, BABYLON, AND THE ELECT LADY. 

The First Epistle of St. Peter is directed to the elect, that is to 
say Christian, sojourners of the Diaspora, or Dispersion, in Pontus, 
Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia. Are we to take these 
district names in their official or in their popular sense? Four of 
them are names of Roman provinces, but Pontus is not; and all of 
them except Cappadocia mean one thing in the usage of the 
Roman government, another in the mouths of the people, who 
still remembered the old kingdoms out of which the provinces had 
been carved. Let us see what the difference was. 
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Pontus was the ancient kingdom of Mithridates. The sea- 
coast of Paphlagonia, as far as a point a little east of the bay of 
Amisos, belonged in the first century A.D. to the province of 
Bithynia, which, according to Professor Ramsay (Church in the 
Roman Empire, p. 15), was Officially known as Bithynia Pontus. 
The rest of Paphlagonia was given to the province of Galatia, and 
the other regions of Pontus (Pontus Galaticus, Polemoniacus) as they 
fell into Roman possession were assigned in A.D. 63 to Galatia, in 
A.D. 99 to Cappadocia. 

Galatia, another ancient kingdom, was formed into a province in 
B.c. 25. In the first century after Christ the province included a 
great part of Phrygia, Pisidia, Lycaonia, and Isauria; in A.D. 63 
it was enlarged by the addition of the Pontine districts already 
mentioned ; and from the time of Galba to that of Vespasian it 
embraced also Lycia and Pamphylia. The province of Galatia, 
therefore, was very much wider than the country of the Galatae or 
Gallograeci from which it took its name. 

Cappadocia became a province in a.D. 17, and in the first 
century there appears to be no noteworthy difference between the 
name of the province and that of the old kingdom, though in a.p. 78 
the province was united to that of Galatia, continuing nevertheless 
to retain a separate administrative existence (Ramsay, C. 2. Z. p. 15). 

Asia was bequeathed to the Romans by its last sovereign, 
Attalus m1, in B.c. 133. The province included western Asia 
Minor as far as Bithynia on the north and Lycia on the south. 
Eastwards it included a large part of Phrygia, as far as the frontiers 
of the province of Galatia. The name Asia had also a popular use 
in which it embraced the coast lands of the Aegean, but not any 
part of Phrygia (Ramsay, C. & £. p. 150). The reader may 
consult with advantage the maps which he will find in Mr. 
Ramsay’s book, or in Mommsen, die Provinzen, vol. v. of his 
Roman History. See also Dr. Hort’s Excursus on Zhe Provinces of 
Asia Minor included in St. Peters Address; and Zahn, Zindlettung. 

The question arises, then, whether the geographical names are 
to be taken in their stricter official or in their looser popular sense. 
On the first hypothesis, which is maintained by Professor Hort and 
Professor Ramsay, we are confronted by the fact that Pontus was 
never by itself a distinct province, and that the Pontine districts 
already referred to were not included in the province of Galatia till 
A.D. 63. On the second, Phrygia, the great central district of Asia 
Minor, might seem to be excluded ; and this can hardly be intended, 
for the bearer of the Epistle could not pass from Cappadocia to 
Asia without traversing Phrygia, where, as we know, there were 
many Christians (Acts xviii. 23). But the point is, for our present 
purpose, hardly worth debating, though it may be observed that 
Galatia, coming as it does between Pontus and Cappadocia, must 
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certainly include N.-W. Galatia. Whether St. Peter is thinking of 
the Roman provinces or of the ancient kingdoms, his list of names 
embraces the whole of Asia Minor except the south coast. Lycia, 
Pamphylia, the kingdom of Antiochus and Cilicia seem clearly to 
be omitted ; though, as has been observed, Lycia and Pamphylia 
belonged for a time and in a sense to the province of Galatia. 

We have here distinct evidence of a bold and extensive mission, 
larger in scale than any of the journeys of St. Paul. It was not a 
voyage of discovery or conquest, but belonged rather to the 
secondary stage of missionary enterprise. There were Christian 
communities scattered all over Asia Minor—we do not know how 
many, or at what intervals, or how large. Silvanus is to visit them 
all, in person or by deputy, and to send copies of the Epistle every- 
where. The object was to establish and confirm the Churches, to 
bring them into touch, consolidate, comfort them, and so pave the 
way for a further advance. For such a purpose no better Epistle 
could have been written, and it would be largely supplemented by 
word of mouth. 

Another question that has been much discussed is that arising 
from the order in which the countries are named. The list begins 
in a surprising way at Pontus, takes a circular sweep from left to 
right through Asia Minor, and ends where it began. Dr. Hort 
describes, with every appearance of probability, the route intended. 
It would run from some Pontic seaport, through Galatia proper to 
Ancyra, thence to Cappadocian Caesarea. Here the traveller would 
strike the great highroad leading westward through Phrygia by way 
of Apamea and Laodicea to Ephesus in Asia. Hence another 
great route would take him northward past Smyrna and Pergamos 
to Cyzicus in Mysia on the shore of the Propontis, and from this 
town a short voyage would carry him to some Bithynian harbour. 
Or from Pergamos he might strike off to the east up the valley of 
the Caicus, and so reach Bithynia by land. The only difficulty 
lies in the fact that Pontus is selected as the point of departure. 
If St. Peter was writing from Babylon proper, it seems incredible 
that Pontus should have been the first region in Asia Minor to 
occur to his mind; and even if he was writing from Rome, which is 
by far the more probable supposition, it is not easy to see why he 
did not direct his envoy to start from Ephesus. There must have 
been some good grounds for this peculiar arrangement. Dr. Hort 
thought that Silvanus may have found it more convenient to carry 
the Epistle from Rome by sea, and that circumstances unknown to 
us, the opportunity of a good ship or some other reason, may have 
induced him to go first to Sinope, on the Euxine coast. Another 
likely port would be Amisos, from which the merchandise of Central 
Asia was carried to Rome (Ramsay, C. &. Z. p. 10). But the 
personal convenience of the envoy would hardly determine the 
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choice of route. There must have been some further reason, 
though we can only guess what it was. But, if a great mission was 
in contemplation, the movement must have originated in some 
particular Church. The first mission of St. Paul was planned by the 
Church of Antioch, and it is permissible to think that the Holy 
Spirit may have put a similar purpose in the heart of the Pontic 
Christians. If so, they might very naturally apply to St. Peter for 
his sanction and guidance; and, as the scheme was their own, the 
envoy would certainly go first to them. 

The Epistle clearly implies that there were Christian com- 
munities dotted all over Asia Minor. What would be their nature | 
and composition? They are regarded as belonging to the Dia- 
spora, a word which in its proper sense denotes those Jews who for 
one reason or another were domiciled in foreign countries. They 
abounded in Asia Minor from an early date. Even in the fourth 
century before Christ, Aristotle had met there a Jew who was 
“ Hellenic, not in language only, but in soul.” Antiochus the Great 
settled two thousand Jewish families from Mesopotamia and Baby- 
lonia in Phrygia and Lydia (Jos. Azz. xii. 3. 4). In B.c. 138 the - 
Roman Senate wrote on behalf of the Jews to the kings of Per- 
gamos and Cappadocia (1 Macc. xv. 16-24). Agrippa in his letter 
to Caligula (Philo, Zegatio ad Caium, 36, Mangey, ii. 587) asser‘s 
that there were numerous Jewish settlements in Pamphylia, Cilicia, 
and the greater part of Asia as far as Bithynia and the recesses of 
Pontus. Petronius (sid. 33, Mangey, ii. 582) says that Jews 
abound in every city of Asia and Syria (see Schiirer, Jewish People 
in the Time of Jesus Christ, Eng. trans. ii. 2. 221 sqq.). 

It is possible that around these Asiatic Jewish communities the 
same state of things may have existed as in the Crimea. We have 
a number of inscriptions from Tanais (belonging probably to the 
second or third century a.D.), emanating from Greek religious 
societies, who worshipped exclusively the Most High God (@eds 
tyoros). The authors describe themselves as ‘‘adopted brethren 
worshipping the Most High God” (eiororot adeAgot reBdpevor 
@cov dyorov),—they must have been some kind of proselytes,—and 
as having given in their names to a presbyter (évypdawavres éavrdv 
Ta dvopata rept mperBirepov)—obviously for the purpose of instruc- 
tion. Professor Schiirer thinks that they were not exactly Jewish 
proselytes, because the communities are distinctly Greek, and 
identify the Highest God with Zeus. It may be that we have 
in these inscriptions merely one of many symptoms of that inclina- 
tion to a kind of monotheism which we know to have existed among 
the heathen in imperial times; but as Judaism was strong in 
Panticapaeum and Gorgippia, and had been so for a long time 
before, Schiirer considers that they are very possibly an indirect 
fruit of Jewish propaganda (Latyschev, /uscriptiones antiquae orae 
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septentrionalis Ponti Euxint graecae et latinae ; vol. ii., inscriptiones 
regni Bosporant, Petropoli, 1890; Schiirer in Zheologische Litera- 
turzeitung, No. 9, 1 Mai, 1897). 

If we may transfer these ideas from the Crimea to Asia, and 
suppose them to have been current in the first century, we may 
imagine the Jews of the Diaspora and their proselytes to have 
been surrounded by a number of hybrid societies, who watched 
their ways and copied their belief and practice without definitely 
breaking loose from heathenism. Indeed, we know that “ prose- 
lyte” was a term of very loose application. The formal distinction 
between the proselyte of righteousness and the proselyte of the gate 
is later than apostolic times. But even in the first century the 
Jewish propaganda was active and widely spread. It desired to 
make of every convert a strict observer of the Law; but it con- 
tented itself with accepting from every man as much as he was 
willing to give. ‘There were proselytes who were circumcised and 
obeyed the whole Law. Others kept the Sabbath, fasted on the 
appointed days, burned the Sabbath lights, and observed the 
precepts respecting clean and unclean meats (Josephus, AZion. ii. 
39). Others, again, were united to the synagogue by a still looser 
tie. In Antioch the Jews persuaded a large number of Greeks to 
attend their religious services, and treated them as, in a certain 
sense, a part of themselves (Josephus, de Beli. Jud. vii. 3. 3). 
In this the synagogue resembled the church; the doors stood 
open, and heathen were not only permitted but encouraged to 
attend certain portions of the public worship. Thus every Jewish 
community became the nucleus of a large group of adherents, of 
whom some were converts in the strict sense of the word ; others, in 
various shades and degrees, were partial conformists, allies, interested 
spectators, well-wishers (see Schiirer, ii. 2. 305 sqq.). 

Some synagogues probably went over to Christianity in a body ; 
in other cases a part would secede, and this part would exhibit a 

_vertical section of the parent group from top to bottom. It would 
include proper Jews, half Jews, and a number of persons who, 
though attracted by Judaism, had never definitely adopted its 
tenets or its practices, but hovered on its outskirts. There would 
be no difficulty about the Law. Anyone who chose still to observe 
it in its integrity could no doubt do so, just as anyone was at 
liberty to lead an ascetic life, provided that he did not interfere 
with the liberty of others. But even the proper Jews of the 
Diaspora were thought lax by the Pharisees of Jerusalem, and 
many of their converts and adherents never had professed to keep 
the whole body of the Mosaic ordinances. Baptism would readily 
take the place of that bath which was common in the case of 
proselytes; the Eucharist represented the Passover; the “blood 
which was sprinkled” for the proselyte was no longer necessary, 
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because all Christians have been sprinkled once for all with the 
blood of Christ (1 Pet. i. 2), and the strict law of meats was 
replaced by the Jerusalem Decree (see Schiirer, ii. 2. 319 sqq.). 
Hence (as has been already observed in § vi.) the Church 
appears to St. Peter as a continuous entity; God’s purpose seems 
to have grown and widened without any breach of sequence, and 
all the titles, which in old times He bestowed upon the chosen 
people, have passed on in the natural course of things to the 
Christian brotherhood, just as in the history of our own race the 
name Englishman survived the absorption of Danes and Normans 
into the great national family. 

It hardly seems probable that many of the primitive Churches 
were exclusively Gentile, composed, that is to say, wholly of 
brethren who, up to the time of their conversion, had no know- 
ledge, direct or indirect, of the Old Testament. On the other 
hand, scarcely any can have been exclusively Jewish, excepting, 
perhaps, that of Jerusalem. In some large towns where Jews 
were numerous, there may have been for a time a double Church, 
as at Antioch. But it is not at all likely that this often happened, 
or that it long endured when it did happen. Generally speaking, 
we must ask not whether a Church was Jewish or Gentile, but what 
proportion the Jews, with their proselytes and allies, bore to the 
rest of the congregation, or, in other words, who set the tone of the 
new religious life at the outset. Even in this shape we cannot 
answer the question with any great degree of precision. 

At what date may we suppose Christianity to have first gained 
a footing in the regions addressed by St. Peter? It is not easy to 
say. We know from Pliny’s despatch to Trajan that there were 
many Christians at Amisos, in the extreme north of Asia Minor, 
on the coast of the Black Sea, about a.p. 87. But long before this, 
on the day of Pentecost, we read that among St. Peter’s audience 
were people from Cappadocia, Pontus, Asia, Phrygia, and Pam- 
phylia (Acts ii. 9, 10). St. Luke can hardly have given this list 
of countries without an ulterior reason; it is probable that he knew 
the work of evangelisation to have begun immediately afterwards in 
all of them. At any rate, among the three thousand souls who 
received baptism at the time of that great outpouring of the Spirit, 
there must have been many who went home and preached their 
new faith. Very much good work must have been done by obscure 
missionaries of whom we have no record at all. By unknown hands 
Christianity had been planted in Rome before a.p. 58, and no 
reason can be given why it should not have taken root in Pontus 
quite as early. Even in N.-W. Galatia, though the region may very 
possibly not have been visited by St. Paul himself, there would be 
no lack of voices to spread the good tidings. Pilgrims, chapmen, 
and traders of all kinds, soldiers, subordinate officials, played a part 

a 
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in the dissemination of the gospel, and there was probably no 
corner of the empire where Christianity had not been heard of 
within a very few years. 

It has been thought surprising that St. Peter should address his 
Epistle to Churches connected, in part at any rate, with the name 
of St. Paul. But we must consider in the first place how small a 
portion of Asia Minor was visited by St. Paul. In Lycia, Caria, 
Mysia, Bithynia, Pontus, and Cappadocia he never set foot. Of 
Galatia and Phrygia, if Mr. Ramsay is right, he touched but the 
southern fringe ; and, if Mr. Ramsay is wrong, we do not know at 
all what was the extent of his voyagings. In Asia, of the Seven 
Churches mentioned in the Apocalypse, Ephesus alone is known to 
have enjoyed his presence, though he wrote to Laodicea. We do 
not hear of his working at Miletus, and at Troas he stayed but 
seven days. There are, indeed, large gaps in our information about 
St. Paul. We do not know by what road he travelled from Syria 
to Ephesus at the end of his second journey (Acts xvili. 18, 19), 
or how much is covered by such expressions as “ the upper coasts,” 
or “all they which dwelt in Asia” (Acts xix. 1, 10). Yet much 
must have been left for other hands to do; and there is no reason 
for supposing that it was undertaken exclusively by personal 
adherents of St. Paul, or that the communities were of a specially 
Pauline type. Indeed, even Ephesus was governed, as we know, 
by presbyters ; but we could not affirm this fact with confidence of 
Thessalonica or of Corinth. 

And here may be expressed a suspicion that there i is more in a 
conjecture of Weiss than has generally been allowed. Why was 
St. Paul forbidden by the Holy Ghost to preach the word in Asia 
and Bithynia on his second expedition ? (Acts xvi. 6, 7). The Holy 
Ghost is Wisdom, and there must have been some reason for this 
prohibition. It may have been merely that the providence of God 
was calling St. Paul onwards, to carry the war straight into the 
enemy’s country, and advance boldly upon his western strongholds. 
But it may also have been, as Weiss thinks, that other preachers 
were already at work in the forbidden regions, and that it was 
neither necessary nor desirable that St. Paul should direct his 
energies thitherwards. The apostle passed by Mysia, where not 
long afterwards, if the earlier date of the Apocalypse is correct, we 
find the Church of Pergamos. It may have been in process of 
formation at this very time. Nay, if conjecture be permissible, we 
might venture a step further. Even on his first journey, St. Paul 
hurried through Pamphylia without stopping, and did not preach 
in the country, except once at Perga, on his return (Acts xiv. 25), 
though Pamphylians had been present in Jerusalem on the day of 
Pentecost, and the ground was therefore to some extent prepared 
for the seed. Again, it was immediately after entering Pamphylia 
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that Mark parted from St. Paul. The two facts, the hasty advance 
and the return of St. Mark, may possibly be connected, and, if they 
are, we must ask what explanation will fit them both. Considera- 
tions of health might conceivably, as Mr. Ramsay urges, determine 
the apostle to press on and leave Pamphylia unworked ; but this 
reason, which might have been expressed in two words, is not given 
by St. Luke, and still we are left to wonder why Mark went back, 
why Paul resented his conduct, and why Barnabas excused it. It 
is possible to suppose that evangelists were already at work in 
Pamphylia; that Mark did not think it desirable to interfere with 
them ; that, being a young man, he pressed his opinion in a manner 
that might give offence; that Barnabas agreed with Mark in sub- 
stance though not in expression, and that Paul yielded and moved 
on to Antioch without delay. 

Upon the whole, it seems tolerably certain, not only that 
Christianity advanced with great rapidity in Asia Minor, but that 
there were many Churches which were not founded by the direct 
personal initiative of St. Paul. It is clear also that the apostle’s 
hold upon Asiatic Christianity was neither deep nor lasting. At the 
time when he wrote the Second Epistle to Timothy (i. 15), all the 
Churches of Asia—the province of Asia—had turned away from 
him, though he had still a footing in Ephesus, where Onesiphorus 
remained true. There may have been signs of defection in Galatia 
also, whither Crescens is despatched (iv. 10). Yet this cannot have 
been the precise date of 1 Peter, because Mark was in Asia, not in 
Rome, and was in close personal relations with St. Paul (iv. 11). 
What conclusions are we to draw? We can but grope our way 
through the dim light. There were probably at a very early date 
Churches dotted all over Asia Minor. Some of them were Pauline, 
some were of another type, which we may loosely call Petrine. 
There was agitation among them, and some passed from the one 
side to the other. To our modern eyes the difference between the 
Mystic and the Disciplinarian seems very great, because it has been 
embittered by the fierce controversies of the last five centuries. 
To St. Paul also it seemed very great. Law, in his eyes, was 
incompatible with mystic freedom, and he united in a very high 
degree speculative keenness and masterful enthusiasm. But did 
it seem equally great to the other apostles, or even to St. Paul’s 
own attached followers? The difference as yet existed only in 
germ ; its consequences had not developed themselves. Can we 
not imagine that Mark or Silvanus may have been equally ready 
to take their orders either from St. Peter or from St. Paul. 

Is there any real reason why, if the Pontic Christians had 
planned a great mission or visitation of the Churches, St. Peter 
should not have been asked to write a circular letter which should 
give an authoritative basis to the enterprise? or why Silvanus, if 
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he was not at the time in actual personal attendance upon St. Paul, 
should not have been the envoy? or why St. Mark, if he was at 
the time with St. Peter, should not have been mentioned affec- 
tionately in the Epistle? 

Whence was St. Peter writing, and what is the exact place which 
he calls Babylon? Three answers have been given to this question ; 
for we may leave Joppa and Jerusalem on one side, though both 
towns have found advocates. Down to the Reformation, Babylon 
was generally understood as here signifying Rome. Since that date 
many' commentators, following the lead of Erasmus and Calvin, 
have argued that the name must be taken in its natural sense, and 
that the Assyrian Babylon is intended. Others again, notably 
Bishop Pearson, have advocated the claims of the Egyptian 
Babylon or Old Cairo. We may consider these three views in 
the reverse order. 

Strabo the geographer, who was writing as late as a.p. 18, tells 
us (xvii. p. 807) that the Egyptian Babylon is a strong fortress, 
founded with the permission of the Pharaoh of the time by certain 
refugees from the Assyrian Babylon. ‘“ At present,” he adds, “‘it is 
the camp of one of the three corps which form the garrison of 
Egypt.” Near it, or round it, grew up a town which is of consider- 
able interest in the history of the Coptic Church, of the Arab 
invasion, and of the Crusades. But in the first century it appears 
to have been merely a great military station, the last place where 
we should expect to find St. Peter and his friends (see A. J. Butler, 
The Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt; Evetts, Zhe Churches and 
Monasteries of Egypt; Amélineau, La Gtographie de ’ Egypte). 

According to the letter of Agrippa to the Emperor Caius (in 
Philo, Zegatio ad Caium, 36, Mangey, ii. 588), there were at that 
date many Jews in Babylon of Assyria. Persons from this region 
had been present in Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost, and it is 
possible that evangelists were at work there not long afterwards. 
But towards the end of the reign of Caius great disasters fell upon 
the Babylonian Jews. Many were massacred; many fled to 
Seleucia and thence to Ctesiphon (Josephus, Azz. xviii. 9). If St. 
Peter ever went to the East, it is rather in the last-named city than 
in Babylon that we should expect to find him. Again, tradition 
associates with Parthia the name, not of Peter, but of Thomas, and 
considerable weight may be attached to this fact. Besides, the 
regions beyond Euphrates lay in another world. It is hardly 
credible that one and the same person should have taken an active 
part in evangelising the far Orient, and yet have kept up a ciose 
connexion with Greek-speaking communities in Asia Minor. The 
earliest Syriac tradition connects St. Peter with Rome, and does not 
mention Babylon (Dr. Chase, article on Peter, in Hastings’ Dictionary 
of the Bible). Nor have we the least reason for supposing that 
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Mark and Silvanus ever visited Assyria; indeed, all the probabili- 
ties are heavily against it. 

There remains only the third explanation, that by Babylon St. 
Peter means Rome. Down to the time of the Reformation this 
view was universal. It was rejected by the Reformed divines, partly, 
perhaps, because it appeared to favour the Papal claims. But 
among modern commentators it is still the predominant opinion. 

That Rome was commonly spoken of as Babylon by Jewish 
writers of an apocalyptic tinge is beyond question. No one doubts 
what is meant by Babylon in the Book of the Apocalypse. There 
is, indeed, some difficulty in ascertaining the precise date at which 
this metaphor came into vogue. 

Bishop Lightfoot (St. Clement of Rome, vol. ii. p. 492) refers toa 
passage in the Srby/line Oracles (v. 158): kai pr<fe wovrov Babiv 
airyv te BaBvdGva. “Iradias yatav & Hs eivexa rodXol 6AovTo “EBpaiwy 
dyio. TioTot kai vads GAnOys. But these particular lines in which there 
is a reference to the destruction of the temple must have been written 
after the time of Vespasian. ‘The same observation will apply to 
a passage in the Apocalypse of Baruch (xi. 1, ed. R. H. Charles, 
1896), “‘ Moreover, I, Baruch, say this against thee, Babylon: If thou 
hadst prospered and Zion had dwelt in her glory, it would have been 
a great grief to us that thou shouldest be equal to Zion. But now, 
lo, the grief is infinite, and the lamentation measureless, for, lo, thou 
art prospered and Zion desolate.” This passage also Mr. Charles, 
the learned editor, assigns to a date after A.D. 70 and before A.D. go. 
It is obvious that the sack of Jerusalem would bring the name 
of Vespasian into close proximity to that of Nebuchadnezzar, and 
suggest at once the parallel between Rome and Babylon. But 
there is no reason why this comparison should not have been 
vividly present to the minds both of Jews and Christians long 
before the final catastrophe. In the Apocalypse, which was most 
probably written before the fall of Jerusalem, Rome is Babylon, 
not because she has destroyed the Holy City, but because she is 
the mother of harlots and abominations, drunken with the blood of 
the saints (xvii. 5, 6). Such metaphors, or applications of prophecy, 
seem to have been not uncommon among the first Christians ; and 
even Jerusalem, ‘‘the great city where our Lord was crucified,” was 
spoken of “ spiritually” as Sodom or Egypt (Apoc. xi. 8). St. Paul 
had called the Holy City “Sinai” (Gal. iv. 25). Such turns of 
speech are very natural, and present little or no difficulty. The 
moment a pious Jew set his foot in the Transtiberine Ghetto, and 
saw with his own eyes the splendour and the vices of the capital, or 
heard of the influence of the “ Chaldaean” astrologers, or of the 
blasphemous follies of Caligula, he might very well bethink him of 
Isaiah, and say to himself, ‘‘ Surely this is Babylon, not Rome.” 

It has been urged that to use such a metaphor in the actual 
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dating of an official letter might cause uncertainty and confusion. 
But there is little force in this objection. The letter did not drop 
from the sky, nor even go through the post. It was carried by 
Silvanus, who had come from the place, whatever it was, where the 
author was residing. It is quite possible that there is another 
metaphor in the same verse (1 Pet. v. 13). For, although the 
Sinaitic MS. and other ancient authorities insert the word éxkxAnoia 
before ovvexAext}, We May maintain with confidence that the right 
translation of what St. Peter wrote is not “ the fellow-elect Church,” 
but “the fellow-elect Lady in Babylon greeteth you.” But this, 
again, may be a metaphor, for many hold with Bishop Lightfoot 
that we must see in the phrase a personification of the Church in 
which the apostle was resident at the time. Bishop Lightfoot 
compares the (probably not parallel) use of xvpia, 2 John i. 5; see 
Clement of Rome, ii. 491 ; we may add the Lady of Hermas. 

But it is not necessary to treat the lady also as a figure of 
speech. The sister-wife whom St. Peter led about with him must 
have been a well-known and well-loved personage in many places. 
Clement of Alexandria had heard that she died a martyr death 
before her husband (Strom. vii. 11. 63). There is no reason for 
doubting his story ; and, if it is true, it implies that she had been 
not only the companion, but the active assistant of her husband. 
She was one of the heroines of the primitive Church, and would 
hold a far higher position in the eyes of men than Phoebe, or 
Priscilla, or Euodia, or Syntyche, or those other good women who 
laboured with St. Paul. She may very well have desired to add a 
brief message of Christian affection to her great husband’s Epistle. 
Peter, again, was not only a husband but a father (Clem. Alex. 
Strom. ili. 6. 52; Eus. & £. iii. 30. 1); he never mentions 
divorce; he does not appear to have attached any merit to 
celibacy ; he seems to have been a typical Hebrew, who looked 
upon married life as the best, happiest, and most blessed condition ; 
the Lord Jesus had deigned to visit his wife, and had been good to 
his wife’s mother. He would speak of his wife, as Synesius in a 
later age spoke of his, with affection that was not ashamed, and 
knew no reason why it should be ashamed, of expressing itself. 

If we take the word “lady” in a metaphorical sense, we are 
probably sacrificing to mere prudery a noble and distinctive feature 
of St. Peter’s character, and losing a touch of nature which speaks 
strongly in favour of the genuineness of the Epistle. ‘ My wife and 
my son Marcus, two persons who are very near and dear to me, 
join in my greeting to you”—this is surely what St. Peter means. 
We must add that the word “ lady” i is not found in the Greek text. 
Kvupia may, indeed, be used in a figure of the Church, but what 
St. Peter actually says is “she -who is fellow-elect.” We may 
supply yuvy, if we please, and even more easily than xvpia. Thus, 
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even if xvpfa in 2 John meant a Church, the case would not be 
parallel. I'vvy could hardly be used in a metaphorical sense. 

Nothing has been said in the foregoing paragraphs as to the 
authenticity of the address and concluding verses of the Epistle 
which has lately been impugned by Professor Harnack (Chronologie, 
p. 451 sqq.). A few words on the subject will not be inappropriate 
here. 

Dr. Harnack thinks that the Epistle does not profess to be the 
work of a personal disciple of Jesus, wdprus in v. 1 meaning, not 
an apostle, but merely one who has suffered after the pattern of 
Christ; that it is so saturated with Pauline ideas that it might 
conceivably have been written by St. Paul himself; that it displays 
no personal acquaintance with the life of Jesus, and hardly a trace 
of any knowledge of the gospel; that it describes the state of the 
Church and its afflictions in such a manner that the date may be 
fixed between 83 and 93, but possibly as early as 73 or 63 A.D. ; 
that it is the production of some distinguished teacher and con- 
fessor ; that it was known to Clement of Rome, Polycarp, Papias, 
and the author of the so-called Second Epistle of Clement, but 
not under the name of Peter; that Babylon means possibly Rome, 

- but more probably Jerusalem ; that it floated about in an anony- 
mous condition, till between a.D. 150 and 170 it was seized upon 
by the writer who forged the Second Epistle of Peter and furnished 
with a head- and tail-piece. 

Dr. Harnack admits that the general state of things described 
in the Epistle is such that the date might be fixed without absurdity 
as early as A.D. 63, before the outbreak of the Neronian persecution, 
and within the lifetime of St. Peter. But he maintains that it 
cannot be the work of St. Peter himself, because of its Paulinism, 
of its impersonality, and of the vagueness of its references to the 
Gospels. Hence it becomes necessary @ priori to regard the 
address and subscription as forged; but Dr. Harnack also finds 
these passages full of difficulty. 

As to the general character of the Epistle, much has already 
been said in the course of this Introduction, and more will be 
added in the Notes. Paulinism is not to be found in the Epistle, 
except in that sense in which Paulinism is identical with Chris- 
tianity ; the Gospel allusions are more numerous than Dr. Harnack 
is disposed to admit; in a circular letter, written at a very early 
date, there was neither room nor occasion for precise quotation or 
detailed information ; and for the note of personality, we should 
look naturally to the beginning and end, which the hypothesis 
requires us to regard as spurious. There are difficulties and 
obscurities, no doubt, but the worst .conceivable method of hand- 
ling them is to regard them as traces of interpolation or forgery. 
The forger’s object is to make things as clear and natural as 

— 
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possible ; why, then, should anyone, writing as late as A.D. 160, with 
the Pauline Epistles, if not the Book of Acts, before him, have 
pitched upon Silvanus and Mark, of all people in the world, as 
likely to be in attendance upon St. Peter? The mention of these 
two names causes great perplexity in modern times, and certainly 
could not have caused less in ancient. Further, it is not easy, 
though it is not impossible, to suppose that some unscrupulous 
person first concocted an epistle in the name of Peter, and then 
seized upon a well-known but anonymous ancient document, and 
affixed to it the name of Peter, in order to give some sort of support 
to his own fabrication. If 2 Peter is to be regarded as a forgery, it 
is much more likely that what happened was just the reverse ; that 
the forger found 1 Peter in existence as we have it, and used it, 
address, subscription and all, as a pattern for his own concoction. 
But, indeed, forgery is even a more dangerous word than interpola- 
tion. It is our bounden moral duty to require cogent evidence 
before we charge one who is presumably an honest and sensible 
man with deliberate falsification. For that harmless masquerading 
which we find later on in the /udicium Petri, the Clementine 
Homilies, the Constitutions of the Apostles, or Dionysius the Areopa- 
gite, is in the present instance quite out of the question. 

In style, the address and subscription are indistinguishable from 
the body of the Epistle. The language of the address (dvaczopd, 
maperiOnpor, a dytacpy.0s, braKoy, pavticpos) paves the way with great 
propriety for the admonitions which follow, and contains a sort of 
abstract or premonition of all that was in the writer’s mind. St. 
Clement of Rome, writing about A.D. 95, not only makes use of 
the body of the Epistle, but moulds his own address very closely 
on the address of the Epistle (apis tty Kal eipyvyn dard ravtoKparopos 
@cod dra "Inood Xprorov tAnOvvGein: see Lightfoot’s note). Dr. Har- 
nack’s view involves the extremely improbable supposition that this 
form of address was the invention of Clement; that at a somewhat 
later date it was loosely imitated by Jude ; that half a century after- 
wards the forger of 2 Peter, writing with both Clement and Jude 
before him, copied more accurately the Clementine address, and 
prefixed it not only to his own concoction, but to an ancient Epistle 
which he found floating about without a name. It is true that St. 
Clement does not quote St. Peter by name, but it is equally true 
that though, according to Dr. Harnack’s /mdex Locorum, he quotes 
or alludes to twenty-two of the New Testament documents, he no- 
where gives the name of his authority. Yet, though he quotes St. 
Paul without naming him, he knew quite well that St. Paul was the 
author of the Epistles from which he quotes (xlvii. 1, dvadaBere rijv 
ériatoAyv Tod paxapiov LavAov rod droardéXov), and we may con- 
fidently infer that he had the same knowledge in the case of St. Peter. 

There is therefore some internal and strong external evidence in 
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favour of the authenticity of the address. But if the address is 
genuine, no one will care to dispute the genuineness of the subscrip- 
tion. The difficulties involved in the latter passage are not of a 
kind that can be regarded as insuperable. 

For the later evidence on the subject of St. Peter’s sojourn in 
Rome, the reader may consult the article by Dr. Chase, who has 
marshalled all the statements with great care and lucidity. There 
also will be found references to the literature of the question. The 
only addition which I can make to Dr. Chase’s quotations is one 
from Clement of Alexandria, taken from a note in the Codex 
Marcianus (text in Zahn, Forschungen, iii. 70): “Petrus et Paulus 
Romae sepulti sunt . . . Clemens in quinto libro hypotyposeon id 
est informationum.” Zahn expresses a doubt whether this state- 
ment is really derived from Clement, but gives no reason. It may 
very well be genuine. The fifth book of the Hypotyposes certainly 
contained information about the apostles, as we know from Eus. 
i ok, te. 

§ 9. MARK AND SILVANUS. 

When St. Peter despatched his Epistle, Mark and Silvanus were 
in his company. 

Mark is called by St. Paul (Col. iv. 10) the cousin of Barnabas. 
We may therefore with confidence identify him with the John Mark 
of whom we read in Acts (xii. 12). It can hardly be doubted that 
this is the same Mark who was with St. Peter. 

Mark was the son of a woman named Mary, who lived in 
Jerusalem, and whose house was a meeting-place for the brethren. 
Like his cousin Barnabas, he was probably a Levite. St. Peter was 
well acquainted with Mark’s mother, for it was to her house that he 
turned his steps on his deliverance from prison. He knew Mark, 
therefore, before St. Paul did; and when he calls him his son, he 
may mean that he induced Mark to accept baptism, or at any rate 
was instrumental in bringing him to Christ. But the term may 
denote nothing more than close and affectionate familiarity. 

Barnabas and Saul took John Mark with them on what is 
known as the First Mission Journey (Acts xii. 25), as their 
“‘ minister” (érypérys, Acts xiii, 5. E has here eis dvaxoviay, 
evidently wishing to get rid of an ambiguous word). It is not 
quite clear what we are to understand by the word “ minister.” 
Sometimes, but rarely, it means “a minister of the word ” (so Luke 
i. 2; 1 Cor. iv. 1; Acts xxvi. 16: in this last passage it is applied 
by Jesus to St. Paul), but more commonly it is used in the New 
Testament of menials or subordinate officers of an inferior class. 
Possibly Mark went as personal attendant on the apostles, as their 
courier or dragoman; but for this purpose they would naturally 
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select a fellow-believer who had a gift of exposition, and could help 
in other ways, besides ministering to their comfort, arranging routes, 
and managing business generally. With Barnabas and Saul, Mark 
traversed Cyprus—a country which may have been known to him, 
for it was the native land of Barnabas. But at Perga in Pamphylia 
‘John departing from them returned to Jerusalem” (Acts xiii. 13). 
Paul resented his conduct, and when Barnabas proposed to take 
John Mark with them on their second journey (Acts xv. 37), 
objected so strongly that there was a sharp contention between him 
and Barnabas. Finally, the two great friends departed asunder, 
Paul taking for his companion the prophet Silas, while Barnabas 
went with Mark to Cyprus. 

Two questions suggest themselves here. The first is, What was 
the age of Mark at this time? A worthless tradition, which is 
directly contradicted by the Elder of Papias (Eus. H Z. iii. 39. 15), 
represents him as having been one of the Seventy. Some com- 
mentators in recent times have identified him with the young man 
mentioned in his Gospel (Mark xiv. 51). This, again, is somewhat 
unsubstantial conjecture. But the word “ minister” seems to imply 
that he was a novice to mission work, and that he was a young man. 
Though he was cousin, not “sister's son,” of Barnabas, he may 
have been many years younger than that apostolic man. 

Again, why did he leave the apostles so abruptly? St. Luke 
makes no comment, and we are thrown back on hypothesis. Yet 

~it is clear that the breach was not between Mark and Barnabas, but 
between Mark and Paul. Barnabas defended him with great 
warmth. ‘The reason for Mark’s departure, therefore, can hardly 
have been that his courage failed, or that his health broke down, or 
that he proved incompetent for his office. But if these causes are 
inadequate, what can we suppose but that there was some difference 
of opinion between Paul and Mark which Paul regarded as un- 
fitting him for the purpose in hand, while Barnabas, who inclined 
to the party of Peter (Gal. ii. 13), did not. It is not easy to suppose 
that Barnabas, however strong his family affection may have been, 
would have selected again for his helpmate one who could not be 
trusted on an emergency. Nor would Mark himself have been 
willing to renew an adventure of which he knew that he was 
incapable. He ended by going with Barnabas to Cyprus, where 
possibly the dangers were less ; but he appears to have been quite 
willing to plunge into Asia Minor, though he must have heard all 
about the sufferings of the previous expedition. Nor is it easy 
to suppose that St. Paul would have still been embittered by a 
failure of courage of which Mark had so evidently repented. It 
seems far more likely that Mark had taken alarm at St. Paul’s 
views ; that during the interval, probably under the persuasion of 
ppebas, he had come to regard the difference as unimportant ; 
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and that St. Paul felt rightly, though with some sense of personal 
vexation, that, however slight the grounds of disagreement might 
look to others, they would prevent him from working successfully 
with one who was disposed to criticise and disapprove. Some 
slight confirmation of this view may be found in the fact that the 
companion chosen by St. Paul was Silas, a prophet, and in the 
previous connexion between Mark and St. Peter. Mark is not 
again mentioned in the Book of Acts. 

At a later date, when the apostle’s own views were much milder 
and more tolerant than they had been, we find Mark with St. Paul 
in Rome (Col. iv. 10), and contemplating a journey to Colossae. 
Possibly he was not personally known to the Colossians, for the 
apostle adds, “if he come unto you, receive him.” It may be that 
St. Paul is here giving Mark an introduction, but we should hardly 
be justified in pressing this sense upon the words. At a later 
date (2 Tim. iv. 11) Mark was somewhere in Asia Minor, and 
Timothy is desired to bring him to Rome; for, says the apostle, 
“he is useful to me for ministry” (evxpyoros eis Suaxoviay), And in 
the Epistle to Philemon (24) we find him in Rome with Epaphras, 
Aristarchus, Demas, and Lucas, the fellow-labourers of St. Paul. 
But we do not know when or how St. Mark first set foot in the 
capital. 

Ancient tradition connected St. Mark very closely with St. Peter. 
Papias stated, on the authority of the Elder (Eus. 4. Z. iii. 39. 15), 
that Mark had never been a follower of the Lord Himself, but had 
served Peter as interpreter, and that his Gospel represents the 
occasional discourses of St. Peter, which Mark reproduced accurately 
from memory. The Elder, as reported by Papias, does not actually 
mention Rome, and does not say expressly that the Gospel was 
composed after Peter’s death, though this is probably implied in 
his statement that Mark wrote from memory. 

Irenaeus, after telling us (ili. 1. 1) that Matthew wrote while 
Peter and Paul were preaching the gospel in Rome and founding 
the Church, proceeds, “ After their death (é€o0dov) Mark also, the 
disciple and interpreter of Peter, delivered to us in writing the 
substance of Peter’s preaching.” Clement of Alexandria (in Eus. 
HT. E. ii. 15) affirms that Mark wrote his Gospel to satisfy the 
importunities of the brethren, and without the apostle’s knowledge, 
before the death of Peter, and submitted it when complete to the 
apostle’s judgment. Origen (Lomm. vol. ili. p. 1; Eus. A Z. vi. 
25. 5) says that Mark wrote as Peter dictated to him (és [eérpos 
ipyyjoato aird). These four accounts, while they differ in details 
and may be independent, agree in bringing Mark into close per- 
sonal relations with Peter. Not one of them says in so many 
words that his Gospel was written in Rome, but the language of 
Trenaeus seems clearly to imply this, and it was probably the belief 
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of the other three also. Clement certainly thought that the First 
Epistle of Peter was written from Rome. 

Tradition also taught that, after publishing his Gospel, Mark 
went to Egypt, there preached the faith, and became first Bishop 
of Alexandria (Eus. . £Z. ii. 16. 1; Epiph. Haer. li. 6; Jerome, 
de Vir. Zil, 8). Here in later days his tomb was shown in the 
great church of Baucalis, which stood near the harbour. There 
was, however, an ancient opinion, which has been preserved in the 
heterodox Clementine Homilies (i. 8), that the Church of Egypt 
owed its origin to Barnabas, not to Mark. 

The Silvanus of Peter has been generally identified with the 
Silas of Acts, the Silvanus of the Pauline Epistles. Like St. Paul, 
he was a Roman citizen (Acts xvi. 37, 38). A foreign burgess 
would have a Roman name borrowed from the personage from 
whom he or his ancestor had received the franchise. Silvanus is 
a well-known cognomen borne by many distinguished families, the 
Ceionii, Granii, Pomponii, and others. See Hoole, Zhe Classical 
Element in the NV.T., p. 61. 

In Orelli there is a long inscription (No. 750) in honour of Ti. 
Plautius Silvanus Aelianus, who was consul suffect in a.D. 45. He 
was a meritorious officer, who stood high in the favour of Ves- 
pasian, and had been proconsul of Asia, as Wilmanns thinks, just 
before or just after Silanus, who held the same office in a.p. 54. 
M. Plautius Silvanus (Orelli, No. 622) was consul in B.c. 2, and re- 
ceived the triumphal ornaments for service in Illyricum. L. Flavius 
Silvanus (Wilmanns, Juscriptiones Latinae, No. 285) was consul in 
A.D. 81. 

The name Silvanus was also borne by persons of lower station, 
freedmen or dependants of the great houses. Thus (Orelli, No. 695) 
we find a funeral inscription to Silvania Maria, which is dated 
duobus Geminis ; this, according to Tertullian, was the year of our 
Lord’s crucifixion. Another epitaph (C. Z Z. vol. vi. No. 4073) in 
the columbarium of the servants of Livia Augusta runs thus: 

M. Livivs. SritvaAnvs. Decvr. THYMELE. SILVANI. 

This Silvanus was decurion, or head, of one of the numerous 
bodies of officials or servants in the Imperial household. Thy- 
mele was probably his wife. Again (dd. No. 4316) we read: 
A. SILVANIO. 7 

The name Silvanus or Silvanius was not uncommonly borne by 
persons of the same class to which we may suppose the companion 
of the apostles to have belonged ; and from the name Maria, which 
in one instance we find associated with it, we many infer that some 
of them were of Jewish parentage. It is particularly interesting to 
find a Silvanus actually employed in the family of the Caesars. 
Here we may possibly discern one of the little links by which 
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Christianity attached itself from the very first to the Imperial court. 
Our Silvanus had certainly namesakes, possibly relatives, among 
that vast body of servants, clerks, readers, physicians, librarians, 
civil and domestic officials, who surrounded the emperor and 
served him in all sorts of capacities, from that of cook to some- 
thing very like what we should call a Secretary of State. And it is 
in no way surprising to find him in Rome. 

There can be little doubt that the Silas of Acts is the Silvanus 
of the Pauline and Petrine Epistles, but the relation between his 
two names is not quite clear. The vulgar abbreviation of Silvanus 
would naturally be SABas or SAovas. Hence it has been main- 
tained that the real name of this apostolic man was the Aramaic 
Sili, which by the addition of a common Greek termination be- 
comes Silas ; and that Silvanus is not a lengthened form of Silas, but 
a Gentile by-name adopted merely because it was similar in sound 
to the original (compare Joshua, Jason. See Zahn, Lin/ectung, i. 
p. 23; Deissmann, Sibelstudien, p. 184). If this view is correct, 
the name of Silvanus ceases to have any particular meaning. But 
Zahn does not quite solve the problem. If Silvanus is equivalent 
to Silvas, not to Silas, why, we may ask, did Silas call himself 
Silvanus and not rather Silanus? The same difficulty recurs in 
either case. Again, though Silvas is actually used for Silvanus 
(Zahn cites a PAaovvos BABGs from Josephus, Bed/. Jud. vii. 8. 1), 
it is not safe to assert that the same rule was always observed. In 
these vulgar abbreviations the final -as represents a large variety of 
terminations ; thus we have Hermas for Hermogenes, Epaphras for 
Epaphroditus, Nymphas for Nymphodorus, and so on. Popular 
usage follows very loose rules, as we know from the analogy of 
English pet names. Finally, there is the probability that Silas and 
Silvanus only accidentally resemble one another, that the first was 
the name given to the man by his Hebrew parents, the second his 
name as a Roman burgess and client of a noble Roman house. 
We are left to make the same choice of alternatives in the case of 
a more famous pair of names, Saul and Paul. 

It is probable then that Silvanus or one of his ancestors had 
been manumitted by one or other of the Roman Silvani. He 
appears first as one of the leading men among the brethren at 
Jerusalem, and was one of the delegates appointed to carry to 
Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia the Decree of the Council. He must, 
therefore, have been heartily in accord with the substance of the 
Decree. He was a prophet, meeting St. Paul on this side, and at 
Antioch he exhorted the brethren, probably the Gentile brethren, 
with many words and confirmed them. From Antioch he appears 
to have returned to Jerusalem (Acts xv. 34 is to be omitted), but 
shortly afterwards he was chosen by St. Paul to accompany him on | 
his Second Mission Journey. We hear of him for the last time in 
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the Book of Acts at Corinth (Acts xviii. 5 ; compare 2 Cor. i. 19), 
where again, as at Antioch, he appears as a preacher. Silvanus 
also, like Mark, dwelt at first in Jerusalem, and must have been 
well known to St. Peter before he became acquainted with St. Paul. 

This account of Mark and Silvanus enables us to fix with cer- 
tainty a prior limit of date for the First Epistle of St. Peter. Mark 
was probably a novice when first we read of him, and attended 
St. Paul on the First Journey. Silvanus went with the apostle on 
the Second. Hence 1 Peter cannot possibly have been written 
before the end of the Second Journey. The date of the apostle’s 
fourth visit to Jerusalem, with which this journey terminated (Acts 
xviii. 22), is very variously computed from A.D. 49 (Bengel) or A.D. 
51 (Schrader) or A.D. 52 (Turner) to A.D. 56 (Eichhorn and Ideler). 
The date most in favour is A.D. 54. (See the table in Farrar’s Life of 
St. Paul, vol. ii. p. 624.) But all calculations of time for the Book 
of Acts are inferential, and this is probably some few years too late. 

As to the posterior limit of date, there is not the same certainty. 
Reasons have been assigned in a previous section for believing that 
the Epistle was written before the outbreak of the Neronian per- 
secution in A.D. 64, but many eminent authorities dispute this 
conclusion. 

Are there any other considerations that will enable us to come 
to a more definite result ? 

It has been thought that Mark and Silvanus could not possibly 
have been in Rome, and in attendance on St. Peter, till after the 
death of St. Paul. But, in the first place, there is no reason for 
supposing that St. Peter outlived St. Paul by any considerable 
length of time. Dionysius of Corinth, our earliest authority (Jerome, 
de Vir. Ill. 27, places him under M. Aurelius and Commodus), 
says that the apostles perished “about the same time” (xara tov 
avrov xaipov, Eus. Z. £. ii. 25. 8; Routh, vol. i. p. 180); and the 
natural inference from these words is, that though the apostles may 
not have ended their lives on the same day, their deaths were not 
far separated. But it is surely incredible that, if the Neronian per- 
secution were actually raging at the time, and St. Paul himself had 
been slain with the sword not long before, the language of St. Peter’s 
Epistle should be what it is. 

Nor can it reasonably be supposed that Mark and Silvanus were 
adherents of St. Paul in such a sense that they could not at any 
time have written and carried a letter for St. Peter, and joined him 
in sending a greeting to the Asiatic Churches. On the contrary, the 
difficulty is to understand how either Mark or Silvanus can ever 
have been thoroughgoing advocates of the distinctively Pauline 
teaching. Let it be remembered that Mark parted from St. Paul 
under painful circumstances at the very outset of the First Journey, 
and that Silas was the chosen advocate of the Jerusalem Decree. 
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The natural inference from such facts as we have is that, till the 
dispute about the law which St. Paul presses so vehemently in 
Galatians and Romans had died down, neither Mark nor Silvanus 
can have been in quite unclouded relations with the outspoken 
champion of Faith against Works. 

There are long blank spaces to be filled up in the history of 
both men. What was Mark doing after he went with Barnabas to 
Cyprus, during St. Paul’s Second and Third Journeys, or during the 
imprisonment at Caesarea? Even after this date we catch but a 
few flying glimpses of him; and of Silvanus we know absolutely 
nothing from the time of his arrival in Corinth. 

Thus we are driven back upon the question of the literary inter- 
dependence of the Pauline and Petrine Epistles. According to most 
scholars, the Petrine Epistle is later than Romans (a.pD. 58) or 
Ephesians (A.D. 63). In the view of others it is later than any of 
the Pauline Epistles; indeed it has been supposed to borrow from 
almost every book in the New Testament. 

The evidence, both linguistic and doctrinal, has been considered 
in previous sections, and it does not appear to point to any definite 
conclusion. 

Mark and Silvanus may very well have been together in Rome 
at any time after the Second Mission Journey. But at what 
date can we suppose St. Peter to have been in the city with 
them ? 

This is 2 question which cannot be answered with certainty. 
Lipsius maintained that St. Peter never visited Rome at all. | Of 
late it has been generally allowed that the evidence on the other 
side is too strong to be rejected. But the tendency is to place St. 
Peter’s arrival in the capital as late as possible, towards the end of 
St. Paul’s first imprisonment, at the end of a.p. 63 (Dr. Chase) or 
in the beginning of A.D. 64 (Bishop Lightfoot). 

Both these dates rest upon the assumption that, if St. Peter had 
visited Rome at any earlier time, the fact must have been mentioned 
in the Book of Acts or in the Pauline Epistles. But it can hardly 
be said that the silence of either of these authorities amounts to © 
negative proof. In Acts, St. Peter disappears from the scene alto- 
gether after the Council of Jerusalem. St. Luke must have known 
much about the apostle’s later movements, but for some reason or 
another he did not see fit to say a single word upon the subject. 
The silence of St. Paul affords an extremely difficult problem. St. 

_ Peter had certainly visited Antioch, but St. Paul only mentions the 
fact incidentally, and with a polemical object. Dr. Harnack thinks 
it highly probable (Czronologie, p. 244, note) that he had also been 
in Corinth ; but we cannot gather this with certainty from the words 
of St. Paul. He may have preached in Galatia also ; but this again 
we can only suspect. As to the origin of the Church in Rome we 
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are left to grope in the dark; but questions arise to which we must 
not too readily assume an answer. 

A Church had been founded there many years before (Rom. xv. 
22), not by St. Paul, and had attained some considerable dimen- 
sions. Whom would these believers be so anxious to see as Peter, 
whose name must have been familiar to them from the day of their 
conversion? Who was that “other man” upon whose foundation 
the Roman Church was built? (Rom. xv. 20). Why, again, does St. 
Paul, writing to a Church that he had never seen, enter so fully and 
controversially into questions which had probably never been heard 
of in Rome? for the Jews of Rome, when he came there as a prisoner 
five or six years later, knew “no harm” about him (Acts xxviii. 21) ; 
and, though these Jews were not Christians, they could hardly have 
spoken thus, if the Pauline view of Law had been debated among 
their compatriots in the city. Or what was that spiritual gift which 
St. Paul desired to impart at Rome (Rom. i. 11), if not prophecy, 
the essential mark of difference between Pauline and Petrine Chris- 
tianityP? The Epistle to the Romans is, in fact, an Apologia, and 
seems to imply the pre-existence of that form of doctrine which we 
find in the First Epistle of St. Peter. And this mode of opinion 
continued to be actively taught in Rome during St. Paul’s first 
imprisonment, as we may gather from Philippians (i. 15-18). Pro- 
fessor Harnack thinks it not impossible that St. Peter may have 
paid a visit to Rome even under the reign of Claudius, that is to 
say, before a.D. 54 (Chronologie, p. 244, note); and certainly this 
opinion is not untenable. 

In any case, if we place the end of Acts and of the first im- 
prisonment of St. Paul in a.p. 58,—the opinion of Eusebius, which 
has of late received the powerful support of Blass and Harnack,— 
there is a space of some six years before the outbreak of the Neronian 
persecution, in A.D. 64, during which we know nothing of Mark and 
Silvanus, and very little of St. Paul. There is no reason against our 
assigning the First Epistle of St. Peter to this interval of time. If 
the Epistle does after all, as many think, display an acquaintance 
with Romans and Ephesians, the fact would be thus accounted for. 
If Mark made his first acquaintance with Asia Minor immediately 
after the date of Colossians, we should be able to explain how he 
comes to be mentioned. Time would be allowed for the growth of 
the numerous Christian communities implied in the address of the 
Epistle, and also for the wakening of hostility among the Gentiles, 
who, though not yet quite prepared for measures of bloody repres- 
sion, were evidently fast moving in that direction. 

On the whole, therefore, it seems the most likely supposition 
that the First Epistle of St. Peter was written between a.p. 58 and 
A.D. 64. F 



NOTES ON THE FIRST EPISTLE OF 

ST. PELE, 

The Title. In the oldest MSS. the Epistle is headed Iérpov a: (B), 
or Ilérpov éructoAy & (8 AC). In Greek cursives we find [érpov 
kaBoduxyn mpdryn érurtoAy (or érirtod) tpwTy): Tod &yiov droaTdAoV 
Ilérpov émucroky a: L has émiorodAy KabodAukt & tod dylov Kal 
ravevpypov arooréXov Ilérpov. The Codex Amiatinus gives efistula 
Petri prima; the Codex Fuldensis, Petri epistula ad gentes, so 
Junilius and Cassiodorus (in Westcott, Canon, Appendix D); 
Tertullian, Scorpiace 12, quotes the Epistle as Petri ad Ponticos. 

I. 1, 2. Zhe Address. The ordinary type of the address of 
a Greek letter is that found in Acts xxili. 26, KAavdios Avoias 
T® kpatiotw ipyeudve PyAcKL yalpew: cf. 1 Macc. x. 18, 25, xi. 30, 
xil. 6, Xacpew was felt to be objectionable by some of the religious 
heathen; thus the author of the third Platonic Epistle prefers «7 
mpatrewv, on the ground that joy or pleasure befits neither man nor 
God. But the old heathen formula was at first used even in 
apostolic letters. We have an instance in the address of the letter 
which enclosed the Decree of the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 
xv. 23), and another in that of the Epistle of St. James. 

To the name of the writer is naturally added his title. In 2 and 
3 John we find simply 6 zpeoBvrepos: in James, "IdxkwBos cod Kat 
Kupiov "Inood Xpiorod SodAos: in 1 Peter, Mérpos dadaroAos "Incod 
Xpiorod: in 2 Peter, Siuwv érpos dotAos xal dadoroAos “Incod 
Xpiorod: in Jude, Inood Xpicrod SotAos ddeAdds 82 "laxdBov. The 
usage of St. Paul varies. In 1 and 2 Thessalonians the names only 
are given; in the polemical Epistles, Romans and Galatians, he 
defends and explains his right to the title of apostle; in 1 and 
2 Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians, 2 Timothy the words &a 
OeXjparos @eod are added with the same purpose; in 1 Tim. we 
have kar’ ércvrayyv @cod added ; in Philippians he calls himself dodAos 
Xpicrod *Incod (like James, Jude); in Titus, Romans, both dodAos 
and dzécroAos (like 2 Peter); in the pathetic Epistle to Philemon 
the phrase he selects is déopuos Xpucrod "Incod. 

The name of the addressees is sometimes given quite simply, as 
by James, by St. Paul in Philemon, Galatians ; but generally a few 
words descriptive of their Christian character are added, and these 
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are often very significant of the leading thoughts in the writer’s 
mind (zaperiOnuor in 1 Pet.; KAyrot dyvo in Rom., 1 Cor. ; dyiou 
kal microti in Col. ; dyad, a\7nGea, 2 and 3 John). 

The heathen yxaipev becomes the Christian xapis. To this is 
naturally added the Jewish Peace (1 and 2 Pet., 2 John, all the 
Pauline Epistles), and often Mercy (2 John, 1 and 2 Tim., Tit.), or 
Love (Jude has mercy, peace, and love). 

We are not to suppose that St. Paul set the pattern for all these 
addresses; this is extremely improbable. No one man creates 
epistolary forms. 

Ignatius still uses the old heathen xafpew, except in Piilad. ; 
and Barnabas begins his Epistle with xaipere. 

Mérpos. The apostle’s name was Simon (properly Simeon). 
Our Lord gave him the surname of Cephas (John i. 42), which 
signifies a rock or a stone. What our Lord meant was no doubt 
“rock ” not stone, firmness not mere hardness (Matt. xvi. 18); but 
the Greek noun zérpa is feminine, and when used as the name for 
a man necessarily takes the shape of Ilérpos. Our Lord always 
addresses the apostle as Simon except Luke xxii. 34, where Peter 
seems to be used with reference to the meaning of the name (in 
ver. 31 we find “Simon, Simon”; in Matt. xvi. 18, again, Peter is 
an appellative, not the mere name). The apostle is called Simon 
(Symeon) also by his brother apostle St. James, Acts xv. 14, and 
by Mark and Luke before the Mission of the Twelve. John calls 
him indifferently Simon Peter or Peter. Simon Peter is found 
also Matt. xvi. 16; Luke v. 8; 2 Pet. i. 1; “Simon who is called 
Peter” occurs in Matt. iv. 18, x. 2, and four times in Acts (x. 5, 
18, 32, xi. 13); all these last occur in the story of Cornelius; 
possibly in his Hebrew original St. Luke found the name Simon 
and added the other words. Even in the Gospels, Peter is the 
name generally used, and in Acts it is employed throughout with 
the few exceptions that have been noted. St. Paul generally speaks 
of “ Cephas,” 1 Cor. i. 12, iii. 22, ix. 5, xv. 5; Gal. i. 18, ii. 9, 11, 14 
(though he uses Peter in ii. 7, 8), and we may infer that this title 
was current in the Church of Jerusalem where St. Paul first met the 
apostle. Some have supposed that St. Paul uses Cephas with a 
polemical intention, to remind his readers of the compact referred 
to Gal. ii. 9; but probably it was his habit. The older Syriac 
versions of the New Testament, the Curetonian (with the recently 
discovered Sinaitic of the Gospels) and the Peshito, render Peter 
sometimes Kepha, sometimes Simon Kepha, and sometimes Simon. 
Peter is found Acts i. 13; 1 Pet.i.1. Evidently Simon and Kepha 
were the common usage in the second century in the Aramaic 
countries. Elsewhere Simon went rapidly out of use, and Cephas 
was preserved only by the same archaeological interest which clung 
to Talitha cumi, as the exact words used by our Lord. See Hort; 
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Zahn, Linleitung, i. 21, ti. 60; Chase on “Peter” in Hastings’ 
Dictionary of the Bible, vol. iii. D. 756; Plummer on Luke vi. 14. 

€xexTots Tapemidypors Stagmopas. “To the elect sojourners of 
the Dispersion”: the omission of the article appears here to have no 
significance. See Introduction, § 2. There is no verb to govern the 
dative, cf. Rom. i. 7; 2 John 1-3. It is better to take éx\exrots as 
an adjective, though the R.V. appears to render it as a substantive. 
Those to whom the apostle writes are chosen by God, elect (yévos 
éxXexTov, il. 9, from Isa. xliii, 20). St. Peter does not use the 
Pauline «Ayrot, nor does he expressly distinguish xod¢iv from 
éxAéyeoGar, Election does not carry with it the final salvation of 
the individual (iv. 15-19). God must guard them (i. 5); but, if 
they resist the devil and remain solid in the faith, He will make 
them perfect and establish them (v. 9 sqq.). There has been no 
change in the counsels of God. Israel has not been rejected. The 
Church is still the Church of old; but the vision of the prophets has 
been realised, and whosoever will may enter in. 

Elect, in fact, means simply Christian, What the apostle is 
thinking of is corporate citizenship among the elect people; the 
individual elements of the new life are faith and obedience. 

In St. Matthew (xxii.) all are “ called,” but many do not accept 
the invitation; some accept, but have no wedding garment; many 
are called, but few are elect (cf. Matt. xxiv. 22, 24, 31; Mark xiii. 
20, 22, 27; Luke xviii. 7). John does not use xaAety in this sense, 
nor KAyrtés, nor ékAexrds in his Gospel, but in the Apoc. xvii. 14 we 
have xAyrot kai éxAexrol kal muoroi as different names for the same 
thing. In the Synoptical Gospels, the Pauline Epistles, and the 
Apoc. elect denotes personal, not corporate election. It is true, as 
Dr. Hort remarks, that “the preliminary election to membership of 
an elect race does not exclude individual election,” and we cannot 
reconstruct St. Peter’s theology with precision from two short 
Epistles. Nevertheless, so far as he has explained himself, he 
appears to mean that the individual is called into the elect society. 
Certainly he attaches more value to the corporate life, as regards 
both growth in knowledge or faith and the efficiency of sacraments 
(odler Bdariocpa, iii. 21), than St. Paul does. 

The word mapemidnpos occurs twice in the LXX. Gen. xxiii. 4, 
md pouKos Kal mapertdn pos eyo elt pel tyav: Ps. xxxviii. (xxxix.) 13, 
ore md pouKos eyo cit ev TH yh Kal maperidnuos Kalas wavres of 

TOATEpEs pov. ‘These two passages were before St. Peter’s mind both 
here and i. 17, ii. 11. In the former, Abraham speaks of himself to 
the sons of Heth as a stranger and sojourner among them ; in the 
latter, the same figure is used of man who has on earth no abiding 
city, like the patriarch who sojourned in the land of promise as in 
a strange country, dwelling in tabernacles (Heb. xi. 9). He is an 
exile from heaven, his true home. We must not take the word 
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here in its secular political sense, though this would be very applica- 
able to the Jews of the Diaspora, who were exiles from Jerusalem, 
dwellers in a foreign land. For an instance of this use see Justin, 
Apol. 67 (Otto, p. 188), rots waperidjuors otor Févors, of strangers 
who are stopping in a town but do not possess a permanent 
domicile there, and examples from the papyri are given by Deiss- 
mann, zdelstudien, p. 146, Eng. trans. p. 149. 

The Christian is chosen and called by God (the choosing pre- 
cedes the calling) to leave his earthly father’s home. The call 
makes him a pilgrim; henceforth he journeys by slow stages, 
through many dangers, towards the far-off promised rest. ‘The 
pilgrim is sustained by faith in the unseen, by hope, godly fear, and 
the love of Christ; he is always a babe (ii. 2); he tastes of joy, © 
but only as the wanderer drinks of the brook by the way. It is 
the same conception of the Christian life that we find in Hebrews. 

In this tone of hope deferred we may find a characteristic note. 
St. Peter had walked with the Lord on earth in close personal 
union, and must have felt the Ascension as a bereavement. St. 
Paul had never known the Lord in the flesh, but after the Ascension 
had been delivered by a vision from bitter spiritual struggles. To 
him naturally the sense of joy and freedom, of being here and now 
actually in the Kingdom, was far more than to St. Peter. 

On the Diaspora and the local names, see Introduction, § 8. In 
the address of the Epistle of St. James the Diaspora seems to 
include Christian Jews only. Here it embraces alike Gentiles or 
Jews, There is no difference at all; all titles and prerogatives pass 
on from the Church of the fathers to the Church of Christ. There 
has been evolution, but no breach of continuity. 

kata mpdyvwow... Inood Xptorod. The three clauses are strictly 
co-ordinate in the construction, but the order of the whole sentence 
is loose, and the precise connexion of these words has been 
disputed. 

The general and preferable arrangement is to take them with 
éxXextois—“ Elect according to foreknowledge,” etc.; this gives 
perfectly good sense; the only difficulty is that we should have 
expected éxAexrois to be placed after Bufvvias. The Greek com- 
mentators Cyril, Theophylact, and Oecumenius take them with 
dmdotoXos. ‘This increases the difficulty arising out of the order of 
the words, and is open to a further objection, that, whereas St. 
Paul feels it necessary to justify his claim to the title of apostle, no 
such necessity would be felt by St. Peter. Hence we should not 
suffer ourselves to be influenced by the supposed analogy of the 
Pauline addresses. 

The three clauses give the three Names and three functions of 
the Trinity (the arrangement of the Names is not significant), Kara 
mpoyvwow: the Father (Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, i 3; 
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our Father, i. 17) has the attribute of foreknowledge; on this 
election depends. Foreknowledge includes foreordaining (i. 20, 
ii, 8), but St. Peter does not use the words zpoopifew or mpddeors. 
He speaks quite simply as a devout Jew, and the metaphysical 
difficulty does not affect him at all. The problem of predestination 
is suggested in St. John’s Gospel and discussed by St. Paul; in 
both cases it arises out of the rejection of the gospel by the mass 
of the Jews. It may be that St. Peter had had good success among 
his countrymen, or that he wrote before it became evident that as a 
nation they would prove refractory. See note on ii. 8. 

év dytacpo Mvetpatos. ‘In (or by) sanctification of the Spirit.” 
Compare 2 Thess. il. 13, drt eiAero tuas 6 Ocds aa’ dpyis eis cwrnpiav 
év dytacp@ Ivetparos cai icra édnOeias. It has been supposed, 
without reason, that St. Paul means “sanctification of your spirit.” 
In any case the collocation of the three Names, Father, Spirit, 
Jesus Christ, shows that this cannot be the meaning here. Further, 
St. Peter does not use wvetya in the sense of the spiritual faculty of 
man, as distinct from his reason or emotions. See Introduction, 
p. 40, and note on iii. 4. 

Foreknowledge is the condition, Sanctification is the atmo- 
sphere, or perhaps rather the instrument, of the elect life. We may 
translate éy either “ in” or ‘‘ by means of”; the latter, Hebraistic, 
use of the preposition is very common in the New Testament. See 
Blass, p. 130. Holiness is the attribute of God in whom is no 
stain of evil, either in thought or in deed: the Spirit, by the act of 
sanctification or hallowing, imparts this divine attribute to the 
Christian society, consecrating it, setting it apart, calling it out of 
the world, devoting it to God, and furnishing it with divine gifts 
and powers. 

Sanctification leads to, results in (eis) obedience, and sprinkling 
with the blood of Jesus Christ. 

Obedience is obedience to the law of God, faithful service, 
righteousness, by virtue of which men are just. In the address 
of Romans (i. 5), St. Paul speaks of taxon wiorews, but in quite a 
different sense. What is meant there is ‘obedience to faith,” 
acceptance of the gospel of Free Grace (cf. Rom. xvi. 26). 

pavtiopdy. “ Sprinkling ” is a sacrificial word, and, as the result 
of Sanctification and Obedience, can here mean nothing but the 
means by which we are brought into real spiritual conformity to 
the Death of Christ ; it conveys to the believer those divine gifts 
which are the fruit of that Death. What this conformity and these 
gifts were in the mind of St. Peter we shall gather from later 
passages. 

pavrifew occurs Heb. ix. 13, 19, 21, X. 22; favriopds, Heb. 
xii. 24. It is by “sprinkling” that the merits of Christ’s Death 
are transferred to the “brother.” The idea is foreign to St. Paul, 
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but recurs in Barnabas viii., of favrifovres raides of edayyeAtodpevor 
hpi thy abeow Tov dpaptidv Kal Tov dyviopov THs Kapdias—the 
matoes, it is added, are the twelve apostles. 

St. Peter is here alluding to some passage or passages of the Old 
Testament, but to which ? 

Dr. Hort insists that the reference must be to a passage in 
which the sprinkling of Zersons with blood is combined with the 
distinct mention of obedience. The only passage which fulfils 
these conditions is “the sprinkling which formed the ratification of 
the covenant between Jehovah and His people through the media- 
tor Moses, as described in Ex. xxiv. 3-8.” This, however, is too 
logical. A reference to the passages in Hebrews will show that 
many different sprinklings were in the mind of the writer of that 
Epistle, and the same is no doubt the case with St. Peter. If we 
consider the use which our author makes of Isa. lili. we may even 
find here an allusion also to Isa. lii. 15, where Aquila and Theodo- 
tion have “sprinkle many nations” (favriet). See Cheyne’s note 
on this passage. 

The obedient are “sprinkled with the Blood of Jesus Christ.” 
If we are to lay stress upon the order of words, “ sprinkling ” cannot 
here mean Forgiveness or Reconciliation, which is the effect of the 
Blood in Rom. v. 8-10. Here the “sprinkling,” following obedi- 
ence, seems to impart the spirit of readiness, not so much to do 
God’s will as to suffer for Christ’s sake. This is the highest stage 
in the progress of the Christian life on earth. 

Throughout this Epistle the writer dwells so constantly upon the 
sacrifice of the Cross that the Blood of Christ can mean nothing 
else than His Death and Passion. Bishop Westcott will not allow 
this (Zhe Gospel of Creation: Additional notes on 1 John i. 7 and 
on Heb. ix. 12). ‘The Blood (Hebrews, p. 294) represents the 
energy of the physical earthly life as it is. . . . The Blood poured 
out is the energy of present human life made available for others.” 
Death (p. 298) ‘‘was the condition under the actual circumstances 
of fallen man, whereby alone the life of the Son of Man could be 
made available for the race . . . Thus Blood and Death correspond 
generally with the two sides of Christ’s work, the fulfilment of the 
destiny of man as created, and the fulfilment of this destiny though 
man has fallen. The first would have been necessary even though 
sin had not interrupted the due course of man’s progress and 
relation to God.” 

The question whether the Incarnation was contingent or neces- 
sary was first expressly raised in the twelfth century by Ruprecht of 
Deutz (see R. L. Ottley, Zucarnation, ii. p. 202 ; Dorner, ii. 1. 322, 
366), but it does not arise here. Nor will any Christian deny that 
Christ gives Life, or that the Life is intimately connected with His 
human and divine personality. The points which arise from the 
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text of 1 Peter are: (1) what is the meaning of the words “the 
Blood of Jesus Christ”; and (2) whether the apostle finds any 
distinct value in the Passion, considered as Death and not as Life. 

(1) Much importance has of late been attached to Gen. ix. 4, 5, 
Deut. xii. 23, where the blood is regarded as the seat or ground of 
animal life in man or in the brutes, and on that account might not 
be drunk. The reason of this prohibition may have been that the 
nature of the brute was supposed to pass into him who drank its 
blood, or rather that blood was the favourite beverage of demons 
and false gods (Ps. xvi. 4, see Dr. Cheyne’s note; the “hard gods” 
of the Greeks were blood-drinkers, Aesch. Choeph. 577, “Epwis 

. dxparov aipva mierat), Demons and ghosts were supposed to 
derive physical vigour from the blood which they lapped (Hom. Od. 
xi. 36, 95, 152, 232). 

Whether in ancient Hebrew belief the blood-soul possessed 
moral and intellectual as well as merely physical faculties, it would 
be hard to say. The prohibition of the drinking of blood seems to 
imply a purely physical conception. But it comes from a time 
when the immortality of the soul was not clearly believed, and 
psychology did not exist. Dr. Liddon remarks (Z/istle to the 
Romans, p. 76) that in Scripture, though blood and soul are com- 
bined, blood and spirit never are. Indeed, the blood-soul is hardly 
compatible with the image and likeness of God (Gen. i. 26), or with 
the breath of God which makes the soul live (Gen. ii. 7). In early 
Greek psychology Empedocles invested the Homeric blood-soul 
with the power of thought (aiua yap dvOpdrois mrepixdpdidv éore 
vonua, in Stob. £c/. Phys.i. 1026; see Ritter and Preller, § 177); 
but this fancy, though it was not forgotten (Arist. de Anima, 2; 
Bekker, p. 4054; Cic. Zuse. Quaest.i.9.19; Virg. Georg. ii. 484), did 
not find favour with philosophers or with religious men. Strangely 
enough it was adopted by the materialist Tertullian (de Anima, 15 ; 
see Oehler’s note). But it was not seriously taken by the heathen 
world, nor is it of any moment except for the archaeology of the 
Bible. By the Rabbis the blood-soul, the Nephesh, was dis- 
tinguished from Ruach and Neshamah as odpé, yvxy, rvedpa 
are distinguished by Philo (see Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des Heils, ii. 
58 sqq.; and Siegfried, Philo, p. 240). 

The Blood then appears to signify the Life only, or mainly, in a 
peculiar and limited sense. But the common phrase the blood of 
Abel, of Naboth, of the saints, unquestionably denotes the death of 
the persons indicated. 

In the New Testament, if we take Apoc. v. 9, eopdyns kal 
ipypacas TO Op év TO aiparé gov: Acts xx. 28, Thy éxxAnotav TOU 
Kupiov (cod) 4 nv TepreToujraro dia. Tov aiparos tod idiov: Col. i. 20, 
cipnvorroinoas Oud. TOD aivatos TOD oTavpov airod: or Rom. v. 8-10, 
where Xpiords aréGavey answers to dixawhjvas év TO aipate avrod, Or 
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katadXayhvar Sa Tod Oavdrov airod, while 7 fw?) airod corresponds to 
owlnvar ard THs dpyys, it seems evident that where Ransom, Pur- 
chase, or Reconciliation are in question, the Blood of Christ means 
His Passion. In other connexions than that of the Atonement 
there can be no doubt that afwa means death and not life. See 
Matt. xxvii. 24, 25; Acts v. 28 (where the Blood of Christ is 
spoken of by Pilate or the Jews); Matt. xxiii, 35 ; Luke xi. 51; 
Acts xviii. 6, xx. 26; Apoc. vi. 10. 

As regards the Eucharist, Christ’s Blood is called the Blood of 
the New Covenant, Luke xxii. 20; 1 Cor. xi. 25, 26; and here 
again the phrase is explained of the Death by St. Paul and in 
Heb. ix. 16, 17. 

One aspect of the Eucharist is that of a feast upon a Sacrifice 
(John vi., probably; 1 Cor. v. 7, x. 20, 21; Heb. xiii. 10). Here 
Christ becomes our Food, filling us with new life, and for this 
purpose commands us to do what the old worshippers were forbidden 
to do. Here not the Blood alone, but the Body and the Blood, are 
a symbol of life, in so far as they are asymbol of the Incarnation. 
Yet the two are separate as in Death ; the remembrance of a Death, 
and of a particular kind of violent Death, is forced upon us as of 
primary significance. The Death is more than an accident of 
Christ’s Humanity ; it makes the Christian life, let us not say 
available, but possible. 

(2) The material cause of Atonement under the law was the 
blood-soul: Lev. xvii. 11, “‘ For the life of the soul is in the blood ; 
and I have given it to you upon the altar to make atonement for 
your soul ; for it is the blood that maketh atonement by reason of 
the soul.” The blood-soul of the victim was destroyed in sacrifice. 
What made atonement for the worshipper was not the abiding life, 
but the innocent death and unmerited suffering of the victim. That 
the Blood of Christ was united to a perfect human and divine con- 
sciousness seems to make no difference as regards this particular 
point, though the fact vastly enhances the efficacy of the Cross in 
other respects. We can hardly understand 1 Peter without attri- 
buting to the author the belief that suffering is distinct from 
obedience, and that innocent, cheerful suffering has in itself a 
power for good, for ourselves and for others. In other words, that 
it is an expiation, and moves the mind both of God and of man. 
But this will appear more clearly as we come to the passages in 
question. 

These three clauses are expanded in the following verses 
(rpdyvwors, 3-12; dyvac pds, 13-17 ; and the aiva Xpicrod, inter- 
woven with dyacpos and tzaxoy, 18-25). Indeed, the whole 
Epistle is a commentary upon them. It is exceedingly difficult to 
see any foundation for Dr. Harnack’s suspicion that the Address is 
a later addition to the Epistle. 
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xdpis. See i. 10, 13, li. 19, iii. 7, iv. ro, and Introduction, p. 39. 
eipjvn. For the use of this word in the address of a letter, see 

2 Esdr. iv. 17, wal daéoreAev 6 Bacireds mpds “Peody . . . cipivyy. 
In the addresses of the letter of Nebuchadnezzar and Darius, Dan. 
ili. 31, vi. 25, we have eipyvyn tyuiv tAnOuvbein. The same verb is 
added in 2 Peter and Jude; in Clem. Rom. i. ; Polycarp, 1 ; Marz. 
Polyc. 1; Const. Apost. i. 1. The expression is borrowed from 
Daniel, but 1 Peter is probably the original of all the other uses. 

3. eddoyntés. The blessing of God immediately after the 
address appears to have been a regular formula in Jewish letters ; 
see Introduction, p. 16. There is therefore no sufficient reason for 
supposing that St. Peter is here imitating 2 Cor. or Eph. Dr. 
Hort notices that “thanksgiving (edxapiord, in 2 Tim. xdpw exw) 
stands for blessing in the corresponding place of St. Paul’s other 
Epistles, except Gal., 1 Tim., Titus.” Similar blessings are found 
in the Old Testament, especially in the Psalms (Gen. ix. 26; Dan. 
lil. 28; Ps. Ixvii. (Ixviii.) 20; cf. Luke i. 68). They are of essen- 
tially Hebraistic type; instances of their use in the temple worship 
are given in Lightfoot’s Horae Hebraicae on Matt. vi. 13, and they 
are very common in Jewish prayer-books (see F. H. Chase, Zhe 
Lord's Prayer in the Early Church). The form is rare in the 
liturgical portions of early Christian literature; but see the Liturgies 
of Clement, St. James, and St. Chrysostom (Brightman, Lzturgies 
Eastern and Western, pp. 19, 32, 341). Dr. Hort observes that 
in the LXX. etAoynrds is nearly always used of God, eddAoynpevos 
nearly always of men, adding that the distinction exists only in 
the Greek Version, the same Hebrew word being found in all 
cases. EvAoyyrds means rather “worthy of blessing” than blessed, 
benedicendus rather than denedictus; but the distinction is late and 
artificial, and has not been preserved in Latin or in any modern 
Western language. Indeed, what the Septuagint translators wanted 
to bring out, the difference between the natural excellence of God 
and the derived excellence of man, is hardly capable of expression 
in a single word. God is always blessed, because He is perfect, 
and all creation praises Him; if man were dumb, the stones would 
cry out. Man is only conditionally blessed, by God or by his 
fellow-men. But, as blessing is an act and as such contingent, we 
may raise the question whether blessedness is an attribute or an 
accident of the divine perfection, and upon this depends the 
further question whether we are here to supply éoriv or ein. 

6 @eos kal waryp. “The God and Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ.” See 2 Cor. i. 3, xi. 31; Eph. i. 3; Rom. xv. 6. For the 
phrase God of Jesus, cf. Matt. xxvii. 46; John xx. 17; Eph. i. 17; 
Heb. i. 9; Apoc. i. 6, iii. 2, 12. It will be observed that the 
phrase is found in the same Gospel in which we read “the Word 
was God.” It may be explained by reference to “the days of His 
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flesh,” Heb. v. 7 (where the writer is thinking of our Lord’s prayer to 
the Father in the Garden of Gethsemane ; see Westcott’s note there), 
but St. Peter does not feel it necessary to give any explanation. 

tod Kupiou *pav is a translation of the Aramaic Maran (1 Cor. 
xvi. 22) or Marana. The title is one of great interest and import- 
ance, but its history involves much difficulty. The xvpue by which 
the disciples addressed Christ in His lifetime appears generally to 
stand for Rabbi or Rabboni (the Ribbon of the Targums) ; these 
words actually occur in Matt. xxiii. 8, xxvi. 25, 49; Mark x. 51; 
John xx. 16. Rabbi (=my great one) does not mean teacher, 
though, as an expression of extraordinary respect, it was given to 
teachers of great eminence; but the evangelists use dudacKados as 
its equivalent (Luke six times renders it by émuocrdrys, Matthew 
once by xa@yyyris, xxiii. 10). By what title the disciples generally 
spoke of Christ to other people, or to one another, is less clear; but 
if we compare Matt. xxi. 3, 6 Kupios abrav xpeiav eye, with Matt. 
xxvi. 18, 6 diddoxados A€yea, this also may have been Rabbi. 
Dalman, however, thinks that Maran was used in these cases. Of 
the evangelists, Matthew never calls Jesus 6 Kvpis; Mark never, 
except in the disputed last verses, xvi. 19, 20; Luke eleven times 
(see Plummer, p. xxxi, and on v. 17); John five times, iv. 1, vi. 23, 
Xi, 2, XX. 20, Xxl. 12. 

Maran could hardly have come into general use after the Resur- 
rection, unless it had been employed on occasion before that date ; 
and in the Gospels we can distinguish several groups of instances 
where it is more likely to be the word represented by xvpuos than 
Rabbi. The first is to be found in what we may call the Hymns 
of the Nativity in St. Luke’s Gospel, i. 43, 4) pafrnp tod Kupiov pov: 
ii. I1, owrnp os éoTe Xpiords Kvpios. The second is connected with 
the mission of John the Baptist: Matt. xi. 10; Mark i. 2; Luke 
vii. 27, we read “I8ov, éy® drooréAdw tov ayyeAdv pov mpd Tpocwrov 
gov (Mal. iii. 1 has xpd rpoodrov pov). The Lord, therefore, before 
whose face John the Baptist was sent, is identified with Christ, cf. 
Luke i. 76; and probably the words of Isaiah, “Prepare ye the 
way of the Lord,” Matt. iii. 3; Mark i. 3; Luke iii. 4; John i. 23, 
are understood by the evangelists in the same sense. A third meets 
us in the accounts of the miracles in St. Matthew, Kupue, vie Aa Bis, 
xv. 22, xx. 30; or in Luke v. 12, Kupre, éav OéAns, dvvacai pe 
kaBapioar: v. 8, eedOe da nod, dtr dvip dpaptwAds cips, Kvpre 
(this passage in which “Lord” is contrasted with “sinner” is 
particularly noticeable) ; again, in Mark vii. 28, where it may be 
observed that the vocative Kvpre does not occur elsewhere in Mark’s 
Gospel, except as a variant in ix. 24, in the account of another 
miracle. A fourth is found in the parables of Judgment, Matt. 
XXIV. 42, XXv. 11, 37; in the last passage He who is addressed as 
kvpte, had just been described as BaowWe’s. A fifth, again, after the 

7 
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Resurrection, Matt. xxviii. 6, idere tov térov dmov Exerro 6 Kupuos 
(words of the angels): Luke xxiv. 3, rd cpa rod Kupiov “Inood: 34, 
ovtws ayepOn & Kvpios: John xx. 28, 6 Kipids pov kai 6 @eds pov: 
Xxi. 7, 12. 

Mari (my Lord) or Maran (our Lord) is a title of high dignity. 
It is applied in Daniel to Nebuchadnezzar and to God. In the 
Syriac versions of the Old Testament it represents the Hebrew 
Adon or Adonai, and is used of Abraham, of the king, or of God. 
In the Syriac of the New Testament it is used of Pontius Pilate, 
Matt. xxvii. 63, and of Christ wherever xvpros occurs in the Greek. 
Immediately after the Resurrection it appears to have been in 
general use among those Christians who spoke Aramaic ; and there 
is little doubt that the title was addressed to, and accepted by, 
Christ in His lifetime. Dalman says that after the Resurrection 
Christ declined the Rabboni of Mary and approved the 6 Kvpuos 
kat 6 @eds of Thomas; and this was probably the sentiment of the 
Church. Maran has a considerable range of meaning. If we 
suppose it to have been the word actually employed in the third 
and fourth groups, it is connected with deep moral awe, super- 
natural power, and the quality of Judge; the last meaning attaches 
to it also in 1 Cor. xvi. 22. That it was so employed is rendered 
probable by the fact that in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. vii. 
21, 22) Christ not only accepts the title Kvpuos, but connects it 
with the power of the Name, in particular with prophecy and with 
the casting out of evil spirits. Compare Matt. x. 24 sqq.; John 
xiil. 13, where also He accepts the title, and distinguishes it from 
duddoKadXos or Rabbi. In the first and second groups it comes very 
near to Jehovah. The Hymns of the Nativity appear to be taken 
from a Hebrew document which is probably the oldest source ot 
St. Luke’s Gospel. St. Luke regarded them as contemporaneous 
and authentic. Professor Blass (Philology of the Gospels, p. 57) 
thinks that the Gospel was written before the spring of 59; and it 
may be surmised that these Hymns were in existence before the 
Crucifixion, for they still speak of Messiah as a conquering Prince 
(Luke i. 71, 74). At any rate, the identification of Christ with the 
Lord before whose face John Baptist was sent, appears to have been 
made by Jews, and, probably, by Jews of Jerusalem. 

From the Gospels we may infer that Maran was often used even 
before the Resurrection, that it was sanctioned by Christ Himself, 
that it carried with it certain superhuman associations, and that it 
was connected with the power of “the Name.” It would bear 
different senses to different persons at different times, and its full 
force is not reached before John xx. 28. In Acts “the name of 
the Lord,” “the name of Jesus,” “ Lord,” “the Lord,” are hardly 
distinguishable ; and here we are still among Hebrew Jews, so that 
heathen usages can have had little or no influence. The same thing 
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is true of the Epistles of the Hebrew St. Paul, who goes so far as 
to say that there is “one Lord” (1 Cor. viii. 6; Eph. iv. 5). We 
are not to suppose that the apostles identified Christ with Jehovah ; 
there were passages which made this impossible, for instance, Ps. 
cx. 1; Mal. iii. 1, and, in later writers, Gen. xix. 24. It was God 
who gave Jesus “the Name which is above every name” (Phil. 
ii. 9), who “made” (not “hath made,” as R.V.) Jesus Lord (Acts 
ii. 36). In both places the human appellation “Jesus” is used of 
Him who was thus exalted. But passages which belong to Jehovah 
are frequently interpreted of Christ. “The Father” always and 
“God” generally retain a distinct meaning, but “ Lord” has’ practi- 
cally ceased to do so. The early Church, in fact, interpreted strictly 
the words of Christ. The Son reveals the Father, and to Him 
belongs all Revelation, whether of the New Testament or of the 
Old. It is easy to see how Sabellianism arose out of the New 
Testament, though the present passage, among many others, forbids 
that mode of interpretation. See for this subject Dalman’s Dve 
Worte Jesu. : 

€\eos. The God and Father, in accordance with His abounding 
mercy, begat us anew, regenerated us, became for a second time our 
God and Father. In St. Paul’s eyes also the admission of the 
Gentiles (Rom. xi. 30-32, xv. 9), and of Jews and Gentiles alike 
(Eph. ii. 4, 5), into the Church is due to the rich mercy of God. 
But there is a difference to be observed. In the Pauline passages 
God has mercy upon the infirmity of the human will, which cannot 
satisfy the law of works. Hence He provides a better way, the 
gospel of free grace. St. Peter’s meaning is that God has compas- 
sion on our misery. Hence He gives us a gospel, which tells us 
that suffering is the road to glory. The mercy is the simple human 
sympathy of Christ, who would not send the multitude away fasting, 
because He had compassion on them (Matt. xv. 32). 

dvayevvyoas. The verb occurs as a doubtful variant in Sirach, 
prol. 20, dvayevvyfels kat’ Aiyvrrov (AB have zapayevndeis eis). 
"Avayévvnois is found in Philo, de incorr. mundi, 3 (ii. 490), of the 
rebirth of the physical world. Later the term venatus is used of 
those who have received the baptism of blood in the Taurobolium 
(Hort refers to Orelli-Henzen, 2352, 6041), or have been initiated 
in the mysteries of Isis, Apuleius, AZe¢am. xi. 26. It was probably 
borrowed by the New Paganism from Christianity. In John iii. 3 
many ancient authorities take dvwfev to mean “again,” and Dr. 
Westcott thinks this the correct translation. Irenaeus, referring to 
John iii. 5, uses dvayevvnO7 for yevvyOy (Stieren, i. p. 846), possibly 
only by a slip of memory; but the Old Latin and Vulgate have 
renatus fuerit. See Tischendorf’s note. There is no good reason for 
thinking that dvayevvn67 was found in any Greek MSS. of John. 
In later times dvayevvay is commonly used of baptism (Justin, Afo/ 
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i. 513 Clem. Hom. xi. 26; see Suicer, s.v. "Avayévvyois), and we need 
not doubt that the word is taken from 1 Peter. But it was suggested 
to St. Peter by the saying of our Lord recorded by St. John, and 
goes to show that dvwfev really does mean “again,” and not “from 
above.” 

eis éXtrida Lacav. The first result of the new birth and the first 
characteristic of the new pilgrim life is Hope (the anchor of the soul, 
Heb. vi. 19). Hope is living (cf. 1. 23, ii. 4, 5), not merely because 
it is active (av yap 6 Adyos rod @eod Kai évepyys, Heb. iv. 12), nor 
merely because it is a hope of life, but because it is divine and 
eternal, given through the Resurrection of Jesus from the dead, and 
bound up with His eternal life. Cf. John iv. ro, vi. 51; Acts vii. 
38; Apoc. vii. 17, and the fine lines of Sophocles, Azz. 456 sq., od 
yap tu viv ye KaxOés, GAN’ del wore £7 Tatra Koddels ode & Srov “pay. 

4. cis kAnpovopiay, The pilgrim’s hope is further defined by its 
object, the inheritance, or rather the paternal estate, the fatri- 
montium, not the heretitas. Dr. Hort notes that the Hebrew words 
chiefly represented by xAnpovoyéa in the Old Testament denote, not 
hereditary succession, but “sanctioned and settled possession,” and 
is inclined to doubt whether any idea of futurity is implied in St. 
Peter’s phrase. Even in Greek xAnpovoyia means a property already 
received as well as one that is expected. But in the present passage 
the xAnpovopia is kept for the believer, not on earth, but in heaven, 
and is another name for that salvation which is ready to be revealed. 

The patrimony, the kingdom, may be spoken of in different 
ways. In part it is already present, in fulness it is yet to come. 
To some the present joy seems far more than to others, as to St. 
Paul (Col. i. 13; 2 Cor. iii. 18), or to St. John (iii. 36) ; but even 
the most enthusiastic spirits feel at times as a heavy burden the 
imperfection of the present, and in St. Peter this is the dominant 
key. We must therefore hold firmly to the future sense here. The 
pilgrim, stranger, sojourner, sees in hope the Promised Land, but 
sees it afar off, and his prayer is “Thy Kingdom come.” 

The patrimony is ad@@apros, duiavtos, dudpavtos. “AdOapros 
means incorruptible, immaterial, spiritual, eternal. “Apéavros (in 
Hebrews, James, Wisdom, 2 Macc.), incapable of pollution. Cf. 
Apoc. xxl. 27 for the sense; for the word, Lev. xviii. 27, éusctvOy 4 
yj—the land was defiled by the abominations of the Canaanites. 
"Apudpaytos (in Wisd. vi. 12; here only in New Testament), of a 
flower that never fades. Dr. Hort thinks that ad@@apros means 
‘never ravaged by a foe,” but gives no instance of this use of the 
word. 

retnpynpevny. “Which hath been (and is) kept in heaven for 
you” (eis duds = tyiv: cf. Luke xv. 22, iaodjpara eis rovs wddas). 
Those who regard the xAnpovopia as present in fruition (as Dr. Hort 
and von Soden) must translate “until you” —kept until your 

ss 
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appearance but now bestowed. But this sense appears to be 
foreign to our passage, and “until you,” for “until your days,” is 
a very singular, if not impossible use of the preposition. Odpavois, 
“In heaven”: the plural has no more significance here than in the 
Lord’s Prayer, Matt. vi. 9. There may be a reminiscence here of 
the Book of Enoch xlviii. 7, “And the wisdom of the Lord of 
spirits hath revealed him to the holy and righteous, for he pre- 
serveth the lot of the righteous”: Iviii. 5, “ And after that it will be 
said to the holy that they should seek in heaven the secrets of right- 
eousness, the heritage of faith” (see notes in Mr. Charles’ edition). 

5. tods év Suvdper Geos ppoupoupevous 81d tictews. ‘Who in (or 
by) the power of God are guarded by faith.” povpety means “to 
keep a city safe with a garrison.” Here faith is the garrison which 
keeps the soul (or the Church) safe till its Lord comes and raises 
the siege. Cf. Phil. iv. 7, where the heart is guarded or garrisoned 
by “the peace of God.” 

On St. Peter’s conception of faith, and its difference frum that of 
St. Paul, see Introduction, § 6. There is no word as to which it is 
more important not to read the thought of the one apostle into the 
language of the other. Faith here, as in Heb. xi., is the power by 
which we grasp the unseen realities, the conviction that God is, 
that He is a Rewarder, and that His reward far exceeds the troubles 
of this life. It is “firm trust in God in spite of suffering: the 
salvation of his soul the Christian will receive only as réAos rijs 
miorews” (Kihl, von Soden). It produces “endurance to the 
end,” unshaken by offences, false prophets, or lawlessness, Matt. 
Xxiv. 10-13; by it we resist the devil, and the za@jpara which he 
brings against us (1 Pet. v. 9). There are several points of import- 
ance. In St. Peter’s mind faith is not the faith of Abraham only, 
but of Moses; it does not justify or save, but is the condition of 
righteousness and salvation (see especially iv. 17-19); it is not so 
intimately connected, as by St. Paul, with love and knowledge, 
carrying with it only the germ of both, and hence it lends itself 
more easily to the notions of authority and discipline. Its object 

_ is God, but God is seen without rather than felt within. This has 
been called an attenuation (Zéleerung) of faith; and certainly it 
differs widely from the Pauline idea, leading to a different practical 
shaping of the Christian society, as was seen, though not quite 
distinctly, by Clement of Alexandria and Origen. But when it is 
called an attenuation, it is implied that it is not an evangelical view 
of faith ; and this is highly questionable. It will be observed that 
much of the element of futurity attaches to faith itself; it is largely 
faith in the distant and as yet unknown; hence it is intimately 
related, as in Hebrews, to hope. . 

cwtnpiav. Salvation or rather Deliverance, another aspect of 
that patrimony which is the object of Hope; in Heb. i. 14 we read 
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rovs péAdovtas KAnpovopetv owrypiay. Salvation itself is here re- 
garded as future, and this is the general sense (cwrypia is not used 
by St. John except iv. 22 and in Apoc.). In the Gospels ow{ew means 
to deliver (a) from danger, Matt. viii. 25; John xii. 27; (4) from 
disease, Matt. ix. 21; John xi. 12; (c) from the condemnation of 
God, Matt. x. 22, xxiv. 13; (@) from the disease or danger of sin, 
Matt. i. 21; and one or other of these senses attaches to the verb 
wherever it recurs. In the present passage it is used of the great 
final deliverance, not from the wrath of God (Rom. v. 9; cf. also 
1 Pet. iv. 18), but from the siege of Satan, from persecution and 
sorrow. 

The Deliverance is ready to be revealed in the day when Jesus 
Christ Himself will be revealed (i. 7, 13). The epithet “ready” 
introduces a consoling thought, reminding them how short a time 
these sufferings will endure (the End is not far off, iv. 7), and that 
the Deliverer stands waiting for them. 

év kaip@ éoxdtw. “In the last time.” The exact phrase xarpds 
éxxaros is not elsewhere found. In St. John’s Gospel we find év r7 
éxyaty nH€pq. (vi. 39, and in five other places): in Acts, év rats jpépats 
eoyarats (ii. 17, from Joel iii. 1): in Jas. v. 3 and 2 Tim. iii. 1, €v yuépars 
éoxyatas (from Joel, or, as Dr. Hort thinks, from Prov. xxix. 44): in 
Heb. i. 2, éw’ éoydrov rOv HepSv: in 2 Pet. iil. 3, éw’ €oydtwv Tov Hyepov : 
in Jude 18, ém’ éoxdrov xpdvov: in 1 John ii. 18, éoxarn dpa. The 
Last Day is the Day of Judgment; the Last Days, Time, Hour are 
either the age of the Christian dispensation or that portion of it 
which lies nearest to the End, when the signs of the Parousia are 
beginning to show themselves. Either the first or the last of these 
meanings must be that of St. Peter. He may mean “in the last 
time,” that is to say, in the Day of the Parousia. Kaupés means 
not “time” but “ ¢#e time,” the fit or appointed time or season for 
some particular thing, whether it be a period or a moment. It 
might be used quite correctly of the Day of Judgment, and this is 

- not an impossible explanation here. Many commentators, however, 
regard the phrase as meaning “in the last days,” in the time of 
darkness and suffering. The Parousia puts an end to the suffering, 
but, coming suddenly, may be said to come in the midst of it all. 
Upon the whole this appears to be the best explanation. Dr. Hort 
translates “in a season of extremity,” 6 éxxatos Kxaipds being used 
in Polybius and Plutarch for ‘the direst peril.” But in all the — 
analogous New Testament phrases éoxaros means simply “last in 
order of time,” and the absence of the article cannot be pressed. 

6. ev @ dyahhidobe . . . metpacpois. “In which ye exult, though 
just now for a little while ye were grieved, if need were, by manifold 
trials.” "Ev must here be temporal, as in iv. 13 below; cf. Ps. cxvii. 
(cxviii.) 24. “AyaAAvaoOar év in the sense of to exult a¢ or over is 
not found in the New Testament (in John v. 35, dyaAAtacOjvae év 
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t® puri, the preposition has its local sense “zm the light,” and the 
same observation applies to the reading of D in Luke x. 21 and to 
iv. 13 below), though it must be admitted that yaipew év is some- 
times used for “‘to rejoice at,” Luke x. 20; Phil. i. 18; Col. i. 24; 
see Blass, p. 118. The antecedent is best found in kaipd éoydrw. 
“In the last days” the brethren exult because their sufferings are 
so nearly at an end, and deliverance and glory are so near. Com- 
pare Luke xxi. 28, dpyouévwr dé tovrwy yiverGor (when the troubles 
that precede the end show themselves) dvax’wWate kal érdpare tas 
Keparas tuav’ dudte éyyilee } droAvtpwors tuav: Matt. v. 11, 12, waxdproé 
éore, drav dvediowow ipas cal dudgwow . . . xaipere Kal dyaA\aobe 
Ore 6 pucbds ipav odds év rots otpavois, These latter words may 
have been in St. Peter’s mind, if we consider how immediately the 
phrase rerypynuévynv év odpavots has preceded, and look also at iii. 13, 
ei kal mdoyoure Oud. Sukacoovvyy paxdpio. There is no real contradic- 
tion between this verse and iv. 13, xaipere, tva kal év TH dmoxadvwer 
THs Sdéys attod xapyre dyaAXNdpevor. “AyaAXdiacis belongs to the 
Revelation of glory, but living hope makes it present even in the 
midst of suffering. ‘The aorist AvrnGévres is to be taken, not of the 
pain, but of the mental distress caused by persecution. The pain 
still endures, but the grief, the perplexity, the sense of abandonment 
are gone for those who understand what these wa@juara mean. 
Kuhl and von Soden take év 6 as neuter, and find the antecedent in 
the contents of the preceding clause, “in which assurance ye do 
rejoice.” Dr. Hort makes the relative masculine, and refers it to 
@cds or “Inoots Xpicrdés. In either case we must give éy a sense 
which it can hardly bear. 

ei Séov. “If need was”; if it was God’s will. This is probably 
the right reading (so x B, c*", Clem. Alex. Strom. iv. 20. 129): 
ei d€ov éori has good authority (AC K LP, Origen), but is very 
difficult grammatically ; we should certainly have expected «i déov 
éori AvTovpevou 

év troukidors tretpacpots. “In manifold trials,” in different kinds 
of trial. This sense of woixiAos is found in the New Testament, in 
Maccabees, and in Aelian (V. H. 98), but is almost unknown in 
Classical Greek (Hort). lLewpaoyes here means not the inner 
wrestling with evil inclination, but undeserved suffering from with- 
out. This is the general sense of the word in the Old Testament 
and even in the New. See Hatch, Zssays in Biblical Greek, p. 
71. sqq. What we mean by “temptation,” as distinct from “trial,” 
is in the language of St. Paul expressed by dpapria or émbupia, 
in that of St. Peter by the latter word alone. 

7. iva introduces the divine purpose of Avrnbéres. 
76 Soxipiov. The substantive doxiyiov or Soxiwetov means “a 

test,” that is to say, a thing used for testing; and in Jas. i. 3 
manifold trials are perhaps called the test or touchstone of faith ; 
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but the meaning may be “the testing” of your faith worketh 
patience. In Prov. xxvii. 21, doxiysov apyvpiw Kal xpvod ripwors, 
the word seems to mean “testing” rather than “test,” for zvpwots 
denotes a method, not a thing. But in Ps, xi. (xii.) 6, ra Adyuo 
kuplov Ady.a. dyvd, apyipiov reTupwpévov, Soxipiov TH yh, Keka0apicpevov 
érratAaciws, the word is evidently an adjective. St. Peter was 
probably thinking of one or the other or both of these passages 
(see mipwors below, iv. 12). “Test” is here a quite impossible 
rendering ; the means by which faith is tested is suffering, and 
suffering cannot be called more precious than gold, nor is it 
“found” in the Last Day. “The testing of your faith,” for the 
same reasons, is hardly, if at all, less impossible. We are driven, 
therefore, to take doxiyuov here as adjectival, and to translate 
“the tested residue of your faith,” that faith which remains when 
all impure alloy has been burnt away. ‘There is a variant ddxipov 
found in a few cursives, which Dr. Hort is inclined to accept as the 
right reading. Otherwise, the passage above quoted from Psalms 
may justify us in regarding doxiyos as a vulgar by-form of ddxcpos. 

If St. Peter’s expression here was suggested by a passage, or by 
a combination of two passages from the Old Testament, it becomes 
probable that the phrase of St. James is borrowed from that found 
in our Epistle. 

xpuoiov. “Than gold that perisheth, yet is always tested, 
refined, by fire.” What we might have expected is ypvotov da 
mupos Sedox.wacpevov: but the writer has complicated his expression 
by the sudden introduction of droAAvpévov, implying a reason for 
moAvTimorepov, Or a contrast to the following etpef7. Faith is 
eternal, gold is perishable and temporal. Faith is far more 
precious than gold, yet even gold must be refined by fire; much 
more your faith. 

ejpey. ‘‘ May be found,” may endure when other things pass 
away, and appear when they disappear. Compare the use of the 
word in Phil. iii. 9; Heb. xi. 5, from Gen. v. 24, and possibly 
2 Pet. ili, ro. It means much more than “may prove to be,” or 
“may result in”; it is not man, but God who “ finds.” 

eis €ratvov. The praise is, ‘ Well done, thou good and faithful 
servant,” Matt. xxv. 21. Praise is spoken of as bestowed by God 
upon man, 4 Macc. xiii. 3; Rom. ii. 29; 1 Cor. iv. 5. The 
phrase is quite as simple and natural in the mouth of St. Peter, 
who speaks of good conduct as xdpis zapa @ed (below, ii 20), as it 
is in the Gospel. 

Sdfav Kal tiwyv. Heb. i. 3; Ps. viii. 6, Sdéy Kal tinh éore 
pdvwoas airdv. Glory and honour belong to God (Job xl. 5; 
1 Tim. i. 17), but He bestows them on man (Rom. ii. 7, 10). 

év droxadtiper ‘Inood Xpiorod. Cf. i. 13, iv. 13; the phrase is 
suggested by Luke xvii. 30, 9 juépa 6 vids rod dvOpiurov droKxadvr- 

— 
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rerat, and is used also by St. Paul, 1 Cor. i. 7; 2 Thess. i. 7. In all 
these passages it denotes the revelation of Christ in His majesty 
as Judge and Rewarder. Here it appears to repeat and define the 
idea involved in the words «is owrnpiav éroiunv dmroxadvpOjvar év 
Kapa éoxarw. 

8. dv odk iddvtes . . . Sedofaopevn. ‘Whom, though ye never 
saw Him, ye love; in whom believing, though now ye see Him 
not, ye rejoice with joy unutterable and glorified.” AK LP, Clem. 
Alex. and some other Fathers with the Coptic version have oix 
ciddres, “though ye never knew Him”; for this use of ofda cf. Matt. 
xxv. 12, Luke xxii. 57. is é6v belongs in construction to morev- 
ovres Only, so that dparres is left without an object. A similar 
irregularity is found in ii, 12; see note there. My is used with 
dpavres, though, according to classical usage, ob would be required. 
Attempts have been made to distinguish the negatives in this 
passage. In modern Greek 6x: (= odx/) with participle is adversa- 
tive, while wy is causal (Geldart, Guide to Modern Greek, p. 73). 
Hence Mr. W. H. Simcox would translate here “though ye have 
not seen,” “because ye do not see” (Language of the New Testa- 
ment, p. 187). But the participles here are both adversative. The 
nice classical rules for the use of ov and py were not understood 
even by Lucian, and in the vulgar Greek of the New Testament the 
use of ov with the participle has almost disappeared. There are but 
about thirteen instances of it altogether, and if we take the Gospel 
of St. Matthew, «7 with the participle occurs sixteen times, od once 
(xxii. 11); in St. Luke, ov once. See Blass, p. 253. For the contrast 
of faith and sight, cf. John xx. 29; 2 Cor. v. 7; Heb. xi. 1. 

The whole passage (6-9) has caused much trouble, because from 
the whole tone of the Epistle it seems strange that St. Peter should 
tell his readers that they actually do “exult” in the midst of all 
their sufferings. Such language appears to contradict the very 
object with which he wrote. That this difficulty is not merely 
fanciful, is shown by the number and character of the commentators 
who have felt it. Yet others have not felt it ; for instance, Leighton, 
who says, “‘Even in the midst of heaviness itself, such is this joy 
that it can maintain itself in the midst of sorrow; this oil of glad- 
ness still swims above, and cannot be drowned by all the floods of 
affliction, yea, it is often most sweet in the greatest distress.” We 
can understand a pastor exhorting his flock to stand fast in trouble, 
and at the same time reminding them that they have a wellspring 
of joy and even of exultation in their living hope. The alternative 
to the explanation given above seems to be to take év xaip@ éoxdrw 
of the Last Day and make the first dyadAvéo6e imperative. But 
the second dyaA\aéo6e must be indicative (for dyarare certainly is 
so), and thus we should only stave off the difficulty for a moment. 
Theophylact, Cecumenius, Erasmus, Luther, and others, including 
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Alford, take déyaAudoGe as present indicative, but regard it as bear- 
ing a future sense in both places; but this is harsh, even if possible, 
and again dyarare stands in the way. ‘The text of the passage is not 
free from doubt. In ver. 6 there is some evidence for ayaAAdoeo Oe, 
AvrnOjva (see Tischendorf), and in ver. 8 dyadAére has good 
authority. Polycarp, P4z/. 1, quotes ver. 8 in an abbreviated form, 
eis dv otk iddvres muoredere xapa dvexdadyntw Kal Sedobacpevyn 
Irenaeus, iv. 9. 2, v. 7. 2, has guem quum non uideritis diligitis ; in 
guem nunc quoque non utdentes creditis, credentes autem exsultabitis 
gaudio inenarrabili (ov obk iddvres dyamare, cis Ov apt. pH dpavres 
muorevere, murtevovres 5& dyadArdoecOe), The same reading is found 
in the old Latin version of Polycarp. Augustine, Fece. Mer. 1, has 
quem ignorabats ; in quem modo non uidentes creditis ; quem cum 
utderitis exsultabitis (dv oix eiddres, cis Ov api py Spdvres Tirrevere® 
dv iddvres dyaddidoecGe). Origen, the Vulgate, Peshito, and the 
Armenian appear to have read dya\Audoeo Oe, and it would certainly 
remove a difficulty if the future could be established. 

dvexhadijtw. ‘Unutterable.” The word is found here only in 
the Bible, but recurs in Ignatius, Zf%. xix. 2, and in Polycarp in 
his quotation of this passage. °*AAdAnros is used by St. Paul, Rom. 
vill. 26. The Christian joy is unutterable because it is spiritual, 
heavenly, passing all human speech and understanding, like the 
peace of God (Phil. iv. 7); but also because it is so paradoxical : 
it is a joy in the midst of sorrow. 

SeSofaopevy. “Glorified.” Glory in its fulness is bestowed when 
suffering is over (ra raOyjpara kal ras pera Tadra dSogas) ; but even 
here and now, in the midst of trials, the joy of the Christian sufferer 
is irradiated by that glory which will be given in the Revelation. 
The Spirit who rests upon him is the Spirit of glory (iv. 14) ; hence 
he can glorify God by meek endurance (iv. 16), and teach others 
also to glorify Him (ii. 12). 

9. kouifduevor. ‘“* Receiving the end of your faith, the deliver- 
ance of your souls.” The absence of the articles with owrypiav 
yuxav appears to have no significance. The participle “receiving” 
is to be taken as meaning “because ye receive.” Deliverance is 
the ground of the joy, as in Apoc. v. 9 and elsewhere. Dr. Hort, 
however, makes the participle co-ordinate with the verb—‘“‘ye 
rejoice and also receive ””—on the ground that “exultation in Jesus 
Christ cannot be a mere joy about the saving of their own souls.” 
But this thought would hardly have occurred to St. Peter. The 
deliverance delivers from all pain and sorrow, and is open to all. 
Kihl points out that xouiferOar is used in the New Testament of 
receiving that which has been promised, that which men have 
earned by their conduct (see references in Bruder). Deliverance 
is the end of your faith (or of faith, or perhaps of ¢#e faith; B and 
many Fathers omit ipév). It is the great promise involved in the 

. 
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name of Jesus, the object of belief, the end of the life of pilgrimage, 
the entry into the Promised Land. It is described as future (i. 5, 
13, v. 4); but even in this life of trial there are “good days” 
(iii. 10). Besides, the gospel zs deliverance. Hence we are said 
to receive now, in a foretaste, the reward which will be fully be- 
stowed in the Revelation. Wvx7 in St. Peter’s usage denotes the 
whole inner nature of man, as in Greek philosophy, in common 
Greek parlance, in the Gospels and Acts, and is never opposed, as 
it is by St. Paul, to rvetua or vots. See Introduction, p. 40. 

10. wepi ts owrtypias. St. Peter lingers upon the word cwrnpia, 
at each repetition finding something new to say about it. Here the 
word is practically an equivalent for the gospel, which was revealed 
to the prophets by the Spirit of Christ, and of which the main 
substance is the sufferings of Christ and the glory for Himself and 
others (8dga1, plural), in which those sufferings result. 

éfeLntnoav kat é€npadvyoay. The phrase is perhaps a reminis- 
cence of 1 Macc. ix. 26. In the New Testament the form épavvéw 
is to be preferred to the classic épevvdw. See Blass, p. 21. 

mpopjtat. Again the omission of the article appears to be 
insignificant ; the word is adequately defined by the following clause, 
and it is quite needless to translate (with Kuhl and Hort) “even 
prophets,” so as to get the sense ‘even men so highly favoured as 
prophets saw these great things dimly and afar off” (see note on 
ver. 17 below). | 

mept Tis eis Spas xdpitos. “ About the grace intended for you, 
which should be given unto you,” cf. eis tuas above, ver. 4. Xdpis 
here is not “grace,” but ‘‘a grace,” a favour or gift of grace, and in 
1 Peter the word usually bears this meaning. 

11. epauvvavtes ... Sd€as. “Searching for what time or for what 
manner of time the Spirit of Christ, which was in them, did declare 
and testify beforehand the sufferings appointed for Christ, and the 
glories that should follow them.” The best construction for édAov 
is found by taking it as governing 74 waOypara in conjunction with 
mpopaptupopevov (so most of the German commentators and Hort). 
Andoiv «is xaupdv, “to point to a season,” appears to be quite unex- 
ampled ; but this is the translation of the A.V., Alford, and many 
others. Nevertheless, «is xa:pév has a certain connexion with 
édyAov: the Spirit pointed out the sufferings for a particular time. 
Kiihl and others regard éd7Aov as standing without any object; but 
it is difficult to see how the word is to be rendered here at all on 
this supposition. Ipopuaprupdémevov (the word is not attested else- 
where till after St. Peter’s time) ought to mean “calling to witness 
beforehand” (see Dr. Hort’s note). If this sense is to be kept 
here, we must translate “the Spirit of Christ pointed out the 
sufferings that should come upon Christ, calling God for a witness 
of the truth.” But though papripouo. may be used without an 
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object (=I protest, I appeal; see references in Liddell and Scott), 
there is always something in the context to show that an appeal 
is made, and to whom it is made. And this is not the case 
here. In Acts xx. 23, 24, StapapriperGo. means “to bear clear 
witness” (cf. Luke xvi. 28; Acts ii. 40, viii. 25, x. 42, xviii. 5 ; Heb. 
ii. 6); indeed, this word constantly has the meaning of “to affirm 
solemnly,” “attest,” though it is used with an indistinct reminis- 
cence of its proper sense in 1 Tim. v. 21; 2 Tim. ii. 14, iv. 1. 
The Greek of the New Testament is not correct, even as correctness 
was understood by Epictetus or Plutarch; we have observed already 
that it does not clearly retain the distinction between od and py, 
and it is not surprising that it should confuse popriperOa: with 
paptupev. See note on doxiuov above. 

The prophets knew what they prophesied ; they knew not, and 
sought to understand, at what appointed date, or in what stage of 
the world’s history, in what kind of time (zotov xatpév), the prophecy 
would be fulfilled. Alford quotes Justiniani: “non modo guod... 
sed etiam guale . . . pacisne an belli tempore, seruitutis an liber- 
tatis, quo denique reipublicae statu . . . Et quidem Dauid O7ietur, 
ait, 2m diebus eius tustitia et abundantia pacis (Ps. \xxi. 7, Vulgate): 
et in eandem sententiam Esaias conjflabunt gladios suos in uomeres” 
(ii. 4). Some not unnatural difficulty has been found in the words 
eLelynrynoay, eénpatvnoav, épavvavres, which all express study and 
reflexion, and seem to be inconsistent with the notion of inspira- 
tion. Yet the difficulty is only apparent. The great revelation of 
suffering and glory awakes an eager desire to know when and how 
these things shall be, and this is answered by a further revelation 
(ofs daexaddpOn). “ Knock, and it shall be opened unto you,” 
was in some sense true, even of the prophets. So St. Paul prayed 
for the removal of his oxdAoy, and at last an answer came ; not the 
answer that he hoped for (2 Cor. xii. 7-9). ‘The revelation described 
in Acts xili. 2 was also probably a reply to much anxious thought. 
Both in the Old Testament and in the New, God often answers 
questions. The connexion between study and inspiration, search 
and discovery, is a great mystery, and revelation may be much 
more common than we suppose. How does one investigator 
discover what others do not? Philo thought (de migr. Abr. 7, 
i. 441) that philosophic truth was given by inspiration—“I was 
suddenly filled with thoughts showered upon me from above like 
snowflakes or seed”—and this may apply to all truth; for it is 
certainly not attained by the mere use of logical machinery. Nor 
does this thought detract from the dignity of spiritual revelation, 
which, though the noblest in kind, may yet have its analogies. 

The words 76 év avrois wvedua Xpuorrod must be accepted quite 
frankly. Christ was in the prophets, and from Him came their 
inspiration. Barnabas (v.) understood St. Peter in this sense, oi 
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mpopyrat, am avTov éxovres THY xapiy, cis adrov érpodyrevoay: on 
which Harnack notes, “Christum Veteris Testamenti prophetas 
inspirasse et ab iis uisum esse ad unum omnes priscae ecclesiae 
scriptores confitentur”; cf. 2 Clem. xvii. 4; Ignatius, AZag. viii. 2 ; 
Justin, Aol. i. 31-33; Dial. lvi. sq.; Iren. iv. 20. 4; Frag. Mur. 
44 sq., “Romanis autem ordine (ordinem?) scripturarum, sed et 
principium earum Christum esse intimans ” (Westcott, Canon, p. 536). 
These passages are sufficient to show the belief of the later Church. 
Note also the use of pjya Kvpiov, 1 Pet. i. 25, comparing Acts xi. 16, 
where words of Christ are called by St. Peter pjya Kvpiov. In 
Matt. vii. 22 we read, Kupue, Kvpie, ob 76 o@ dvdpuatt mrpoedr- 
Tevoopev: XXili. 34, dod éy® drooréAAw mpds tuas rpodyras. Some 
difficulty attaches to the latter citation, because St. Luke, in the 
parallel passage (xi. 49), has da rotro kat 7 codia rod Meod cizev 
"ArooTeXG eis aitrods rpopyras, and the words have been supposed to 
be a reference to 2 Chron. xxiv. 18-22. But in the Sermon on the 
Mount false Christian prophets claim to be inspired by Christ; 
and in the other passage of Matthew our Lord sends (inspires) 
true Christian prophets. No distinction of kind can be drawn 
between Jewish and Christian prophecy, and thus we have in the 
first Gospel a clear foundation for St. Peter’s words. We must take 
into consideration also those passages of the Gospels where Christ 
is described as the Revealer, Matt. xi. 27; John i. 18, xvi. 14, 15. 
In Acts again (ii. 33), in the speech of St. Peter, Christ sheds forth 
the spirit of prophecy. It can hardly be thought but that St. Paul 
held the same view as to the source of Christian prophecy (1 Cor. 
xii. 3), as also does the Apocalypse (xix. 10), whether we translate 
} paprupia Inco, “ the testimony given by Jesus,” or ‘‘ the testimony 
borne to Jesus”; compare also 1 John iv. 2, 3. As to the Hebrew 
prophets, St. Paul does not explicitly declare his opinion, but in 
2 Cor. iii. 12 sqq. the glory on the face of Moses which he covered 
with a veil, is the glory of Christ, who is the Lord, the Spirit. 

Mveipa. Xptotod probably means that Spirit which is Christ 
(2 Cor. iii, 17, 18, 6 5¢ Kupios 76 Ivedud éorw . . . axd Kupiov 
IIvevparos) ; but it may conceivably signify the Holy Spirit of Christ, 
sent by Christ. Often prophecy is attributed to the Holy Ghost 
(Acts i. 16; 2 Pet. i. 21, and elsewhere), and the sending of the 
Spirit is the work of Christ (Acts ii. 33). 

Certainly the repeated “Christ” in this verse must be taken 
each time in exactly the same sense, of the really existing Christ 
who was manifested in history. Kihl, in an exceedingly com- 
plicated note, takes the first of the ideal Christ, who existed only 
in the foreknowledge of God, and the second of the historical 
Christ, and makes avetya Xpicrod mean “a Christlike spirit,” 
because he thinks that St. Peter is not so much affected by theo- 
logical reflexions as the rabbinically educated St. Paul, and there- 
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fore cannot have personified the ideal. But the distinction between 
person and idea is itself philosophical. Dr. Hort appears to hold 
the same view; the Spirit of Christ is that Spirit of the Lord which 
afterwards came upon Christ, a Spirit of divine anointing, or Christ- 
hood, or prophethood. Here, again, we may repeat, that in 1 Peter 
Spirit means not an influence, but a personality. There is no need 
to speak of Rabbinism or Jewish Platonism at all. St. Peter’s 
view rests upon a perfectly unscholastic interpretation of Scripture. 
The Lord spoke to the Prophets ; Christ is the ore} therefore 
Christ spoke to the Prophets. 

There is no difference upon this point between St. Peter and 
St. Paul. Both held the same belief, though they express it in 
different language. 

In ra eis Xprordv wabypara Kat ras pera Tadra ddéas it is quite 
possible that we have a reference to the words recorded by St. Luke 
Xxlv. 26, 27, ovx! tadra eer wabeiv Tov Xpiorov, kai cicedAOely eis THV 
ddgav avrod; Kat dpEdpevos ard Mwcéws kal ard wévtwv Tov TpopyTav 
duepunvevorev adrois ev Tacats Tals ypadais Ta epi EavTod. Adgéat, not 
commonly used in the plural (but see 2 Macc. iv. 15), may refer 
to the successive manifestations of Christ’s glory—Resurrection, 
Ascension, Pentecost, Miracles (Acts iii. 13), Judgment—or to the 
glory of Christ, and the glory that shall be bestowed on His faithful. 
To St. Peter, the essence of the gospel seems to lie in suffering and 
glory ; to St. Paul, in free grace and deliverance from law. Hence 
the former sees a just and permanent picture of the Christian life 
in Isa. liii., while the latter looks back, not to the prophets (except 
Hab. ii. 4), but to Abraham. Hence, to St. Peter, the admission 
of the Gentiles is no great mystery; the Church is continuous. 
Further, in St. Peter’s view (as in the Gospels), the great obstacle 
to Christianity is the suffering of Christ ; and so, in fact, it always 
has been to Jew (Justin’s Zrypho) and Greek (the Zrue Word of 
Celsus), and in modern times, because His suffering involves our 
acceptance of the law of suffering. But, in the view of St. Paul, 
the great obstacle is the tendency of men to rely upon their own 
merits, which is a common and serious defect, but applies, as regards 
Christianity and Judaism, rather to the professor than to the faith ; it 
could not fairly be charged against the best Jews of old, and modern 
Jews would not plead guilty to it. See Mr. Montefiore’s Hzbdert 
Lectures for 1892, especially chap. ix., ‘‘the Law and its Influence.” 

12. ois dmexadhtgOy. It was revealed to them that the realisa- 
tion of their prophetic vision was not for their own time. The 
reference may be to distinct passages, such as Num. xxiv. 17; Deut. 
XViii. 15, or rather to the general indeterminate futurity of all pro- 
phecy. The prophets saw Messiah, and St. Peter evidently means 
that they saw Him with great clearness and accuracy in the broad | 
outlines ; but when they strove to know when these things should 
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be, an answer came, “Not yet. The promise is for others, not for 
you. Inquire no further.” dtyiy dé is the reading of the great bulk 
of MSS., though jyiv dé has the support of K and some versions. 
“For you Christians” (we need not here press the fact that they 
were Asiatics), or “for us Christians”; either way there is no 
substantial difference in the sense. 

aitd. The substance of their vision, 74 wa0jpara Kai tas pera. 
taira ddgas. Nov dvnyyédyn: aviyyyeAtac would be more strictly 
correct, but the aorist is used for the perfect, as in il. 25 below. 
See Blass, p. 199. 

Sua Tay edayyeXoapévwy Guads. The phrase in itself neither 
includes nor excludes the apostle himself. . 

év Mvedpare “Ayiw. Dr. Hort omits év on the authority of AB, 
a few cursives, the Vulgate, and some Fathers; see Tischendorf’s 
note. “In (or by) the Holy Spirit sent from heaven.” The omission 
of the article with Ivedua°Ayov is very common (John xx. 22 and 
many other passages), and is of no significance (cf. Acts viii. 15, 18). 
Here the Holy Ghost who was “sent from heaven” on the day of 
Pentecost, and inspired the preachers of the gospel, is introduced as 
a guarantee that the gospel cannot contradict the message of the 
prophets who were inspired by the Ilvedya Xpiorov. Von Soden 
and Dr. Hort translate “by a holy spirit”; but there can hardly be 
any doubt that the same Spirit is meant here as in ver. 2 above, 
where also there is no article. “EgazooréAAw is used of the sending 
of the Spirit in Luke xxiv. 49; in John xiv. 26, xv. 26, xvi. 7, the 
verb is réu7rw. 

eis & émOupotow dyyehor mapaxiyar, ‘ Upon which even angels 
desire to look”; here the omission of the article must certainly have 
its proper force. [lapaxvrrew properly means “ to take a shy sidelong 
glance,” as when one peeps out of a window or door at a person 
passing in the street, and is perhaps so used in Luke xxiv. 12; John 
XX. 5, 11. Even in Jas. i. 25 the meaning may be “he who has 
once cast a glance upon the perfect law of liberty”; the slightest 
look upon the law is sufficient to show the folly of those who hear 
and do not. On the other hand, James may mean “ He who has 
gazed steadily upon the law.” If we give wapaxvmrew its classical 
sense here, a not inconsiderable difficulty arises. The angels are 
‘tall ministering spirits, sent forth to do service for the sake of them 
that shall inherit salvation” (Heb. i. 14), and they must long for 
much more than a casual glance upon the Church and its gospel of 
suffering and glory. “Eyxvmrew eis means “to pore over,” “study 
intently” (Clem. Rom. xl. 1 and elsewhere; see Harnack’s note) ; 
and it may be thought that wapaxvrrew eis is used, not quite cor- 
rectly, by St. Peter and St. James, in the same sense. ‘The use of 
mapaximrey may have been suggested here by Enoch ix. 1, kat 
dxovoavres ol técoapes peydAo. dpyayyeAor MixayA kai OipiyAr Kat 
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‘Padayr kat TaBpind rapéxvpay ert tiv yi éx tov dyiwv rod obpavod 
(quoted by Hort). Above, on ver. 4, was noticed another possible 
reference to Enoch, and others may be detected. They should be 
borne in mind, because, when we come to consider the relation of 
Jude to 2 Peter, it will appear that while in 1 and 2 Peter there are 
allusions to apocryphal books, these allusions are developed by Jude 
into actual quotations. 

18. 8.6. ‘ Wherefore”; the reference is to the general contents 
of vers. 3-12, which were suggested by the third Name of ver. 2. 
From this point to ii. ro the author develops the meaning of 
dytac pds. 

dvaLwodpevor. ‘ Having girded up the loins of your mind”; the 
verb is used of gathering or tucking up long skirts by means of a 
belt so as to be ready for energetic action. Cf. Prov. xxix. 35, 
avalwoapevn icxvpads tiv doddv airns, of the brave woman. Here, 
where vjpovres immediately follows, St. Peter is probably thinking 
of our Lord’s words, Luke xii. 35, 46. The word used by Luke is 
mepieCwopevat (taken probably from the account of the Passover, 
Ex. xii. 11). “Avafoévvve$ar is not common in classical Greek, 
though it was used by Didymus the grammarian (Az¢hen. 139d), 
but succing¢ is well known in Latin. The word recalls the izaxoy 
of ver. 2. Those who have girded up their loins are ready for 
instant obedience. 

Stavolas. For this word cf. Matt. xxii. 37, dyamjoes Kupuov rov 
@cdv cou... & An TH Savoia cov (from Deut. vi. 5). St. Paul 
uses the word in his later Epistles (Eph. ii. 3, iv. 18; Col. i. 21), 
but always in a bad sense, of the mere logical faculty which sets 
itself against the truth. But what precisely is meant by “ girding 
up the mind”? Girding brings the mind into what Carlyle calls 
“‘a compact frame,” cutting off vague loosely flowing thoughts and 
speculations that lead nowhither, and only hamper obedience. 
Hence it is followed immediately by vydovres. Sobriety guards 
men against the “intoxication” of false prophets, against false | 
views of éAevGepia, against moral and doctrinal caprices such as are 
denounced in 2 Peter. The Girdle is Law or Truth (Eph. vi. 14). 

teheiws is best taken with vidovres, ‘being perfectly sober” 
(most modern commentators take this view). Down to Dean 
Alford’s time it was generally connected with éAzicare. In this 
case we must translate ‘‘ hope with a perfect hope,” not ‘‘ hope unto 
the end.” The idea of final perseverance is involved, but not ex- 
pressed in the perfection of hope. 

é\micate emit... xdpw. ‘Hope for the grace that is being 
brought unto you in the revelation of Jesus Christ.” “Edmifew ézi 
followed by the accusative is found only here and 1 Tim. v. 5; 
but the construction (it is a Hebraism) is common in the LXX.: 
A question has been raised whether éwi introduces the ground or 
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the object of the hope; Dr. Hort takes the former, Kiihl the latter 
view (see their notes on this passage). The points are that there 
is no Hebrew verb which exactly answers to éAmiew ; that the five 
Hebrew verbs represented in the LXX. by éArifew mean some 
“to trust upon,” some “to wait for”; that in Ps. li. (lii.) ro, 
édmilew émt To EXeos TOU cod, the Hebrew original means to “ trust 
upon the mercy of God,” while in Ps. xxxii. (xxxili.) 18 the same 
Greek words represent what in the Hebrew signifies to “ wait for 
the mercy.” Upon the whole it seems better to regard éAmiew éai 
here as equivalent to éAmifew eis (John v. 45; 2 Cor. i. 10; 1 Pet. 
iii. 5), and to take the following accusative as denoting the object 
towards which the hope is directed. It is a subtle question, and 
has no direct bearing upon the sense. 

Thy hepowevyny Spiv xdpw. Xdpw is the gracious gift of deliver- 
ance, which is being brought, and ere long will surely be given, 
in the Revelation (see vers. 5, 7 above). Many commentators 
(Erasmus, Luther, Calovius, Bengel, Steiger, Hort) take “grace” in 
the Pauline sense, and regard “the revelation” as meaning the 
continuing and progressive unveiling of Christ in the Christian’s 
soul (cf. Rom. i. 17) ; but there can be little doubt what St. Peter 
means here by the Revelation. 

The editions generally place a full stop after Xpiorod, as also 
after i. 21, 11.17. In all these places a colon might be used so as 

to allow the preceding imperative to run on; but after ii. 25, iii. 6, 
ili. 7 the full stop is clearly right. The style is loose and conversa- 
tional, not so strictly bound by grammatical fetters as that of 
practised writers. 

14. ds tékva Staxojs. “Children of” is a Hebraism; rtéxva 
darwA<«ias, Isa. lvii. 4; vids Oavdrov, 2 Sam. xii. 5. In the New Testa- 
ment we have réxva épyis, Eph. ii. 3; téxva gwrds, Eph. v. 8; réxva 
katdpas, 2 Pet. ii. 143 viol rHs drevOeias, Eph. ii. 2, v. 6; Col. iii. 6; 
viol dwrds Kal Huepas, 1 Thess. v. 5; vids eipyvns, Luke x. 6; 6 vids 
THs amwAcias, 2 Thess. li. 3; John xvil. 12. There is no more 
reason for supposing that réxva tmaxoys was suggested by viol ris 
dmevOeias than there is for supposing that St. John borrowed réxva 
®cod from St. Paul ; indeed there is not so much. On the contrary, 
the phrase recurs quite naturally to the traxoy of ver. 2. Children 
of obedience are those whose mother is obedience, in whom is the 
spirit of obedience, who are obedient, not ‘‘ obedient children.” 

ph ovoxnpatifdpevor tats mpdtepoy év TH dyvoia Spay émOuptats. 
“Not conforming yourselves to the lusts which formerly ruled you 
in your ignorance.” The not uncommon verb ovoynparifer Oar (see 
Liddell and Scott) is found also Rom. xii. 2, pa) cvoxnparilerbe 76 
aiévt rovrm. In respect to Rom. xii. there is somewhat better 
reason for suspecting a direct or indirect connexion between St. 
Peter and St. Paul than elsewhere, but we cannot safely build any 
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inference on this particular word. See pp. 18, 20. "Ayvowa is 
perhaps more applicable to those of St. Peter’s readers who had 
been Gentiles than to those who had been Jews. St. Paul speaks 
of Gentile ignorance, Acts xvii. 30; Eph. iv. 18; see Abbott’s 
note; but St. Peter attributes the crucifixion to the dyvoua of the 
Jews, Acts iii. 17. It is not easy to say whether St. Peter here is 
thinking of ignorance of God and His Law, or more particularly of 
ignorance of Christ. If the latter, his words will apply equally to 
Jews and Gentiles. All alike had sat in darkness, Matt. iv. 16; 
Lukei. 79; Johni. 5,10, 11. “Emv@vpiat again seems to point rathe; 
to Gentiles, whose lives were generally more licentious than those 
of Jews. But there were many wicked Jews, Rom. ii. 17 sqq.; Eph. 
il. 3; and our Lord was speaking to Jews when He insisted upon 
the sinfulness of lust, Matt. v. 28. But the readers of the Epistle 
were neither all Gentiles nor all Jews. See Introduction, p. 71. 

15. GANG kata Tov kahéoavta Spas dyvov, “ But after the pattern 
of that Holy One who called you.” It is best to take dyov as 
substantival; it is hardly possible to make it an adjectival pre- 
dicate and translate with von Soden, “after the pattern of Him who 
called you, who is holy.” This use of xara (which is quite classical 
and common; see instances in Liddell and Scott) is found Gal. iv. 
28, xara “Ioadx, like Isaac. Kadeciv is a word that belongs to the 
vocabulary of Christendom, and St. Peter uses it several times,— 
God called us out of darkness unto light, ii. 9; called us unto His 
eternal glory in Christ, v. 10; the call makes the pilgrim, above, 
ver. 1 ;—but he uses it in a simpler and less technical manner than 
St. Paul; he does not speculate on its difference from other verbs 
(cf. Rom, viii. 28 sqq.); nor does he appear to distinguish xAyrés 
from éxAexrds in the same way as St. Paul (ver. 1 above). St. Peter 
does not use «Ayrds, nor KAjows, except in the Second Epistle, i. 
10, where A has wapd«Ayows, and éxAoyn is added apparently as 
identical, or at any rate as giving another aspect of the same thing. 
In the Gospels xaAeivy has many senses, of which the chief are illus- 
trated by Matt. ii. 15, “out of Egypt did I call My Son”; v. 9, 
“they shall be called sons of God” (from Hos. ii. 1); ix. 13, “to 
callsinners ” unto repentance; xxii. 9, “call to the wedding ” ; xx. 8, 
“call the labourers” into my vineyard. It has, in fact, four chief 
meanings—(a) of calling out of a lower state, Egypt or sin ; () of 
inviting to a feast; (c) of summoning to a duty; (d) of giving a 
name corresponding to a character. It seldom seems to imply 
selection ; all are called alike. In Hebrews it is used of the call 
of Abraham (xi. 8, as in a); of the new name, “in Isaac shall thy 
seed be called” (xi. 18, from Gen. xxi. 12; cf. ii. 11, as in d); of 
those who are invited into the Covenant (ix. 15, as in 4); of the call 
of Aaron to the priesthood (v. 4, as in ¢, but with the notion of 
personal selection). In Peter the typical call appears to be that of 
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Abraham, though the Patriarch is not named in this connexion ; 
the Christian is a homeless wanderer, called out of the darkness of 
the past into the light of the gospel, travelling towards glory or an 
inheritance or a crown, called especially to suffer with Christ (ii. 21). 
The new name (Christian, iv. 16) is a name of suffering. St. Paul 
alludes to the new calling or name, quoting Gen. xxi. 12 (Rom. 
ix. 7) and Hos. ii. 1 (Rom. ix. 26). He does not connect the Call with 
any Old Testament type. The Call is from the Covenant of Works 
to the Covenant of Grace, and Abraham exemplifies not obedience 
to a summons or command, but belief in a promise; two things 
which, though closely combined, yet represent different sides of the 
same action, and are in theory very distinct. If we throw the 
whole ‘stress upon belief, three difficulties at once arise: why do 
some believe while others do not? what is the value of partial belief? 
how can belief which causes action be itself in any degree the 
effect of action? All these perplexities were acutely felt by St. 
Paul. St. John also felt the difficulty, but found an answer in his 
conception of Love which grows by familiarity and obedience. The 
Synoptic evangelists, St. Peter, the sub-apostolic Fathers, hardly 
touch the problem. Many modern scholars regard Peter as a later 
writer, who was perfectly familiar with the Pauline Epistles, but 
failed to grasp their meaning. But the fact to be explained is 

that, instead of misapprehending or perverting the distinctive 
Pauline thoughts, he leaves them altogether on one side. 

dyvov. St. Peter’s idea of Holiness must be considered in 
relation to the terms in which he speaks of God. Christ is the 
object of Love (ver. 8). God, though Father, of fear ; the justice, 
might, majesty of God are predominant thoughts in this Epistle. 
In the present passage we are referred to Lev. xi. 44, xix. 2, xx. 7. 
In all these passages the Israelites are commanded to keep them- 
selves from uncleanness, because God is holy. The Hebrew 
Qadesh comes from a root which means to divide. God is holy, 
because He is separate from all uncleanness. No defilement can 
approach Him under penalty of being consumed (Heb. xii. 29) ; 
He is dzeipacrros xaxdv, Jas. i. 13 3 POs oikdv ampdorrov, 1 Tim. vi. 
16. Justice is the positive idea most usually connected in the New 
Testament with holiness, John xvii. 11, 25 ; Luke i. 75; Rom. vii. 
12 (the law is holy and just and good). In the present passage the 
holy God is also the just Judge. Justice is more nearly connected 
with holiness than is goodness. The epithet is applied to Christ, 
Luke i. 35, iv. 34; John vi. 69; rov dywov Kal dikaov, Acts iii. 14 ; 
iv. 27, 30; Apoc. iii. 7, possibly also vi. 10, always with reference to 
His purity or majesty. St. Paul uses the epithet only of the Holy 
Ghost, holy things, or holy men. 

There is an important point involved, because Albrecht Ritschl 
maintained that “the conception of the holiness of God is for the 
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religion of the New Testament abolished (aufgehoden), at any rate is 
in no respect essential” (Rechif. und Vers. ii. 12, 13 ; see Mielke, 
das System Albrecht Ritsch?’s, p. 23), on the ground that aloofness 
and transcendent majesty involve mystery in doctrine, and fear as 
in some degree an allowable motive for Christians. _Ritschl’s view 
is an application of Kant’s theory; nothing can be known except 
relations ; nothing can have any religious value except God’s relation 
to us ; this has been perfectly revealed in Christ as a relation of love. 
It is interesting chiefly as showing the impossibility of squaring any 
philosophical theory with the Bible, or with any book in the Bible. 
Mystery and Fear cannot possibly be eliminated from Religion. 

kat adrol. . . yevnOnte. ‘Do ye also become holy in every 
manner of conversation.” The aorist of the imperative is con- 
stantly used in this Epistle, when, according to the ordinary rule, 
we should have expected the present: see i. 13, 17, 22, ii. 2, 13, 
17, lil. 10, II, £4, 15, Iv. 7, Vv. 2, 5, 6, 8,9. Blass (p. 194 sqq.) 
hardly seems to recognise adequately the looseness of New Testa- 
ment grammar on this point. Closely parallel in sense are the words 
quoted by St. Paul from Isa. lii. 11, eeAOere €k perov avTav Kal 
apopioOnre, déyer Kupios, Kat dxabdprou pa amrea be’ Kayo ci défopa 
tas, Kat Erouar tiv eis marépa, Kat tpeis éxecGé por cis viovs cal 
Ovyarépas, Aéyen Kvpios ravroxpdrwp, 2 Cor. vi. 17. It should be 
noticed that St. Peter does not address those to whom he writes as 
ayto, saints, though they belong to the €Ovos dyov, ii. 9, or what 
Clem. Rom. calls the dyiov pepis, xxx. 1. “Avaorpog) (a favourite 
word of St. Peter’s), which in Aeschylus and Aristotle means “a 
repair,” haunt,” or ‘‘ abode,” in Polybius is used of ‘a manner of 
life,” literally “‘a turning to and fro,” “a walking up and down.” 
The exact Latin equivalent is conwersatio (see Liddell and Scott, and 
Facciolati). It is greatly to be regretted that the fine word “con- 
versation” has been rejected by the Revised Version to the 
impoverishment of the English language. ‘“ Different kinds of 
dvaotpopy are to be spoken of further on in the Epistle: here at 
the outset St. Peter lays down what is true for them all” (Hort). 

16. “Aytot éoeoOe. Lev. xi. 44, xix. 2, xx. 7; the future is here 
equivalent to an imperative; cf. Matt. v. 48. 

17. kaliet matépa émKadeiobe .. . dvactpdpynte. ‘And if ye call 
on him as Father, who without respect of persons judgeth according 
to each man’s work, pass the time of your sojourning in fear” (R.V.). 
This is the common and, according to classic usage, the better 
translation. But that of the A.V., “if ye call on the Father who,” 
etc., may be defended. Ilaryp is one of those words which easily 
dispense with the article (cf. ver. 2 above), and the article is 
omitted, where a defining clause follows, without any perceptible 
alteration of the sense ; cf. tpopjrat of rpopyrevoavres, ver. 10 above; | 
eis vouov TéAevov Tov THs éAevOepias, Jas. i. 25 ; wasdious Tois ev ayopa 
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xaOynpevors, Luke vii. 32; bytatvovor Adyous rots tov Kupéov, 1 Tim. 
vi. 3. In any case the stress falls here upon the definition, “ If the 
Father, to whom you pray, is also the righteous Judge, see that ye 
fear Him.” The Father “giveth good things to them that ask 
Him ” (Matt. vii. 11) ; but He is not merely, as the heathen thought, 
a dwryp édwv. He chastises His children (Heb. xii. 5, 6), and He 
judges. He is Ilarip ady.os, déxaros (John xvii. 11, 25). Kuhl 
remarks that in Peter’s view the Old Testament motive (Holiness, 
Fear) is not abolished, but rather strengthened by the new relation 
of sonship. The point became of importance in the controversy 
with the Gnostics, who maintained that God was Love simply and 
solely. Fear, of course, means such fear as may be felt towards a 
good father, not slavish, superstitious dread. It is a lower motive 
than love, yet is not to be regarded as merely negative ; it is the 
safeguard of holiness, and it prompts obedience in things which we 
do not as yet understand,—and there are always things which we do 
not understand. Even St. Paul uses occasionally the same language 
as St. Peter, see 2 Cor. v. 10, 11. St. John (I iv. 18) writes that 
“perfect love casteth out fear”; but his words do not apply to those 
whose love is not yet perfect. Our Lord says at one time, “ Thou 
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart” (Matt. xxii. 37), at 
another, “ Yea, I say unto you, Fear Him ” (Luke xii. 5). 

In the words Ilarépa érixadeiobe there is a possible allusion to 
the Lord’s Prayer (so Weiss, Huther, Kiihl, Hort), but it is not 
certain; the words may be suggested by Ps. Ixxxviii. (Ixxxix.) 27. 

dmpoowrod}prrws- Neither the adverb nor the adjective from 
which it is formed occurs elsewhere in the New Testament, but 
we have the phrases AapBavew, Brérew els, Oavpdlew mpdowror. 
They all denote the righteous Judge, who makes no distinction 
between high and low, rich or poor, Jew or Gentile, in the eye of 
whose holy law all men are equal. It is interesting to compare the 
words of St. Peter (Acts x. 34), éx” dAnOelas xaradapBdvopar Ste odk 
éort rpoowroAnmrns 6 Oeds* GAN’ ev wavti EOver 6 poBovpevos abrov Kal 
epyaldopevos Sixotoctvyv Sextos aire éort. Cf. also Rom. ii. 10, 11. 
Dr. Hort thinks that these passages are based on Deut. x. 17, but 
the thought and expression must have been not uncommon among 
pious Jews ; thus we find in the Book of Jubilees (ed. Charles, p. 73), 
“quia Deus uiuens est et sanctus et fidelis et iustus ex omnibus ; et 
non est apud eum accipere personam, ut accipiat munera, quoniam 
Deus iustus est et iudicium exercens in omnibus qui transgrediuntur 
sermones eius et qui contemnunt testimonium eius.” Cf. Ep. 
Barn. iv. 12. 

Tov Tis Tapoiktas bpav xpdvov. The collocation is common in 
Peter but rare elsewhere in the New Testament ; cf. 1 Cor. xv. 40; 
2 Cor. viii. 8, and see Introduction, p. 4. Tapouxia. See note on 
maperionuos above. Taporxeiv is found Luke xxiv. 18; Heb. xi. 9; 
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mapo.xos, Acts vii. 6, 29 ; maporxia, Acts xiii. 17. St. Paul will not 
use mdpoixos of Christians ; they are already ovprodira: trav dyiwr, 
Eph. ii. 19. The word zapo.xia has a very interesting history ; the 
* pilgrims” or “sojourners” in a district or town formed the diocese 
or “parish.” See Suicer, s.v. mapoxia, Dict. of Christian Antigut- 
ties, s.v. Parish; Bede, ed. Plummer, vol. ii. p. 212 sq. 

18. ciddtes St. The Holiness and Justice of God are the 
ground of Fear, which is strengthened by another thought, that of the 
high cost of Redemption. The same cast of thought finds expression 
in Heb. Vi. 5 sqq.) and Clem. Rom. xxi. 9 tov Kipiov jpav “Incotv 
Xpiordv, ob 76 alpa trép jpav €660n, évrparduev. Further on Clement 
speaks of the fear of God as xadds kal péyas kal odlwv révras Tovs 
év aitd daiws dvactpepopévous év Kabape dSiavoig. This fine passage 
affords an admirable illustration of what we may call ‘‘ Petrinism,” 
the mingled severity and tenderness of the Christian disciplinarian. 

ob Pbaptois . . . matpomapadcrou. “ That not with corruptible 
things, silver or gold, were ye redeemed from your vain conversa- 
tion handed down from your fathers.” Silver and gold (which are 
amrokAvpeva, ver. 7, Or dOapra) are dross compared with the price 
that was paid for you. Avrpov is the ransom paid for slaves, Matt. 
xx. 28; Mark x. 45; 1 Tim. ii. 6 we have dvriAvtpov ; Avtpotabar 
is used Luke xaiv. 21; Tit. ii. 14; Avtpwors, Luke i. 68, ii. 38; 
Heb. ix. 12; Avtpwrys, Acts vii. 35 of Moses. The Ransom is 
here the Blood of Christ ; in Matt. xx. 28 the yvyy of Christ. We 
are redeemed from our enemies and from the hand of all that hate 
us, Luke i. 68 sqq.; from dvoyia, Tit. ii. 14; here from vain con- 
versation : the historical type suggested in all these passages is that 
of the great deliverance from the house of bondage in Egypt (cf. 
Ex. vi. 6). The Bible does not attempt to say to whom the 
Ransom is paid, a question on which, in later times, there was much 
unfortunate speculation. The question ought never to have been 
asked, because it does not admit of an answer, except in some sense 
which is hardly compatible with the metaphor of Ransom. A- 
money ransom is paid to him who holds the slave, but this is not 
true of a spiritual ransom. To take an analogous case, the Algerian 
slaves were redeemed by the blood and suffering of English sailors, 
but to whom was this ransom paid? 

Closely connected, though not identical, with the idea of Ransom 
is that of Buying. By one and the same act God redeemed us 
from captivity and bought us for His own slaves, Acts xx. 28 
(repteroujoaro) ; in 1 Cor. vi. 20, vii. 23; 2 Pet. ii. 1; Apoc. v. 9, 
xiv. 3, 4, the verb used is dyopdfev, and in all these passages the 
price expressed or intended is the Blood of Christ. 

St. Luke uses the word doAvrpwors of final deliverance at the 
Last Day, xxi. 28; and St. Paul, who does not use the simple 
Avtpwois, has the compound in the same future sense, Rom. viii. 23 ; 
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Eph. i. 14, iv. 30; such is probably the meaning also in Rom. iii. 
243 Eph. ey Col. i. 14 ; in Heb. xi. 35 drohuTpwors is equivalent 
to Avzpwors ; so also in ix. 15. See Abbott on Eph. i. 7. 

matpowapadérov. This phrase again might seem to be aimed 
rather at Gentiles than at Jews. From the Apologists we may see 
how reluctant the Gentiles were to cast off the ‘‘ manner of life” of 
their ancestors, and by so doing to pronounce condemnation upon 
their parents, philosophers, statesmen. See Clem. Alex. Protr. x. ; 
Min. Felix, Oct. vi. The strength of this sentiment is powerfully 
exemplified in Mr. Dill’s Roman Society in the Last Century of the 
Roman Empire. Races like the English, whose past history was less 
glorious, did not feel the difference so keenly ; see Bede, Hs eee ¥ 3. 
“Vain” again is constantly used of idolatry (Acts xiv. 15). Yet 
Jews also had a wapddoos, Matt. xv. 2 sqq., which came from their 
fathers, Gal. i. 14, and was in some points against the law of God 
and vain. 

19. GANG Tito aipate . . . Xptorod. “ But with precious blood of 
Christ as of a lamb unblemished and spotless.” On the collocation 
of the words, see Introduction, p. 4. On the Blood of Christ see 
note on ver. 2 above. Here, no doubt, the absence of the article 
before tTipiw aivare is not without meaning. ‘Ye were redeemed 
not with corruptible gold, but with precious blood”; both the 

adjectives and the substantives are in strong contrast. “Apwpos, 
which in classic Greek means blameless, is used by the LXX. of 
victims which have no physical blemish. Hence the name of the 
pwpockdros, an Official whose business it was to ascertain this fact, 
Philo, de Agric. 29 (i. 320); Clem. Alex. Strom. iv. 18. 117. “ The 
translators having to express the Hebrew mum, a blemish, apparently 
caught at the sound of the Greek pasos, and employed it for their 
purpose” (Hort). It should, however, be observed that in the Old 
Testament the ceremonial and the moral are not easily kept apart, 
and that duwpos is used of moral integrity, Ps. xiv. (xv.) 2, and else- 
where. "Aozidos, “ spotless,” is metaphorical, but is rather moral 
than ceremonial ; it is found in the version of Symmachus, Job xv. 
15, but not in the LXX. “Apowyos is used of Christ ina passage very 
similar to this, Heb. ix. 14. The physical perfection of the victim 
is regarded as typical of the sinlessness of Christ, which makes His 
Blood répuov. 

Christ is called duvés by the Baptist, John i. 29, 36; in 
Apoc. v. 6 and elsewhere the word used is dpviov. The Paschal 
Lamb or Kid is called apoBarov TEhELOY, Ex. xii, Rt in Isa. Nii. 7 we 
read, ws mpoBarov é ert opayny 7x9n, Kat @s dvds évavtiov Tod KeipovTos 

dcpwvos ovTws ovK dvoiye. td ordua. Here the sheep is slain, the 
lamb is only shorn, and it has been questioned whether the 
prophet in this particular verse is thinking of the Paschal Lamb 
or, indeed. of anv sacrifice at all (see Dr. Cheyne’s note). The 
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chapter, however, is full of sacrificial imagery, and the Suffering 
Servant is depicted both as an Atoner (ras dyaprias jydv péper), 
and as a Redeemer (7G pwAwme airod jets idOnuev); indeed the 
ideas of Atonement and of Redemption are blended through- 
out. The Isaianic passage was very early applied to our Lord, 
Acts viii. 32. 

There can be little doubt that Isa. liii. was in the mind of St. 
Peter here. Just before we have had an allusion to Isa. lii. 3, od 
pera. apyupiov AvtpwhijoecGe, and references to Isaiah, and to chan 
liii. in particular, abound in the Epistle. But the “blood of the 
Lamb” does not come from this source. It is found most easily 
in Ex. xii: the difference of the words zpéBarov and duvés is a 
merely superficial difficulty, and réAevov is equivalent to dwpor Kat 
aomthov. We really do not know what words St. Peter himself 
used. But in the case of such allusions there is danger in the 
attempt to bind an author down to fixed passages. St. Peter may 
have meant quite generally the lamb of sacrifice. See note on 
pavriopos, ver. 2 above. 

The question has been raised whether the blood of the Paschal 
Lamb was really a ransom, but it is difficult to understand the 
point of view from which the question is framed. In one sense, of 
course, it was not, as the Epistle to the Hebrews teaches us. But 
in another, as a shadow, it was both an Atonement and a Ransom; 
it covered the houses of the Israelites from the destroying Angel, it 
redeemed the firstborn, and was a condition of the deliverance of 
the whole people from the house of bondage. 

Dr. Hort quotes the Midrash on Ex. xii. 22, “‘ With two bloods 
were the Israelites delivered from Egypt, with the blood of the 
paschal lamb and with the blood of circumcision.” 

20. mpoeyvwopévov. The foreknowledge of God does not neces- 
sarily imply the pre-existence of the thing or person foreknown 
(see ver. 2 above; Acts xv. 18; Rom. xi. 2), but does not exclude it. 

mpd KataBodis Kécopou. Matt. xiii. 35 (here, perhaps, xéopov 
should be omitted), xxv. 34; the phrase is used also by Luke, 
John, Paul, and in Hebrews: Apoc. xiii. 8, the Lamb was slain 
from the foundation of the world. It is found also in the Assump- 
tion of Moses, and is quoted therefrom in the Acta Syn. Mic. 
(Gelasius Cyzic. ii. 18, p. 28), cal mpocbedoard pe & @eds mpd Kxara- 
BoAjjs koopou, elvat pe tis SiabjKys abrod peoiryy (Moses is speaking 
to Joshua). This passage of the Assumption was possibly alluded 
to by St. Paul, Gal. iii. 19, and may have suggested the language of 
St. Peter here. The word xarafoA7 is used 2 Macc. ii. 29 of the 
foundation or ground-plan of a house. Dr. Hort quotes also 
Plut. Moratia, ii. 956 A, 76 é& épyijs xal dua rH mpdry xataBodp tov 
avOpadrrwv. 

pavepwOévros. Cf. John i. 31; 1 Tim. iii. 16; 1 John iii. 5, 8. 
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“Taken by itself the word suggests a previous hidden existence, 
and it was not likely to be chosen except in this implied sense” 
(Hort). 

ér éoydtou tov xpéverv. ‘In the last of the times,” in the last 
epoch of the world’s history ; or “at the end of the times” (écyxérov 
being taken as neuter and substantival, as in the phrase éx’ éoxdrov 
tov ypepov, Heb. i. 2). 

Sv dpas. The purport of this verse is still further to deepen the 
reader’s sense of the need of holiness and godly fear. Not only is 
the blood precious, but the sacrifice of Christ was purposed by God 
before creation, and all for you. ; 

21. tods BV adtod morods cis Ocdv. Tucrevovras is supported by 

the authority of s C K L P, a number of other MSS., and the Syriac 
Versions ; but the great textual critics prefer ruvrovs, the reading of 
AB, a good cursive, and the Vulgate, on the ground that movrev- 
ovras is an obvious correction designed to get rid of the otherwise 
unexampled phrase miorots cis @edv. Tuords in the active sense 
(=believing) is rare even in the New Testament, and except in 
this passage is always used absolutely. See Dr. Hort’s elaborate 
note. Nevertheless «is is used after wuorevw, and there is no 
obvious reason why muds in the active sense should not be 
followed by the same preposition. We must translate “who 
through Him do believe in God.” No other meaning will suit the 
context, and «is after muordés in its passive meaning (=trusted, 
trustworthy) appears to be not only unexampled, but impossible. 
For 8 airod cf. Acts iii. 16, 4 mioris 4 Ov airod (the words of St. 
Peter). Above, ver. 8, Christ is Himself the immediate object of 
Faith; here by Him, by the historical Christ, 80° dvacrdcews éx 
vexpav (ver. 3), by the zaOjyara and ddgar (ver. 11), in a word, by 
the gospel, we come to believe in God, who raised Him from the 
dead and gave Him glory. It is to be observed that here the 
brethren believe in God, not because the Son has revealed the 
Father (Matt. xi. 27), but’ because the Father has revealed the Son. 
The two propositions are reciprocal and interchangeable ; hence it 
is clear that we believe in God through Christ not in the same 
sense as that in which we believe through Apollos or Paul, who 
were dudxovor (1 Cor. iii. 5). Here, again, it is impossible to say 
whether St. Peter is addressing himself to Jews or to Gentiles ; the 
peculiar attribute ascribed to God was equally new to both. 

tov éyet(pavta . . . Sdfav. The Resurrection and Exaltation are 
appealed to just as in St. Peter’s speech on Pentecost, and indeed 
in the Book of Acts throughout. Here the Resurrection is a 
revelation of God and His abounding mercy; it is also the means 
(or one means) of the dvayévvynots (ver. 3), and gives efficacy to 
Baptism (iii. 21). But there is no trace in our Epistle of the 
favourite Pauline thought that the Christian is risen with Christ or 
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has died with Christ. The substance of St. Peter’s teaching is the 
same, but the expression is not. 

God gave Jesus Christ glory in the eyes of unbelievers (Acts 
iii. 13) and of the Church, bestowing upon Him of grace “ the 
Name which is above every name” (Phil. ii. 9; see Lightfoot’s 
note). Cf. Apoc. i. 17, 18, Thus we can understand John xvii. 5. 

Gote thy miotw Spay kal Amida eivar eis Oedv. “So that your 
faith and hope is towards God.” Faith in Christ (ver. 8) is also 
faith in God, who gave Christ glory, whose mercy is the ultimate 
source of the resurrection, the regeneration, and the gospel gener- 
ally. Kuhl, with a number of German commentators, translates 
“so that your faith is also hope towards God.” In this way we 
should get the sense “so that your faith is transformed into hope,” 
and thus escape the apparent tautology between microvs cis Oedy, 
miotw eis @cov. There is no other substantial argument in favour 
of this artificial rendering (it is rightly rejected by Dr. Hort). 
Tautology is a characteristic of St. Peter’s style ; see Introduction, 
p. 6. Further, faith and hope are so closely connected in St. 
Peter’s mind that they are merely two aspects of the same thing; 
the one involves the other so completely that it is difficult to see 
how he could say that the one becomes the other. 

At this point ends what we may call the doctrinal section of the 
Epistle. St. Peter has been explaining the three Names, their 
three attributes, and their several relations. Here he passes to the 
practical Christian life, catching up and expounding the words 
dy.acpos, avayevvav. The word suggests the thought, doctrine 
and exhortation are blended in easy natural flow, and there are 
constant recurrences and developments of ideas already expressed, 

22, 23. “Hyvikotes carries us back to vers. 2, 15; taxon to 
vers. 2, 14; the following dvayeyevvnpévor to ver. 33 but something 
new is added to each word. ‘The order of conception seems to be 
truth, regeneration, obedience, purity, love of the brethren. Truth 
is explained by the words 1a Adyou Cavros @eot Kai pévovros. It is 
the word uttered by the Spirit of Christ through the prophets 
(vers. 10-12); through this truth comes the New Birth. The 
Truth must be obeyed, carried out in action as a law even before 
we understand it, in order that we may understand it (as in John 
vii. 17) ; see note on ver. 2. Obedience leads to purity of soul. 
Ayvés in classical Greek i is mainly a moral word (sanctus not sacer ; 
but these, like dy.os, dyvds, are connected in etymology); it is used 
especially of virginity ; but the verb is generally used of ceremonial 
purification. In the New Testament dyvds always has the moral 
SENSE ;, dyvifey i is used of ceremonial cleansing in John xi. 55 and 
Acts xxi. 24, 26, xxiv. 18, but in Jas. iv. 8, 1 John iii, 3, as 
here, of spiritual cleansing. We may compare the phrase dyufew 
év &\nbela, John xvii. 17, 19. Purity from evil inclinations, ‘espe 
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ally from rancour and malice, leads to love of the brethren (not 
‘brotherly love”). The word ¢iAadeAdéa in secular Greek and in 
4 Macc. xiii. 21, 23, 26, xiv. 1, means the mutual love of brothers 
by birth; but in 2 Macc. xv. 14 Jeremiah is called 6 pirddeAdos 
otros because of his love for all Jews (Hort). In the New Testa- 
ment it is used (Rom. xii. 10; 1 Thess. iv. 9; Heb. xiii. 1; 2 Pet. 
i. 7) in what is really a new sense, of love for those who are 
brethren by virtue of the dvayévvyow. Love of the Christian 
brotherhood must be (1) dvvméxpiros (Rom. xii. 9; 2 Cor. vi. 6), 
not affected, Pharisaic, formal, mechanical, but sincere and from 
the heart. (2) éxrevys, “fervent”; the word seems to convey the 
idea of straining intensity, but some regard it as meaning “steady,” 
“unintermittent.”. The adverb éxrevés occurs only in later Greek, 
and was regarded as a vulgarism ; see Lobeck’s Phrynichus, p. 311; 
Dr. Rutherford, ew Phrynichus, p. 365, thinks that even the 
adjective is not Attic. 

otopd is fixed to the sense of “seed” (semen not satio) by the 
epithets. Many modern German commentators and Alford under- 
stand the meaning to be “born again not of a human father” (cf. 
John i. 13, iii. 4); but a better explanation is found in the parable 
of the Sower ; cf. Luke viii. 11, 6 owdpos éoriv 6 Adyos Tod Oeod. 

In 8a Adyou Lavros Ocod Kai pévovros the article is again omitted. 
The epithets are best taken with Adyov. As Adyov is antithetical to 
omopas, SO are Cavros Kat pévovtos to od POapris GAAd apOadprov ; again 
we have Adyos fav in Heb. iv. 12, and éAmis {aoa in ver. 3 above; 
and finally Adyou pévovros is caught up and illustrated by the words 
70 5& pyya Kupiov peéve in the following quotation. This is the con- 
struction adopted by A.V., R.V. (text), Alford, Kiihl, von Soden, 
and most modern commentators. Dr. Hort follows the Vulgate 
and many, especially of the older scholars, in coupling the epithet 
with @eod (cf. Dan. vi. 26, airds ydp éorw @eds pévwv xal Ldv eis 
yeveas yevedv ews Tod aidvos). Adyos is identified by St. Peter 
himself with pjua, and this again with the gospel which his readers 
had heard (76 eiayyeAioOev eis tuds: cf. dua tov cbayyedicapévwr 
bas, ver. 12 above), virtually with the ra@jpara kal ddgar. 

24. S.dtt is used by St. Peter to introduce quotations from the 
Old Testament, i. 16, ii. 6, and here. In iii. 10 ydp is used 
(Hort). 

taca odp—. From Isa. xl. 6-8. St. Peter departs from the LXX. 
in inserting ws before xopros, and in substituting airs for avOpwor 
and Kvpiov for rod cod jor, but follows it in omitting two clauses 
of the Hebrew (“because the spirit of the Lord bloweth upon it ; 
surely the people is grass”) after e€éreoev. Dr. Hort observes that 
St. Peter possibly found all these changes already made in the text 
of the LXX. which he used. 

éénpdvOn and éfémece are gnomic aorists which may be rendered 
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in English by the present. Dr. Hort illustrates the dvOos yéprov by 
reference to Simat and Palestine, p. 139, where Dean Stanley de- 
scribes the blazing scarlet of anemones, tulips, and poppies among 
the thin, shortlived grass of spring in the Levant, and points out 
the fine comparison of this 60a of nature to the * conversation ” 
inherited by the Greeks from their fathers, which, “ vain” as it was, 
was also so brilliant and attractive. But the main point of the 
quotation is the contrast between the shortness of earthly beauty 
and the eternity of the word of God. St. James manifestly alludes 
to this passage of Isaiah (i. 10, 11) in a different context; he is 
disparaging wealth, and omits all reference to the word of God. If 
there is any literary connexion here between the two Epistles, the 
right of priority seems to belong to St. Peter, who introduces the 
quotation with far greater ease, appropriateness, and power. See 
note on Soxipwor, ver. 7 above. 

25. Kupiou stands, as already observed, for the rod @cod yay of 
the LXX. and Hebrew. Dr. Hort observes that “ Kvpiéov without 
the article must be taken, as in most cases, for Jehovah, the God of 
Israel, our God.” But the noticeable point is that in a matter of 
such grave import there should be any exceptions at all: and the 
fact seems to be that if we exclude direct quotations from the Old 
Testament, and such phrases as adyyeAos, wv}, xelp, veda Kupiov, 
which are taken from the Old Testament and stereotyped by usage, 
it is hardly possible in the New Testament to make any distinction 
between Kvptos and 6 Kvpios. Even in the Old Testament 6 Kvpuos 
stands not infrequently for Jehovah (passages quoted Matt. xxii. 44 ; 
Luke ii. 23 ; Acts ii. 25); and in the New Testament Kupios, without 
the article, is constantly used of Christ (Luke ii. 11; Acts x. 36; 
in Rom. xiv. 5-9 Kopi and 7@ Kvpiw are used quite indifferenily ; . 
xvi. 2 sqq., év Kvpiy, this is a common phrase ; ; 1 Cor. vii. 17- 39; 
X. 21, 22, xvl. 11; 2 Cor. ili, 16-18; Phil. ili. 20; 2 Thess. i. 
I, 2,12). We have seen that in St. Peter’s view the Spirit of Christ 
was in the prophets, and it is not possible to say that in the present 
passage he intends to draw any absolute distinction between Kupiov 
and Xpucrod. 

eis buds. “ Unto you,” is equivalent to iyiv, as in ver. 4 above. 
Dr. Hort would give the preposition its sense of motion, ‘ which 
was preached (reaching even) to you.” The R.V. translates, “And 
this is the word of good tidings which was preached unto you” ; and 
it should not be forgotten that in the times of the apostle ebaryyOlienh 
still preserved distinctly the meaning of “good spell” or tidings, 
which we are so apt to forget when we use the abbreviated 
“ gospel.” 

II. 1. Here begins a new passage of exhortation suggested by 
the word dvayeyevvnpévo. It extends to the end of ver. ro. 

dmoGéyevor ody. “ Therefore,” since ye are born again, since ye 
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have become babes, lay aside all kinds of wickedness, and desire 
the milk which Christ will give you. Milk causes growth; the 
growth will fit them for their place in the spiritual house, the royal 
priesthood. Here again the Christian is addressed as member of a 
corporation. *Azroféc6a: is to be taken rather in the sense of cleans- 
ing defilements (iii. 21, od capxés dmdGeors firov) than in that of 
putting off clothing (as in Rom. xiii. 12; Eph. iv. 22; Col. iii. 
5 sqq.). The sins named are such as are specially destructive of 
giradeAdia. Kaxia in the classics means either vice generally, as 
opposed to dpery, or specially cowardice. Suicer distinguishes three 
ecclesiastical uses of the word: (1) Evil, misery, trouble ; Matt. vi. 
34, dpxerov TH Nuépa 7 Kakia airys. (2) Vice; the word is com- 
monly so used by the Fathers, and Theophylact gives it this sense 
in Rom. i. 29 (ad Rom. chap. iii.) ; but it is very doubtful whether 
he is right. (3) Malice; 1 Cor. xiv. 20, r7 xaxiga vymidfere, where 
Theophylact notes vymidfe ti Kaxia 6 pydéva KaxoToidv GAN dozep 
vymiov axaxos. Cf. Col. iii, 8; Tit. iii, 3. Dr. Hort maintains 
that in the Pauline Epistles xaxia always bears this sense. In the 
present passage the A.V. has “malice,” the R.V. “wickedness.” 
The addition of zacay, ‘‘ every kind or form of,” suits “* wickedness ” 
better than the more determinate “ malice,” and the same remark 
applies to oiv wdoy xaxig, Eph. iv. 31. In ii. 16 below xaxia 
seems clearly to mean “wickedness.” Upon the whole it seems 
best to regard xaxia as the general term which is defined by the 
following special vices. In Jas. i. 21, 516 droOuevoe wacav puapiav 
Kal wepiocetav Kaxias, the general sense “ wickedness ” seems to suit 
better. It may be observed that James appears to combine 1 Pet. 
ii, I, ili, 21, so that here, too, he is more naturally regarded as the 
borrower. 

bmoxpicets. SoN AC K LP, the Vulgate, Philoxenian Syriac, and 
Armenian ; B, the Peshito, Coptic, and Aethiopic have tzdxpiow. 
For the sense see dévuréxpitos above. St. Peter is probably thinking 
of our Lord’s denunciations of the Pharisaic hypocrisy, which was 
strict in outward observances but cold at heart, setting its rules and 
forms above charity. The plural may mean &znds of hypocrisy or 
acts of hypocrisy ; as dperai in classical Greek means “ virtues” or 
“virtuous deeds.” 

katadaduds. “ All backbitings.” The verb xaradaXciy is used 
by Aristophanes, Ranae, 752, of a slave who “ blabs” his master’s 
secrets ; it is quoted also from the lost Ijpas, Bekker, Avecd. i. 102. 
In later Greek it bears the sense of talking or railing against. The 
adjective xardXados (Rom. i. 30) and substantive xatraAaAd (2 Cor. 
xil, 20) are found only in the New Testament. 

2. ds dptiyévyynta Bpépyn. “ Asnewborn babes.” “’Apriyévyyros 
is a late and rare word, replacing veoyvés. This is the only place 
where Bpé¢y is used figuratively, vivo. being commonly so used” 
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(Hort). The simile, which is.very appropriate for those who are 
dvayeyevvynpéevot, recalls Matt. xviii. 3. In St. Peter’s view Christians 
are always babes, and therefore also always recently born. This is 
in substance the explanation of Dr. Hort and von Soden.  Kiihl 
insists that dprvyévvyra must mean that the readers had been quite 
recently converted, and finds in the word a confirmation of his view 
that the readers of the Epistle did not belong to Churches founded 
by St. Paul, and that the Epistle was written before Romans. But 
this is too large a conclusion from so slender a premiss. Even if 
the readers had heen converted by St. Paul, their Christianity was 
still young. But in respect of Eternity, as von Soden well says, the 
beginning of the new life must always seem a thing of yesterday. 

émmoOjoate . . . owrnpiav. “Desire the sincere milk of the 
word that ye may grow thereby” (A.V.).  “ Long for the spiritual 
milk, which is without guile, that ye may grow thereby unto salva- 
tion” (R.V.). The words eis cwrnpiay are undoubtedly genuine ; 
see Tischendorf’s note. Aoyixdy ydda is understood by the great 
majority of commentators, as by the A.V., to mean “milk of the 
word,” on the grounds that St. Peter is recalling the Adyos of i. 23 
(just as in ddoAov he recalls the 8dAov of the preceding verse), and 
that Adyos in the New Testament always means “word.” Of those 
who thus translate the phrase, some regard “ milk of the word ” as 
meaning “the milk which is the word” (* Zac uerbi est periphrasis 
uerbi ipstus,” Bengel) ; others, “the milk which is contained in the 
word,” that is to say, specially Christ (so Kiihl, Weiss, Keil, von 
Soden). This latter point seems unimportant, if we consider what 
St. Peter has said touching the relation of Christ to Scripture. 

Dr. Hort insists that Xoyuxéds in the Stoic writers (even in Aris- 
totle ; see Bonitz, Zzdex), in later Greek, and commonly in Philo, 
means rational, and can mean nothing else; further, that in Rom. 
xil. 1 (the only other passage in the Greek Bible where the word is 
found) it bears this sense, and that Eusebius uses the word with the 
same meaning. It may be observed, however, that St. Paul does 
not use the phrase Aoyixdv ydAa, and that his AoyiKci) Aarpeca corre- 
sponds to St. Peter’s rvevparixads Ovoias ; that the usage of St. Paul can 
never be compared with that of St. Peter without great caution and 
reserve ; that Adyos, in the sense of the word of God, or scripture, is 
unknown to secular Greek; and that Aoytxds, “ belonging to the 
word,” is at any rate strictly analogous to Aoyrxds, “ belonging to the 
human reason.” Finally, as it is certainly the habit of St. Peter to 
pick up and repeat his words, it would seem that the balance of 
argument is in favour of the translation of the A.V. “ASoAos does 
not mean “unadulterated,” nor exactly “veracious,” as in Aesch. 
Ag. 95, Xpiparos dyvod padraxais dddAoue rapyyopias, but “ guileless,” 
as the pattern of sincerity, and as forbidding all SdAos, cf. ii. 22. 
Tada is probably a reminiscence of Isa. lv. 1; if so, there is an 
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additional reason for taking Aoyxdv as above. In any case the 
word is suggested to St. Peter quite simply by dvayeyervypévor and 
Bpépyn. The passage marks better than any other the difference 
between St. Peter, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and St. Paul. In 
St. Peter’s eyes the Christian is always a babe, always in need of 
mother’s milk, always growing, not to perfection, but to deliverance. 
In Heb. v. 12, vi. 2, milk is the catechism, the rudiments of the 
faith, including repentance, faith, baptisms, laying on of hands, 
resurrection, judgment, and is contrasted with “the solid meat ” of 
the perfect, who have a formed character (8:4 rHv ev), can judge for 
themselves, and do not need a guide. This is an adaptation of the 
teaching of Philo (de migr. Abr. 9 (i. 443), Erepos vymiwv Kal érepos 
teXclwv xapds €or: 6 (i. 440), €v tadry TH xdpa Kal yévos éori cou Td 
airopualés, 76 atrodidaxtov, 76 vyTias Kal yadaxTwdous Tpophs au.€ToxXOv : 
but Philo probably borrowed it from the Stoics ; cf. Epictetus, ii. 
16. 39, od OéAeis ndy, Os Ta radia, droyadaxticOnvar Kal dmrrecOau 
Tpopys otrepewtépas; It takes up the old philosophic distinction 
between the Bios zpaxrixds and Gewpyrixds, and regards the Christian 
as moving up naturally and properly through instruction, obedi- 
ence, law, discipline, into knowledge and freedom. This was the 
view adopted by Clement of Alexandria and Origen, and indeed by 
the whole of the later Church. It represents a via media between 
St. Peter and St. Paul. The latter draws the same distinction as 
Hebrews between ydéAa and BpGpa (1 Cor. iii. 1, 2), but regards the 
“babes in Christ ” as od rvevparixol, odpkivol, Or capxixot. Here also 
the distinction is probably based, if not on Philo, on some cognate 
Rabbinical teaching. St. Paul is vexed with “the babe,” who is in 
fact the weaker brother, the formalist, and needs not to be carried 
further along the same line, but to be put upon a different line. 
Neither to St. Paul nor to Hebrews is ‘“ milk” the biblical milk of 
Isaiah, nor is “the babe” the little child of the Gospels. St. Peter 
not only differs from them both, but he differs as being more 
scriptural and evangelical. This point, which is in many ways of 
the gravest importance, has not received the attention it deserves. 

3. ei éyedcacbe Sti xpnotis 5 Kupios. “If ye have tasted that 
the Lord is good.” ‘ Milk” suggests a quotation from Ps. xxxiii. 
(xxxiv.) 9, yevoacGe kat idere Ore xpyoros 6 Kipios. The words kai 
idere are omitted as not quite suiting the milk. A.V., R.V. translate 
‘that the Lord is gracious,” but we need an adjective that will suit 
the figure of speech. ‘In the Psalm 6 Kvpuos stands for Jehovah, 
as it very often does, the LXX. inserting and omitting the article 
with Kvpuos on no apparent principle. On the other hand, the next 
verse shows St. Peter to have used 6 Kvpvos in its commonest, though 
not universal, N.T. sense of Christ. It would be rash, however, to 
conclude that he meant to identity Jehovah with Christ. No such 
identification can be clearly made out in the N.T.” (Hort). But 
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the point, as already observed, is that the writers of the New 
Testament take no trouble to guard their readers against misappre- 
hension on a subject of such consequence. See p. 124, above. 

4. mpos dv mpocepxdpevor. “Coming unto whom.” The phrase is 
suggested, as Dr. Hort thinks, by ver. 6 of the Psalm just quoted, 
mpowéAOate pds airov Kat pwricOyre. Indeed the whole Psalm was 
present to St. Peter’s mind throughout the Epistle; cf. ver. 10, 
hoBnOnte tov Kvprov mayres ot dyvor adrod, with 1. 15-17; ver. 5, 
é& Tacav TOV TapoLKLOV pov épptoaTd pe, With 1. 17; Vers. 13-17 are 
quoted below, iii. ro-12; in ver. 23 we have the word Avrpacerat, 
and ver. 20, woAAal af OdriWes tav Stkaiwv, Kal ek macdv atrov 
pvoerar adrovs 6 Kvpuos, gives in little the main theme of the Epistle. 
The present participle is used because stones keep coming one after 
another ; but it may, as Kiihl thinks, denote the perpetual lifelong 
drawing nigh of the soul to its Redeemer. The idea of stones 
“coming” is not very natural, and it is therefore all the more 
probable that Hermas was influenced by St. Peter when he speaks 
of stones “‘coming up” (dvaBaivew) to be built into the tower 
(Sim. ix. 3. 4). 

hidov Lavra. “A living stone.” Cf. éAida Zacay, i. 3; Adyos Car, 
i. 23; the phrase means much more than “an animated stone”: 
that “lives” in St. Peter’s sense which is spiritual, divine, eternal. 
The apostle here brings in a new metaphor, the stones, the house, 
in order to reiterate with fresh force the necessity of holiness ; the 
keyword is the dywv of ver. 5. But he has already in view the 
quotations which he is about to introduce in ver. 6sqq. The 
word AéOos, once used, draws him on to say more about it. This 
artless conversational method 1s highly original; and it will be 
observed that the hints or suggestions which guide the thought are 
usually words or phrases of Scripture. This is a consideration 
which ought to be allowed weight in discussing the relation between 
vers. 6-8 and the parallel passage in Romans. 

5. kal adrol . . . mveupatixds. “ Be ye also as living stones built 
up a spiritual house.” 

It seems best to take oixodoueiobe as imperative, the last link of 
the chain of imperatives extencing from i. 13 onwards. Dr. Hort 
regards it as indicative, and translates “ye are being builded.” 
Here again St. Peter keeps dist.nctly in view the corporate idea of 
the Christian life; the house or temple is the community as in 
Eph. ii. 21, 22, not the individual soul as in 1 Cor. ili. 16, vi. 19. 
The word ofxos is used here probably because it means both 
“house” and “household,” and thus suits both the preceding 
oixodopetcbe and the following iepdrevya. Tvevparixéds, “ spiritual,” 
‘.immaterial,” or perhaps “reasonable.” Philo has the adjective 
mvevpatikds (de mundi opificio 22, i. 15). In his psychology 
mvedpa, the breath of life, which makes the animal soul “live” 
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(Gen. ii. 7), is synonymous with the Greek vois (guod detur potiori 
insid. 22, 1. 207. See Siegfried, p. 240, and Hatch, Zssays in 
Biblical Greek, p. 126), 

eis iepdteupa dyov. ‘To be a holy priesthood.” The A.V. 
follows K L P, the Vulgate, and Peshito in omitting eis. Here again 
St. Peter is looking forward to a passage of Scripture which he 
means to quote more precisely ; in Ex. xix. 6, dyov is the epithet 
of évos not of tepdrevpa. The living stones, when they are built 
into the house, become also the body of priests who minister in the 
house, and the priests must be holy. The word dyos is repeated 
here with emphasis from 1. 15, and resumes all that has been said 
from that point. 

dvevéykat . . . Xptotod. “ To offer up spiritual sacrifices accept- 
able to God through Jesus Christ.” ’Avadépev is thus used, not in 
classical Greek, nor by St. Paul, but commonly in the LXX. (e.g. Gen. 
Xxii. 2, 13, Of the sacrifice of Isaac), by James (ii. 21), and in Heb. 
(vii. 27, xiii. 15). St. Peter does not define the sacrifices further 
than by saying that they are spiritual, as befits the spiritual house 
and the holy priesthood. The epithet zvevyatixds distinguishes 
them from the offerings of the Law; they are not shadows and 
symbols, but realities, such as spirit offers to spirit, and a holy priest- 
hood to a holy God. It would, however, be pressing the word too 
far to regard it as excluding all connexion with material objects ; for 

a gift of money is spoken of as a Ovo‘a (Phil. iv. 18; cf. Acts x. 4; 
Heb. xiii. 16). Purely spiritual acts of self-dedication, praise, faith, 
are also spoken of as sacrifices (Rom. xii. 1; Phil. ii. 17; Eph. v. 
1, 2); and no doubt no sacrifice is rvevparixy without the act of self- 
surrender. Here, where the sacrifices are those of the community, 
it seems impossible so to restrict them as to make them merely 
another name for piradeAdia, or for the putting away of all malice 
or wickedness. The praise and prayers of the assembly of brethren 
are no doubt meant, but their gifts are not excluded. 

eimpoodéxtous Oe@ Bid “Inood Xprotod. “ Acceptable to God 
through Jesus Christ.” ‘ Evapdodexros is not used in the LXX. or 
Apocrypha (the simple dexrds being preferred in this sense), but 
it was known to Greek religion (Schol. on Arist. Pax, 1054), 
and also to ordinary Greek language (Plutarch, Praec. Ger. Reip. 
801 C)” (Hort). Commentators appear to be very evenly divided 
on the question whether dia is to be taken with dvevéyxa: or with 
eimpoodéxrovs. Heb. xili. 15 favours the former construction ; the 
order of words, the latter. There is a difference in the sense. In 
the former case we offer through Jesus spiritual sacrifices which 
are acceptable because spiritual; in the second, we offer spiritual 
sacrifices, which are acceptable because offered through Him, 
deriving all their worth from Him who presents them to God, and 
with whose one sacrifice they are bound up. 

9 
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6. Sidtt mepiéxer év ypadh. ‘Because it contains in Scripture.” 
I'papy drops the article here just as “ Scripture” does in English. 
Tleptéxew is absolute and impersonal, as in Josephus, Amz xi. 4. 7, 
BovrAopat yiver Oat ravra Kabas év airy wepexet. The same use of the 
word is found in Origen and in Adamantius (see Hort). In other 
passages, though the verb has ceased to be transitive, it is followed 
by an adverb or adverbial phrase ; thus we find ériroAat repiéxovor 
Tov Tporov Todrov, Josephus, Amz/. xii. 4. 11 3 émirroAds mepiexovoas 
ovrws, 2 Macc. ix. 18, xi. 22. Iepuoyy is used for a table of 
contents or summary of a book (see Facciolati, Periocha), or for a 
paragraph or passage, Cic. ad Aft. xiii. 25. 3; Acts viii. 32. 

In the passage which follows we have a cento of quotations 
from the Old Testament. “Idot riOnut.. . Katauryvv64 is from Isa. 
xxviii. 16; AlMos . . . ywvias from Ps. cxvii. (cxviii.) 22; AMOos... 
oxovddAov from Isa. vill. 143 yevos éxXexrév from Isa. xliii, 20; 
Bacire.ov iepdrevya, EOvos &yov from Ex. xix. 6 ; Aads eis wepiroinow 
. . » EayyetAnre from Isa. xiii, 21 (Aady pov Sv repterounodunv Tas 
dperds pov SupyetoGar). Oi wore ob Nads . . . eAenOevres is a Clause 
made up of phrases taken from Hos. i. ii. 

The relation between 1 Pet. ii. 6-8 and Rom. ix. 33 is discussed 
in the Introduction, p.18sqq. St. Peter is catching up, reiterating, 
justifying from Scripture, words which he has used immediately 
before, in vers. 4 and 5; but some of them have been present in 
his thoughts from the first; thus é«Xexrds, i. 13 TYyuy, TiwLos, 1. 7, 
19; aytos, i. 15; Adyos, i. 23, ii. 2; and we may add ov Aads com- 
pared with dvayeyevvnpévor, i, 23. The passage which occurred to 
him first was Ps. cxvii. (cxviil.) 22, from which comes the 
dmodedoxiacpevov of ver. 4; this word started the train of asso- 
ciation which suggested the other quotations. This particular 
quotation is used elsewhere by St. Peter, Acts iv. 11, and in the 
Gospels (Luke xx. 17 with parallels), but nowhere else. These 
features seem to be strongly in favour of St. Peter’s originality here ; 
but Dr. Hort and many other high authorities think it morally 
certain that St. Peter borrowed the common part of his quotation 
from St. Paul. 

iSov, Tint... KataroxuvOy. “Behold, I lay in Sion a chief 
corner stone, elect, honoured; and he that believeth on him 
shall not be put to shame.” The LXX. version of Isa. xxviii. 16 is 
dod eyo EuBadrrAw eis Ta Oewédta Srdv AlOov wodrvredH exdexrdv 
dxpoywviatov évriysov, eis Ta OeuéAca airis Kal 6 micredwv ov py 
KataoxuvO7. . St. Peter omits woAvreAy, “ precious” ; évrywov might 
bear the same meaning, but he clearly takes it to mean “held in 
honour,” which is the more usual sense of the word. 

én’ abr after micrevwy is found in most MSS. of the LXX., and 
was inserted, as Dr. Hort thinks, before the Christian era. The 
Hebrew text as translated by the R.V. is “ Behold, I lay in Zion for 
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a foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner stone of 
sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make haste.” The 
Stone is Jehovah Himself (Cheyne), or the Messianic King (Hort). 
*¢Shall not make haste,” shall not flee in terror, is not in itself 
badly represented by od pi) xaraoyvvO7: but these words are here 
understood, ‘‘shall not be ashamed, but shall come to honour.” 
*“Axpoywviaiov makes of the stone not a foundation, but the “head 
of the corner”; and this mistranslation probably accounts for the 
substitution of riOyye év for éuBadrrAw cis 7a OeuedAcc. In Rom. ix. 
33, Wov, riOnpe ev Sudv AMov mpocKdpparos, a different but equally 
cogent reason can be assigned for the same substitution ; it was not 
possible for St. Paul to speak of “the stone of stumbling,” a loose 
stone lying in the road, as a foundation. Both apostles there- 
fore may have made the same change independently, but it is 
quite possible that they found it already made in some common 
source. 

Muoteverw here has quite the same sense as in Isaiah. St. Paul 
finds in it a proof of the difference between the righteousness of 
faith and that of works. 

7. Gpiv obv 4 Tish Tots muotedouow. “For you therefore which be- 
lieve is the honour.” The words are an explanation of 6 miretwy 
er avT@ ov py KataroxvvOy and of the preceding évripov. Cf. i. 7, 
els ératvov kat ddfav kai tyuyv. In the following sentence the con- 
trasted dishonour is explained by zpooxézrrovor, the honour itself by 
the lofty titles which are given to those who are built upon the 
stone. The translation of the A.V. “unto you therefore which 
believe he is precious” (it comes from Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, and 
Bengel, and found its way into the English Bible through Tyndale), 
is objectionable grammatically, for 7 tyuy is subject not predicate. 
The R.V. has, “ For you therefore which believe is the precious- 
ness.” “It is you that are concerned in the preciousness of which 
Isaiah speaks ; for you that stone is before God of great price; the 
benefit of its high prerogatives accrues to you” (Hort). But this ex- 
planation is based upon the omitted wodvreAf, assigns no meaning 
to 6 morevwr ér ait od py Katrawyvv67, and gives to Tyuy a sense 
which it cannot bear. Try means “a price” (Matt. xxvii. 6), or 
“honour,” but is hardly used of intrinsic worth, and never of that 
value in affection which we call “‘ preciousness,” 

dmoroio. $¢. “ But to such as disbelieve,” “‘to anybody who 
disbelieves.” The article is occasionally omitted before the 
participle when the persons denoted are left quite indeterminate. 
So Plato, Rep. x. 595 C, roAdd tou d€vtepov Brerdvtwv dp BdAdVQTEpov 
épavres mpdtepov ecidov, “short-sighted men often catch sight of 
things before men of keener vision.” 

hiBos . . . ywvias. From Ps, cxvii. (cxvili.) 22 quite literally 
exeept that the LXX. has A/Goyv (attracted to the case of 6v). The 
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verse is quoted by our Saviour (Matt. xxi. 42; Mark xii. 10; Luke 
xx. 17), and by St. Peter (Acts iv. tr), but not elsewhere. 

8. iBos mpockdppatos Kal mwétpa ckavdddou is from Isa. viii. 14. 
The Hebrew text is translated in the R.V. “for a stone of stumbling 
and for a rock of offence.” ‘The LXX. translators apparently 
shrank from the plain sense, and boldly substituted a loose para- 
phrase containing a negative which inverts Isaiah’s drift, cat ody as 
Aibov mpockdppat. cwavrncerbe (aiTd) ovSt ds wérpas mrdpate” 
(Hort). Theodotion and Symmachus have «is AiOov rpookdpparos 
Kal eis mérpav mwrdparos. Aquila, eis AGov mpooKkdpuparos Kai «is 
orepedv oxavdddov (Field’s Hexapla). St. Paul (Rom. ix. 33), Aiov 
Tporkoppatos Kat métpav oxavddrov. It would seem that the LXX. 
translation was known to be faulty, and that it had been corrected 
into a shape very similar to that given by St. Peter and St. Paul. 
Indeed there is reason for supposing that the exact shape was 
in use. AvOos rpooxépparos is given by Aquila, and wérpa oxavddAov 
seems to underlie the words of our Saviour (Matt. xvi. 23), 6 de 
otpadels eie TH [étpw: “Yraye driow pov, Satava: oxdviadov ef é00. 
At any rate this speech would very readily suggest to Christian 
minds the slight final correction that was needed. It should be 
noticed, moreover, that these three prophecies were naturally much 
used by Christians, and that they recur in combination. In the 
Gospels, Ps. cxvii. (cxviii.) 22 is followed by words (was 6 weodv er 
exetvov Tov AiGov acvvOAacOyoera, Luke xx. 18) which appear to be 
suggested by Isa. viii. 14. In Rom. ix. 33 and here in Peter we 
have all three; and in Barnabas vi., érei ds AlOos ioxupds eréby 
eis ouvtpiBnv: "dod éuBar@ eis Ta OepeAva Susv, a quotation of Isa. 
XXVill. 16 is preceded by words (éré6y eis ovvrpiByv) which seem to 
be a reminiscence of riOnyu év Sudv and of AlOos mpooKdpparos. It 
is therefore quite unnecessary to suppose that St. Peter’s version of 
Isaiah is derived from that of St. Paul. . 

Ot mpookdmTouct TH Adyw GieBodvtes. “Who stumble on the 
word through disobedience.” The proper meaning of dazeieiy is 
“disobey,” and of dens “disobedient.” ‘ Disobey” is not the 
same thing as “disbelieve,” but the two are closely connected and 
here practically equivalent, because disobedience is the outward 
expression of disbelief. To Adyw is better taken both with mpockdz- 
rovot and with dreotvres, but the German commentators generally 
incline to take it with deotvres alone: “who stumble through 
disobeying the word.” The chief reason given by Kiihl for this 
construction is that 7@ Adyw could not without some explanation 
be put for 7@ A/Ow, because such a substitution involves a nearer 
approach to the Johannine use of “word” than we can find in 
Peter. This, however, is needless refinement. The unbelievers 
stumble on the word of prophecy, the word which makes Christ the 
chief cornerstone. The participle appears to have its usual adverbial 
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force, they stumble “because they disobey,” so that disobedience, 
rebellion, causes the stumbling. We cannot take dzeotvres as 
co-ordinate with mpooxérovor, “they stumble and disobey,” because 
of the parallelism with drucrotor éyerixOn AiOos tpooKdpparos. 

eis 6 Kal éréOyoav. ‘“Whereunto also they were appointed” 
by the ordinance of God; cf. eis 3 éréOnv eyo xnypvé, 1 Tim. ii. 7; 
2 Tim. i. 11; John xv. 16; Acts xiii. 47. The antecedent to «is 6 
is the main verb zpooxdrrovot: this follows as a necessary conse- 
quence from the subordination of the participle. Hence those who 
(like Calvin and Beza) make the relative refer to daeodvres, and 
those who find the antecedent in both zpooxérrovor and deHoivres, 
are no doubt mistaken. The sense, therefore, is “they disobey, and 
for that reason stumble” ; ‘‘ because they disobey, God ordains that 
they shall stumble.” Their disobedience is not ordained, the 
penalty of their disobedience is. An illustration may be found 
in the Book of Exodus (v. 2): “And Pharaoh said, Who is the 
Lord, that I should obey His voice to let Israel go? I know not 
the Lord, neither will I let Israel go.” Therefore “the Lord 
hardened Pharaoh’s heart” (vii. 3), and brought him to ruin. The 
words may be taken as meaning that disbelief, disobedience, come 
first and entail “hardening,” judicial blindness, wilful rebellion, and 
destruction as their consequence ; and this, which may be supported 
from other passages of Scripture, and is, indeed, the teaching of 
experience, appears to be the view of St. Peter. We may, if we 
please, add the further question, Whence comes disbelief? Does 
not this imply a preliminary hardening? ‘This question is raised by 
St. Paul (Rom. ix. 17, 18) in the anguish of his desire to find some 
hope for Israel as a people, and to vindicate what he still regarded 
as a universal promise of God. But the question ought never to be 
asked, because it can never receive an answer. The only logical 
answers are Universalism and Reprobation, of which the former 
contradicts both Scripture and experience, while the latter is irre- 
concilable with the idea of God. ‘The Platonic school held, the 
Bible generally and St. Peter here imply, that man has, by virtue 
of his divine creation, a certain knowledge of God, a certain love of 
goodness ; that, if he holds fast and obeys this rudimentary faith, 
he is carried forward towards fuller light; that, if he will not 
follow, he becomes “hard,” ignorant, impenitent, and openly 
rebellious. The New Testament teaches that the remedy for 
hardness is not instruction, which the hard man despises, nor 
chastisement, against which he rebels, but the vicarious suffering 
of Christ above all, and of good and innocent men in their several 
places and functions, the priest for his people, the mother for her 
child, the teacher for his pupils, and so on. This is the law which 
we see at work in all the world,-both physical and moral; why it 
should be the law we are not to inquire. 
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9. Speis 8. . . meprmoinow. “But ye are an elect race, a royal 
priesthood, a holy nation, a people for a peculiar possession.” In 
these words is explained the riuy of ver. 7. All the titles are 
corporate, and all are transferred from Israel to the brotherhood. 
Israel has been purged, not rejected. Tévos ékXexrév is from, 
Isa. xliii. 20; the word yévos denoting blood-relation is applied to 
the Christians as members of one family through the new birth : 
cf. i. 23. From its use here possibly comes the expression Tptrov 
yévos, applied to Christians (see Aristides, Apol. il. » Tpla. yon, eioiy 
avOpirwv: XvV., ob Xpiotiavol yeveaAoyodvrat dad tov Kupiov “Incod 
Xpuorod). The phrase was also used derisively by the heathen, as if 
this ‘third race” was not wanted and ought not to exist, ‘Tert. 
ad Nat. i. 8. 20. Bacideov iepdérevpa, vos dyov are from Ex. 
xix. 6. The same passage is referred to in Apoc. i. 6, éroiyce 
fuas Bacwrclay, iepels TH Oecd kal warpt adrod: Vv. 10, éroincas adbrovs 
TO @cG Hpadv Bacrr<lav kal iepeis, kal Baorrevoovow eri tis yns: here 
there is a closer approximation to the Hebrew, which has “a kingdom 
of priests,” or possibly “a kingdom, priests” (see Dr. Hort’s note). 
It is barely possible that in the LXX. BaciAeoy is a substantive 
(=kingdom), but in Peter it is certainly an adjective. ‘Iepdrevya is 
explained in ver. 5; the Christians are a body of iepets, because 
they offer spiritual sacrifices; the tepdrevya is royal because it 
belongs to the King, who has chosen it as His own possession, 
and because, therefore, it shares in His glory; not because the 
iepets are themselves kings, and shall reign upon earth (as in the 
Apoc.). The title is applied in Exodus to the people of Israel, who, 
in a sense, were all iepets, yet possessed a specially consecrated 
body of iepets. Here also, therefore, it affords no presumption 
against the existence in the Christian community of a class of 
spiritual officials. But the spiritual official is rpeoBvrepos, not i lepeds, 
"EOvos is generally a secular word, but it is used of God’s “nation” 
(1 Esdr. i. 4; Oeparrevere 7d COvos avrod "IopayA: Ps. cv. (cvi.) 5). The 
nation is dyvov because separated from other nations and consecrated 
to the service of God (sacrum not sanctum). The consecration 
implies an obligation to personal inward holiness, but does not 
exclude the necessity of such an exhortation as we find in i. 15. 
The following title i is taken from Isa. xliii. 21, Aadv }0v, ov mepvemoury 
oduny Tas dperds pov dinyeioOar, but the phrase cis mepuroinow is 
suggested by Mal. iii, 17. In Ex. xix. 5; Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2, 
xxvi. 18, we find Aads wepiovoros. The figure was familiar to St. 
Paul also (Acts xx. 28; Eph. i. 14). 

Smws Tas dpetds ... pis. ‘That ye may proclaim the excel- 
lences of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvellous 
light.” °Aperj in the Bible never signifies moral virtue, except in 
Phil. iv. 8 (see Vincent’s note); 2 Pet. i. 3, 5, and the Apocrypha. 
Here it is used in its proper Greek sense of any shining or eminent 
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quality, such as makes a man noble in himself and glorious in the 
eyes of others. —The Hebrew word represented in Isaiah by ras dperds 
means “my praise.” Here the sense is very nearly that of weyadeia 
Tov @cod (Acts ii. 11, the Vulgate has magnalia Det). The Christian 
is to show forth in word and life, not merely the goodness of God, 
but His glory, His greatness, all His noble attributes, wisdom, 
justice, strength. In the current Greek of St. Peter’s time the 
miracles wrought by a god were called his dperai: see Deissmann, 
Bibelstudien, p. 91, Eng. trans. p. 95; but this special limitation of 
the word must not be attributed to Isaiah, St. Peter, or their readers. 

10. of mote o6 ads... édenOevtes. Hos. ii, 23. St. Peter 
appears to follow the reading of A, kai éAXejow thy odk HAenuEevyny Kal 
€p@ TO od Aad pov Aads pov ei ov. St. Paul, Rom. ix. 25, combines 
Hos. ii. 2 23 with the second half of i. 10 and follows the text of B, 
Kaheow Tov ov Aadv pov Aadv pov Kal THV OvK iyyamnpevqy hyamnpevyy. 
kat éorau év TO TOT Od EppHOy adrois* Od Aads pov tpels, exe? KANOnCOV- 
zat viol @cod Lavros. St. Paul applies the words to the admission 
of the Gentiles. Hosea was speaking of the conversion of the Jews 
themselves, and St. Peter uses his phrases here in such a way that 
they are equally applicable to all readers of the Epistle, whether 
Jews or Gentiles. It is quite needless to suppose that he was here 
following a lead given by Romans. 

11. dyamntot . . . puxiis. Here we might say begins a fresh 
exhortation, the former extending to this point from i. 22. But it 
is extremely difficult to divide the Epistle into sections, or, if we 
make a new section here, to say precisely where it ends. If we 
regard the subject as being the duty of Christians in their several 
positions and vocations, we may make the next break after iii. 7 ; 
but the same subject recurs iv. 7-11, and the duty of Presbyters 
is treated later on, v. 1 sqq. It is better not to be too systematic. 

*‘Beloved, I beseech you as sojourners and pilgrims, abstain from 
the desires of the flesh, which war against the soul.” SBK and the 
Vulgate read daéyeoGar: AC LP, the Syriac, Coptic, and Aethiopic, 
dméxeoOe. The balance of authority rather inclines in favour of the 
imperative, and is turned definitely in this direction by the absence 
of juas and by the following gyovres. Dr. Hort, upon the whole, 
prefers the infinitive, on the ground that St. Peter shows avery 
strong preference for the aorist in imperatives; but just below we 
have three presents imperative. 

The words “strangers and pilgrims” carry us back to i. 1-17; 
there is still more instruction to be gathered from these words. 
Here they suggest, not heaven from which the Christian is an exile, 
but the lawless heathen among whom he dwells for a time. Yet, 
because he dwells among them, he has a duty towards them ; they 
are not kindly, yet they may become even as he, 
aitives = guippe guae, introduces a reason, “abstain, for they 
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war.” “AzéyerOar éxiOvpudv is a classical phrase. Dr. Hort quotes 
Plato, Phaedo, 82 C, of dp0ds pirocodotvres aréxovrat Tov Kata TO 
chpa ériOupav dracav. The ethical use of odpé in the Epistles 
may have come from Epicurus (see Ritter and Preller, p. 424) and 
the Stoics—Epictetus, ii. 23. 20, rapeAPodoa tiv Aeyérw, Kpaticrov 
elvat t&v dvtwv THv odpxa: Marcus Anton. ii. 2, trav pév capkiwv 
katappévycov: Plutarch, Consolatio ad Apoll. 13 (Moralia, 107 F), 
76 yap ddovhwrov TH GapKt Kal rots tadrys taco Sidyew, bp’ Gv Kata- 
omapevos & vols THs Ovytrhs avamiymAara pAvapias, evdayudv Tt Kat 
pakdpiov. But the question is complex. A large number of New 
Testament words are found in Epictetus, déypua, xavdv, cwler Oar, 
ard\Avo ba, dpapravew, knpvooew (=to preach, iv. 6. 23), Tas évroAds 
Tov @eod (iv. 7. 17), Kade (of God, il. 1. 39), dauoria (ii. 14. 8), 
paprus (il. 24. 113), d&yyeAos (iii. 22. 23), Kvpre 6 Oeds (ii. 16. 13), 
Kupre édéyoov (ii. 7. 12). The Stoics were closely connected with 
the East ; one of their strongholds was Tarsus, and their vocabulary 
may well have been modified by Jewish influence. It is possible 
even to think that Epictetus had some acquaintance with Christian 
terminology. New words and ideas spread quite as rapidly under 
the Empire as they do now. But some Christian words come from 
Stoicism, such as apoxory, Phil. i. 25; xatdpOwua, which some 
MSS. have in Acts xxiv. 2; fs, Heb. v. 14 (though the Stoics 
distinguished this word from 8dGecrs) ; dudvora, 1 Pet. i. 133 pvors 
Geta, 2 Pet. i. 4. No doubt there was a certain amount of give and 
take. In the present passage the seat of desire is the odp&, which 
St. Paul opposes to vots (Rom. vii. 23) in the same way as Plutarch, 
though he generally finds the antithesis in wvedua. Here St. Peter 
contrasts odp§ with yvx7, the soul, the whole immaterial nature of 
man; we may compare the phrase quoted by Antoninus from 
Epictetus, yuxdpiov ef Baotdlov vexpdv. ‘‘Wvyy here, in opposition 
to odp&, is the higher spiritual part of man, in which the higher 
spiritual religious life develops itself, to which the final Deliverance 
belongs (i. 9),” Kthl. In iii, 18, St. Peter contrasts capé with 
mvedpa. as flesh with spirit or ghost. See note there. 

12. thy dvactpopiy Guay év Tois EOveow Exovtes kadjv. “ Hav- 
ing your conversation honest among the Gentiles” (A.V.). KaAnp 
(which is marked as predicate by the position of the article) 
is the Latin Aomestus, gracious, dignified, commanding admiration. 
Unfortunately the English onest has almost lost its original sense, 
but we ought by all means to rescue it from further degradation. 

iva €v @ katadadodow unav ds Kakotomy. “In order that 
in that very matter in which they speak against you as evil- 
doers.” ‘Ev , which must be taken with both xaradadotow 
and dofdewo.1, cannot here be temporal, because Soédowor is 
future in sense, and must therefore be regarded as equivalent 
to & 7O dvactpépecOar, Now they vilify your conduct (vilify 
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you in your conduct); one day they will glorify God for it 
(in it). Kaxozods just below, ii. 14, and again in iv. 15, means 
not merely an evil-doer in the general sense of a wicked man, but 
one who does evil in such a way that he is liable to punishment 
from the magistrate. Cf. John xviii. 30, ef pip nv otros Kaxorotds, 
ovK dv co. tapedoxapev aitdv. The word, therefore, naturally 
reminded the Tubingen critics of Suetonius, /Vervo, 16, “ afflicti sup- 
pliciis Christiani genus hominum superstitionis nouae ac maleficae” ; 
Tac. Ann. xv. 44, “ quos per flagitia inuisos uulgus Christianos appel- 
labat”; Pliny, £7. x. 96, “ flagitia cohaerentia nomini.” We must 
observe, however, that St. Peter does not hint at the existence of 
those accusations of cannibalism and incest which were levelled 
against the Christians in the second century, Eus. &. Z. v. 1. 14, 26; 
and that the molestation of the brotherhood by their pagan neigh- 
bours does not appear to have advanced substantially beyond 
calumny (xaradaAdotow). The state of things is that described in 
Acts, and all that is said would apply very well to the persecution in 
England of the early Quakers or Methodists. Then also there were 
calumnies, tumults, and the law was invoked, not directly for the 
punishment and suppression of religious opinion, but indirectly and 
occasionally for the punishment of actions arising out of the opinion. 
Calumnies of a very formidable kind would arise immediately in 
that pagan society, which, with all its cultivation, was exceedingly 
savage. Charges of “ boycotting” or interference with trade (Acts 
xvi. 16, xix. 23), of setting slaves against masters (Philemon), 
children against parents, and wives against husbands, would be 
made instantly ; that of disloyalty to Caesar in some vague and 
general way was also immediate (John xix. 12) and inevitable. 
Beyond this kind of calumny the language of St. Peter does not go. 
Yet we cannot doubt that the viler accusations would instantly 
occur to any pagan who heard of the new religion. Jews were 
regarded as haters of the human race (Mayor’s Notes on Juvenal, 
xiv. 96 sqq.), and the Christians were a kind of Jews, only worse 
(Celsus, Zrue Word). Cicero charges Vatinius quite incidentally 
and in the coolest way with sacrificing boys (¢” Vaz. vi., “cum 
puerorum extis Deos Manes mactare soleas”), and Horace (Zfodes, 
v.) makes the same charge against Canidia. What was a jest to the 
light-hearted poet would be deadly earnest to the vulgar. Public 
prostitution again was connected with many Eastern rites, even with 
those of Cybele (Juvenal, ix. 22 sqq.), and accusations of this kind 
would lie near at hand. It should not be forgotten that, in spite 
of the fine language of the philosophers, the really popular religions 
in Greece and Rome were forms of devil-worship, intimately blended 
with magic in all its grades. Hence it is evident what the baser 
sort of men might think and say about Christianity from the very 
first. From the way in which Cicero and Horace talk it is also 
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evident that they might say the most abominable things without any 
intention of putting Christians to death on this account. Yet we 
can also understand that, where men are savage enough to entertain 
such suspicions, they will sooner or later act upon them ; the mob 
will cry out, and there will be a Nero, 

€x TOv KahGv Epywv . . . Emoxomys. From your honest actions, 
as they behold them, they may glorify God in the day of visitation” : 
€x tav KaAdv épywv éromredvovtes (adrd). The grammar is slightly 
embarrassed by the introduction of a participle which requires a 
construction different from that of the main verb. Cf. i. 8, eis 
dv dpte pi) dpdvres (adrov) wurrevovres 8é, and in the classics, Hom. 
I. vii. 303, Saxe Eihos dpyupénrov Ew Kore te Hépwv: Soph. O. C. 
475, olds vedpous veowdxw padrrA@ AaBav: Li. 47, dyyedrAe 8 Spx 
mpooriGeis: Arist. Aues. 56, Ow xdpov AaBwv: Thuc. vi. 34, <i ra 
TaxwvavTovvTt koudpiaavres mpooPaAorey : iii. 59, petoacbar . . . oiKTw 
cgoppovt AaBovras: in all these places the object of the participle 
must be supplied from an adverbial phrase (dative or preposition 
with noun) attached to the main verb. “Eomrevovtes (cf. iii. 2) 
merely means beholding. The verb is used by Symmachus in his 
version of Ps, ix. 35 (x. 14), xxxii. (xxxiii.) 13, but does not occur 
in the LXX. In the vocabulary of the Greek mysteries the Epopt 
was one who had reached the highest grade of initiation, and was 
admitted to gaze upon the sacred things ; and Clement of Alexandria, 
who is fond of mystic Neoplatonic terms, employs the phrase érorrev- 
ew tov @edv (Strom. iv. 23. 152); but we must not attempt to apply 
this non-biblical usage here. Von Soden, Kiihl, Weiss, Usteri, 
Hort, observe with justice that in the words of St. Peter there is an 
unmistakable echo of Matt. v 16, drws wow tudv ra Kara epya, Kal 
dofdowor tov ratépa tuav tov év Tois otpavois. "Ev juépa émurxor ys, 
a current biblical phrase, from Isa. x. 3, dispenses with the articles. 
God “visits” sometimes with comfort or deliverance (Ex. iii. 16 ; 
1 Sam. i. 21; Job x. 12), sometimes to punish (Ex. xxxii. 34; Ps. 
lviii. (lix.) 6; Job xxix. 4), sometimes for the purpose of judicial 
investigation (Ps. xvi. (xvii.) 3). In Luke xix. 44, od« éyvws rév 
Kalpov THs érucKxomys gov, the sense appears to be this last; Jerusa- 
lem had not made herself ready for the coming, the “ visitation,” of 
her judge. Indeed, this is the general idea which seems to underlie 
all the passages referred to. God “visits” as judge, and rewards or 
punishes as He finds occasion. The question here is whether St. 
Peter is speaking of the supreme and final visitation, in other words, 
of the Day of Judgment, or of an intermediate visitation, when the 
truth of the gospel is brought home to the heart, so that we might 
express it in paraphrase “in the day of their conversion.” Kil 
and most modern commentators take the latter view, von Soden 
and Schott the former, thus making jépa émuoxorns refer to that 
dzoxdAvis which occupies so large a place in St. Peter’s thoughts 
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This seems to be the better explanation. The sense is little dif- 
ferent in either case ; the heathen could not be said to glorify God 
in the Revelation, unless they had already been converted. 

18. With the following sections compare Rom. xiii. 1-6 ; Eph. 
Vv. 2I-vi. 9; Tit. ii.; Col. ili. 18-iv. 1. We need not suppose 
that there was any direct borrowing on either side ; a few expres- 
sions are very similar, but there are also considerable differences. 
The topic is a missionary’s commonplace, as we see from its repeti- 
tion in the Pauline Epistles. There was great and obvious danger 
of incurring the suspicion of disloyalty or of interference with the 
family bond, especially in the case of slaves. All Christian 
preachers must have received definite instructions as to the attitude 
they were to maintain, and the language they were to employ on 
these highly delicate questions. 

13. mdon dvOpwnivy tice. ‘To every human institution.” 
Kriots in Rom. i. 20 means “ the act of creation ”’ ; zd¢d. vill. 19-21, 
the whole assemblage of created things, “‘ creation ”’ in the concrete 
sense; 207d. vill. 39, ‘‘ a creature.” In secular Greek the word 
usually signifies ‘‘ the foundation of a city,” but xrifevv is used in the 
sense of founding or instituting (éopr7v or Bwydv in Pindar), or 
creating, inventing (xaAuvév, Soph. O. C. 715). It is by this secular 
use that we must explain St. Peter’s phrase; raca dévOpwrivy xriots 
is “‘ every foundation,” or “‘ institution of man.” If we attempt to 
give xrious the sense of “‘ divine ordinance,” we being the substantive 

~into direct contradiction with its epithet, dv@pwmrivy, which can only 
mean ‘“‘ human.” The idea involved is that, while order is a divine 
command, all special forms of civil government by consuls or kings, 
republican or monarchical, are mere means of carrying out God’s 
design for the welfare of society, depend upon the will of man, and 
are in themselves indifferent. Both in expression and in point of 
view St. Peter differs very widely here from St. Paul, who speaks of 
Caesar as holding his authority from God, not from the people 
(Rom. xiii. 1). A doctrine of divine right could be built upon the 
words of St. Paul, but not upon those of St. Peter. In the early 
days of the Empire it was still seriously debated whether the 
government was a Republic or a Monarchy (see Dion Cassius, 
liii. 17). St. Peter takes the former view, St. Paul the latter. 

Sid. t3v Képtoy. “For the Lord’s sake.” Not because the Lord 
ordained Caesar, but because the Lord’s life was one of obedi- 
ence, because He Himself showed respect to Pilate, and because 
He commanded His people to obey, Matt. xxii. 21. Many com- 
mentators (Hofmann, Keil, Usteri, von Soden) understand the 
words to mean ‘‘so as not to bring dishonour on the name of 
Christ ” by unruly behaviour. 

14, cite Bacthet ds iepéxovtt. - “ Whether to the King as above 
all.” BaovdXeds was the regular title for Caesar in the Greek-speaking 
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parts of the Empire (cf. Apoc. xvii. ro-12), though the Romans 
always refused to call him vex. 

cite tyepdow as 8 adtod mepmopévois. “Or to governours as 
sent by him.” ‘““Hyeudv was specially applied about this time te 
governours of provinces, whether /egati August, or proconsuls, o1 
anything else” (Hort). THeuzopévors is present, because they are 
sent one by one, from time to time (cf. rpocepydmevor, ii. 4). They 
are commissioned by Caesar, not by God. Ard (generally, not 
always ; see Blass, p. 132) expresses the intermediate agent, and Dr 
Hort regards the preposition as indicating that Caesar is the channel 
through which divine authority is conveyed to the governour. But 
if Caesar himself was an év@pwrivy xriows, so assuredly was the pro- 
consul. Order, the State, is divine, and the Emperor’s authority is 
derived from the State, not immediately from God. St. Paul calls 
the magistrate dudcovos @cod: St. Peter does not go so far as this. 
What he says is that the magistrate is to be obeyed because Caesar 
sends him; and that Caesar, though a human institution, is to be 
obeyed, because order is God’s will. The passage is full of interest, 
and its meaning ought not to be missed. St. Peter throughout his 
Epistle maintains that vduos rdvtwy BaciAre’s: God is King, but 
rules through Law. His frame of mind is constitutional. St. Paul, 
the Roman citizen, is Imperialist both in politics and in theology ; 
the grace of God is as supreme in the one department as the grace 
of Caesar in the other. 

eis éxdixnow KaKxoTordy Emavov S€ dyalomody. “For punish- 
ment of evil-doers and praise of well-doers.” In these words St. 
Peter comes very close to St. Paul (Rom. xiii. 3, OéAes d2 py 
poBeicbar rHv éLovoiav ; 76 ayabdv oie, Kai ees éraivov é abrfs: 4, 
cod yap didxovds éorwv, exdixos eis dpynv TG 75 Kaxov rpdooovrt), and it 
is not impossible that there may be a connexion between the two 
passages, though it is not necessary to suppose that it was direct or 
documentary. “Exdcxetv, é«dé«yous are common late words for aveng- 
ing or punishing. It may be noticed that though the individual 
Christian is forbidden to take the law into his own hands and avenge 
his own injuries (Matt. v. 39), yet it is the duty of the civil power to 
avenge them for him ; and unless this duty is firmly discharged the 
State cannot exist. Kaxorowv. See note above. But it should 
be added that Roman law made no sharp distinction between 
“immoral” and “criminal.” The governour was father as well as 
magistrate, and his power extended to every action that was conira 
bonos mores. Thus he was specially directed to take care that 
children obeyed their parents and freedmen their patrons. Digest 
i. 16. 9, “ De plano autem proconsul potest expedire haec : ut obse- 
quium parentibus et patronis liberisque patronorum exhiberi iubeat ; 
comminari etiam et terrere filium a patre oblatum, qui non ut 
oportet conuersari dicatur, poterit de plano: similiter et libertum 
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non obsequentem emendare aut uerbis aut fustium castigatione.” 
A Christian son, or freedman, might very well be thought zon u/ 
oportet conuersari, his dvaotpody would be far from xady in the 
sight of a heathen father, or patron, or patron’s family. Owing to 
this paternal jurisdiction érawos was much more directly and fre- 
quently the function of the ancient magistrate than of his modern 
counterpart. Yet we still speak of the sovereign as “ the fountain of 
honour,” and of late years the scriptural belief that it is the duty of 
the State not only to repress evil but to encourage good, has taken 
practical shape. 

15. dtu ottws ... dyvwoiay, “For this is the will of God, 
that by well-doing we should muzzle the ignorance of foolish men.” 
Diwory (S reads ¢iyoty, and Westcott and Hort retain this vulgar 
form; Introduction, § 410, Appendix, p. 166) is used because 
the ignorance expressed itself in speech (xataAaXotow), which can 
be muzzled. The general sense of the verse is clear, but the con- 
struction is open to doubt. We may regard dre ovrws as referring 
back to trordynre— Be subject, for this is the will of God,”—in 
this case the following words, dyaforowitvras . . . d&yvwoiav, must 
be regarded as a loose explanatory afterthought. Or we may take 
the whole verse as a parenthesis referring to the words ézawov 
dyaSoradv. If we adopt this view ovrws anticipates the infinitive 
—‘For this is the will of God, namely, that we should muzzle.” 
"Ayvwciay : “ Zgnorationem de Christianorum probitate. Hoc uerbo 
continetur ratio cur Christiani debeant miserationem ethnicis,” 
Bengel. 

16. kal ph ds émdduppa exovtes Tis Kalas Thy édeuvepiav. 
“And not as men who hold liberty a cloak for vice.” The nega- 
tive wy and the nominative éyovres are both determined by the 
imperative trordynre. Here again in the position of ws we have 
the same refinement as in i. 19; see Introduction, p. 4. The 
Christian éAevfepia, might easily be interpreted to mean emancipa- 
tion from moral restraint, and repeated warnings were necessary ; 
cf. Gal. v. 13; 2 Pet. ii. r9. It is just possible that éruxdéAvppa ris 
Kakias is a reminiscence of Menander, oeotia, rrXodros 8 rodXGv 
erixdupp eotiv kaxav (Stobaeus, Flor. xci. 19; Meineke, iv. p. 94; 
Kock, iii. 2. 28, No. 90). Greek poets are quoted by St. Paul, 
Acts xvii. 28; 1 Cor. xv. 33; Tit. i. 12: and Apoc. v. 8, duddas 
Xpvoas yenovoas Ovuraydrwv, reminds us.of Soph. O. Z. 4, rods & 
Omod pev Ovpiaparov yéewet 

SodAor Ocod. Cf. Matt. vi. 24; 1 Thess. i.g; Tit. i. 1. But St. 
Paul prefers the phrase dodA0s Xpiorod, Rom. i. 1, xiv. 18, xvi. 18, 
and elsewhere. 

17. mdvtas tisjoate. All men are to be honoured, but not 

with the same honour. “Alieniores ciuiliter tractandi: patres 
familiariter,” Bengel. The wise Christian will know what degree or 
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kind of observance is due to Caesar, to a master, a husband, or a 
wife. We might have expected tiwaére, as the command is not 
special but general. But the aorist is repeatedly used in the same 
way, i. 13-22, and it seems clear that St. Peter does not dis- 
criminate the tenses. See note on i. 15. Tov @edv dofeciobe. 
The slaves of God must fear God; cf. i. 17, v. 6. Kuhl rightly 
notes that St. Peter still speaks the language of the Old Testament, 
and regards Fear as the natural and proper attitude (die Grund- 
bestimmung) of the Christian soul towards God. It is probable 
that the apostle is here alluding to Prov. xxiv. 21, doBod tov Wedr, 
vig, kat Bacir<a.. 

18. ot oixérat dwotacodpevor. “Ye domestics being subject.” 
This and the three following paragraphs (iii. 1, 7, 8) begin with 
participles, which the writer probably connected in his own mind 
with one of the preceding imperatives. We may compare this 
paragraph with Eph. vi. 5-7; Col. iii, 22-25; 1 Tim. vi. 1, 2; 
Tit. 1. 9, 10. St. Peter’s treatment of the subject seems to be 
quite independent. Oixérys means any member of a household, 
and includes wife and children. Here, as usually, it is restricted to 
the slaves: yet denotes them not as slaves, but as belonging to the 
familia or otkos, like the Latin famuli, or our domestic. Some of 
their masters would be good and émuetxets, equitable, reasonable. 
The latter word is defined by Aristotle, Zthica Nic. v. 14, kal éorw 
airn 4» pvois Tod émvexods, éravdpOwpa vouov 7H éAreirer Sia 7d 
xa$dédov. Law is the hard and fast rule which equity modifies 
according to circumstances. St. Paul speaks of the “reasonable- 
ness of Christ,” 2 Cor. x. 1; the bishop should be ézuecxyjs, 1 Tim. 
ili, 3, and in Jas. iii. 17 the wisdom which cometh from above is 
TpOtov pev ayvy, greta eipyvixy, émrexys, evrerOys, pert? eA€ous Kat 
kaptav ayabav, adidxpitos, avurexpitos: this is a string of golden 
words. Some, again, would be crooked, perverse (oxoAto/), All 
alike are to be obeyed év wavri ¢oBw. The fear is not fear of man 
(as in Eph. vi. 5), but fear of God; this is evident from the follow- 
ing dua ovveidnow Ocov. Three dangers would beset the Christian 
slave. If his master were a Christian, he might fancy that because 
all men are equal in the Church they are therefore equal in all 
things: this point is touched by St. Paul (1 Tim. vi. 2). Or he 
might rebel against the injustice of his servile condition and set 
his heart on emancipation (1 Cor. vii. 21). Lastly, if the master 
were a harsh man, the newly learned doctrines of justice and mercy 
might make the slave more inclined to resist. This is the danger 
that occurs to St. Peter; he meets it by reminding the slave that 
innocent suffering is the lot of ali Christians. It is instructive to 
notice how completely both apostles abstain from casuistry. 
Neither makes any allusion to the scruples of conscience that 
would suggest themselves so easily to the Christian slave of a 
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heathen master. At every turn he must have been called upon to 
bow his head in the house of Rimmon, to fetch the incense for his 
master to burn, to dress the door with branches on pagan festivals, 
to wear clothing embroidered with idolatrous emblems. A very 
liberal measure of outward compliance must have been tolerated at 
this time. | 

19. toito yap xdpis et 81d cuvel(Snorv Ocod Smopéeper tis AUTras Tdo yw 
dSikws. ‘For this is thankworthy, if for consciousness of God one 
endures griefs, suffering unjustly.” R.V. has in text “this is accept- 
able,” in margin “this is grace.” Both A.V. and R.V. have “for 
conscience towards God.” “Acceptable” is eiapocdexrov, and if 
we render xdpis by this word we disguise, and indeed pervert, a 
remarkable saying in order to force the teaching of St. Peter into 
harmony with that of St. Paul. It is singular that the Revisers 
should here have departed from their general rule of translating, as 
far as possible, the same Greek word by the same English word. In 
ToUTO xdpis, Totov KA€os; TovTO xdpis it is very probable that St. Peter 
has in his mind the saying of our Lord recorded in Luke vi. 32-34, 
where the repeated zroéa tiv xdpts éori; is rightly translated by the 
Revisers “what thank have ye?” Indeed, no other translation is 
possible. In the parallel passage, Matt. v. 46, the phrase used is 
tiva pio Oov éxere. Matthew and Mark do not use the word yédpus at 
all. Luke has it in vi. 32-34 and again xvii. 9, wi) xdpw éxa Te 
SovAw, in the common Greek sense of a favour done by one person 
to another, or of the gratitude called forth by a favour. In Luke 
i. 30, li. 40, 52, where the evangelist is using Hebrew documents, 
the word has its Old Testament sense, “favour,” ‘“ goodwill,” felt 
by God to man, or by men to one another. But this Hebrew sense 
is familiar in Greek also; the “ goodwill” has a reason in the char- 
acter and conduct of the person towards whom it is entertained, as 
Sophocles says, Ajax, 522, xdpis xdpw ydp éorw H tixtovo’ del. 
“Words of grace,” Luke iv. 22, may mean “words of beauty,” 
which would again be a Greek sense, or “words inspired by the 
divine favour.” In John i. 14, 17, xdpis is apparently defined by 
GAynfeaa: it is the special gift of truth: in i. 16, ydpus dvtt ydpuros 
may mean “one gift or blessing after another,” or more easily, 
*God’s goodwill towards us in return for our goodwill towards 
God.” Inthe Gospel of St. John the word is only found in the 
first chapter; in the Johannine Epistles and the Apocalypse it 
occurs only in the benedictions, 2 John 3; Apoc. i. 4, xxii. 21. 
In Acts xdpis becomes suddenly much more common. It is used 
(1) in the secular Greek sense, xxiv. 27, xxv. 3, 9; (2) of favour 
or goodwill in the eyes of man or God, ii. 47, vii. 46; (3) of the 
favour, in the special sense of the protection, of God, xiv. 26, 
xv. 40; (4) of special divine gifts, xdpis Kal codia, vii. 10; xdpts 
kai Sivapis, vi. 8; (5) of the word of grace, #e. the gospel, xiv. 3, 
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XX. 24, 32; Cf. xiii. 43, mpoopevery TH xapite Tod Oeod, to stand fast 
by the gospel; xv. 11, dia rhs xaprros “Inood Xpicrod muorrevopev 
ocwbjvar: xviii. 27, of memuorevKdres Oia THs xdpiros: (6) of a large 
outpouring of divine love on the disciples at Jerusalem, iv. 33 ; at 
Antioch, xi. 23. We may say that xdpis is hardly an evangelical 
word at all. Only on two occasions is it put in our Saviour’s 
mouth, and then only in its Greek sense. Even in Acts the 
metaphysical difficulty arising from the freedom of God’s gifts is 
no more to be found than in the Old Testament. To some limited 
extent the antithesis between the divine favour and the merits of 
man may be found in those passages where “the grace” means the 
gospel, but it is as yet latent. This applies also to the use of yxdpis 
in Hebrews and in James. In the present passage St. Peter speaks 
of good conduct without the slightest embarrassment as thank- 
worthy, a glory, a favour in the eyes of God. Those who are 
willing to suffer innocently do what God desires and “ find favour.” 
Awa cuvetdnow @eod, “ For consciousness of God”; “ propter Dei 
consctentiam,” Vulg. C reads here da ovveidnow dyabyv: A has 
a conflate text, dua ouvveidyow @cod ayabyv. The reading of C is 
not without support (see Tischendorf), but is probably a mere 
correction designed to bring the passage into harmony with others 
where ‘fa good conscience” is spoken of (Acts xxili. 1; 1 Tim. 
i. 5, 19, I Pet. ili, 16), and to get rid of a difficult expression. 
Svveldynors Ocod is without parallel ; in 1 Cor. viii. 7 there is a variant 
TH ovverdjoe Tod eidddov, but the best MSS. have rp ovryfeia. 
Suveldnors is a word of late and vulgar formation meaning “con- 
sciousness,” or, specially, ‘‘conscience.” Its coinage was facilitated 
by the common use of ovvowda in such phrases as otvoida énarvtd 
ayvotav. Probably the Greek word was invented to represent the 
Latin conscientia, which has the same two meanings, consciousness 
and “conscience”; for the latter, see Cicero, pro Milone, 23, 
“magna uis est conscientiae in utramque partem.” In the New 
Testament ovveidnois occurs frequently, and, except in Heb. 
x. 2, means “conscience,” moral and self-judging consciousness. 
The A.V. and R.V. render “for conscience towards God,” keeping 
the general sense of ovveidnors, but giving the genitive tod @cod a 
sense which it cannot bear. We must translate ‘‘for consciousness 
of God.” Consciousness of God is, as Alford says, the realisa- 
tion in a man’s inner being of God’s presence and relation to 
himself. ‘Conscientia Dei, dum quis non hominum sed Dei 
respectu officio suo fungitur” (Calvin). ‘The consciousness that 
it is God’s will, and that God helps, gives strength to bear” (von 
Soden). 

éSixws. The Christian writer does not hesitate to say that a 
master may be “unjust” to his slave. Aristotle teaches that 
justice, in the proper sense of the word, does not exist between a 
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man and his chattels, his children or slaves, Zh. Nic. v. 10. 8, ov 
yap éoriv ddvkia mpos Ta avrovd das, TO & KT NPA. Kat 70 TEKVOV, EWS 
av 7 my AiKov Kal py Xwpur Oh, oomrep pépos airod, abtov 8 oveis 
mpoatpetra Brame: 810 od ori ddixia mpds abrdv. 

20. motov yap Khéos, ei dpaptdvovtes Kai KohadiLdnevor Smopevette ; 
“For what glory is it, if, when ye sin and are buffeted for it, ye shall 
endure it patiently?” KAé¢os, which in the classics is mainly a 
poetical word, is found in Job xxviii. 22, xxx. 8. There may bea 
question whether dyaprdévovres should be translated “when ye do 
wrong,” “for your faults,” as by A.V., or “when ye sin,” as by 
R.V. In favour of the first view it may be argued that the master 
would strike the slave, not for sin against God, but for neglect of 
duty towards himself. On the other hand, the xAéos comes from 
God, in whose eyes the neglect of earthly duty is sin. Further, 
duaptdvovres is balanced against dyaforo.tvres in the following 
clause. Hence it should retain its usual sense here. 

GAN’ ei dyabotrovodvtes Kai mdcxovtes. ‘‘ But if, when ye do well, 
and suffer for it.” The words repeat wdoywv ddixws, and are anti- 
thetical to dwapravovres Kai Kodadildpevor. 

21. cis toito yap éxdyOnte. “ For unto this were ye called: 
because Christ also suffered for you.” Lis todro = eis 76 dya6o- 
Towvvras Kal aoxovTas tronéeverv. For tarép A has wépt. “Yzép is 
constantly thus used of Christ’s death; see for a good instance 
John xi. 50-52. Tlepé is employed in the same connexion, 1 Cor. 
1. 13, éeoravpwoOn mepi bpiv : cf. Matt. xxvi. 28. The difference 
appears to be that while iép means “on behalf of,” wepé conveys 
an allusion to the sin-offering, the wept duaptias, and thus acquires a 
significance which does not attach to this rather colourless preposi- 
tion in itself. The MSS. often vary between the two, Mark xiv. 24; 
1 Cor. i. 13; Gal. i. 4; Heb. v. 3; 1 Pet. iii. 18. When the apostle 
says that Christ also suffered on behalf of you, he means that the 
believer profits morally and spiritually by the pains of Christ in 
some way which he does not here define. In ver. 12 above we are 
taught that unbelievers also profit by the sight of the patient 
endurance of the brethren under undeserved suffering ; the disciple’s 
cross *‘ draws” as does that of his Master ; the sacrifice is the same 
in its degree, and so are the results. In the present passage St. 
Peter begins with the simple object of inculcating patience ; hence 
in the opening words he speaks of Christ as the great Example. 
But he proceeds quite naturally to enlarge and deepen the thought, 
and in the following verses Christ is set before us also as Sacrifice, 
as the Giver of the New Life, and as Shepherd. 

itokiptdvw is a late form for troXeizrw, ‘AvroAypréve, Kara: 
Aymdyw are also found in secular authors. ‘Yaoypaypds is used, 
2 Macc. ii. 28, of the “ outlines” of a sketch which the artist fills in 
with details. "But in Clem. Alex. Strom. v. 8. 49 the word means 
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“a copyhead” in a child’s exercise book, a perfect piece of writ- 
ing which the child is to imitate as exactly as it can. So here 
Christ is spoken of as the Pattern which we are to reproduce in 
every stroke of every letter, till our writing is a facsimile of the 
Master’s. 

22. ds dpaptiav obk érolncev, obSe ebpéOy Sddos ev TH oTSpaTe abTod, 
From Isa. liii. 9, 6re dvopiav obx éroinoev, ovde SéAov &v TO oTdpare 
avrov. St. Peter has duapriav for dvopuiav, but his td? ddA0s etpeOy 
appears to be nearer the Hebrew than the o#dé ddAov of the LXX. 
The R.V. has, “‘ Although he had done no violence, neither was any 
deceit in his mouth.” The first clause Professor Cheyne translates, 
“although he had done no injustice.” The verse is a good illustra- 
tion of St. Peter’s method of composition, or manner of talking. 
Constantly there are reminiscences of Scripture, which at first are 
obscure, but are picked up again and made explicit. The sinless- 
ness of Christ we have had in the dpvod dpopov kai domiXov of i. 19. 
AdAos, ddoAos, in ii. 1, 2, point forward to Isaiah, and also to the 
quotation from the Psalms given in iii. ro. 

28. Ss NowBopodpevos odk dvTehoiBdper. “AvriAovdopety is not found 
elsewhere in the Greek Bible. It is a natural and correct formative, 
but is quoted in the lexicon only from late writers. The language 
is a loose adaptation of Isa. lili. 7, ds duvds évavtiov Tod KeipovTos 
ddwvos, ovrws ovK avoiye. 76 otdua. This verse has already been 
alluded to in the dyyvds of i. 19. From Acts viii. 32 we see that it 
was a favourite passage with the first Christians. The imperfect 
tenses, expressing habit, bring out the lesson of tropovy. 

mwécxwv ob jmether may be illustrated by a passage in the 
Passio S. Perpetuae (Texts and Studies, ed. J. A. Robinson, 1891, 
p. 89). Some of the martyrs found it difficult to abstain from 
menacing words. As they left the court ‘ Perpetua sang psalms, but 
Reuocatus, Saturnilus, and Saturus addressed the crowd of by- 
standers, and, as they passed before Hilarianus, pointed their 
finger at him and said, Thou judgest us, but God will judge 
thee.” 

mapedidsov. “Committed Himself.” The verb is commonly 
used of handing persons over to a judge (see Liddell and Scott), but 
requires an accusative. The omission of the object has occasioned 
some difficulty. Generally speaking, rapadiddévat twa 7H Sixacrypio 
means “to deliver up a maiefactor for punishment,” and St. Peter’s 
words have been understood to mean that Christ handed over His 
persecutors to the judgment of God. But the whole drift of the 
passage forbids this interpretation, and there is nothing in the word 
mapadiddvat itself to imply that the person handed over is guilty. 
It is better therefore to render “‘committed Himself.” A.V., R.V. 
have in the margin “committed His cause,” but in judicial phrases 
the object of the verb seems to be always personal. 
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7 xpivovte Sixaiws. Compare tov ampoowrodjmrws xpivovta, 
i. 17. 

24. ds Tas Gpaptiag ... emi 7d EUNov. “Who Himself carried 
up our sins in His own body on to the tree.” From Isa. liii. 
12, kal airos duwaptias roAdGv avyveyxe, combined with Deut. xxi. 
23, Ort Kexatrynpapévos td Oeod was Kkpepduevos ert EtirAov. The 
verse of Deuteronomy is quoted by St. Paul (Gal. iii. 13), and 
alluded to in those passages of Acts where St. Peter (v. 30, x. 39) 
and St. Paul (xiii. 29) speak of the Cross as 7d évAov. *Avadépewv 
is commonly used in the LXX. of bringing a sacrifice and laying it 
upon the altar, and the phrase dvadépav émi 7d §dAov bears an 
unquestionable similarity to the common dvadépew ért 7d Ovovac- 
Typtov, Jas. li. 21; Lev. xiv. 20; 2 Chron. xxxv. 16; Bar. i. 10; 
1 Macc. iv. 53. Here St. Peter puts the Cross in the place of the 
altar. The addition of éri 76 &éAov was, no doubt, suggested by the 
use of avyveyxe in Isa. lili 12. But the use of the verb in this 
verse appears to be due to the LXX. translators; in ver. 4 we have 
Tas duaptias Huav péper, and the Hebrew word is the same in both 
places. Isaiah is alluding in both verses to the sin-offering. Pro- 
fessor Cheyne notes on ver. 4, “‘ The meaning is first of all that the 
consequences of the sins of his people fell upon him the innocent ; 
but next and chiefly that he bore his undeserved sufferings as a 
sacrifice on behalf of his people,” and adds that “ this is the first of 
twelve distinct assertions in this one chapter of the vicarious 
character of the sufferings of the Servant.” But the turn which St. 
Peter has given to the words represents Christ as not only the sin- 
offering, who bore the consequences of the sins of His people on 
the Cross of shame (jveyxev éri rod EvAov), but as the priest who took 
the sins, or the sin-offering (7 duapria = 7a epi THs duaprias, Lev. 
vi. 26), and laid the sacrifice on the altar of the Cross (dvjveyxev 
ért 76 EvAov). Thus Alford appears to be right in giving dvadépew 
here a double meaning ; but the two meanings “bear” and “carry” 
both belong to the one Greek word, and St. Peter has done his 
best to cure the ambiguity by expanding Isaiah’s airés into the 
highly emphatic abrés év 7G owpare airod, which, reinforced as they 
are by the following paéAwm, clearly mean “‘ He Himself, by His own 
personal suffering, carried the sins up”; in other words, the Priest 

_ was also the Victim. 
Kihl will not allow the analogy between dvadépewv éri 15 EVXov 

and dvadépew éxt 76 Ovovacryprov, nor will he admit any reference to 
sacrifice on the grounds (1) that the cross is never regarded as an 
altar (he should have said not elsewhere, and even this is doubtful, 
if we remember Heb. xiii. 10) ; (2) that nowhere are sins spoken of 
as the actual sacrifice (but see Lev. vi. 26 referred to above) ; (3) 
that in the Old Testament the body of the victim is never burnt 
upon the altar (this seems quite beside the point : the sin-offering is 
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certainly said dvadépeoOar, and Isaac was actually laid upon the 
altar érdvw trav évAwy, Gen. xxii. 9); (4) that, above all, we con- 
tradict the Old Testament idea of sacrifice, if we think of sin as 
laid upon the victim and brought with the victim to the altar, for 
nothing but what is pure can come to the altar before the sight of 
God (but the essence of sacrifice lies in the idea that the innocent 
victim is not polluted by the load of guilt which it carries). To 
évAov he takes to mean simply “ die bei Sklaven iibliche Todes- 
strafe.” But in the apostle’s time 7d €vAor is not “a gibbet” but 
“the stocks,” Acts xvi. 24. Finally, he translates, ‘‘ He carried our 
sins up on to the treeand thereby took them from us,” adding by way 
of explanation, “‘ because He bore our sins, in their consequences, in 
form of sufferings, as evils, in His body, so that, with the life of His 
body, our sins and their consequences were destroyed.” But the 
real difficulty of the passage lies in the number of allusions which 
St. Peter has crowded into one short phrase, and Kiihl’s explanation 
leaves it untouched. 

iva tats dpaptiaws droyevdpevot tH Sixatoodvy Liowper. “That 
having been loosed unto (from) sins we might live unto righteous- 

- ness.” °AzoyiyverOa. occurs only here in the New Testament, and 
is not found in the LXX. ; but Theodotion has it in Dan. ii. 1, in the 
sense of “to depart from.” In Herodotus and Thucydides it is 
put where dzofavety might have been employed, perhaps by way of 
euphemism ; but this use does not appear to attach to the verb 
elsewhere. Schwartz notices three instances of its use in imperial 
times, Tatian, ad Graecos, vi., obx &s of Srwixol Soyparifover Kara 
Tivas KUKAwv mreptddous, ywopévwv del Kal daroywopnevwv: Galen, Hist. 
Phil. xxii. p. 612, 15, tHv 5& POopday srav é& dvrwv pds Td py elvat 
kafiorirar kabdrep ert tOv daroytyvopevov Lowy: Plut. Consol. ad 
Apoll. xv. (Moralia, p. 109 F), éAX ole od Siadhopay elvar pi 
yevérOau, } yevopevov aroyevécbar; All these passages are philoso- 
phical, and balance yiyveo@ou against droyiyvecOa, “coming ta 
be” against “ceasing to be.” It seems highly doubtful whether 
droyiyverGo. could ever have been used as a direct antithesis to 
énv, and almost certain that it could not in St. Peter’s time. Hence 
it is better to translate not “having died unto sins,” but “ having 
fallen away” or “having been loosed unto sins.” Grotius renders 
longefacti a peccatis ; von Soden, los von den Siinden. Beck takes 
the same view, and apparently Bengel, though his language is not 
quite clear. There remains the difficulty of the dative ; but this is 
no greater than in Rom. vi. 20, éAeVOepor Fre TH Suxaocvvy. Here, 
as there, the case is determined by the antithesis. Thus St. Peter 
speaks here of the death of Christ as having for a distinct purpose 
that the believer should be set free from sin and brought into the 
new life of righteousness ; but the Pauline images of death or burial 
with Christ do not cross his mind. In this particular clause he is 

a a 
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speaking only of that aspect of our Lord’s death which is technically 
called Redemption, chap. i. 18 above. 

of TH poOdom id@yte, From Isa, lili. 5, ro porAwme abrod jpeis 
id@ypev. Here SL P and many cursives have ob TO podAwme 
avrov, the avrod of the LXX. having been reinserted by a careless 
scribe. ModAww (“ uibex, frequens in corpore seruili,” Bengel) is not 
found elsewhere in the New Testament. The weals are those left 
by the scourging, John xix. 1; Matt. xxvii. 26; Mark xv. 15. “Ye 
were healed by His scars” is a strong expression of that belief in 
the value of vicarious suffering which recurs in an even stronger 
form in iii. 18. 

25. ite yap as mpdBata mravdpevor. “ For ye were as sheep 
going astray.” CK LP have wAavapeva, “as sheep that go astray,” 
a needless attempt to simplify the grammar. ‘The words are taken 
from Isa. liii. 6, wavres Os tpdBata érAavyjOynpev. | 

GAN éweotpddynte viv emt Tov Towuseva Kal émioKoToy TOV Wuxdv 
jpav. “But are now returned to the Shepherd and Overseer of 
your souls.” The aorist éreorpddyre is here clearly equivalent to 

the perfect. Cf. i. 12. “Evorpépew means properly only “ to turn 
towards,” but is used by Lucian and Plutarch of “turning back 
from error.” It is a favourite word with Plotinus to express what 
we call “conversion.” When a man forgets God he “ turns away” ; 

when he remembers his Father he “turns back” (éruorpéperat). 
See Znn. v. 1.1. The word is used in the same sense in the New 
Testament ; hence we may translate it ‘‘ returns,” not simply ‘‘ turns.” 

Tlouuv, Shepherd, and here Shepherd of souls (for Wux@r cf. i. 9 
above), is a word that includes all that Christ does for our souls, 
loving care, feeding, instruction, guidance, government. It brings 
out the general ignorance and helplessness of man, who, without aid 
from above, can only go astray like sheep without a shepherd. In 
the Old Testament we have this figure in Ps. xxiii. ; Zech. xiii. 7 ; Isa. 
xl, 11 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 23, xxxvii. 24. In the Gospels we read of the 
sheep, Matt. x. 6, xxv. 33; Mark vi. 34; Luke xv. 4. Christ is 
Shepherd, Matt. ix. 36; Mark vi. 34; John x.; Heb. xiii. 20. 
Tlopatvew is used of Christ, Matt. ii. 6; Apoc. ii. 27, vil. 17, xii. 
5, xix. 15 in the sense of “govern”; and of Christian ministers, 
John xxi. 16; Acts xx. 28; 1 Pet. v. 2. Totuvy is used of the 
Christian flock, Matt. xxvi. 31; John x. 16; zotuvov, Luke xii. 32 ; 
Acts xx. 28; 1 Pet. v. 2, 3. It is curious that St. Paul never uses 
the metaphor, except of the Christian minister, and that but twice 
(Acts xx. 28; Eph. iv. 11). On the other hand, zou is never 
used of the Christian minister, except in this last passage from 
Ephesians. John x. shows clearly that it is an error to restrict 
shepherding to government, though this idea is, no doubt, always 
included; and St. Peter’s phrase. Shepherd of souls (“ souls” 
including in his usage the whole of man’s spiritual nature), implies 
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that the Lord gives us all that is needful for intelligence, emotions, 
or will. 

"Exrioxoros is here a description, not a title. It is nearly equiva- 
lent to wouujv: cf. Ezek. xxxiv. 11, od éyo éexlyrnow Ta mpdBard. 
pov, kat érucxépouot aitd: though it is more general. Philo, de 
Som. i. 15 (i. 634), calls God 6 trav dAwv éxicxoros. The ecclesiasti- 
cal use of the word comes from Ps. cviii. (cix.) 8, quoted in Acts i. 
20 ; in part also from Isa. lx. 17, cxaraorjow rovs érioKdrous abrav év 
Sixaoovvy, Kal Tovs dvaxdvous airav év wioret, as quoted by Clement of 
Rome, xlii. 5. In Acts xx. 28 (“the flock wherein the Holy Ghost 
made you overseers”) éricxoros is used by St. Paul very much as 
St. Peter uses the word here, as a description, and in much the 
same sense as zouuyv. In the later Pauline Epistles (Phil. i. 1; 
1 Tim. iii. 2; Tit. i. 7), but not elsewhere in the New Testament, 
we find an official entitled “Ezicxoros, who in the two Pastoral 
Epistles appears to be also entitled Presbyter. 

It would seem that the ecclesiastical éwicxomwos was taken from 
the Old Testament and carried with itits Jewish associations. The 
word was in common use among the Greeks, as Overseer is among 
ourselves, to denote kinds of supervision that were purely secular (see 
Hatch, Bampton Lectures, ed. 1882, p. 36 sqq.); but the ecclesiasti- 
cal use can be explained quite easily from the Old Testament, and 
there is no reason for attempting to derive it from other sources. 
Why St. Paul altered the recognised title of the Christian official we 
can only guess, but he may have been influenced by the words of 
Isaiah, in which the mention of dixavocvvyn and wioris as the divinely 
given qualifications of overseers and ministers fits in so aptly with 
his own views. See note in Addenda. 

*"Ezioxo7os contains an idea of eminence and authority which 
apeoBurepos in itself does not, and it had also, as we have seen, 
a loose connexion with the Apostolate. Hence, we may suppose, 
as one Elder came to be invested with special functions, he came 
also to be distinguished as *Ezioxomos, which word then became a 
title, Bishop, no longer Overseer. 

III. 1. The Duty of Wives is inculcated also, Eph. v. 22 ; Col. 
HL 18; Tit i 4 

dpoiws may be taken closely with troracoduevat: slaves are to 
be subject, so likewise wives. But it is best taken as referring to ii. 
17. Slaves are to show honour to masters, likewise wives to husbands. 
For the construction of ioracadpueva, see note on ii. 18. The same 
phrase, troraccdpevat Trois idiows avdpdow, is found in Ephesians and 
Titus, and with the omission of idéous in Colossians also. See Intro- 
duction, p. 17. ‘Idéos strengthens the article rots, which by itself is 
possessive and means “your.” It gives the same sense that we find 
in the English, “ your own husbands”; you belong to them in a 
special way, and your duty to them is very near and clear. Further, 
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it softens the rule of subjection. It is not obedience to a stranger 
that is required. 

iva... KepdnOjoovrar, ‘ That if any obey not the word, they 
may without the word be won by the conversation of their wives.” 
The use of the future indicative after the final tva belongs to late 
and vulgar Greek (Cobet, Variae Lectiones, p. 508; Blass, p. 208) ; 
instances occur in Mark xv. 20; Luke xx. 10; 1 Cor. xiii. 3; Gal. 
ii. 4; Apoc. iii. 9, and elsewhere. 

2. éwomretoavtes. See note on ii. 12 above. In advev Adyov the 
absence of the article is probably immaterial, and we may translate 
“without the word,” without any direct appeal to the teaching of 
Christ, which, in the eyes of an unbelieving husband, would have no 
authority. Otherwise the meaning will be “ without a word”; the 
wife need not argue at all, the mere sight of her conduct will suffice. 
For the sense of xepdaivey, cf. Matt. xvili.15; 1 Cor. ix. 19-21. Itisa 
fine Christian expression, on which Leighton dwells with unction: “A 
soul converted is gained to itself, gained to the pastor, or friend, or 
wife, or husband who sought it, and gained to Jesus Christ; added 
to His treasury, who thought not His own precious blood too dear 
to lay out for this gain.” A striking instance of the “‘ gaining” of 
the heathen husband by the Christian wife will be found in the 
account of Monnica in Augustine’s Confessions. But, though 
Monnica did not, to use a common expression, “ preach” to her 
husband, she owed her influence over him largely to wise words. 
The patient well-doing of the wife has power for the salvation of 
others ; cf. ii. 12 above. St. Peter, it will be observed, admits no 
questioning about the indissolubility of marriage in cases of religious 
disparity. At Corinth the question had been raised, and St. Paul 
expresses his personal opinion (I, not the Lord, 1 Cor. vii. 12) to 
the effect that the Christian partner should not seek divorce or 
separation, but that, if the heathen husband or wife choose to dis- 
solve the tie, it may be done. He adds, “ For what knowest thou, 
O wife, whether thou shalt save thy husband ?” 

Thy év o6Bw dyviv dvactpopyy. “ Your conversation chaste in 
fear.” ‘Your chaste conversation coupled with fear” (A.V., R.V.) 
hardly brings out with sufficient force the close collocation of év 
0B dyvyv. The conversation is chaste, because it moves in the 
fear of God (cf. ii. 18 above). Here again St. Peter does not mean 
“fear of your husband,” though in Eph. v. 33 we read 7 8& yu? 
iva hoBirat Tov avdpa. 

8. dv gotw oby 6 ZéwOev . . . xédcpos. On the use of the article 
in this passage, see Introduction, p. 4. The translation of A.V., 
“whose adorning let it not be that outward adorning,” is not 
strictly accurate, as 6 kdopos is not repeated.’ What St. Peter says is 
“‘whose must be, not the outward adornment of plaiting hair and 
putting round of jewels or putting on of robes, but the hidden man 
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of the heart.” Kéopos isin antithesis to dv@pw7os, visible ornaments 
to the invisible soul. It is possible that there is a play on the two 
meanings of xécpos, “ ornaments,” and the “ world,” or “ multitude 
of men”; at any rate this supposition would help to explain the 
antithesis. As xéopos is used in classical Greek, so mundus is used 
in classical Latin for all kinds of embellishments. Livy, xxxiv. 7, 
“munditia et ornatus et cultus, haec feminarum insignia sunt : hunc 
mundum muliebrem appellarunt maiores nostri.” Tertullian (de 
habitu mul. 4) makes a distinction between cu/tus, jewellery and dress, 
and ornazus, the personal beautification of the toilet, and confines 
mundus to theformer. ‘Cultum dicimus, quem mundum muliebrem’ 
uocant ; ornatum, quem immundum muliebrem conuenit dici. 
Ille in auro et argento et gemmis et uestibus deputatur ; iste in cura 
capilli et cutis et earum partium corporis quae oculos trahunt.” 

épmdoxijs. Cf. 1 Tim. ii. 9-13. The two passages are very 
similar, but our Marriage Service rightly prefers that of St. Peter. 
On plaiting of hair, see Ovid, de arte am. ili. 136 sqq. It was an art 
highly cultivated by Greek and Roman ladies. 

tepiOécews. Ornaments of gold were worn round the hair (in 
the shape of golden nets), round the finger, arm, or ankle. 

4. 5 kpuTtos Tis Kapdias &vOpwmos. ‘The hidden person of the 
heart, clothed in the incorruptible of the meek and quiet spirit, 
which is in the sight of God of great price.” °Ev is used as in Jas. 
ii. 2, dvnp xpucodaxtiAvos év éoOAre Aaurpa. With 7d apOaprov con- 
trast xpvatov 7d droAdvpevov of i. 7. ‘The neuter adjective forms a 
substantive, and no substantive is to be supplied ; but the sense is as 
given by the R.V., ‘the incorruptible apparel.” The incorruptible 
or heavenly raiment and jewellery of the hidden person is the meek 
and quiet spirit which befits Christians ; whether the exact ante- 
cedent to 6 is 76 dpOaprov or wvedua, it is impossible to decide, but 
the question does not affect the sense. TIIvetyua is here spirit, dis- 
position, temper, a sense which is not borne by the word elsewhere in 
the New Testament. In this Epistle rvedua, as applied to man, 
does not denote a distinct faculty, but is nearly equivalent to yyy. 
In iii. 18, 19, iv. 6 it means the whole of the inner nature of man 
as opposed to odp€, the body. Man is made up of body and yyy, 
or body and veda. Ivedpa denotes the inner nature as immaterial, 
invisible, impalpable, but this nature in its relation to God is yyy. 
Hence in i. 2 it is impossible to translate év dyracpo Tvevparos, “ in 
sanctification of your spirit”; if this had been St. Peter’s meaning 
he would have said év dywacud puxqs: cf. i. 22, Tas yuxas tudv 
wyvixores. Hence again, as applied to the Holy Spirit, wvedjua means 
“‘the Immaterial Being,” not a special influence or gift of God. It 
will help to make the matter clear if we observe that, in phrases 
which approach the one under consideration, St. Paul always defines 
mvevua by a substantival genitive; thus we find mvedua dovdAcias, 
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Serlas, codias, rpadryros (1 Cor. iv. 21; Gal. vi. 1). All these are 
modelled upon the Hebrew avedua xaravigews (Rom. xi. 8 from Isa. 
xxix. 10), and imply that the frame of mind spoken of is breathed 
into the man by God, as the zvedua tod xkédopov (1 Cor. ii. 12) is 
inspired into him by the (spirit of evil. 

St. Paul uses “man” in much the same way as St. Peter, dis- 
tinguishing 6 fw from 6 éow dvOpwzos (Rom. vii. 22 ; 2 Cor. iv. 16 ; 
Eph. iii. 16), and the “old” from the “new” man (Eph. Iv. 22, 24; 
Col. iii. 9). The commentators throw no light on this peculiar 
use Of dv@pwros for personality ; it seems to be Hebrew, and there 
are many phrases in the Old Testament that might suggest it, 
man of God, man whom the Lord doth choose, man of earth, and 
so on. 

5. o§tw ydp mote. “ For in this manner in days of old the holy 
women also, who hoped in God, used to adorn themselves.” For 
eis @cdv N reads éxi rov Ocdv. In its Biblical meaning (“I have 
hope”) éArifw is followed by «is (2 Cor. i. 10): émé with dative 
(1 Tim. iv. 10): érié with accusative (1 Pet. i. 13; 1 Tim. v. 5). 
"Ev Xpiord, Kvpiw, éAmwifw occur 1 Cor. xv. 19; Phil. ii. 19; but 
this is not to be counted among the constructions of éAwiZw, because 
év Xpior@ may be added to any verb, and does not belong to one 
more than to another. Iloré, “in the days of old.” The saintly 
women of the Old Testament are cited as a model for Christian 
matrons. Here we find another instance of St. Peter’s strong sense 
of the continuity of the religious life. There may be a hidden 
reference to Isaiah’s denunciation of women’s trinkery (iii. 16 sqq.) ; 
but St. Peter speaks not of what good women of old did not wear, 
but of what they did wear. They adorned themselves with a meek 
spirit by subjection, or because they were subject. 

6. kdpiov adtév kahoica. Gen. xvill. 12. Here again Monnica 
illustrates the language of St. Peter. When other matrons came 
to her and complained of their husbands, she would “ blame their 
tongues, telling them that when once they had heard the marriage 
lines read over to them, they ought to have looked upon them as 
indentures by which they were made handmaids ; they ought there- 
fore to remember their condition, and not rebel against their lords 
and masters” (Conf. ix. 9. 2). 

hs éeyevnOnte téxva. cf Whose daughters ye are, as long as ye do 
well,” A.V. ‘Whose children ye now are, if ye do well,” R.V. 
These translations are substantially identical, and both give the aorist 
eyernOnre the sense of the perfect yeyovare. There is no strong 
objection to this; cf. dvyyyéAy, 1. 12: ereotpddyrte, ii. 25. There 
is, however, no sufficient reason why we should not keep the proper 
meaning of the aorist, and render “whose children ye became by 
doing good.” It is true that in this case a certain difficulty arises 
out of the participles. *Ayaforo.tdca Kal pH poBovpevar seems to be 
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clearly an exhortation; and the force of the exhortation may be 
thought to be somewhat blunted, if the apostle is taken to say that 
they have been doing good ever since they became children of 
Sarah, and even before that time. Yet this difficulty is rather 
artificial ; the meaning may very well be “Ye became children of 
Sarah by doing good; continue so to do, or ye will cease to be 
her children.” Bengel regards the words as Sdppa .. . réxva as 
forming a parenthesis. On this view, troracodpevar &yaborowteat 
doBovpevar all belong to éxécpovv. Bengel’s expedient is allowed 
a place in the margin of the R.V., but it is unnecessary and awk- 
ward. 

téxva THS Ydppa is a phrase of much the same meaning as réxva 
imaxons (i. 14). Those who exhibit the same character as Sarah 
may be called in a figure her children. The words are as applic- 
able to matrons of Jewish as of heathen origin. 

kal ph poBotpevar pydepiay mronow. From Prov. iii. 25, xat od 
poBynOnon wronow éeredMotoav odd oppas docBav erepxouevas. This 
again is one of St. Peter’s favourite chapters; it is quoted again 
v. 5 below. IIréyow (quite a classical word) means fluttering, 
excitement, perturbation of spirit, caused by any passion, but more 
especially by fear. If the word retains its proper sense here, we 
must take it as a cognate accusative, and translate “are not afraid 
with any alarm.” But in Proverbs the epithet éreA@odcay and the 
parallelism with épyds give it a concrete meaning, and it is better 
to render “are not afraid of any alarm.” St. Peter may be thinking, 
in the first place, of alarms caused by the ill-temper of a bad 
husband (it is probable that doeBév dpyds was in his mind). Yet 
his words have a wider scope. Alarms about children, about 
servants, about the fortunes of the family, about the growing ill- 
will of heathen neighbours—the Christian matron who hopes on 
God will face them all unperturbed. 

7. dpolws. Here, where there is no duty of subjection to be 
enforced, the “likewise” seems clearly to refer to ii. 17. Honour 
is due to all; honour therefore your wives. For the construction 
of cuvorkodvtes, see ii. 18, ili. 1. 

kata yvaow. ‘According to knowledge,” like wise and sensible 
men who understand the due gradations of honour. The Pauline 
sense of yvéous, in which it signifies the understanding of spiritual 
mysteries, is quite foreign to St. Peter. In the following words we 
observe the same elegant classicism as in i. 19. The sense is 
precisely the same as if the author had written r@ yuvatxe’w oxeves 
ws dobeverrépw. The husband is to pay honour to the wife as to the 
weaker vessel; such honour as is due to the weaker, that is to say, 
consideration, wise guidance, marital helpfulness. ‘Qs here has its 
common limiting force, and gives, not the reason for the honour, but 
a qualification of the command. xetos means—(r) a chattel, or 
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piece of furniture, Matt. xii. 29; Mark iii. 27; Luke viii. 16; oxevdy 
in the same house differ in value and purpose, Rom. ix. 21-23; 
(2) an implement or instrument adapted to a particular end; thus 
we have oxedos éxdoyfs, an elect instrument, Acts ix. 15; (3) a 
vessel which contains things, John xix. 29; (4) in 1 Thess. iv. 4 
oxedos may mean “wife,” a peculiar sense which the word bears 
sometimes in Rabbinical Hebrew; see Alford’s note. Here, how- 
ever, this meaning is excluded by the comparative doGeveorépw, which 
clearly implies that husband and wife are both vessels. As there 
is here no reference to purpose or contents, we must take oxetos to 
mean simply “‘chattel.” Husband and wife are both parts of the 
furniture of God’s house, though one is weaker and the other 
stronger. In the passage quoted from 1 Thess. some commentators 
give oxedos the sense of “body.” But it is doubtful whether the 
word ever has this sense. In 2 Cor. iv. 7, éyouey tov Onocavpdv rodrov 
év dotpaxivois oxeveow, the apostle does not mean in “ earthy bodies,” 
but uses a metaphor from money stored, as it often was, “in 
earthen jars.” In the present passage we can hardly suppose St. 
Peter to be thinking only of the bodily weakness of the wife. Many 
modern commentators, it should be noticed, connect the dative not 
with aovéuovres, but with ovvorxodyres. This leaves the honour 
without any restriction or limitation, which can hardly have been 
the apostle’s intention. 

ds Kal ouykdnpovdpor xdpitos Lwijs. “As being (not only 
husbands, but) also fellow-heirs of the grace of life.” B, the 
Vulgate, Armenian, and some cursives have ovyxAnpovépos. The 
first &s gives the limitation of the honour, the second its reason. 
The wife must not forget the duty of subjection ; the husband must 
remember that she, whom nature and the law make his inferior, is 
his equal, and may be his superior, in the eyes of God. Xdpus 
Cwis (the article again is dropped before a familiar phrase) is rightly 
understood by Alford to mean God’s gracious gift of life eternal ; 
for kAnpovouia compare i. 43; for xdpus, i. 13. Desire to make St. 
Peter speak the same language as St. Paul led Erasmus and Grotius 
to paraphrase the words by xdpis Zéca or fworowtco. NA, and 
some other authorities, including Jerome, read roixiAys xdprros Lwijs : 
but the epithet has been inserted from iv. 10, where it is natural 
and appropriate. 

éykémrrecOor. “ Hindered”; KL and other authorities have 
exxomreoOar, “cut off,” a stronger expression. Hofmann seems 
to be right in taking ipév as referring to the husbands alone; the 
sighs of the injured wife come between the husband’s prayer and 
God’s hearing: so St. James speaks of the complaints of the 
oppressed as frustrating prayer (v. 4). Others regard tay as 
including both husbands and wives. The two cannot join in 
‘prayer, as they ought to do, for a blessing on their married life, 
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if there is injustice between them. Such prayers are “hindered,” 
because the two are not agreed, and the one voice protests against 
the other. 

8. The imperatives still run on, and the section begins with 
adjectives and participles. Td 6& réAos, “finally,” is adverbial. 
TéAos dé is more usual in the classics, but 7d 8 réAos is found in 
Plato, Zaws, 740 E. With the word “ finally” St. Peter turns from 
special to general admonitions. ‘“‘Oyuddpoves mente, cvprabets 
affectu, in rebus secundis et adversis,” Bengel. ‘Oyddpwv (nut 
found elsewhere in the New Testament) is used by the Greek 
poets, as Homer, J/. xxii. 263, duddpova Ovpov exovres. The word 
expresses rather likeness of sentiment or disposition than of opinion, 
but includes community of faith and hope. Cf. Rom. xii. 16, 
xv. 5; Phil. iii. 16. vurabys (another drag Aeyduevov) is found in 
Aristotle, and denotes community of 7a@y, in the broad Greek sense, 
of all feelings whether of pleasure or of pain. For piAddeAdor, see 
note on PiradeAdia, i. 22. EtorAayxvia in Eur. Rhesus, 192, means 
courage. But in Hebraistic Greek owAdyyva are the seat of mercy, 
hence evowAayxvos here, and Eph. iv. 32, means tender-hearted, 
pitiful. For taewddpoves, “ humble-minded,” K P have ¢Addpoves, 
“courteous.” L, the Vulgate, and some other authorities exhibit 
both adjectives. Tazewédpwv is found in Prov. xxix. 23, and forms 
one of St. Peter’s many allusions to that book. 

9. ph drodiSdvres Kaxdv dvti kakod. In Prov. xvii. 13 we read 
ds dodidwot Kaka. dvti ayabadv, od KwnOnoerar KaKad ex TOD oiKoU 
airov. St. Paul, Rom. xii. 17, has the same phrase as St. Peter, 
pndevi Kaxdv avti Kaxod admrodidvres: cf. also 1 Thess. v. 15. The 
words Aowdopiav dvri Aovdopias look back to ii. 23. Eis rodro may 
refer to the preceding words (cf. ii. 21 above), or to those which 
follow. It is just possible to render, ‘Contrariwise blessing (for 
hereunto were ye called) in order that ye may inherit blessing” ; 
but the parenthesis is awkward, and the construction appears to be 
the same as in iv. 6, eis rotro . . . Wa xpiOdor. It is better then 
to translate with R.V. “contrariwise blessing: for hereunto were ye 
called that ye should inherit blessing” or “a blessing.” The 
Christian hope is also the Christian rule. ‘ Bless, and ye shall be 
blessed,” is strictly parallel to ‘‘ Forgive, and ye shall be forgiven.” 

10. ydp. The “for” introduces a reason for the whole admoni- 
tion contained in vers. 8, 9, not merely for eiAoyodvres. The 
passage which St. Peter proceeds to cite treats not only of the 
tongue and its government, but of righteous conduct generally, 
The words which follow are quoted verbatim from Ps. xxxiii. (xxxiv.) 
13-17, except that in the first verse the LXX. has ris éorw dvOpwzos 
5 Oddwv Lwyv, &yarav jyépas ideiv ayabds ; The Hebrew is translated 
in the R.V. “What man is he that desireth life, and loveth many 
days, that he may see good?” St. Peter has, “ He that willeth to 
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love life and see good days.” Possibly his interpreter, who wrote 
better Greek than the LXX. as a rule, may have been influenced by 
the feeling that 6 é\wv Cwyv could carry no meaning to Greek ears. 
*"Ayarév ideiy again is not Greek: dyarav Cwyv, though unusual, 
may be defended by 2 Tim. iv. 10, dyaryjoas Tov viv aidva, Else- 
where the object of the verb is nearly always personal. 

{wy means this present earthly life (though de Wette and some 
few others have taken it of life eternal). ‘ He that willeth ” can in 
spite of all sorrow and unjust usage make his life lovely and his 
days good. The words may be taken in connexion with i. 6—10, 
but the tenor is different. ‘There the Christian has a joy arising out 
of persecution itself, the joy of the soldier who looks forward to 
victory ; here life in itself may be made sweet and delectable by 
righteousness. The passage illustrates the essentially Hebrew 
character of St. Peter’s mind; it serves as a relief to his profound 
sense of the insufficiency of this life ; it shows that persecution was 
as yet no more than a not intolerable vexation, while to such of his 
readers as were Gentiles it would convey in a very persuasive 
manner what is meant by “ good days.” 

12. émi Sixaious. The eyes of the Lord are upon righteous men 
for their good, and His ears are turned towards their prayer. 
Atxatos is quoted from the Old Testament, in the sense which there 
it bears; cf. 2 Pet. ii. 7, dékatov Adr. But the face of the Lord is 
upon men who do evil, not for their good. For the omission of the 
article with zovotvtas, cf. ii. 7. 

13. kal tis 6 kaxdowv bpas; ‘Who is he that can harm you?” 
Who is able to do you any real hurt? The words are taken from 
Isa. 1. 9, i800 Kipros BonOyjoe por, tis Kaxdoe pe; The R.V. has 
‘Who is he that will harm you?” that is to say, Who will wish to do 
you any hurt? ‘This rendering might be defended by the words of 
the Didache, i. 3, tpets 52 dyawGre rods pucodytas tyuas Kal ody cere 
€xOpov, where possibly we have a reminiscence and attempted 
explanation of St. Peter’s words. But the apostle clearly thought 
that suffering is the lot of Christians, and there could be no raoyew 
adikws without ddicodvres. ZydAwrai, “zealous ardent lovers”: the 
word, which is quite classical, is similarly used in 1 Cor. xiv. 12; 
Tit. ii. 14. 

14. G\N’ ei Kal wdcyote. “ But if ye should even suffer.” Ei 
«ai generally introduces a supposition which is more or less improb- 
able. The optative is rarely used in hypothetical sentences in the 
New Testament ; indeed the mood was becoming obsolete in vulgar 
Greek. See Blass, pp. 37, 220. St. Peter here seems to have had 
in his mind the words of our Lord, Matt. v. 10, paxdpior of 
Sediwypevor Evexey Sixatocvvys. It will be observed that he uses 
dixavoovvn in the old Hebrew sense, as did our Lord Himself (cf. 
Sixafovs above), and that he gives paxdpios that full sense in 
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which it is used in the Gospels, in Jas. i. 12, 25, and in the Apoc. 
xiv. 13 (and six other passages). St. Paul uses it in the same way 
three times in quotations, Acts xx. 35 (in a saying of our Lord’s), 
Rom. iv. 7, 8 (from the Old Testament) ; in 1 Tim. i. 11, vi. 15 he 
applies it to God ; in Tit. ii. 13 to blessed hope; but, when he uses 
it of man, gives the word a lower sense (= happy), Acts xxvi. 2; 
1 Cor. vii. 40; perhaps even in Rom. xiv. 22. 

Tov 3é€ pdBov adtdv ph poPyOnte. ‘Be not afraid of their terror.” 
Do not fear their threats. dos has here a concrete sense, like 
mroyots in iii. 6. The words are from Isa. viii. 12, 13, rov d¢ ddBov 
abrov ov pi PoPyOHre ode pi) TapaxOjre: Kvprov abrov dyudcare. The 
passage runs, ‘‘ Say ye not, a conspiracy, concerning all whereof this 
people shall say a conspiracy ; neither fear ye their fear, nor be in 
dread ¢hereof.” In the LXX. the meaning is “do not be afraid as 
they are,” and ¢0Bov is a cognate accusative. To this extent St. 
Peter has changed the sense of the original. For the meaning here 
can hardly be, “ Do not be afraid, as your heathen neighbours are, 
of mere earthly misfortunes.” 

15. Kupiov 8€ tov Xpiotdv dyidoare. “But sanctify the Lord, 
that is to say, the Christ.” The words rév Xpicrdv are substituted 
for airév in the text of Isaiah to make the meaning clear. Some of 
the early readers of the Epistle were alarmed by this change ; hence 
in K LP and some other authorities we find a variant rév @eov for 
tov Xpiordv. The R.V. has, “ But sanctify in your hearts Christ as 
Lord,” taking Kvpiov as predicate by reason of the absence of the 
article. This translation might stand, if we took the words by them- 
selves and out of connexion with the Isaianic text, but not other- 
wise. ‘The absence of the article before Kvpuos has no significance. 
In any case the Christological import of the passage is not affected. 
‘Aytaoare is sufficiently explained by the words which follow in 
Isaiah, ‘‘ Let Him be your fear, and let Him be your dread.” 

Erousor det mpds darodoyiay. ‘¢ Always ready for an answer to 
every man that asketh you a reason concerning the hope that is in 
you.” We might have expected wept rijs év tyiv wiorews, but in St. 
Peter’s mind the two words are very nearly identical. °*AzoAoyla 
(followed by a dative, as in 1 Cor. ix. 3) means any kind of answer 
or self-justification, whether formal before a judge, or informal. 
Here zavri fixes the word to the latter sense. Adyov aireiv is a 
classical phrase. Every cultivated sensible man was expected by 
the Greeks to be prepared Adyor didovar re Kai SéEacOar, to discuss 
questions of opinion or conduct intelligently and temperately, to 
give and receive a reason. The phrase Adyov dzodiddvat, below, iv. 
5, is quite different. 0 Bov (cf. ii. 18, iii. 2) is fear of God, not of 
man. It is surely not fanciful to see here an allusion to St. Peter’s 
own experience. When the critical moment came upon him, he 
was not ready with his answer, and so denied his Lord. Further, it 
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was through want of meekness and fear that he denied ; of meek 
ness, because he had fancied that he loved the Lord “more than 
these”; and of fear, because though he feared man, the Lord at the 
moment was not his dread. 

16. cuveidnow eéxovtes dyabhy... dvactpopyy. “ Having a good 
conscience ; in order that, wherein ye are spoken against, those who 
revile your conversation, which is good in Christ, may be ashamed.” 
For ovveidnow, see ii. 19. “Ev © xatadadciobe, the very thing 
wherein ye are spoken against, is the dvacrtpopy: cf. ii. 12, 
dvactpopyy éxovtes kadyv, tva, év @ katadadotow. Constantly the 
apostle repeats his phrases with new significance and in a new light. 
In the former passage he speaks of the righteousness of the 
Christian as likely to promote the conversion of the heathen, here 
simply as stopping the mouths of his defamers. Ti dyadiv é& 
Xpuor@ are to be taken together; cf. riv ev PdBw ayviv avactpopyy, 
iii. 2. Three times (here and v. 10, 14) St. Peter uses the phrase 
év Xpio7G, which in the Pauline Epistles is very common (there are 
thirteen instances in Romans). Elsewhere it is not found ; but the 
idea that all is in Christ constantly recurs in John’s Gospel, 1. 4, vi. 
56, xiv. 20, xv. I-5, Xvi. 33, xvii. 21. The phrase év Xpiord@ is 
mystical, and this is why St. Paul loves it. But it is not necessary 
to suppose that he invented it. “Emnped{ovres is generally regarded 
as governing dvaorpodyy, which is a possible construction (see Luke 
vi. 28). But in good Greek the verb is not transitive, and is 
followed by a dative or preposition. Here it would be quite 
possible to take dvacrpodyy with xatacyvOdcw, ‘that those who. 
revile you may be abashed by your good conversation” ; nor is the 
position of iuay a conclusive argument against this rendering. 

17. kpettrov ydép. A further reason for patient endurance. Not 
only will it silence calumny, but it is Christlike, and it has a value 
for others. Here again recurs the thought involved in ii. 12, and in 
the trép tpav of ii. 21. There is a parallelism between the suffer- 
ings of Christ and those of the Christian, but it is not quite clear 
how far it is meant to be carried. Ei OéAot 76 OéAnpa, “if the will 
of God should will,” is a rugged emphatic pleonasm, similar in sense 
to the «i déov of i. 6. For the optative, see note on ver. 14 above. 

18. St. Kal Xprotds drag wept dpaptidv dwéQave. It is better 
* because Christ also once for all died for sins.” “AzéOavev, 8 AC, 
and all the Versions ; BK LP have érafe. “Azaé, asin Heb. ix. 28, 
distinguishes the one sacrifice of Christ from the repeated deaths of 
victims under the Law. [Ilepi dyaprias is the regular phrase for the 
sin-offering, Lev. v. 7, vi. 30; Ps. xxxix. (xl.) 7 ; Ezek. xliii. 21. “Yzrép 
duaprias occurs in Ezek. xliii. 25, xliv. 29, xlv. 17, xlvi. 20. The sin- 
offering was propitiatory, Lev. v. 6, cat é&iAdoera mept adrod 6 tepeds 
wept THS dpaptias abrod Hs yuapre, kal dpeOjoerat aitd 7 dpapria, and 
is called iAacpés, Ezek. xliv. 27. Christ suffered not for particular 
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offences, but for all sins of all men; hence in the New Testament 
we frequently find epi or irép dpuapriav, Heb. v. 1, 3, x. 26; 
1 John ii. 2; 1 Cor. xv. 3; Gal. i. 4. He died as the one true sin- 
offering, dikazos trép ddixwy, just on behalf of unjust. In i. 19 we 
read that the sinlessness of Christ gave His Blood its value. What 
we see in the world is that the unjust man is saved, or made 
better, by the sufferings of the just, who not only sets an attractive 
example, but actually bears the punishment of the unjust. The 
consequence of moral evil is moral insensibility ; the pain of wrong- 
doing is felt, at any rate in the first instance, by the innocent person 
who desires to amend the offender; take, for example, the anguish 
of a mother over a theft committed by her child. In the police 
courts a different rule prevails; there zadex damnatur cum nocens 
absoluitur. Owing to a confusion between these two forms of 
justice, the human and the divine, St. Peter’s words, dékaros trép 
adikwv, have often given great offence. Plotinus, one of the best and 
ablest of men, says, probably with reference to Christianity, caxovs 
de yevopevous G£.odv GAXovs airav cwrhpas elvar éavrodvs mpoenévous od 
Oepitov edynv trovovpevwr, “ for men who have become evil to demand 
that others should be their saviours by sacrifice of themselves is not 
lawful even in prayer,” Zz. iii. 2. 9. The Neoplatonist admitted 
that my suffering makes me better, but thought it absurd to suppose 
that the suffering of another could do so. The same difficulty lay 
at the root of Socinianism (see Ritschl, Christian Doctrine of Justifi- 
cation and Reconciliation, Eng. trans. p. 299 sqq.). 

iva jpas mpooaydyn TO OcG. ‘That He might bring us to God.” 
As to the mood of zpocaydyn, it may be noticed that the optative is 
never found in the New Testament in final clauses ; see Blass, pp. 
211, 220. The meaning of zpoodyew has been much debated. It 
is used of the priests, Aaron and his sons, whom Moses “ brings 
before God,” and who may be regarded as sacrificial gifts. Thus in 
Ex. xxix. 4, kal Aapov kal rods viots airod mpoadges eri tas Ovpas THs 
oKyVAS TOD paptupiov: cf. ver. 10 of the same chapter, kcal mpoodges 
Tov pooxov eri Tas Oipas THS oOKHVAS TOU paptypiov. Hence Kiihl 
understands the meaning to be “that He might make us priests to 
God.” But there does not appear to be any reference here to the . 
priesthood of the Christian; and in the passages quoted, as von 
Soden points out, tpoodyew merely means “to bring near.” Others 
have supposed the phrase to signify “that He might make us a 
sacrifice to God”; zpoodyew being frequently used of the victim, 
Lev. iii. 12, iv. 4, vili. 14. But this sense is inapplicable here ; for, 
in the words immediately preceding, Christ is spoken of as being 
Himself the Victim. If, therefore, rpoodyew possesses here any 
sacrificial sense at all, it is merely in a distant and indirect way. 
We shall find the best explanation in Eph. ii. 18, iii. 12; Heb. 
iv. 16, vii. 25, X. 22, xii. 22, where, as von Soden says, the free 
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access of Christians to the Father corresponds to the priestly 
mpoodyew Of Christ. The sin-offering opens the door and leads us 
through it. 

Oavarwleis, Lworonfets. ‘Being put to death in flesh, but 
quickened in spirit.” The participles are not antecedent in point 
of time to dréfave, but there is no difficulty in this; they are 
eq livalent to ds eGavarabn, eLworoinby. The datives capxi, rvevpare 
are antithetical ; Christ died in body, and was quickened in soul or 
spirit. St. Peter does not mean that the spirit had died. The 
divine spirit of Christ which was in the prophets (i. 11) cannot have 
been subject to dissolution; and we can hardly suppose the 
meaning to be that His human spirit was first destroyed and then 
re-created, for there is no trace of such an idea elsewhere in the 
Bible, and the next verse shows that in St. Peter’s view the spirits 
of the antediluvians were alive. We may explain Cwozounfeis 
perhaps by the xdpis Zwiys of ill. 7. The life of heaven is not 
unnaturally distinguished from that of earth as a new life, a second 
dvayévvynots, a fresh grace of God, though the two are continuous 
and not disparate. Or we may compare John x. 18, “I have 
power to lay down My life, and I have power to take it again,” 
where the life is spoken of as ending and beginning again, yet the 
**T” continues through the change. All phrases which apply to the 
point of transition from the old life to the new are necessarily vague, 
and the speculations which may be built upon them are endless. 

How far are we to suppose the parallelism between the Passion 
of Christ and that of the Christian to extend? If we read dréOavev 
for éraev one point of similarity is greatly attenuated, for nowhere 
in the Epistle does St. Peter regard the sufferings of the brethren as 
likely to culminate in a violent death. A great number of modern 
commentators have found a parallel in dwag. ‘“‘ He suffered once; 
His sufferings are summed up and passed away; He shall suffer no 
more. And we are suffering dza€; it shall soon be so thought of 
and looked back upon” (Alford). But this interpretation also 
would vanish with érafev, and is in any case rather artificial. 
Nothing, then, seems to remain except wept dpaptidv, Sikatos, iva 
mpocayayy, and capxi. He died as the innocent sin-offering, and 
our innocent sufferings have in their degree a similar value; He 
brought us near to God, and we may bring others. But these 
lessons are only allusively conveyed, and do not lie on the surface. 
The apostle makes clear his chief point in iv. 1 sqq.: Christ 
suffered in the flesh, and in the flesh we also must suffer. 

19, 20. &v@... 8¢ waros. “In which also He went and 
preached unto the spirits in prison; which aforetime were disobe- 
dient, when the longsuffering of God was waiting in the days of 
Noah, while the ark was a preparing, whereunto few, that is, eight 
souls escaped through water.” 

II 
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19. This and the following verse seem to be primarily intended 
as a proof of {worombeis. After our Lord’s Death He still lived and 
ministered. The order of time is dwéOave, wopeviels éxypvéev, ds 
éorw év Seéia Tod Meod ropevels eis obpavdv. There can be no doubt 
that the event referred to is placed between the Crucifixion and the 
Ascension. We must therefore dismiss the explanation of Augus- 
tine, Bede, Aquinas, and others, that Christ was in Noah when 
Noah preached repentance to the people of his time. On this view 
dre dwefed€xero is taken with éxypvgev, not with dreOyoacr, and rots 
év @vAaxy is understood to mean “those who were then in the 
prison of sin,” or ‘‘ those who are now in the prison of Hades, but 
were then alive.” 

What St. Peter says is that Christ not only ministered to men 
upon earth, but also (kai) went as a spirit to preach to spirits in 
prison. Of these spirits we are told that they had been disobedient 
in the days of Noah. 

But who were the spirits? The context seems to imply that 
they were those of the men who refused to listen to Noah. 
IIvevpara may be used of men after death (Heb. xii. 23), and the 
vexpots Of iv. 6 fixes this as the right sense. 

The einyyeAioOn, again, of iv. 6 must be taken to prove that in 
St. Peter’s view our Lord preached the gospel to these spirits, and 
offered them a place of repentance: Under the influence of later 
theological ideas many commentators have been unwilling to admit 
this, maintaining (1) that Christ must have preached to them not 
hope, but condemnation ; or (2) that He preached only to those 
that were righteous ; or (3) only to those who, though disobedient, 
repented in the hour of death; or (4) that He preached the gospel 
to those who had been just, and condemnation to those who had 
disobeyed. But all these afterthoughts are excluded by the text. 
St. Peter clearly means that all the men of the time except eight 
souls were disobedient. 

Again, these explanations are all needless. The thought which 
underlies St. Peter’s words is that there can be no salvation without 
repentance, and that there is no fair chance of repentance without 
the hearing of the gospel. Those who lived before the Advent of 
our Lord could not hear, and therefore God’s mercy would not 
condemn them finally till they had listened to this last appeal. So 
Clement of Alexandria says (Svom. vi. 6. 48) that it would have 
been mdcovefias od THs TuxXovans Epyov, “extremely unfair,” to con- 
demn men for not knowing what they could not know. Clement is 
referring to this very passage, though he does not actually quote it. 
Thus St. Peter does not here contemplate the case of those who 
have actually heard the gospel and refused it (on this point 
see ii, 6-8). 

It is probable that St. Peter is here expressing in a modified form 
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a belief which was current in the Jewish schools. In the Book of 
Enoch (ed. Charles, chaps. lx. 5, 25, Ixiv., lxix. 26) will be found 
obscure and mutilated passages which may be taken to mean that 
the antediluvian sinners, the giants, and the men whom they 
deluded, have a time of repentance allowed them between the first 
judgment (the Deluge) and the final judgment at the end of the 
world. In the last passage referred to we read that there was great 
joy among them “because the name of the Son of Man was 
revealed unto them.” Weber (quoted by Kiihl) cites two passages 
from the Bereschit Rabba, “‘ But when they that are bound, they that 
are in Gehinnom, saw the light of the Messiah, they rejoiced. to 
receive Him”; and again, “ This is that which stands written: We 
shall rejoice and exult in Thee. When? When the captives climb 
up out of hell and the Shechinah at their head.” See also Gfrorer, 
Jahrhundert des Heils, ii. p. 77 sqq. St. Peter limits this Jewish 
doctrine to the special case of those who have not heard the gospel 
on earth. It will be observed also that he alludes to Jewish tradi- 
tion without expressly quoting it. 

-In the second century we find references to a passage which is 
quoted as from the Old Testament (Irenaeus, ili. 20. 4, ascribes it to 
Isaiah, iv. 22. 1 to Jeremiah ; Justin, Z7ypho, 72, ascribes it to Jere- 
miah, but adds that the Jews had recently cut it out of the Bible), 
éuvnoOn St Kupuos 6 Oeds aytos “IopanA trav vexpav abrod, TOv Kexoupy- 
pevov els ynv xdparos, kal KaréBn mpos airovs ebayyeAicacGat aidrois 
75 gwryp.ov avrov. The source of this passage is unknown, but it 
probably comes from some Jewish apocalypse. 

It will be observed that what St. Peter affirms here is not simply 
the Descensus ad Inferos, which is already contained in his Pente- 
costal sermon, Acts ii. 27, in Luke xxiii. 43, possibly in Eph. iv 9, 
but a special form of the Descensus, the Harrowing of Hell. Pos- 
sibly this belief underlies Matt. xxvii. 52, 53; it is connected with 
this passage of the Gospel in the Zestamenta XII. Patriarcharum, 
Levi, 4, oxvAevopévov tov gdov eri tH wafer tod tiviorov. See also 
Hermas, Sim. ix. 16. 5-7; Iren. iv. 33. 1, 12, v. 31.1; the Presbyter 
in Irenaeus, iv. 27. 2; Marcion in Irenaeus, i. 27. 2 ; the Fragment of 
the Gospel of Peter, 41 ; Tert. de Anima, 55; Origen, Celsus, ii. 43 ; 
in Lucam, Hom. iv. (Lomm. v. 99) ; 7” Joan. ii. 30 (Lomm. i. 158) ; 
Acta Thaddaei in Eus. H. £. i. 13. 20; Ignatius, A/agn. ix. 3. 

20. édtyo. may imply a reminiscence of the question—Are there 
few that be saved? Luke xiii. 23. 

éxtd Wuxal. Gen. vii. 7, viil. 18. Wuyal, of living men, Acts 
ii. 41, xxvii. 37; Rom. xiii. 1 ; Apoc. xvi. 3, and elsewhere. 

SteadOnoav. Cf. Thuc. i. 110, Kat é6déyou dard rodAGv sopevd- 
pevor S16. THs ArBins és Kupyynv éoadOynoav: iv. 113, dSaodLovrar és THV 
Ajkvbov. ArveroOyoav 4 must mean “ escaped through ” ; the water 
already surrounded them when they fled into the ark. 
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Many commentators here give dd its instrumental force, “ were 
saved by water.” This not only gives the preposition a sense 
different from that which it bears in the compound verb, and neces- 
sitates our translating «is #v “in which,” but produces an impossible 
sense. The very object of the ark was to save Noah from the 
water. 

The difficulty which suggested this false translation arises from 
arguing back, on a mistaken analogy, from the antitype to the type. 
St. Peter has been thought to mean that in Baptism we are saved 
by water, and that therefore Noah was saved in the same way. But 
St. Peter, on the contrary, says here, in this particular figure, that 
we pass through the water of Baptism into safety, as Noah passed 
through the Flood into the ark. Similar language is used elsewhere 
of Baptism. ‘Our fathers all passed through the sea, and were all 
baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea,” 1 Cor. x. 1, 2 
Here also the figure is substantially the same, that of escape through . 
water. In Rom. vi. 3, again, the water represents the Death of 
Christ, through which we pass to the Resurrection. In all these 
figures the stress is laid, not on the water, but on the going into or 
under the water, and the rising from it and leaving it. The water 
expresses, not the instrument through which we receive the grace, 
but rather the evil life which we leave behind. Of course the water, 
being tied to the sacrament by divine command, is a condition of 
the grace ; but this particular point is not directly involved in the 
figure of the ark. To bring out this point other figures are needed, 
such as that of washing, to which an allusion immediately follows. 

21. “ Which, in an antitype, Baptism, not the putting away of 
filth of flesh, but a question of a good conscience, brings you also 
safe to God.” &, the Coptic, and Aethiopic omit 6: Erasmus, follow- 
ing some cursives, read ®, a mere device to make the construction 
easier. The antecedent to 6 is either vowp or 7d dvacwbyvar dv 
voaros: but St. Peter suddenly changes his figure, introducing two 
new metaphors ; hence arises the embarrassment of the grammar. 
The mention of Noah had led him to speak of Baptism, which at 
first strikes him as analogous to the Flood, inasmuch as it is a 
deliverance from drowning in the waters of sin. But here he is 
struck by the thought that this is not an adequate account of Bap- 
tism, or that there are other aspects of the sacrament which are 
equally valuable. It has an outward and an inward part; it isa 
washing, a question which brings you safe to God. No trace of the 
parallel which he set out to draw remains except in «is @edv = «is THV 
xuBwrov, and & dvacrdcews = 60 datos. The word davrirvrov is used 

also Heb. ix. 24 (see Bishop Westcott’s note there). Properly 
speaking, the type is the seal of which the antitype is the impres- 
sion, or the original document (76 atGevrixdv) of which the antitype 
is the copy. In Hebrews the earthly temple is antitype of the 
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eternal. This is the general use; cf. 2 Clem. xiv. (see Bishop 
Lightfoot’s note) Const. App. v. 14. 4, vi. 30. 1, where the Flesh of 
Christ is the antitype of His Spirit, or the bread and wine of His 
Body and Blood. But St. Peter uses dyrirvrov of the nobler 
member of the pair of relatives, of that to which the rizos points 
and in which it finds its fulfilment, of the seal not of the 
copy. 

Peilet Bdariopa is a strong phrase. Cf. Mark xvi. 16, 6 mucrevoas 
kat Bamricbeis cwlyjoerar: Tit. iii, 5, eowoey Huds dua Aovrpod 
maduyyeverias Kali dvaxawwcews Ivevparos “Ayiov. But St. Peter’s 
phrase goes beyond either of these. For dwd@eots see droféuevor, 
ii. 1; both this word and fvzos are dwa€ deydueva. For ovveidyors 
dyaOy cf. ii. 19, iii, 16. Baptism is not merely an outward and 
visible form, but an inward and spiritual grace; not merely a 
cleansing of the body, but a cleansing of the soul. But instead of 
writing od wapkds drodects pirov GAG Wryijs, St. Peter substitutes for 
Woxfjs the difficult words cvvedyoews ayabijs érepdrnpa. "“Ezepwrav 
means to ask a question, or, in later Greek, to ask for a thing. 
"Exepoérynpa accordingly means either ‘‘a question” or ‘a demand.” 

Commentators almost universally couple «is @edv with ovve- 
dyoews ayalns érepornya, and understand the meaning to be prayer 
to God of (proceeding from) a good conscience, or prayer to God 
for a good conscience, or inquiry of a good conscience after God. 
The last version (Alford’s) is based upon 2 Kings xi. 7, cat ésnpé- 
moe Aavid cis <ipyvnv "IwdB: “ David asked about the peace, or 
health, of Joab.” But it requires érepwrnois: and though this 
is perhaps not an insuperable difficulty, yet “inquiry after God” 
applies to one who is just turning towards the light, not to one who 
has made up his mind and is actually being baptized. To the other 
two renderings it is a fatal objection that érepwray signifies to ask 
men for favours, Ps. cxxxvi. (cxxxvil.) 3; Matt. xvi. 1, but is not 
used of prayer to God. Lastly, none of these explanations gives 
the sense required. What we want is a version which will not only 
express the inner reality of baptism, but express it in a shape which 
forms an antithesis to wapkés ddGeors pirov. 

The best way seems to be to take eis @edv with owe, so as to 
form an antithesis to decoOynoay cis ryv KiBwrdv, and to understand 
érepatynpa of the Baptismal “question” or “demand.” Faith and 
repentance are the antecedent conditions of baptism ; they may be 
said to make ‘“‘a good conscience,” and to be the real “ putting 
off of the filth of the soul.” The candidate must always have been 
asked, in the form of words familiar in later times, or in some other, 
whether he possessed these qualifications. We may translate 
“question of” or “concerning,” or “demand for, a good con- 
science,” the question, ‘Dost thou believe?” the demand, ‘“ Wilt 
thou renounce?” “ Wilt thou obey ?” 
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80 dvactdcews “Incod Xpiotroé. “Through the resurrection of 
Jesus Christ.” The words are formally parallel to d:’ ddaros. They 
are connected grammatically with oder: and baptism saves us 
through, in the sense of dy the virtue of the Resurrection. Here 
again, then, the mixture of metaphors causes a slight difficulty ; but 
this is met by using the word “through,” which, like the Greek did, 
means both “ passing through” and “by means of.” 

Regeneration is connected with the Resurrection above, i. 3. 
22. bs éorw év SefiG. Christ is spoken of here as “being” at 

the right hand of God, cf. Rom. viii. 34. The phrase “sitting” 
comes from Ps. cx. (Matt. xxii. 44), but was used by our Lord 
Himself, Matt. xxvi. 64; Mark xiv. 62; Luke xxii. 69; cf. Eph. 
i. 20; Heb. i. 13, x. 12, xii. 2; Mark xvi. 19; Acts ii. 34 (where 
Ps, cx. is quoted by St. Peter). St. Stephen (Acts vii. 55, 56) saw 
the Son of Man “standing” at the right hand of God, as if He had 
risen from the throne to succour His dying servant; with this 
compare the story of Carpus in Z/. 8 of Dionysius the Areopagite. 
See also Dr. Milligan, Zhe Ascension of our Lord, p. 58. 

mopeuQels eis otpavdy. The Resurrection is distinguished from 
the Ascension, though the interval of time is not stated. 

brotayévrwy adtS dyyéhwv kal efovcrdv kal Suvdwewv. Angels 
and authorities and powers having been made subject unto Him.” 
Cf. Rom. viii. 38, ovre dyyeAo, ovre dpyai, ovre everrara, ovre 
pédrXovra, ove Suvdpets, ovre Vywpua, ovTe BdGos, ovre Tis KTiots érépa: 
Eph. 1. 21, trepdvw mdons dpyns Kal eLovoias xai Suvdpews Kal Kupid- 
THTOS .. . Kat wavta vréragev KTA.: Col. ii. 10, keparyn wdons apyis 
kat éfovoias. For the verb izordooew cf. also 1 Cor. xv. 27; 
Heb. ii. 8: its use was suggested by Ps. viii. 7, wdvra tiéragas 
troxdtw tdv moddv aitov. See the Book of Enoch (ed. Charles, 
lxi. 10; the passage comes just before one of the Noachic frag- 
ments which St. Peter may possibly have had in view in the 
preceding verses), “And He will call on all the host of the heavens, 
and all the holy ones above, and the host of God, the Cherubim, 
Seraphim, and Ophanim, and all the angels of power, and all the 
angels of principalities.” This part of Enoch, Mr. Charles thinks, 
was written between B.c. 94—79, or more precisely between B.c. 
70-64. From some such source are derived the angelic divisions 
as they are given both by St. Peter and St. Paul. Enoch’s phrase 
opens a question whether we ought not, in the present passage, to 
translate “angels both of authorities and of powers.” The 
“authorities and powers” probably mean the departments of 
nature over which the several angelic orders bear sway. In the 
Book of Jubilees (ed. Charles, p. 5), the highest angels are those 
that stand before the Face, next come the angels of Glory, then 
angels of Winds, of Clouds and Darkness, of Snow, Hail, Frost, 
and so on. 

Tt 
~ EPs 
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IV. 1. Xpictod obv waldvros . . . dpaprias. Here also & has 
éroGavevros trép tyov: AK LP add trép judy after wadvros: 
BC have zafdvros only. For dyaprias B has dwaprias, and this 
appears to be the reading of the Aethiopic, Vulgate, and Peshito. 

ovv introduces the main lesson to be drawn from iii, 18-22. 
‘OrdieoOar (one of St. Peter’s daag Aeydpeva) is used here in its 
classical poetical sense; cf. Soph. £7. 995, émAiLerOar Opdcos. 
"Evvova (Heb. iv. 12) is an idea, design, or resolve, that of suffering 
with patience. Here, again, Christus Patiens is our troypoppdés. 
He suffered in the flesh and so must we; of course, dyaGorovodvtes 
or dvd Suxavoovvynv is implied. But St. Peter goes on to add a very 
remarkable statement about this bodily suffering. It is not only 
xdpis mapa Oecd (ii. 20), OF Kpetrror (iii. 17), but it also makes the man 
better. ‘For he who hath suffered in the flesh hath ceased from 
sin.” ‘Ori gives the reason for émAicacGe. Téravras is middle, not 
passive ; the meaning is, “he hath ceased to do evil,” not “he hath 
been delivered from the power or guilt of sin.” ‘Ayapria in 1 Peter 
always means “‘a sinful act.” He that in meekness and fear hath 
endured persecution rather than join in the wicked ways of the 
heathen, can be trusted to do right; temptation has manifestly 
no power over him. St. Peter does not say that our guilt is taken 
away by our sufferings, or that Christ did not suffer for us all, or 
that our sufferings can do us any good, except in so far as they are 
borne for the love of Christ. ‘These points do not here arise. The 
passage is not to be compared with Rom. vi. 7, 6 yap. darofavev 
dedixaiwrat ad THs dpaprias. 

2. eis Td pyxére . . . xpdvov. “So that he lives the rest of his 
time in the flesh no longer by the lusts of men, but by the will of 
God.” His 76 gives the result of rémravra: duaprias, cf. Rom. i, 20, 
iv. 18, and other passages. If we take eis rd as “in order that” (cf, 
iii. 7 above), we must couple it with érA‘cace, and translate as 
R.V. “ Arm yourselves with the same mind, that ye no longer should 
live.” The article is used with the same easy correctness as in 
iii, 3. Budoas (used in LXX., not elsewhere in N.T.) is a classical 
verb, but the first aorist (familiar in the proverb Ade Budcas) is 
late; the Attic form is Budvar, see Cobet, ouae Lectiones, p. 576. 
The datives ériOvpiois, OcAjpare express the rule by which the man 
shapes his life. From this verse it is evident that waetvy capxi, as 
applied to the Christian, rather excludes than suggests the idea 
of death. The prospect of martyrdom is clearly not immediately 
present to the writer’s mind. 

8. dpxetés ydp ... Kateipydc0a. “For the time past may 
suffice to have wrought the wish of the Gentiles.” After ydp 
CKLP have jpiv: x, the Coptic, and Aethiopic, iptv. For the 
construction of dpxeréds cf. Anthol. Graeca, ix. 749, apxerov oivp 
alder Oar kpadinv® wy wupt wip éraye. But a Greek would probably 
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have written dpxerds 6 wapeAnAvOas xpdvos, vO. . . Kateipyacde: 
cf. Isocrates, Paneg. 75 D, ixavds yap 6 rapedynAvbas (xpdvos), ev & ri 
tov Sevdv ov yéyovev; BovAnpa is used, Rom. ix. 19, of the will of 
God; here, in contrast to that will, it means the wish of heathen 
neighbours who would gladly see the Christians living the same 
kind of life as themselves. Td BovAnya trav ébvdy is one of the 
phrases relied upon to show that the readers of the Epistle were 
themselves of Gentile birth, but this is not a necessary inference 
from the words. Lax Jews might, and very frequently did, adopt 
the evil ways of the heathen. Possibly St. Peter is thinking of 
passages such as 4 Kings xvii. 8, kal éropevOnoay rots dtxordpaor tov 
eOvev. St. Paul uses language which implies that the general 
morality of the Jews was little higher than that of the Gentiles, 
Rom. ii. 21-24, ill. 9-18; Eph. ii. 1-3; and ready to hand lie the 
instances of the Herods, Bernice, Drusilla, and the sons of Sceva, 
a chief priest (Acts xix. 14). There is a possibility again that jpirv 
really belongs to the text; and if it does, the writer is certainly not 
addressing Gentile Christians only. 

metropeupevous év is a Hebraism. The tense of the participle is 
adapted to that of xareupydoOau, cf. Oavarwleis, CworornGeis in iii. 18. 
"AcéAyea in classical Greek means brutality, but is used by later 
writers specially of lasciviousness. ‘The plural means either kinds 
or acts of lasciviousness. OivodAvyia is found in the LXX. Deut. 
xxl, 20, but not elsewhere in the New Testament. Kéyo (Rom. 
xili. 13; Gal. v. 21) were revels, carousals, merry-makings, some- 
times private, sometimes public and religious. Plato regarded them 
with disapproval, as tending to foster the tyrannical licentious 
character, ep. 573 D, To pera tatra éoprai yiyvovrat wap’ aivrois 
kal KkOpot Kal OdrAeww Kal éraipar Kal Ta ToLatTa wavTa, dv av “Epws 
tUpavvos evoov oikdv SiaxvBepva Ta THS Yuyns aravta: Theaet. 173 D, 
dctzva Kat obv aitAnrpior kGuot. At such revels the talk seems to 
have turned largely upon ‘ Love,” which is the theme of conversa- 
tion in the Symposium. By philosophers and poets such a subject 
might be handled as it is by Socrates and his friends; in other 
cases “ Love” would signify rdvdypos "Adpodirn. Even the excel- 
lent Plutarch thought that it was absurd to be squeamish over wine, 
and that it was not only excusable, but a religious duty, to let 
tongues go ; the gods required this compliment to their mythological 
characters. Quaest. Conuiu. vii. 7, Hi yap ddAXore padiora 54 ov 
Tapa woTov mpoomairréov éott rovrois Kat Soréov eis ratra rH Oecd 
Thv woxnv. Among the Romans comissart, comissator, comissatio 
are words which imply debauchery, and carry with them a strong 
moral disapproval (see references in Facciolati). Except in so far 
as they were corrupted by Greek ideas, and this in Imperial times 
is a large exception, the Romans did not regard lust and drunken- 
ness as acts of religious observance. 
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&Beutrous elSwdodatpetats. “Unlawful idolatries.” In Acts x. 
28, the only other place where a6éyros occurs in the New Testament, 
it is used by St. Peter of that which is forbidden by the law of 
Moses; and this is probably the meaning here. In classical Greek 
it means “forbidden by O¢us,” by the natural law of reason and 
conscience. This is the sense adopted by R.V., which translates 
“abominable idolatries.” The question is of importance, because, 
if the meaning is “ unlawful,” St. Peter would seem to be addressing 
Jews, if “abominable,” then Gentiles. Many Jews fell into idolatry, 
like Alexander, the nephew of Philo; and many more would be 
contaminated by conniving at it. See, for a striking example of 
this fact, the magical formula given by Deissmann, S7delstudien, 
p. 26 sqq., Eng. trans. p. 274, which must have been composed by a 
Jew. Nor need St. Peter be taken to mean that all his readers had 
joined in idol worship. The phrase forms the chief argument of 
those who maintain that the Epistle was directed to Gentile readers. 
But, upon the whole, the most natural supposition is that among the 
Asiatic Christians were both Gentiles and Jews, and that St. Peter 
uses words that touch sometimes one, sometimes the other, some- 
times all alike. 

4. év & geviLovrar . . . Bdaodnpodvtes. ‘Wherein they are 
amazed that ye run not with them into the same pool of reckless- 
ness, blaspheming.” °*Ev 6, “in which thing,” “in which manner 
of life” (év doeAyetas xrA.), should be taken with ovvtpexévrov. 
The reason of the amazement is given by the genitive absolute, and 
EevifeoGor év twi is hardly a possible construction. Just below, 
iv. 12, the verb is followed by the simple dative. Hevi{ew, which 
properly means “‘to entertain a guest,” is used in later Greek in the 
sense of “to astonish”; cf. Acts xvii. 20. This “amazement” was 
a fruitful source of persecution. The Christians were compelled to 
stand aloof from all the social pleasures of the world, and the 
Gentiles bitterly resented their puritanism, regarding them as the 
enemies of all joy, and therefore of the human race. An instructive 
passage will be found in Minucius Felix, xii. 

Zuvtpéxerv expresses the blind haste of the wicked man who rushes 
headlong on his pleasure; cf. Rom. ili. 15, “ their feet are swift to 
shed blood.” “Acwria (Eph. v. 18; Tit. i. 6) in Aristotle (Z7¢h. WVic. 
iv. 1. 3) is opposed to qed, and signifies the utter recklessness in 
expenditure of the dxéAacros, who has lost all self-control. A good 
instance is to be found in the Prodigal Son. *Avdxvovs (not found 
elsewhere in the Greek Bible) means ‘‘a pouring out,” “‘ effusion” ; 
hence any broadening of water, such as an estuary or a marsh, caused 
by the overflow of a river. In Virg. Aen. vi. 107, “tenebrosa palus 
Acheronte refuso,” Heyne explains vefuso by dvaxv0&ros. Kuhl 
refers to Aelian, de am. xvi. 15, and Script. graec. apud Luper. in 
Harpocr. Suidas, however, gives BAakeia, ekAvows as synonyms, as 
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if the word had taken a physical meaning, of the pouring out or 
loosening of fibre, hence of ‘‘ dissoluteness.” 

BAacdnpotvres, “blasphemers that they are,” comes with great 
force at the end of the clause, so as to form a strong basis for the 
following words. BAaodypeiv in classical Greek has a weaker and 
a stronger use, of calumniating man or God ; the difference lies, not 
in the verb itself, but in the object. In Tit. iii. 2 it means merely 
“‘to calumniate,” but it is always a stronger word than xatadadcty 
or Aowopetv, and brings out the wickedness of calumny (cf. Rom. 
iii. 8; 1 Cor. iv. 13, x. 30; 1 Tim. i. 20). It is used of the Jews 
who reviled our Lord (Matt. xxvii. 39), and in many passages means 
what we call ‘‘ blasphemy,” contumely against God (Matt. ix. 3, 
xxvi. 65). In the present passage the run of the sense shows that 
it bears this stronger meaning. ‘The charges made by the heathen 
were not only false, but turned the Christian faith into impiety, the 
Christian virtue into vice, and involved a different and blasphemous 
idea of God. 

5. ot dmoddécoucr Aédyov. “But they shall give account to Him 
that is ready to judge quick and dead.” For the sudden vehement 
use of oi, compare Rom. iii. 8, dv 76 kpipa &ducdv éor. = *Arrodiddvat 
Adyov, “to render an account to a master or judge,” “to stand 
trial,” generally with the implication that defence is not easy (Matt. 
xii. 36; Luke xvi. 2; Acts xix. 40; Heb. xiii. 17), is to be dis- 
tinguished from Adyov airety or diddvae (iii, 15 above). “Eroiuas: 
the Judge is ready; cf. owrnpiav éroiunv dmroxadupOjvat, i. 5, and 
nyy-xe just below. The Judge is not here named. Above, i. 17, 
He is the Father; but St. Peter connects the judgment with the 
Revelation of Jesus Christ, i. 13, and with the appearance of the 
Chief Shepherd, v. 4. 

6. cis todto yap Kat vexpois ednyyeAloOn. “For this is the 
reason why the gospel was preached (not only to living, but) also 
to dead, that, after they had been judged like men in flesh, they 
should live like God in spirit.” T'dp introduces an explanation of 
the words immediately preceding. He is ready to judge quick and 
dead ; for soon the living will have heard, and the dead have already 
heard the gospel. “ Paratus est Judex; nam euangelio praedicato 
nil nisi finis restat,” Bengel. Nexpots must be taken in the obvious 
sense of the word ; they were dead at the time when the announce- 
ment was made. Further, it must have the same sense as in Cévras 
kal vexpovs, that is to say, it must include all the dead, not merely 
those who perished in the Flood. EvyyyeAic6y is impersonal ; but, 
if St. Peter had meant that the agent was any other than Christ, 
he must have said so expressly. The difference of tense in xpi0dat, 
féo1, makes the former verb antecedent in time to the latter, and 
the sense is the same as if St. Peter had written tva xpibévres Coon. 
Judgment in the flesh is death (cf. the passage from Enoch, quoted 
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on iii. 19 above, where the Deluge is spoken of as a first judgment 
to be followed by a second, “when the name of the Son of Man 
will be revealed unto them ”). Death is that penalty which all 
men alike must pay. Kara has the same force as ini. 15. Thus 
we get a complete antithesis, xpufdo. answering to f@o1, xara 
dvOpwrovs to xara @edv, capki to mveduart. Life like God in spirit 
is blessed life ; the object of the preaching was the salvation of the 
dead ; but St. Peter does not say, and probably does not mean, that 
the object was in all cases attained. The idea seems to be that 
God will not judge any man finally till the whole truth has been 
revealed to him. If this interpretation is right, the ‘“ preaching” 
is the same that was spoken of in iii. 19, but the audience here 
includes all those who had died before the Descent into Hell, 
whether saints or sinners; for, if those who 7e«iOnoav before the 
Deluge heard the Word, those who were disobedient afterwards 
cannot have been shut out. 

The meaning of the passage has been much debated. Augustine, 
Cyril, Bede, Erasmus, Luther, and others took vexpoi to mean 
“those who were dead in trespasses and sins,” the spiritually dead, 
or more especially the Gentiles (Matt. viii. 22; Eph. ii. 1; Col. 
ii. 13); but it is impossible to suppose that St. Peter used the same 
word twice, almost in the same breath, in two different senses. 
Bengel explained vexpot of those first Christians who were dead in 
St. Peter’s time, giving the word the sense of “those who are xow 
dead.” This explanation was suggested by his belief that it was im- 
possible for Christ to have preached tothe dead. ‘‘Quum corpus in 
morte exuitur, anima uel in malam uel in bonam partem plane figitur. 
Euangelium nulli post mortem praedicatur.” But the same sense 
has been given to vexpot by a number of modern commentators. 
Von Soden thinks that ver. 6 is intended as a comfort, and that 
St. Peter is replying to a difficulty indirectly suggested by his words 
in the preceding sentence. God will soon judge both quick and 
dead. “Yes,” the Christian reader might say, “the blasphemer will 
have his recompense. But how will this avail our friends who have 
died in the midst of suffering?” Even for them, the apostle answers, 
the thought of the judgment is full of consolation ; for this is the 
very reason why the gospel was preached to our. departed brethren, 
that after death they might have eternal life. This explanation 
makes our passage nearly parallel in sense to 1 Thess. iv. 13-18, 
but a glance at St. Paul’s words in that place will show how differ- 
ently St. Peter must have expressed himself, if this had been his 
meaning. Further, on this hypothesis he would surely have written 
TOUS TeOvnkdar Or Tos Kexowzypevors, NOt vexpots. Hofmann gives 
vexpois the same signification, but regards the verse as a word of 
menace, making ydp refer to BXaodynpotrvres ot daroducovot Adyov. 
In this case the sense will be, ‘“‘ Let not the blasphemer think that, 
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if he escapes punishment in this life, he has escaped altogether. 
For this is why the gospel was preached to those who are now dead 
in order that (if they listened) they might have eternal life (but if 
they refused to listen, might heap up to themselves further con- 
demnation).” But here we have to make a large and arbitrary 
parenthesis to get the sense which Hofmann desires, and the 
objections to this meaning of vexpots remain. 

In very early times the edyyyeAioOy of iv. 6 was distinguished 
from the éxypvéev of iii. tg and ascribed not to Christ, but to the 
apostles ; see Hermas, Sim. ix. 16. 5-7; Clem. Alex. Strom. vi. 6. 
45, 46. This view was only rendered possible by the impersonality 
of einyyeAic Oy, and is quite fanciful. Further, Hermas, Clement, 
Irenaeus (iv. 22. 1, 2), and Ignatius (Magn. ix. 3) restrict the 
preaching to the just, guided probably by the mention of the 
“saints” in Matt. xxvil. 52. But, as noticed above, the use of 
areOyoacw in ill, 20 seems clearly to imply that in St. Peter’s 
belief the offer was made to all, though some might reject the 
light in Hades, as many do reject it in this world. 

7 mwavtwv S€ Td TéMos HyytKev. “ But the end of all things has 
drawn near.” The “but” introduces a new train of thought 
suggested by the mention of the judgment. It has drawn near, 
and there is increased need for watchfulness and prayer. The day 
is near (€rotunv, i. 5; dAtyov api, i. 6; TO Eroiuws Exovrt, iv. 5 3 Cf. 
Jas. v. 8; Phil. iv. 5; Apoc. xxii. 12). It is nearer than it was 
(Rom. xiii. 11), but it is not imminent (ot« évéornxev, 2 Thess. ii. 2) ; 
it will not come without warning; men are not to neglect their 
duties, or fall into panic terror. There is a close similarity here 
between St. Peter, Mark xiv. 38 (yerryopetre kat mporedxer Ge), and 
Luke xxi. 36 (dypueveire dé év mavtt kaip@ Seduevor). For viare cf. 
1. 13, v. 8; 1 Thess. v. 6; Luke xxi. 34. It may be noticed that 
St. Peter says nothing about the signs of the end. Even in 2 Peter, 
where the Parousia is so immediately in question, this subject is not 
touched except in so far as the Mockers (2 Pet. iii. 3) belong to the 
Last Days. Neither the apostle nor his readers can have felt any 
interest in these speculations. They were rife at Thessalonica. 
From the second century onwards, there were repeated attempts to 
fix a date for the end of the world; see Alexandre, Ovacula Sibyllina, 
ll. p. 485 sqq. 

8. thy eis éautods dydayy éxteva Exovtes. “Cherishing love 
which is fervent towards one another.” ‘Exrevj is marked as predi- 
cate by the position of the article. ‘ Amor iam praesupponitur, ut 
sit uehemens praecipitur,” Bengel; cf. i. 22, dAAxAous ayarnoare 
extevos. Both there and here Kiihl would give éxrevyjs the sense of 
“persistent.” ‘The easy rapid connexion of the following sentences 
with the imperative by participle and adjective ¢ EXOVTES, prrdégevor, 
dvaxovodvres is found also ii. 18-iii. 8 above. “Aydary eis éavrovs (to 
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yourselves = to one another ; for this use of the reflexive, which is 
not unclassical, see Blass, p. 169) i is the dradeAdia of i 1. 22. 

dydin kahdnrer TAHO0s dpaptidv. ‘ Charity covers,” or “atones 
for a multitude of sins.” In Prov. x. r2 the LXX. has picos éyelpe 
veikos, mavras Sé Tovs py) piAroverxotvras Kadvmrrer diAia. The sense 
of the Hebrew is, “‘ Hatred stirreth up strifes, but love covereth all 
transgressions.” St. Peter’s version is nearer to the Hebrew than 
that of the LXX. The meaning of the Hebrew is that, while hatred 
stirs up strife by dragging the faults of others to light, charity covers 
them up and hides them. This, however, can hardly be the sense 
here, and certainly cannot be in Jas. v. 20, 6 émuotpéWas duaprwrAdov 
éx mAdvyns 6800 atrod cdce Wryiv ék Oavdrov, Kal Kadver tAROOs 
dpaptiav. In this latter passage “cover” must signify “cover from 
the sight of God,” ‘‘make atonement for,”—a sense suggested by 
Ps. xxxi. (xxxii.) 1, paxdpio dv apéOyoav ai dvopids Kal dv émrexadv- 
pOnoav ai dpaptia, and other passages where the verb A7zppeér is used 
(see Cheyne, /sazah, ii. p. 210, 2.) ; and this appears to be the meaning 
of St. Peter also. The love of Christ covers sins (Luke vii. 47) ; 
and love of the brethren, flowing as it does from the love of Christ, 
may be regarded as a kind of secondary atonement. Brother 
becomes a Christ to brother, and, in so far as he renews the great 
Sacrifice, becomes a partaker in its effects and a channel through 
which the effects are made operative for others. If there is any 
connexion here between St. James and St. Peter, it is clear that the 
former is the borrower, for the connexion of his phrase with the 
verse of Proverbs can only be made clear by taking the phrase of 
the latter asa help. If St. Peter had not first written d&yamn xaddrret 
TAGs dpaptiov, St. James never could have said that he who con- 
verteth a sinner xaAtvwei 7ANO0s dpapTidv. 

9. piAdéevor. By hospitality is not meant the giving of feasts, 
but the reception, entertainment, and relief of travellers. Inns 
were rare and little used, though we read of them in two passages 
of St. Luke’s Gospel, ii. 7, x. 34. The entertainment of strangers 
was specially enjoined by our Lord (Matt. xxv. 35). It was to be 
practised without asking questions, for thus angels might be enter- 
tained unawares (Heb. xiii. 2); but became a stringent obligation 
in the case of brethren, especially if they were travelling on the 
affairs of the Church (Acts x. 6, xxi. 16), and injunctions to hospi- 
tality are frequent (Rom. xii. 13; 1 Tim. iii. 2, v. 10; Tit. i. 8; 
3 John 5). Indeed, without a liberal practice of this virtue, the 
Bissions of the Church would have been impossible. 

10. éxaotos Kaas edaPe xd propo. **As each hath received a 
gift ministering it to one another.” St. Peter does not speak of 
miraculous xapicparo, of healings, or miracles, or prophecy, or 
discerning of spirits, or tongues, or interpretations (1 Cor. xii. 9, 10). 
Throughout the Epistle he lets fall no word to show that these 
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extraordinary gifts of the Spirit existed among the Diaspora, or that 
he himself attached any importance to them. Here, where the 
injunction to hospitality so closely precedes, it would seem that 
money, the means of hospitality, is regarded as a ydpicpa. 

oikovépot. St. Paul uses “steward” of himself (1 Cor. iv. 1), 
and of the Bishop (Tit. i. 7). Here every Christian is a steward. 
There may be a reference to Matt. xxiv. 45, where, as here, the 
mention of the good steward follows immediately on that of the 
Second Coming. For ovxiAyns see note on i, 6. Xdpis is here 
the bounty of God, of which the xapiopara are the component 
arts. 

. 11. et tis Nadet, ds Adyta Ocod. “If any man speak, speaking as 
the oracles of God.” The article is omitted, as with ypady, ii. 6 ; 
but, if it be thought necessary to mark the omission, we may 
translate “‘as oracles of God speak,” that is to say, “‘as Scripture 
speaks,” with sincerity and gravity. The Christian’s talk is to be 
modelled on the Bible. The verb AaAcivy might be used of speaking 
with tongues or of prophecy (1 Cor. xiv. 2, 4), but not without a 
defining addition. Words reveal the character, and should always 
be “words of grace,” whether addressed to the heathen (the drodoyia 
of iil. 15) or to the brethren. We may compare Jas. iii. ; Matt. 
xli. 37. Adya means Scripture. The word originally signifies 
oracles,” and was borrowed from Greek heathenism by Jews and 
Christians. Ta Ady sometimes means specially the Ten Com- 
mandments (Aristeas in Eus. Praep. Eu. viii. 9. 27; Acts vii. 38 ; 
Philo in Eus. & £. ii. 18. 5; Basil, de S. S. xiii. 30). Philo, how- 
ever, uses Adyia Or xpyopol of all the writings of Moses, the only 
portion of Scripture of which he expressly treats. Oix dyvod pev 
obv, as mavta eiot xpyopol, doa ev tats iepaits BiBAows yéeyparrat, 
xpnvberes 5° adrodv—immediately after this he employs the word 
Aéyia, Vita Mosis, ili. 23 (ii. 163). In the De Praemits et Poenis, 1 
(ii. 408), he says that there were three species of “the Adyia given 
by the prophet Moses,” the cosmogonical, the historical, and the 
legislative. When he speaks of “the Adya given by the prophet 
Moses,” he implies that there were other Adyia given. by other 
prophets, and as he expressly applies the word “oracles” to the 
narrative portions of Scripture, it would seem that the Adye in his 
view include the whole Hebrew Bible. Though he deals at large 
only with the Mosaic books, he quotes freely from the historical 
books, from Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, Jonah, 
Zechariah. In Rom. ili. 2; Heb. v. 12, ra Adyea means the Hebrew 
Bible. As Christian writings gained currency and authority the 
same title was extended to them; see Clem. Rom. xiii., xix., liii., 
lxii., and 2 Clem. xiii, When Polycarp speaks of ra Adyia rod Kupiov 
as including the history of the Resurrection (Phil. vii.), he meang 
the Gospels, and embraces under the term not only the words of 
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our Lord, but the narrative; and there can be little doubt that 
Adyia Kvpiaxd was used in the same sense by Papias (Eus. #. £. iii. 
39. 1, 16). Ephrem Sytus, according to Photius, divided the New 
Testament into Kvpiaxd Adyta. and dmooroAKa knpoypara, and it is 
probable that all the earlier writers restricted Adyia to the Gospels. 
Eusebius, however, uses 76 Adyov of a historical passage in Acts 
(ZH. £. ii. 10. 1), and in his time the word denotes all Holy Scripture, 
Jewish or Christian. Socrates (#7. Z. iii. 20) calls the prophecy 
that not one stone of the temple should be left upon another 70 
ToD Ywrnpos Adywov, the “oracle,” or “ prediction” of Christ. This 
is an unusual but quite proper use of the word. The meaning of 
Adyia has been much disputed: the reader may consult Heinichen’s 
note on Eus. ZH. Z£. iii. 19. 15; Lightfoot, Zssays on Supernatural 
Religion, p. 172 sqq.; Salmon, /nutroduction to the New Testament, 
p. 98 sqq.; Weiss, Lehrbuch der Einleitung, pp. 486 sqq., 492 sqq-, 
and the Introductions generally. 

The R.V. translates our passage, “If any man speak, speaking 
as it were oracles of God,” taking Adyia as accusative; and many 
commentators follow Bengel in this mode of explaining the words. 
There are, however, serious objections to this rendering. In the 
first place, we must give different senses to ws after duaxovodvres and 
after AaAe?: in the former case it will represent w/, in the latter 
guast or tanguam. But, further, what tolerable sense can be 
gathered from the words “as it were oracles of God”? Dean 
Alford, who follows the same construction as R.V., thinks that the 
admonition is addressed to the prophet, and that what St. Peter 
means is that the prophet “is to speak what he does speak as 
God’s sayings (oracles), not as his own.” But Aadety alone cannot 
signify AoActy év rveduart, and who would exhort a prophet to speak 
as if his utterances were not his own, when this is the very essence 
of all prophecy? Or, if it be supposed that the teacher is meant, 
how could he be recommended to speak quasi-oracles? It is the 
very thing that a teacher ought to avoid. 

‘el tig Staxovet. All Christians are ‘ ministers,” as was the Son 
of Man (Matt. xx. 28, xxiii. 11). They are to render their services 
not by way of patronage, with any show or feeling of superiority, 
but “as of strength which God supplies,” with humble acknow- 
ledgment that all their power of doing good is given by God. js is 
in Attic attraction; other instances will be found in Bruder. 

iva év maou Sofdfyrar 6 6 @cds Sid.” Inood Xprotod. On the apostolic 
doxologies (Gal. i. 5; Rom. xi. 36, xvi. 27; Phil. iv. 20; Eph. iii. 
21; 1 Tim. i. 17, vi. 16; 2 Tim. iv. 18; Heb. xiii, 21; 1 Pet. iv. 
II, v. 11; 2 Pet. iii. 18; Jude 25; Apoc. i. 6, Vv. 13, Vil. 12) see 
Westcott, Hebrews, p 464; Bingham, xiv. 2. 1; Hooker, Eccl. Pol. 
v. 42. 7. Glory is given to God “ through Christ ” in three (Rom. 
xvi. 27; 1 Pet. iv. 11; Jude 25; so also in Clem. Rom. lviii.). In 
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later times this became an Arian watchword ; see Basil, de S. S. i. 3; 
Socrates, i. 21 ; Theodoret, ii. 23. 

Séoriv 4 8é§a. The collocation of the words is rightly considered 
by Hofmann and von Soden to show that the doxology is addressed 
to Christ, as are those in 2 Tim. iv. 18; 2 Pet. ili. 18; Apoc. i. 6. 
It is hardly to be supposed that any serious writer would lay himself 
open to misunderstanding on so grave a point, when by merely 
throwing back the words 6va “Inood Xpurroid he could have prevented 
all possibility of mistake. ‘The same remark will apply to Heb. xiii. 
20, 21. The Christian doxologies, except that in 2 Pet. iii. 18 (for 
the Jewish form see i. 3), end with Amen. Our Lord used this 
word, in a manner peculiar to Himself, to affirm His own utterances, 
not those of another person; and this usage was adopted by the 
Church. See Dalman, Worte Jesu, p. 185. Dr. Chase says that 
the addition of Amen marks the formula as liturgical, Zhe Lord’s 
Prayer in the Early Church, p. 170. 

12. ph feviferbe . . . ds E€vou Spyiv oupPaivovtos. ‘Be not 
amazed by the fiery trial in your midst, since it is sent to prove 
you, as though some amazing thing were happening to you.” 
IIvpwors is used Apoc. xviii. 9, 18, of the conflagration which 
devours Babylon. Here, however, the allusion is to the fire by 
which gold is tested, and the word is probably taken from Prov. 
XXVii. 21, Soxiyiov dpyvpiw Kal xpvod mwipwors: cf. Ps. xvi. (xvii.) 3, 
érvipwoas. Seei. 7 above. What St. Peter desires to bring out is 
not so much the fierceness of the heat and the pain, as the refining 
power of fire. ‘Trial by fire” would perhaps be a better transla- 
tion than “fiery trial.” On fevileoOor see iv. 4. The participle 
yvopevn without article is adverbial. 

18. xaipere. Even now the Christian may rejoice in the thought 
that he is a partaker in the sufferings of his Master; but dyaAd/aots, 
exultation, rapture, is reserved for the Revelation. ‘Compare i. 6-9. 
“Partake in suffering” is a phrase which seems to imply that the 
Christian not only suffers like Christ, but that his sufferings produce 
in their degree the same result as Christ’s. The same thought, as 
von Soden points out, is involved in the section iii. 17—iv. 6. 

14, ci dvedilecbe ev dvopat. Xpiotod paxdpror. “If ye are re- 
proached in (in the matter of, for, or, possibly, by) the Name of 
Christ, blessed are ye. 4 There is a striking resemblance here to 
Matt. v. II, 12, paxdprot éore Otav dvewWiowor bpas Kat dudEwor, kal 

cimwo way ovnpov Kad? ipav Wevddpevor Evecev euod. Xaipere Kat 

dyadhaoGe, For paxdpiot see note on iii, 14. This is the only 
passage in the New Testament where évoya Xpiorod occurs. Else- 
where we find 6 ovopa. Kupiov, "Inood, Ingot Xpuorod, tov Kupiov ‘Incod 
Xpiorod, rod Kupiov “Inood, rod Kupiov juav "Tnood Xpicrod. St. Peter 

constantly uses ‘‘Christ” alone; but there is a special reason for 
his doing so here, where he is leading up to “Christian.” Suffering 
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for the Name is a common phrase, cf. Matt. xix. 29; Acts v. 41, 
ix. 16, xxl. 13. The most serious and pressing form of suffering as 
yet is reproach, not imprisonment or death, cf. ii. 12. 

dtu 7 THs BdEns . . . dvaratetar. ‘ Because the Spirit of glory 
and of God resteth upon you.” The phrase is from Is. xi. 2, xat 
dvaraverat er aiTov mvedpa Tov @eov. The article is repeated with 
great emphasis, “the Spirit of glory, yes, the Spirit of God.” He 
is the Spirit who enables us to glorify God through suffering. He 
rests upon the Christian as the Shechinah rested on the tabernacle, 
and brings a foretaste (cf. xapd@ dedofacpévy, i. 8) of that glory which 
is fully given at the Revelation. The Spirit of glory is a spirit of 
power ; through this power the conduct of the Christian puts his 
adversaries to shame (iii. 16), and his words are unanswerable. 
Adéa is here selected as the attribute of the Spirit, because of the 
preceding dévediZeoGe: the Spirit turns reproach into glory. St. 
Peter cannot mean “the temper of glory and of God”; see note on 
ili. 4. Here, as elsewhere, by Spirit he means spiritual being or ghost. 
How he would, if challenged on the point, have distinguished the 
Ghost (i. 2), the Ghost of Christ (i. 11), the Ghost of God, is not 
easy to say, but we must allow the chain of later belief its due 
weight. 

15. ds goveds, } KdénTys, H KaKoTrords, 7 ds adAoTPLOETIcKoTOS. 
“As a murderer, or a thief, or an evil-doer, or as meddling with 
things forbidden.” IIdcyxev is simply “‘to suffer”; the verb does 
not define the nature of the suffering, nor the manner, whether by 
legal process or otherwise, in which it is inflicted. ®ovevs, a 
murderer, in the ordinary sense of the word. We are not to dis- 
cern here an allusion to the charges of child-slaying and canni- 
balism brought against Christians at a later date. A Christian 
might quite well be guilty of murder. The times were wild, and 
conversions must often have been imperfect. According to 
Apollonius, one Alexander, a Montanist, was condemned for 
brigandage (Eus. #. £. v. 18. 9). Clement of Alexandria tells of 
a favourite disciple of St. John who became captain of a band of 
robbers; Ayorapxos jv Biodtatos, puapovdtaros, yaderwraros, 
Q. D. .S. 42. There were men in the Apostolic Church who had 
been «Aérrat, and were still in danger of falling back into evil ways, 
see 1 Cor. vi. 10; Eph. iv. 28. For xaxomouds see note on ii. 12. 

dAXorpioeriocxoros is a word not found elsewhere, and probably 
coined by St. Peter. How easily it could be formed is shown by 
the passage quoted by Zahn from Epictetus, iii. 22. 97, ob yap ra 
GAAStpia ToAVTporypovet (6 KuviKds), Orav TA avVOpwmwa exicxorH. The 
exact meaning is not certain, but, as the compound must signify 
“one who busies himself about 7a dAAdrpia,” we can classify and 
compare the different senses which are possible. 

I. dAAdrpios may mean “that which belongs to another,” and 
12 
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has been supposed to refer (a) to other people’s money,—hence 
the Vulgate has altenorum appetitor ; Calvin and Beza, alent cupidus. 
But émio’koros can hardly mean “one who covets,”—() to other 
people’s affairs generally. Thus in Tertullian, Scorpiace, 12, the 
old Latin version has alent speculator; A.V. “a busybody”; R.V. 
“a meddler in other men’s matters.” In this way we get a tenable 
sense for ézioxoros, but meddlesomeness seems a trivial offence to 
be ranked in such a list as that given here. Yet rodAvmpaypooivy 
was regarded as a high social misdemeanour, and a Christian might 
give great offence by ill-timed protests against common social 
customs, such as the use of garlands, or of “‘ meat offered to idols ” 
at dinner parties. The word might even be so understood as to 
convey a reproof of all needless defiance of paganism, such as that 
of the Christian who would strike with his stick the statue of a god 
in the open market-place ; see Origen, contra Celsum, vii. 36, ‘62, 
Vill. 35, 38, 39, 41; Minucius Felix, 8; Tert. de Jdol. 11; ad 
uxorem, li. 5 ; Prudentius, repi ored, iii. 130. The Church always 
discouraged these extravagances of zeal. 

2. d\Adtptos may also mean that which is “ foreign to a man’s 
character,” and from this point of view, again, two different explana- 
tions are possible. (a) The Christian may here be warned against 
conduct which “does not befit him as a citizen.” ‘AdAorpiorpayeiv 
(see Liddell and Scott) was used like roAvrpaypovety in a political 
sense (=ouas res moliri). It is just possible that St. Peter is here 
admonishing his readers against sedition, and repeating in another 
form the advice given above, ii. 13. 

Under this head will fall the explanation given by Professor 
Ramsay (Church in the Roman Empire, pp. 293 note, 348 note), 
who thinks “that the word refers to the charge of tampering with 
family relationships, causing disunion and discord, rousing discon- 
tent and disobedience, and so on.” 

(4) But it seems best to understand dAAdrpuos as referring to 
things ‘‘which do not befit a Christian.” The word is constantly 
used in the LXX. for “outlandish,” “ unlawful,” “heathen,” thus 
we have @eoi dAAdrpior frequently ; wdp dAAdrpiov, Lev. x. 1; Num. 
iii. 4; eO€opara ddrXOrpwa, Sir. xl. 29; cf. Justin, Zrypho, 30, ad éorw 
GAXOtpia THs OeooeBeias tod Meod. There were many trades which 
the heathen themselves regarded as disgraceful, those of the /amzsta, 
the /eno, the histrio, and so on. Almost all trades were intimately 
allied with heathenism ; every object might be adorned with images 
of gods (Tert. de Jdol. 3). A Christian might even be a mathe- 
mattcus (‘Tert. de Idol. 9): indeed there were innumerable ways in 
which he might be drawn into the gravest inconsistencies, and 
many so-called Christians lived half-heathen lives, as we iearn 
from Hermas and Tertullian. Such conformity to heathen customs 
would bring upon the Christian the charge of hypocrisy or cowardice, 
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and this charge carries with it penalties which the pagans would 
take delight in making as severe as possible. 

It will be observed that the meanings given under (2) are not 
mutually exclusive and may possibly all be right. The repetition 
of &s before adAAorpioerioxoros seems to show that St. Peter is not 
adding another offence, but summing up all possible offences in a 
comprehensive ef cetera. ‘“‘ Neither as murderer, nor thief, nor evil- 
doer generally, nor, in a word, as a bad Christian.” The movement 
of thought is from particular to general, from special crimes to all 
lawlessness and immorality, and from this again to all actions for- 
bidden by the still wider rule of the faith. 

16. ei 8é ds Xptotiavds. ‘But if he suffers as a Christian, let 
him not be ashamed.” w& has xpyoriavds, B xpecoriavds. Possibly 
we might translate “‘as a Christite,” or “as a Chrestian,” for it may 
be that St. Peter uses the word here as a nickname given to the 
“brethren” by Gentile scorn. If it had been in common use 
among the members of the Church, St. Paul could hardly have 
avoided some reference to the fact in 1 Cor. i. 13. The name 
Christian was first given to the brethren at Antioch (Acts xi. 26), 
probably at the time when St. Luke notices its emergence, during 
the year which St. Paul spent in that city (about a.p. 43). A 
Gentile Church had been formed there by Barnabas and Paul; this 
new development would excite attention, and the word was coined 
probably by the Gentile Antiochenes who were notorious for their 
factions, biting tongues, and ingenuity in framing party epithets. 
The Jewish nickname for the disciples of Christ was Na{wpatox 
(Acts xxiv. 5). The word Christian is of Latin formation; it is 
made upon the analogy of many party names which appeared 
during the civil wars, Sullani, Mariani, Caesariani, Pompeiani, and 
so on. But this Roman fashion had been caught up by the 
Greeks ; thus in the Gospels we find “Hpwé:avot. St. Luke’s words, 
“the disciples were first called Christians at Antioch,” imply that 
the name rapidly became current, and it was used by Agrippa 
(Acts xxvi. 28). By A.D. 64 it was in the mouth of the populace in 
Rome (Tac. Ann. xv. 44; Suet., Vero, 16), and possibly it is to be 
found among some mutilated and obscure words scribbled on a 
wall in Pompeii before a.D. 79 (a facsimile of them will be found 
in Aubé, Histoire de P’ Eglise, i. p. 41 7). By the time of Ignatius 
it had been completely accepted by the Church (Eph. xi. 2; 
Rom. iii. ; Polycarp, vii.). Either it had lost its original reproach, 
as has been the case with many other nicknames, such as Whig 
pee Tory, or it was embraced for the very reason that it had not 
Ost it. 

The true original form of the nickname is doubtful. Professor 
Blass, following the authority of the Sinaitic MS. (which gives the 
same spelling in both passages of Acts and here), thinks that it 
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was Chrestianus. Chrestus (Good) was a proper name familiar to 
Gentile ears (it is found thirteen times in the Corpus [nscriptionum 
Atticarum, and in Suetonius, Claudius, 25, we find “impulsore 
Chresto”), while Christus was an unknown word. Chrestianus was 
certainly in common use among the Gentiles (Justin, Aol. i. 55; 
Tert. Aol. 3), but Tertullian implies that this form was not 
universal. Lactantius (Z. D. i. 4) ascribes it to ignorance, but this 
does not touch the point. It is very possible that Professor Blass is 
right ; at the same time it should be observed that the difference of 
sound between Xpicriavds, Xpyoriavds, and Xperiavds (the reading 
of B) would be imperceptible, and that the two latter spellings may 
be merely instances of Etacism. Theories have been built upon 
this interesting word affecting both the date of 1 Peter and the 
historical character of Acts. It has been found possible to main- 
tain that the term “ Christian” originated in Rome not before the 
time of Trajan. The reader will find the literature on the subject 
given in the article on Christian in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible. 

ph aicxuvéobw. If St. Peter had been preparing his readers for 
martyrdom he must have used much stronger language; cf. Heb. 
x. 38, 39, xl. 35-37, xii. 4. The sufferings which a Christian 
may have to undergo do not, as a rule, extend beyond reproach 
and insult (dvediZeoGo1), or cause any worse trial than false shame 
and moral cowardice, which, though grave sins, do not need to be 
dwelt upon. 

Sofaflérw S2 tiv Ocdv ev Ta dvépart todTw. But let him glorify 
God in this name (the name of Christian).” K LP, other later MSS., 
and Theophylact have év 7 pépes rovrw (cf. 2 Cor. iii. 10, ix. 3). 
Hence A.V. and some commentators translate ‘‘on this behalf.” 
But the true reading is no doubt évdpari, and dvoya can only be 
rendered “name.” In Mark ix. 41 the R.V. translates év évopate 
éru Xpiorod éore, “because ye are Christ’s,” but the A.V. correctly 
has “in my name because ye belong to Christ.” There is no other 
passage in the New Testament where évoya can mean “ reason” or 
“account,” nor does the word appear to possess this sense in 
Greek. In Latin oc nomine (a phrase derived from the names or 
headings in a ledger) sometimes means “on this account”; but we 
must not confuse the idioms of the two languages without authority. 

Sogfaférw is in strong antithesis to aicyuvécbw as dd&a to dveidos 
just above. It is for this purpose that the Spirit of glory rests upon 
the Christian. For the union of glory and suffering cf. i. 11. 

17. Ste 6 Katpéds. “For it is the time appointed for the judg- 
ment to begin with the household of God.” It is best to supply 
simply éoré: after the neuter verb the article may be used with a 
definite predicate, cf. Matt. xxvi. 63, ef od ef 6 Xpicrds, 6 vids Tod 
@cod, and Mark xiii. 33, ov« oidare yap wore 6 Kaipds éorw. Kpipa 
is used here in the sense of xpious, cf. Acts xxiv. 25 ; Heb. vi. 2; 
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Apoc. xx. 4. Verbals in -ya and -ovs not infrequently interchange 
meanings, for instance dys and dpaya. The olxos @eod is not quite 
the same as the olkos wvevyartixds of ii. 5. What St. Peter means 
here is the household or family, Christians considered not as living 
stones, but as stewards, ministers, servants. But why does he say 
that judgment begins with or from the household of God? 
Perhaps he is thinking of the parable of the Pounds (Luke xix.), 
where, after the good and bad servants have been dealt with, 
sentence is pronounced upon “the enemies.” There is no 
apparent reference to a First and Second Resurrection (1 Thess. 
iv. 173 1 Cor. xv. 23; Apoc. xx. 4,5). Alford finds a reference 
to Jer. xxv. 15 sqq.; Zeph. i. ii., and other passages where the 
prophet sees the day of the Lord coming first to Jerusalem, and 
then passing on in a widening circle to the whole earth. But none 
of these passages expresses distinctly the idea that the chosen people 
will be judged first and the heathen afterwards. The meaning 
appears to be that the sufferings of the Christians are the actual 
beginning of the final judgment ; so Bengel says, ‘‘ Unum idemque 
est iudicium a tempore euangelii per apostolos praedicati usque ad 
iudicium extremum.” ‘Thus the dre with which the verse begins 
seems to introduce a second reason for steadfastness. The first lies 
in dogaférw: the second is that this zvpwois is the immediate pre- 
liminary to salvation or deliverance. Hence they may commit 
their souls to God in unshaken confidence. Thus the words of 
menace are parenthetical and secondary. Kuhl thinks that the 
aaevfovtvres, here and in il. 8, are the Jews whom the apostle judges 
more severely than the heathen, supposing that ii. 11, 12, iii. 
14-16 refer especially to the latter. But we have a similar flash 
of denunciation in ot droddcover Adyov, iv. 5, which certainly is 
pointed at the heathen. 

18. ei & Sixatos. See iil. 12, 14. To St. Peter as to Clement 
of Alexandria, Strom. vi. 6. 47, Sixatos Sixalov Kad Sixaids éorw od 
Siadépe. Christian righteousness “exceeds” that of Jews (Matt. 
v. 20), but is essentially of the same character. The righteous is 
‘hardly saved” because he “ comes out of much tribulation,” Apoc. 
vii. 14. If they have been safely led through this ordeal the final 
judgment brings not dread but dyadA/acis (iv. 13). The words are 
from the LXX. version of Prov. xi. 31. The Hebrew original is, 
“Behold, the righteous shall be recompensed in the earth: how 
much more the wicked and the sinner.” 

19. dote xai. The words pick up the thread ot consolation, 
which has been tangled for a moment by the sudden thought of the 
sinners and their doom. ‘There is some question whether the xai 
should be taken with oi wdacyovres or with waparibécOwoav, but the 
latter course seems the better. Translate, “ Wherefore also let them 
that suffer commit.” The imperative introduces a new injunction. 
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Let them not only glorify, but also trust God. For xara 7d ben 
rod Oco#, cf. iii. 17. Morg xriory, “to a faithful Creator,” may be a 
reminiscence of the prayer of Jonathan in 2 Macc. i. 24, which 
begins, Kvpue, Kvpue 6 @e0s, 6 wdvrwv xticrys. The epithet motos is 
selected, because of the trust implied in wapariOécOwoay, the title 
Creator, because it involves power which is able, and love which is 
willing to guard His creatures. That St. Peter, speaking to 
Christians, should have here given this name to God, instead of 
Father or Saviour, shows in a striking way how deeply the Old 
Testament affected his thoughts. The word xriorys does not occur 
elsewhere in the New Testament, but is used of God, not only by 
Philo, de Soman. i. 16 (i. 634), but by Clement of Rome, xix. 2; 
Aristides, Apology, xv., xvii. ; and Clement of Alexandria, Dindorf, 
vol. ili. p. 507. The love of God displayed in creation is used by 
St. Paul as an argument in addresses to heathen, Acts xiv. 15, 
xvil. 25 ; cf. also Rom. i. 20; but the nearest parallel to St. Peter’s 
phrase will be found in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. vi. 26 sqq. 

tapatiécbwoay. “Let them commit their ‘souls,” or rather 
“deposit them in safe keeping.” Cf. Ps. xxx. (xxxi.) 5, els xelpds oov 
rapabyoopat 76 rvedud pov: Luke xxiii. 46. Tlaparifer a is used in 
the classics of giving one’s money into the safe keeping of a friend. 
In days when there were no banks this was constantly done by 
people going on a long journey, and such a deposit (rapa6yxn, 
tapaxatabyky) was regarded as entailing a peculiarly sacred obliga- 
tion, which none could violate or think of violating without the 
deepest guilt. See the story of Glaucus, son of Epicydes, Herod. 
vi. 86. The use of the verb is illustrated by Acts xiv. 23, wapéOevro 
avrovs TO Kupiy eis ov TETUTTEVKELTOY XX. 32, maparieuat buds TO 
@cd: 1 Tim. i. 18, ravrny Thy mapayyedav rapariGepat cov: 2 Tim. 
il, 2, Tadra Rech muorois dvOpaois: in the last passage the de- 
positaries are to be muro, “trusty,” and probably in the first és 
ty wemoredxecdy is “on whom they had trusted.” The noun 
mapa$yxky is found 1 Tim. vi. 20; 2 Tim. i. 12, 14; in all these 
places TapaxarabyKn occurs as a variant. 

év dyaomoig. Well-doing, diligent obedience in the midst of 
suffering is the sign of trust. St. Peter does not seem to be 
thinking of Quietism, but his words form a barrier against that form 
of error. 

V. 1. mpeoButépous odv év Spiv mapaxakd. “The presbyters 
therefore among you I exhort.” The reading here given is that of 
AB, which is followed by the great textual critics; K LP and 
other authorities omit ody: & has apeoBurépous ody rods ey tyiv: 
K LP, the bulk of the later MSS., the Vulgate, Coptic, and Syriac, 
and some Fathers have zpeoBurépous rods év dyiv. It seems highly 
doubtful whether we should read ody, or rovs, or ody Tovs. Odv 
introduces some special applications of the general exhortation just 
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given. ‘The omission of the article appears to have no significance. 
If it is to be insisted upon, the translation will be “I exhort 
presbyters,” ‘‘such as are presbyters.” It has been so pressed as to 
give the meaning “ presbyters, if there are any”; and so to imply a 
doubt in St. Peter’s mind whether these officials existed in all the 
Churches addressed; but this, as von Soden points out, is im- 
possible in view of iii. 1, where yuvaikes cannot mean “ wives, if 
there are any.” It seems evident from the words which follow that 
these personages possessed considerable authority, and were in the 
proper sense of the word officials. Age is still a general qualifica- 
tion for the office; the original sense of elder is not quite extinct. 
But rpeoBvrepos is distinctly used not only as an official designation, 
but as a personal title (here and in 2 and 3 John), and it is better to 
mark this fact by translating it presbyter or priest, just as it is 
better to render é éxioKoos by bishop in Philippians or the Pastoral 
Epistles, but by overseer in Acts and 1 Peter. 

We read of presbyters at Jerusalem, Acts xi. 30; they were 
ordained xar’ éxxhyolay by Paul and Barnabas on the First Mission 
Journey, Acts xiv. 23; and they existed at Ephesus, Acts xx. 17, 
Presbyters receive the money brought from Antioch to Jerusalem 
by Barnabas and Saul, Acts xi. 30; apostles, presbyters, and 
brethren form the Council of Jerusalem, Acts xv. 23; the 
presbyters form so important a part of the Council that the Decree 
was attributed to apostles and presbyters alone, Acts xvi. 4. 
Presbyters of Ephesus were summoned to Miletus by St. Paul as 
representatives of their Church, Acts xx. 17; they knew the 
apostle’s doctrine, did. 21; were his natural defenders, iid. 26, 
34; had been made “ overseers ” over the flock by the Holy Ghost 
to “ shepherd” the Church, 4d. 28 ; with a special view to keeping 
out erroneous doctrines; the “shepherd” is to resist the “ wolf,” 
thid. 29. 

In these passages the presbyter appears as treasurer, member of 
the Church parliament, ambassador, shepherd ; as teacher, as exer- 
cising some kind of authority in faith and discipline, as deriving 
his power from the Holy Ghost, as ordained (xeporovety) by the 
apostles; and we gather also that there were as a rule many 
presbyters in each Church. 

On the other hand, in the Gentile Church of Antioch, about the 
' year 45 A.D., prophets and teachers (it has been supposed on the 

insufficient ground of the repeated re that Barnabas, Symeon, and 
Lucius belong to the former class, Manaen and Saul to the latter) 
minister (Aetrovpyoder) to the Lord, and receive a special mandate 
from the Holy Ghost to set apart (dspopitev) Barnabas and Saul for 
mission work, Acts xiii. 1-3. But neither this passage (see Intro- 
duction, p. 44) nor Acts xv. 32 forms an exception to the statement 
that in Acts the prophet is one who sees visions, utters predictions, 
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or delivers to the Church special revealed and occasional mandates, 
and whose province is entirely distinct from that of the presbyter. 

In James, 1 Peter, the Johannine Epistles, and the Apocalypse 
the presbyter appears to hold the same position as in Acts. In 
James he is called in by the sick that he may pray over them and 
anoint them, v. 14; in the Apocalypse four and twenty presbyters 
sit round the throne, as in later times we find them sitting in a 
semicircle round the altar. Inthe Pauline Epistles the presbyter 
is not mentioned except in 1 Timothy and Titus, when he is 
identified with the bishop, and teaching is one of his functions, 
1 Tim. iii. 2; Tit. i.9. The bishop appears also with the deacon 
in the address of Philippians, but the presbyter is not mentioned in 
that Epistle. 

IIpeoBvrepos is a familiar official designation among the Jews, 
and denotes a member of the local BovAy or ovvédpiov which ad- 
ministered the local affairs of towns or villages, and acted in 
particular as a judicial body (Deut. xix. 12; Judg. viii. 14; Matt. 
x. 17). Such local courts existed throughout the country of the 
Jews, and consisted usually of at least seven elders with two 
Levites to act as officers. Some of the seven were priests (Schiirer, 
Jewish People in Time of Jesus Christ, Eng. trans. ii. 1, p. 150 sqq.). 
Smaller ovvédpia were subordinate to larger, and after the Greek 
period (it is doubtful to what extent before) all were subject to the 
great Sanhedrin of Jerusalem, which consisted of seventy-one 
members, elected by co-optation, and admitted to office by the 
laying on of hands. The designation elder belonged in a general 
way to every member (1 Mace. vii. 33) as one of the yepovoia 
(2 Macc. i. ro), but a distinction is made between dpxuepets, 
ypapparets, and wpeoBurepot (Gospels and Acts passim). Those who 
were neither members of the high priest’s family nor professional 
lawyers were simply elders, under which name both priests and 
laymen might be included (Schirer, ii. 1. 165 sqq.). 

The Elders of the local Sanhedrin were also elders of the 
synagogue (Schiirer, ii. 2. 58). As such they had exclusive direction 
of all religious matters, and possessed the power of excommunica- 
tion. But they did not in their official capacity take any part in 
public worship. In the synagogue no special officer was appointed 
to preach, pray, or read the Scriptures. ‘The lessons were fixed, and 
the prayers were written, but any member of the congregation might 
officiate with the permission of the épxovvdywyos, who as a rule 
was an elder. 

Schiirer notices (ii. 2. 249) that in inscriptions belonging to the 
Diaspora, though we find yepovordpyys and dpxwy used as personal 
titles, zpeoBuvrepos is never so employed. For pagan usage, see 
Deissmann, S.v. 

The designation elder or presbyter, which, unless Acts is a 
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romance, is certainly many years older than bishop, is generally 
supposed with sufficient reason to have passed over from the 
synagogue to the Church. It does not follow that the offices were 
identical in the Church and in the synagogue. Indeed the passages 
cited above show that the Christian presbyter was not only an 
administrative, but also a spiritual officer. The circumstances of 
the Church would make this change inevitable. The new congrega- 
tions would require to be instructed not only in the gospel, but in 
the whole Bible, and this duty would need to be assigned to mioroi 
av@pwro.. Further, instruction was the preliminary to baptism, 
that is to say, to admission into the community; here there was a 
most important difference between synagogue and church, and 
none but a highly trusted person could be allowed to confer the 
Christian franchise. We are not directly informed whether the 
presbyter actually officiated in public worship. Since the publica- 
tion of the Doctrine of the Twelve Apostles in 1883, there has been 
a tendency to suppose that this was the function of the prophet. 
But, on the other hand, it may be urged (a) that this cannot be 
gathered from the New Testament itself ; (2) that the term prophet 
is limited to one “who has a revelation ” (1 Cor. xiv. 30); (c) that 
the condition of the Church of Corinth was quite abnormal ; (¢) that 
prophetesses, who were common, could not have led the service 
even in a Pauline church; (e) that even in the Doctrine the function 
of the prophet is confined to prophecy and to extemporary inspired 
outbursts of thanksgiving at the Eucharist ; (/) that the Doctrine 
is probably not older than the fourth century, and that its character 
is exceedingly doubtful ; (g) that in the majority of churches it is 
dubious whether there were any prophets at all. In the Apocalypse 
(v. 8, 9) the presbyters offer to the Lamb the prayers of saints and 
sing the new song. This passage is strongly in favour of the tradi- 
tional view, and 1 Peter may be held to make in the same direction. 
Nevertheless it must be admitted that the Pauline Epistles (exclud- 
ing the Pastorals) are extraordinarily silent about the presbyter. 
Not only is the name not used, but there is hardly a trace of the 
existence of the authority under this or any other title; and from 
this fact and from the use of bishop in Philippians it might be 
inferred that the Churches of Macedonia and Achaia had, at any 
rate at first, an organisation unlike that of other communities. 
From the Pastoral Epistles, Clement of Rome, and Polycarp, 
bishop and presbyter appear to have been used for a time as 
alternative names for the same personage. We might suppose 
that, towards the end of his ministry, St. Paul brought his special 
adherents into line with the rest of the Church, and that the fusion 
of the two titles was a consequence of this reunion. It is worth 
notice that the peculiar Isaianic nomenclature of the Epistle to the 
Philippians had a long life. There were, in the time of Constantine, 
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Novatians and Montanists who had bishops and deacons, but 
apparently no presbyters (Sozomen, vil. 19). The same usage was 
to be found in Arabia and Cyprus, and existed also in the Churches 
for which the Doctrine was compiled. It would be vain, in the 
absence of definite information, to ask whether these communities 
were survivors of a distinct Pauline Church, whether they had 
attempted at a later date to revive the Pauline organisation, or 
whether, owing to the smallness of their settlements and from reasons 
of convenience, they had simply allowed the presbyterate to drop. 

There has been much discussion on these topics, and many 
different opinions are held. The reader may consult Lightfoot’s 
Excursus in his edition of PAziippians; Hatch, Bampton Lectures ; 
Gore, Christian Ministry; the editions of the Didache, especially 
that of Harnack; the articles of Dr. Sanday, Dr. Harnack, and 
others in vols. v. and vi. of the third series of the Zxfositor; Pro- 
fessor Gwatkin’s articles on Bishop and Church Government in 
Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible; Hort, Christian Ecclesia. 

5 cupmpecButepos. Not a fellow-presbyter, but “he fellow- 
presbyter whom you know so well. For the word cvpmpeoBurepos 
(not found elsewhere in the New Testament) see Eus. ZH. Z. v. 
16. 5, Vil. 5. 6, 11. 3. 20; Chrys. Hom. i. in Ep. Phil. 1 (xi. 194 B), 
dOev Kat viv roddol “ cupmrperButépw” ericxoTor ypddovot Kal 
“ guvdiaxdvy.” The first title which St. Peter gives himself involves 
a claim to their affection ; the second, to their reverence. 

paptus. The term is best taken here of “an eye-witness,” as 
in Acts i. 8, 22, ii. 32, iii. 15, V. 32, X. 39, 41. In this sense pdprus 
is practically equivalent to drdéoroAos. St. Paul claims the title for 
himself as given by revelation, Acts xxii. 15, €oy pdprus aird mpds 
mavtas avOpdrous dv édpaxas kal nKovoas. His vision had made 
him an eye-witness. When he says in 1 Cor. xv. 15, éuaprupjoapev 
Kata Tod Ocod dru Hyeipev tov Xpiordv, he does not mean merely 
that he had preached the Resurrection, but that he had testified to 
it as a fact of which he was assured by the evidence of his own 
senses. Kuhl and others understand “witness” here to mean no 
more than “ preacher,” on the ground that, as St. Peter by the use 
of the word ovpapeoBurepos has just put himself on a level with the 
other presbyters, he cannot intend in his next words to exalt him- 
self above them, but there is no force in this objection ; the climax 
is quite natural, and the author calls himself daécroAos in the 
address. Further, if he meant only “fellow-preacher,” the word 
ocvppaprtus lay ready to his hand. If Kiihl is right, the three epithets 
are all brotherly: “ fellow-presbyter, fellow-preacher, fellow-heir of 
glory.” Professor Harnack (Chronologie, p. 452) takes the meaning 
to be that the author is a witness of the sufferings of Christ by 
reason of the sufferings which he had himself endured for the 
Name. Luther and Calvin held this view. But a witness witnesses 
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to truth or fact. A witness of the sufferings of Christ is one who is 
in a position to certify that the sufferings actually occurred. There 
are special and appropriate phrases for those who imitate the 
patience of their Master; they are said to partake in the sufferings 
of Christ (1 Pet. iv. 13), to be conformed to Christ’s death (Phil. 
iii. 10), and soon. In the Apocalypse (ii. 13) wdprus is used in its 
familiar later sense of one who suffers even unto death for the truth ; 
but it would be extremely difficult to introduce this meaning into 
the phrase pdprus trav walnudrwv. Jiilicher (Zinlettung in das 
Neue Testament, p. 134) remarks on the word pdprvs, that no one 
who had really known Jesus in the flesh could have written an 
Epistle which tells so little about the life of our Lord. The remark 
applies equally to Acts and to the Epistles of James and John. It 
was not the object of any of these writings to add to the knowledge 
given in the Gospels, or to supplement the regular teaching of the 
disciples. Attention has been drawn in preceding notes to the fact 
that our Epistle contains a remarkably large number of allusions to 
the Gospels, which are all the more striking because they are not 
quotations. What looks like one of them is found in the next verse. 
Each such allusion may be disputed, but it is hardly possible that 
all are fallacious. Yet it is a singular fact that the early Christians 
seem to have felt very little curiosity about the details of our Lord’s 
earthly life—His features, tones, gestures, daily habits, and so on. 
The thirst for anecdote and minutiae begins with Papias and the 
Gnostics, who pretended to possess portraits of Jesus drawn by 
Pilate (Iren. i. 25. 6). 6 Kal ris weAAovons aroKxadvrrec Oat Sdéns : 
“The partaker also of the glory that shall be revealed.” The o kau 
seems to mark this as the apostle’s third and highest claim, and as 
something peculiar to himself. Hence it is probably right to see 
here an allusion to a definite promise made to the apostle by our 
Lord ; we may find it either in John xiii. 36, or better in Matt. 
xix, 28, day Kabion 0 vids Tod avOpHmrov éxi Opdvov Sdéys avrod, 
xoblereerfe at tyucis ert Sudexa Opdvovs. In this case the meaning is 
that he is to share with Christ in His glory. Otherwise we must 
understand “your partner in the glory.” But if this had been St. 
Peter’s _meaning he would probably have written oVyKOWwVES. 
With Tis pedrAovons dmroxodvarerbar ddéys, Cf. iv. 13, &v TH daoKa- 
Avie ris SdEys adrod, and i. 5, 13. St. Peter’s phrase is found 
also Rom. viii. 18; in Gal. iii. 23 we have ryv péAXoveay riot 
drroxadupOnvar. These resemblances are not so striking as might 
at first appear; in the New Testament pé\Aw is often a mere 
auxiliary (see Blass, p- 204). 

2. wousndvare 73 €év Upiv Toipvtoy tod Geo. ‘Tend the flock of 
God which is among you.” For the metaphor of the Shepherd 
and the sheep, see note on ii. 25. Von Soden remarks that, used 
as it is in r Peter, both of the presbyter and of Christ, the idea 
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conveyed is that of pastoral, spiritual, not administrative, duty. 
There is very probably a reference to John xxi. 16; cf. also Acts 
xx. 28. Calvin translated 76 év iyiv “as far as in you lies,” but the 
run of the words is decidedly against this; Bengel and Luther, 
‘which depends upon you,” ‘‘is entrusted to you”; but this gives év 
a sense which it canuot bear without the addition of xeiwevov. The 
preposition must be local. ‘‘The flock which is among you” may 
be taken to mean “the flock in your town or village.” The flock 
is God’s, therefore they are to tend it, not because they must, 
(avayxacrds), but with a willing mind (éxovoiws) ; not like hirelings 
for the sake of pay (aicxpoxepdas), but gladly and eagerly (zpoOvpwus). 
"Exuckorovrtes (the word is omitted by & B) is equivalent to zovpai- 
vovres, see note on ii. 25. “Avayxaords gives the idea of a definite 
burden of duty, which men may be inclined to rebel against as 
excessive. After éxovoiws 8% A P add xara @edv: Westcott and 
Hort omit the words, Tischendorf inserts them. If we keep them 
and translate in the most natural way “willingly like God,” we 
make God the Shepherd. God is the owner of the flock, but there 
can hardly be a doubt that by the Chief Shepherd of ver. 4 Christ 
is meant. Thus we should be brought very near to the inference 
that St. Peter uses @eds and Xpioros interchangeably; nor need 
i. 3 be taken to forbid this conclusion; see note there. Possibly 
Rom. viii. 27; 2 Cor. vii. 10 might justify us in giving xara a 
looser sense, ‘according to God’s will,” “in godly fashion.” Aioxpo- 
xepoas implies that the presbyter was in receipt of a stipend; other- 
wise it would have been impossible for him to take the hireling’s 
view. 

3. und ds Kataxupiedovtes TOv KAjpwv. “ Neither as lording it 
over the lots.” KAnpo (plural), except in the sense of “dice,” is 
not found elsewhere in the Greek Bible. KAjpos in Matt. xxvii. 35 
is a die; in Acts i. 17, 25 (?), an allotment or office allotted by the 
dice ; in Acts viii. 21, a share or portion; so also in Acts xxvi. 18; 
in Col. i. 12, eis THY pepida Tod KAypou Tov ayiwv év puri, it is used 
of the lot, inheritance, or estate of the saints (kAypovopia). In 
secular Greek «Ajpos constantly means an estate. In Deut. ix. 29 
the people of Israel is called the xAjpos of God, His portion or 
estate, distinguished from the portions of other gods. Possibly 
this verse may have been in St. Peter’s mind, for it contains the 
phrase év r7j xeupt cov rH Kparaa, which is employed just below. 

kAjpo. then must have one of two meanings, “offices” or 
“estates,” and of these the first will not suit the context. The 
presbyters are not to lord it over their lots or estates, the estates 
are the people committed to them, and the people (to this extent 
we may bring in the passage of Deuteronomy) belong to the estate 
of God. Téy xAypwv is most naturally taken to imply that each of 
these presbyters had a separate cure. Dr. Hatch thought (Bampton 
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Lectures, p. 77) that the office of the presbyter was “ essentially 
collegiate,” and that only at a later time was a presbyter thought 
competent to act alone. But from the first there may have been 
small isolated congregations in which there was but one presbyter. 
In cities particular presbyters may have had charge of a particular 
house church, while for certain purposes all the presbyters met in 
council. In xaraxvpievovres the preposition gives the notion of 
hostility or oppression, but xvpiedw by itself denotes behaviour 
forbidden to a Christian pastor, Luke xxii. 25, 26. Here again 
there may be a reminiscence of the gospel. Discipline in those 
days might be exercised in very rough fashion, especially towards 
converted slaves ; hence St. Paul warns the bishop that he is to be 
“no striker” (1 Tim. iii. 3, cf. Tit. i. 7). Or again, the precise 
sense in which domineering was not unlikely may be found in 
aicxpoxepdas. But the word is wide enough to include every de- 
scription of arrogance or tyranny. Domineering is a personal 
fault, and this again seems more applicable to individuals than to 
colleges. 

térot yivdpevor. “ Becoming, making yourselves, examples.” Yet 
it is doubtful whether ywéyevo. means much more than érres, cf. 
Matt. x. 16; Luke xx. 33; Johni. 6; Acts v. 24. 

4. pavepwévros is used of the First Advent of Christ, 1 Pet. 
i. 20; 1 Tim. ill. 163; of the Second, Col. iii. 4; 1 John ii. 28. 
*"Apxurotunv is not found elsewhere in the New Testament; cf. 
6 wownv 6 péyas, Heb. xiii. 20, and ii. 25 above. 

tov dpapdvtivoy tis 86s oTépavov. “Apapdvrwvos (here only in 
New Testament) is a derivative not from the adjective (i. 4), but 
from the substantive dydpavros, and means, not “that fadeth 
not away” (A.V., R.V.), but “‘made of amaranth,” “amaranthine,” 
not “immortal,” but ‘made of immortelles.” For the “crown” 
cf. 1 Cor. ix. 25, dpGaprov orépavov: 2 Tim. iv. 8, 6 ris dixacoodvys 
orépavos: Jas. 1. 12, Tov orépavov tis Lwis, ov ernyycidaro Tots 
dyardow airév: Apoc. ii. 10, tov orépavov tis Cwhs: iii, 11, Tov 
orépavov gov: iv. 4, orepdvovs xpvoots. Cf. the word BpaBetor, 
1 Cor. ix. 24; Phil. iii. 14. “ Amaranthine” is most applicable to 
a crown of leaves and flowers. The question has been raised 
whether St. Peter means us to think of a crown of victory, or of a 
festive crown, such as was not uncommonly used by Gentiles, and 
is said to have been used by Jews also, on occasions of rejoicing ; 
but the idea of victory is certainly that which is attached to the 
crown in St. Paul, St. James, and the Apocalypse; and St. Peter 
can hardly have any other meaning. The word “crown” is used 
in the Gospels only of the Crown of Thorns (but Heb. ii. 9 Jesus 
is 8d) Kat tin eorepavwpévov). But some of the phrases referred 
to above, ‘‘the crown,” “the crown which He promised,” are very 
definite, and may come from some unrecorded saying of our Lord’s. 
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5. dpoiws, vedrepor, Swotdynte mpecButépos. “Likewise, ye 
younger, submit yourselves to the elder. ‘“Opoéws (as in iii. 1, 7) 
denotes that there is a similarity in principle, though the details are 
different. The same rule of unselfishness applies both to shepherd 
and to sheep. IlIpeoBvrepos has two senses, the official, in which it 
has been employed in the preceding verses, and the non-official or 
natural. St. Paul passes from one of these senses to the other in 
1 Tim. v. 1, 17, “* Rebuke not an elder, but exhort him as a father ; 
the younger men as brethren; the elder women as mothers; the 
younger as sisters... . Let the elders that rule well be counted 
worthy of double honour.” But here we have an absolute antithesis 
between wpeoBirepor and vewrepor: and what is inculcated must be 
respect not to office, but to age (so Huther, Keil, Hofmann, Usteri). 
Alford, Kuhl, von Soden give zpeoBirepou the same sense as in ver. I, 
on the ground that the elder by office was also elder in years. This, 
however, was not universally the case, as we see from the instance 
of Timothy (1 Tim. iv. 12); and, though a certain age was no doubt a 
requisite in the bishop or presbyter, there is no reason to suppose 
that it was such as would distinguish him from the bulk of the 
congregation as older than all of them, or even as older than the 
average. The elder was a man of staid and sober age, but not 
necessarily advanced in years or grey-headed. Indeed, the title 
was taken by the Church from the synagogue, and among the Jews 
it did not imply actual superiority in age. It is, therefore, hardly 
possible to take vedrepor as meaning all Christians who are not 
presbyters (as Alford following Bede). Others (Kiihl, Weiss, 
Schott, Briickner) create an antithesis to mpeoBirepo by taking 
vedtepor to denote some kind of inferior official, in whom is to be 
detected the germ of the later deacon, and find the same sense in 
the vedrepot or veavioxot of Acts v. 6, 10. But in this passage of 
Acts the “young men” are simply those members of the congrega- 
tion who, being best fitted for the purpose by their physical strength, 
would naturally volunteer to carry out the corpses of Ananias and 
Sapphira. 

mdvtes S€ GAAHAoLg Thy Tamewohpoodvyny éyxouBdcacbe, And 
all of you towards one another apparel yourselves with humility.” 
After é\AjAos K LP and many other MSS. insert troracodpevot 
So A.V. Beza, Lachmann, Buttmann, Hofmann, Huther place the 
full stop after dAAyAos, so as to bring the dative into connexion 
with trordyyre: and no strong reason can be alleged against this 
punctuation, to which R.V. gives a place in the margin. But 
the dative may, without difficulty, be taken with éyxopBdcacbe. 
For this rare verb some few authorities have éyxoAwicacOe or éyxod- 
mooacbe, which the Vulgate renders imsinuate, “take into your 
bosoms.” “EyxouBotoGa is derived from xdéuBos, which, according 
to the glossaries, means “a knot,” or “anything tied on with a 
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knot.” Hence éyxopBupa is used of a garment tied on over others. 
Pollux, Onomasticon, iv. 18, describes one form of it as inarfdidv te 
Aevkdy TH TOV SovAwY dep lBe mpockeinevov, a little white garment, 
which slaves wore over their éfwyis: and from Longus, Pastora/ia, 
ii. 60, we learn that it was of such a nature that a shepherd, who 
wanted to run his fastest, would cast it off. The éfwyis was a 
sleeveless tunic, and from the definition which Suidas gives of 
KopBos—6 KdpBos tav Svo yxepidiov, Stray tis Shon emi tov idtov 
tpdxnrkov—we may infer that this form of éyxéuBopa was a pair 
of sleeves, which were fastened and held in place by a knot behind 
the neck. But xéu8os might also mean the knot of a girdle; hence 
KopBoArvrns, according to Hesychius, is synonymous with Biidavrié: 
rouos, “a cutpurse,” purses being carried on the girdle. In another 
place, s.v. kooovuBy, Hesychius uses éyxduBwya as equivalent to 
wepilwpa Aiyirriov, a kind of apron such as that used by black- 
smiths. It would seem that any article of dress, that was attached 
by laces, might be called éyxéuBwua. The verb was used by 
Epicharmus (Fragment 4 in Ahrens, de dialecto Dorica, p. 435). 
The words of the fragment are ef ye pév drt kexduBwrat kadds: but 
Ahrens notes on the authority of Photius, Z/zs¢. 156, that the right 
reading is éyxexduBwrat. The meaning is, “If, indeed, because she 
is bravely apparelled.” Hesychius makes xopBadcacfar equivalent 
to orodicacba, and éyxexduBwrar to éve(Anrat, as if they were used 
of putting on garments of a certain amplitude and dignity. This is 
probably St. Peter’s meaning. Humility, like “a meek and quiet 
spirit,” is an ornament of price, a beautiful robe. The R.V. has 
“gird yourselves with humility,” as if the metaphor were derived 
from tying an apron round the waist, so as to be ready for service 
(cf. John xiii. 4). But, upon the whole, the facts given above 
appear to make against this rendering. See Suicer, s.v. “EyKopBoopar, 

St. 6 Oeds . . . xdpuv. Prov. lil. 34, Kupuos trepypdvois avTt- 
rdooerat, tatewvois be didwor xdpw. The same quotation is found 
also in Jas. iv. 6, with the same substitution of 6 @eés for Kvpuos. 
See iv. 8 above. The passage in the Epistle of St. James offers 
other resemblances to this part of 1 Peter, drordynre 7G Oe@, dvri- 
orynte TO SiaBorAw, tywoe tds. There is probably a connexion 
between the two passages, and there are some apparent reasons 
why we should assign the priority to St. Peter: (1) in James the 
mention of humility is sudden and unexpected; (2) though he gives 
the quotation from Prov. iii. 34 in the same shape as St. Peter, he 
writes, in ver. 10, rarrewwOnre évaimriov ToD Kupiov, as if he were 
aware that 6 @eés was not quite correct: we may infer perhaps that 
he had somewhere seen the quotation in its altered shape; (3) the 
mention of the devil in 1 Peter is not only more natural but 
more original ; (4) in ver. 8, St. James has dyvicare xapdias, which 
may be suggested by ras wuxas tuav iyvixdres of 1 Pet. i. 22: 
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if this is so, St. James is combining different parts of the Petrine 
Epistle. 

6. éwd thy’ kpatadvy xetpa. BK LP read xefpav. On this 
vulgar form see Westcott and Hort, Jxtroduction, p. 157; Blass, 
p. 26. “The mighty hand of God” is generally connected in the 
Old Testament with the deliverance from Egypt, Ex. iii. 19; Deut. 
lil. 24, iv. 34, ix. 29; Dan. ix. 15 ; or deliverance generally, 2 Chron. 
vi. 32, but in Ezek. xx. 34 the phrase is used, as here, to denote 
the dread power of the great Judge. 

év kaip@. “In the due or appointed time.” AP, many curs- 
ives, and some versions add emirkorys (from ii. 12). Compare 
Matt. xxiv. 45, tod diddvar adrois tiv tpodyv év Katpo: and, for the 
exaltation of the humble, Luke xiv. 11. 

%. émipplpavtes. Ps. liv. (lv.) 23, émippupov eri Kupiov tiv 
pepiuvav Gov, Kal avrds oe Svabpéver. The pepyuva is here the alarm 
of the persecuted Christian. God will care for him; see Luke xxi. 18. 

8. vate, ypnyopyoare. The Christian may cast the whole 
burden of his anxiety upon God, yet is not thereby absolved from 
the duty of vigilance; cf. iv. 19 above. For viwpare see i. 13, iv. 7. 
He is to be sober and wakeful, because his enemy is always at 
hand: a train of thought which brings us very close to Matt. xxiv. 
42, 43, 49. Much the same combination of words is found 
1 Thess. v. 6, but in a different connexion; there the Christian is 
enjoined to watch and be sober, because he is a child of the day. 

6 dvtidixos ... Twa katamew. A has tiva Karamin, “seeking 
whom he may devour ”: B has xaramvety without ruvd, “seeking to 
devour” ; 8 K L P twa xaramceiv, “seeking some one to devour” (LP 
wrongly accentuate tiva). “Avridios is an adversary in a lawsuit. 
Aud BoAos (almost a personal name, and therefore without article), 
“the slanderer,” is a Greek rendering of the Hebrew Satan. ’Opv- 
spevos is probably taken from Ps. xxi. (xxii.) 14, ds A€wv 6 dprdlwv 
cal dpudpevos: mepurare, probably from Jobi. 7, wepreAOav tHv yiv 
Kal éumepiratnoas THY tr ovpavov mapeyu. The imagery of the 
sentence is mixed, derived partly from the prowling lion of the 
Psalm, partly from the Accuser of Job, who walks up and down 
the earth to spy out the weakness of God’s servants. Satan’s 
“slander” is that Job “doth not fear God for nought,” and God 
allows him to test the truth of this charge by trying Job, first with 
loss of property and children, afterwards with personal suffering. 
So here the Devil is the author of persecution. Compare the 
Epistle from the Churches of Vienna and Lugdunum, Eus. . £. 
Vv. I. 5, eveoxnwev 6 dvtixeiuevos. In the same epistle, v. 2. 6, those 
who denied the faith are said to have been swallowed by the Beast, 
iva, dmromvixOeis & Onp, ods mpdrepov wero Katamerwxevar, Lavras 
éfeuéoy. It seems clear that the writers had this passage of 1 Peter 
in view. Throughout his Epistle, St. Peter seems by “suffering” 
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to mean the adventitious pain of deliberate persecution. This was 
Kata TO OéAnpa Tod Mcod (iv. 19), but possibly in the same sense as 
Job’s trials, as permitted but not exactly purposed by God. The 
natural tendency of righteousness is to produce “good days” 
(iii. 10); any other result seems to be regarded as surprising and 
occasional. It will be observed that St. Peter does not use xéopos 
as the name of a hostile, irreligious power. Here, again, we may 
perhaps detect the Hebraistic cast of the apostle’s mind. 

9. otepeot TH mioter. In its proper physical sense orepeds means 
hard or solid. The word occurs 2 Tim. il. 19, orepeds OeweAtos, a 
solid foundation; Heb. v. 12, 14, oreped tpopy, solid food, opposed 
to liquid milk: the verb orepeoty in Acts iii. 7, 16, is to make solid 
or strong; the substantive is found in Col. il. 5, ro orepéwua tis 
eis Xpucrov micrews buov, the strong wall or foundation of your faith 
in Christ. When transferred to a moral quality in the classics, 
orepeds inclines to a bad sense, hard, harsh, brutal. In the present 
passage its meaning appears to be solid, strong, impenetrable, like 
a wall, rather than steadfast or brave. The adjective will affect the 
translation of r7 wiore. “H wioris is sometimes “faith” ; the article 
before the abstract noun being constantly used in Greek as in 
French, where the English idiom rejects it, to mark off the virtue 
in question from other kindred virtues, for instance, 4 dydzn in 
1 Cor. xiii; sometimes “the faith,” that is to say, the Christian 
belief as distinguished from other beliefs. Thus we have in 2 Cor. 
i. 24, TH yop mwiorer Eoryxare, for it is by faith that ye stand; and, 
on the other hand, in Acts vi. 7, roAts 6yAos Tav icpéwv brjKovov 
7 wiore, “a great multitude of the priests became obedient to the 
faith ”—in other words, changed their convictions and became Chris- 
tians. ‘The faith” is a phrase that does not appear in Romans or 
Corinthians, but Gal. i. 23 we find etayyeAierar tiv wiotw Hv more 
érdépOa: Eph. iv. 5, pia mioris, one faith distinguished from all 
others; Phil. i. 27, pid Woy ocvvabdotvres TH tioTE Tod edbayyeXiov, 
the faith in which all agree, which is defined in the gospel; Col. 
i. 23, TH wiorer TeHepedtwpévor, the faith is that definite hope of the 
gospel from which the Church is not to be moved; 1 Tim. i. 19, 
rept tiv miotw évavdynoav, some have suffered shipwreck as regards 
the faith, by falling into erroneous doctrines: ili. 9, 7d pvaryptov 
THs wioTews: iV. 1, dwooTHGovTal Ties THS wioTews: V. 8, Vi. 10, 21; 
2 Tim. iv. 7; Tit. i. 13, ii. 2. The notion of “the faith” as a body of 
sound doctrine naturally became more important in St. Paul’s eyes 
irom the time of his imprisonment, as contact with one error or 
another awakened him to the fact that there might be semi-Christian 
types of opinion of a misleading nature. In Heb. xi. 1 faith is 
not merely loving trust in God, but strong conviction, which admits 
of definition by its subject-matter, by the particular things hoped 
for and not seen. In the present passage the use of the word 

13 
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orepeot inclines the balance in favour of “the faith.” Solidity 
applies rather to convictions, which are well-grounded, firmly con- 
nected, and therefore impenetrable, than to trust, which is ardent 
or confident, but not solid. 

eiddtes . . . EmtedeioOar. Knowing that the same sufferings 
are being accomplished in your brotherhood which is in the world,” 
is the translation generally given. If this is correct, the words must 
be regarded as a consolation. You are not alone in your suffer- 
ings ; all Christians have the same burden to bear. But almost 
every word of this rendering is open to serious objection. Eidws 
followed by an infinitive means “ knowing how” to do a thing, cf. 
Luke xii. 56; Phil. iv. 12; Kriiger’s Greek Grammar, vi. 7, 9; 
Blass, p. 227; “ knowing that” is eidws dru. Td atta trav rabnparov, 
if it means “the same sufferings,” is quite unparalleled ; the passages 
quoted by Alford, 76 duerdberov ris BovAjs, Heb. vi. 17 3 7d imepéxov 
Ts yvdoews, Phil. iii, 8; 7d miordv ris woAtre(as, Thuc. i. 68, in 
which the neuter adjective or participle represents an abstract 
substantive, do not help in the least. It is impossible to see why 
St. Peter did not write ra atrd wabyjpara, if these words would 
convey his meaning. He was not a scholar, but there are some 
errors of expression which no man could make. Ty ddeAddryre 
bpov, again, is a singular phrase; we should have expected rp dded- 
poryrt alone or tots ddeApois tudv. The dative is more naturally 
construed with 7a aira than with émireAcicOa, with which it can 
only be taken loosely as a dativus incommodi. Finally, the meaning 
of érureXctv is uncertain ; it may be “to accomplish,” “bring to an 
end,” or possibly ‘‘ bring towards an end,” or, again, “to pay in full.” 
Liddell and Scott are mistaken in giving the verb the sense of “to 
lay a penalty upon a person.” In the passage referred to, Plato, 
Laws, x. p. 910 D, rh trys doeBelas Sixnv trovros éiredovvTwv, the 
meaning is “let them carry to a finish the prosecution for impiety 
against these men.” The only commentator who has really grappled 
with the text is Hofmann, who translates ‘‘ knowing how to pay the 
same tax of suffering as your brethren in the world.” Compare Xen. 
Mem. iv. 8. 8, ti Tod yypws érreAcioOat, “to pay the tax of old age,” 
in loss of sight, hearing, memory, and so on. ‘This version meets 
most of the difficulties ; but ra aira trav rabnudrwv for “the same 
tax of suffering,” is, to say the least, an unusual phrase, and 7 adeA- 
gérys tyav remains a stumbling-block. Yet neither phrase falls 
outside the limit of toleration. 

10. 6 ©eds méons xdpitos. “The God of every grace.” From 
Him comes every good and perfect gift (Jas. i. 17). - See note on 
mouihyn xdpts, lv. 10. Many commentators couple év Xpioré with 
kadéoas, and we might understand this in a variety of ways. (1) 
God was in Christ who called you; or (2) God called you by 
Christ as His instrument (cf. Gal. i. 6, 15, rod Kadéoavros tas é& 
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xdpiri—Oia. THs xdpiros); or (3) év XpiorG may be used in that 
vague sense in which everything is said to be in the Lord (cf. 1 Cor. 
vii. 22, 6 év Kupiw xAnfeis doddos), Christ being, as it were, the 
atmosphere of all Christian life. But Hofmann may be right in 
joining ddgav év Xpiorg. The glory which is here attributed to God 
is closely related to Christ in i. 7, 21, iv. 11, 13, Vv. 1, 4. For 
ddiyov wafdvras, “after ye have suffered a little,” or “for a little 
while,” compare i. 6. Karaprioe, “shall correct” or “amend.” 
So Mark i. 19, xataprifew ra Sikrva: Gal. vi. 1, Kxaraprifere tov 
rovovrov (where Lightfoot notes that xarapriew is used as a surgical 
term of setting a broken bone): 1 Thess. iii. 10, xaraprifew ra 
torepypara: 1 Cor. i. 10, Are Se xarnpricpevor (the apostle is speaking 
of the healing of schisms). God will amend them through suffer- 
ing, which is the cure of sin ; compare iv. 1, 6 wa@dv capki wéravrat 
dpaptias.  rnpige, “shall stablish,” so that you shall not be 
shaken by alarms; compare iv. 12, yu €eviLeoOe. SOevdcoea is one of 
St. Peter’s daaf Aeyopuevo. SK LP, all later MSS., the Syriac, 
Coptic, and Armenian versions, Theophylact and Oecumenius have 
OepeArocer after cfevicer: the word is omitted by A B, the Vulgate, 
and Aethiopic. Many of the later MSS. exhibit the optative, 
Katapticat, x.t.r., for the future indicative. 

11. adté 75 Kpdtos. ‘‘ His (God’s) is (or, be) the might.” God 
has power to do all if you humble yourselves under His “ mighty 
hand.” St. Peter dwells, and wishes his readers to dwell, on the 
majesty and power of God, which to the Jew was always a most 
comfortable thought, and is not less so to the Christian. It is 
perhaps worth observing that xpdros occurs in only one of the eight 
Pauline doxologies, that of 1 Tim. vi. 16. 

12. The words which follow were possibly added by the hand 
of St. Peter himself (this is the opinion of Blass, Grammar, p. 123), 
just as St. Paul concludes 2 Thess. and Galatians with a few lines 
of autograph. Ard may denote either the bearer or the draughts- 
man of the Epistle, or both; on this point and on Silvanus see 
Introduction. Tod ricrod ddA ¢go?, “ the (well-known) trusty brother.” 
Similar forms of commendation occur 1 Cor. iv. 17; Eph. vi. 21 ; 
Col. i. 7. ‘Os Aoyifouat, “as I reckon,” in the sense of “‘as I 
think,” cf. 1 Cor. iv. 1; Rom. viii. 18. There is no éyd, and the 
“‘T” is therefore not emphatic. St. Peter does not mean “I think 
him trusty, though others do not.” The Epistle is short (8 dAéywv, 
cf. Heb. xiii. 22), not so much in itself, as in comparison with all 
that was in the apostle’s heart, and all that he would have liked to 
say. Silvanus would supplement it largely by word of mouth, and 
it is natural that St. Peter should here speak of him as “trusty,” one 
who knew the apostle’s mind and could expound it faithfully. But 
Silvanus was an eminent man, and only one who was still more 
eminent could venture to praise him for so simple a virtue 
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"Eypaya, “I write,” is the epistolary aorist; instances occur in 
Philem. 19, 21; Rom. xv. 15; 1 Cor. v. 11, ix. 153; Gal. vi. 11; 
1 Macc. xv. 19; 2 Macc.ii. 16; Plato, Zpis¢. vii. ad jinem, évayxaiov 
Coké por pyOjvar. 

Tapakah@v Kal émpaptupav tadtyy etvar dnb xdpiw tod Ccod. 
*‘Exhorting and testifying that this is the true grace of God.” .The 
article is omitted before éA7n64 xdpw. "“Emimaprupeiv is to “bear 
witness to” a fact, not to “ bear new, or fresh, testimony.” ‘ This” 
refers to the whole of the contents of the Epistle, whether doctrine 
or exhortation. The apostle’s words here have a strongly emo- 
tional tinge, but not moreso than we expect from a pastor who is 
deeply interested in the spiritual welfare of his flock in a time 
which was no doubt one of stress. We need not suppose that 
there was any great danger of apostasy. Still less need we suppose 
that by laying emphasis on the “truth” of his Epistle the apostle is 
here reflecting upon other teachers. The gospel is constantly 
spoken of as “the truth,” in opposition to the imperfect light of 
Judaism, or the errors of heathenism, John i. 17, 4 xdpus Kal 4 
GAnGea: Col. i. 6, eréyvwre rHv xdpw Tod Ocod év ddyOeia: 1 Pet. 
1. 22, €v TH traxop THs dAnOeias, means “by obedience to the 
gospel.” But Gal. ii, 5, 4 adjdea rod cdayyediov, is “the right 
conception of the gospel,” as of grace not of works, truth, that is 
to say, as opposed to the errors of other Christian teachers. So 
again 2 Pet. ii. 1, “the way of truth” is set against the delusions of 
Wevdorpopyrat and Wevdod.ddéoxador, who were, no doubt, professedly 
Christian. It has been supposed that here also dAnOys is used of 
orthodox belief. 

Kihl thinks that the communities addressed had not been 
evangelised by any apostle, and that St. Peter is here giving the 
official seal to the instruction which they had received. The 
Tubingen school, on the other hand, holding that the author (not 
St. Peter) is writing to Pauline Churches, consider that he is ex- 
pressing his approval of the doctrine of St. Paul. But all that he 
means is, ‘‘ What I have made Silvanus write, this gospel of bearing 
the cross with patience, is God’s truth. See that ye stand fast 
in it.” 

Usteri, pressing the absence of the article before é\y69 xdpu, 
would translate “this (this persecution) is a real grace of God. 
Stand ye fast to meet it.” But there is nothing in the text to 
justify such a narrowing of the sense of “ this,” and persecution, in 
itself, is regarded as the work of the Devil. 

eis Hv orite. ‘‘ Wherein stand fast.” % A B and many cursives 
have the imperative; K LP and the mass of inferior MSS. read 
éorjxate. is is probably used as in 6 «is rv &ypdv, Mark xiii. 16, 
as a mere equivalent for év; see Blass, p. 122. Von Soden, how- 
ever, quoting i. 13, THVv Pepopevnv tiv xdpw, thinks that here also 
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the xdpis is regarded as future, and would translate “ whereunto 
stand fast.” 

13. 4 év BaBudGve ouvexdextH. ‘The fellow-elect woman in 
Babylon.” & after BaBvAdve adds éxxAyoia: the Vulgate has 
“ ecclesia quae est in Babylone,” and the same addition is found in 
the Peshito, in the Armenian, in Theophylact, and Oecumenius. 
A catena explains that by Babylon is meant Rome ; Syncellus says 
that some took it to mean Rome, others Joppa. St. Peter’s words 
have been the subject of much speculation from an early date. We 
are not to supply éxxAnoia, nor any other word. ‘“H év BaBvAdu is 
a complete phrase, and means “the woman in Babylon.” - This 
may be understood either literally or metaphorically. Bengel, 
Mayerhoff, Jachmann, Alford, and some few others take the words 
literally, and understand the apostle to mean his own wife. On the 
other hand, the great majority of commentators take them meta- 
phorically of the Church in Babylon, but are divided on the question 
whether Babylon itself is metaphorical or not. The latter point 
may be treated independently of the former. Both phrases may be 
literal, one may be figurative, or both. 

Against the literal interpretation of 4 may be urged (1) that St. 
Peter would have spoken of his wife in plain terms and by name; 
(2) that 4 év BaBvAdv is a singular phrase for an ordinary woman 
residing or sojourning in Babylon. Both these objections are con- 
siderably weakened, if St. Peter’s wife was a very well-known person- 
age; and there can be no doubt that she was. St. Paul tells us 
that she accompanied her husband (1 Cor. ix. 5), and tradition 
could not have regarded her as a martyr (Clem. Alex. Strom. vii. 11. 
63), unless she had done something to earn martyrdom—unless, 
that is to say, she had taken an active part in her husband’s labours. 

Against the metaphorical interpretation it may be argued that 
4 ¢v BaBvAGvi is an unprecedented and perhaps impossible phrase for 
“the Church in Babylon.” In the Old Testament we have “the 
daughter of Zion” (Isa. xxxvii. 22); in the New Testament it is 
possible that St. John speaks of a Church as xvpia, and of another 
Church as her ddeA¢7 (2 John i. 5, 13); the meaning of the Woman 
in the Apocalypse is open to doubt. In Hermas (V/s. i. 1. 4, 5) 
the Church appears to the prophet as yvv7, and is addressed by 
him as xvpia. But in all these cases the metaphor is far more 
obvious than it is in the present passage. Again, what is easy and 
natural to imaginative writers like Isaiah, John, or Hermas, is not 
so to St. Peter. Lastly, ‘the Church and Marcus my son” strikes 
one as a somewhat more difficult combination than “ my wife and 
Marcus my son” (see Introduction, § 8). On Marcus and Babylon, 
see Introduction, § 9. 

14. év pudjpate dydans. Compare Rom. xvi. 16; 1 Cor. xvi. 20; 
2 Cor. xiii. 12; 1 Thess. v. 26. St. Paul’s phrase is $iAnpa d&yiov. 
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The kiss is one of the most ancient of ritual usages. Justin, Aol. 
i. 65, GAAjAous PiAypare doraloucla Twavodpevor tov edydv, the kiss 
came after certain edxaé and before the edyaé of communion ; Tert. 
de Orat. 14, “quae oratio cum diuortio sancti osculi integra?” In 
Cyril of Jerusalem, Caz. Myst. v. 3, the kiss is placed before the 
Sursum Corda; he adds, onpetov roivey éori 76 pidnyua Tod dvaxpa- 
Ova ras Woxas Kat wacav efopifew pyvyoxaxiav. See also Const. 

App. ii. 57, viii. 11; Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western; 
Palmer, Or. Litt. ii. 102; Suicer, 5.0. fiAnua; Ducange, s.z. 
Osculum ; Bingham; Probst, Ziturgie; Duchesne, Ovigines du culte 
chrétien. 

eipjvy. In this final benediction St. Peter uses the Hebrew and 
evangelical “ Peace” (cf. Luke xxiv. 36; John xx. 19, 21, 26) instead 
of the later “grace,” which we find in the corresponding passages 
of the Pauline Epistles, Hebrews, and the Apocalypse. ‘ Peace” 
carries us back to the Address; the Epistle begins and ends with 
peace. The phrase rots év Xpior “ can hardly signify the mystical 
life-communion (die mystische Lebensgemeinschaft) of Paul, of which 
there is no trace in the Epistle, but is merely another name 
for Christians, and conveys the last warning not to forsake this 
community of Christians ” (von Soden). 

bai 



INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EPISTLE 

OF ST. PETER 

§ I. TESTIMONIA VETERUM 

It will be most convenient to begin the Introduction to 2 Peter by 
a discussion of the external attestation of the Epistle. 

Jerome. 

Born about 346; died, 420. 
In the Zpistle to Paulinus, prefixed to editions of the Vulgate, 

Jerome accepts all the seven Catholic Epistles without reserve : 
“Jacobus, Petrus, Joannes, Judas Apostoli, septem epistolas 

ediderunt tam mysticas quam succinctas, et breues pariter ac 
longas: breues in uerbis, longas in sententiis; ut rarus sit, qui non 
in earum lectione caecutiat.” Here the word caecutiat seems to be 
taken from 2 Pet. i. 9. 

In the extracts from the Cafalogus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum, 
which also are printed in editions of the Vulgate, he notices that 
there was some considerable doubt as to the authenticity of 
2 Peter, and tells us that the doubt rested on the style of the 
Epistle : 

“Scripsit duas Epistolas, quae Catholicae nominantur : quarum 
secunda a plerisque eius esse negatur, propter stili cum priore 
dissonantiam.” 

In the Zfistle to Hedibia, 120, Quaest. xi., he suggests that this 
difference of style might be accounted for by the supposition that 
St. Peter employed two different interpreters : 

“ Habebat ergo (Paulus) Titum interpretem, sicut et beatus 
Petrus Marcum, cuius euangelium Petro narrante et eo scribente 
compositum est. Denique et duae epistolae quae feruntur Petri 
stilo inter se et charactere discrepant structuraque uerborum. Ex 
quo intelligimus pro necessitate rerum diuersis eum usum inter- 
pretibus.” 

Jerome thus records, explains, and perpetuates the doubt, yet ' 
his great authority practically laid is to sleep in the Greek and Latin 

1 
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Churches. But in or about the time of Jerome there were several 
eminent Fathers who either rejected 2 Peter or regarded it with 
grave suspicion. ‘“ Among the innumerable quotations from and 
allusions to Scripture found in the writings of Chrysostom, Theo- 
dore, and Theodoret, there does not appear to be one reference to 
2 Peter” (Dr. Chase in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, iii. p. 805 ; 
as regards Chrysostom this statement is to some extent modified by 
the note). Amphilochius of Iconium (Westcott, Canon, p. 557) 
says that some accepted seven Catholic Epistles, some only three. 
Didymus of Alexandria accepted 2 Peter as authentic, and wrote a 
commentary upon it; yet at the close of this work the reader is 
startled by the words (only preserved in a Latin translation), “ non 
est igitur ignorandum praesentem epistolam esse falsatam, quae, licet 
publicetur, non tamen in canone est.” Mr. Warfield (Southern 
Presbyterian Review, Jan. 1882) suggests that Didymus here ex- 
presses a view which he afterwards rejected. At a later date 
Junilius of Africa (about 550 a.p.; Westcott, Canon, p. 545) places 
2 Peter among the books which he calls mediae, those which, 
though not absolutely undoubted, are yet accepted by very many 
(quam plurimi). Junilius, though African by birth, lived in Con- 
stantinople, and derived his Syrian theology directly or indirectly 
from Theodore of Mopsuestia (see Dr. Salmon’s article in the 
Dictionary of Christian Biography). The doubt as to the authen- 
ticity of 2 Peter appears to have been most strongly felt in the 
Antiochene Church, and rested largely on the absence of the Epistle 
from the Peshito, which recognised only three of the Catholic 
Epistles, James, 1 Peter, 1 John; indeed there is some doubt 
whether the Syriac version originally included even these; see 
Introduction to 1 Peter, p. 13. 

Eusebius. 

The date of his History is about 324. 
f7. E. iii. 3. 1, 4, Tlérpov pév oby ériotoAy pia 4 Aeyouevyn adrod 

mpotépa dvwpmoddyntar tavTy $€ Kal of wddar mperBirepor ds dvapdr- 
Aéxtw év Tois ohdv airév KataKxéxpyvTa ovyypdppac, tiv dé 
hepopevnv Sevrépay ovkx évdudOnxov pev elvar mwaperAndapev, Guws Se 
TodAols xpyoiuos paveioa peta Tov GAAwV éorovddcbyn ypapav .. « 
GANG 7a pev dvonaldpeva Leérpov, dv play yryciay éyvwv émiotoAjv 
Kal rapa Tois Taha. tpeaBurépors Opodoynuevyv TocadTa. 

Hi. £. iii. 25. 3, trav 8 dvrireyopevwv, yropipwv F ody spos 
tots moAXols, 7 Aeyouévn *laxdBov héperar Kal H “lovda, 4 re Térpov 
Sevrépa érurroAy. He then goes on to speak about the vé6a. 

We gather that of zoAAoi, the majority of the Church, accepted 
2 Peter as authentic; that Eusebius himself doubted, but did not 
absolutely deny, its authenticity; that his doubt rested on two 
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grounds, namely, that writers, whose opinion he respected, regarded 
2 Peter as uncanonical (zapeAjdpapev) ; and that, so far as he knew, 
the Epistle was not quoted by “the ancient presbyters ”—by those 
older writers, that is to say, whose works were to be found in the 
library of Jerusalem (4. Z. v. 20. 1), and he probably means “ not 
quoted by name.” It is to be regretted that Eusebius does not 
state from whom he had received his opinion, or who were included 
among the of wodAot. The seven Catholic Epistles existed in the 
library of Caesarea, and there is some reason for thinking that they 
were all accepted as genuine by Pamphilus (Westcott, Canon, 
P- 393 Sq-). , 

Methodius. 

Martyred in the Diocletian persecution. 
In a fragment of his treatise, de Resurrectione (Pitra, Anal. Sacra, 

iii. p. 611, quoted by Dr. Chase), we find an express citation of 
2 Pet. iii. 8, xiAua S& ern tis Baoeias dvdpacey tov azrépayTov 
aidva Sia THs xiArddos SnAGv, yéypapev yap 6 awrdaroXos Ilérpos dre 
pia ypépa mapa Kupiw ds xiAta ern Kai xiAva ern ds Huépa pia. 

We may notice also in the same treatise (ed. Jahn, p. 78) the 
words éxrupwhycerar piv yap mpds Kdbapow Kal dvaxaiwicpov KaTa- 
Baciw was Kataxdvldpevos 6 Kdcpos Tupi, od piv eis drddeav 
eXevoerar wavtedq cal POopdv . . . 8 dvdykyn 8) Kal tHv yiv adits 
Kal Tov ovpavov pera THY exprASywow EvecOat wavTwV Kal Tov Bpacpor. 
Here the zip xaraBdouov is taken from Wisdom x. 6; but the run 
of the passage reminds the reader strongly of 2 Pet. iii. 9-13, and 
Methodius, as the first quotation shows, was acquainted with the 
Epistle. 

Origen. 
Died, 253. 
In Joann. Comm. v. 3 (Lomm. i. 165); see also Eus. 1. £. vi. 

25. 8, Iérpos dé, éf’ © oixodopetrar 7 Xpiotod éxxAyaoia, Hs wIAat Aidov 
od KaTicxXvooval, pilav érioToAnv Sporoyoupévnv KatadéAourev, EoTw dé 
kal Sevtépav’ dudiBddrA&crar yap. | 

Origen does not express himself so positively as Eusebius ; he 
records the doubt, yet is not unwilling to accept the Epistle. He 
does not tell us on what arguments the doubt rested, nor by whom 
It was entertained. In particular, he says nothing about the style of 
2 Peter, though he was a keen critic, as may be seen from his 
remarks on the Epistle to the Hebrews (Eus. HZ. vi. 25. 11). In 
the works of Origen are found six quotations from, and two clear 
allusions to 2 Peter. Dr. Chase, however, notices that they all 
occur in those treatises which exist only in the Latin version of 
Rufinus, and it must be admitted that this fact renders it somewhat 
doubtful whether they can be ascribed to Origen himself. 
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Clement of Alexandria. 
Died about 213. 
Eus. #. Z. vi. 14. 1, &v 8€ tats ‘Yrorumacect, EvveAdvta eizetv, 

mons THS evdualyKov ypadpis émurerpnpevas merotnran Sepyjoess, pn de 
TOS dvriAeyopevas mapedOav, THY Tovda A€yw Kal tas Aowras KabodAcKas 
émioToAds, THY TE BapvdBa Kai rHv Ilérpov Aeyouevnv droxd. Avy. 

Nothing can be clearer than this statement, which is con- 
firmed by Photius (BzdUioth. 109). It is in no degree invalidated 
by the confused utterances of Cassiodorus, who, writing aiter an 
interval of more than three hundred years, says, first, that Clement 
expounded the whole of the Bible; then that he had commented 
upon 1 Peter, 1 and 2 John, and James, but not on the other three 
canonic Epistles ; and, finally, made a loose and untrustworthy trans- 
lation (for the Adumbrationes is supposed to be his version of this 
part of the Aypotyposes) of Clement’s notes upon 1 Peter, 1 and 2 
John, and Jude, not James. 

Dr. Chase does not allow that Clement ever quotes 2 Peter. But 
in Protrep. x. 106 we have the phrase ry dddv tis dAnOeias, which 
is found in 2 Pet. ii. 2 and not elsewhere in the New Testament. 
SapKos drdbeors, Strom. i. 19. 94, may be drawn from 2 Pet. i. 14 
(ardGeots is peculiar to 1 and 2 Peter). In cl. Proph. 20, 1 Pet. 
i. 19 is combined with 2 Pet. ii. 1 (see note). See again note on 
il. 13 for another possible reference. In aed. iii. 8. 43, 70 
Lodopirav mddos xpioiws piv adixyoact, madaywyla dé dxovcact, is 
taken not from Jude, as Dindorf thinks, but from 2 Peter, who 
mentions Lot, while Jude does not (see also Faed. iii. 8. 44, where 
the same remark holds good, though Clement immediately goes on 
to quote Jude 5, 6 by name). From the same verse, 2 Pet. ii. 8, 
comes a phrase which is found in Strom. ii. 12. 55, Bacavilw dé eg 
ols juapte THY éavTod Wuxnv ayaboepyei. Again, i in Strom. vii. 14. 88, 
Clement speaks of the moral law as 7 évroAy, in the singular. 
Cf. 2 Pet. ii, 21. Probably many other borrowings might be 
detected by anyone who would carefully read Clement through 
with an eye to this point. It is true that Clement does not quote 
2 Peter by name, and some of the phrases here noticed may not be 
conscious quotations at all. “The way of truth” is found also in 
Clement of Rome, “the putting off of the flesh” may have been a 
common expression among Christians. But if they are ultimately 
derived from 2 Peter, as is probably the case, the fact that these 
phrases had become a regular part of the parlance of the Church 
seems greatly to increase the strength of the evidence in favour of 
the authenticity of the Epistle. 

It should be remembered that Clement was the successor and 
pupil of. another learned man, Pantaenus, who was head of the 
catechetical school perhaps as early as 180. In that year those 
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who advocate the late date of 2 Peter suppose that the Epistle had 
not existed more than five, or at the outside more than twenty or 
thirty years. Pantaenus could hardly have been imposed upon by a 
forgery so recently perpetrated, as Harnack and Dr. Chase suppose, 
in Alexandria. And, if Pantaenus did not know the Epistle, or 
rejected it, how came Clement, the heir of his erudition, to 
accept it? 

Cyprian. 
Died, 257. 
This Father displays no acquaintance with 2 Peter, yet this fact 

serves only to show the precariousness of the argument from 
silence. For a clear allusion to the Epistle is found in a letter 
addressed to Cyprian by 

Firmilian, 

Bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia (Cyprian, Zp. Ixxv. 6), “Ste- 
phanus . . . adhuc etiam infamans Petrum et Paulum beatos 
apostolos, . . . qui in epistolis suis haereticos exsecrati sunt et 
ut eos euitemus monuerunt.” Cyprian must have known to what 
Epistle of St. Peter Firmilian was appealing. 

Hippolytus. 

Died about the end of the first quarter of the third century. 
Refut. Omn. Haer. ix. 6, per ob word Se eri tov airov BopBopov 

dvexvAiovro, cf. 2 Pet. ii. 22. The expression is, as Dr. Chase 
says, of the nature of a proverb, but it is not a common proverb. 
See note on the passage. 

Lbid. X. 33, ra dé wavra Siorxel 6 Néyos 6 6 @eod, 6 _TMpwrdyovos mrarpds 
mais, 9 mpd éwoddpov pwaddpos dwvy, cf. 2 Pet. 1. 19, and see note 
on the passage. 

Lbid. X34, expevseoe erepxopevnv Tupos Kpioews dmredyv Kat 
TapTapov Copepod 6 Oppa apdriorov, cL. @ Petit Ar TT, ee 

In Dan. iii. 22, 6 yap dv ms troray@ tovTw Kai dedovrAwrau, cf. 
2 Pet. ii. r9. 

Loid. iv. 10, ei yap Kal viv Bpadiver po Katpov, py Oédwv TH 
Kplow TO Koo pp erreveyKety, cf, 2: Pet.. 2. 5 ill. Qe 

Ibid. xxiii. 24, jyépa 88 Kupiov xi\ua erp 

The Clementine Literature. 

Passages bearing a more or less close resemblance to 2 Peter 
have been detected in the Recognitions, the Homilies, the Actus 
Petri cum Simone. On this point the reader may consult the 
observations of Dr. Chase, and of Dr. Salmon, Jntroduction 
(p. 520, ed. 1888). 
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Theophilus of Antioch. 
Died, 183-185. 
li. 13, 6 Adyos adrod, daivwy dorep AdxVvos ev olkjpare cwvexoueva, 

éputicey THY bx ovpavor, cf. 2 Pet. i. 19. In 4 Esdr. xii. 42 we 
read, “Tu enim nobis superes solus ex omnibus populis . . . sicut 
lucerna in loco obscuro” ; and the word of God is a Avyvos in Ps, 
cxix. 105. Yet it seems most likely that Theophilus had St. Peter 
in mind. 

li. 9, of 52 rod @cod dvOpwror rvevpatopdpor wvevpatos dylov Kat 
mpopytrar yevouevot, Cf. 2 Pet. i. 21. Dr. Chase points out that 
the word zvevparoddpos is found in Hos. ix. 7; Zeph. iii. 4. It 
can hardly be maintained that either of these passages is conclusive, 
but they deserve some weight. 

Tatian. 
Date of Ovatio, 150-170. 
Or. ad Graecos, 15 (Otto, vi. p. 70) rovovrov St ph dvros rod 

oxyveparos. This sense of the word oxyjvwpa (body) is borrowed 
from 2 Pet. i. 13. Immediately before, in the single word vads, we 
have an allusion to 1 Cor. ili. 16. S«jvwya is so used by Eus. 
H. £. ii. 25. 6, who possibly found it in Gaius. 

The Muratorianum. 

P. 106, line 6 (in Westcott’s Canon) ‘Sicute et semote passioné 
petri euidenter declarat.”. These words must refer either to the 
Gospel of St. John or to 2 Peter. They can hardly refer to the 
Gospel, which had been fully noticed. See on this point Introduc- 
tion to 1 Peter, p. 14. 

Aristides. 

His Apology was presented to Hadrian in 129-130, or, as Mr. 
Rendel Harris thinks, to Antoninus Pius, in the early years of his 
reign. 

Afol. xvi., 4 586s tis GAnOeias Aris Tods Sdevovtas adriy eis THv 
aidviov xepaywyet Bacireiay, cf. 2 Pet. i. 11, ii. 2. This seems 
a clear case. Canon Armitage Robinson considers that the Greek 
text of the Apology “as a rule gives us the actual words of 
Aristides.” 

Polycarp. 
Martyred in 155. 
Phil. iii., tH copia rod paxapiov cat évddfov TavAov, bs... tpiv 

eypawev émoroAds, cf. 2 Pet. iii. 15. 
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Martyrium Polycarpt. 

Xx. 2, els THY aldviov avtod BactAciav. So Harnack. Lightfoot 
has érovpdviov, but aidvioy is the reading of two MSS. out of three. . 

Justin Martyr. 

Harnack puts the date of the Dialogue, 155-160. 
Dial, 51, xai &v 7G petakd ris tapovoias airod xpdéve, ds mpoepyy, 

yeryocrOar aipéces Kal Wevdorpodryras ext TH dvdpatt aitod mpo- 
eunvuoe. Otto refers to Matt. vii. 15, xxiv. 5; 1 Cor. xi. 19. But 
there would seem to be here a reminiscence of 2 Pet. ii. 1, where 
Wevdorpopyrac and aipéoers are mentioned in conjunction. In 
Dial, 82, again, Justin uses the word Wevdoduddoxado, which though, 
as Dr. Chase remarks, a word of easy formation, is peculiar to 
2 Peter. 

Dial. 81, cvvijxapev xat 76 elpnpuévov Sti “Hpépa Kupiov ds xia 
éry. Otto notes, “Sic Tanchuma, fol. 335 A, Dzes det est mille 
annorum.” Here, again, doubt is legitimate. But we have seen 
above that Methodius quoted this phrase by name from 2 Pet. iii. 8. 

Abpol. i. 28, kai yap % éripovn Tod pndérw todro mpagar Tov Oecdv 
dia 76. dvOpdrrwvov yévos yeyévyntat’ mpoywdoKke yap Twas ék peravoias 
cwbyoco Oa, cf. 2 Pet. ili. 9. 

M elito. 

He flourished in the third quarter of the second century. 
Apology (in Otto, vol. ix. p. 432), “Etenim aliquando fuit 

diluuium uenti, et selecti (ad id) homines occisi sunt aquilone 
uehementi, et relicti sunt iusti ad demonstrationem ueritatis. 
Rursus alio tempore fuit diluuium aquarum, et perierunt omnes 
homines et bestiae in multitudine aquarum, et seruati sunt iusti in 
arca lignea iussu dei. Atque ita ultimo tempore erit diluuium 
ignis, et ardebit terra cum montibus suis, et ardebunt homines 
cum simulacris quae fecerunt et cum operibus sculptilibus quae 
adorauerunt, et ardebit mare cum insulis suis, et seruabuntur 
iusti ab ira, sicut socii eorum seruati sunt in arca ab aquis diluuii.” 

On the date of this Syriac version of Melito’s Apology, see 
Introduction to 1 Peter, p. 10. Dr. Chase takes the deluge of 
wind to refer to the destruction of the Tower of Babel, which is 
mentioned in the Szbylline Oracles iii. 97 Sqq., in connexion with 
the destruction of the world by fire, and is inclined to think 
that Melito is following the Szdy/ rather than 2 Peter. There is, 
however, a different explanation of the Flood of Wind; see Otto’s 
note on the passage, vol. ix. p. 476. But it will be necessary to con- 
sider the origin of the belief in the approaching destruction of the 
world by fire more fully in a later section. 
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Irenaeus. 
Died, 202 or 203. 
This Father introduces a quotation from 1 Peter with the words 

Petrus ait in epistola sua (iv. 9. 2); but this phrase does not neces- 
sarily imply that he knew only one Petrine letter. Irenaeus 
certainly knew 2 John, which he quotes explicitly and by name 
(i. 16. 3, lil. 16. 8); yet, says Mr. Warfield, he quotes 1 John (iii. 16. 
5, 8) just as he quotes 1 Peter, with the words i” sua epistola, ev rh 
ériotoAy. Two passages call for notice. 

lil, 1. 1, pera S€ tHv TovTwv eodov Mdpxos 6 pabyris Kat épuy- 
veuris Iérpov cai abros ra id Lérpov xypvoodpeva eyypddus piv 
Trapadeowke, 

There can be little doubt that ¢f080s here means “death.” It 
is so used Wisd. iii. 2, vii. 6; Luke ix. 31; 2 Pet. i. 15. In 
secular writers it never, so far as I know, bears this sense by itself, 
though it is commonly used in later Greek in combination with a 
genitive, é£od0s rod Biov e¢ simm. There is some slight presump- 
tion, therefore, that here the word may be a reminiscence of the 
Petrine passage.- But, further, there were two traditions as to the 
date at which Mark composed his Gospel. According to the one 
he wrote before, according to the other after, the death of Peter. 
It is a most natural and probable supposition that the latter view 
was connected with 2 Pet. i.15. Irenaeus does not tell us whence 
he derived this account of St. Mark’s Gospel, but he no doubt 
borrowed it from some earlier writer, most probably Papias. Thus 
it may be argued with some confidence that 2 Peter was known to 
and accepted by men who lived before Irenaeus, and whose 
opinions Irenaeus followed. It might, of course, be replied that 
the writer of 2 Peter was himself following the author or authors 
of this tradition, but this would hardly be reasonable. 

v. 23. 2, “ Dies domini sicut mille anni”; v. 28. 3, 4 yap jpépa 
Kupiov ds xidua ern. 

Irenaeus does not tell us where he found these words which so 
strongly resemble those of 2 Pet. iii) 8. In both places he con- 
nects them with Chiliasm; the world was created in six days, and 
will last six thousand years. It has been supposed that he borrowed 
this adaptation of Ps. xc. 4 from Justin, or from Barnabas, or from 
the Rabbis. But this point also will require to be further con- 
sidered in a later section. 

Epistle of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne. 

177-179. : 
Eus. H. Z. v. 1. 36, 55; 2. 3, €€050s is used absolutely of “ death.” 
Lbid. V. 1. 45, 6 dé did pécov Kaipds obk dpyds airois vide dxapmos 

éyivero, ch, 2 Pet. i. 8. 
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The Epistle, then, was known, if not to Irenaeus, to those with 
whom he was very closely connected. 

Let us notice another phrase in this letter—v. 1. 48, da ris 
dvactpopyns aitav Bracdnuodtvres tHv 6dd6v, TovréoTtw of viol Tis 
dmwA«ias. Here we seem to find a combination of vers. 2 and 22 
of the Fragment of the Afocalypse of Peter, which is therefore 
older than the Viennese letter. 

Apocalypse of Peter. 

110-160, or more nearly 120-140; Harnack. The use of the 
work by the Viennese Church warns us that the date can hardly be 
placed after 140. 

I, woAAol e€ aitdv érovrat Pevdorpopijrat Kal 6000s Kal Sdypara 

roukira THs drrwA«ias bSd£ovow, cf. 2 Pet. li, x. 
x. Tas yrxas € éauTav Soxidlovras, cf. 2 Pet. ii. 8. 
21, TOmov avypnpor, Cf. 2 Pet. i. 19. 
22, 28, Bracrpnporvres THY 6ddv Tis Sixaroovvys, cf. 2 Pet. ii. 2, 21. 
30, 7 ivrodd, cf. 2 Pet. i. a1, iti, 2. 
In his edition of the F ragment, Professor Harnack (Bruchstiicke, 

p. 71) says that the AZsocalypse and 2 Peter are dlutsverwandi, 
but does not pronounce upon the question of priority. In the 
Chronologte, p. 471, he decides that the author of 2 Peter borrows 
from the Apocalypse. But I find it quite impossible to accept this 
view. Before the Apocalypse was written there had been violent 
persecution (oi diagavres rods Sixalovs kal wapaddvres adtovs, 27; the 
verb tyyavi{duevor, 34, belongs to the times of persecution; the 
word is used in the Viennese letter, Eus. H. Z. v. 1. 38), of which 
there is no indication whatever in 2 Peter. Again, the description 
of hell, suggested as it is by Plato, Aristophanes, Homer, and 
especially Virgil, certainly points to a later date than the Epistle. 
Jiilicher thinks it not improbable that 2 Peter made use of the 
Apocalypse; and Kihl goes so far as to suppose that 2 Pet. ii. may 
have been written by the same author as the Apocalypse. The 
three reasons given by Dr. Chase in the Dictionary of the Bible for 
thinking it impossible that the author of the Apocalypse should 
have borrowed from 2 Peter, appear to be wholly unsubstantial. 
I have suggested in the notes that the whole of the later Petrine 
literature owes its origin to 2 Pet. i. 15; these words gave the busy 
army of inventors the suggestion and the name for their works of 
imagination. If this view is tenable, we have here again a remark- 
able proof of the authority of our Epistle in very early times. 

It has been said above that the Apocalypse of Peter bears 
traces of the influence of Virgiland Homer. The general idea which 
underlies the vision, that our pleasant vices are made the whips to 
scourge us, may be found in Wisd. xi. 16, 80’ dy tus dwaprdver 51d. rovrwv 
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xoAderat, but in its concrete, pictorial development belongs to the 
Greek and Roman mythology. But even in details the Apocalypse 
closely resembles the Aeneid. Ct. the > following passages :— 

Apot. 3, Ta pev yap oapara avT@v iv. Aevkdrepa mdons: xLdvos Kal 
épub prepa TavTos podoy, TUVEREKPATO dé 76 épud pov adrav To p Aeukd, Kal 

drhos ov Sivapar eenyjoacdan TO Kdd)os avTav’ 7 TE yap KON airav 
ovhn WV kat dvOnpa Kat émumpemovea avrav TO TE Tporwmy Kal Tots 

@ILOLS, oomepel orépavos éx vapdoordxvos memeypévos Kal TouKtAwv 
avOav, 7) domep ips € év dépl, TOLAUTY Hv avrav 7) edmpéreca. 

Virg. Aen. i. 402: 

‘* Dixit, et auertens rosea ceruice refulsit, 
Ambrosiaeque comae diuinum uertice odorem 
Spirauere.’ 

For the contrast of white and rose in the complexion of beauty, 
see the description of Euryalus, des. ix. 431-437, or of Aeneas, 
Aen. i. 588-593. OvAn dun xa avOypa is a reminiscence also of 
Hom. Od. vi. 230, Kad dé kdpytos OtAas jee Kdpas taxwOivy ave 
dpolas. 

Apoc. 5s péyiorov X@pov éxros TovTov TOU Kdo pou tméphapmpov TO 
por, Kal TOV dépa Tov éxet dxtiow HAlov KaTtadapmropevov, Kat TiV yiVv 
aitnv avOodvoav duapavros avOect 

Virg. Aen. vi. 638: 

**Deuenere locos laetos, et amoena uireta 
Fortunatorum nemorum, sedesque beatas. 
Largior hic campos aether et lumine uestit 
Purpureo, solemque suum, sua sidera norunt.” 

We may remember also the dopodedos Aeodv of Hom. Od. xi. 539. 
Apoc. 6, the phrase tézros aixpmpds, of the place of punishment, 

is taken from 2 Peter, but, used as it is in the Apocalypse, it calls to 
mind the words of Virgil, 

Aen. Vi. 534: 

“Ut tristis sine sole domos, loca turbida, adires.” 

Apoc. 8, 9, 16, the region of torment is full of boiling mud. 
Cf. Aen. vi. 296, “Turbidus hic coeno uastaque uoragine gurges 
Aestuat”; 416, “Informi limo”; the boiling mud is that of Phlege- 
thon. 

Apoc. 6, ot KoddLovres dyyehor oKorewdv elxov aitrav Td evdupa 
kata Tov aépa Tod TdéTOV. 

Virg. Aen. vi. 555: 

‘‘Tisiphone . . . palla succincta cruenta.” 

Apoc. 10, Tovs covets éBXerov Hance BeBAnpevors &y rwe Tor 
TreOhippevey Kat _ memAnpopevey éprerav wovypay, kal tAnocopevous td 
tav Onpiwv éxeivwv. 
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Virg. Aen. vi. 570: 

**Continuo sontes ultrix accincta flagello 
Tisiphone quatit insultans, toruosque sinistra 
Intentans angues uocat agmina saeua sororum.” 

Apot. 11, woAdot sratdes oitwes dwpor érixrovro (text of Canon 
Armitage Robinson) xaOypevor éxdarov. 

Virg. Aen. vi. 427: 

*¢ Infantumque animae flentes in limine primo.” . 

It may be strongly suspected that the author of the Afocalypse 
was a Western, who had read Virgil. The book first comes before 
our notice at Vienna, and in the Roman Muratorianum ; and these 
facts point in the same direction. Further, the Cl/ementina mani- 
fest so strong an interest in Rome that we may look for their origin, 
at any rate for that of their Grundschrift, in the same locality. Prob- 
ably a good deal of the pseudo-Petrine literature came from Rome. 
But that the whole tone and conception of the Asocalypse is later 
than 2 Peter seems to me to be beyond a doubt. 

The so-called Second Epistle of Clement. 

=30-170. 
XVi., yivdorxere Se Gre Epxerat Hon 7H Hpépa TAS Kpicews ds KALBavos 

catopevos Kat taxyjoovrat ai duvdpets TOV oipavGv Kal raca 7 yh os 
porBdos exit rupt tyKdpevos Kal Tore Havyjcetar Ta Kpvdia Kal pavepa 
epya Tov avOpwruv. 

The author here quotes Mal. iv. 1 ; Isa. xxxiv. 4, but his view of 
the world-fire is that of St. Peter. Dr. Salmon (Zntroduction, p. 521) 
suggests that darvjoeros is an attempt to make sense out of the 
corrupt ebpeOyjoerat of 2 Pet. iii. 10. Add that quépa xpicews in the 
New Testament is only found in Matthew’s Gospel, in 1 John, and 
in 2 Peter. 

Ignatius. 
105-117. 
Eph., Preface, "Inoot Xpictod rod @eod judv: see Lightfoot’s 

note ; the same phrase recurs Eph. xviil.; Rom. iii.; Polye. viii., 
cf. 2 Pet. i. 1. 

Eph. xii, TlavAov... bs &v mdon emrodj, cf. 2 Pet. iii. 
15, 16. 
? Trall. xiii. 3, év & eipeDetnwev duwpor, cf. 2 Pet. iii. 14. 

Magn. ix., ) Cot hpav avérerev, cf. 2 Pet. i. 19. 
No one of these phrases can be regarded as conclusive; yet 

they are worth noticing as probably echoes of 2 Peter. 
14 
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Barnabas. 

70-79, Lightfoot 3 130 or 131, Harnack. 
XV. 4, moo exere, téxva, th Aéyer TO SuveréeLecey ey 2 Tpépas® 

qotro Aéyer Ore év eSaxurxiAlors greow owed ere Kupuos ra ovpravra., 
‘H yap Tpépa. map avT@ xiAva érn* avros S€é por paprupel A€ywv* “dod 
onpEpov Huepa Eorat ws xiAva ern. 

See remarks on Irenaeus above; but here the zap’ airé comes 
very close to Peter’s rapa Kupiy. Hilgenfeld here quotes Leféo- 
genesis, 4, “Und (Adam) lebte 70 Jahre weniger als 1000 Jahre, 
denn 1000 Jahre sind wie Ein Tag nach dem himmlischen Zeug- 
niss. Desswegen ist geschrieben iiber den Baum des Erkenntnisses : 
An dem Tage da ihr davon esset, werdet ihr sterben. Darum hat 
er die Jahre dieses Tages nicht vollendet, sondern er starb an 
demselben.” 

Hermas. 
110-140, Harnack. 
In the Pastor there are a few words and phrases which may 

conceivably have been suggested by 2 Peter; Vés. iii. 7. 1, tiv dd0v 
tiv adynOuyy: Sim. Vv. 7. 2, plaopds: Sim. vi. 2. Bdéupa, but in a 
different sense: Sim. ix. 14. 4, Svavonros: Sim. ix. 22. 1, false 
teachers are avadets. 

Clement of Rome. 

93-95, hardly as late as 97, Harnack. 
Here again we find several phrases which in the New Testament 

are pecular to 2 Peter; such are 6 mpopytixos Adyos, xi. 2: éwdmrns 
(but it is here used of God), lix. 3: pGpos, Ixili. 1: eyaXompemns, 
i. 2. In vii. 6 we read Nae éxyjpvfev perdvovay, which not unnaturally 
suggests 2 Pet. ii. 5, N@e dixaroovvys xypuxa. Bishop Lightfoot in- 
geniously suggested that Clement may have borrowed his phrase 
from a lost passage of the pre-Christian third Sibylline book. See 
his note. 

Jude. 

The Epistle of St. Jude may, I believe, be confidently regarded 
as the earliest attestation of 2 Peter. But the point must be dis- 
cussed at length in a separate section. 

§ 2. OBSERVATIONS ON THE TESTIMONIA 

The Second Epistle of St. Peter is very short; its subject, the 
disorders of a particular section of the Church, is of limited in- 

Ne 
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terest, and is treated in a vague and general way, very unlike that 
in which the same topic is handled in the First Epistle to the 
Corinthians, and conveying little information about the persons 
and circumstances in view; and it contains very few quotable 
phrases. It is probably very seldom quoted even in the present 
day. Yet its attestation is strong; if we accept the evidence of 
the Apocalypse of Peter, very strong; and if we accept that of 
Jude, overwhelming. 

Its authenticity was doubted by many in Jerome’s time, because 
its style was supposed to differ from that of the First Epistle. 
Eusebius believed that it was not the work of St. Peter, chiefly 
because he could find no clear instance of its use by the “ancient 
presbyters.” Origen knew that it was regarded with doubt, but 
gives no reason for the doubt, and was himself rather inclined to 
accept the Epistle. Of Clement we are expressly informed that 
he gave it a place in his Bible. Before the time of Clement, if we 
put aside the Afocalypse and Jude, we can only detect scattered 
phrases and words, which are found in 2 Peter, and of which several 
are not found elsewhere in the New Testament. 

Even scattered words and phrases, such as 600s rijs éAnOecas, 
odk dpyds ov68 dxapzros, aidvios Bactdela, 6 mpodytixds Adyos, Svo- 
vénros, have a certain weight. Phrases have histories. Even in 
our own time how many turns of expression are in vogue which, 
though apparently quite casual, have yet a definite origin, and mark 
the date of the document in which they occur. Not to speak of 
really great coinages, such as “evolution” or “survival of the fittest,” 
let us take such trivial instances as “within a measurable distance of 
practical politics,” “grand old man,” “lost leader,” ‘honest doubt,” 
‘sweetness and light.” Every one of these current insignificant 
phrases belongs to a definite period. But they have become current, 
that is to say, they are constantly used by people who have not the 
slightest idea where they come from. The same fate may have 
befallen 2 Peter; the Church of Vienna, for example, may have 
quoted one of its phrases, and yet never have read the Epistle 
itself. Indeed, there is reason for thinking that the Epistle did 
not enjoy a wide circulation. Otherwise it would be difficult to 
account for the extremely bad state of the text. 

To this point attention has been drawn in the notes; but it will 
be of service to collect here those passages in which the best attested 
readings of the MSS. are either certainly or very probably wrong, 
or in which variants existed at an extremely early date. 

i. 2, TOD Meod cai “Incod rod Kupiov jpov. 
The right reading here is very probably rod Kupiov judv. See 

note. 
li. 4, o1pois. 
This is probably the right reading. But K L P have ceipais, and 
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this seems to have been what Jude found in his copy of the Epistle, 
and paraphrased by Seopois dudiors. 

il. 13, Gdukovpevor puoOdv adixias. . 
This is the reading of SBP, the Bodleian Syriac, and the 

Armenian ; it is adopted by Westcott and Hort; Tregelles gives 
it a place in the margin ; and Tischendorf, though he reads xopuov- 
pevot, remarks in his note, ‘ddicovpevor si aptum sensum praebere 
iudicabitur omnino praeferendum erit.” 

AC KL, all other MSS., the Vulgate, m”, Jerome, the Sahidic, 
Coptic, Aethiopic, Ephraem, Theophylact, Oecumenius have or 
translate Koprovpevor 

Syr’ has a word which Tischendorf translates ementes. 
It is surely vain to try to get sense out of addixovuevor. Perhaps 

it is worth while to notice that in the Sinaitic MS. dducodvpevor comes 
at the end of a line, while the next line ends with dé:xias. It is just 
possible that a hasty scribe may have taken the décx- from the latter 
word. 

Kopwovpevor will make sense, but not good sense. A few verses 
below pucds dédixias means the temporal gain of unrighteousness, 
and the phrase can hardly have any other sense in the former place. 
What we appear to want is a participle which should give the sense 
of “seeking after.” Zmentes might suggest dvovpevor. Kopsodpevor 
has the look of a mere conjectural emendation. 

li. 13, dadrats. 
aydmats is the right reading, though it is supported only by B, 

the Versions, and Jude. 
li, 14, porxadtdos. 
SoBCK LP: SA and three cursives have potyadéas. 
Morxadis means “adulterous” (Matt. xii. 39, xvi. 4), or “an 

adulteress”” (Rom. vii. 3; Jas. iv. 4). ‘‘ Eyes full of an adulteress” 
is certainly nonsense. MoryadAis is not a classical word, but occurs 
in later Greek ; see Lobeck’s Phrynichus, p. 452, note. Motxadia 
apparently does not exist, and is indeed an impossible formation, 
as there is no verb potxyadedw, nor noun potfyados. It may be 
observed that in ii. 18 the Sinaitichas pabyradryntos for paradryros. 
The scribe had the word pafyrys in his head, and did not perceive 
his error till he had written the first two syllables. So here some 
still earlier scribe may have meant to write po.xias, but porxadis 
occurred to him, and he inserted a wrong syllable. Hence came 
the unmeaning potyadias, which some well-intentioned copyist cor- 
rected into potxadidos. This error is older than any of the existing 
MSS. 

ii. 15, TOD Boodp. 
SoACKLP. Bhas rod Bedp picOdv ddtxias nydrycav. & has 

Tov Bewoprdp picbov ddixias iydrnoev. Probably in the original of 
the Sinaitic the words rod Bedp ds were illegible, and the scribe did 
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the best he could with them. The name Bosor does not exist. It 
will be observed that no single MS. has the right reading tov 
Bewp 3s. 

ii. 16, wapadpoviay. 
This, again, is a vox nihil, but it is the reading of all the great 

MSS. Six cursives have wapadpootvnv, three wapavoyiav: the 
latter is the better conjecture, as it is Peter’s habit to repeat words, 
and zapavopias occurs immediately before. 

ili. 3, €umarypovy. 
-~SosABCP and many cursives. But this word also did not 

exist, and therefore cannot have been used by St. Peter. 
iii. 10, kaTaxanoerat, 
‘So A L and some of the Versions; C has ddavioOyoovra : 8 BK P 

and some Versions etpeOjoerar: the Sahidic and Bodleian Syriac 
translate non inuenientur; am fu harl omit the clause. Kara 
Kaynoerat, apavicOycovrat, seem to be mere corrections; the right 
reading is probably ovyx etpeOyjoerar. But here again we find an 
error which is older than any of the MSS. 

A document which exhibits so many serious textual corruptions 
can hardly have been very generally read, or very carefully guarded 
during the first stages of its existence. Yet there is some reason 
for thinking that 2 Peter exerted a considerable and widespread 
influence in very early times. Four points call for notice. 

One is the tradition preserved by Irenaeus, that the Gospel of 
St. Mark was written after the death of St. Peter. It may, of course, 
be said that St. Peter does not allude to St. Mark’s Gospel in i. 15. 
But it may also be thought that he does ; and certainly his words 
may have been so understood. It is a fair conclusion that the 
statement given by Irenaeus was built by earlier writers on the 
Petrine passage. 

The idea that a day of the Lord was a thousand years, existed 
among the Rabbis. But it was by no means the only idea. Some 
held that the “day” was 365 years; some that it was 600. There 
was also great variety among the opinions held as to the duration of 
Messiah’s reign ; the Rabbis leave us to choose between 40, 60, go, 
365, 400, 1000, 2000, and 7000 years. Elieser and some others 
fixed upon 1000 years, and defended this number by combining 
Isa. lxili. 4 with Ps. xc. 4 (see Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des Heils, ii. 
p. 252 sqq.). This is the opinion which underlies Apoc. xx. 4. 
In the Christian writers quoted above this peculiar explanation of 
the “day” is always connected with the millenary reign of Christ. 
It cannot be maintained that they all based their Chiliasm on our 
Epistle ; yet Methodius expressly quotes 2 Peter, and the words of 
Barnabas bear a very close resemblance to the Petrine passage. 

It may be asked how the Fathers came to adopt one particular 
Rabbinic view as to the duration of a day of the Lord, and one 
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particular verse of the Old Testament as a proof of this view, unless 
they were guided by a Christian document to which they attached 
high authority. 

But the most remarkable fact is that St. Peter does not give his 
adaptation of Ps. xc. 4 any chiliastic turn at all. He employs 
it simply to prove the long-suffering of God, and to account for the 
delay of the Parousia. This is surely a sign of great antiquity. 
From the time of the Apocalypse and Barnabas to that of the 
Alexandrines, Chiliasm was practically the universal belief of the 
Church (see Justin, Z~ypho, 80-82), and it is extremely difficult to 
suppose that the author of 2 Peter, dealing as he is with the very 
verse out of which Chiliasm arose, could have refrained from some 
allusion to that opinion, if he had been writing at any date in the 
second century, or even late in the first. It may be observed here 
that he says not one word about the signs of the End. Clearly he 
felt strongly bound by the Lord’s command not to speculate on 
the day or hour of the Parousia. This command was soon for- 
gotten, and its observance ought to count largely in favour of our 
author. 

Another interesting point is the belief in the destruction of the 
world by fire. This also became the predominant opinion. 

Writing about the middle of the second century, Celsus says 
that Christians generally believed in a world-conflagration (Origen, 
contra Celsum, iv. 11, 79), and treats the belief as arising from a 
misunderstanding of the teaching of Greek philosophers, that éx- 
mupoces and émrudAvoets alternate in the history of the world. Origen, 
in answer, refers to Josephus, Azz. i. 2. 3; to Deut. iv. 24; Dan. 
vii. 10; Mal. iii. 2; 1 Cor. iii. 12, but not to 2 Peter, and insists 
that the office of the fire, as described in Scripture, is to purify and 
not to destroy. It may be suspected that here we have a glimpse 
of one of Origen’s reasons for his doubts about 2 Peter. 

In Clement, Strom. v. 14. 121, 122, we find an iambic passage, 
which is quoted also in the de monarchia (Otto, vol. iii. p. 136), and 
there attributed to Sophocles. The verses speak, not only of the 
world-fire, but of the Two Ways, and may be later than Barnabas. 
But the words dravra ramiyea kal perdpova prc pavelo’ come very 
close to 2 Pet. ili. 10, 

Justin, Apo. i. 20, appeals to the Sibyl and Hystaspes as 
authorities for the belief in the world-fire. The first reference is to 
Orac. Sib, iv. 172-177; this book is supposed to have been com- 
posed in the time of Titus or Domitian. The prophecies of 
Hystaspes were Christian; as to their age, Clement (Stvom. vi. 
5. 43) appears to say that they were quoted in the Ilérpov 
kynpvypa, the date of which is not later than A.D. 140-150 (Chron- 
ologie, p. 472). It may be suspected that both Hystaspes and the 
fourth book of the Orac/es belong to the same family as the pseudo- 
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Petrine literature. Justin’s words explain the opening lines of the 
famous hymn : 

** Dies irae, dies illa 
Soluet saeclum in fauilla, 
Teste Dauid cum Sibylla” ; 

where the testimony of the Sibyl is coupled with that of the Psalms 
(probably Ps. xcvii. 3). 

But whence did the Sibyl and Hystaspes derive their opinion 
that the world would be destroyed by fire? It was held by 
the Valentinians, who may have borrowed it from the Stoics; but 
it was opposed by Irenaeus (i. 7. 1), whose own belief was that the 
world would be transformed by fire, but not destroyed (v. 36. 1). 
It is not to be found precisely in the Old Testament, though 
there are passages such as Ps. xcvil. 3, “A fire goeth before 
Him, and burneth up His adversaries round about” (cf. Isa. 
Xxxiv. 4, li. 6, Ixvi. 15, 16, 22; Mal. iv. 1, quoted by 2 Clement 
xvi.), where the fire of the Lord’s presence, the refiner’s fire, is 
described as burning up all evil, and so making a new heaven 
and earth. The general language of the New Testament does 
not go beyond this (Heb. xii. 29; 1 Cor. iii. 13, vii. 31; 2 Thess. 
i. 8; Apoc. xxi. 1). Origen referred to Josephus, Az. i. 2. 3, mpo- 
eipnxev “Addp adavicpov tov dAwy EveOal, Tov pev Kat’ icxdv rupds, 
tov €repov Sé kata. Biav Kai tAnOiv datos: but this Adamic prophecy 
puts the world-fire before the Deluge, and this order is not merely 
accidental, as appears from the account of Seth and his two pillars, 
which immediately follows. We should infer from the words of 
Josephus that Adam foretold a catastrophe either by fire or by 
water; or again, if Josephus is quoting loosely, and we are not to 
insist upon the sequence of events, we may suppose that he spoke 
of the Deluge, and of the overthrow of Sodom. It is certain that 
the destruction of the world by fire was not an article of faith 
among the Jews, for Philo argues strongly against it (de tmc. Mundt). 

Here again we may ask how a doctrine which was regarded 
with much suspicion, as belonging to Stoicism and as preached by 
heretics, came, nevertheless, to be widely held, unless it was sup- 
ported by some apostolic document. 

The Second Epistle of St. Peter must have been written before 
the persecution of Nero, and therefore must be older than the 
fourth book of the Sibylline Oracles. It is, then, quite a tenable 
opinion that the belief in the world-fire arose ultimately out of 
this Epistle. 

Lastly, it is not improbable that the whole prolific family of 
pseudo-Petrine literature springs from the hint given in 2 Pet. i. 15. 
The apostle had promised something more, and the temptation to 
supply it was irresistible. 
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§ 3. RELATION OF 2 PETER TO JUDE. 

Of these two writers one borrowed from the other ; this is quite 
certain. 

The priority of 2 Peter was affirmed with confidence by Luther. 
No one, he says, can deny it. But since the time of Eichhorn the 
opposite view has gained ground, and is maintained with confidence 
quite as great. Holtzmann writes, “It is not necessary again to 
refute this hypothesis (of the priority of 2 Peter), which at the 
present day is practically abandoned.” Weiss says that “there 
can be no question ” as to the priority of Jude. Professor Harnack, 
Reuss, Jilicher, von Soden, Dr. Salmon, are of the same opinion. 

Yet Luther’s judgment has not been left without supporters. It 
has been defended in recent times by Dr. Lumby (in the Speaker's 
Commentary), Mansel, Plummer (in Ellicott’s Commentary), Spitta, 
and Zahn. 

An intermediate position is held by Kiihl, who thinks that 2 Pet. 
ii. I-lii. 2 is an interpolation ; that the original Epistle was used by 
Jude ; that the interpolation was taken from Jude. This peculiar 
view appears to rest mainly on two supports—(1) that Jude 17, 18 
is a quotation from 2 Pet. iii. 3; (2) that the Libertines of the 
second chapter have nothing to do with the Mockers of the third. 
The weakness of the latter argument is palpable. The theory of 
interpolation is always a last and desperate expedient. We shall 
see as we go on that the style of the Epistle is uniform, and that 
the second chapter has natural links of connexion with the first 
and with the third. Nor is there any mark of dislocation at the 
beginning or end of the passage which Kiihl supposes to have 
been thrust into the original text. 

When two writers, whose date cannot be precisely ascertained, 
are clearly in the position of borrower and lender, the question of 
priority must turn to a great degree on points of style, and these 
will always strike different minds in different ways. If the arrange- 
ment of the one writer is more logical, and his expression clearer, 
than those of the other, it may be thought either that the first has 
improved upon the second, or that the second has spoiled the first. 
The criterion is of necessity highly subjective, and no very positive 
result will be attained unless we can show that the one has mis- 
understood the other, that the one uses words which are not only 
not used by the other, but belong to a different school of thought, 
or that the one has definitely quoted the other. There are passages 
in our Epistles which furnish us with these means of decision. 

(a) 2 Pet. ii. 4, wetpots Lopov raprapicas: Jude 6, decpois adlors. 
Jude’s words are most probably to be explained as a paraphrase 

of the ancient variant ce:pats. It is just possible to find both the 
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“‘pits” and the “chains” in Enoch (see notes), but it is not easy to 
think that the two writers are here drawing independently from the 
same well. 

2 Pet. ii. 11, ob pépovor Kar" avrav mapa Kupin BAdodynpov 
kpiow: Jude 9, odk éréAunoe xpiow ereveyKelv Braodnpias. St. 
Peter says that the angels do not bring against ddfa: (the Fallen 
Angels) “a railing accusation in the presence of the Lord” (see 
note on the passage). This gives a perfectly good sense; the 
Angels are not like the False Teachers who do bring railing, 
scandalous, passionate charges against dda, the leaders of the 
Church, and commit this sin in the presence and hearing of the 
Lord. But here Jude inserts his reference to the Assumption of 
Moses. The devil claimed the body of Moses on the ground that he 
was a murderer (because Moses had slain the Egyptian). Michael 
does not “charge the devil with blasphemy,” as he might have 
done, but contents himself with saying, ‘The Lord rebuke thee.” 
(See the Assumption of Moses in Hilgenfeld, Vouum Testamentum 
extra Canonem receptum ; the passage in question does not exist in 

the large fragment which survives in a Latin translation, but is 
sufficiently attested.) The correct sense of xpiow dxeveyuciy BAao- 
gypias is given by Origen, Zp. ad Alexandrinos, Lomm. xvii. p. 8, 
where, after referring to the words of Jude, he proceeds, “ quidam 
eorum qui libenter contentiones reperiunt, adscribunt nobis et 
nostrae doctrinae blasphemiam,” “they impute blasphemy to me 
and my doctrine.” The passage exists only in a Latin translation, but 
the meaning is quite clear. Jude has, of course, omitted rapa Kupiw, 
because the dispute between Michael and Satan did not occur in 
the presence of the Lord. But he has altered and spoiled St. Peter’s 
point, and quite destroyed the parallel. The False Teachers did 
bring railing accusations, but did not bring accusations of blasphemy. 

(4) Jude has certain words, which may be called Pauline, and are 
certainly not Petrine. KAyros, 1 ; dyvos (in the sense of “Christians 7), 
33; mvedua, in the sense of “ indwelling spirit,” and Yu yuxds, 19. Per- 
haps we cannot lay great stress on the first of these words, but the 
second most probably, and the third and fourth certainly, are alien 
from the Petrine vocabulary. To St. Peter yvx7 means the soul, the 
seat of the religious life, and he could not possibly use Wvxuxds in the 
sense of carnal. Now it is surely far more natural to suppose that 
Jude was in the habit of using Pauline language, and slipped these 
words in without any sense of incongruity, than that 2 Peter, while 
following Jude slavishly elsewhere, cut out these words on doctrinal 
grounds. Anyhow, Jude mixes up the psychology of St. Peter with 
that of St. Paul, and this fact seems to tell heavily against him. 

(c) 2 Pet. iii, 3, 4, todro mparov ywdoxovtes Ste éXevoovTat ex 
éoxdtwov Tov HuepOv ev eurrarypovp eyaraixrat Kata Tas idias ériOupias 
airév mwopevdpuevot, kat A€yovtes, Ilod éotw H érayyedia THs mapovoias 
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airod; Jude 17, 18, tpeis 88 dyaryrol, pvyoOnre tov pnudrwv Tov 
mpoeipnnevwy tro Tov drooréAwy Tod Kupiov juav “Inood Xpucrod, Sri 
eyov tpiv, “Ex” éoxdrov xpévov évovrar éumaixra: kata Tas éavtadv 
émOupias ropevdpevor Tov aoeBerdv. St. Peter gives the warning as 
his own, introducing it just as he does the other warning about the 
interpretation of prophecy, with the words, todro zparov ywackovres 
(i. 20), and the Hebraism, év éurarypov7 éuraixra, is quite in his 
style (see note on ii. 12). Jude gives the words as a quotation, but as 
an apostolic commonplace. We cannot lay stress on the verb éAeyov 
when we remember the familiar phrase 7 ypady Aéye. But prob- 
ably Jude means that he could find the substance of the warning 
in the teaching of more than one of the apostles. No doubt he 
could have done so; we may refer to Acts xx. 29, or to the Chris. 
tian prophecy recorded by St. Paul, 1 Tim. iv. 1. Jude may very 
well be thinking of St. Paul as well as of St. Peter. But the point 
is, that this particular form of the prophecy is found only in 2 Peter. 
There is certainly strong reason for thinking that Jude is here 
quoting 2 Peter. The reader may consult the remarks of Kiihl, 
Spitta, Zahn (Zinlettung, § 43, part ii. p. 81 of the second edition) 
on the one side, and of Jiilicher (Zzm/ettung, p. 187) on the other. 
See also the notes on the passages in 2 Peter and Jude. 

It may be thought that the passages and words that have been 
adduced are such in kind and gravity as to form a presumption, 
perhaps it may be said a strong presumption, in favour of 2 Peter. 
But if so, this presumption ought not to be set aside unless it can 
be rebutted by weightier evidence on the other part. No such 
evidence can be adduced. The rest of the argument depends upon 
points of arrangement and style, which can establish nothing beyond 
a more or less vague opinion. Yet it will be worth while to run 
through the two Epistles, and note how far the conclusion already 
suggested is strengthened or weakened by considerations of a more 
general order. 

The Salutation of 2 Peter ends with the words xépus tyiv Kat 
cipyvn tAnOvvGein. The formula agrees verbally with that of the First 
Epistle. It is a salutation of simple archaic type, combining the 
Christian equivalent for the current heathen yxa/pew with the ordinary 
Hebrew Peace. Jude has cos tyiv xal eipyjvy Kal dydarn tAnbvv- 
O«in. The verb is the same as in 1 Peter; the nouns remind us 
of St. Paul’s xdpus eAcos eipyvy, 1 Tim. i. 2; 2 Tim. i. 2; Tit. i. 4; 
see also 2 John 3. It should be observed that immediately before 
these words we find the Pauline xAnrois. St. Jude’s formula is 
conflate and later. Some critics believe that 2 Peter is earlier than 
1 Peter. But if it is later, and if the author was a forger, it is 
remarkable that he should have quoted the First Epistle here and 
here only. On the other hand, if the author was St. Peter himself, 
it is most natural that he should use his ordinary form of address, 

— eee ee ee ee ee - 
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and not surprising that every other part of the Second Epistle 
should differ from the First. 

The rest of the first chapter of 2 Peter forms an exordium. The 
author does not dash into his subject, but circles round it, dwelling 
upon thoughts of which we do not quite see the application till they 
are finally brought to a point. This method is characteristic also 
of the First Epistle, in which the special lesson of patient endur- 
ance under persecution is slowly and gradually approached. In the 
Second Epistle the object is to guard the readers against the seduc- 
tions of the False Teachers and Mockers. With this view the 
writer dwells first upon the fulness and completeness of the apos- 
tolic teaching (ver. 3); next, upon its unique power; in this way 
alone we become partakers of the divine nature (ver. 4); next, upon 
the consequent necessity of moral and spiritual growth (vers. 5-10), 
which is the condition of entrance into the kingdom (ver. 11). From 
this he proceeds to the authority of the apostolic teaching. It 
rests, not on ingenious speculation, but on the witness of facts, 
especially of the Transfiguration (vers. 16-18), and is confirmed by 
Prophecy (ver. 19); but Prophecy must be rightly understood. 

This exordium is quite appropriate, and contains nothing to 
arouse suspicion, unless we are convinced that the Transfiguration 
is itself a myth. It abounds in thoughts and phrases which anti- 
cipate not only the second, but the third chapter (dperj, eto€Bera, 
bropovy, pOopd, Sivayis Kal mapovoia, émdyyeApe). 

Some of the phrases employed have been thought to belong 
to the second century ; but without any reason. Deissmann (2zde/- 
studien, p. 277, Eng. trans. p. 360) prints a portion of an inscription 
from Stratonicea in Caria. It contains the preface to a decree of the 
town council, and is supposed to belong to the year A.D. 22 or there- 
abouts. It uses not only the phrase racav orovdiy cioféper Oar (2 Pet. 
i. 5), but also Oeia Svvapus (2 Pet. i. 3). This latter expression was 
familiar to town authorities and citizens. It may be observed that 
iodripos (2 Pet. i. 1) is also a political word. It is quite possible 
that St. Peter’s amanuensis was a Roman citizen, whether Silvanus 
or another, who had often seen inscriptions like that of Stratonicea, 
and was familiar with the language current among the officials by 
whom they were composed. Qéas xowwvoi dicews (2 Pet. i. 4) 
belongs rather to philosophy, but would be quite intelligible to 
any fairly educated man in St. Peter’s time. 

St. Jude’s opening consists of an address in two verses, and 
an introduction in one. He tells his people that he had been 
intending to write to them “about our common salvation,” an 
ordinary pastoral letter, but “found it necessary to write and exhort 
you to do battle for the faith once for all delivered to the saints.” 
Spitta thinks that his words, rH daaf mapadobeicy Tots ayiors 
mioret, were suggested by tis mapadofeions abrois aylas evrodjjs 
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(2 Pet. ii. 21). This may be the case; and, if so, it is a strong 
point in favour of the priority of 2 Peter. But, in any case, St. 
Jude here again uses a Pauline expression, trois dyious. Clearly, 
also, he was writing in a hurry. He had meant to do one thing 
and found himself obliged to do another. It is not difficult to 
suppose either that St. Peter’s letter had reached him and opened 
his eyes to the mischief that was going on, or that sudden informa- 
tion had been brought to him that Antinomian teachers were at 
work in his district, that time pressed, and that he copied out, with 
no very great alteration, as much of St. Peter’s letter as he thought 
necessary. There would be nothing at all extraordinary in this. 
St. Jude’s people were not the same as St. Peter’s. 

We may notice here another phrase of St. Jude’s, which comes 
a little lower down (ver. 5), “I wish to remind you, though once for 
all ye know all things,” of the instances of God’s judgment in similar 
cases. It is a hasty phrase. What Christians knew once for all, is 
the faith once for all delivered. The term does not apply very 
easily even to particular facts recorded in Old Testament history, 
still less does it apply to the doom of the fallen angels, or to the 
dispute between Michael and Satan. The words of Jude bear a 
close resemblance to those of St. Peter (i. 12), “ Wherefore I will 
always remind you of these things (the promises, the need of 
growth in virtue), though ye know them.” It can hardly be 
denied that the two passages are connected, or that St. Peter’s 
phrase is much more natural and intelligible than St. Jude’s. 

The second chapter of the Petrine Epistle follows easily and 
without any kind of dislocation from the first. Prophecy witnesses 
to the truth of the apostles’ doctrine, but it must be rightly under- 
stood. There were, as we know, those who did not interpret 
prophecy in the same sense as St. Peter. Further, even in Israel 
there were false prophets. ‘So among you there will be false 
teachers.” There is some difficulty here about the future tense. 
St. Peter speaks of these false teachers partly in the future, partly 
in the present, and it is not quite certain whether he means that 
they are already at work in other districts and will soon invade the 
Churches to which he is writing, or whether we are to regard the 
future as meaning “there must be,” “there are and always will be.” 
St. Peter does not say expressly that the false teachers claimed to be 
prophets, but there can be little doubt that they did so, for they 
could hardly justify their doctrine except by an appeal to revelation. 
At any rate the analogy between false teacher and false prophet 
is so close that what is true of the one is in the main true of the 
other also. The point is, that it does not follow that every one 
who claims to be prophet or teacher is really what he professes 
to be. There must be a test. These teachers are false, because 
they introduce “heresies” (see note on this word), because they 
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deny the Lord who bought them, because they are immoral. They 
deceive men with lying words; they will gain much success, and 
bring reproach on the way of truth, but their doom is destruction. 

With this passage (2 Pet. ii. 1-3) the reader must compare 
Jude 4. St. Jude does not call his antagonists either teachers or 
prophets, though the word évurvia{duevor, in ver. 8, may imply 
that they claimed prophetic inspiration. ‘‘Certain men,” he says, 
“have slipped in.” They are already at work. If we may take 
St. Peter’s future, “there will be false teachers,” as practically a 
present, St. Jude’s letter may have been written very shortly after- 
wards. On the other hand, St. Jude’s language has been taken to 
imply a not inconsiderable interval of time. He goes on to say 
of these men that they are of maAa mpoyeypappévor cis TodTo TO 
kpiva. Spitta finds here a reference to 2 Peter; but it is much 
easier to take wdAau to mean “in the ancient Scriptures,” “in the 
Old Testament.” But what is the meaning of totro 76 xkpiva? No 
judgment has been mentioned. For an explanation we must go to 
2 Pet. ii. 3, where, after the description of the false teachers, we 
find the words ols 76 xpiya éxradat oix dpyet. St. Jude goes on to 
say of these men that they are impious, that they change the grace 
of “our God” into licentiousness, and that they deny our only 
Master and Lord Jesus Christ. ‘Our God” is from 2 Pet. i. 1: 
the concluding phrase is surely an exaggeration of St. Peter’s rév 
ayopdcavra adrots Seordryv dpvovpevo. Nay, St. Jude not only 
exaggerates, but rather spoils the phrase. St. Peter had more than 
one good reason for inserting dyopdcavra before deordrny. 

Here follow in both writers the instances of God’s judgments on 
the impious. It will be convenient to arrange the two lists side by 
side— 

2 PETER. JUDE. 

I. Israel in the Wilderness, 
2. The Fallen Angels. The Fallen Angels. 
3. The Flood (Noah). 
4. The Cities of the Plain (Lot). The Cities of the Plain (Lot 

is not mentioned). 
5. Cain. 
6. Balaam. Balaam. 
re Korah. 

It will be observed that St. Peter’s instances are arranged in strictly 
chronological order, while Jude’s are not. This fact has been 
counted by some in St. Peter’s favour; by others, against him. St. 
Peter again twice couples an instance of mercy with an instance of 
judgment ; this fact again has been reckoned both on the one side 
and on the other. We may notice that St. Peter, with his mind 
fixed on false teachers, naturally begins with the fallen angels, who, 
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according to Jewish tradition, taught men all kinds of wickedness. 
There is no particular point in St. Jude’s first instance, but it may, of 
course, be said that St. Peter saw this, and accordingly left it out. 
The Flood St. Peter mentioned probably because Noah was a 
preacher of righteousness, a “dignity” who was blasphemed by man 
but approved by God. But the instance has a further value for 
him, because he is going to argue in the third chapter that as the 
world was once destroyed by water, so it will again be destroyed by 
fire. Here it may be said that St. Peter had a definite reason for 
adding. Nor is it conclusive, if we say that St. Peter is of a more 
merciful and pastoral spirit than St. Jude, and that his mention of 
Noah and Lot points towards the beautiful saying (iii. 9) that God’s 
will is that all men should come to repentance. It is true that 
there is a certain exaggeration and passion, and a fiery zeal for 
orthodoxy about St. Jude. He describes the sin of the Cities of 
the Plain (dmeAodca: éricw capxds érépas) in such a way that it 
ceases to be parallel to that of the false teachers, and his view of the 
proper treatment of penitents (vers. 22, 23) is couched in language 
of great severity. Again, Cain, the murderer, is rather a fierce 
parallel. Some have indeed supposed that we have here Philo’s 
whimsical allegorism, in which Cain is the type of the sceptic; but 
this is not at all in St. Jude’s manner. The same fierce note sounds 
in the instance of Korah, who rebelled against the priests. St. Jude 
was evidently a zealot, and it may, of course, be said that the author 
of 2 Peter did not quite like this fire and fury, and did what he 
could to soften it down. But it seems more probable that the case 
was the reverse of this, that St. Jude did not think 2 Peter quite 
strong enough. 

Much has been written in Germany about what is called the 
Apokryphenscheu of 2 Peter. St. Jude makes free use of apocryphal 
authorities: he specifies the sin of the fallen angels, mentions the 
dispute between Michael and Satan, and quotes Enoch by name. 
The comparative reticence of 2 Peter is supposed to point to a date 
late in the second century, about a.p. 170, when the idea of a canon 
of Scripture was taking shape, and men were beginning to look with 
suspicion on all books that were not included in the authorised 
lists. Hence, it is said, we must infer that 2 Peter abbreviated 
and expurgated Jude. But there is nothing in this argument. 
Enoch was not absolutely rejected before the fourth century (see 
the introduction in Mr. Charles’ edition), and the use made of 
Jewish tradition in 2 Peter is very similar to that which we find in 
1 Peter, or in Paul, who probably refers to the Assumption of Moses 
in Gal. iii. 19, and certainly adopts a Rabbinical fancy in 1 Cor. 
x. 4. Further, what I venture to think a conclusive reason for 
regarding the passage about Michael as an addition made by Jude 
has been given above, p. 217. 
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It may be asserted that Peter’s mind is clearer and more intelli- 
gent than that of Jude. In addition to the two instances cited (xaiep 
eiddras, and the choice and arrangement of the historical examples), 
the reader should take note of the extraordinary haste and con- 
fusion of Jude’s censure on the people of the Cities of the Plain. 
He not only brings out that feature of their wickedness which is 
not applicable, but goes on to charge them in particular with “ blas- 
pheming dignities” (ver. 8). St. Peter does not fall into this error. 
What he says (ii. 10, 11) is that the false teachers blaspheme dignities, 
while the angels do not. Certainly St. Peter is the more intelligent 
of the two. On the other hand, he drops at times into awkward and 
confused expressions, and here Jude corrects him. One instance 
of this is to be found in 2 Pet. il. 13, a badly constructed sentence 
which Jude (ver. 10) has straightened out, dropping the vulgar 
Hebraism (év rH pope plapycovrar), and making things much 
smoother. Another occurs in 2 Pet. ii. 17, where the metaphors 
are mixed up in the style of a Hebrew prophet ; fountains and mists 
are punished with darkness. Here, again, Jude has laid his finger 
on the artistic defect.. Fountains cannot be sent into darkness, he 
said to himself; no, but dorépes wAavyprat can (ver. 12). To some 
this will seem an obvious emendation in the style of Bentley; to 
others, again, the prettiness will appear to be a mark of originality. 

Of the concluding section of 2 Peter, of the Parousia section, 
there is only one distinct trace in Jude. Peter introduces it with 
the warning that “in the last days there shall come mockers, say- 
ing, Where is the promise of His coming?” Jude quoted the first 
clause as apostolic (see above), but omitted the second clause, in 
which the nature of the mock is defined. Now, if Peter, on the 
word “mockers,” shut up his copy of Jude and plunged into 
original composition, it must be admitted that he has disguised 
the seam with phenomenal skill. On the other hand, if we read 
over Jude 16-109, it will be seen that vers. 17, 18 can be cut out with- 
out damage either to the grammar or to the sense. Further, Jude 
has inserted the genitive trav doeBeadv, which is not wanted, and 
appears to be suggested by the quotation from Enoch, which he 
had inserted just before. It is possible that dyudpovs, Jude 24, 
may have been suggested by duwpyrjrovs, 2 Pet. iii. 14, and zpoo- 
Sexduevor, Jude 21, by rpocdoxdvres, 2 Pet. iii. 14. 

If we are to ask why St. Jude omitted St. Peter’s argument 
about the Parousia and the final section of 2 Peter generally, many 
answers may be suggested. It may be that he could not quite 
adopt St. Peter’s reasoning. It may be that he thought that his 
quotation from Enoch was a sufficient proof of the Second Advent. 
It may be that among his flock Antinomianism was a burning ques- 
tion, while the Parousia was not. It may be, again, that he did 
not quite like the way in which St. Peter speaks of St. Paul, for 
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Jude uses Pauline language, and clearly did not think that there 
was anything dvovdyror in the epithet yvxuxds. Or it may be simply 
that he felt that he had said quite enough, and had no time to spare. 
Sometimes there is a reason for an omission ; thus Marcion intention- 
ally left out parts of St. Luke’s Gospel : sometimes there is none; thus 
in the Apostolical Church Ordinance the Way of Death is not given. 

Nothing has been said in this section about the argument from 
the vocabulary of the two Epistles. This point has been worked 
out with great elaboration by Spitta. It is difficult to see how the 
question can be posed in such a manner as to admit of a definite 
answer. Yet there are two points on which it is possible to lay 
some weight. Jude undoubtedly borrows from a vocabulary which 
is not St. Peter’s; and it is noticeable that these peculiar words 
occur before and after the description of the Antinomian teachers, 
in those introductory and concluding verses which are, in the main, 
St. Jude’s own property. Again, the style of 2 Peter is uniform 
throughout, and its most distinctive feature, the habit of repeating 
words, marks all three chapters alike. But we must deal with this 
subject, which is of great importance, in the following section. 

§ 4. VOCABULARY, GRAMMAR, AND STYLE OF 2 PETER. 

The following words are found in 2 Peter, but not elsewhere in 
the New Testament : 

"Adecpos!, dxardravoros (v.l. dxatdractos), GAwors!, dpabys, 
amopevyev!, dpyetv!, adorypixtos, adypnpds, BrAEupa, BdpBopos!, Bpa- 
dvrys, Suavydlew, Svovdyros, éyxatoukety, Exradat, edeyéis}, eumrarypovn, 
evtpupar!, é£axoAovleiv!, éépapya, érdyyeApa, erdmrrys!, iodriyos, KaTa- 
krvlev!, cavrotobat, KvALc pA, ANOy}, weyadorperys!, wéyroros!, piacpa}, 

praopds!, prypn', powmdferv, padpos!, ddéyws (v.1. dvrws), duixdy}, mapa 
dpovia (v.l. mapavopia), mapeaodyev, taperpépev, tAacTOs, porlynddy, 
cepds (0.2. wetpa), ornprypos, orotxetov!, (in sense of physical elements), 
otpeBrovv!, taprapory, taxwvds}, Teppodv, tTHKecOatl, roade!, ToAyyTys, 
bs!, pwoddpos, WevdodiddoKadros, ériAvars}, 

Words marked (+) are found in the Greek versions of the Old 
Testament. See Hatch and Redpath. 

*"Epsravypovyn, wapadpovia are probably due to corruption of 
the text. See above, p. 213. On Préupa, xavoodofa, see note. 
"Exoérrys is used in the Old Testament only of God, Esth. v. 1; 
2 Macc. ili. 39; 3 Macc. ii. 21. 

Leusden counts one thousand six hundred and eighty-six drag 
Aeydueva in the New Testament. As there are twenty-seven docu- 
ments, this would give them about sixty-two apiece. In 2 Peter 
there are fifty-five, which, considering the brevity of the Epistle, 
is a very high number. 
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The vocabulary of 1 Peter is dignified ; that of 2 Peter inclines to 
the grandiose (éé¢paya, érdarys, porfyddv, taprapody, Teppodv). 

By the help of Bruder we may make a list of about three hundred 
and sixty-one words which are found in 1 Peter but notin 2 Peter. 
Among words which, in spite of the great difference of subject, we 
might have expected to find in the latter Epistle, are the following: 

Ayidlew, cyrac pos, dyvitey, dyvos, dvayevvav, droxdAvis, Sofalew, 
éXeciv, éXeos, éAmi€ev, edris, erixdAvppa, evaryyedilery, kabapds, kAnpo- 
vopeiy, kAypovopia, paxdptos, vgpewy, oivodAvyia (with k@por, éror), 
Ovopa, Taporkia, adpouKos, Toupaivery, TOYA, Toimviov, mpeaBvrEpos, 
oxdvoarov, cxorwWs, cuveldnots, traKxon, droKpiors. 

In 2 Peter there are about two hundred and thirty-one words which 
are not found in 1 Peter, and some of these, again, are remarkable : 

“Axapmos, advopos, apyds, PBactX«ia, beads, érayyedia, emaryyéd- 
Neca, erdyyeApa, érvywdokew, éxiyvwors, eioeBys, evoéBera, Oetos, 
THTHP, VropipvjcKw, bTopvyncis, b7ToLoVv7. 

On the other hand, there are certain points of similarity. Zahn 
(LZinleitung, part ii. p. 108) gives the following list : 

*Avactpopy, dvarrpéeper Gar, amdQeo.s (this word is peculiar to 
I and 2 Peter), dpery) of God (but probably i in a different sense), 
eromrat (cf. éromreve, I ii, 12, iil, 2), dorypixtos and _ oT™mpLy pos 
(cf. ornpilev, I ¥. 10), omidou Kat payor and domXos Kat dpespnros 
(cf. domXos kal apwpos, I i. 19), dxatamaverous duaprtias (cf. réravrau 
dpaprias, I iv. 1), doéAyera, Wrxy (in sense of “soul”). B. Weiss 
(Zinleitung, p. 445) considerably extends this list ; the most notice-. 
able fact that he adds to it is the fondness of both 1 and 2 Peter 
for the plural of abstract nouns. 

In 2 Peter there are even fewer particles than in 1 Peter. The 
author never uses pev. He employs very few Hebraisms ; there are 
a couple of reduplications év #Hop¢ pOapycovrar, il, E23 év éumary- 
povi} ePTOLKTOLL, iii. 33 in ii. 10 we have TOUS ériow capKos Topevo- 
pévous: in ii. 1, aipéres dawA«ias: in ii, 14, Katdpas téxva, The 
article he uses much in the same: way as 1 Peter; sometimes 
omitting it, as with dpxafov Kdopov, li. 5 ; sometimes again employ- 
ing it with unexpected freedom and elegance, for instance i. 4, ris 
ev 7G Kdopy ev eriOupig POopas: ii 17, TH TOv Béopwv mravy: 
cf. i. 8, 16, ii. 7, 10, 22, iii. 5, 12, The expression in the first 
chapter is easy and clear; in the later chapters it becomes at times 
laboured, turgid, involved, and obscure, especially in two passages, 
ii. 12-14, lii. 5-7. Some allowance must be made here for passion, 
for the writer was clearly deeply moved by his subject. It should 
be noticed also that the writer of 1 Peter is extremely embarrassed 
at times; see ili. 20, 21, iv. 3-6. 

Two features of the style call for special notice. One is the 
habit of repeating words. The following instances may be given : 

i, 5, II, émtxopyyetv: i. 10, 19, BéBauos: i, 12, 13, 15, iii. 1, 
15 
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trropipy joey, ev bropvyoe, pynpnv toveioOar: i. 17, 18, évexOetorns 
évexOeicray : i. 10, 15; iil. 14, orovddlety : i. 4, li. 18, 20, émocpev-yewr : 
i. 20, 21, mpopyreia: 1. 20, iii. 3, TovTO mparov yevaoovres : ii. I. 3s 
iii, 7, 16, dar@Aea: il. 4, 5, épeloaro: il. 4, 9, 17, ili. 7, Typeiv: 
ii. 10, 11, 12, BAdopypos, BAaodypety: ii. 2, 15, 21, 600s: ii. 14, 18, 
Sereda: ii. 16, 18, POéyyeoOur: 1. 16, ii, 2, 15, eSaxodovbeliv: 
ii, 13, 15, poo Bos dBuxias : li. 21, iii, 2, €vroAyn: ii. 4, 17, Coos: 
ii. 9, lll. 7, Tpépa kpivews: lil, 12, 13, 14, mpoodoxav: iii. Io, 12, 
orouxela Kavooupeva : i. 3, 20, li, 16, 22, iii, 3, 16, 17, tOvos: i. 16, 
iii. 4, 12, tapovoia. This list might be considerably extended. 

Three reflexions may be made upon this peculiarity : 
(1) The repetitions extend throughout the Epistle, and form a 

strong guarantee of its unity against Kihl’s theory of interpolation. 
(2) Some of the repetitions disappear in the parallel passages of 

Jude, who has, for instance, only the single pro fod (ver. 11) for the 
duplicated pucbds adixias of Peter, and corrects the Hebraisms év 
plopa Pbciper Oar, év Eurarypovy éurraixrat, Jude avoids repetitions ; ; 
thus in the verse just quoted we have 606s rod Kaiv, rAdvn tod 
BaAadp, dvtiAocyia rod Kopé, and three different verbs are em- 
ployed. He has a certain skill in devising synonyms. If we 
take his opening and concluding passages, where he is most 
independent, we find the phrase kara Tas éavrdv ériOupias Topevd- 
pevor used twice, 16, 18; mioris occurs twice, 3, 20; dzagé twice, 
3, 53 €Aeos twice, 2, 21; édeciv twice in 22 and 23 ’ (though this 
is doubtful; see note). But he has more style than Peter, and 
is not given to the needless iteration of insignificant words. It is 
therefore important to observe that in the parallel passage he does 
repeat several of the words which are repeated in 2 Peter, rypeiv, 
6 (dis), 13, 21; Coos, 6, 13; Kplows, 6, 9, 15; BAaodypeiv, Brac- 
dypia, 8, 9, 10. Now, on these facts it seems far more natural to 
suppose that Jude pruned down, but could not wholly eradicate, 
the repetitions of Peter, than that Peter copied and exaggerated a 
not very marked feature of Jude’s style. Indeed, we should have 
to suppose that Peter was so captivated by Jude’s tautology that 
he introduced the same trick freely into his own first and third 
chapters, where he was writing his own thoughts in his own way. 

(3) It is to be observed that the same habit of repeating words 
is noticeable also in 1 Peter. ‘The following instances may be given: 
i. 7, 8, ddav, dedogacpévy : i. 3, ili. 21, 80 dvaordoews "Incod Xpwrrod: 
i. 7, 13, iV. 13, V. I, droxdAvyis: i. 9, 10, owrypia: i. 15, 16, dyvos 
(quater) : i ins, 17, 18, ii, 12, iii. 1, 2, 16, dvaatpéper Oat, évac- 
Tpopy : i, 2, 14, 22, braxon: i. 3, 23, avayevvar : i. 25s prHpa (dis) : 
il. 4, 5s ALGos ee; TVEVPATLKOS : ii. 4 6, EKXEKTOY, évrywov: ii. 5, 9; 
ieparevya: il. 9, 0, Aads (fer): i. I, ii. II, mraperiOnpos : i 17, 
if. : $8; mapouia, TdporKos : ii. 12, 14, lil. 16, iv. 1 5 KakoTrowds : ii. 
14, 15, 20, iii. 6, iv. 19, &yaforo.ds, -ovely, -rovla: ii, 19, 20, 23, 
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and nine other places rdoyewv: ii. 13 and six other places trordo- 
ceoOor: iii, 16, 21, cuveidnors: ili. 18, 19, veda: iv. 1, tadov 
capki (dis): i, 13, iv. 7: v. 8, vypew: Vv. 5, 6, Tameivds, rarewvodr. 
This list also might be extended. 

The habit of verbal repetition is therefore quite as strongly 
marked in the First Epistle as in the Second. This is a matter of 
very high importance. It forms a striking link between the two 
Epistles ; and, further, if we suppose St. Peter to have employed an 
amanuensis, and to have allowed him considerable freedom, it is 
yet just in such a point as this that we should expect the mental 
habit of the real author to be visible through the disguise. 

Another curious feature of the style of 2 Peter is its tendency 
to fall into iambic rhythm. Many sentences can be turned into 
tragic senarii with very little alteration; thus: 

ii. 1, TOv dyopdcavta Seaordryv apvovpevot. 
ii. 3, wAacroiow tyas éuropevoovtat Adyots, 
ii. 4, Peds ovdK eheioar dA cetpotar Loghou 

éraptrdpwoer eis Sixny THpovpevovs. 
In i. 19 the cadence and the colour of the words are the same, and 

in the third chapter again there is a perceptible approach to the 
movement of blank verse in the sonorous futures passive, and in the 
character and metrical value of the language, as, for instance, in 
orotxeia dé Kavoovpeva AvOjoeTAL OF Odpavol Tupovpevor AVOHCoVTaL. 

The Attic tragedians were diligently studied and imitated by 
Jewish poetasters in Alexandria; for instance by Ezekiel, of whom 
some fragments have been preserved by Eusebius (Prep. Euang. 
ix. 28 sqq.). Our knowledge of this interesting man is derived 
through Eusebius and Clement of Alexandria from Alexander 
Polyhistor, a contemporary of Sulla. Ezekiel, probably with the 
special view of introducing the Bible to the knowledge of cultivated 
Greeks, dramatised Exodus in iambic trimeters, and possessed a 
tolerable, though not immaculate, command of the metre. In his 
Exodus he described a wonderful bird which appears to be the 
phoenix, and this may be the source of the reference to the phoenix 
in the epistle of Clement of Rome. 

There were many of these Jewish iambic writers. Some of them 
seem to have palmed off their compositions under the names of the 
famous classic dramatists ; thus in the Stromata of Clement (v. 14. 

113 sqq.) we find passages ascribed to Sophocles, Menander, 
Diphilus, which are certainly of Jewish manufacture. Such extracts 
were collected in anthologies, and were probably widely known 
among educated Christians at a very early date. Some of the first 
Christians had even read the classic dramatists; thus St. Paul 
quotes (1 Cor. xv. 33) a verse of Menander, and even in the Apoc- 
alypse is found a phrase yeyotoas Oupiapdrwv (v. 8), which may 
possibly be derived from Sophocles, O. Z: 4. A possible reminis- 
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cence of Menander has been pointed out in the note on 1 Pet. ii 
16. The habit of iambic composition passed over into the Church, 
and Irenaeus (i. 15. 6) gives some verses of this kind written by 
6 Oetos mpeo Burns Kai knpvE THs GAnOeias on the heretic Marcus. 

In Clem. Alex. Protrept. vi. 68 ; Strom. v. 11. 75, will be found 
some lines attributed to Euripides. One of these passages, which 
runs thus: 

motos 5” ay olxos rexrévwy mracbels tro 
déuas Td Oeiov wepBdro Tolxwv mrvxais, 

is clearly taken from 1 Kings viii. 27. Here the author is treating 
of Solomon, at any rate he is representing the words of Solomon, 
and it is possible that Proverbs had been wholly or in part versified 
by one or another of these Jewish paraphrasts. It may be per- 
missible to suspect that the wapouuia given by 2 Pet. ii. 22 comes 
in its actual shape from such a source as this. Certainly it falls 
very readily into iambics : 

ém’ tov e&épay’ émiorpéper Kiwv, 
bs 7’ és KUduopua, BopBdpov Aedoupevy. 

We should thus be able to account, not only for the combina- 
tion of the biblical proverb about the dog with the non-biblical 
proverb about the sow, but for the use of the remarkable words 
e€épaya and xvAwpa. (See note on this passage; and for further 
information on the subject of Jewish Alexandrine poetry, refer to the 
Fragments of Alexander Polyhistor in Miiller, Aragmenta Histor- 
icorum Graecorum ; Schiirer, Jewish People in the time of Christ.) 

If the iambic writers really did exercise a certain influence on 
the style of 2 Peter, two questions arise. Is the fact consistent 
with an early date? and again, Is it possible to suppose, in view 
of this peculiarity of style, that the two Epistles of Peter were 
written by the same hand ? 

To the first question it may be answered, that the marked 
features of literary style in the second century are Homerism in 
vocabulary and Platonism in thought. Of the former there are 
possibly some faint traces in 2 Peter (see notes on ii. 14, 17), 
though not more than we can well account for in a contemporary 
of Philo’s ; of the latter there are none. 

To the second question, again, there is an answer. Many writers 
who compose, as a rule, in pure prose, fall at times, cor sciously or 
unconsciously, into metre. We havea familiar instance of this peculi- 
arity ready to hand in the case of Charles Dickens. Take the follow- 
ing passage, which has often been quoted, from Martin Chuzslewit: 

“If there be fluids, as we know there are, 
Which conscious of a coming wind, or rain, 
Or frost, will shrink and strive to hide themselves 
In their glass arteries ; 

i a: 
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May not that subtle liquor of the blood 
Perceive by properties within itself, 
That hands are raised to waste and spill it; 
And in the veins of men run cold and dull 
As his did in that hour!” 

Dickens was familiar with the grave cadences of the stage, and 
here the solemnity of his theme, the mysterious sense of impending 
disaster, shapes his imagination so that his thoughts naturally fall 
into the appropriate vehicle of tragic metre. It is by no means diffi- 
cult to suppose that the author of 2 Peter was uplifted in the same 
way. Hesees men bringing blasphemy on the way of Truth, and 
defying the terrors of God’s judgment. Possibly he knew some- 
thing of the Greek tragedians, certainly the swelling and sometimes 
turbid imagery of Wisdom and of the Hebrew prophets would 
recur to his mind. His imagination rises above the region in 
which it habitually dwells; but it rises heavily, and with effort. 
He is no Isaiah, nor even Malachi; yet for once he is treading 
the same heights, and endeavouring to speak as they would have 
spoken. There is a certain dignity in the style of 1 Peter, which, 
under stress of excitement, might easily become grandiose, and 
even a little incoherent. Both these traits may be discerned in 
2 Peter, though they have been absurdly exaggerated. 

Jerome noticed a diversity of style between the two Epistles, 
but it does not appear that Eusebius, Origen, or Clement, who, on 
such a point, were much better authorities, had raised this objec- 
tion. Even greater differences of style were observed by ancient 
critics in the works of Aristotle and Plotinus.s They may be 
detected in the undoubtedly genuine works of Thomas Carlyle, 
or in those of Wordsworth, or of Burns. It is a common remark 
that artists have an earlier and a later manner, or that their inspira- 
tion and gift of expression vary with their theme. Unless we can 
say of two writings that they exhibit a different personality and 
tone of mind, a different way of regarding the same objects, it is 
extremely difficult to say at what point formal unlikeness amounts 
to incompatibility. 

Another distinction which has been pointed out between the 
manners of 1 and 2 Peter is the comparative paucity in the latter 
of allusions to the Old Testament or to the gospel. 

1 Peter sometimes refers to the Old Testament, as when he 
speaks of Noah and Sarah, repeatedly quotes it, and constantly 
uses words and phrases which easily remind the reader of their 
biblical origin. On the other hand, though 2 Peter often refers 
to the Old Testament, appealing to it for the instances of judgment 
and the method of creation, he can hardly be said to quote it, and 
his allusions are not so numerous. ‘The passages specially marked 
by the use of large type in Westcott and Hort’s text are five: 
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il. 2=Isa. lit. 5; ii, 22= Prov. xxvi. 11; iii, 8=Ps. xc. (Ixxxix.) 4; 
ili. 12=Isa, XxxIV. 43 ili, 13=Isa. Ixv. 17; lxvi. 22, We may add 
eipnvy +hvvOein, Dan. ili. 315 aidveos Baovdcia, lil, 333 Kata- 
Khvo pov emdyew, Gen. vi. 173 er éoxdrov Tav H-EpOv, Josh. XXIV. 

27; &v TO dylw dpa, Ps. ii. 6; ucpav e€ yuepas, Gen. xxxix. 10; 

Esth. iii, 73 Isa. lviii. 2; bSbe, ev0eia 5dds are biblical phrases ; 
éaxoAoveiv 666 is found in Isa. lvi. 11 and elsewhere; oide Kvpuos 
etoeBeis €x Tepacpod prieoOar is a reminiscence of Ezek. xiii. 21 Or 
some similar passage; mopeveoOar driow (only here and once in 
Luke) is found in Deut. viii. 19 ; ui BovAdpevds twas drokéobar GAAG 
mavtas eis petdvoiav ywpyoa is a paraphrase of Ezek. xxxiii. 11. 
Further, we must take account of a number of detached words— 
kabapicpos, Karaotpopy, KatatovetoGal, oKHVvwpa, vuoracery, P@L0S : 

others are noticed in the catalogue of dwag Xeydueva given at the 
beginning of this section. Objection may be taken to some of the 
instances here cited (see Dr. Chase, Dictionary of the Bible, p. 807) ; 
but, however carefully the list is sifted, enough will remain to show 
that the author of 2 Peter knew his Greek Bible well, and applied 
its thoughts and speech with facility. 

It must be allowed that 2 Peter is not so saturated with the 
Old Testament as 1 Peter. But on this point great allowance must 
be made for the difference of subject. Ifa clergyman were to write 
two sermons, one on patience in affliction, another on a peculiar 
form of Antinomian agnosticism, he would find fifty texts applicable 
to the former subject for one that lent itself to the latter. And if 
2 Peter’s use of Hebrew scripture differs from that of 1 Peter to 
some extent in degree, it yet agrees with it in one remarkable point, 
the manner in which scripture is blended with tradition. In this 
respect the two Epistles are very similar, and both differ from Jude. 

In 1 Peter, again, there are numerous allusions to words or 
facts which are to be found in the Gospels. In 2 Peter only 
three unquestionable: instances have been pointed out. We find 
the phrase yéyovey atrois ra Exxara Xelpova Tv mpdroy, ii. 20, cf. 
Matt. xii. 45; Luke xi. 26; a reference to a prophecy made by 
Christ of the “speedy ” or é sudden” death of the author, i. 14, cf. 
John xxi. 18, and an account of the Transfiguration. To these 
we may add rov dyopdcavra aibrois Seaomdrnv dpvovpevol, ii... 3, i 
Matt. X. 335 a possible reminiscence of Luke xiii. 7, 8 in ovK 
dpyovs ovde & dxdprovs, i. 8; and % érayyeXia rijs rapovoias abrod, iil. 4, 
cf. Matt. xxiv. It has been objected that we should have expected 
to find much more than this. But there is nothing in the Gospels 
so directly applicable to the particular subject of Christian anti- 
nomianism as the words of our Lord in Matt. xii. 45 ; the quotation 
is, at any rate, extremely apt. Again, St. Paul deals with the same 
error, the misinterpretation of Christian freedom, in the same way 
as St. Peter, relying upon general Christian principles, but never 

| 
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even once quoting the words of Christ. Yet, again, the objection is 
like the Delphic knife; it cuts with two edges. If it is difficult to 
understand why St. Peter does not quote the words of our Lord, 
it is far more difficult to explain why a forger, late in the second 
century, does not. The apostles, as all their letters show, did not 
feel bound to be constantly quoting. This habit begins with St. 
Clement of Rome. 

Spitta finds another reference to the gospel history in the words 
Tod Kadécavros nas (i. 3). Christ in person called the apostles. 
The interpretation of the pronouns in the first chapter is much dis- 
puted, but Spitta is very possibly right. On this point the reader 
may consult the notes. 

- That the reference in i. 14 is to the prophecy of our Lord, 
recorded in the last chapter of St. John’s Gospel, may be regarded 
as certain, in spite of Spitta’s objections (see the answer of Dr. 
Chase in the Dictionary of the Bible) ; and that the incident described 
in i, 16 sqq. is the Transfiguration, has been doubted only by Hof- 
mann. The details of these two passages will be found in the 
notes ; here two points only need be considered. 

It has been asked why St. Peter, when he is undertaking to 
prove the truth of the Second Advent, should select for his purpose 
the Transfiguration rather than the Ascension. It may seem a 
curious choice, when we remember the words of the angels in Acts 
i. 11, Yet reasons may be found. It is possible, indeed most 
probable, that those who denied the Parousia denied also the 
Resurrection ; and, if this was so, it was useless for St. Peter to meet 
them by blankly affirming the fact of the Ascension. Nor could he 
well quote the promise of our Lord Himself (Matt. xxiv. 30), for 
this also they denied. But if all the rest of the gospel history was 
accepted by his opponents, the story of the Transfiguration was 
common ground. It may be noticed that St. Peter does not use 
the Transfiguration to prove the Parousia, but to prove the credibility 
of the apostles who had preached the Parousia. For this purpose 
the incident was admirably suited. The apostles had on that 
occasion not only beheld the majesty of the Lord, but had heard a 
voice from heaven ; they had come into direct communication with 
God, and this fact was a strong guarantee of the general truth of 
their teaching. May we not also think that the Transfiguration — 
may have been directly suggested to St. Peter’s mind by the pre- 
ceding pera tiv uty eEodov? The word éfodos occurs in St. Luke’s 
account of the Transfiguration (ix. 31); but this is not the point. 
St. Peter has just been saying that he will take care that even after 
his own death his readers shall be reminded of the truth of his 
doctrine. In Matt. xvii. 9 we read, “Tell the vision to no man 
till the Son of Man have risen from the dead,” that is to say, “ till 
after My death.” It is just possible that the similarity of phrase 
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may have led St. Peter to think of the Transfiguration. This would 
be quite in the manner of 1 Peter, where the following thought is 
often dictated by the preceding word. 

But it has also been thought that the Transfiguration was selected 
because St. Peter was one of the three who were present on that 
occasion, and that this shows too keen an anxiety on the writer’s 
part to identify himself with St. Peter. The same difficulty has been 
raised with regard to the preceding allusion to the prophecy recorded 
in John xxi. The argument is one of those over which men may 
dispute without end. The reader must put himself, as best he can, 
in the writer’s place, and ask himself how an apostle might have 
been expected to speak in the circumstances, how a forger would 
probably have expressed himself. If a writer declares his identity 
in the Address only of an Epistle, as is the case in 1 Peter, the 
Address is treated as a forged addition. If he hints in an unmis- 
takable way who he is, as is the case in the Gospel of St. John, his 
words are regarded as so suspicious, and even indecent, that he 
must be a forger. If he does both, as is the case in 2 Peter, the 
evidence against him is often treated as irrefutable. Obviously this 
method of procedure leads to no conclusion. As regards what an 
author says about himself, we can ask only whether, having regard 
to his known character and position, it is possible or impossible, 
Now no man can affirm that what St. Peter tells us about himself, 
in the Second Epistle, is inappropriate ; the objection, indeed, is that 
it is much too appropriate. But no document was ever condemned 
as a forgery upon this ground, 

The facts which seem to emerge from this review are partly 
favourable, partly unfavourable, to the view that 2 Peter was written 
by the same hand as 1 Peter. Chief among the former are (1) the 
habit of verbal repetition, (2) the use of Apocrypha. Among the 
latter we have observed (1) that the style of the two Epistles is 
different, but not. openly incompatible, in expression, and in formal 
use of Scripture; (2) that the favourite phrases of the one Epistle 
are not those of the other: this point is more than verbal, and calls 
for further elucidation. 

It has been also pointed out that the vocabulary and style con- 
tain no elements which were not in existence in the apostolic age. 

So far we may agree with Weiss, that no document in the New 
Testament is so like 1 Peter as 2 Peter. 

§ 5. ORGANISATION AND DOCTRINE IN 2 PETER. 

Exceedingly little information on the subject of Church organisa- 
tion is to be gathered from the Epistle. Even the presbyter, who 
in 1 Peter occupies a conspicuous position, is not mentioned. On 

--. 
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the other hand, great stress is laid in the first chapter on the 
authority of the apostles ; and in the final paragraph St. Paul, though 
he is not expressly called an apostle, is spoken of as one whose 
words carry great weight ; whose Epistles, if not actually scripture, 
may at least be named in the same breath with scripture ; and whose 
doctrine, though capable of perversion, is in substantial accord with 
that of the Twelve. It has been supposed that in iii. 2 the phrase 
“your apostles” involves a wider use of the title apostles, similar 
to that found in 1 Thess. ii. 6, where St. Paul calls Silvanus and 
Timotheus apostles. If this point could be established, it would 
afford a strong argument for placing the Epistle at an extremely 
early date. But enough has been said in the Introduction to 1 Peter 
on the use of the title apostle. ‘There is no sufficient reason for 
thinking that in 2 Peter it is applied to any but the Twelve. 

Some importance may be attached to the absence of all allusion 
to Church officials in 2 Peter. It has been maintained that the 
Epistle was written in the second century, and directed against some 
form of Gnosticism. Now the Gnostic controversy greatly strength- 
ened the position of the hierarchy, and it is hard to believe that, if 
this debate had actually been raging at the time, the Epistle could 
have failed to contain some reference to bishops and presbyters. 
It may be replied that the forger was too clever to betray himself 
by such an anachronism. Buta forger of the second century would 
not have known that it was an anachronism. In the A/fostolical 
Church Ordinance, which is quoted by Clement of Alexandria, we 
find St. Peter presiding over a highly developed hierarchy. The 
pseudonymous writers of the early Church, from the nature of 
things, were never either intelligent or critical. They did not 
attempt to qualify themselves for their task by an accurate study of 
the past; indeed, it would not have been possible for them to do 
so. There is hardly a single instance of a really good pseudo- 
antique except the Platonic Letters, the work of an otiose scholar, 
who had thoroughly studied his exemplar, and could reproduce his 
style and circumstances to anicety. But what was difficult for an 
Athenian professor with a library at his command was quite beyond 
the capabilities of an uneducated Christian. Such a man does not 
comprehend even the simplest rules of the forger’s art. We may 
apply to him the words of Persius, “ Digitum exsere, peccas.” 

The doctrine of the Epistle will be most conveniently considered 
under the two headings of practical and speculative. 

As regards practical doctrine, the Second Epistle agrees very 
closely with the first. It is disciplinarian, not mystic. Pauline 
terminology and ideas are absent, and not only absent, but foreign 
to the writer’s point of view. This is seen at once from the crucial 
words dixauos (ii. 7, 8) and Yy7- (ii. 8, 14). "ExayyeXia (iii. 4, 9) 
is not the promise of salvation by faith, but that of new heavens 
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and earth. Ilveipa does not occur except of the Holy Spirit (i, 21). 
Christian prophecy is not mentioned, but the False Teachers (ii. 1) 
probably claimed authority as prophets. The prophecies of the 
Old Testament were inspired by the Holy Ghost (i. 21), but they 
need an interpreter. This is the view expressed in 1 Pet. i. 10-12 ; 
it was held both in the primitive Church (Acts viii. 31) and in later 
times. Christ has “bought” or ransomed the believer (ii. 1), bind- 
ing him thereby to a life of moral purity. In baptism men are 
cleansed from their old sins; and he who lives like a barren tree 
has forgotten this cleansing (i. 9; cf. 1 Pet. i. 18, 19, iii. 21). 
Faith is given by God (i. 1), but is developed by human action, 
through virtue and knowledge into love (i. 5-8). Thus “calling” 
and “election” are made sure (i. 10); and this growth in practical 
Christian excellences forms the passport, the right of “entrance” 
into the eternal kingdom of Christ, which will be given by God 
(i. 11). Life is progress conditioned by obedience, and the ful- 
ness of the reward is future. And for this progress the Christian 
needs constant admonition and instruction from those who know 
better than he does himself (i. 12-18). It is easy to see why the 
author speaks of moral obligation as “a command” (évroA%, il. 21), 
as the Way of Truth, the Straight Way, the Way of Righteousness 
(ii. 2, 15, 21). Throughout the Epistle great stress is laid upon 
Fear, and the thought of the Day of Judgment. Sin (dyapria) is 
not an inner malign power, but the wicked act proceeding from 
“desire” (i. 4). It is corruption (Popa, i. 4, iil. 19), the pollution 
of the world (ii. 20); but, as in 1 Peter, there is no indication of a 
belief in the hereditary transmission of evil. In this connexion the 
use of the secular word dpery (i. 3, 5) deserves a passing notice. 
Wherever “virtue ” is a familiar term, the disciplinary view prevails. 

In ii. 13 there is a reference to the Agape in the word ovvevo- 
xovpevor; but we may go further, and take dydzais to be the right 
reading. No special information is given about the Agape, unless 
we may infer from the text that it was celebrated in the daytime. 
But here again, in this very tempting place, there is no trace of 
anachronism. Here again, if the author was a forger, he has dis- 
played remarkable skill, and carefully avoided words and ideas 
which were familiar in the second century. 

So far everything is in precise accordance with the teaching of 
1 Peter. Our author was well acquainted with the doctrines of St. 
Paul, but he does not agree with them, and, if he had so chosen, 
could have given reasons for his dissent (iii. 16). Certainly in these 
important practical points, in the general view of the Christian life, 
Weiss is right in saying that no book in the New Testament is so 
like 1 Peter as 2 Peter. Yet there is something to be said on the 
other side. It has been noticed that the favourite phrases of the 
one Epistle are not those of the other. For instance, the word 
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éX7is is not found in 2 Peter. Nor does he speak of the Christian 
as a pilgrim (wdporxos, tapemidypos), nor of his reward as a patrimony 
(xAnpovopia). The End of all things again is not “the Revelation ” 
of Jesus Christ, but the Day of Judgment. Again, a favourite word 
in 2 Peter is ériyvwois (i. 2, 3, 8, ii. 203 it is not a specially Pauline 
word, though often used by St. Paul). All these differences may 
admit of explanation from the difference of subject. The theme of 
1 Peter is that Hope of the promised land which sustains the 
pilgrim’s heart in his toilsome march through the desert. And to 
the eye of Hope the Last Day appears as a manifestation of the 
Lord’s glory. On the other hand, the object of 2 Peter is to fortify 
his readers against the seductions of false freedom and speculative 
error. For him, therefore, leading thoughts are the knowledge of 
the Lord and the terrors of the Day of Judgment. Further, while 
the tone of the First Epistle is fatherly and pastoral, that of the 
Second is, though with marked exceptions, authoritative and 
denunciatory. It can hardly be said that the differences just noted 
are greater than can be accounted for by these considerations. 

Let us pass on to the speculative theology of 2 Peter. 
As in the First Epistle the Three Names are used. 
God is Father of Christ (i. 17). That He is not actually called 

Father of the Christian is probably a mere accident ; yet it must be 
noticed that this idea is not prominent in 1 Peter. But a striking 
feature of the Epistle is the use of reverential periphrases—y 
peyarorpemys Odga, i. 17; 1% Ocia Sivapus, i. 3; Ocia pious, i. 4. Here 
we shall observe a remarkable similarity of devotional attitude (in 
both Epistles the predominant feeling towards God is one of 
initense awe) combined with an equally remarkable dissimilarity of 
expression. 

The Holy Ghost is only mentioned as the inspirer of the 
Hebrew prophets (i. 21). 

The Christology of the Epistle is its most distinctive point. 
Christ is “our God” (i. 1). If Spitta is right, as he probably is, in 
preferring the shorter reading in the next verse, it is to Christ in 
particular that the words Ge‘a dvvayus and Oeia dicis belong. He is 
our deomdrys (ii. 1), and it is His évroAy that we are to obey (iii. 2). 
His is the aidvos Bacir<ia (i. 11; cf. Luke i. 33; Apoc. xi. 15). 
There is the usual difficulty in iii. 8, 9, 10, to decide whether Kupuos, 
6 Kvpuos, mean specially Christ or God; but it is here evident that 
the question is immaterial. Finally, Christ is the giver of grace 
and knowledge (iii. 18), as He is the object of éiyvwors (i. 8), and 
to Him alone the concluding doxology is addressed. Yet He is 
distinct from, and in some sense subordinate to His Father, from 
whom He received honour and glory (i. 17). 

The subject of the Epistle is, no doubt, the cause of the pro- 
minence assigned to our Lord. What the Mockers denied was His 
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Parousia ; what the False Teachers broke was Hiscommand. They 
did not probably deny the divine origin of the Decalogue; what 
they asserted was that Christ had abrogated it; and St. Peter insists 
that Christ had not only preached, but authoritatively enacted the 
moral law of the Church, that in His “I say unto you” the Way of 
Righteousness received divine sanction. But what we are to ask is, 
whether the Christology of 2 Peter differs from that of 1 Peter? 
The answer is, that if we attenuate 1 Peter on the points in question 
—the pre-existence of Christ, the use of “ Lord,” the “ Name,” the 
doxology—and at the same time interpret strictly or slightly harden 
the language of 2 Peter, it is possible to make a distinction 
between the two Epistles. But if we apply the same rule to both, 
there is really no difference at all. 

Yet here again in expression, though not in idea, there is a 
difference between the two. The author of the Second Epistle is 
fond of the word ‘ Saviour,” which he applies to Christ five times, 
not singly by itself, but in solemn formulas (i. 1, rod @cod judv Kat 
curhpos “I, X.: i. 11, Tod Kupiov jpav xai owrhpos “I. X.: cf. ii. 20, 
iii, 2, lil, 18). Elsewhere in the New Testament, though not so 
commonly as we might have expected, cwrjp is used to describe 
the work of Christ, as a predicate (Luke ii. 11; John iv. 42; Acts 
V. 31, Xlil. 23; Phil. iii, 20). Even in the Pastorals, where the 
word is more frequent, it seems still to retain a distinctly predicative 
force ; see 2 Tim. i. 10; Tit. i. 4, where we may translate “ Christ 
Jesus who is our Saviour”; so also Tit. ii. 13, iii. 6. Nowhere in 
the New Testament is “the Saviour” used as a synonym for Jesus 
Christ. But in 2 Peter, especially in iii. 2, “ our Lord and Saviour,” 
gwryp appears as a title and almost a name. In 1 Peter owrjp does 
not occur. 

We can hardly say with confidence that this mode of expression 
is later in date. Quite conceivably also the same man might use it 
in one Epistle and not in another. But again we cannot see why 
the difference in the subject of the two Epistles should cause this 
particular variation of language. Further, devotional phrases like 
this have often a personal character. Origen, for instance, con- 
stantly speaks of “My Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,” while 
Clement of Alexandria never does so. Here again the thought is 
precisely the same as that of 1 Peter, where redemption is dwelt 
upon with great iteration, but the form of expression is not the same. 

Other points falling under the head of doctrine, the author’s 
belief as to the fall of the angels, or the creation and destruction of 
the world, are explained in the notes ; the subject of the world-fire 
has been discussed also in a previous section. It is sufficient to 
say here that they afford no indication of date, and that, in so far 
as they presume a certain use of Apocrypha, they are quite in 
keeping with 1 Peter. 
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§ 6. TO WHOM AND AGAINST WHOM WAS 2 PETER WRITTEN? 

The words which we find in iii. 1, “‘ this second Epistle I write 
unto you,” have generally been taken to mean that 2 Peter was 
addressed to the same Churches as the first. Some critics, notably 
Spitta and Zahn, deny this, chiefly on the ground that the former 
letter here referred to does not appear to have dealt with the same 
topics as 1 Peter. But this is not a conclusive reason. Jude (3, 4) 
may be taken to show that the disorders complained of had broken 
out suddenly and unexpectedly ; and, even if we are to explain the 
future tenses of 2 Peter with grammatical rigour, we get the same 
idea —a new and unlooked for danger had suddenly become 
imminent. It follows that a previous letter addressed to the same 
Churches could not have resembled the later letter either in subject 
or intone. ‘The former letter, if mentioned at all, could only be 
described in general terms as making against Antinomianism and 
the denial of the Parousia quite as conclusively though not so 
explicitly as the later (see notes on the passage). 

The point has some bearing on the question of authenticity. If 
2 Peter was written late in the second century, why did the forger 
refer in this ambiguous way to a former letter? and why did he say 
nothing about the Diaspora in the Address? People say that he 
was transparently anxious to identify himself with St. Peter. Why 
then did he not do so in those places where it was so obvious and 
so easy? Certainly the obscurity is rather in favour of the authen- 
ticity of the Epistle. A genuine author, who is quite sure of 
himself, may be excused a little carelessness. Shall we say that the 
forger was so Clever, that he was afraid to show his hand too openly ? 
But this is just what he is charged with doing ; and yet again he is 
supposed to be so stupid, that, having called himself an apostle in 
the Address, he tells us plainly that he was not an apostle in iii. 2. 
He is a very shadowy and inconsistent personage. 

There is no reason why the apostle, having written to the 
Diaspora such an Epistleas 1 Peter, should not within a very short 
timé have written to the same people one just like 2 Peter. We 
often do send very dissimilar letters tu the same person within a 
week. We write to a friend at a distance under the impression that 
he is quite prosperous ; in a few days we are sending fresh messages 
full of alarm, or warning, or indignation. We have received dis- 
quieting news in the interval. Probably, if St. Paul had written to 
the Galatians three days before he did, he would have selected very 
different topics. And yet we might say, “I have always told you 
the same thing. Look back at what I wrote in the past, and you 
will see that you were forewarned.” 

There is nothing in the body of the Epistle to show that the 
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recipients of 2 Peter were not the same as those of 1 Peter. The 
pronoun iv in i. 1 has been taken to mean that the writer belonged 
to a Jewish Church and that he was addressing Gentiles ; and the fact 
that St. Paul had written to them has been interpreted in the same 
way; but neither of these reasons is good for much. On the other 
hand, it has been maintained that the Epistle is directed to Jewish 
Christians. The phrase arodvydvres ta pudopara tod Kédopov is as 
applicable to one as to the other. What is true of 1 Peter is true 
also of 2 Peter; the author makes no distinction at all between Jew 
and Gentile converts ; in his eyes both are Christians, all Christians 
are alike, and the life of the patriarchs exhibits the same faith and 
obedience that are required of all Christians. In this important 
point he is Petrine and not Pauline. He does not say expressly 
that he had himself preached the gospel to his readers ; we cannot 
so press the éyvwpicapev of i. 16; nor is it necessary to suppose 
that any of the Twelve had ministered among them (see note on 
ili. 2). The language of the Epistle only means that the people 
addressed knew quite well the doctrine of the apostles, and that it 
was diametrically opposed to that of the false teachers. How long 
these Churches had existed we cannot say; neither i. 12 nor iii. 4 
justifies the inference that they were of old standing, 

If 2 Peter was not directed to the Churches of Asia Minor, we 
do not know what was its destination; though we may feel quite 
certain that, like all other Epistles, it was addressed to the Christian 
community of some particular district and not to the Church at 
large. Beyond a doubt this is the impression which the author 
wishes to convey. ‘These people had received a particular letter 
from St. Paul, a particular letter from St. Peter, and were exposed 
at the time to a particular danger. In this district there had been, 
or seemed likely in the near future to be, an attempt to propagate 
Antinomian doctrines, and to discredit the belief in the Second 
Advent. Who were these false teachers and mockers? And first, 
were they in part or in whole the same people or not? 

In Germany there has been a strong tendency to distinguish 
them, and Kuhl goes so far as to say that it is wholly uncritical to 
ignore the difference. But this view rests solely upon the belief 
in the priority of Jude, and is not confirmed by anything in the 
text of 2 Peter. Indeed, if we look at the matter in the light of 
common sense, it is quite certain that an Antinomian could not 
accept the doctrine of the Second Advent as it was held by the 
Apostolic Church. It is possible to reject the belief in judgment 
after death without impugning the moral law, but it is certain that 
among the adherents of this view there will be many who regard it 
as emancipating them from all restraint. There is therefore no 
difficulty in identifying the false teachers with the mockers. There 
may have been shades of difference between them ; some, perhaps, 
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had a philosophy and some had not; but in the eyes of a Christian 
preacher, judging the party as a whole by its practical results, they 
would all seem to wear the same livery. 

At what date may we suppose these sceptical Antinomians to 
have appeared? Schenkel, Mangold, Volter, and Holtzmann (see 
Spitta, p. 503) think that they were the Carpocratians; but this 
view is historically impossible. The second chapter of 2 Peter is 
either older than Jude or copied from Jude, and Jude is older than 
Carpocrates (see on this point the Introduction to Jude). Professor 
Harnack thinks that 2 Peter appeared between 150 (or more prob- 
ably 160) and 175, in the midst of the Gnostic controversy ; that 
Jude was written between 100 and 130; and that the author of Jude 
was aiming, not at the Carpocratians, but at the older forms of 
Gnosticism, “‘ Archontics, Phibionites, Kainites, Severians, Nicolai- 
tans” (Chronologie, p. 466). But all these sects, so far as we are 
acquainted with them (of the Archontics our knowledge is slender 
and late; of the Nicolaitans we know nothing except what we read 
in the New Testament ; and the Severians did not misinterpret Paul, 
but rejected his Epistles altogether, Eus. A. Z. iv. 29. 5), exhibit 
the fundamental Gnostic trait of dualism, to which there is not the 
slightest allusion in Jude or in 2 Peter. Yet the latter Epistle must 
surely have said something on the point when dealing with the 
subject of creation. Again, the Gnostic principle of the evil nature 
of matter led equally to immorality and to extreme asceticism ; but 
to this latter feature again we find no allusion in Jude or 2 Peter. 
Nor do we meet with any reference to the “ genealogies,” or to the 
general Gnostic view of the Old Testament as the work of the 
Demiurge. In some shape or another Gnosticism existed in the 
East at a very early time ; one of its sources is Zoroastrianism, and 
serpent worship is exceedingly ancient. But it cannot be denied 
that Colossians and the Pastoral Epistles are much more anti- 
Gnostic than 2 Peter or Jude. 

Every feature in the description of the false teachers and 
mockers is to be found in the apostolic age. If they had “eyes 
full of adultery,” there were those at Corinth who defended incest. 
If they “‘ blasphemed dignities,” there were those who spoke evil of 
St. Paul. They profaned the Agape, so did the Corinthians. They 
mocked at the Parousia, and some of the Corinthians denied that 
there was any resurrection. They used wAacroi Adyou, and some of 
the Corinthians relied upon “a knowledge which puffeth up.” 
Every point is common, except the charge of pecuniary extortion, 
which is repeatedly made in 2 Peter. But it is a necessity of the 
case that a false teacher should live by the contributions of his 
credulous adherents, and in the eyes of an apostle this would be 
extortion. It has been thought that the doubt about the Parousia 
could not be felt in the primitive Church; but it certainly was. 
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Some denied the Resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 12), and were warned by 
St. Paul that they might as well say, “Let us eat and drink; for 
to-morrow we die.” What they denied was clearly the future life, 
not merely the Resurrection of the flesh; for belief in a purely 
spiritual after-life does not involve moral indifference. Whether 
their scepticism came from Sadduceeism or from philosophy, we 
cannot say. Others again, at Thessalonica (1 Thess. iv. 13-18), 
were sadly perplexed by difficulties of another kind. Those who 
were alive at Christ’s coming would enter into His kingdom, but 
what would be the fate of those who had died beforehand? This 
doubt would arise over the grave of the first Christian; we have an 
interesting and most pathetical case in point in the anguish of 
Irving over the loss of his son, who was taken away before the dawn 
of that millennium which the father thought to be so near. Others 
again, at Corinth, appear to have urged the familiar arguments 
against the resurrection of the flesh. We do not gather from 
2 Peter the exact nature of the denial of the Parousia which is 
there denounced. But it appears to have been supported by a 
novel argument, derived from the unchanging order of the world. 
In this is probably involved a belief in the eternity of creation, 
which was widely held in the apostolic age (see Philo, de Jne. 
Mundi; and Ocellus Lucanus is probably pre-Christian). 

It is evident that these false teachers were acquainted with the 
writings of St. Paul, and found in them expressions which, with a 
little manipulation, would serve their purpose. Here two questions 
arise. At what date may the Pauline Epistles have been used as a 
basis for Antinomianism? At what date may they have been 
spoken of in the terms used by 2 Peter? 

To the first we may answer, that the words, if not the writings of 
the apostle, were already misinterpreted in this way at Corinth, and 
probably at Thessalonica. ‘The second question is more difficult ; 
it forms, indeed, the one argument in favour of the later date which 
has been assigned to 2 Peter. 

Yet this argument is not convincing. St. Paul’s letters were 
read in church from the very first, side by side with Moses and the 
Prophets. There can be no higher testimony to the veneration in 
which they were held than the fact that even in the apostle’s life- 
time men forged Pauline Epistles (2 Thess. ii. 2), careful as the 
apostle was to guard against fraud by an autograph subscription 
(1 Cor. xvi. 21; Gal. vi. 11; 2 Thess. iii. 17). Letters directed to 
one Church were sent on to another (Col. iv. 16), and there read 
publicly. Clearly the apostolic missives were treated with very — 
high respect and scrutinised with great care. There is no difficulty 
in believing that they were also collected. Cicero’s letters were 
kept together; why not those of Paul? What sort of conception — 
are we to form of the early Church, if we are to imagine that St 
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Peter had not read Galatians, in which he was personally attacked, 
or Corinthians, in which such an extraordinary state of things is 
described? It is not necessary to think of St. Peter as settled in 
Rome, holding in his hands all the strings of a great organisation, 
and receiving constant reports from his lieutenants. But is it 
possible to believe that one apostle knew nothing about another, 
or that he did not care what his brethren were doing or saying? 
There was nothing to prevent his getting every epistle that circulated 
in the Church within a month or two of its publication. If he 
agreed with his brother apostle, he would desire to be comforted 
and edified by some token of his activity and success ; if he did not 
quite agree with him, as was the case between St. Peter and St. Paul, 
he would be all the more anxious to know what the difference was, 
and how it showed itself in practical results. 

It is quite possible that the author of 2 Peter regarded the 
Pauline Epistles as scripture ; but even this is not conclusive proof 
that he lived in the second century. The Jews did not place all 
scripture on the same footing. St. Paul claims to be directly in- 
spired by the Holy Spirit, the author of all scripture, and cannot 
have made any distinction of kind between Hebrew and Christian 
prophecy. St. Peter could hardly treat St. Paul as a false prophet ; 
but, if he was a prophet, his Epistles are prophecies, and what is 
prophecy but scripture ? 

Certainly Clement of Rome had a collection of Pauline Epistles 
(Harnack in the Index of his edition gives references to eleven), and 
so had Ignatius (év mdoy érmwrodAp, Eph. xii.), while Barnabas 
(iv. 14) quotes St. Matthew’s Gospel as scripture. ‘Sed caueas,” 
Professor Harnack adds in his note on the passage, “ne temere e 
yéypamrat illo conicias Barnabam nostrum scripta euangelica tanti 
aestimasse quanti Veteris Testamenti libros.” The caution may 
perhaps be admitted, but it does not affect the point as regards 
2 Peter. He, too, may have treated the Pauline Epistles as 
scripture without setting them on an equality with the books of 
Moses. See Plummer on 2 Pet. iii. 15, 16 in Ellicott’s Commentary. 

Thus we have no need to go down to the time of the Scillitan 
Martyrs to find some kind of parallel for the language of 2 Peter. 
Even this much disputed passage, then, does not really prove 
anything against the authenticity of 2 Peter. Indeed it may be 
thought that a forger writing late in the second century, when St. 
Paul had been canonised, would not, unless he was amazingly 
clever, have spoken of that great apostle as “our beloved brother,” 
nor would he have adopted a discreetly critical attitude towards 
him, and gently objected to his dvovenra, The last stroke in 
particular, if not simple nature, is the acme of art. It is easier to 
regard it as nature. 

16 
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§ 7. DATE, AUTHENTICITY, AND OCCASION OF 2 PETER. 

The preceding review seems to show (1) that 2 Peter is older 
than Jude; (2) that it belongs to the same school of ecclesiastical 
thought as 1 Peter; (3) that it contains no word, idea, or fact which 
does not belong to the apostolic age ; (4) that traces of the second 
century are absent at those points where they might have been 
confidently expected to occur ; (5) that the style differs from that of 
1 Peter in some respects, but in others, notably in verbal iteration 
and in the discreet use of Apocrypha, resembles it. 

These facts are best explained by the theory that the Epistle is 
really the work of St. Peter, but that a different amanuensis was 
employed. 

On the other hand, those who hold (1) that 2 Peter borrows 
from the Afocalypse of Peter; (2) that there is no clear trace of its 
existence before Clement of Alexandria; (3) that it is later than 
Jude ; (4) that it is directed against Gnosticism ; (5) that it implies 
the existence of a Canon of the New Testament, will follow the 
opinion upheld by Dr. Chase and many other eminent scholars, and 
assign to the Epistle a date between 150 and 175. 

In this case the Epistle is neither more nor less than a forgery. 
A good history of ancient forgeries would form a most useful book. 
Pseudonymous composition seems to have begun in the centuries 
immediately preceding the Christian era. Its earliest productions, 
letters of Plato, Aristotle, Phalaris, and so forth, were mere jeux 
esprit, like Landor’s Jmaginary Conversations; but the flood of 
Orphic and Pythagorean fictions enumerated by Zeller had a serious 
object, that of recommending peculiar doctrines under shelter of 
an ancient and venerable name. Alexandrian Jews, as has been 
noticed above, practised the same dishonest art, in order to persuade 
cultivated Greeks that the doctrines of the Bible were “ stolen” by 
the classic poets, or that “ Plato was an Attic Moses.” The early 
Sibylline Oracles belong to the same class. In the Church we find 
the manufacture of Pauline Epistles carried on in the lifetime of the 
apostle. Inthe second century Gnostics are accused of tampering 
with the text of scripture. They retorted that scripture, as read by 
the Catholics, was spurious or interpolated. From this time 
onward we find a great mass of pseudonymous writings. Some of 
them are forgeries in the worst sense of the word, teaching non- 
Christian or unecclesiastical doctrines in the name of our Lord and 
His apostles, and unquestionably intended to deceive. Such are 
the Gnostic Gospels and Acts, and perhaps we may add the 
Clementine Homilies. Others, like the Acts of Paul and Thecla, are 
merely edifying romances of the same family as the modern religious 
novel. Others again, such as the Afostolical Constitutions or the 
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Apostolical Church Ordinance, describe the Church as it existed in 
the author’s place and time, within a slender imaginative framework, 
in which the apostles are introduced as still alive. Books of this 
kind were probably not meant to delude, though they were certain 
to create delusion. Yet another class sprang from the insatiable 
craving to know more about the great personages of the early 
Church than we are told in the genuine books of the New 
Testament. Hence came a large crop of false Gospels and Acts. 

It is difficult to see under which of these classes we can place 
2 Peter. The Epistle is not unorthodox, it is not a romance, it 
contains no anachronism, at any rate none that is indisputable, and it 
tells us nothing new about St. Peter himself. The Gospel of Peter 
is heterodox, and altered the cry from the Cross, £4, Zl, lama 
sabachthani, in such a way as to prove that the Divinity of Jesus left 
Him before He died (7 dvvapis pov, 4 Svvapis xaréAeupds pe: where 
Svvayus represents ayAi, found in L: cf. Clem. Alex. Excerpia ex 
Theod.i. 61). The Apocalypse of Peter professes to add to our know- 
ledge of the future life, and draws its imagery from the heathen poets. 
The Praedicatio Petri tells us that Christ commanded His apostles 
not to leave Jerusalem for twelve years after the Ascension, prob- 
ably quotes the Gospel of the Hebrews, opposes Docetism (non 
sum daemonium incorporeum), teaches communism (pipjnoacbe 
iodryta Meod, cai ovdels éorat wévys), is familiar with the later form of 
the polemic against Greeks and Jews, and generally exhibited such 
a character that Origen says, ‘‘It was written neither by Peter nor 
by anyone else who was inspired by the Spirit of God” (see the 
Fragments in Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur). In the Iepiodo 
Ilérpov mention was made of Peter’s wife and daughter, and a piece 
of information was given about the apostle’s personal appearance ; 
he was said to have been bald (GAZ, p. 134). Similarly, the 
Acts of Paul and Thecla give a portrait of St. Paul (see Conybeare, 
Monuments of Early Christianity, p. 62), and some Gnostics had a 
portrait of Christ said to have been drawn by Pilate (Iren. i. 25. 6). 
Some of these Petrine pseudepigrapha were more or less orthodox, 
some, like the Clementina, are quite the reverse; but they were all 
peculiar, and all, as far as we have the means of judging, extremely 
unlike 2 Peter. We have to consider, then, the possibility of a 
forgery without any object, without any of the ordinary marks, 
without any resemblance to undoubted forgeries bearing the name 
of the same apostle. (See on this point some good remarks of 
Zahn, Lindeitung, ii. 95.) 

As to the place from which the Epistle was written we have no 
information. Professor Harnack, who holds that it is a forgery, 
thinks that it emanated from Egypt (Chronologie, p. 469). Dr. 
Chase holds the same opinion, on the grounds that the Apocalypse of 
eter was probably written in Egypt, that 2 Peter makes use of the 
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Apocalypse, and, further, that the Epistle has some resemblance in 
phrase and thought to Philo and Clement. But the Afocalypse 
was read in Gaul (see above, pp. 207-209), in Rome (see the M/ura- 
torianum), and probably in many other places, at an early date; if 
it was copied, it might have been copied anywhere; there is no 
trace of Philonism in 2 Peter, and Clement was only accidentally 
and for a time connected with Alexandria. Jiilicher (Zin/eitung, 
p. 187) suggests Egypt or Palestine as the birthplace of the Epistle. 
The reason for selecting Palestine is that if the false teachers are to 
be called Gnostics, they must be referred to one of those earlier and 
less known sects which had their domicile in that district or in the 
neighbouring regions of Syria. The truth appears to be that, 
unless the Epistle is what it professes to be, it is entirely in the air; 
we can say nothing, except that the forgery must have been old 
enough to impose upon Clement of Alexandria, and probably upon 
Pantaenus also. 

There are difficulties on either hand. But, if we pay due 
attention to the number and gravity of these disturbing phenomena, 
if we put steadily aside all prepossessions and compare the book 
impartially with the rest of the New Testament, it seems far easier 
to place 2 Peter in the first century than in the second. If we 
consider, again, the absence of any allusion to persecution, or to the 
fall of Jerusalem, it is far easier to place it early in the first century 
than late. But is not this the same thing as saying that it is 
authentic? If it was written in St. Peter’s name and lifetime, we 
may well think that it was written by his direction and under his 
supervision. 

We may feel certain that 2 Peter is later than 1 Corinthians. 
The more probable inference from iii. 1 is that it is also later than 
1 Peter. The interval of time may have been very short. There 
were in Corinth false teachers, probably claiming to be prophets, 
to whom the description of the false teachers in 2 Peter would 
apply in every feature (see Zahn, ii. p. 101). These men would be 
well known to St. Peter, who had adherents in Corinth, if he had 
not visited the town himself. There are, then, two possibilities. If 
we think that the former Epistle referred to in iii. 1 is non-existent, 
it is within the bounds of credibility that 2 Peter was written before 
1 Peter, and directed to the party of Cephas in Corinth itself. We 
might then discover in the rather obscure phrase, oi dzdécroAo tyav 
(iii. 2), 4n answer to St. Paul’s of trepdiay drdorodo (2 Cor. xi. 5, 
xii, 11). “Your apostles” may very well mean the Twelve. 
Again, the Epistles of St. Paul to the Corinthians were probably at 
least three in number (see 1 Cor. v. 9), and thus we should get a 
good explanation of the words év wdcais émicroAais, which have 
caused so much trouble. Further, if we are to suppose that the 
Epistle was from the first regarded with suspicion by a certain party 
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in the Church, the fact would thus be easily accounted for. St. Paul 
himself would consider the Epistle as an intrusion, and his friends 
would endeavour to prevent its circulation. Yet upon the whole 
this tempting view is not the more probable. It is easier to suppose 
that not all the Corinthian prophets were reduced to order by St. 
Paul, that some of them were making their way towards Asia Minor, 
or had already begun work in one of the towns in that country. 
Nicolaitans, who were men of the same stamp, existed in the seven 
Churches at the date of the Apocalypse, and our Epistle may have 
been called forth by the first outbreak of that heresy. If we adopt 
this view we can retain the current explanation of 2 Pet. iii. 1,.and 
at the same time account for the intermingling of the future and 
present tenses in the description of the false teachers. They were 
already preaching in some places, and might shortly be expected in 
others also. See Mansel, Grostic Heresies, pp. 69, 70. 

In this case again, though the Epistle would not cause so much 
offence as if it had been actually directed to a party at Corinth, it 
might still excite the suspicions of the editors of the Peshito. In 
the second century there were in the East many sects, the Severians 
(these have been noticed above), the Ebionites (Eus. @. Z. iii. 27. 4; 
Iren. i, 26. 2), the Elkesaites (Origen in Eus. #. Z. vi. 38), who 
rejected St. Paul, and spoke against him in very violent terms. 
Every book which seemed to incline in this direction would be 
regarded with unfriendly eyes by the orthodox party. It is notice- 
able that three of the books which were omitted from the Peshito 
are open more or less to this objection, the Epistle of St. James, 
the Second Epistle of St. Peter, and the Apocalypse.  Spitta’ 
observes with perfect truth that the reasons for which documents 
were accepted or rejected by the early Church were not what we 
understand by the word “critical.” Men guided their judgment 
largely by what we may call the pedigree of the document in 
question, but still more by its relation to the orthodoxy of the time. 
The LZ pistolarium of the New Testament was almost wholly 
Pauline, and Paulinism shaped the norm of apostolicity. It is true 
that the men of the second century were not Pauline, but they 
thought they were, and hence arose the curious inconsistency that 
those very men who agreed at bottom with St. Peter and St. James 
could not bear to think that these two apostles had ever uttered a 
word in their own defence against the sharp sayings of St. Paul. 
They explained the differences away, or they left out of their canon 
pieces which struck them as anti-Pauline. They admitted Galatians 
and doubted 2 Peter. Fortunately there were some who took a 
different view.. Otherwise we should hardly have known that in the 
primitive Church there existed, not only the radicalism of St. Paul 
and the stubborn conservatism of the Judaising section, but also 
the great central party represented by the Twelve Apostles. The 
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cardinal error of Baur and his followers, an error which vitiated 
their many great services to Christian scholarship, was that they . 
arranged these Church divisions in chronological order, as if we 
could suppose that in England or any other country the Tories 
produced the Whigs, and, finally, that the fusion of these two gave 
birth to the men of moderation and common sense. What history 
teaches us is that, both in secular and religious affairs, the broad 
catholic party, the party which has no name, always exists and is 
always powerful. It is Reason, flanked on both wings by Emotion, 
on the left by eagerness for the Future, on the right by strong 
affection for the Past. Both Emotions belong to Reason, and 
Reason knows how to use them in time and in measure. It shapes 
that view of Christianity which we find in the Synoptic Gospels, 
in the Book of Acts, and in the Epistles of Peter. It is a disciplin- 
ary and logical view ; it regards the Bible as a continuous revelation, 
and it limits the right of private judgment. The “ Judaisers” never 
found a place in the Canon, though James sheltered them as far as 
he could. On the other wing, the author of Hebrews leans towards 
St. John, the Catholic Mystic, and, finally, in St. Paul we find the 
Protestant Mystic. 

Thus we gain an intelligible view of the early Church, and thus 
we see the value of 2 Peter. Value is not the same as authenticity. 
Yet, if it has been shown that the Epistle fills a definite place, 
represents a definite party, and expresses views that were really held 
by St. Peter, something not inconsiderable has been effected towards 
the removal of hostile preoccupations. 

The conclusion at which Dr. Zahn arrives, after an elaborate 
discussion of all the points involved, is that 2 Peter was written 
before 1 Peter by the apostle’s own hand, not as the former Epistle 
by an amanuensis or representative (thus the difference of style is 
accounted for); that it was sent probably from Antioch shortly 
before the time when St. Peter went to Rome (60-63), to Jewish 
Churches in Palestine ; and that it was called forth by the Corinthian 
disorders, which, as the apostle feared, might shortly attack his own 
special flock. | 

Zahn’s views rest on so strong a support of learning and good 
sense that they must be treated with great respect. The weak point 
in his final verdict appears to me, if I may venture to say so, to be 
the characterisation of the recipients of the Epistle as Jews. The 
conclusion involved, that St. Paul had written an Epistle to a Jewish 
Church, is not impossible, for it is extremely difficult to see what 
precisely is meant by Gal. ii. 9; still it is not probable. On the 
other side, Zahn himself allows that 1 Peter was written, if not by the 
hand, yet by the direction of St. Peter to Gentile communities ; and 
there can be little doubt that St. Peter had close relations with 
Gentile Christians in Corinth, Galatia, and Rome. St. Peter again 
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makes no distinction between Jewish and Gentile Christians, and 
there is nothing in 2 Peter to differentiate its first readers from those 
of 1 Peter. 

If Dr. Zahn is right in thinking that the former Epistle referred 
to in iii. 1 is lost, the easiest inference is that 2 Peter was directed 
to Corinth not long after the date of the Pauline Epistles, from 
whatever place happened to be St. Peter’s residence at the time. 
The difference of style may be explained as by Dr. Zahn ; but here 
again it is more natural to suppose that, if St. Peter availed himself 
of the services of a draughtsman or secretary for one Epistle, this 
was his rule. That he would be assisted at one time by one brother 
at another time by another, is not only possible, but certain, from 
the nature of things. 



NOTES ON THE SECOND EPISTLE OF 

ST. PETER. 

The Titl. swAB have Iérpov B: C, Weérpov érurrod} B: K and 
many cursives, Ilérpov émucroAy Sevrépa: other cursives, Iérpov 
ériotoAy Kabodixy Sevrépa: L, érurrodi Kabodixh Sevtépa tod ayiov 
droatéAov Ilérpov: the Codex Amiatinus, zucipit epistula petri 
apostolt, li.: the Codex Fuldensis, écipit epistula set. petri secunda. 

I.1. “Symeon (Simon) Peter, a slave and apostle of Jesus 
Christ, to those who have obtained a faith of equal honour with 
us in the righteousness of our God and Saviour Jesus Christ.” 

SAK LP, other inferior MS. authorities, and Theophylact 
have Svpuedv: and this reading was known also to Oecumenius. So 
Tischendorf. B, many cursives, and the Versions have Zinwv. So 
WH (giving Sued in the margin). 

For the names of the apostle see note on 1 Pet. i. 1. 
The original Hebrew form, Symeon, is found elsewhere only in 

Acts xv. 14, where it is used by the Apostle St. James. Theophylact 
Says, TOD Sypedv TO Siwy broxopurpds eri, regarding the latter as 
a home-grown Hebrew diminutive of the former. In 1 Macc. ii. 
3, 65, Simon and Symeon are used indifferently of the same son 
of Mattathias. It is, however, possible that the shorter form was 
shaped by Gentile influence, Simon or Simo (from sémus) being 
familiar to Latins and Greeks, as we see from Plautus and Terence. 
See Zahn, Zin/eitung, i. p. 21. | 

Hofmann, Huther, Schott, Kiihl, Zahn, Spitta, accept Symeon 
as the correct reading. Some think that this form of the name is 
here used to emphasise the Hebrew character of the writer, and 
consequently that also of the recipients of the letter; but it is diffi- 
cult to build such an inference on so slender a basis. The First 
Epistle makes no distinction between Jew and Gentile, nor does 
the Second. But, if the reading is correct, it is an argument for the 
early date of the Epistle, as the form Symeon was not in use in the 
second century. Simon is found in Zhe Gospel according to the 
Hebrews, in the Gospel of Peter, in the fragments of the Zdzontte 
Gospel (in Hilgenfeld), in the Apostolic Church Order (Duae Viae, 
in Hilgenfeld), in the letters of Peter and Clement to James, pre- 
fixed to the Homilies, and regularly in the Homilies themselves. 

248 
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No instance of Symeon is quoted. If the use of the Hebrew form 
here is an archaism, it is very dexterous. For the collocation, Simon 
Peter, see note already referred to. 

Soddos Kal dadotodos “Incod Xptotod. Cf. Rom. i. 1, IadAos 
SodrA0s “Inood Xpicrod KAyros dmooroAos: Phil. i. 1, TatAos Kal 
Tipdbeos dotrou Xpirrot “Inood: Tit. i. 1, Taddos SoAos @cod améo- 
toros 8& “Inood Xpiorod: Jas. i. I, *IdkwBos @eod Kat Kupiov Tyoot 
Xpurrod SodAos: Jude 1, “Iovdas “Iyood Xpirrod SovAos: Apoc. i. 1, 
TO SovAw airod (Xpiorod or @eod) *Iwdvvy. Aoiddos is used of Chris- 
tians in general, Acts ii. 18; 1 Cor. vii. 22; Eph. vi. 6; Col. iv. 12; 
2 Tim. ii. 24, and frequently in the Apocalypse. In 1 Pet. ii. 16 
we have dodAou @eod, but the usual phrase is dodAor Xpiorod. They 
are. slaves of Christ as Lord; the correlative of dodAos being fre- 
quently Kvpuos (Matt. xxiv. 50). But a more familiar correlative of 
SodAos is deoworys, and possibly this is the word that was in St. 
Peter’s mind (see below, ii. 1). The question has been raised 
whether “slave of Christ” does not here mean the same as apostle. 
The phrase is by no means exclusively used of apostles, as will be 
seen from the passages quoted. As in 1 Pet. v. 1, so here the 
writer uses first an expression which puts him on a level with those 
to whom he is speaking before he claims a hearing by right of his 
apostleship. 

ioétisov (the word is not found elsewhere in the New Testa- 
ment) has often been taken to mean “of equal value.” So R.V. 
“a like (in margin ‘ equally’) precious faith” ; but the precise sense 
is rather “equal in honour,” or “ privileges.” Mr. Field, in his 
Votes on the Translation of the New Testament, points out that rin 
has the two meanings of value and of honour, and that while zoAv- 
ty.os generally follows the first, déuéryos and iodripos always follow 
the second. ‘Iodrios is specially used of civic equality; thus 
Josephus, Anz. xii. 3. 1, & airy TH pytpoTdAa “Avtioxeia ToXutelas 
avrovs Héiwae Kai Tois évorxiceiow ivoripous dméderse Maxeddcor kal 
"EdAnot: Lucian, Hermot. 24, airixa para modirnv bvta Tovror, 
doris av 7, Kal iodrysov dmaow (other references in Liddell and 
Scott). Probably St. Peter has this civic sense of the word in his 
mind. Faith makes those to whom he is writing burgesses in the 
city of God equally with the apostles. 

hpiv is equivalent to 77 juav. There is much difference of 
opinion as to the meaning of this “we.” (1) A large number of 
commentators take it of Jewish Christians as opposed to Gentile, 
quoting Peter’s words in Acts xi. 17, tiv tony Swpedvy ewxev airots 6 
@cds ds Kai yuiv. But the Epistle nowhere refers to this dis- 
tinction, which, indeed, has nothing to do with the points handled. 
(2) “We” might be taken to denote the Church from which the 
apostle was writing, and with which he identified himself. This 
interpretation, however, is barred by ver. 4, from which it is clear 
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that “you” stand in the relation of disciples to “us.” (3) “ We,” 
according to an ordinary Greek usage, might mean St. Peter alone ; 
but there is no reason for thus restricting the pronoun here, and 
it will be noticed that when the writer speaks of himself alone he 
uses the first person singular (i. 12-15). (4) Bengel, followed by 
others, including in recent times Keil, Spitta, von Soden, take the 
pronoun to refer to the apostles generally. This gives much the 
best sense. Throughout this chapter St. Peter is thinking of the 
contrast between the doctrine of the apostles and that of the False 
Teachers. ‘Your faith,” he seems to say, “is as honourable as 
ours, though you received yours from us and we received ours from 
Christ.” 

haxoéor. “* Sovtitis; non sibi ipsi pararunt,” Bengel. Their 
faith was given to them by the mercy of God. 

év Stxatoodvn. As in 1 Peter (ii. 24, ili. 12, 14, 18, iv. 18), so in 
2 Peter (ii. 5, 7, 8, 21, iii. 13), Sékavos and Sixavoovvy bear the same 
meaning as in the Old Testament. It is therefore quite impossible 
to find here any reference to the Pauline doctrine of justification. 
"Ev ditxatoovvy can hardly be taken with wiorw. Even if, in Rom. 
lil, 25, wiotis é€v TO aivare adrod meant “faith in His Blood,” which 
is exceedingly doubtful, “faith in the justice of God” would bea 
remarkable expression. Nor can we take as parallels Eph. i. 15; 
Col. i. 4; 1 Tim. iii. 13; 2 Tim. iii. 15, where faith is said to be 
in Christ Jesus, for these are merely expressions of the habitual 
Pauline thought that the whole life of the believer is in his Lord. 
We cannot translate “faith issuing in a righteousness of God” ; for 
the preposition will not bear this meaning. Nor, again, can we 
translate “faith standing in, or built upon, the (or a) righteousness 
of God”; for if we are to give righteousness here its Pauline sense 
of forensic or imputed righteousness, this follows faith, and does 
not precede it; while, if we are to give the word its proper Petrine 
sense, faith rests, not on the divine justice, but on the divine goodness. 
For this last reason it seems impossible to connect év dixavordvy 
with Aaxodo.. The verb Aayxdvew implies a gift of favour, and 
favours are not received, strictly speaking, from justice. It remains, 
therefore, to find the determining word in iodriov. God is Just, 
and gives to all Christians equal privileges in His City. 

To} Ocod pav kal owripos “Inood Xpiotod. It has been much 
disputed whether Two Persons are here spoken of, or only One. 
Among recent commentators, Alford, Wiesinger, Brickner, Steinfass, 
Huther take the former view; Spitta and von Soden, the latter; 
Kiihl answers the question with a mon liguet. The argument has 
two branches, the grammatical and the historical. As regards the 
grammar, it may be urged: 

1. That the combination of the two substantives under one 
article is a very strong reason for regarding the two substantives 
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as names of the same person. It is hardly open for anyone to 
translate in 1 Pet. i. 3 6 cds xat waryp by ‘the God and Father,” 
and yet here to decline to translate 6 @eds cal owryp by “the God 
and Saviour.” This point is rather strengthened than weakened 
by the addition of #uav to @eds. It must be admitted that if the 
author intended to distinguish two persons, he has expressed him- 
self with singular inaccuracy. 

2. If the author had intended to distinguish two persons, it 
is exceedingly doubtful whether he could have omitted the article 
before owrjpos. . Swryp is used in the New Testament of God 
or of Christ twenty-three times. Of these instances, two are in 
St. Luke’s Gospel; one in the Gospel, one in the Epistles of 
St. John; two in Acts; one in Philippians, ten in the Pastoral 
Epistles of St. Paul; five in 2 Peter; one in Jude. It is used 
eight times of God, fourteen times of Christ; one passage, Tit. 
ii. 13, is doubted. As used of God, owryp has the article five 
times, and dispenses with it three times (1 Tim. i. 1, iv. 10; 
Jude 25). As used of Christ it is anarthrous in Luke ii. 11; 
Acts v. 31, xiii, 23; 1 John iv. 14, but in no one of these 
passages would the article be in place. In Phil. iii. 20, also, 
it is anarthrous, and here possibly the article might have been 
used. Yet in this, the only passage where St. Paul uses owrjp 
outside of the Pastoral Epistles, the meaning may very well be 
“we expect,” not ¢he Saviour, but “a@ Saviour.” 

3. But what we have specially to regard is the usage not of 
other writers, but of 2 Peter. Five times the author uses owryp, 
and always in very similar phrases. Here we have tod @cod yjpav Kal 
cutipos “Incod Xpiorod: below, i. 11, ii. 20, iii. 18, rod Kupiov jpav 
kat awrypos “Inootd Xpicrod: iii. 2, rod Kupiov cat owrjpos. Though 
cwtyp is one of his favourite words he never uses it alone, but 
always couples it under the same article with another name. There 
is strong reason for thinking that the two names always belong to 
the same person; undoubtedly they do so in four cases out of the 
five. 

Spitta and von Soden, two very keen critics, regard these argu- 
ments as decisive. Alford says, “ Undoubtedly, as in Tit. ii. 13, 
in strict grammatical propriety, both @eod and owrjpos would be 
predicates of “Invot Xpicrod. But here, as there, considerations 
interpose, which seem to remove the strict grammatical rendering 
out of the range of probable meaning.” Yet the first and sovereign 
duty of the commentator is to ascertain, and to guide himself by 
the grammatical sense. 

The historical difficulty may be posed in the words of Kiihl. 
“The immediate transfer of @eds to Christ might find a parallel in 
Heb. i. 8, and in the doxologies addressed to Christ in Rom. ix. 5 ; 
Heb. xiii. 21; on the other hand, the immediate attributive con- 
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nexion of @eds with “Iycods Xpiords is without analogy.” But there 
is really nothing startling in the phrase of 2 Peter, if we think of 
John i. 1, xx. 28; or the three, possibly five, doxologies addressed 
indifferently to Christ or Jesus Christ (Westcott, Hebrews, p. 464), 
one of which forms the conclusion of this Epistle; or the meaning 
of “Lord” in 1 Peter; or the language of the Apocalypse. Zwrip 
itself is a divine title, transferred without hesitation from Jehovah 
to Jesus Christ. But after all, the question is not what other 
authors say, but what 2 Peter says. 

It may be argued that because 2 Peter is here speaking of one 
person, he belongs to the post-apostolic age—to that of Ignatius, 
who speaks of Jesus Christ as 6 @eds jydv, Zph., Preface (see 
Lightfoot’s note); but there is no sufficient reason for relegating 
this phrase to the second century. 

A final strong argument for supposing that St. Peter is here 
speaking of One Person only, is that those who consider him to 
be speaking of Two have great difficulty in explaining the word 
dixatoovvyn, Granting for the moment that Two Persons are here 
intended, is their righteousness the same, or different? Are we to 
say with Wiesinger that God is righteous in so far as He ordained 
the Atonement, Jesus Christ in so far as He accomplished it? or 
must we not think with Spitta, that the Atonement is not here in 
question at all; because it can hardly be meant that, on the ground 
of the Atonement, a faith has been given to the readers of the 
Epistle which is iodrios to that of the writer? The righteousness 
intended is not that which makes atonement, but that which gives 
equally. But, if the righteousness is one and the same, it becomes 
exceedingly difficult to keep God and Jesus Christ apart. 

2. xdpis Sutv Kat eipjyyn wAnOuvOety. Cf. 1 Pet. i. 2, where 
precisely the same phrase is found. Jude, in his Address (é\eos 
ipiv Kal eipyvyn Kal dyarn tAnOvvGein), follows the same model, but 
loosely. 

Tod Ocod Kal “Incod tod Kuptou tpav. So BCK, Theophylact, 
Oecumenius, Lachm., Treg., Tisch.. WH: 8 AL, rod @eod cai Inood 
Xpirrod tod Kupiov jpodv: j*" tod Kupiov cat @cod yyav: P am fu 
demid harl corb’*, rod Kvupiov: a®* c m” m%* Syriac, rod Kupiov 
jpav “Incot Xpiorov: the Sahidic omits the whole verse. There is 
great variety of readings here, and all MSS. of 2 Peter are bad (see 
Introduction). Spitta, following Bengel, regards rod Kupiov jjpav 
as the original out of which all these variants arose, on the. grounds 
that (1) the phrase is much more likely to have been expanded 
than curtailed ; (2) that the object of yous or éxiyvwors, in i. 8, 
li. 20, ili. 18, is Christ alone; (3) that the diplomatic evidence of 
the shorter reading is by no means inconsiderable, P, which for 
2 Peter has great value, being supported by the Itala, the best MSS. 
of the Vulgate, and the Syriac. It should, however, be observed, 
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that in regard to 2 Peter, the Syriac is a late and inferior authority. 
Further, it is to be observed (4) that from the following words, rijs 
Geias Svvdpews avdrod, it may be inferred, with great probability, that 
only one Divine Person was here mentioned. Upon the whole, it 
may be said that internal probability is strongly, if not conclusively, 
in favour of the shorter reading. External evidence must be left 
to the textual critics, but it is certain that there are passages in 
2 Peter where no MS. can be relied upon. Zahn, Zzn/lectung, ii. 61, 
takes the same view as Spitta. 

év émyvéoe.. If we compare vers. 5, 6, 8, there appears to be 
a difference intended between yvéous and ériyvwors. ‘The former, 
as in 1 Pet. iii. 7, appears to denote good sense, understanding, 
practical wisdom; the latter is used of the knowledge of Christ. 
‘Eziyvwors is used by Plutarch of scientific knowledge, for instance, 
of music; and St. Peter may mean that the knowledge of Christ is 
the master-science, the dpyxirexrovixy. But, generally speaking, in 
the New Testament it is not easy to keep yvaous and éxiyvwors 
distinct. 

8. ds, followed by the genitive absolute, may be rendered 
“seeing that.” May grace and peace be multiplied unto you in 
the knowledge of Christ (and I pray this with confidence), seeing 
that He has granted unto us (His apostles) all things that conduce 
to life and godliness, through the knowledge of Him that called us, 
by His own glory and virtue. 

Tis Oeias Suvdpews adtod. Christ has Oe/a Sbvayis because He is 
6 @eds jov. The phrase is found in an inscription belonging to 
Stratonicea in Caria, the date of which is about a.p. 22. It is 
published in C/G, ii., No. 2715a 4; and in part in Deissmann, 
Bibelstudien, p. 277, Eng. trans. p. 361. The expression Ge‘a divapis, 
therefore, was current in St. Peter’s lifetime. The author of our Epistle 
has a tendency to use reverent periphrases for the name of God, as 
in ver. 17 below. See Introduction, p. 235. Avvapis is one of the 
leading words of the Epistle; note the emphasis with which it 
recurs in ver. 16, Svvayis Kai wapovoia. The ddtvayis, power and 
majesty, of Christ is the sword which St. Peter holds over the head 
of the False Teachers. Christ’s divine power has given us apostles 
mdavTa Ta mpos Cwnv Kai edoéBecav through the knowledge of Him 
that called us. When He called us, He gave us the knowledge of 
Himself and, through that knowledge as the means, all that fosters 
life and Christian conduct. 

tod Kadéoavtos Hpas. He that called the apostles was Christ. 
Compare Matt. ix. 13, where Christ speaks of Himself as calling 
sinners. It was He also that called St. Paul, Acts ix. 5. That this 
is the right explanation seems clear from ver. 11 below. We are 
called by Christ into the kingdom of Christ. Again, ériyvwors is 
of Christ, vers. 2, 8. Generally speaking, in the New Testament it 
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is God, not Christ, that calls, but in Rom. i. 6 we have xAyrol 
*Incod Xprorrod. 

iSia 8éfm Kal dper97. So ACP, the Versions, Tisch., Lachm. ” 
Treg.; BK L, the bulk of later MSS., WH, read 8ud C445 Kat 
Apert. “By His own glory and virtue,” or “ by glory and virtue.” 
The divergence of reading is interesting mainly as showing the 
uncertainty of the text. Christ’s glory might be called His own, 
though He received it from the Father (ver. 17); for what we have 
received is our own (1 Pet. iii. 1), and the glory belongs to Him, «is 
npépav aidvos (ili. 18) Von Soden thinks that dda and dpery 
correspond to {wy and eioéBea: and if this view is taken, they may 
be regarded as synonymous with Oeia dvois, and opposed to Popa 
in the following verse. Glory and virtue are the divine nature. 
But, as throughout this introduction St. Peter is paving the way for 
chaps. ii. and iii., and as it is his habit to introduce words which 
he means to explain later on (iodrimos, ériyvwors, Svvapis), it is 
very probable that Spitta is right in regarding dé£a as an anticipa- 
tion of the reference to the Transfiguration in vers. 16-18. “Apery 
means the moral goodness of the *“Apvds adywpos kal domAos: this 
is the idea which the apostle immediately proceeds to develop. 

It is remarkable that this familiar Greek word is not used in 
its familiar sense of human ethical virtue in the New Testament, 
except in Phil. iv. 8, here, and in ver. 5 below. ‘“ Virtue” is a 
secular and disciplinary term which, owing to the influence of St. 
Paul, has never made itself quite at home in theology. Readers of 
Butler’s Azalogy will know how it links itself on to the doctrine of 
habit and the idea of moral desert. 

In the present passage the word forms a keynote. Christ has 
virtue, His disciples must add virtue to faith, but the False Teachers 
reject virtue altogether. 

All commentators appear to couple idia défy Kat dperj with 
Tov Kkadécavros, yet this construction seems extremely difficult. The 
moving cause of the call is not glory, but mercy. In 1 Pet. ii. 9, 
the issue, not the ground, of our calling is that we should tell 
forth the dperai of God. It is much easier to take the datives with 
dedwpyuévys: His divine power has given us all things by His glory 
and virtue, because the attributes are, in fact, the power which 
enables Him to bestow the gift. That this is the right construction 
seems clear from the following words, &’ dv (practically equivalent 
to als) Sedapyrar. 

If but One Person is spoken of in ver. 1, and if the shorter 
reading is adopted in ver. 2, there can be no doubt that adrod and 
rod xaAécavros both refer to Christ. But if Two Persons are men- 
tioned in either place, difficulties arise, which are not very easy of 
solution. Thus atrod is understood of God by Bengel, de Wette, 
Bruckner, Wiesinger, Keil, and others. But the order of the words 
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is against this; and though it is quite natural for the writer, after 
calling Jesus Christ ‘our God,” to speak of His “divine power,” 
it does not seem quite natural to speak of “the divine power of 
God”; the phrase in this case becomes a mere tautology. Again, 
if 8d wal dperf belong here to God, we must give up Spitta’s 
explanation of édfa, which has so much to recommend it, and 
deprive dpery of all direct bearing upon the subject of the Epistle. 
As applied to God, dper} or dperai means “excellence” (see note 
on 1 Pet. ii. 9), and is practically equivalent to ddéa (Hab. iii. 3 ; 
Isa. xlii. 8, xlill. 21). 

4. 80 dv... Seddpyrar. Here, again, the text is in a very un- 
satisfactory condition. ‘There is some evidence for 8 dv or &' js, 
and throughout the verse the chief MSS. differ in minute points, 
especially as to the order of the words; see Tischendorf. We may 
translate, “‘Whereby He hath granted unto us those precious and 
very great promises.” Acddpyrat is again middle (Dietlein makes it 
passive) ; the subject is better found in 7 Geta d¥vayus airod than in 
& xadéoas. The antecedent to & dv is ddga kai dpery. For the use 
of the superlative péyiora, see Blass, Grammar, p. 33. The éray- 
yéApara. (the word is peculiar to 2 Peter) are explained in iii. 13 
to mean the promise of a new heaven and a new earth, wherein 
righteousness dwells. Here, again, we have an instance of St. 
Peter’s habit of anticipation, and a link between the introduction and 
the third chapter. Already the author is thinking of the doubts 
about the Parousia. 

Hofmann finds the antecedent to 8’ dv in rdvra: but it is not 
easy to see how these necessary aids to life and godliness can be 
spoken of as the means by which the promises are given. Rather 
they are the means by which the promises are held fast. 

iva 81d ToUTwv yévnobe Oeias Kowwvot dicews. ‘In order that 
through these (the promises) ye may become partakers of the 
divine nature.” Christ has given us the apostles, as first recipients, 
custodians, witnesses, these promises, to the intent that you, whose 
faith is txdrtos with ours, may escape the corruption of lust, and be 
made like God. But the “you” is not so emphatic as to require 
the insertion of tpeis. 

Calvin, de Wette, Briickner, Hofmann, Spitta refer rovrwy to 
7a mpos Conv Kat edoeBevav: Bengel found the antecedent in ddga 
kat épery: but raira can hardly signify anything else than émay- 
yéApara, which comes so immediately before it. 

The word @eios, which is here used for the second time, occurs 
elsewhere in the New Testament only in Acts xvii. 29, where St. 
Paul, speaking to Athenians, aptly speaks of 76 @eiov, the Deity, 
using a phrase familiar to cultivated Greeks. Here eta dious has 
a similar ring; it belongs rather to Hellenism than to the Bible. 
We may compare the Stoic phrase, évrés elvar ris picews Tis Oeias, 
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Stob. Ecl. p. 122: or Philo, de Somn. i. 28 (i. 647), AoyuKhs KeKOl- 
vovyKkact pioews : OF Joseph. contr. Ap. i. 26, Oeias Soxodvre pETETXNKEVaL 
dicews. Dicews avOpwrivys xowwveiv is quoted from an inscription 
belonging to the first century before Christ, Deissmann, Aibelstudien, 
p. 284, Eng. trans. p. 368. But it should be noticed that St. Peter’s 
phrase is neither Stoic nor Platonist. What he says ‘s that the 
Christian becomes by grace partaker of the Divine nature. What 
the heathen philosopher taught was that all men are so by nature. 
Professor Harnack (Chronologie, p. 469) regards the phrase @eéas 
Kowvwvol piacews as one of the proofs that 2 Peter was not written 
before the latter half of the second century. The question has been 
discussed in the Introduction. Here it may be said that the author 
of 2 Peter uses some half-dozen words that were current among 
educated men ; that such words as he uses were familiar in the first 
century ; that he shows less acquaintance with Hellenism than St. 
Luke or St. Paul; that he is in no sense a philosopher, though this 
term might be applied to the author of Hebrews; that he shows no 
acquaintance with the Gnostic controversy in chap. ii.; and, when 
he is speaking of the destruction of the world by fire in chap. iii, 
makes no reference either to Stoicism or to Platonism. 

@eias Kowwvot dioews Means very much the same as St. Paul’s 
kowwvia IIveiparos, 2 Cor. xili. 14; Phil. iii 1. But St. Peter, who 
attaches a very different sense to IIvetya (see notes on First Epistle), 
could hardly use the Pauline phrase. 

dtopuyévtes. They will become partakers of the divine nature, 
not by escaping, but after escaping the corruption which is in the 
world and resides in desire. “Azodevyew, which is not used by any 
other writer in the New Testament, properly takes the accusative, 
as in il. 20, below. 1 Peter uses only the plural érufvpiar. Here and 
in li, 20 kéopos may have an ethical sense which it hardly exhibits 
in r Peter. We may notice the classical use of the article, as in 
Pret iis, 

5. kat adtd todto 8€. “Yes, and (kaif... 8€) for this very 
reason,” because when we have escaped from corruption the pro- 
mises, if we hold them fast and follow them, will make us partakers 
of the divine nature. Cf. Xen. Anad. i. Q. 21, Kal yap ard TovTo . 
obmep avros évexa pidov @ETO Scio Bau, @s ouvepyovs éxol, Kal adrds 
érepaTo auvepyos Tots idors Kpatiotos elvat, “For, for the very 
same reason for which he himself thought that he needed friends 
—that he might have helpers—he on his part endeavoured to be 
the best of helpers to his friends.” So in Plato, airé ratra viv 
nxopev, “That is the very reason why we have come.” This ad- 
verbial usage Of atro rotro, which is strictly analogous to that of 
tt, is quite classical; see Kriiger, Griech. Gram. xlvi. 4; Blass, p. 
271. 

tapecopéperv is “to bring in” or “supply besides.” The classical 
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phrase is arovdyv rorcioOa, but orovdiy ciodéepew is quoted from 
Josephus, Anz. xx. 9. 2, macav orovdnv icdéperOar, from the 
Stratonicean inscription (Deissmann, £zde/studien, p. 278, Eng. 
trans. p. 361). 

émxopynyetv. In Athens the State found the chorus, the 
Choregus provided all that was necessary for its equipment. 
Hence xopyyety came to mean generally “to furnish with,” “to 
supply.” The verb is commonly used by the moral philosophers. 
Thus Arist. £72. (Vic. i. 10. 15, Tots éxtds dyaois ixavds Kexopy- 
ynvevos, the natural gifts of man require to be equipped with, 
supplemented by external gifts of fortune. Cf. also Diog. Laert. 
vii. 128, 6 pévrou Tlavatrios kat Tooeddvios otk airdpxn déyovor THV 
apeTnv, GAA xpelav eivai pact kal tyreias Kal xopyyias Kal ioyvos. It 
is possible that the word is here used as an ethical term, but it was 
commonly employed without any reference to this scholastic applica- 
tion, thus Polybius, iii. 68. 8, yopyyetv 76 otpardredov tois éxuirndeioss, 
and it is found in this general sense in 2 Cor. ix. 10; 1 Pet. iv. 11; 
Gal. iii. 5; Col. ii. 19. In the compound éxopryeiv the preposi- 
tion brings out the idea that the equipment is an addition to the 
original stock, but is not really wanted. Later Greek is much 
addicted to the needless emphasis of compound verbs. We should 
not omit to notice the Petrine and evangelical contrast between 
what God gives and what man adds to the gift. ‘Confer omnino 
parabolam de decem uirginibus, Matth. xxv. Flammula est id 
quod nobis absque nostro labore a Deo et ex Deo impertitur: sed 
oleum est id quod homo suo studio et fidelitate affundere debet, ut 
flammula nutriatur et augeatur. Sic extra parabolam res pro- 
ponitur in hoc loco Petrino” (Bengel). 

5-7. In the list of excellences which follows we have some- 
thing analogous to the Stoic zpoxo7y, and it is quite possible that 
the writer may have heard of the Stoic doctrine ; the word zpoxéarrew 
was current, and is used by St. Paul in its Stoic sense in Gal. i. 14. 
The moral and spiritual life is regarded as a germ which is expanded 
by effort, one step leads on to another, and each step is made by 
the co-operation of the human will with the divine. The list begins 
with iors, practically another name for the divine gift of émiyvwots, 
and ends with d@ydaay. In Hermas, Ms. ili. 8. 1-7, a similar list is 
Iliorts, “Eyxpérea, ‘Arddrys, “Emiorjpn, “Axaxia, Seuvoryns: these are 
daughters one of another. In Sm. ix. 15, Hermas gives a list of 
twelve virtues or virgins which begins and ends in the same way. 
Harnack refers to Acta Pauli et Theclae, where we find the sequence 
miotis, poBos, yvao.s, ayary. In later times Clement of Alex- 
andria built his theory of the Two Lives on these passages. 

St. Peter is thinking throughout of the False Teachers, whom he 
is about to attack. ; 

Faith is to be supplemented by Virtue. See note on ver. 3. 
17 
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Virtue is right conduct under discipline, by which faith, the prin- 
ciple or dépx7, is developed, good habits are established, and the 
mists of passionate desire (éri@vpia) are dissipated. 

Thus Virtue leads to Knowledge, not of spiritual mysteries as in 
1 Cor. viii. 1, xiii. 2; Col. ii. 2, but of the goodness and reasonable- 
ness of the will of God. It is that knowledge which makes the 
friend as distinct from the servant, John xv. 15. 

Knowledge has been taken to mean practical skill in the details 
of Christian duty, “die Fiirsichtigkeit, die in allen Dingen das 
rechte Mass innezuhalten versteht” (Luther). ‘‘ Virtus facit alacres,” 
says Bengel, “‘uigilantes, circumspectos, discretos, ut reputemus 
quid aliorum causa sit faciendum uel fugiendum, et quomodo, ubi, 
quando.” 

Knowledge begets Continence, self-mastery, or self-restraint ; 
the direct opposite of the rAcovefia of the False Teachers. 

Continence issues in Patience, which understands that with 
God a thousand years are as one day (here St. Peter is looking 
forward to chap. iii.)—this in Godliness, a large word (see ver. 3) 
summing up the whole of the practical side of the Christian life— 
this again in Love of the Brethren (1 Pet. i. 22)—and this again in 
"Aydan, the love of Christ (1 Pet. i. 8), and in Christ of all mankind. 

Faith is here conceived of as in Heb. xi. 1, 3, as strong con- 
viction, belief which determines action; this is the heavenly germ, 
which, if diligently fostered by obedience, issues in love, the per- 
fection of the spiritual life. This is the view of 1 Peter and of the 
sub-apostolic Church. 

Aristotle, Zzz. Vic. i. 9, starts three questions with regard to 
what he calls “happiness”: (1) whether it is paéyrév } eOiordv: 
(2) whether it comes xatd twa Oelav potpay: or (3) whether it is 
dua tUxnv. The third is the naturalistic view; the second on the 
whole is that of St. Paul; the first on the whole that of St. Peter, 
who would say that, given Faith, which comes from God (kara twa 
Ociav potpav), much depends on the “thankworthy ” obedience of 
man. This is the view of Aristotle himself, as it is also that of 
Bishop Butler. It is a view which makes ethical philosophy 
possible, because it leaves wide room for human reason and will. 
But there is no cause for supposing that St. Peter derived it from 
any other source than that of his own Christian experience. 

8. taita ydp. ‘For, if these things belong to you and increase, 
they make you not idle nor unfruitful with respect to the knowledge 
of our Lord Jesus Christ.” IAeova{w may mean either “ to abound” 
or “‘to increase,” but Spitta seems to be right in thinking that the 
latter sense is preferable here. Otherwise there is little difference 
between trdpxyovra and mAcovdfovra. There has been much dis- 
cussion as to the precise meaning of és in this passage ; the point 
being whether éziyvwors is to be regarded as the end of the Christian 
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progress or as its beginning. On the side of the former view is the 
R.V., which translates “unto the knowledge”; so de Wette, 
Briickner, Huther, Fronmiiller, Steinfass, Kiihl; on the side of the 
second, the A.V. (“in the knowledge”), Bengel, Ewald, Hofmann, 
Schott, Weiss, Wiesinger, von Soden, and, substantially, Spitta. The 
dispute turns upon the question whether é¢is is to be taken with the 
adjectives or with the verb. Kafsordvor eis means “to bring a 
person to a place,” and we might conceivably translate ‘“ these 
things bring you, not being idle nor fruitless, unto the knowledge.” 
But xafiordvo twa dpyév means “to make a person idle”; and if 
we adopt this construction, «is with its case will denote that in 
respect of which he is idle. The two constructions and the two 
translations must not be blended or confused, as they are in the 
R.V. Ka6iornow must either mean “bring” or “make.” But 
now a glance at vers. 2 and 3 will show that the Christian progress 
begins with émiyvwous (dca THs érvyvdocews) and is in émiyvwou. 
"Exiyvwors is the germ which makes progress possible, and is de- 
veloped by the progress, but is not represented here as the goal 
to which the progress tends. Here, as often, commentators have 
been biassed by the desire to bring the language of St. Peter into 
exact accordance with that of St. Paul, in Col. i. 10, év wavti épyw 
Kapropopodvtes Kal adfavopevot eis tiv ériyvwow Tod Mcod. The two 
apostles do not disagree here; for this knowledge, which grows 
with our growth, might very well be said to be the issue of all our 
strivings. But it is also their root, and this is the point which St. 
Peter wishes to bring out. 

This verse is quoted in the Epistle of the Churches of Lyons 
and Vienne, Eus. H. Z. v. 1. 45, 6 dé d1a pécou Kaupds odk dpyds 
airots vee dkapmos éyivero. 

9. 6 yap ph wdpeott taita. The words are equivalent in sense 
to @ yap py trdpxe Tadra Kal rreovd€e, as TuPAds, puwrdLwv, AAPyv 
AaBdv to dpyds kal dxapros. But the group of epithets in this verse 
gives the cause of the barrenness, and forms a second indictment 
against the False Teachers. They are not only barren trees (Luke 
xiii. 6), but they are blind leaders of the blind (Matt. xv. 14). 

tupdés. He is blind because he has lost the light of the 
éx’yvwots of Christ which was given to him (ver. 3), and thus has 
never attained to yvaous. : 

puwrd£wv. The correct form of this verb appears to be either 
powmidley (cf. trwmidfev), or puwretv (cf. dfvwreiv), Suidas has in 
one place pvwrdfeyv, in another pvwmdfew. Commentators, follow- 
ing Beza and Budaeus, refer to Arist. Problem. xxxi. 16. 25; but 
though Aristotle there describes the pw, he does not use 
puwrdafew, nor does the verb appear in the Judex of Bonitz. 

Mvwy means “short-sighted” ; puwrdLew, “to be short-sighted.” 
The characteristics of a short-sighted man are that he sees things 
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dimly, or that he sees what is close at hand more distinctly than 
what is far off. The first gives tolerable sense, but many commen- 
tators prefer the second ; the purblind see earth far more clearly 
than heaven (Beza, Grotius, Estius, de Wette, Huther), or sees 
that he is a member of the Church, and does not see clearly how 
and on what conditions he became one (Hofmann). 

Wolf, Bochart, Spitta, and von Soden take piwy to mean “one 
who shuts his eyes” and will not see. But ptwy never has this 
sense, though it is derived from pvw, and means properly “ blinking.” 
This explanation is dictated by the wish to find a climax in tuddds, 
pvwomrdfov: but it is not necessary to suppose that St. Peter was a 
skilled rhetorician. 

The Vulgate translates manu tentans, like a blind man, feeling 
his way with outstretched hand. It is difficult to see how this 
explanation, which represents the Greek YyAaday, arose. 

P reads pvordlwy, which seems to imply a false derivation from 
pds and dz7 (uvw7ria for “a mouse-hole” is found). Hence Oecu- 
menius says, puwralew S¢ 76 rupAdrrewv eipyrat, ard Tv bd THY yHV 
pvdv tuddAdyv eis drav Siarehovvtwv. In this way Erasmus explained 
the translation of the Vulgate, “‘manu uiam tentans, deducta a 
muribus metaphora, qui parietem, aut tabulam, aut si quid aliud 
obuium fuerit, sequi solent, donec cauum nacti fuerint.” See 
Suicer, puwrdlo, 

AnOnv haBdv. “Because he has forgotten”; cf. Josephus, Amz. 
li. 9. I, bua xpovov pnKkos AnOnv AaBdvres : Athen. xi 24, P. 523 A; 
ot peta TovTOUS AnOnv AaBdvres THS Kpyrév wept tov Biov eixocpias, 
Thucydides, ii. 49. 5, has rovs 5 xai AnOn eAdcwBave, “ forgetfulness 
came upon » the sufferers from the plague. Benge] and von Soden 
would translate “ having chosen to forget,” but the notion of wilful- 
ness does not seem to lie in the phrase. 

Tod kaBapiopod tov wédat adtod duapriav. “The cleansing from 
his old sins” in _ Baptism. Cf. 1 Pet. iii. 21, cole Bdrrucpa, ov 
capkos amrdfeots prov GAAG cuverdjoews dyalis érepwrnpa. eis @ecdv. 
The reference to Baptism is made certain by the word wddau: all 
previous sins were cleansed at that time. Here as in 1 Peter “sin” 
is concrete, and there is no necessary implication of birth-sin. The 
cleansing is based upon the sacrificial Death of Christ (1 Pet. i. 18, 
il. 24, ill. 18), and is conditioned by KAjows Kat éxAoyy, and by 
the faith and repentance of the cleansed (cuvedjoews dyabijs 
érepornua), but is conveyed by a definite act. 

But what is it precisely that the False Teacher has forgotten? 
First, no doubt, the fear which attaches to the remembrance of the 
price of Redemption (1 Pet. i. 17-19). But does St. Peter mean also 
that the special cleansing of Baptism cannot be repeated? This 
sense may be found in Heb. x. 26 and in 2 Pet. ii. 20-22. There 
are passages in 1 Peter which seem to mean that the cleansing of 
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ordinary sins, such as no Christian can avoid, is to be found in 
suffering (1 Pet. ii, 21, iii. 14, iv. 1,16). We might say that in 
Hebrews, 1 and 2 Peter, Christlike suffering for righteousness’ sake 
is the condition of post-baptismal cleansing. Out of these 
passages arose the Novatian schism, the question agitated by 
Hermas, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, whether perdvow was 
admissible after Baptism, and, if so, how often, and the whole system 
of Penance. These consequences could hardly be drawn from the 
Pauline Epistles. 

10. 816 paddov. “ Wherefore the more.” zovddcare repeats the 
exhortation ozovdiy racav rapewevéyxavtes, but two additional 
reasons for diligence have been given in vers. 8 and 9; hence the 
parXor, 

onouddcate. Here as above (émyopyyjoarte, ver. 5) and again 
in ili. 14 the aorist imperative, which properly refers to a single 
definite action, as in ddre pot rodro, is wrongly used for the present. 
The same grammatical inaccuracy is very common in 1 Peter 
(ii. 13, iv. 1-7, v. 8). 

moteto0ar. The middle voice signifies ‘‘to make ‘for yourselves.” 
Here again the necessity for the co-operation of the human will is 
very strongly expressed. Christ has called and elected the 
brethren ; it rests with them to hold fast the gift. 

For ékXoyj see note on 1 Pet. i. 1. Here as there probably 
the corporate sense predominates ; it denotes selection for a place 
in the yévos éxAexrév. Ideally selection precedes the call or invita- 
tion, which must always be addressed to individuals. Men are 
called out of darkness into light (1 Pet. ii. 9), out of the Flood into 
the Ark, or, like Abraham, out of an earthly home to the pilgrim 
life. All Christians have been called and selected, otherwise they 
would not be Christians, but they must “work out their own salva- 
tion” (Phil. ii. 12). St. Paul adds @eds ydp éorw 6 évepydv ev tyiv 
kat TO OdrXav Kal Td evepyeiv brép tis eddoxias. St. Peter does not 
add this qualification, though he goes on to remind his hearers that 
the reward is a divine gift. 

ob pi) wraionté mote. “ Ye shall never stumble.” The apostle 
does not mean “ye shall never sin”—for in this sense we all 
stumble (Jas. iii. 2). He is thinking of the onward march along the 
King’s highway, and the final entry into the kingdom. Ye shall 
come safe to the journey’s end. ‘“ Ut quouis tempore, inoffenso 
pede, non tanquam ex naufragio uel incendio, sed quasi cum 
triumpho intrare possitis ” (Bengel). 

11. émyopnynPjcerar. The repetition of the verb from ver. 5 
brings out with great emphasis the response of God’s grace to man’s 
faithfulness. 

Dietlein, Spitta, von Soden, Kihl find in the verb an allusion 
to the rich ornaments with which the chorus was provided by the 
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choregus for its entry upon the stage ; but it is hardly probable that 
the ancient significance of yxopyyetvy was present to St. Peter’s mind. 
TlAovoiws finds its adequate explanation in the manifold graces of 
God (1 Pet. iv. 10), the ria xal péyrota érayyéApara of ver. 4. 
As man supplements the gift of God by ceaseless endeavour, so 
God supplements man’s faithful efforts by a rich and final gift. 
Thus (Matt. xxv.) the man travelling into a far country delivers the 
talents to his servants, returns to take account, and calls those who 
have made due profit into the joy of their Lord. As in 1 Peter, the 
thought is purely evangelical; there is no trace of metaphysical 
speculation. 

The eternal kingdom is that of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ—this the writer says without reserve or qualification. The 
expression justifies the view taken above of 6 @eds judy, of Oeia 
dvvayis, and of 6 xaXéoas. Christ calls us into the kingdom, because 
it is His own. We are reminded especially of Luke i. 33, kat 
Bacirevoe eri tov olkov “IaxaB eis tots aidvas, kal THs PBactdcias 
airov ov éxrat téeAos. The kingdom of God or of heaven is also 
called the kingdom of Christ in Matt. xiii. 41, xvi. 28, xx. 21; Luke 
xxlli. 42; John xviii. 36. In Luke xxii. 30 the kingdom is given to 
the Son by the Father. Cf. Heb. i. 8; Apoc. xix. 16. To none of 
these writers does the phrase suggest any difficulty; but on this 
point, as on so many others, St. Paul speculates, 1 Cor. xv. 24. 

The end of Christian pilgrimage is the crossing of Jordan and 
entrance into the Promised Land, the patrimony, the salvation 
ready to be revealed (1 Pet. i. 4, 5), the kingdom of Christ. There 
is in 2 Peter the same attitude of expectancy as in 1 Peter. 

Obviously the kingdom of Christ does not here mean the Church 
upon earth. But the word éxxAyoia is not found in either the First 
or the Second Epistle. See Hort, Zhe Christian Ecclesia, p. 221. 

Even in the Gospels the kingdom is frequently spoken of as 
future. Outside of the Gospels it is seldom regarded as realised 
upon earth, though we find such passages as Col. i. 13; Apoc. 1. 6; 
1 Pet. ii. 9. In post-apostolic writers the future sense seems to be 
universal ; see Clem. Rom. xlii. 3; 2 Clem. v. 5, ix. 6, Xi. 7, Xil. 1; 
Barn. iv. 13, vii. 11 ; Herm., Sim. ix. 12. 3; Ignatius, Zp. xvi. 1 ; 
Polycarp, v. 3; Mart. Polycarfi, xxii. 1. 

The phrase aidvios Baciveia does not recur in the New Testa- 
ment. It is one of the few salient phrases in this Epistle, and is 
quoted in the AZart. Polycarpi, xx. 2. The word aidvos might be 
included in the list of St. Peter’s philosophical terms, for the 
distinction between aisv and xpovos is an important commonplace 
in later Platonism. Yet aidvios is a common word in the New 
Testament, and it would be absurd to cite it as an indication of 
Hellenism, except in so far as Hellenism may mean any degree of 
education whether large or small. 

a i ee 
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12. $6. Here St. Peter passes to a fresh point which completes 
his introduction. The faith of his readers is ioétijos with that of 
the apostles, because it embraces all that conduces to life and 
godliness ; it must be developed by effort which leads to virtue, not 
to licence; without effort none shall enter into the kingdom of 
Christ. 

From this point to the end of the chapter he insists upon the 
truth of this faith. It rests upon the evidence of eye-witnesses, of 
whom he himself was one; and upon that of the Hebrew prophets, 
but the prophets must not be misunderstood. 

‘Wherefore I shall always put you in remembrance.” MéddA\w 
with the infinitive in the New Testament is frequently merely used 
for the future indicative ; the grammar is breaking up, and there is 
a tendency to form tenses by the use of auxiliaries as in low Latin. 
The future peAAnow is found also in Matt. xxiv. 6, where peAAjoere 
dxovew is neither more nor less than dxovceoOe. Suidas, however, 
explains pedAAjow by crovddow, ppovticw, and the R.V. translates 
“J shall be ready always to put you in remembrance.” The 
rendering of the A.V., “I will not be negligent,” represents ovx 
dweAjow, a variant supported by K L, the bulk of the later MSS., 
and the Syriac. 

The words év rf wapovoyn dAnOela are explained by <iddras, the 
things which they know are the truth which is present to them. 
"Eornprypévovs év is a much stronger phrase than «iddras: “ye not 
only know them, but are established in them,” ye know them and 
do them. Truth here embraces not only moral truth,—the necessity 
of growth from iors to dydry,—but historical or doctrinal truth 
opposed to cevodiopevor pidot. 

18. Bixatov fyodipar. “I deem it right”; it is my bounden 
duty as an apostle. “Ed’ dcov, “so long as”; cf. Matt. ix. 15; the 
écov is neuter. Sxjvwya, “a tent”; this metaphor for the body 
suits well with the general conception of life as a pilgrimage, 
1 Pet. i. 1, ii. rz. St. Paul uses oxjvos in the same sense 2 Cor. v. 1. 
The apostles derived the metaphor from the history of the Patriarchs, . 
but according to Clement of Alexandria, Strom. v. 14. 94, Plato 
also called the body yyvov cxijvos. 

Steyelpew év bwopvjcer. ‘To stir you by a reminder” is a phrase 
that recurs iii. 1. The év is probably instrumental (a Hebraistic, 
not a Greek use). 

14. cidas dre taxwh eotw A aGrdbeotg Tod oKxynvapatés pou, 
*‘ Knowing that the putting off of my tent cometh swiftly.” It has 
been disputed whether “‘ swiftly ” here means “ suddenly ” or ‘* soon.” 
Either explanation is possible, and either yields good sense. If the 
apostle means that he is to die soon, there was great reason why he 
should be earnest in admonition; If he means that he is to die 
suddenly (z.e. by violence), the necessity for insistence is still the 
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same. “Qui diu aegrotant,” says Bengel, “possunt alios adhuc 
pascere. Crux id Petro non erat permissura.” In John xxi. 18 our 
Lord foretold that Peter should die a violent death drav yypaoys. 
If the apostle was yépwv when he wrote this Epistle, he would feel 
that this prophecy must soon be accomplished. The point must 
be left to the reader’s judgment. ‘“Amd@eors, “ putting off,” is a 
word that suits a garment rather than a tent. The two images are 
blended in much the same way by St. Paul, 2 Cor. v. 2-5. 

Kabos ... éd7Awod por. The most natural explanation of these 
words is to be found in John xxi. 18, 19, An argument has been 
raised against the authenticity of 2 Peter on the ground that the 
author here quotes the most suspected chapter of a very late gospel, 
but all that he does is to refer to a prophecy of our Lord’s, which is 
probably that recorded by St. John. Spitta insists that the passage 
in the Johannine Gospel is not here in question at all, on the 
ground that there our Lord foretold that St. Peter should die in a 
particular way, by crucifixion, while in the prophecy here referred to 
the apostle had been warned that his death should happen soon. 
Hence Spitta thinks that St. Peter is alluding to some saying of our 
Lord’s which has not been preserved elsewhere. 

15. omovddow .. . pripnvy toetobar, ‘And I will take pains 
also that as occasion requires ye may be able after my death to call 
these things to remembrance.” zovddow is late Greek for orovdd- 
couat, and éxev should be ézws éfere: see Blass, p. 225. “Exdorore, 
“at each time,” “whenever the need arises,” as often as similar 
errors are propagated. “Efodos, “death,” as in Luke ix. 31 (in the 
account of the Transfiguration), and in the Letter of the Churches 
of Vienne and Lyons, Eus. 4 Z. v. 1. 36, 55. The word means 
properly “end” or “close,” so Xen. He//. v. 4. 4, é@ e&68w ris 
apxns. Hence it is used by later writers of the end or close of life, 
but only with the defining genitive, Josephus, Azz. iv. 8. 2, é 
e€ddw tod Chv. 

Is this promise fulfilled by the writing of this present Epistle, to 
which the readers would be able to turn, whenever need arose, after 
the writer was dead and gone? This is the explanation of Bengel, 
Wiesinger, Dietlein, Schott, von Soden, Kiihl; but it is excluded by 
the future orovddow, The sense seems clearly to be “I will myself 
remind you, so long as I live (as I am doing by this Epistle); and 
further, I will take care that after my decease you shall constantly 
be able to refresh your memory as to my teaching.” What he 
promises is something that will show that his teaching did not rest 
upon cecogicpévor 0001, but on historical fact, and this promise 
cannot be thought to be wholly redeemed by the brief reference here 
made to the Transfiguration. 

Huther thought the meaning to be that St. Peter would establish 
a succession of teachers, who after his death would keep alive the 
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knowledge of the truth. But it seems clear that what is promised 
is a document, to which his disciples would be able to turn and 
confirm their belief. | 

In very early times it seems to have been thought that the 
words pointed to the Gospel of St. Mark. Irenaeus, iii. 1. 1, pera 
88 tiv Tovrwv odov Mdpxos, 6 pabyrys Kal épunverrns Iérpov, Kal 
abrés 7a bd Llérpou xypvocdpeva éyypadws rapadédwxe, Here Grabe 
cannot possibly be right in taking éfodov to mean the departure of 
the apostles from Rome. That the statement of Irenaeus rests 
upon the present passage appears partly from the use of the word 
é£od0s, and partly from the way in which St. Peter’s words are 
misunderstood. The apostle does not say that the document of 
which he is speaking should be written after his death, but that it 
should be written so as to be of use after his death. It is possible 
that Irenaeus added from 2 Peter the words pera riv tovtwy eodov 
to information which he gathered from Papias, Eus. #. £. ii. 15. 2, 
iii. 39. 15; but probably he found them in Papias. 

Certainly no document would redeem the apostle’s promise so 
well as a gospel ; and if a gospel is meant, the reference can hardly 
be to any other than that of St. Mark. 

It seems highly probable that the composition of the later 
pseudonymous Petrine literature, the Apocalypse, Gospel of Peter, 
Preaching of Peter, and other books, was suggested by these words. 
If so, the fact goes to prove that 2 Peter was well known, and 
regarded as authentic in very early times. It seems hardly likely 
that such extensive liberties would have been taken with the name 
of Peter, unless there were a phrase, in a writing generally recognised 
as his, which gave plausibility to the forgery. Hence we may see 
in the present passage a reason for dating 2 Peter at any rate before 
any of the extra-canonical Petrine books. 

16. 0d ydp cecodiopévors piOors eEaxodoulijcavtes . . . Tapouciar. 
‘‘For we did not follow cunningly devised fables when we made 
known to you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.” 
Midos by itself might mean merely “fables,” such as the legendary 
history of the heathen gods, “false tales,” “fictions” ; and this may 
be the meaning of the word where it occurs in the Pastorals, 1 Tim. 
i. 4, iv. 73 2 Tim. iv. 4; Tit. i 14. Yet even there it may, and 
here the addition of cceco¢icpevor shows that it must, bear the later 
sense of “a fiction which embodies a truth,” “an allegorism.” The 
False Teachers, or some of them, must have maintained that the 
Gospel miracles were to be understood in a spiritual sense, and not 
regarded as facts. But they differ from the False Teachers alluded 
to in the Pastorals, inasmuch as they do not appear to have intro- 
duced any “myths” of their own. They were therefore not 
Gnostics, as Dietlein and Baur supposed ; their zAacroi Adyou were 
simply allegorical explanations of the gospel ; they denied the literal 
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sense, but professed to hold fast the spiritual. It is obvious how 
this mode of exegesis might be applied to the Second Advent. 

éyvwpicapev. “‘We made known.” St. Peter does not say 
that he himself had taught the readers of the Epistle, nor does his 
phrase necessarily imply that any of the Twelve had done so 
personally. All that he means is that the teaching which these 
people had received had come to them mediately or immediately 
from apostles. 

Sdvapiv Kal mapouctay are keywords to the second and third 
chapters respectively. For dvvays compare ver. 3 above; and for 
the connexion between dvvayis and wapovcia, see Matt. xxiv. 30. 

GAN’ érdmrat yevnOévres Tis exeivou peyaderdtyTos. ‘ But we had 
been eye-witnesses of His majesty,” and that is why we taught you 
what we did. “Emdmrys is equivalent to atrémrys, Luke i. 2; 
compare the use of éomreva, 1 Pet. ii. 12, iii. 2. It was unneces- 
sary for St. Peter to state that three only of the apostles had 
actually been present. Meyadedrys (Luke ix. 43; Acts xix. 27; 
peyadeia, Luke i. 49; Acts il, 11) is the majesty of Christ which 
directly involves His dvvayss. For the future Parousia no ocular 
testimony could be adduced, but as the Second Coming is the 
droxdAuis rhs d6€ns Xpiorod, 1 Pet. iv. 13, no apter confirmation 
could be found than the revelation of glory at the Transfiguration. 
It is to be observed that St. Peter uses the Transfiguration to prove, 
not the zapovaia, but the credibility of the apostles who had preached 
the wapovoia. If we may suppose, what is by no means improbable, 
that the False Teachers, while explaining away the Resurrection, 
admitted the historical truth of the rest of the Gospel, we can see 
a strong reason for St. Peter’s choice of this particular incident. 

17. KaBov ydp. “For having received from God the Father 
honour and glory, such a voice having been borne to Him by the 
magnificent glory, This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well 
pleased.” The sentence is anacoluthic, AaBwv having no finite 
verb. wvy déperai rit trod is a singular phrase. Meyadompemjs 
is found Deut. xxxiii. 26; 2 Mace. viii. 15, xv. 13; 3 Macc. ii. 9. 
‘H peyadorperys 56fa is a reverential paraphrase for God; Oeia 
Svvapus, ver. 3, Oeia pious, ver. 4, belong to the same class of 
expressions of which there are many instances in Jewish apocrypha. 
Spitta quotes Zest. Levi, 3, év td dvwrépw (obpavo) mévrwv karadvet 
npeydArn ddéa: Ascensio Lesaiae, xi. 32, “et uidi quod sedit a dextera 
illius magnae gloriae”: Enoch xiv. 18, 20, “ And I looked and saw 
therein a lofty throne . . . and the Great Glory sat thereon” ; so 
also cii. 3, ‘‘ And will seek to hide themselves from the presence of 
the Great Glory.” Clement of Rome, ix. 2, also has the phrase, 
possibly borrowed from 2 Peter, dreviowper eis rods reAeiws Aevtoupyy- 
cavras TH peyaAomrperet Sdn avrod: but he may have taken it direct 
from Enoch; see Lightfoot’s note. The expression again throws 
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light upon 6 @eds jay ; the Great Glory is God, whom no man hath 
seen ; Christ is our God, God who hath condescended to become 
visible. 

Wiesinger and Spitta are probably right in identifying peyado- 
mperns Sdga with the vepéAn Pwrewy (the Shechinah) of Matt. xvii. 5. 

The sentence is anacoluthic. St. Peter has not added the verb 
which he intended, and it is not possible to say what it was. The 
Heavenly Voice arrests his attention and becomes the main object 
of his thought, because it leads him on to speak of the other voice, 
that of prophecy. This has led some commentators to accuse him 
of having begun by promising ocular evidence, and ended by giving 
aural. The actual vision is described by the words AaBodv tyr Kai 
ddav, which represent €Aapuwev 76 tpdcwrov aitod ws 6 HALos, Ta Se 
iudria abrovd éyévero AevKa ds 7d dds. Some, again, have created a 
discrepancy with the evangelical narrative by making éveyetons 
come before AaBwy in point of time; thus St. Peter is made to say 
that the voice preceded the Transfiguration, whereas in the Gospels 
it follows. This, however, is quite arbitrary; the temporal relation 
of the participles is not to one another, but to the main verb. See, 
for instance, Thuc. iv. 133, 6 veds ris “Hpas év “Apye: xarexav6n, 
Xpvuoidos ris tepeias AVxvov Twa Oeions jupévov mpos Ta oTeppara Kat 
érixatadapOovens. Chrysis did not fall asleep before she set the 
lamp near the garlands. Here there is no koi between AaSev and 
évexOeions, but this makes no difference; the order of the events 
denoted by the participle is fixed, not by their tense, but by their 
sequence. 

The first clause of the Voice is not quite certain. B has 6 vids 
pov 6 dyamnrds pov otrds éotiv (So WH, Tisch. vii.): P, otrés éorw 
6 vids pov 6 dyamrnrds otrdés gor: NACKL, otrds éorw 6 vids 
pov 6 dyarnrdés. This last reading, though the best attested, may 
be due to copyists who remembered the words as given by Matt. 
xvii. 5 and Mark ix. 7. Peter omits dxovere avrov, which is 
found in all three Synoptists. He omits also the vision of Moses 
and Elias. His account appears to be quite independent of the 
Gospel text. 

18. kai tadtTyy . . . dyiw. “ And this voice we heard borne from 
heaven, being with Him in the holy mount.” The mountain was 
made holy by the theophany. 

19. kal gxopev BeBardtepov. .. Kapdtats Gudv. “And even surer 
is the word of prophecy which we have, whereunto ye do well to 
take heed, as unto a lamp giving light in a squalid place, till the 
day break and the day star arise in your hearts.” The testimony 
of the prophets is one, because it all testifies of Christ, His suffer- 
ing, and His glory, 1 Pet. i. 10. For xaAds roveire, followed by the 
participle, cf. Acts xv. 29. “Ev aixunpd térw: the light shows up 
the filth, and makes cleansing possible. The Vulgate renders zx Joco 
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caliginoso, in a dark place; but atypnpds does not appear to bear 
this sense, though Aristotle uses it of dark or dirty-looking colour 
(wept xpwpdruy, lil. p. 793. 11). BeBaidrepor is predicative. 

It seems at first sight strange that St. Peter should speak of the 
voice of prophecy as even more certain than the voice of God. It 
was, however, the same voice, and, for the apostle’s present pur- 
pose, it was even more certain and conclusive. The voice at the 
Transfiguration was not Avxvos daivwy év adyunpd térw: it conveyed 
no moral lesson. What St. Peter desires, in addition, is a word 
that strikes directly and conclusively at Libertinism, and this he 
finds in Hebrew prophecy. 

Augustine took the meaning to be “surer to you.” You were 
not on the Mount as we were, and you may not unreasonably 
think the word of the old prophets more trusty than ours; iz 
Johann. Tract. xxxv. 8; Serm. xxvii., de uerb. Apost. vol. v. p. 
149 C. But, if this were the meaning, we should have expected 
éxere, aS Alford says. 

Modern commentators almost universally take the view ex- 
pressed in the translation of the R.V. “And we have the word 
of prophecy made more sure,” that is to say, the testimony of the 
prophets is confirmed by the voice from heaven. But it is very 
doubtful whether the Greek will bear this meaning, which could 
have been expressed quite easily by cat otrws BeBasotrar. The verb 
BeBaodv, or the substantive BeBaiwors, bear the sense of “ confirm,” 
“confirmation”; but (éBaios in classical Greek always means 
“firm,” “steady,” “‘sure.” This is its meaning also in the New 
Testament; see 2 Cor. i. 7; Heb. ii. 2, iii, 6, 14, vi. 19; 2 Pet. 
i. 10. Even in Rom. iv. 16, BeBaia érayyedia, and Heb. ix. 17, 
BeBaia Siabyxn, the meaning is “valid,” not “ratified.” The same 
is true of the passages quoted by Mr. Field in his /Votes on the 
Translation of the New Testament, Charit. Aphrod. iii. 9, Kayo 
BeBadrepov éxxov 7d Oappeiv, my courage was firmer; Chaeremon 
in Stobaeus, lor. Ixxix. 31, BeBasorépay exe rHv piAlay mpds Tovs 
yovets, let your love be stronger; Isocrates, ad Demon. p. 10 A, 
Gore cor cvpPycera Tapa Te TH TAHOE pGAXov evdoKipety Kal THY Tap’ 
éxeivwv evvorav BeBasorépay éxyev. But in the present passage St. 
Peter is not comparing different degrees of certainty in the prophetic 
word, but the word of prophecy with the word of the Transfigura- 
tion. Again, the apostle could hardly make a point of the con- 
firmation of prophecy; it needed no confirmation ; it was fulfilled 
by the gospel, but not proved; on the contrary, it was regarded as 
a proof of the gospel. The most natural view is that he is here 
appealing to a second witness, which, for the purpose of the second 
chapter, is even stronger than his first. See Dr. Plummer’s note. 

It may seem remarkable that St. Peter does not appeal to the 
prophecies of our Lord Himself, though Matt. xxiv. would have 
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suited his purpose. But to the apostle the Old Testament is as 
much the voice of Christ as the New; and having glanced at the 
latter, he turns quite naturally to the former, where a rich store of 
instances lay ready to his hand. Further, if the False Teachers 
denied the Parousia, they must also have denied that our Lord 
foretold it. 

Stavydfew occurs in Aquila’s version of Job xxv. 5. St. Peter 
is probably thinking of the Song of Songs ii. 17, iv. 6, €ws od 
Suarvevon 7 Hepa kat Kwnfdow ai oxiai. The beautiful word dwo- 
@dpos is probably suggested by Ps. cix. (cx.) 3, é« yaorpds mpd 
éwoddpov eyévvyod oe. The words mpd éwoddpov caused a dis- 
tinction to be made between éwoddpos and dwoddpos, which. in 
Greek poetry are identical. Hence, Hippolytus, Ref Omn. Haer. 
x. 33 (ed. Duncker, p. 540), calls our Lord % apo éwoddpov dwo- 
ddpos dwvy, evidently explaining 2 Peter. Compare also Luke i. 78, 
dvaroAy €€ vwous. Dr. Plummer refers also to Apoc. xxii. 16. — 

Why is the Christian to give heed to prophecy till the day star 
arise in his heart? St. Peter cannot mean “till you are converted,” 
for he is addressing Christians. Some commentators, taking vers. 
5-8 as the key, think that the apostle is speaking of the day when 
faith is made perfect in love. But it is more probable that the day 
of the Parousia is meant. The voice of prophecy, which is the 
voice of Christ, will guide men to the end. The expression “arise 
in your hearts” need not be regarded as an objection to this; it 
may be taken to denote the dya\d/acrs which the day will bring. 

20. toto mprov yivdoxovtes is best regarded as a grammatical 
irregularity ; see below, iii. 3, where the phrase recurs without a 
finite verb. Here it might, with little difficulty, be connected with 
KaAds Toveire TpooexovTes. 

Taca mpopyteta ypadis is to be taken of the Old Testament 
prophecies alone. For éziAvous, “interpretation,” compare émiAvew, 
Mark iv. 34. Both the noun and verb are common in the C/lemen- 
tine Homilies (see the Index published by the Lightfoot Trustees) ; 
Clem. Alex. Strom. vi. i. 1, ériAvréov ra mpoaropovpeva: pseudo- 
Justin, Expos. Rect. Fidei, ras éraropyjoceas ériAvérw. The words 
are indeed familiar in later Greek ; a classic would use the simple 
Avew, Avors. Tiveras cannot possibly be translated, as by Alford, 
“comes from,” “springs out of.” The word in the New Testa- 
ment constantly means no more than “is”; if here we are to 
keep its proper sense, we must render, “does not fall to,” “does not 
come under,” private interpretation. 

You do well to study the prophets, but first you are to observe 
that you must not interpret them just as you like. There is a right 
way and a wrong. Jews denied the Christian applications of pro- 
phecy, and the False Teachers wrested the Epistles of St. Paul and 
“the rest of scripture” (iii. 16) to their own destruction. St. Peter 
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warns his people that they may read the Bible amiss, and that 
therefore they need a guide. That scripture required to be 
“opened” was the universal belief of the primitive Church. They 
were opened by Christ (Luke xxiv. 45; Apoc. v.) or His ministers 
—as by Peter, Acts i, or by Philip, Acts viii. 30, or by Apollos, 
Acts xviii. 28. 

Who were the rightful interpreters of scripture St. Peter does 
not say. If he had been asked the question, he might have answered 
in the words of William of St. Theoderic (used by a Kempis, De 
Imit. i. 5), ‘Quo enim Spiritu scripturae factae sunt, eo Spiritu legi 
desiderant.” 

Other explanations of St. Peter’s phrase—that (1) the prophets 
themselves could not interpret their own prophecies, or that (2) they 
did not, in fact, interpret them—may be set aside without hesitation. 

21. ob ydp ... dv@pwro. It is not of private interpretation. 
For, as prophecy was not given by the will of man, so neither can 
it be explained by the will of man. God gives both the vision and 
the interpretation thereof (Gen. xl. 8, xli. 16). 

moté. ‘In the old days,” as A.V.; cf. John ix. 13; Rom. vii. 9, 
xl. 30. St. Peter is thinking solely of the Hebrew prophets. R.V. 
and many commentators take zoré with ov, was never at any time 
given; but this is against the order of the words. 

hvéxOy. “Was borne” (as in ver. 18), came from heaven to man. 
gepspevor. Carried along by the Holy Ghost,” as a ship by 

the wind (Acts xxvii. 15, 17). Here the Spirit is the wind (Acts 
ii. 2; John iii. 8). Similar metaphors are used of inspiration by 
the heathen writers; thus Plutarch, de def. Orac. 40, 7d 5& pavtixov 
peta Kal mvedpa Oedrardv éote cal dcustarov. But the word 
which Plutarch applies to the inspired prophet is xtvovpevos. Philo 
commonly speaks of the prophet as Geopdpyros: see Quis rerum div. 
heres, 52 (i. 510). 

€Xddnoav dd Ocod dvOpwror, “ Men spoke from God”; as mouth- 
pieces of God, not by their own will. The reading here is uncertain. 
B P, Syriac, Armenian, Coptic, Tisch., WH have awd @eod advOpwrot: 
C, dro @cod ayo dvOpwra: XK L, Treg. dywr Ocod dvOpwro: A, 
dyto. TOV @eov dvOpwro.. Many cursives and Oecumenius insert oi 
after é\dAnoav. The variants are most easily accounted for by 
taking the text of BP as the point of departure; the insertion of 
dyto by C is easily explained, holy being a common epithet of the 
prophets (Luke i. 70; Acts iii, 21; 2 Pet. iii, 2), AIO and 
ATIOI might easily be confused, the ductus Litterarum being very 
similar ; but the probability lies on the side of dzré, the less tempting 
word. Still, dyson has authority, and Tregelles, Spitta, and von — 
Soden prefer this word. 

There is no difference in the sense in any case. If dao is 
omitted and ayo read, the emphasis falls on depdpevor, “holy men 
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of God spoke (not by their own will), but as they were moved.” 
On the other hand, the text of BP reiterates very forcibly the 
apostle’s point—‘“ men spoke as they were moved, and spoke from 
God.” 

II. 1. éyévovro 82 kal weudSompopira. There is another caution 
to be borne in mind. Not only does all prophecy need interpreta- 
tion, but even in Israel there were false prophets also as well as 
true. St. Peter is thinking of Balaam, though he did not prophesy, 
strictly speaking, in Israel, and of such passages as Jer. vi. 13 ; Ezek. 
xiii. 9. The run of the sentence seems to imply that the False 
Teachers, or some of them, claimed to be prophets. All prophets 
were teachers; differing from ordinary teachers in this essential 
point, that the teaching of the prophet was imparted to him by 
direct inspiration, not by study of scripture, or by any process of 
reasoning ; see Introduction to 1 Peter, p. 46. The false teaching 
which the apostle proceeds to denounce was certainly doctrinal as 
well as moral. All ethical teaching rests upon doctrine, and varies 
with its speculative basis. But the only doctrinal error which the 
apostle expressly attributes to them, or some of them, is the denial 
of the Parousia. How naturally this might be connected with lax 
morality is evident. 

The False Teachers are spoken of at first in the future ; after- 
wards in the past or present (ézAav7iOyoar, ver. 15: ovroé eiot, ver. 
17: deAXedLovow, ver. 18). Cf. 2 Tim. iii, 1-6, perilous times shad/ 
come, for men shal/ be . . . of this sort ave they; and 1 Tim. iv. 
1 sqq. St. Peter may mean that he knows these men to be already 
at work elsewhere, and that he foresees their speedy appearance in 
the Churches to which he is writing. Or the future may be taken 
in a more general way. ‘There will, from time to time, as the End 
approaches, be false prophets, as our Lord foretold (Matt. xxiv. 11), 
and you may see them already busy among you. Here a second 
test, besides that of scripture rightly explained, becomes applicable. 
These men are False Teachers because they (oirwes) will privily 
bring in heresies of destruction. 

mTapevodyey May mean simply to introduce, to bring in (eis), and 
set before (wapd) a person. It may, however, signify to bring in 
privily, wapa giving the idea of creeping along under some sort of 
cover; see Liddell and Scott on rapecodvvw and other verbs of the 
same formation. Cf. rapeodxrovs, Gal. ii. 4. 

The classic meaning of aipeois is a “school” or “sect” of 
philosophy, and the word implies, primarily, difference of opinion ; 
Cicero Zp. xv. 16. It is so used in Acts of the “schools of 
thought” of the Sadducees, Pharisees, and Nazoraeans (v. 17, xv. 5, 
xxiv. 5). So Acts xxiv. 14, xara ryv dddv, Hv A€yovow aipecw, 
‘according to the Way (the true Christian Way), which they call a 
school.” Here the Way is distinguished from all the “ denomina- 
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tions” or aiperes of the Jews. In its first use aipeors does not 
imply falsehood or separation. You might call either Platonism or 
Pharisaism ‘‘a heresy,” without meaning that it was wrong, or that 
it was an offence against unity. But so soon as men begin to speak 
of the Way (the one Truth), aipeo.s involves both opinion and 
conduct, both error and division. Hence cyifopa and aipeois 
appear to mean the same thing in 1 Cor. xi. 18, 19 (where possibly 
St. Paul is quoting a prophecy of our Lord’s ; cf. Justin, Zxypha, 35, 
p. 253 B, érovra: oxiopata Kai aipéres). Cf. Gal. v. 20, éprbetas 
duxooraciat aipéoes, where also the words are not technically dis- 
tinguished, and aipéces refers to Judaisers who were schismatics 
but not heretics. In Tit. iii. ro the reference to false opinion is 
distinct ; new doctrines, of a kind incompatible with the faith of the 
Church, have crept in, and aipeous is changing its meaning with the 
change of circumstances. From the time of Ignatius (Z7a//. vi. 1; 
Eph. vi. 2) the word hardens into its later sense, that of denial of 
the fundamental articles of the Christian creed. 

The use of the word in 2 Peter affords no indication of the 
date of the Epistle. It condemns certain errors of belief and 
conduct, but the errors are as old as the First Epistle to the 
Corinthians. 

aipécers dtwdelas is a Hebraism, the genitive of the substantive 
taking the place of the Greek adjective, as in Luke xvi. 8, rév 
oixovopov THs adukias, See Blass, p. 98. Note the repetition thrice 
over Of dada, Similar repetitions are characteristic both of 
2 Peter and of 1 Peter throughout. 

kat Tov dyopdcavta ... dmddevav. “ Even denying the Lord 
who bought them, bringing upon themselves swift destruction.” 
Dr. Plummer observes that a forger would hardly have made St. 
Peter speak thus of denying his Lord. For the “denial,” cf. Matt. 
x. 33. They were bought by Christ, 1 Cor. vii. 23; Apoc. v. 9, and 
thereby became His dotAox. Hence He is here called Seordrys, a 
word which elsewhere in the New Testament is used of Him only 
by Jude 4 (borrowing from this passage) and in Apoc. vi. 10. See 
Clem. Alex. Zcl. Proph. 20, dyopdlea yas 6 Kupwos tiniw aipart, 
«7.4. Hence the words tipip aivare are from 1 Peter ; but dyopage 
and Kupuos, for which lower down Seozdrys is substituted, point to 
the present passage. For the omission of the conjunction between 
apvovmevor and érdyovres compare AaBdv, éevexOeions in i. 17, and 
the string of unconnected participles in ver. 13 sqq. below. 

Because the Lord bought them they are bound to purity of life, 
1 Pet. i. 18 sqq., li. 24. But by impurity men practically reject their 
Lord’s authority and deny His dvvayis. For raxwy see note on 
i. 143; here the sense of “sudden” is more appropriate; for the 
thought cf. Prov. i. 27. 

Much needless difficulty has been made over these clauses. 
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“Even” is a perfectly familiar sense of xa, and the asyndetic 
participles are quite in the manner of 2 Peter. Some commen- 
tators, however, take xaié as conjunction. Alford and von Soden 
regard it as connecting pevdodiddoxadot with dpvovmevor, “shall be 
false teachers and deniers”; Huther, as connecting zapeodéovow 
with érdyovres, which he considers to be loosely used for the finite 
verb. Both views are untenable. 

Spitta would treat as caf... dwwd«ias as a parenthesis, and 
take xal rév dyopdcavta . . . dmaddevay with éyévovro dé Kal Wevdorpo- 
ojrat év ro Aa, partly on the ground of the extraordinary difficulties 
that have been manufactured out of the last two clauses of the 
verse, partly because he thinks, with Ullmann, that St. Peter was 
bound to say something definite about the False Prophets of Israel. 
But he only creates fresh and greater difficulties ; the run of the 
sentence is against him, and rév dyopdcavra Seordrnv dpvovmevor can 
hardly apply to any but Christians. It was quite sufficient for St. 
Peter here to state the fact that there were of old false prophets 
(though, as Ullmann says, “we knew it already”); for he desires 
to make two points, that true prophecy may be misinterpreted, and 
that there is such a thing as false prophecy. Hence he is content 
to say that the False Prophets played the same part as (as xai) the 
False Teachers. 

2. doedyeiats. Compare 1 Pet. iv. 3; the plural may denote 
either different forms, or repeated habitual acts of lasciviousness. 
St. Peter charges these men definitely with disorder at the Agape, 
adultery, perversion of the Christian idea of freedom, and gener- 
ally with falling back into the pudopara of the world. Clearly they 
permitted and defended immorality in a very broad sense. 

Sv ods refers to wodAot. Owing to the licentious ways of their 
numerous disciples, the Way of Truth shall be evil spoken of by the 
Gentiles, cf. Rom. ii. 24. In Acts we have % 68ds, ix. 2, xxii. 4, 
xxiv. 143 600s owrnpias, xvi. 17; % 686s Tod Kupiov, xviii. 25. ‘Odds 
dAnbeias is found Gen. xxiv. 48 (but in the sense of “the right 
road”); Ps. cxviii. (cxix.) 30; also Pind. Py/&. iii. 184. The Way 
is one of 2 Peter’s favourite phrases ; see il. 15, 21, and Knowling 
on Acts ix. 2. In Hermas, VMs. iii. 7. 1, we find tyv dddov riv 
éAnOuyv: and in Aristides, Afol. xvi, % 680s THs GAnOeias, Fres 
tovs Sdevovras cis THY aldviov xeipaywye? BactAr<iav, we have a direct 
quotation, in which the present verse is combined with i. 11. 

3. év mheovegig. Cf. ver. 15; the false teachers extracted money 
from their disciples. “‘EyopevecOar is to traffic in a thing; cf. 
Diog. Laert. vil. 1. 2, ropipav épreropevpévos dard tis Powikns : 
Athen. 569 F, ’Acracia 4 owxpatixy éveropevero rAiOn Kaddv 
yovaixav: Philo, im Flacc. 16 (ii. 536 ad fin.), éveropevero rHv AHOnv 
tov Sucaotav. From this verb was formed in the fourth century the 
word xpirréumopos. The charge of avarice was brought against 

18 
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Gnostic teachers, Iren. i. 13. 3, and against the Montanists, Eus. 
H. E. v. 18. 2, but the evil existed long before, Tit. i. 11. The 
charge might mean merely that the false teacher, not being on the 
church roll, accepted direct gifts from his adherents. This would 
be thought wrong in any case, but shocking if he demanded or 
received money as a prophet. That Antinomian false teachers 
should not only demand remuneration but be extortionate in their 
demands, is probable enough. Comp. Didache xi. 5, 9, 12, xii. 5; 
Hermas, MJandai. xi. 

tAaotots Adyous. Herod. i. 68, & Adyov rAacrod: Soph. Az. 148, 
Adyous YWuOvpovs tAdcowv. The “forged words,” by which these 
men endeavoured to persuade their hearers, must have contained 
some kind of reasoning, but the only sample is that given in iii. 4. 
See note on i. 16. 

ois TO Kpima éxmahkor .. . vuotdte. “Whose sentence from of 
old is not idle, and their destruction slumbereth not.” Kopéua is the 
verdict, sentence, doom. It was pronounced of old in the case of 
many similar sinners; it is no dead letter, and will speedily be 
executed on these men also. “Exmadas, though not a classical 
word, is not uncommon in later Greek; see Lobeck’s Phrynichus, 
p. 45 sqq.; Blass, p. 65 sq. 

4. The First Instance. The Fallen Angels. 
ei ydp . . . Thpoupévous. “For if God spared not angels when 

they had sinned, but plunged them in hell, and delivered them to 
pits of darkness to be kept unto trial.” The apodosis to ef may 
be found in ode Kvpuos, ver. 9, if it be thought necessary to make 
the sentence strictly grammatical. The absence of the article 
before dyyéAwy gives the sense of “even angels.” It may be 
implied that some of the False Teachers were men of considerable 
eminence. Xeipds or ovpds meant originally a kind of large jar used 
for storing grain; tym. M. p. 714, 21, oipot: rd émitndevov ayyetov 
els drd0eow Tupdv Kai Tov dAAwv dompiwv. The note goes on to say 
that the first syllable was commonly pronounced long, but that 
Euripides in his PArixus made it short. It is short also in an 
epigram of Eratosthenes, Auth. P., Appendix, 25. 4. By the time 
of Varro the word was commonly used in the provinces for under- 
ground pits which served as granaries; see references in Facciolati, 
s.v. sirus. In Provencal the word became sz/o, and in this shape it 
passed into our own language not many years ago. 

s A B Cand the Latin Fathers have ovpois or wepoits: K L P, 
the great majority of later MSS., the Greek Fathers, and the Ver- 
sions cetpais. Jude has depois dudiorx. He may have found 
ceipais in his copy of 2 Peter and paraphrased it, or cewpots and 
misunderstood it. The textual critics (Lachmann, Tischendorf, 
Tregelles, Westcott, and Hort) are unanimous in favour of cetpots: 
and if they are right we have here a strong argument for the priority 
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of 2 Peter. If cepais is correct, probability still inclines on the 
same side ; for weipd is a rare word, not found in the Greek Bible 
except in Prov. v. 22; Judg, xvi. 13; and “chains of darkness” 
is a harsh expression which a paraphrast would be tempted to soften 
and improve. See above, pp. 211, 216. 

There is, however, another possibility, if we go back to the 
Apocrypha, which both writers have in view. LZxoch x. 4 (ed. 
Charles), ‘ Bind Azazel hand and foot, and place him in the dark- 
ness ; make an opening in the desert, which is in Dudael, and place 
him therein” ; x. 12, 13 (here we must give the Greek text), cat érav 
katarpayaow ot viot air&v, kat wor rHv drodeay Tov ayarynrov 
airav, Sjioov adrods émi EPdourjxovra yeveds els Tas varas THs yijs, 
pexpt Hpépas Kpicews aitav, pméxpr Hucpas TeAerdoews TeAecpod, ews 
ovvtedecoOH Kpia Tod aidvos tov aidvwv. We may think that this 
latter passage was actually in St. Peter’s mind, for here we find in 
close proximity dwAea, the distinction between xpioi1s and xpéiua, 
and the original of his phrase «is xpiow rypetobar. Here also we 
have the “pits” and “binding.” But we find also Zxoch liv. 4, 5, 
“‘ And I asked the angel of peace who was with me, saying, These 
chain instruments, for whom are they prepared? And he said 
unto me, These are prepared for the hosts of Azazel.” Baruch (ed. 
Charles) lvi. 12, 13, “And some of them descended, and mingled 
with women. And then those who did so were tormented in chains.” 
It is therefore just within the bounds of possibility that Jude derived 
his dexpot didvoc from an independent recollection of the Apocrypha. 

taptapdw, “to cast into hell” is correctly formed on the analogy 
of the classical xararovrdw. It is not found elsewhere in the Greek 
Bible, but occurs in a scholiast upon Homer. 

It is most probable that St. Peter is here following the Book of 
Enoch ; but he does so allusively and with discretion, in the manner 
of the First Epistle (see notes there on ili. 19, iv. 6). St. Jude 
expands and adds to the allusions, not always correctly (see notes . 
on the parallel passages). St. Peter’s comparative reserve in the 
use of Apocrypha may be interpreted in two ways. If we allow 
that the same feature is found in the First Epistle, it becomes an 
argument for the priority and authenticity of the Second. But 
many commentators regard the discretion (Apokryphenscheu) of our 
author as a sign that he wrote at a later period when the Apocrypha 
were viewed with growing disfavour. See Introduction, p. 222. 

St. Peter does not specify the sin of the angels. There were 
two traditions on the subject among the Jews, one built on Gen. vi., 
the other on Gen. iii. and Deut. xxxii. 8 (see note on Jude 6), 
St. Peter is most probably following the former. According to 
Enoch vi., the first sin of “the sons of God,” ‘‘the watchers,” was 
lust ; the second, that they taught their wives and children the use 
of magic, of weapons of war, and of articles of luxury. Their 
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punishment we have seen in the passages quoted above. This 
part of Zvoch Mr. Charles considers to have been written before 
B.c. 170. See Salmond’s note in Schaff’s Commentary. 

5. The Second Instance. The Deluge. 
kat dpxaiou . . . émdgas. “And spared not the ancient world, 

but kept safe Noah, a preacher of righteousness, with seven others, 
when he had brought the deluge on the world of ungodly men.” 

It is better, but not necessary, to carry on the «i with édeicaro, 
Kar éxpiver, épptcaro. “Oydoov airév would be more classic, but the 
airds is sometimes omitted; Alford quotes Plato, Laws, iii. 695 C, 
haBov riv dpynv EBSopos. re’ é6xT® Woyai, 1 Pet. iii. 20. This is 
the generally received explanation ; but an old scholiast understood 
the words to mean “the eighth preacher of righteousness,” érra 
yop mpd adrod, "Evis, Kouvav, MadedcyA, "Idped, “Eva, MafovodAa, 
Adpex. The origin of this statement is unknown, and the series of 
names (which omits Adam and Seth) is arbitrary. But according 
to Gen. iv. Noah was the eighth from Adam. Jude, following 
Gen. v., or more immediately the Book of Enoch, makes Enoch 
seventh from Adam. But even so, if Methuselah and Lamech, who 
were alive in the time of Enoch, and were not apparently regarded 
as prophets (och, chap. vi.) are omitted, Noah may have been tradi- 
tionally considered as the eighth preacher. Again, Basil, Zp. 260. 5, 
counts seven generations from Cain to the Deluge. Thus, again, 
Noah may have been regarded as the eighth preacher who preached 
to the eighth generation. The absence of the article before xjpuxa 
may be significant ; “‘a preacher,” “ because he was a preacher.” 

Acxatootvn, Sikatos are used, as in 1 Peter, in the Old Testament 
sense. In the dreOyoacr of 1 Pet. iii. 20 it is implied that Noah 
preached to the men of his time. This is not stated in Zxoch, but 
may have been found in the Afocalypse of Noah (see Charles, p. 25). 
The belief was current in Jewish tradition ; see Josephus, Azz. i. 3. 1 ; 
Bereschith Rabba, xxx. 6, “ xjpv§ generationis diluuii, id est Noachus” 
(quoted by Alford from Wetstein) ; so also Or. Sid. i. 128 sq., Nde, 
déyas Oapovvov édv, Aaoiai Te Taw Kypvgov perdvorav. The insertion 
of this instance of mercy among the instances of wrath is quite natural. 
St. Peter wishes to mingle comfort with denunciation. He never 
forgets his pastoral office, and the mention of Noah here is in the 
same vein as the words which we shall find in iii. 9, 17.. Further, 
it is to be noticed that St. Peter is probably thinking of Wisd. x, 
where judgment and mercy are balanced against one another in the 
same manner. 

6. Third Instance. The Destruction of the Cities of the Plain. 
Here again St. Peter in his rapid narrative does not specify the 

sin of the cities, and mentions only Sodom and Gomorrha. St. 
Jude’s expands and elaborates. 

teppdcas. “ Having reduced the cities of Sodom and Gomorrha 
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to ashes, sentenced them to utter destruction.” Tedpotyv is not found 
elsewhere in the Greek Bible, but it was known to the lexico- 
graphers (Suidas, reppdcas: éurpyjoas, orodécas: Bekker, Anecdota, 
65. 5, Teppwlev wip: dvti tod KatapapavOév). Karéxpwev xataorpody, 
“condemned to destruction”; cf. Matt. xx. 18, karaxpiwodow airov 
Oavdrw (the construction is not classical). The aorist participle 
marks the burning as antecedent to the sentence of overthrow. 
Hence Spitta takes xaractpopy to denote the sinking of the earth 
by which the Dead Sea was formed. But it appears to be highly 
doubtful whether there ever was any tradition that the cities were 
submerged by the Lake. Josephus (de Bell. Jud. iv. 8. 4) speaks 
of the traces of the Five Cities as still visible on land. All 
references in the Old Testament imply the same belief (Deut. 
xxix. 22; Isa. xiii. 19; Jer. xlix. 18,1. 40; Ps. evii. 34 ; Amos iv. 11; 
Zeph. ii. 9 ; Wisd. x. 7; 2 Esdr. ii. 9). See article on Sodom in 
Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible. Nothing more need be understood 
from St. Peter’s expression than that God destroyed the cities by 
fire, and sentenced them never to be rebuilt. By this contrast 
between the destruction of the Noachic world by water and that of 
the cities by fire, he is leading up to chap. iii. 7. 

bwdSerypa is a late word for the classic rapdderypa, See Lobeck, 
Phrynichus, p.12. Probably it means “a pattern,” as in Jas. v. 10; 
Heb. iv. 11, not “a warning” or “example,” though it may bear 
this sense. 

pedd\Svtwv doeBetv is equivalent to doeByodvrwwy (cf. i. 12); for 
the omission of the article see note on dmucrotor, 1 Pet. ii. 7. 

7%. Sixaov as in vers. 5, 8. The mention of “just Lot” here 
is suggested by Wisd. x. 6, atrn Sixawov efarodAvpéevwy doeBdv 
épptaato puydvta Tip kataBdovov TlevrardAews. See note on Noah, 
ver. 5. Kararovovpevov (Acts vii. 24), ‘worn down,” “ oppressed.” 
"Adeopor (cf. d6éucros, 1 Pet. iv. 3), of rebels against the law not of 
Moses, but of nature and conscience. ‘Avacrpod¢y is a favourite 
word in 1 Peter; and in this phrase we see again the correctness 
and ease with which the article is at times employed in this Epistle 
as in 1 Peter. 

8. Bréppat ydp... éBacdvtev. “ God delivered righteous Lot, 
and why? Because (ydp) by sight and hearing that righteous man, 
as he dwelt among them, day by day put his righteous soul to the 
touch by lawless deeds.” The sight of the evil round about him 
was to Lot a trial or test ; he emerged victorious from the ordeal, and 
therefore God delivered him. For oid Kvpuos eioeBeis éx reipacpod 
pveoOar. These words give the application. The godly to whom 
St. Peter is writing were tempted as Lot had been. Ilepacyds is 
here another name for Bacaviopds. See note on 1 Pet. i. 7. 

It must be allowed that elsewhere in the New Testament 
Bacavif{w bears its derivative sense, “to put to the question,” 
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“rack,” “ torment.” Hence the commentators and R.V. “he vexed” 
or “tormented his righteous soul.” But it may be argued (1) that 
Bacavifw in this sense is far too strong a word to express mental 
distress caused by the sight of evil; (2) that, though we could 
perhaps understand “his soul was racked,” “he racked his soul” is 
a strange expression; (3) that as 1 Peter, wepacyds means not 
inward anguish, but outward suffering. The Lord delivered Lot not 
from the fascination of evil or from the anguish of pity for sinners, 
but from the constant annoyance of insult and ill-usage. By this 
he had been sufficiently tested, and the time had come for his rescue. 

The Vulgate has “ aspectu enim et auditu iustus erat: habitans 
apud eos, qui de die in diem animam iustam iniquis operibus 
cruciabant.” This appears to imply the text d/katos jv KatouKxdv év 
airois ot... éBacdviov: but Tischendorf gives no trace of any 
such reading, except that B omits 6 before Séxaros. See Wordsworth 
and White on Mark ix. 5; Luke ix. 44, xxii. 55; John v. 45, 
Vi. 12, Vii. 25, ix. 38, x. 16. These are cases in which Jerome’s 
version represents an unknown text. 

The use of BAéupa here has been objected to as a solecism 
(Chase, Peter, Second Epistle, in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, 
ili. 807 ; Field, Votes on Translation of the New Testament, p. 241). 
In the classics BA€upa means not “seeing,” but ‘the expression of 
the eye.” The word occurs in this sense in Hermas, Sm. vi. 2. 5, 
TO Bréupa lye wepimuxpov: Test. Ruben, 5, Sa tod BA€uparos tov 
iov évome(povot. The verb BAérew in classical Greek is used for 
épav only by poets; but in the New Testament “to see” is far more 
frequently expressed by AAérew than by épav. See Blass, Grammar 
of New Testament Greek, pp. 3,56. Field thought that St. Peter 
should have written épdce. But in the New Testament dpacts 
means either “a vision” or “outward appearance” (Apoc. iv. 3). 
"Oyis again means “appearance” (John vii. 24; Apoc. i. 16), or 
“face” (John xi. 44). It is rash to assert that St. Peter’s expression 
is not in accordance with the vulgar use of his time. 

9. oiS¢ Kdptos. The words sum up the lesson of the two double- 
sided instances, the Flood and the Cities of the Plain. God can de- 
liver His servants out of vexation (temptation), and will deliver you. 

hpépa Kptoews recurs in iii. 7 in connexion with rypeiv, and 
forms one of the many little links of connexion between the two 
chapters. Jude does not use the phrase. For the “ day of judg- 
ment” see Matt. x. 15, xi. 22, 24; 1 Johniv. 17; Zest. Leut, 3; 
and Mr. Charles’ note on Enoch xlv. 2. The phrase is used in 
different senses in Enoch; here it means the final judgment at the 
Parousia. Even in the interval the wicked dead are in a state of 
suffering (koAa{épuevor), as the fallen angels are in Tartarus till the 
kpto.s. Compare the parable of Lazarus and Dives. 

10. pddtota 8é . . . mopevopévous. “ But especially them that 
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walk after the flesh in lust of pollution.” With the word pdduore 
St. Peter turns directly to those libertine heretics who are the 
immediate object of his denunciation. “Oziow capxds ropeveo Gar is 
a Hebraism. “ExvOvpia psacpod may be another (lust of pollution, 
meaning “ polluting lust,” as aipéoets dwAcias means “ destructive 
heresies”), or puacwod may be taken as the ordinary objective 
genitive—“ lust for pollution.” 

kal kupidtytos Katadpovodvtas. “And despise lordship.” 
Kvpidrys is used by St. Paul as the name of a particular class in 
the angelic hierarchy, Eph. i. 21; Col. i. 16; by Hermas, Szm. v. 
6. 1, of the lordship of the Son of God; so also in the Afostohcal 
Church Order, 12 (whence it is copied in Didache iv.), d0ev yap % 
kupiorns Aadeirar éxet Kipids éorw. The first sense cannot be 
adopted here, as it is not possible to suppose that the False 
Teachers treated any particular class of Angels with contempt. 
We must therefore fall back upon the second. The False Teachers 
despised the power and majesty of the Lord. How they did so we 
must gather from the following words. The Angels, standing before 
the Lord (zapa Kvpiw), never forget the awful restraint of that dread 
presence. Yet these men, though they too speak apd xvpiy, in the 
sight and hearing of God, give loose rein to their railing tongues. 

tohpyntat ... Bracdypodvres.  Self-willed reckless ones, they 
fear not to rail at dignities.” ToApyraé is a substantive, aifddes an 
adjective. The plural ddfa: occurs Hos. ix. 11; Wisd. xviii. 24 ; 
2 Macc. iv. 15; 1 Pet. i. 11 in the abstract sense. In Ex. xv. 11, 
tis duos cor év @cois, Kvpre, tis dpoids oot, dedofacpevos év ayiors, 
Oavpacris év ddéars, it may have been taken to mean, “the glorious 
ones.” Here, as in Jude 8, it is certainly concrete, and must mean 
personages invested with the dé£a of high estate, whether human or 
superhuman. With reference to the False Teachers it seems to 
denote the rulers of the Church. Jude so understood it ; hence he is 
led to speak of Korah (ver. 11) who blasphemed Moses and Aaron. 

Every possible diversity is found in the explanation given of 
kuptorns and dd€a. The first is taken to mean God or Christ by 
Ritschl, von Soden, Wiesinger, Weiss, Kiihl ; the second, to denote 
good angels by Ritschl and von Soden, good and bad angels by 
Kihl, Spitta, Hofmann. Briickner explains both words of good 
angels; Schott both of bad angels. Hofmann makes xvpudrys 
signify lordship or authority in general. 

It is difficult to see how the False Teachers can have blas- 
phemed angels of any kind. There were those at Colossae who 
exaggerated the respect due to these heavenly beings, but we read 
of none who spoke evil of them. Kuhl thinks that the False 
Teachers blasphemed angels, because when they were told that 
they were servants of the Devil they laughed and denied his power; 
Ritschl, that they blasphemed them indirectly because they looked 
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on immorality as a right of those who are in the kingdom of God, 
and thought that the angels claimed and exercised the same right. 
The latter explanation is the more tenable of the two. A “self- 
willed reckless” reader of Gen. vi. (alluded to in ver. 4) might con- 
ceivably argue that either all angels are evil, or that lust is angelic. 
The same inference might be drawn by impure minds from the 
practice of women wearing their veils da rods dyyéAous (1 Cor. 
xi. 10), for fear of tempting the angels (cf. Tert. de Virg. Vel. 7; de 
Orat. 22). But the explanation is far-fetched ; there is no evidence 
that this reasoning was employed. Von Soden thinks that the 
words refer to the insults offered to the angels by the Sodomites ; 
but St. Peter says nothing about the angels in his allusion to the 
fall of Sodom. If we take the explanation given above, there is no 
difficulty. The rulers of the Church would naturally rebuke the False 
Teachers, and these would naturally reply in unmeasured language. 

11. drov dyyedor ... BAdopynpov kpiow. ‘Whereas angels, though 
greater (than the dda) in might and power, bring not against them 
in presence of the Lord a railing judgment.” The argument is @ 
jortiort. Angels, also, complain of ddga. (in this case the ddgax are 
other and evil angels); but though they are greater than those of 
whom they complain, they dare not, in God’s presence, use terms 
of condemnation or insult. They are like Christ, of whom it is 
said, 1 Pet. ii. 23, rapedidou 7G xpivovte Suxaiws. Whereas these men, 
though they are inferior to their rulers, abstain from no affront. St. 
Peter is probably referring to Enoch ix. Men complained of the 
evil wrought by the fallen angels and their children. The four 
great Archangels—Michael, Uriel, Raphael, and Gabriel—lay their 
complaint before the Lord the King, saying, “Thou knowest all 
things before they come to pass, and Thou knowest this thing and 
everything affecting them, and yet Thou didst not speak to us. 
What are we to do in regard to this?” The sentence of God is, 
“Bind Azazel hand and foot” (quoted above on ver. 4). Here we 
have the Archangels who are “ greater in might and power,” a ddéa, 
Azazel, and the careful avoidance of a railing judgment “in the 
presence of the Lord.” 

At this point Jude has wrongly inserted the dispute between — 
Michael and Satan, which did not occur zapa Kupiw. (See note on 
the passage.) Hence he omits the words apa Kvpiw, and hence 
again they are omitted here by A, many cursives, and versions. 
The reading zapa Kvpiov has very slight support, and, though it 
finds favour with Spitta, makes no tolerable sense. 

12. obto. 8€. . . pOapjcovrar, ‘But these (the False Teachers 
and their victims), as animals without reason born of mere nature 
to be taken and destroyed, railing in matters whereof they are 
ignorant, shall in their destruction surely be destroyed.” vovxd is 
practically equivalent to ddoya: they have physical, but not intel- 
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lectual life; they are no better than the brutes that perish. "Ev 
ols = év rovrous d. Kai here adds an emphatic asseveration, a not 
uncommon use of the word; there is a weak variant, xarap@apr- 
covrat for kal POapjoovra. It is barely possible to take the second 
fopé of moral corruption, but the comparison to the Oopda of 
beasts, and the combination with @0apyjcovra: make it almost cer- 
tain that destruction is meant. Jude has rewritten this rugged 
sentence, and made it much more correct and much less forcible. 
We may observe, as indicating the priority of St. Peter—(1) that 
Gopa is one of his favourite words (it occurs also in i. 4, ii. 19, and, 
of the nine places where it is found in the New Testament, four are in 
2 Peter); (2) that the repetition of the word is one of his mannerisms ; 
(3) that the Hebraism é plopg pbapycovras again is characteristic ; 
cf, év cpmrarypovij éuaraixrat, iii, 3. All these points disappear in Jude. 

13. Koprodpevor proOdy dSixias. ‘ And shall receive the reward of 
unrighteousness.” On the text see Introduction, p. 212. If we 
accept this reading, prods ddi:xias means that destruction which is the 
final reward of injustice; cf. Rom. vi. 23. But immediately below 
(ver. 15) the phrase is used of the temporal profit of injustice, and it 
is difficult to see how it can bear two different senses almost in the 
same breath. What we should have expected here is ‘they shall 
be destroyed because they run, or ran, after unrighteous gain.” As 
regards the participle, the better attested reading ddicovpevor makes 
no tolerable sense. If we translate with the R.V., “suffering wrong, 
as the hire of wrong-doing,” the difficulty about pucds ddixias 
remains ; and, further, it is impossible to think that St. Peter would 
have spoken, even rhetorically, of sinners as “wronged” by God. 
If we translate with Tischendorf, “being deceived as to the wages 
of unrighteousness,” we get the right sense for pods ddixias, but 
go to wreck over ddixovpevot. It is probable that neither reading 
is correct, and that in the MS. from which all our texts are derived 
the letters before -ovyevor were illegible. All the following participles 
are in the present, and we may suspect that a present participle was 
used here also. The Syriac has a word which Tischendorf renders 
by ementes. If this represents dvovpevor, it is a possible reading, 
and gives a barely tolerable sense, ‘‘ they pay a high price for the 
gain of unrighteousness.” But perhaps we ought to omit the parti- 
ciple altogether, and read plapyrovrar, pao Bov dduxias HOoviy Hyov- 
pevow THY ev Huepa tpvpyv, oidot Kal pomol, éevtpuddvtes, “they 
shall be destroyed because they think pleasure the reward of 
unrighteousness ; because, spots and blemishes that they are, they 
pursue their daylight revelry,” etc. 

WPoviv iyoupevor thy év jyepe tpupqy. ‘There are many difficulties 
here. “Héovy in the LXX. and in the New Testament means 
always sensual gratification, never high or true or spiritual enjoyment. 
Tpvdy, on the other hand, may be used in a good sense of spiritual 
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joy or delight ; so in 6 rapddeoos ris tpupys, Gen. ii. 15, iii. 23, 24; 
Ezek. xxvili. 13, xxxi. 9, 16, 18; cf. also Ps. xxxv. (xxxvi.) 8; Prov. 
iv.9. The word is used of sensual indulgence or luxury i in Luke 
vii. 25. The verb évrpyvfav generally denotes wantonness. “Ev 
huépg. cannot mean “daily” (as Oecumenius), but may mean by 
day,” or “in daylight” (so 3 Macc. v. 11, & vuxzl kal npEepa), 
though this use is rare and incorrect. Generally év juépa means 
on, or in, a particular day. MRevelling and drunkenness in the 
daytime were naturally thought worse than similar excess by night ; 
see Facciolati, s.v. tempestiuus, and cf. 1 Thess. v. 7: Assumptio 
Mosis vii., omni hora diei amantes conuiuia.” On the other hand, 
lempestiua conuiuia was used also of banquets which began and 
ended in good time, that is to say in daylight, not in the night. 
Thus the same phrase was used of a drunken orgy, or of a sober 
feast, such as Cicero delighted in. See again Facciolati. 

We cannot translate “ counting their daylight revelry pleasure ” ; 
for it was pleasure, and they were right in so counting it. Nor 
again, “counting daylight revelry true pleasure” ; for #dov7 never 
has this sense. There seems nothing left then but to understand 
St. Peter to mean “ counting our sober daylight joy (the Agape) 
mere vulgar pleasure.” The Agape was dismissed before dark ; 
Canones flippolytt, 167 (ed. Achelis, p. 106), “ missos autem 
faciat eos, antequam tenebrae oboriantur.” This explanation may 
be strengthened by the remark that St Peter is here possibly 
thinking of the Song of Songs vii. 6, ti 7dvvOns, dydayn, ev tats 
tpudais wov, words which, though not directly applicable, may have 
suggested the language which he here employs of those who turned 
the tpedy, of the Agape into 70v7. Clement of Alexandria speaks 
of » év Adyw tpvpy of the Agape, Paed. ii. 12, and distinguishes 
it very carefully from the #50v7 of mere eating and drinking. 

On this view the only difficulty is that tpvdy bears a good 
sense, while évrpvpévres, which immediately follows, must be 
taken in a bad sense. ‘This, however, is only an apparent objec- 
tion. There is very much the same relation in English between 
“joy” and “ ‘ enjoy. “ 

omiho. Kat pOpot. Cf. duwpos al domAos, 1 Pet. i. 19. Saidos 
(for the accent see Liddell and Scott; Blass, p. 15), a disfiguring 
spot, is found also in Eph. v. 27, pirpos, a blemish; this meaning 
is given to the word by the LXX. (Lev. xxi. 17 sqq.). "See Dr. Hort’s 
note on 1 Pet. i. 19. These men were spots and blemishes on 
the Agape, which they profaned by their licentious conduct. On 
the reading d-ydaraus see Introduction, p. 212; it must certainly be 
retained here in spite of the MSS. ’Aydzrn is not used in the New 
Testament, in this sense of the Love Feast or Eucharist, except 
here and in Jude 12. On the history of the word see Lightfoot’ s 
note on Ignatius, Swyra. viii. 
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guvevwxotpevor Suiv, “while they feast with you.” Ew xia is 
applied to the Agape by Clement of Alexandria, Paed. ii. 1. 6. 
It would appear that the False Teachers and their followers had 
not separated from the Church. The abuses here referred to are 
the same as those which existed in the Church of Corinth. 

14. potxadiSos. Here, again, the MSS. are certainly wrong; 
see Introduction, p. 212; the sense absolutely requires povxeias. 
The phrase may have been suggested by Job xxiv. 15, xat é6p@ad- 
pos pmorxod epvdrage oxdrTos. 

SededLovres (cf. Jas. i. 14; the word is repeated in the Petrine 
way in ver. 18 below), “catching with a bait,” is commonly used 
in secular Greek in this metaphorical sense: cf. Plato, Zzsmaeus, 
69 D, 73ov) Kaxod dédeap. Philo is fond of the verb; see, for 
instance, de congr. erud. grat. i. 14 (i. 530), Tots PiArpos Tov 
Geparrawidwr SeAXcacGervtes. 

Kapdiav yeyupvacpevny mreovetlas Exovtes. “ Having a heart exer- 
cised in, familiar with covetousness.” ‘The construction is found 
in Philostratus, Heroic. iii. 30, p. 688, OaXdrrys ovrw yeyvpvacpévor : 
iv. 1, p. 696, Néeoropa roAAGv ToAguwv yeyupvacpévos: Xi. I, p. 708, 
codias 75n yeyupvacpéevov. It is semi-poetic, and probably borrowed 
from the rhetoricians of the day. In Homer the genitive is fre- 
quently so used after participles denoting familiarity with anything, 
such as «idds, SidacKdpmevos. 

katépas téxva, “ Children of curse,” “ accursed ” (not “accursed 
children”). For this Hebraism cf. réxva traxofs, 1 Pet. i. 14: 
réxva épyns, Eph. ii. 3: réxva dwrds, Eph. v. 8. Yios is used in the 
same way 2 Thess. li. 3, 6 vids THs amwAelas: Matt. xxili. 15, vidv 
yeewys: Luke x. 6, vids eipyvns: Eph. v. 6, viovs ris dareiBeias. 

15. ed0ciay S8dv. Cf. 1 Kings xii. 23; 2 Esdr. viii. 21; Ps. 
xxvi. (xxvii.) 11, cvi. (cvii.) 7; Acts xiii, 10, and elsewhere. The 
ways of the wicked are oxoAuoi, Prov. ii. 15. Both 6dds (see ii. 2) 
and éfaxoAovbeiy (i. 16, ii. 2, not elsewhere in the New Testament) 
are among the favourite words of 2 Peter. The False Teachers 
followed the way of Balaam, because, like him, they loved the 
wages of unrighteousness—filthy lucre—the gifts of Balak; and 
because, again, they taught uncleanness. Cf. Apoc. ii. 14, TH 
Sidaxyv Badradp, os édidacxe TG Badan Badeiv oxdvdadov évdriov tov 
viov “Iopaynd, payeiv <idwddOuta Kai wopvetoat. Boodp for Bedp, 
the name of Balaam’s father, is probably a mere blunder, though 
it has the support of all the MSS. except B and partially s. See 
Introduction, p. 212. Vitringa, however, endeavoured to explain 
it either as a Galilaean form of Beor (so also Zahn, Zinletung, ii. 
p. 110), or as a paronomasia from W2 “flesh.” Thus, son of 
Bosor he thought might mean “son of flesh” (Odserv. Sacrae, 
i. p. 936 sqq., quoted by Alford). Such plays upon the names 
of people, who for one reason or another were hated by them, are 
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known to have been not uncommon among the Rabbis. But there 
appears to be no trace of this particular scorn-name, Bosor. Other- 
wise we might possibly have found here another reference to Jewish 
tradition in 2 Peter. 

16. é\eyév. The word occurs in Job xxi. 4, xxiii. 2 for the 
classical é\eyxos. “Idios is a mere possessive. In 1 Pet. iii. 1; 
2 Pet. ii. 22 we may render it by “own”; here it is devoid of 
emphasis ; see Blass, p. 169. 

dmo{dyrov in later vulgar Greek means specially “an ass.” It is 
so used by the LXX., Theodotion, and Symmachus, in Matt. xxi. 5, 
in papyri, and here; see Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 158, Eng. tr. 
p. 160; Hatch, Zssays in Biblical Greek. 

p0ey§dpevov. The verb is especially used of a portentous 
prophetic utterance; so Philo, de conf. ling. 14 (i. 414), introduces 
a quotation from Zachariah with the words jKovra pévro. Kal TOV 
Movoéws éraipwv tds dmropbeyfapévov rouvde Adyov. Plutarch 
employs it of prophetic or ominous sounds uttered by animals, de 
Pythiae oracults, 22 (Moralia, 405), adv’ jpeis épwdcois oiduela Kat 
Tpoxthors Kal kopage xphobat pleyyopevors onpaivovra tov @edv. Cf. 
Herod. ii. 57, eddxeov S€ ot Spoiws dpvicr POéyyeoOat, where, how- 
ever, it means simply “to make a sound.” Tod apodyrov: the 
instance is peculiarly apt, if the False Teachers claimed to be 
prophets. 

mapadppovia is a vox nihilt, The derivative from mapa povéw is 
rapappovyos (Zech. xii. 4), from tapddppwv is formed rapadpoovvy, 
which is found in a few cursives. A few other cursives have 
mapavopuia, which is probably the right reading ; the repetition of the 
word being in its favour. Here again the great MSS. in a body are 
almost certainly wrong. See above, p. 213. 

17. myyat dvudpo. A Teacher without knowledge is as a well 
without water. There is considerable gnomic power in our author; 
a quality which is often dissociated from clearness and finish of style. 

butxdar bd Aaltatros éXauvdpevar. “ Mists driven by a squall.” 
The words are poetical, and perhaps exhibit a trace of that 
Homerism which is found in the early Siby/line Oracles and in 
Philo (see Siegfried, p. 37), and became a marked feature in the 
style of the second century; see note on ver. 14. The special 
quality of a mist is that it baffles the sight. The mist is not borne 
(pepopévy, i. 21) by the gentle breath of the Spirit, but driven by 
the fierce gusts of ignorance and self-will, as by a demon (éAavveo Oat, 
Luke viii. 29). 

ots 6 Loos tod ocxdtous tetypyntar. “For whom the gloom of 
darkness is reserved.” The phrase is extremely rugged; darkness is 
hardly an appropriate word to express the punishment of wells or 
mists. Jude here introduces the dorépes wAavjrat, a great improve- 
ment in point of style. Would the writer of 2 Peter have rejected 
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this suitable image? The masculine ols refers, of course, to the 
persons; the relative comes here with great force, ef. 1 Pet. iv. 5. 

18. dnépoyxa yap patadrntos pOeyyspevor. “For crying en- 
ormous words of vanity.” For $@eyyouevor see note on ver. 16 
above, and observe the characteristic repetition of this word and of 
SeredLew. “Yaépoyxos (in Deut. xxx. 11) is a classical word, express- 
ing that which is overgrown or swollen beyond its natural size; cf. 
Plutarch, Zuc. xxi, ppdvnpa tpayikdv Kal trépoyxov, of a temper 
which is inclined to bombast and histrionic ostentation. In the 
description of the libertines in the Assumption of Moses, already 
referred to in the note on ver. 13, we read e¢ os ecorum loquetur 
ingentia, which is quoted verbatim by Jude 16; see note there. 
2 Peter uses quite naturally words which he found in his Bible, and 
the verbal repetitions guarantee the originality of his expression. 
Jude was clearly familiar with the Assumption, and has worked 
quotations in. The ydp here does not give the reason of the 
preceding sentence, but adds a new touch to the description. 

ddiyws dmopedyovtas. The reading is very uncertain. A B, the 
bulk of the cursives and versions have éA‘yws drodpedyovras: XC, 
dvtws admopevyovras: K LP, dvrws aropvyévras: Ephraem (see 
Tisch.), rods Adyous drodedyovras tovs eifeis Kal tos & wAdvy 
drootpepopevous: apparently he found neither évrws nor éAcyws, but 
Aéyous: here again there seems to have been an illegible word 
in the parent MS. OAITOS and ONTOS are all but identical in 
Greek capitals. The present drodevyovras is clearly better attested 
than the aorist dzodvydvras, yet the aorist is strongly supported by 
the dwodpvyédvres, ver. 20. We must make our choice between 
ddLyws dropedyovras and dvtws dropvydvras (cf. Aristoph. Vesp. 997). 

’Odfyws, a rare word, is found in Aquila’s version of Isa. x. 7. 
Tots év wAdvy dvactpepopévovs (governed by drodevyovras) may 
denote either the False Teachers or the heathen. The latter is the 
better way, because, as Hofmann says, it is a little awkward to take 
this accusative as referring to the subject of the sentence, and 
because again the words seem to be explained by amrogvyévres ra 
pudopara rod Kéopov. The former reading then may be translated, 
“those who were just escaping from them that walk in error,” from 
Gentile vices, but as yet were not established in Christian virtue 
(the Wuxal dorypixror of ver. 14). 

The second reading must be turned, “those who had actually 
escaped from them that walk in error.” In this case the last phrase 
must mean the Gentiles, not the False Teachers. 

There is great passion in the words. Grandiose sophistry is the 
hook, filthy lust is the bait, with which these men catch those 
whom the Lord had delivered or was delivering. 

The asyndeton ériOvpias doedyeias is a feature of 2 Peter’s 
style; cf. i. 9, 17. With év rAdvy av. cf. Cicero’s in errore versari. 
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19. "EdeuOepiav . . . pOopds. “ Promising them freedom while 
they themselves are slaves of corruption”; a strong epigram. For 
éAevepia, cf. 1 Cor. x. 29; 2 Cor. ili. 17; Gal. ii. 4, v. 1, 13. In 
Rom. viii. 21 St. Paul contrasts freedom with the slavery of corrup- 
tion as St. Peter does here; in Gal. v. 13 he warns the Galatians 
that freedom is not to be abused cis addopynv tH capi, because 
through love we are still slaves to one another. So in 1 Pet. ii. 16 
freedom is not to be regarded as émuxdéAvppa ris Kaxias, St. James 
regards freedom itself as a law (i. 25, ii. 12). “EAev@epos is found 
Matt. xvii. 26; John viii. 32-36; but neither this word nor its 
cognates occur in Acts, Hebrews, the Pastorals, or Apocalypse 
(though in this book éAevepos is used in its literal sense). 

Freedom may mean two distinct things—(1) freedom of the spirit 
from the flesh, of the intelligence from the desires ; this is the sense 
which the word bears in philosophy, in Peter, James, and occasion- 
ally in the Pauline Epistles (Rom. vi. 15-22); in this sense freedom 
implies Law (cf. Ps. cxix. 32, 45): (2) freedom from Law; Law is 
an external obligation, and in all its forms is superseded and 
abolished for Christians by the inner voice of the Spirit. This is 
the general idea of St. Paul. On this last view the Christian con- 
science is absolutely supreme, and its aberrations cannot be corrected 
by any external standard. Where the Spirit truly is, there will be 
no aberrations, and the two theories will in practice coincide. But 
the Pauline theory leaves no weapon available against a man who 
claims to be a prophet; and it is evident from many passages in the 
New Testament that it might be, and was, grossly abused from the 
very first. History has often repeated itself on this point. See the 
accounts of the Ranters in Fox’s Journal, or Tyerman’s Life of 
Wesley, i. 519. 

Tis Oopas. “Of corruption”; here of moral corruption, cf. i. 4, 
THs év TO Koop ev ériOupia POopas. The two senses of corruption 
and of destruction are not easy to keep apart 5 3 in il. 12 the word 
bears probably the latter meaning. 

® ydp Tis HrTHTaL ToUT Kai SeSodAwrar. I say slaves of corrup- 
tion, “for by what a man is worsted, by the same is he enslaved. 1) 
In classic Greek qtrac Gan is followed by the genitive or iré. For 
the use of the dative, cf. Josephus, Ant. i. 13. 15, HrTaro Se povw 
TO ™pos Ty panrépa Kal TOUS deAgors oixtw: Zest. Ruben, 5, at 
yovaikes qrrOvra. TO mvevpate THs mopvetas, For the idea cf. Rom. 
vi. 16, viii. 21 ; John vili. 34. It is quite familiar also to heathen 
writers, epecially to the Stoics; cf. Cic. Verr. iii. 22, “ cupiditatum 
seruos ” ; Seneca, Lat. Quaest. ‘tii, pref. 17, “sibi seruire grauissima 
est seruitus”; Persius, v. 73 sqq.; Epictetus commonly uses dv8pa- 
modov of the vicious man, ii. 20. 3, 22. 31. 

20. ei ydp. Here again ydp is loosely used to introduce a new 
feature. For placpa see Lev. vii. 8; Jvd. ix. 2, xiii. 165; Ezek, 
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xxxiii. 31; 1 Macc. xiii. 50. It is a classical poetical word. These 
deluded victims had escaped the pollutions of the world (hence 
dvrws daropvydvras is probably the better reading in ver. 18) by 
means of the knowledge of Christ ; see i. 2, 8. The 5é after rovrous 
may be understood as referring to a wey which might have been 
inserted after dropvydvres: the dative rovrors belongs to 7rrévrat, 
"Eprdakévtes, “noosed” or “fettered”: Soph. O. Z. 1264, wAexrais 
édipaus éumemdeypéevn: Arist. Zhesm. 1032, ev decpotow éumemdeypévy. 
In 7a éxyara there is an allusion to the words of our Lord recorded 
in Matt. xii. 45. The whole passage is very similar in sense to 
Heb. x. 26, éxovoiws yap duaptavdvrev jpav, peta TO aBety TH 
éxiyvwow Tis GAnOeias, odxért wept duapridv dzroAcirerat Ovoia.- See 
note on i. 9 above. 

21. xpettrov yap fv. “For it were better for them never to 
have known the way of righteousness (which is also the way of 
truth, ii. 2, and the straight way, ii. 15), than having known it to 
turn back from the holy commandment delivered unto them.” 
Better have remained heathen than thus fall into apostasy. For the 
omission of dy with the imperfect indicative, see Goodwin, Greek 
Moods and Tenses, 49. 2, note 2; Blass, p. 206; cf. Matt. xxvi. 24, kadov 
jv ait: Rom. ix. 3, ydxdunv. For the singular évrody, cf. Deut. 
Xxvi. 133; Ps. xviii. (xix.) 8, cxviii. (cxix.) 96, 98; Prov. ii. 1, vi. 23, 
xiii. 13, xix. 16; Eccles. viii. 5. In the New Testament the singular 
appears elsewhere to mean a particular precept; in Rom. vii. 12, 7) 
évrody ayia is the tenth commandment ; possibly 1 Tim. vi. 14 may 
be an exception. Here “the holy commandment” is the moral 
law which is still regarded as binding upon Christians, and was only 
reiterated and deepened in the Sermon on the Mount and in the 
teaching of the apostles. Spitta is probably right in thinking that 
Jude’s 9 drag rapadobeioa trois dyios miotis is suggested by this 
phrase of 2 Peter: if this is the case, the change of évroA7 into ious 
and the insertion of the Pauline dyious are significant. 

22. cupBéByxev abtois Td Tis &AnPods wapoinias. “The word of 
the true proverb has happened unto them,” has been verified in 
them. Alford quotes Lucian, dal. mort. vill. 1, rotro éxeivo TO Tis 
mapounias, 6 veBpos Tov A€ovra. ‘The first of the two proverbs may 
be found in Prov. xxvi. 11, ®oep Kiwv Grav éwéXOn emi Tov EavTot 
éuerov. The second is not biblical, and can hardly be derived 
from a Hebrew source. Aovoayévy means “having bathed itself in 
mud”; cf. Aristotle, rept 7a f@a iorop. vill. 6 (Bekker, 5954, 31), 
ras 8 ts Kat 7o AoverOar év wyAG (maiver). The sense is, not that 
the creature has washed itself clean in water (so apparently the 
R.V.), still less that it has been washed clean (as A.V.), and then 
returns to the mud; but that having once bathed in filth it never 
ceases to delight in it. This habit of swine was used as a moral 
emblem both in Greek—Wetstein quotes Michael Apostolius, 1910, 
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Spovov Td Kpdryros: ts év BopBépw iAvorarar: Epictetus, iv. 11. 29, 
dredOe, kal xotpw diadéyov, tv’ év BopBépw py KvAlyrar—and in Latin, 
Cicero, Verr. iv. 24, “in Verre quem in luto uolutatum totius 
corporis uestigiis inuenimus.” Horace has both the dog and the 
sow in one line, Z/¢. i. 2. 26, “ Vixisset canis immundus uel amica 
luto sus.” It has been noticed in the Introduction, p. 228, that the 
proverbs as given by St. Peter run very easily into iambics ; in the 
first é£épaya is substituted for éueros, and the introductory phrase (76 
Ths aAnOods mapouuias) seems to show that he does not quote either 
of them as scripture. Probably he took them both from some 
collection of proverbs. But, as the first is certainly scriptural, we 
may guess that this collection was the work of a Jew, most likely an 
Alexandrine Jew, who to the Solomonic proverbs added others 
derived from Gentile sources. 

ééepdw is used in the sense of “to vomit” by the comic poets 
(see Liddell and Scott), and by Aquila in his version of Lev. 
xvili. 28. KvAvopa is found in Symmachus’ version of Ezek. x. 13; 
it ought to mean “something rolled round,” ‘a cylinder,” but is 
here used for xvAiorpa, “a rolling place,” or for cvAwpds, “rolling ” ; 
B C and some cursives have xvAwopdv. 

III. 1. tavryvy 73y . . . Sidvorav. “This is now, beloved, the 
second letter that I write unto you; in each of which I stir up 
your pure mind by putting you in remembrance.” “Hdéy is to be 
taken closely with the numeral, as in Soph. Phil. 312, éros 76d 437 
déxarov. For dueyelpew év tropvyjoa see i. 13. For dudvora see 
1 Pet. i. 13.  Eidcxpuyjs, eiAcxpivera occur 1 Cor. v. 8; 2 Cor. 
i, 12, 11.173 Phil. i. 10. EiAcxpuvys dudvova is used by Plato, Phaed. 
66 A, of “ pure reason,” such as that which the geometer employs ; 
Phaed. 81 C, cidixpwys poxy is opposed to Wry} pewacpevyn Kal 
dxdOapros. Here in 2 Peter a “pure reason” is one which is not 
stained or warped by sensuality, that is to say, eiAcxpyvyjs bears the 
sense which it has in Plato as an epithet of yvxy, but not that 
which it has as an epithet of didvova. St. Peter has used philosophic 
words caught up in conversation and not quite accurately under- 
stood. 

Commentators generally hold that the former letter here re- 
ferred to is our 1 Peter. Spitta, however, maintains that it is not, on 
the grounds that (1) 2 Peter is addressed to Jewish Christians, 
1 Peter to Gentiles; (2) Peter himself and others of the Twelve 
had preached to the recipients of 2 Peter, but apparently not to 
those of 1 Peter (cf. 1 Pet. i. 12; 2 Pet. i. 16); (3) the contents of 
1 Peter are not accurately here described. 

The first and second reasons have little force, if we take 
the view that 1 Peter was addressed to a mixed community. 
Nor is there anything, not even in ii. 18, to lead us to suppose 
that the readers of 2 Peter were all Jew Christians. Nor 
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need we force the repeated first person plural of the first 
chapter to imply that the apostles had laboured personally in 
these Churches. Nothing more need be meant than that the 
recipients knew perfectly well what the teaching of the apostles 
was. 

The third objection is more serious. The language used in 
i, 12-21 may mean that the object of the apostle in writing to 
these Churches had always been the same, that of meeting error 
by insisting on the historical truth of the gospel; and here he says 
that in the former letter as in this (év afs), he had appealed to the 
testimony of the prophets and of the apostles. Now 1 Peter is not 
directly pointed against false teaching, nor are proofs alleged in 
the same way as in 2 Peter. It is highly probable that St. Peter 
wrote many Epistles, and quite possible that his first letter to these 
particular Churches may have been lost. And in the Address 
the word dvacwopd is not used, nor are the names of the provinces 
ven. ) 

? We cannot feel absolutely certain that 1 Peter is here referred 
to, any more than we say with confidence what particular Epistle 
of St. Paul is meant in iii. 15. Yet 1 Peter will satisfy the condi- 
tions fairly well. The prophets and evangelists are appealed to 
(i. 10-12), the Passion and Ascension of our Lord are laid down 
as the historical basis of the gospel, and the Parousia, in particular, 
is pointed to repeatedly. The last point is here of great weight. 
Upon the whole it may be held that Spitta’s doubts are groundless, 
though they are enforced also by Zahn. 

2. pynoOjvar . . . cwripos. ‘That ye should remember the 
words which were spoken before by the holy prophets, and the com- 
mandment of the Lord and Saviour through your apostles” (R.V.). 
There appears to be no doubt as to the MS. text; jay for iuav 
has very slight attestation. The infinitive pvyoOjva must be taken 
to denote purpose, but it is ungrammatical (Alford refers to a 
similar breach of rules in Luke i. 72), and is particularly awkward 
after the words deye(pw év iropvice. The author here reverts to 
the end of chap. i., and repeats the appeal to his two witnesses, the 
prophets and the apostles. Both testified to the dvvayis xai rapovoia 
of Christ. Having exhausted what he had to say about the former 
point against those who denied the power of the Lord who bought 
them, St. Peter now turns to the second. The two divisions of his 
subject are marked by two repeated phrases, dveye/pe ev iropriore 
and totro mpérov ywwoxovres. The clause rijs tay droctéAwy tyav 
évtodyjs Tov Kupiov xal owripos has caused great trouble; the com- 
plication of genitives is very harsh. The A.V. reading jjév and 
making tov Kupiov depend upon dzoordAwv, translates “the com- 
mandment of us the apostles of the Lord and Saviour”; but this 
construction is difficult in any case, and becomes quite impossible, 

19 
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if juav is read. On the other hand, the rendering of the R.V., 
which differentiates the genitives, taking tod Kvpiov to mean “ of 
the Lord,” and rév droordéd\wv “ through the apostles,” seems even 
more objectionable. To some extent, indeed, we might meet the 
difficulty by supposing that the words TOU Kuplev kat G@wrTnpos are 
added as an afterthought, and translating, ‘the command of your 
apostles, or rather, I should say, of the Lord”; but it may be sus- 
pected that the text is unsound. A good reason may be found 
for the use of the possessive, tuav. “Your apostles” are the men 
whom you ought to trust; do not listen to these false teachers, 
with whom you have neither part nor lot. It has been supposed 
that the forger of the Epistle here allows his mask to slip, and 
confesses that he himself was not an apostle; but this is quite a 
needless inference. The apostles are the Twelve. Some have 
thought that Paul, Silas, and Barnabas are intended, but it is 
highly doubtful whether the author would have called Silas and 
Barnabas, or even St. Paul, apostles. For évroAy, see ii. 21. 
‘EvréAXopar is frequently used of our Lord in the Gospels, Matt. 
xvii. 9, xxviii. 20; John xv. 14, 17; cf. Acts i. 2, xiii. 47 ; it belongs 
to the conception of our Lord as deoxdrys, 2 Pet. ii. 1. For é d-ylwv 
apopytav, cf. Luke i. 70, and note on i, 21 above. 

8. toito mpGtov yweoxovres. The phrase is used above, i. 20. 
The repetition is quite in the Petrine manner, but in the present 
place it is by no means free from difficulty. There can be no 
doubt that the accusative is required, and there is no reason why 
our author should not have used this case. Probably ywacxovras 
ought to be read in spite of all the MSS. The words éActicovrat, 
x.t.A., form a prophecy of St. Peter’s own, and what he says is, 
Remember the words of the prophets and the command of the 
apostles, “knowing this first”—taking with you this preliminary 
caution from me—that mockers shall come (for the future see 
note on ii. t). 

én éoxdtwv tov tpepdv. “In the last days,” in the time of 
distress which precedes the end. Cf. Heb. i. 2, éx éoyxdrov tay 
Hpepav tovrwv: Jude 18, éx éoxdrov tod xpdvov: Jas. v. 3, & 
éoxdrats nuépars. See note on én’ éoydrov tov Xpover, 1 Pet. i. 20, 
"Ev éprratrypmovy éumatkras is a strong Hebraism, cf. év 77 plopg airav 
kai pOapyoovrat, above, ii, 12: emPupuig. erebipunoa, Luke xxii. 15: 
KiBapwdav xGapilovrov é ev Tas kOdpats airav, Apoc. xiv. 2. “Eyzailo, 
“to mock,” is classical ; éuzraikrys is found in the LXX. (in Isa. iii. 4), 
so also are éuraryya and éurarypds (also in Heb. xi. 36). *Eyzravy- 
povy is not found elsewhere, and is an impossible formation (if 
éuraiypwv existed, éusravrypoovvn wouid be the correct derivative ; cf. 
ToAumpaypnwv todumpaypoovvy, ppddpwv ppadpooivy, iSuwv idpoovvy). 
It is omitted by K L, by many other of the later MSS., and by some 
Fathers, because it was seen to be a vox nthili, or because it is 
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omitted by Jude. The true reading is probably éurorypo. See 
note on zapadpovia, ii. 16. For xara tas idias airav érbupias 
Jude (vers. 16, 18) has xara ras abréy or éavtdv érivpias, avoiding 
the vulgar use of idéas, for which cf. ii. 16, 22, 

With these words St. Peter begins his attack upon the denial of 
the Parousia, the doctrinal error which underlay the moral ex- 
travagances of the false teachers. He has had the subject in view 
from the outset of the Epistle. The érayyéAyara of i. 4 are the 
éxdyyeApa of iii. 13; other connecting links are to be found in 
 aidvios Bacwr<ia, 1. 11; wapovoia, i. 16, and the references to 
kptows and #p<pa Kpicews in the second chapter. 

4. rod éotw 4 émayyedia Tis twapoucias adtod. ‘Where is the 
promise of His Coming?” Tapovoia means the Second Advent, 
the coming of our Lord to judge, as in Matt. xxiv. 3. Notice 
the Hebraistic manner in which denial is expressed by a question, 
as in Mal. ii. 17; Ps. xlii. 3, Ixxix. 10; Jer. xvii. 15; Luke viii. 25. 
“Where is it? It has come to naught; it is vain.” Von Soden 
and Kiihl would restrict the promise to that made by the prophets 
of the Old Testament, but we cannot exclude a reference to the 
prophecy of our Lord Himself, Matt. xxiv. 34. It is probable, 
as Spitta points out, that the denial of the Parousia arose out of 
these very words. As the men of “this generation” began to die 
away, doubt would immediately arise. 

&p fs. “Since.” The expression occurs also 1 Mace. i. 113 
Acts xxiv. 11; Luke vii. 45. From the last passage we see that it 
has become a pure adverb. So, indeed, it is here, as the singular 
ne<pas would not suit the context. ‘Since the fathers fell asleep 
all things remain thus,” as we see them, and as they have been 
‘from the beginning of creation.” Some understand “the fathers” 
of the fathers and founders of the Christian Church, and find in 
the phrase a sign that the Epistle was not written till more than 
one generation of believers had passed away. But no forger would 
have fallen into so obvious and fatal a blunder. The phrase is to 
be explained in the same way as of warépes in Heb. i. 1; Rom. ix. 5, 
or of warépes Hav in Acts iii. 13. The Church is one, as in 1 Peter, 
and “the fathers” belong to all Christians. 

There must have been a strong Hebraistic colouring in the 
minds of the deniers as well as in that of St. Peter. Church and 
Scripture are so completely one that the Old Testament can be 
used to strengthen doubts as to the Christian shape of the-doctrine 
of the day of judgment. St. Peter’s answer rests mainly on the 
Old Testament, with a brief allusion to the gospel and a passing 
appeal to the authority of St. Paul. 

Notice, again, the subtle, almost modern, character of the 
doubt. At Thessalonica men doubted only whether those Chris- 
tians who had died before the Parousia would be permitted to live 
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with Jesus in His kingdom (1 Thess. iv. 13 sqq. See also Intro- 
duction, p. 239). In the Churches addressed by St. Peter the 
doubt rests upon reflexion of a scientific type, the long vista of the 
past, the apparent immutability of the world,—thoughts which in 
our time have become still more oppressive. 

The doubt may have been suggested simply by the broad 
stretch of Old Testament history, but it was very possibly con- 
nected with the doctrine of the eternity of the world, which had 
been adopted from Aristotle by the Platonists and by the Jewish 
mystics of the time. This tenet is defended by Philo against the 
Stoic belief in the éxrvpwois: see de incorr. mundi, 18 sqq. (ii. 505), 
and de mundo, 2 (ii. 604), where he rests his position in part on the 
everlasting law of the eternal God. Philo in these passages makes 
little use of the Old Testament, though he says that Moses taught 
that the world was yevyrov kai adpOaprov, de mundo, 8. The doc- 
trine of the eternity of matter was found by the Rabbis, and possibly 
by the LXX. translators, in Gen. i. 1; see Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des 
Fffeils, ii. 9. It is probable that the false teachers were Jews by 
birth and Christians by name, who knew more or less about these 
scholastic debates. The arguments which they would employ— 
they may be gathered from Philo—would sound to St. Peter very 
like “‘ mockery.” 

5. havOdver yap adtods todo Odovtas. “For this they wilfully 
fail to see.” ‘‘Wilfully,” because they are ai@ddes, ii. 10. The 
antecedent to yap is to be found in the assertion wdvra otrw 
S.azéve—this is untrue, ‘‘for scripture tells us that once already the 
world has been destroyed by water.” 

dtu odpavol ... auveotaoa. “That from of old was heaven, 
and an earth subsisting out of water and by means of water.” For 
éxradar see ii. 3. Jewish mystics distinguished seven heavens 
(Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des Heils, ii. 37); cf. 2 Cor. xii. 2; Eph. 
iv. 10. Ovpavoi is used in the New Testament frequently by St. 
Matthew (as in the Lord’s Prayer, vi. 9), not uncommonly by St. 
Mark, rarely by St. Luke, never by St. John (except in Apoc. 
xii. 12). In Acts it occurs twice (ii. 34, vii. 56). St. Paul uses the 
plural about as often as the singular. St. Peter in the First 
Epistle has the singular twice (i. 12, iii. 22), the plural once (i. 4); 
in the Second, the singular once (i. 18), where he is speaking of 
heaven as the abode of God, the plural five times, all in this 
passage (iil. 5-13), where he is treating of cosmogony. Generally, 
the plural seems to be a mere Hebraism, the Hebrew word being 
plural in form, and we need not suppose an allusion to the 
Rabbinical theory unless the context requires it. Hence here we 
ought probably to translate “heaven,” not “heavens.” Some 
commentators, however, prefer to keep the plural, and think that 
the seven heavens were in St. Peter’s mind. 
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Heaven is placed here before earth, as in Gen. i. 1. The order 
of creation was variously explained in the Rabbinical Schools. 
Shammai, relying on Gen. i. 1, distinguished orepéwua from 
ovpaves, and taught that first heaven and then earth were created 
on the first day. Hillel, relying on Gen. i. 4, ii. 4, identified 
orepéwua With ovpavds, and taught that earth was created on the 
first day, heaven on the second. Spitta thinks that St. Peter is 
here declaring his adhesion to the opinion of Shammai. This, 
however, can hardly be inferred from the text. St. Peter says 
nothing that a simple Jew could not have gathered from his own 
reading of Genesis. ; 

There should be no comma after ékradar: the words joav 
éxmadoau apply to earth as well as heaven. Of earth it is said that it 
subsists 

é& SSatos kal 8° SSaros. “E€ may be taken to denote the 
emerging of the earth from the waters (Gen. i. 9) in which it had 
lain buried, and the majority of commentators appear to adopt this 
explanation. But, combined as it is here with ovveordoa, the 
preposition seems rather to express the material out of which the 
earth was made (so Oecumenius, Hofmann, Kiihl, Alford, Salmond). 
There appears to be no trace of a Jewish belief that water was the 
prime element of which earth was made, except in the later C/emen- 
tine Homilies, xi. 24 (quoted by Dr. Plummer) ; yet it is a possible 
explanation of Gen. i. 2, where water exists at a time when earth is 
dxatagkevacros. Av vdaros again is very difficult. It can hardly 
mean “in the midst of water,” as an island surrounded by the sea, 
for the preposition never bears this sense, though it is used of a 
mental state, in which we are, or rather through which we are > 
passing (80 jovyias elvar e¢ simm ; cf. 80 iropovis tpéxew, Heb. xii. 1). 
We must render “ by means of water.” Water is at once the material 
and the instrumental cause of the subsistence of the earth. It is 
made out of the sea below, and its life depends on the rain from 
above. Svveordva: means both to have been put together or made, 
and to subsist or endure; for the latter sense compare Col. i. 17. 

7 Tod Ocod Aédyw. By the fiat of God; cf. Heb. xi. 3, pjyare 
®@cod. Here again there is no trace of speculation, though the 
Rabbis had much to say about the creative word. One type of 
theory is to be found in Philo, another refined upon the Ten 
Creative Words discovered in Gen. i. (see Gfrérer, Jahrhundert des 
Ffeils, ii. 20). 

6. 80 dv. The antecedent may be found in the two waters of 
which we have just read; the fountains of the deep spouted up 
from below and the rain streamed down from above (Gen. viii. 2), 
the matter of the earth was resolved into its original form and 
washed away. We may, however, suppose 8: dy to refer to tdwp 
and Adyos, the two agents of creation co-operating in destruction ; 
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and this view finds support in the following words, in which Adyos 
and zip appear as the causes of the second catastrophe. 

6 tétTe kdopos. Kdopos may be taken, as by Spitta, to mean the 
universe. It is possible that in the view of St. Peter the first 
heaven and earth were absolutely destroyed and succeeded by the 
present (of viv otpavoi kai yf), as these again will be replaced by a 
new heaven and earth (ver. 13 below). The same views may be 
found in the Book of Enoch, lxxxiii. 3-5, where Enoch is describing 
his dream of the Flood. “I saw in a vision how the heaven 
collapsed and was borne off and fell to the earth . . . and I lifted 
up my voice to cry aloud and said, The earth is destroyed.” (See 
the passage in Mr. Charles’ translation.) Cf. also Clem. Rom. ix., 
Née .. . Tadtyyeveriav Kdopw éxynpvéev, and Lightfoot’s note there. 
Yet, on the other hand, this view, that the whole universe was 
resolved into water by the Flood, does not represent the obvious 
sense of Scripture, does not square very well with the language of 
ii. 5, where xécpos doceBdv seems to mean simply the impious 
denizens of earth, and is hardly consistent with the preceding verse. 
For, if earth alone subsisted of water and by water, so earth alone, 
we might think, could be destroyed by water. Hence Oecu- 
menius, Bengel, Hofmann take xécpos here to mean the human 
race, or all living things. 

We must make allowance for rhetorical colour. The author 
presses as far as he can the analogy between two cases which were 
not absolutely parallel. 

7. ot d€ viv odpavot ... mupi. ‘But the heavens that now are 
and the earth are treasured up by the same word for fire.” To airg 
is the reading of A B P, some cursives, the Sahidic, Coptic, Armenian, 
and Vulgate ; SC KL, many cursives, the Syriac, and Aethiopian 
have 7@ airod. There is little or no difference in sense. There are 
many “ words of God” in the Old Testament in which fire is spoken 
of as attending the final judgment, such as Ps. xcvii. 3; Isa. Ixvi. 
15,16; Dan. vii. 9, 10; some of them might well be taken to signify 
an actual destruction of the world by fire, especially Isa. xxxiv. 4; 
Mic. i. 4. Hence the belief that, as the world had once perished 
by water, so it would again perish by fire, was possibly held, though 
it was certainly not universal, among the Jews in St. Peter’s time. 
It may perhaps be found in a book of prophecies attributed to 
Adam ; see Josephus, Ant. i i, 2. 3s mpoeupnxoros dpavir pov "Addpov 
rv Shiev éoeo Oat, rov pev Kar’ loxdv updos, Tov Erepov Se xara Biav Kat 
tAnOiv vdaros. But on this subject see Introduction, p. 214. 

TIvpi, “for fire,” is the datious commodi. ‘The R.V. in the 
margin gives stored with fire” as an alternative rendering for 
treOnoavpirpevor wupi. But Onoavpilev means “to lay up a treasure,” 
and no instance is given of its use with the dative in the sense 
required. What St. Peter has to tell us here is, not where the fire 
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is, but what it will do. Irenaeus, i. 7. 1, attributes to the Valen- 
tinians the doctrine that at the End “the fire which lurks in the 
world, shining and kindling and destroying all matter, will be burnt 
out with the matter and go into nothingness.” The earth is 
“stored with fire,” which will one day burst forth and consume 
everything. This, however, is purely Stoic doctrine, based upon the 
theory of Heraclitus that fire was the prime element. St. Peter 
cannot have meant that the post-diluvian world was made of fire, as 
the antediluvian world was made of water; no “word of God” 
could have led him to think thus. Yet it is possible that the 
Valentinians found a scriptural handle for their tenet in this passage 
of 2 Peter. 

- Tnpotpevot eis hucpay Kpicews. Note again this favourite phrase ; 
cf. ii. 4, 9,and 1 Pet. i. 4. "AmddAeia is another word which 2 Peter 
repeats, see ii. 1, 3. 

8. év Sé Tolro ph AavOavérw Spas. “But do not you fail to see 
this one thing.” The tuaés forms an emphatic antithesis to airovs 
in ver. 5. 

dtu pia tuépa. “That in the Lord’s sight one day is as a 
thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.” The phrase is 
suggested by Ps. lxxxix. (xc.) 4, dru xfAua ern ev dpOadpois cov ds 7 
Hpépa 4 éxGes yris SupAOe. St. Peter is not quoting, but drawing an 
inference from, the Psalm. The desire of the Psalmist is to 
contrast the eternity of God with the short span of human life. 
What St. Peter wishes is to contrast the eternity of God with the 
impatience of human expectations. As Augustine says, God is 
patiens guia aeternus. ‘The day of judgment is at hand (1 Pet. iv. 7). 
It may come to-morrow; but what is to-morrow? What does God 
mean by a day? It may be a thousand years. 

This verse of 2 Peter (like i. 15) has a history, which is no 
longer easy to trace. From this peculiar adaptation of the words of 
the Psalm sprang Chiliasm. On this subject see Introduction, p. 213. 

Observe that St. Peter says nothing about signs that should 
precede our Lord’s Coming. Cf. the present passage with 
2 Thess. ii. St. Paul appeals to his own prophecies on the subject. 
Certain events are to happen before the Parousia, and these must 
take a considerable time. 

We may find here a sign of authenticity, if we remember John 
xxi. 18, 19. St. Peter had been warned that he should not live to 
see the Parousia (cf. i. 14). He could not therefore feel the 
difficulty which troubled the Thessalonians as to what would be the 
lot of those who died before the Lord’s return ; nor could he speak, 
like St. Paul, of ‘‘us which are alive and remain”; nor would he 
have any personal interest in the Signs of the End. It may be 
doubted whether a forger would- have been so reticent. 

Again, though this passage is the base, or one of the bases, of 
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Chiliasm, St. Peter makes no allusion to that doctrine. Here again 
we may discern a sign of great antiquity. 

9. ob Bpaddver 6 KUpios tis émayyedias. “The Lord is not slow 
concerning His promise.” The genitive is perhaps analogous to 
that used commonly after verbs of failing, or missing, such as 
dpaprdvw, spddrAopat, borepo. Or, possibly, we may compare Soph. 
El. 317, Tod kaovyvyrov ti pys; Phil. 439, avakiov piv purds eepy- 
cowot, where the genitive alone has the sense of the case accom- 
panied by zepi: see Blass, p. 105. Bengel quotes Sirach xxxii. 
(xxxv.) 22, Kal kpwvel duxatws kal moujoe kpiow Kai 6 Kiipios od pi 
Bpadivy ov8& pi paxpobvpyoa éx adbrois. The Lord is certainly 
Christ ; see ver. 15 below. 

ds twes Bpadutita tyodvrar. “As some (the mockers) count 
slowness”; as if delay sprang from impotence or unwillingness to 
perform. 

ph Boudépevos. “Not because He wishes that some should 
perish, but that all should come to repentance.” Some will perish 
(ver. 7 above), but this is not the purpose of God. 

10. fe. receives emphasis from its position. “It will come, 
that day of the Lord.” For jpépa Kupiov (from Joel iii. 4) see Acts 
ii, 20; 1 Cor. v.53 1 Thess. v. 2; 2 Thess. ii. 2. In Phil. i. 16 
we have #pépa Xpuorod, cf. Luke xvii. 26, 31. Above, ii. 9, iii. 7, 
Huépa Kploews: below, ver. 12, jpépa @eod. The day of the Lord, 
of God, of Christ, of the Son of Man, are not distinguished. 

as kdéntns. Cf. Matt. xxiv. 43; CKL add & vveri, from 
1 Thess. v. 2. Whenever it comes, soon or late, the day of the 
Lord will be sudden and unexpected, like the attack of a thief. 
There will be no time for repentance then. ‘This is the essential 
point on which the wise teacher will dwell. 

porlnddév.  ‘“Potlos, poiféw, and cognates, are used of shrill 
rushing sounds, the hissing of a snake, the whirr of a bird’s wings, 
the hurtling of an arrow. Here probably the roaring of flame is 
meant. The adverb is probably formed from foléw, but it may 
come directly from fotfos. Lucian, Zimon, 3, uses three similar 
words, xooxwyddv, cwpyddv, werpydov, all formed from nouns. 

oro.xeia, Srotyos means “a row”; hence croxeia, “ things 
arranged in a row,” the letters of the alphabet, or the elements of 
Nature. In Heb. v. 12, 7a orouxeia THS apxns Tav oylwv Tod 
@cod, are the Christian alphabet, the first rudimentary lessons of the 
creed. In Gal. iv. 3, 9, 7a orotxeta Tod Kdopor, Ta dobev7n Kal wrwxa 
oro.xeia, are again rudimentary lessons; but these, in St. Paul’s 
view, are laws, precepts, rites and ceremonies, distinguished from 
gospel freedom. So again, Col. ii. 8, 20, the word is used of 
precepts based upon philosophy, vain deceit, and the traditions of 
men; school lessons which are no longer good for enlightened men. 

St. Peter is clearly speaking of physical elements. He may 
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mean—(1) The four elements, earth, air, water, fire (so Bede). 
This sense. is common in Greek philosophy. The objection that 
fire cannot destroy fire is not serious, for earthly sensible fire 
might very well be thought of as destroyed by heavenly ideal fire. 
But this explanation is too scientific for St. Peter. 

(2) The great parts of which the world is composed, sun, moon, 
stars, earth, sea. In this sense our passage seems to have been 
understood by the author of the second book of the Szdy//ine Oracles 
(ii. 206): 

Kal rére xnpevoes ororxeia mpdravra Tra Kbcpou, 
"Ajp, yaia, Oddacoa, gdos, woos, Huara, viKTEs. 

~ (3) The heavenly bodies, sun, moon, and stars. In this sense 
orotxeta is used by Justin, 4fol. i. 5; Trypho, 23; Theoph. Azz. 
i. 4, 5, 6, ii. 15, 35; Athenag. Suppl. 16, and many Greek Fathers. 
In the Letter of Polycrates, Eus. HZ. Z. iii. 31. 2, orotxeta means 
“stars of the Church” ; see note of Valesius in Heinichen. Hence 
the Latin Fathers not uncommonly called the stars e/ementa. Isa. 
Xxxiv. 4 was quoted by the Rabbis to show that the stars will perish 
at the end of the world; see Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des Heils, ii. 274. 
This is the most probable sense here (Bengel, Alford, Plumptre). 
The run of the sentence distinguishes the heavens and the elements 
(stars) from the earth and the works that are therein. 

In Zest. Levi, 4, there is a passage which Spitta (adopting a con- 
jectural emendation of Schrapp’s) quotes thus—rod mupds karamryo- 
govTos Kal mdons KTicews Kavoovpéevys Kal tdv dopdérwv mvevpdtwv 
tnxowevwv, Hence Spitta (followed by Kiihl and von Soden) main- 
tains that St. Peter means by ovovxeta not the stars, but the spirits, 
which were regarded as inhabiting and animating them. The same 
explanation of ororxeta in Gal. iv. 3, 9; Col. ii. 8, is given by Ritschl, 
Everling, Diels (Z/ementum, Teubner, 1899 ; reviewed by A. Deiss- 
mann in Zheol. Literaturzettung, Jan. 5, 1901). There was such 
a belief (see Enoch |x. 12, lxix. 22) among both Jews and Gentiles. 
But Mr. Sinker’s text of the Zestamenta has xXovovpévys not Kavoov- 
pévys, and that careful scholar notices no variant. Nor, if we put 
on one side the disputed passages in the Pauline Epistles, is any 
instance of this peculiar use of oro:xetov quoted. It is not possible 
to find the star-spirits in the words of 2 Peter, though they may 
very well be meant by the ddpara rvevpara of Levi. Possibly the 
words of Zevi may be a reminiscence of the present passage. 

kavootpeva. Kadtoos means a peculiar kind of fever, and kav- 
govea: is used by medical writers of those who suffer from that 
special complaint. It is obvious that this sense will not suit the 
present passage, but xavootcfa: does not appear to be used in any 
other. It seems highly probable that xavoovpeva does not belong 
to kavootcOa. at all, but is merely a vulgarism for xavodpeve. In 
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later Greek the middle future constantly assumes the Doric form ;_ 
thus we find vevooduat, rvevootpat, tAEvTODpaL, wiodua1, mevoodpat, 
In 2 Clem. vii. 5 we have rafotpor. Pevfoduou is commonly used 
even by the classics. See Lobeck, Phrynichus, p. 30; Rutherford, 
New Phrynichus, p. 91; Moeris, wloyor: Cobet, Vouae Lectiones, 
p. 617; Veitch, xafw. 

katakanoetat. Here again the text is corrupt. See Introduc- 
tion, p. 213. 

épya are opera naturae et artis (Bengel). 
2h R Auopéver i is used loosely for AvOncopévwv. See Blass, p. 189, 

and compare THKeTat just below. 
motamous. “What sort of men.” Both sense and spelling 

belong to later Greek ; the classic ae is wodamds, which means 
“of what country.” See Lobeck, Phrynichus, p. 56; Rutherford, 
New Phrynichus, p. 128. 

év dyiais dvactpopais kal edceBelars, “In holy behaviours and 
pieties” (Alford). Neither word is used in the plural elsewhere in 
the New Testament, but in 1 Pet. i. 15 we have ev doy dvacrpody, 
“in every behaviour,” lara is practically a plural. 1 Pet. ii. 1 we 
find izoxpicas POdvous: ii. 9, aperal: Iv. 3, aoedyelas eo 
eldwroAarpeiais: 2 Pet. ii. 2, doedyeiats: il, 14, wAeovegias (v./.). 
both Epistles there is the same tendency to use the abstract noun 
in the plural. 

12. omedSovtas. Not “hastening towards the coming”; this 
version would require a preposition, and yields no satisfactory sense. 
We may translate—(1) ‘‘ Giving diligence about,” “zealously guard- 
ing, the Coming.” So Plato, Protag. 361 A, speaks of a man as 
orevowy aitd évavria, “fighting for propositions that confute him.” 
(2) “ Hastening the Coming.” The Church may be said to bring 
the day nearer when it prays “Thy Kingdom come.” And not 
prayer only, but the “ holy behaviours and pieties ” of God’s children, 
which promote the repentance of the ungodly (1 Pet. ii. 12), are 
a condition of the coming of the Kingdom, and prepare the Lord’s 
way. It is possible that St. Peter may be referring to the Jewish 
belief that the sins of men prevented Messiah from appearing. In 
the Talmud it is said, “Si Judaei poenitentiam facerent una die 
statim ueniret Messias, filius Dauid”; see Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des 
Heils, ii. p. 224. If we follow this interpretation, we have here 
again a view different from St. Paul’s; see 2 Thess. ii. 6, 7, 70 
Katéxov : 6 Karéxwv. 

tketat. The present is used for the future. But C P, many 
cursives, the Vulgate, Armenian, and Syriac read raxyjoerar or TaKy- 
covrat. For the verb, cf. Isa. xxxiv. 4, kal taxyoovra: wacat at 
duvdpers Tov ovpavav: Mic. i. 4, kal ai KowWddes TaxyoovTar as Kypds 
amd mpoowmov mupds. The reader will observe the characteristic 
repetition of words and phrases in this passage. 
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13. Katvods Se obpavods kat _yiv Kaui. Cf. Isa. Ixv. 17, éorau 
yap 6 otpavds Kawds kal 4) yn Kawyn: Enoch xci. 16, “And the 
first heaven will depart and pass away, and a new ‘heaven will 
appear”; Apoc. xxi. 1. 

év ols Sixatocdvy Katoet. ‘Has its home” (Acts vii. 48; Eph. 
iii, 17; Col. ii. 9). This beautiful phrase is probably St. Peter’s 
own, but we may compare £xoch xlvi. 3, “the Son of Man, who 
hath righteousness, with whom dwelleth righteousness.” 

14. mpoodoxdrytes is repeated from ver. 12; ozovddcare from 
i. 5, 10, 153 adomtAot kai dpopnror reminds us of 1 Pet. i. 19, dwpos 
Kal domtAos: 2 Pet. ii. 13, omiAot cal popo.. The dative airé may 
be taken with the adjectives, “spotless and blameless in His sight,” 
or with etpeOjva, “to be found by Him,” as in Isa. lxv. 1 (quoted 
in Rom, x. 20). 

15. kal thy Tod Kuptou tpav paxpoduplay owryptay tyetoOe., “ And 
count the long-suffering of our Lord salvation.” ‘Our Lord” must 
undoubtedly signify Christ, to whom alone the doxology in ver. 18 
is addressed. His patience (cf. ver. 9) is not slowness, but salva- 
tion; the Lord delays in order that all men may have time to 
repent and be saved. wrypia is used here in an unusual sense, 
of that which conduces to salvation. We might be tempted to 
regard it as the feminine of the adjective, if it could be shown 
that owryjp.os ever possessed more than two genders. 

Kabos Kat... eypapey dpiv. “Even as also our beloved 
brother Paul, according to the wisdom given unto him, wrote unto 
you.” St. Paul never calls St. Peter ‘our beloved brother Cephas.” 
He is apparently represented as alive (AaAdv not AadAjoas in ver. 16 ; 
but this is not conclusive, because the participle is contemporaneous 
with éypawev). St. Peter speaks of him with affection and respect, 
yet maintains the right to criticise. His words are not perceptibly 
stronger than those which he uses of Silvanus, 1 Pet. v.12. Kara 
tiv Sobcicay aitG codiav may be understood as a commendation 
or as a caution. ‘Yyiy (see iii. 1) means probably the Asiatic 
Christians to whom 1 Peter was addressed, possibly some other 
Church or group of Churches. Whoever they were, they had 
received a letter (or possibly letters) from St. Paul. The substance 
of what St. Paul had written to them is more or less exactly indi- 
cated by the words of vers. 14 and 15. 

We may suppose St. Peter to lay the main stress on domAo1, 
dpdpyro., év eipyvy, and to be chiefly anxious for the correction of 
the moral disorders described in the second chapter. In this case 
any of the Pauline Epistles may be meant. Bengel selected 
Hebrews (he held the Pauline authorship of this Epistle); others 
have fixed upon Romans (Oecumenius, Grotius, Dietlein; see 
esp. Rom. ix. 22); Jachmann decides for 1 Corinthians; Augusti, 
for Galatians; Benson, for Galatians, Ephesians, and Colossians 
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(see Col. i. it sqq. These three Epistles have the advantage of 
being addressed to Asiatics). Von Soden thinks that Ephesians 
may be meant (see Eph. i. 4-14, vi. 10-18). Clearly, if St. Peter 
only means ‘‘St. Paul, who has himself written to you, condemns 
licence and disorder as emphatically as I do myself,” it makes little 
difference which Epistle we choose. Indeed, St. Peter goes on to 
say that all St. Paul’s Epistles teach the same lesson. 

If, on the other hand, the stress falls on the words riv tod 
Kvupiov jpav paxpolvpiav owrnpiay iyeiobe, and if we suppose the 
reference to be to an Epistle in which moral disorder was connected 
with difficulties about the Parousia, none of the existing Pauline 
Epistles can be in question except 1 Corinthians (in this Church 
there were very similar extravagances, and the Resurrection was by 
some denied) and Thessalonians. Alford elects for 1 Thess., 
thinking that St. Peter actually refers to this Epistle in ver. 10 
above (but see note there). 

The reader must make his choice between more or less uncertain 
possibilities. If 2 Peter was not written to Asiatic Christians, 
Corinthians (see Introduction, p. 244) or Thessalonians may very 
well be meant. If, on the other hand, it was,—and this seems 
more probable,—then Galatians, Ephesians, or Colossians may con- 
ceivably be referred to. But if we judge both that the recipients 
of 2 Peter were Asiatics, and that the Pauline letter in question 
dealt explicitly with disorders arising out of doubts about the 
Parousia, we are forced to conclude that St. Peter is speaking of 
a Pauline Epistle which, like that to the Laodiceans, or that to 
the Corinthians (1 Cor. v. 9), no longer exists. This is the opinion 
maintained on various grounds by Pott, Spitta, Kiihl, and Zahn. 

16. ds kai év mdcais émortodais. This is the reading of ABC; 
KL P have rdcas rats. ‘“ As also (he writes), in each and every 
letter (or in all his letters), speaking about these things.” It is by 
no means necessary to see in these words, as some have done, a 
reference to a definite canonical body of Pauline Epistles. St. 
Peter tells us that he was acquainted with several letters of St. 
Paul’s, but does not say how many, nor whether they were earlier 
or later in date than the letter or letters referred to in éypawer tpiv. 
Nor, again, does he expressly say that these other letters were 
known to his readers, though this is probably implied in the 
following words of caution. In all these letters St. Paul speaks 
about ‘‘these things,” the coming of our Lord to judge, and the 
need of being found spotless and blameless in peace. The doc- 
trine of the two great teachers is for all purposes of the present 
Epistle the same. 

There is nothing surprising in these words. Under the Empire 
epistolary communication was as easy as it is now, though the 
speed of conveyance was not quite so great. It is not only possible, 
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but probable, that St. Peter received every one of St. Paul’s Epistles 
within a month or two of its publication. We cannot imagine that 
one apostle should have remained in ignorance of what other 
apostles were doing, and it is quite inconceivable that St. Peter 
should not have read Galatians and 1 Corinthians. See Intro- 
duction, p. 241. 

évais.s CK LP have & ols. 
Sucvdnta. In the Pauline Epistles there were passages which 

St. Peter regarded as hard to understand, difficult, obscure, capable 
of a right interpretation, but capable also of being wrested to a 
man’s destruction. Alford reads év ofs (“in which matters”), and 
follows De Wette in thinking that the reference is specially to St. 
Paul’s teaching about the Parousia, in particular to 2 Thess. ii. 
1 sqq. But what St. Paul says there as to the signs of the End, 
though dvovdynrov, could not be so distorted as to endanger the 
reader’s salvation. Clearly St. Peter has in view “utterances 
which could be so twisted that they might serve to justify moral 
laxity” (Spitta; so also von Soden, Kiihl, Weiss, Wiesinger). 
Such are Rom. iii. 20, 28, iv. 15, v. 20, vii. 7; 1 Cor. xv. 56; 
Gal. iii. 10, from which “the ignorant and unsteadfast” could (Rom. 
vi. 1), and in fact did, draw the false inference that morality is 
indifferent, and that the Christian is “free” from the Ten Com- 
mandments. Hofmann, however, is very possibly right in think- 
ing that among the dvovdyra are to be reckoned also those passages 
where St. Paul speaks of the spiritual resurrection of baptism (Eph. 
ii. 5; Col. ii. 12, iii. 1), which Hymenaeus and Philetus (2 Tim. 
ii. 17) may have “twisted” into the sense that there is no other 
resurrection. St. Peter expresses himself with wisdom and modera- 
tion. St. James is more directly polemical, and comes very near to 
making St. Paul responsible for the erroneous interpretation which 
some had fixed upon his view of Faith and Freedom. 

ot dpabets kal dorjpixto.. For doryjpucros cf. i. 12, ii. 143 1 Pet. 
v. 10. “Apyabys (not used elsewhere in the New Testament), bring- 
ing out, as it does, the moral value of teaching, of trained habits 
of reflexion, of disciplined good sense, is highly characteristic of 
St. Peter. By teaching the Christian is established in the way of 
truth (ii. 2), and of justice (ii. 21), the straight way (ii. 15), the way 
which is substantially one and the same in the Old Testament and 
in the New. 

&s Kat tas owas ypadds. ‘As they also wrest the other scrip- 
tures.” We might translate “the scriptures as well,” or “the 
scriptures on the other hand”; cf. Hom. Od. i. 132, é&xrodev 
dAAwv pvnotnpwv (see Mr. Merry’s note), where Odysseus is dis- 
tinguished from the others, the suitors; Luke xxiii. 32, érepou dvo 
xakoupyo.: I Thess. iv. 13, where of Aourot means not “other 
Christians,” but “other people who are not Christians”: Deut. 
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Vili. 20, xaOa cal ra Aowra €Ovy: here again “the other nations” 
are contrasted with Israel (this is a common phrase). In this case 
the Pauline Epistles are not here included in, but distinguished 
from, ‘‘the other scriptures.” Yet it is possible that St. Peter 
speaks of the writings of his brother apostle as “scripture” in 
the full sense of the word. Scripture is the voice of the Spirit 
of Christ speaking through man (1 Pet. i. 11), that Spirit which 
St. Paul claims as his teacher (1 Cor. ii. 12, 13), and by which 
his codia was given. ‘There can be little doubt that the apostles 
were regarded, and regarded themselves, as trd Ivedparos dyiov 
depdpevot. Writing inspired by the Holy Spirit was “holy writing,” 
and was afterwards canonised, because it had from the first been 
so considered. The Pauline Epistles were read in church, and 
even in churches to which they were not addressed (Col. iv. 16; 
1 Thess. v. 27), just as scripture was. See Introduction, p. 240. 

St. Peter has already warned his readers (i. 20) that all pro- 
phecy may be distorted by “private interpretations.” Here he 
adds that the Epistles of St. Paul may be garbled in the same 
way. 

Spitta rejects both the explanations given above, the second, 
on the ground that Peter cannot possibly have placed the Pauline 
Epistles on a level with the Old Testament; the first, mainly 
because the perversion of the Aovrai ypadai is mentioned incident- 
ally, and, as it were, by-the-way, after that of the Pauline Epistles, 
as if it were a matter of less consequence. Hence he concludes 
that these “ other writings” were Epistles written by the companions 
of St. Paul. But this objection is not serious. St. Peter had 
already said that prophecy might be misinterpreted, and he would 
hardly have said this unless he meant that the Libertines did 
actually misinterpret it. Hence, in the present passage, it is 
quite sufficient for him to throw in a passing reminder. ‘These 
men gloze St. Paul, as I have told you that they gloze the scrip- 
tures.” Besides, the meaning of ypadaé, used in this way without 
the name of an author, is so fixed that it cannot here mean any- 
thing but scripture. 

The most important question arising out of the present passage 
is whether, if St. Paul’s Epistles are here spoken of as ypady, this 
fact implies the existence of a settled Canon of the New Testament. 
If so, the date of 2 Peter might be held to fall somewhat late in the 
second century ; and many commentators do so place it accordingly. 
The point must be taken in connexion with the other indications 
of date which are discussed in the Introduction. Here it is suffi- 
cient to say that there is nothing in the language of 2 Peter which 
implies the existence of a fixed and definite corpus of Pauline 
Epistles,—we should infer, rather, that St. Paul was still alive, and 
writing,—and that the use of the later technical terms “canon” 
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and “canonical” only confuse matters. What we are to ask is 
not whether the Pauline Epistles are here treated as “canonical,” 
but whether they are regarded as possessing those qualities which 
a later generation made the standard of canonicity ; whether, in 
other words, they are treated as apostolical and inspired. If we 
put the question in this shape, there is no reason why St. Peter 
should not have believed St. Paul’s utterances to be the word 
of the Lord; and it is certain that St. Paul himself held them 
so to be. It does not necessarily follow that St. Peter placed 
his fellow-apostles on the same level with Moses and the old 
prophets; but he may very well have placed them even higher. 
St. Paul sets apostles before prophets (Eph. iv. 11); and, though 
he is speaking here primarily of Christian prophets, there is no 
essential difference between one prophet and another. And it 
follows from 1 Pet. i. 12 that the Christian evangelist was superior 
to the old prophets, as Christ Himself was greater than Moses. 

17. Gpets ody. ‘Ye therefore, beloved, since ye know before- 
hand, be on your guard; lest, being carried away with the error of 
the lawless, ye fall from your own steadfastness (or foundation).” 
Ipoywdoxovres is equivalent to ratra rpdrov ywookovres, i. 20, 
iii. 3; a0écuwv is repeated from ii. 7, wAdvy from ii, 18. For 
cvvaraxOeres cf. Gal. ii. 13. ryptypds (antithesis to dorijpiKror) 
is not used elsewhere in the New Testament. Commentators 
generally render the word here by “steadfastness,” but it more 
probably means “a strong foundation.” Thus Longinus, de Sud/. 
chap. 40, oryprypovs te éxew pds GAAnAa. 7a dvopara Kai eepeiopara 
rav xpovev, the words, in a passage of the Axtiope of Euripides, 
do not rush on too fast, but have stays, or supports, or something 
that makes a pause in their connexion with one another. The 
sense of “a foundation” belongs, it is true, rather to or/jprypa, but 
verbals in -wa and -yos are confused in later Greek ; see xvdiopa, 
2 Pet. ii. 22, and dpaypds, Phil. ii. 6. The foundation is defined 
as xdpis kal yvaous, which are at once the solid base on which 
the Christian is established, and the root in or from which he is 
to grow. “Id/ov is perhaps more than a mere possessive; you 
have your own foundation, which is not that of the Libertines, 
who, indeed, have none. 

18. adédvere. The active voice is here employed where classical 
usage would require the middle, as is frequently the case in later 
Greek. With the whole phrase cf. i. 2, xdpis tuiv . . . Anbu Gein 
év émuyvooe. The construction is not certain. We may translate, 
“in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord”; in this case rot 
Kvpiov belongs as objective genitive to yvdéoe alone; or, “in the 
grace and knowledge of our Lord,” our Lord being regarded as 
the giver of both gifts. If we take the first view, yvdors will be 
another name for the émiyvwous, cf. i. 2, 8. If the second, yvaors 
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is to be explained as in i. 5, 6. The latter course is preferable, 
because the words appear to mean different things, émiyvwois 
meaning that personal acquaintance with the Saviour which is 
the beginning and end of the spiritual life, while yvaous is rather 
“understanding,” ‘Christian instruction,” and here forms an anti- 
thesis to duafets. T'vaous is the articulation of ér/yvwors. 

aéto % 86§a. The doxology is addressed to Christ (see notes 
on 1 Pet. iv. 11, v. 11), as indeed is natural considering the high 
Christology of this Epistle. Eis nuépay aidvos, “unto the day of 
eternity,” is found only here in the New Testament; but see 
Sir. xvili. 9, 10, dpiOuds nyuepdv avOpérov odd érn Exardv: ds 
ataywv datos ard Oaddoons Kal Whos dypov, ovrws dAtya ern & 
npepa aldvos, “the number of man’s days at the most are a 
hundred years. As a drop of water from the sea, and as a pebble 
from the sand; so are a few years in the day of eternity.” In 
Sirach “day of eternity” clearly means “eternity,” in which years 
are lost as a drop in the ocean. So here, also, «is juépay aidvos 
is equivalent to eis tots aiévas tév aiwvwv. Mr. Chase, in his 
Lord’s Prayer in the Early Church, does not comment on this 
remarkable phrase. But eis rots aidévas becomes so immediately 
the ruling phrase that this Petrine doxology cannot have been 
written after liturgical expressions had become in any degree stereo- 
typed. Contrast the doxology of Jude, which offers a strong 
resemblance to later forms, and is followed by the “ Amen,” which 
is not genuine here. 

EE 



INTRODUCTION TO THE EPISTLE OF 
ST. JUDE. 

§ 1. TESTIMONIA VETERUM. 

Jerome. 

346-420. 
De uir. iil, iv., “Judas frater Jacobi paruam quae de septem 

catholicis est epistolam reliquit. Et quia de libro Enoch, qui 
apocryphus est, in ea assumit testimonia a plerisque reiicitur: 
tamen auctoritatem uetustate iam et usu meruit et inter sanctas 
computatur.” 

Eusebius, 
260-340. 
fi. E. ii. 23. 25, “Ioréov 8& Sri vobeverar pev (he is speaking of 

the Epistle of James), od zodAol yoty rév taAaav airhs éuvypdovevoay, 
ds odd THs Aeyouérys ‘Iovda, pds Kai abris ovens Tav éxTa Aeyopévov 
kaBodukdv, duws 8 iopevy kal tavras peta tov Aowov ev wAciorais 
Sedypoorevpevas exxAnoiats. 

Here Eusebius gives it as his own opinion that Jude was véd6os, 
on the ground that few of the ancients mentioned it, that is to say, 
quoted it by name. But he admits that some of the ancients had 
done so, and that it was regarded as genuine by very many Churches. 

#7, £. iii. 25. 3. Here Eusebius ranks Jude in the number of 
Trav dvrveyopevuv yvwpipwv 5 otv Guws Tois woAXois, and expressly 
distinguishes writings of this class from the vd6a, 

#1. E. vi. 13. 6, 14. 1. Clement quoted Jude and commented 
upon it in the Aypotyposes. 

Didymus of Alexandria. 

Died, 394 or 399. eet ‘ 
Comments on Jude, and defends it against those who questioned 

the authority of the Epistle on the ground of the use therein made 
of apocryphal books, Migne, xxxix. 1811-1818 ; Zahn, Forschungen, 
lil, 97. 

20 
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Synod of Antioch. 

264, or perhaps the second synod held a few years later. 
Eus. 7. £. vii. 30. 4. The bishops speak of Paul of Samosata 

as Tov Kal Tov @edv Tov EavTov apvovpéevov, Kal THY TicTW, Hv Kal avTds 
mporepov elxe, 2) PvAdgavros: Some MSS. insert cai Kvpuov before 
dpvovpevov: and if this reading could be guaranteed (it is rejected 
by Heinichen), we might find here a reference to Jude 4 where 
K LP have rév pdvov deordrynv Ocdv kat Kipiov jydv “Incotv Xpurrdv 
dpvotpevo. But this reading again is doubtful. 

Origen. 

In Matth. tom. Xvii. 30 (Lomm. iv. 149), after the words «i 52 kai 
tiv lovda mpdcord tis erirtoAny, proceeds to quote Jude 6. 

Lbid. X. 17 (Lomm. ili. 46), Kai ‘Tovdas eypaev eruotoNiy, dAvyd- 
OTLXOV per, memAnpopergy de Taw THS ovpaviou xapitos eéppwpévwv 

Abywv, otis ev TH Tpooysio eipyxer “Iovdas “Incod Xpiorod SodAos, 
ddeAhds Se "Tax Bov. 

Again in Maith. tom. xv. 27 (Lomm. iii. 386); 7 Joan. tom. 
xiii. 37 (Lomm. ii. 70), he quotes Jude 6 without naming the Epistle. 

In the Latin version of Origen, Jude 6 is quoted in ad Rom. iii. 6 
(Lomm. vi. 192), v. 1 (Lomm. vi. 338, “ quod apostolus Iudas in sua 
epistola dicit”); 7 Hzech. Hom. iv. 1 (Lomm. xiv. 58), and Jude 8 
and g in £pist. ad Alex. (Lomm. xvii. 7, 8); de prince. iii. 2. 1 
(Lomm. xxi. 303, “de quo in adscensione Mosis, cuius libelli 
meminit in epistola sua apostolus Judas ”). 

Origen treats Jude much as he treats 2 Peter. He acknow- 
ledges that there were doubts, but does not appear to have felt 
them himself. He was attracted to the Epistle by that very 
feature which repelled others, its angelology. The title apostle is 
given to Jude only in the Latin version of Origen. 

Clement of Alexandria. 

Commented on Jude in his Hypotyposes. The substance of his. 
commentary is still extant in the Latin Adumbrationes, which may 
be found in the edition of Dindorf or in Zahn’s Forschungen. Dr. 
Westcott with justice regards the latter part of this Adumbration, 
from zmmaculatos autem, as an interpolation due to Cassiodorus, and 
in the former part the words “sic etiam peccato Adae subiacemus 
secundum peccati similitudinem” can hardly be genuine, but the 
rest is not open to suspicion. 

In Paed. iii. 8. 44, Clement quotes Jude 5, 6 by name: in the 
next section, 45, Jude 11 is quoted, not by name. 

In Strom. iii. 2. 11 he quotes by name Jude 8-16, giving, as he 
often does, the first and last words of the section. 

eS ee — ™ 
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Tertullian. 

De cultu fem. i. 3, “Enoch apud Judam apostolum testimonium 
possidet.” ‘His words seem to imply that the Epistle was known 
to his readers, and therefore current in a Latin translation.” “It 
should be added that it has no place among the books contained 
in the Latin antigua translatio referred to by Cassiodorus, de znsz. 
diu. litt. xiv.” (Dr. Chase, article on Jude in Hastings’ Dictionary 
of the Bible). ‘The Epistle is omitted in the Canon Mommsenianus, 
an African catalogue of about 350 a.p.; see Introduction to 
1 Peter above, p. 14, but is included in the list of canonical 
Scriptures set forth by the third Council of Carthage in 397; see 
Westcott, Canon, p. 542. 

The Muratorianum. 

Accepts Jude, but mentions it in a manner which implies that 
it was doubted by some; see Introduction to 1 Peter above, p. 14. 

- 

Theophilus of Antioch. 
Died, 183-185. 
ii. 15 ad jin., ob S ad peraBaivovres Kal pevyovres Témov ex Tdrov, 

of kal rAdvyres Kadovpevol, Kai aitol Tiros TYyXdvovTW TOV apioTapevov 
GvOpdrwv dd tod Oeod. Only in Jude (not in Zvoch) are the 
planets a type of fallen man. 

Athenagoras. 
About 177 A.D. 
Suppl. xxiv. (Otto, pp. 129, 130). The good angels uewar é¢’ 

ols avrouvs éroinaev kal dueragev 6 Meds, but others trav wepi 7d azparov 
orepewua (these are the planets whose place is the first heaven 
below the dzAav7js cdaipa) fell through lust. They are the angels 
dv ddgar od puxpai, xxv. (Otto, p. 136). Here there is a clear refer- 
ence to Jude. 

Polycarp. 

Phil. address. “EnXeos tyiv cal cipyvy tAnOvvbein, cf. Jude 2. 
Phil. iii. 2, oixodopeicbat cis tiv Sobcicay ipiv wiorw, cf. Jude 

3, 20; Only here do we find the figure of building on or into the 
faith. 

Phil. x., “ mansuetudinem Domini alterutri praestolantes.” The 
Greek text may have been 76 éAcos rod Kupiov ddA nAows tpordexopevor, 
thus we should get the right word for praestolantes, cf. Jude 21 ; see, 
however, the notes of Lightfoot and Zahn. 

Phil. xi. 4, “sed sicut passibilia membra et errantia eos reuocate, 
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ut omnium uestrum corpus saluetis. Hoc enim agentes uos ipsos 
aedificatis.” The same two thoughts are found in juxtaposition in 
Jude 20, 23. 

Martyrium Polycarpi. 

xxi., in doxology, Séga, ryu7, peyadwovvy, ct. Jude 25. 

Second Epistle of Clement. 

Xvi. 2, peradrnyopeba Tod édéovs “Inood, cf. Jude 21, 

Hermas. 

Sim. Ve 7. 2, praiverv tHV odpxa, cf. Jude 8. 

Clement of Rome. 

XxX. 12, @ 9 Odéa kal 7) peyadwotvy. 
Ixv. 2, dd£a, Tix, Kpdros, peyadwovry. 
Both these phrases occur in doxologies and ‘may be liturgical. 

Sir. xvill. 5 has xpdros peyadkwovvyns airod tis eSapiOpjoera, but it 
is still possible that the form is suggested by Jude 25. 

Barnabas. 

li. 10, dxpBeverOar obv dpefromev, ddeAdol, rept tis cwrnplas hpdv, 
iva p) & wovnpos mapeiodvow mAdvys Toujoas ev piv exopevdovioy 
npas dd rhs Cwns jydv, cf. Jude 3, 4. Tlapetodvois does not occur 
in the Greek Bible; wapewrdvvw is found only in Jude. It is just 
possible that Barnabas was thinking of Jude. 

There can be little doubt that Athenagoras knew Jude, and the 
references to Polycarp will bear some weight. Above that time it 
must be allowed that the evidence is scanty and shadowy. There 
is less to produce than in the case of 2 Peter, but Jude is less 
interesting and much shorter. The testimony of Athenagoras is 
sufficient to carry back the date of Jude as high as the early years 
of the second century; if we accept the witness of Polycarp we 
must proceed still further, and there is nothing to prevent us from 
ascribing the Epistle even to the first century. 

The most serious points in the case against Jude are the omis- 
sion of the Epistle by the editors of the Peshito, and the fact that 
its authenticity was doubted in the time of Origen. It is possible 
that the omission and the doubt are connected, and that both may 
be accounted for by the same reason, namely, the use made in the 
Epistle of apocryphal writings. Certainly this was one reason for 
its rejection, as we learn from Jerome and Didymus, and it may 
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very well have been the only one. We may consider this point in 
some little detail. 

It has been maintained by Hofmann, Weisse, Volkmar, and 
others that Zxoch did not exist, at any rate in its complete form, 
before the beginning of the second century a.p., and this contention 
has formed one of the main grounds for ascribing a still later date to 
the Epistle of Jude. Mr. Charles, however, in his admirable edition, 
explains and justifies the conclusion that of the six elements which may 
be distinguished in Hoch, not one is later than the Christian era. 

Enoch was used by the author of the Assumption of Moses, 
writing about the time of the Christian era, in the Book of Jubilees 
(before 70 a.D.), in the Apocalypse of Baruch (not long after 70 A.D.), 
in 4 Ezra (between 81 and 96 a.p.), and in the Zestaments of the 
Twelve Patriarchs. It was known also to many of the writers of 
the New Testament. Mr. Charles gives a list of passages which 
attest this fact. They abound in the Apocalypse, but they are to be 
discovered also in the Pauline Epistles, 1 and 2 Peter, Hebrews, 
Acts, and even the Gospels. 

Barnabas cites Zxoch three times, twice as scripture; and the 
book was used also by Justin Martyr, Athenagoras, Tertullian, and 
Clement. Irenaeus also knew £xoch, but it is to be noticed that 
on the crucial point he refuses to follow its teaching. The reason 
why the angels sinned, he tells us, must be left to God (ii. 28. 7). 
They sinned before they fell to earth (iv. 16. 2); hence lust was the 
consequence and punishment, not the cause of their fall. Origen 
doubted the inspiration of the book, but does not absolutely reject 
it; he was attracted towards it by its promise of mysteries, but 
he believed that the angels fell through pride. Somewhat later 
Anatolius of Laodicea (bishop in 269; Eus. H. £. vii. 32. 19) refers 
to £Znoch for an astronomical point. From this time the book fell 
into disrepute. Chrysostom treated the account therein given of 
the fall of the angels as blasphemy (Hom. in Gen. vi. 1). Jerome 
called Zxoch apocryphal. Augustine pronounced strongly against it 
on the ground of its angelology (de Czu. dei, xv. 23. 4), and Photius 
blames Clement of Alexandria in very severe terms for adopting its 
account of the angelic sin (Cod. cix.). 

In short, at the time when Barnabas wrote, Enoch was held 
to be an inspired book; it retained this reputation more or less 
throughout the second century, and from that date onwards was 
more or less emphatically condemned. And the ground of con- 
demnation was its attribution of carnal lust to heavenly beings. 

More than one inference may be drawn from these facts. It is 
certain that the authors of 2 Peter and of Jude would hold much 
the same opinion of Zxoch; both would regard the book with high 
respect. Hence it is impossible to fix the relative dates of the two 
Epistles by that Apokryphenscheu, or comparative reserve in the use 
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of Apocrypha, which some German scholars detect in 2 Peter. 
Indeed, if it could be admitted that the later of the two was likely 
to be more discreet in his use of Loch, the fact would tell in 
favour of the priority of 2 Peter, who may be thought to adopt the 
objectionable interpretation of Gen. vi., while Jude rather avoids it 
(see notes on the respective passages). 

Again, the offence of Jude was not so much that he made use of 
Enoch, as that he actually quoted the book by name. Some, like 
Tertullian, would regard this fact as canonising och; others, 
again, would regard it as condemning Jude. There must have been 
many men of authority even in the second century who took the 
latter view. For the Enochian account of the fall of the angels was 
not only repulsive to devout minds, but lent itself with great facility 
to more than one of the Gnostic systems. 

Here we may find a very probable reason for the rejection of 
Jude by the editors of the Peshito. It is precisely in Syria, where 
the extravagances of Jewish angelology were most familiar, that we 
should expect to find the strongest reaction against them. (On the 
subject of Lzoch see especially Mr. Charles’ edition, and Schiirer, 
History of the Jewish People in the Time of Christ, Eng. trans., 
references in Index). 

Jude’s use of the Assumption of Moses also gave great offence, 
as we see from Didymus, not because of the source of what he says 
about the archangel, but because of its nature. 

Finally, it may be said that the use of Jewish apocalypses forms 
a bond of relationship between 1 and 2 Peter and Jude. All three 
employ them in much the same way, a way that is different from 
that in which they are employed in other books of the New Testa- 
ment, in order to give concrete details of our Lord’s ministrations in 
the world of spirits, or of the history of the angels. If we compare 
their utterances with what'we know from other sources of Jewish 
speculations on topics of this nature, we shall see that all three 
exercise great reserve. Jude goes slightly further than the other 
two, but there is no considerable difference. This feature may be 
taken as an indication that all three documents belong to nearly 
the same date, that the authors of all three were Jews who still bore 
legible traits of their Jewish education, yet at the same time ex- 
hibited that delicacy of spiritual perception which distinguishes the 
Church from the sectarians. 

§ 2. VOCABULARY AND STYLE. 

The words peculiar to Jude are dmoduwpilew, darrasotos!, yoyyve- 
asi, Setypa, eehéyxe (v./. in ver. 15)}, éraywvilerOar, eradpicen, 
ecppipowpos, rapecdvewv, trAavyrys, oriAds, POworwpwds, pvotKds. 
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The words marked (1) are found in one or other of the Greek 
versions of the Old Testament. “Amrawros occurs only once in 
the LXX., 3 Macc. vi. 39. Toyyvorys, in Sym. Prov. xxvi. 22; 
Isa. xxix. 24; Theod. Prov. xxvi, 20, but not in the LXX., though 
yoyyvtey, yoyyvepss, yoyyvos are there found. TiAaryrys is found 
Hos. ix. 17 in the sense of “wanderers,” but is not used in the 
Greek Bible of “‘ wandering stars.” 

The use of the Old Testament in Jude is very similar to that in 
2 Peter. Biblical words are used, and the facts of the ancient 
history are known, but there is no direct quotation. Dr. Chase 
goes too far when he says that the writer is steeped in the language 
of the LXX. Of the phrases which he cites, éurratkrns is borrowed 
from 2 Peter, Oavydfew rpdowra and dadety trépoyxa are probably 
taken from the Assumption of Moses, and évvrvidleoOor is used 
without the accusative évvanov. 

Many of Jude’s phrases have a poetic ring about them, ézad¢pi- 
few, omAds, POworwpwds, Kipata a&ypia, mpoxeicbar Setypa, Sixyy 
tréxev. In this also he bears resemblance to 2 Peter. 

He is, however, more correct. Thus he has ozovdqjyv zrovetoOat, 
ver. 3, for the vulgar ovovdyv rapacdépev, 2 Pet. i. 5. The intro- 
ductory vers. 3, 4 are well written; this is true also of vers. 11 
and 13, and of the concluding passage vers. 20-25, which is finely 
expressed. He corrects and simplifies 2 Peter in vers. 10 and 17, 
drops his awkward Hebraisms in vers. 10 and 18, and does not 
needlessly repeat words ; 3 the only striking instances of repetition 
are those of xara tas ériOupias adrav ropevdpevor, vers. 16, 18, and 
of do<Brjs, vers. 15, 18. Ver. 11 is sufficient to show how greatly 
superior he is to 2 Peter in command of language. 

The éppwpévor Adyou which Origen admired are to be looked for 
mainly in the denunciatory passage, where the style is affected by 
the model of 2 Peter. But Jude’s own writing is strong, dignified, 
and sonorous. 

The style and tone of the Epistle set before us a stern and 
unbending nature. There is no pathos in Jude, and he inclines 
always to a harsh view. See Introduction to 2 Peter, p. 221 sq. 
There is severity approaching to rigour in vers. 3, 22, 23. In this 
point 2 Peter bears a close resemblance to 1 Peter, but is very 
different from Jude. 

Lastly, attention must again be drawn to the use of Pauline 
phraseology. In Jude’s vocabulary dywos means “a Christian,” and, 
whether accidentally or not, the word does not carry this significance 
in either 1 or 2 Peter. KAnrds belongs to the same family, and the 
phrase used in ver. 19, Puyol, rvedpua pH xovres, is strongly Pauline. 
Peter could hardly have used zvedua éxev in this sense, of men who 
are guided by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, and yvxuxéds, carnal, 
is wholly incompatible with the Petrine use of yvyy. Jude does not 
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employ the other crucial words Sfkavos or Sixatoovvy, and we are 
therefore unable to say what signification he attached to them. 
But if dis drofavdvra, ver. 12, means “ dead first in trespasses and sins, 
and afterwards in apostasy,” we have here another Pauline thought. 

We must suppose either that a Petrine Epistle was recast by a 
friend of St. Paul’s, or that a Pauline Epistle was adapted by a 
disciple of St. Peter’s. ‘The former seems much the easier of the 
two alternatives. 

§ 3. INDICATIONS OF DATE IN JUDE. 

Till recently it was held by many scholars that the Book of 
Enoch did not exist before the time of Barcochba. This opinion 
has now been generally abandoned, and with it disappears one 
strong argument for the late date of the Epistle. 

Pfleiderer and others maintained that the false teachers de- 
nounced in Jude were the Carpocratians. If this were true, we 
should be obliged to place the Epistle somewhere about the middle 
of the second century. But it is not really a tenable view. 

As to the date of Carpocratianism we only know that the sect 
was in existence before the time of Hegesippus (Eus. #7. Z. iv. 22. 5) 
and of Irenaeus (i. 25, ii. 31-34). Carpocrates is said to have in- 
sisted on the unity of God, but to have taught that the world was 
made by evil angels. According to this statement of Irenaeus he 
was therefore a dualist, like all the Gnostics. It is possible, how- 
ever, that Irenaeus did not rightly apprehend the precise form of 
his teaching on this point. At any rate the doctrine of his son, 
Epiphanes, was quite different. Epiphanes based his moral system 
on the state of nature, which is divine, yet neither chaste nor 
honest. ‘‘God,” he said, ‘made the vines in common for all men; 
they reject neither the sparrow nor the thief.” The same rule 
applies to difference of sex. In all things the divine justice is 
kowwvia per iodrnros. Human law violates this natural equality of 
right, makes the thief, and makes the adulterer. Nature is divine, 
but law is devilish. In the fragments from the work of Epiphanes 
on Justice, preserved by Clement of Alexandria (Strom. iii. 2), we 
are not told expressly who was supposed to be the author of law, 
but it was probably the adversary, the Devil. Our Lord taught us 
that we are to “free ourselves from the adversary” (Luke xii. 58). 
This is to be done by breaking all his rules, and completing the 
cycle of experience which he forbids. Those who have not attained 
in this way to perfect emancipation must return again to life in 
other bodies till they have found freedom (Iren. i. 25. 4). 

It is not difficult to reconcile Epiphanes and Carpocrates, and it 
may probably be true that the Carpocratian dualism opposed not 
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God and Nature, but Nature and Law. But Irenaeus tells us that 
according to Carpocrates the world itself was created by evil beings ; 
and, though this may be a misconception, it is the view current 
among the Christian writers against Gnosticism, and would be that 
of Jude himself, if he lived at the time when this heresy was at 
work. 

Some of the Gnostics did not desire to separate wholly from the 
Church, but this can hardly have been the case with the Carpo- 
cratians. 

Whatever view we take of this extravagant sect, it is impossible 
to suppose that Jude had actually seen or heard of them. Carpo- 
cratianism was built on Stoicism (jv xara vow) and on the 
Republic of Plato, but Jude says not one word about philosophy. 
The sect practised magic to show that they were masters over the 
evil spirits, believed in the transmigration of souls, possessed 
pictures or statues of Christ and the philosophers, which they 
crowned, or, in other words, worshipped, with equal honour. Some 
of them marked themselves with a brand on the right ear. They 
have nothing whatever in common with the men denounced by 
Jude except Antinomianism, and to find this error at work we 
have no need to look beyond the apostolic times. 

Jilicher, however, is still unwilling to admit this. The oppo- 
nents denounced by Jude, he says (Zin/eitung, i. 180), “are not 
simply vicious and characterless Christians, who had perhaps fallen 
away in the persecution (Jude 4, 16), or even Jewish revolutionaries, 
but Antinomian Gnostics.” They are Gnostics because they call the 
catholics ‘‘ psychic ” (ver. 19), regard the God of the Old Testament 
and His angels either as evil or as far inferior to the true God 
(vers. 8, 10), treat the violation of the Decalogue as a duty, and even 
practise unnatural vices (vers. 8, 23). Hence we must regard them 
as Carpocratians, or as Archontics, or as “a school of Gnostics 
which afterwards disappeared.” 

Every word of this reasoning is disputable in the highest degree. 
But there is a sense in which we may accept the last of Jiilicher’s 
alternative conclusions. These people may be called Gnostics, at 
the cost of a slight anachronism, in so far as they set reason (or the 
inner light) against Scripture, and “they afterwards disappeared ” in 
this sense, that these early Antinomian movements, which had in 
themselves no principle except a gross misconception of Pauline 
freedom, were finally lost in the developed Gnosticism of the second 
century. 

Jiilicher maintains, further, that the author of Jude is shown to be 
aman of late date by his stiff orthodoxy (vers. 3, 20), by his allusion to 
the time of the apostles as quite past (ver. 17), by his quotation of a 
Christian saying as written long ago (ver. 4), by his use of apocrypha, 
which is not in the apostolic manner. The general conclusion at 
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which he arrives is that Jude must have been written before 18¢ 
(on the ground of the external attestation), that we cannot fix the 
exact date between 100 and 180, but that it must have been rather 
early than late between these two limits, because the author evi- 
dently regards this outbreak of Gnostic godlessness as a new thing. 

Here again every point is highly disputable. Jude’s use of 
apocrypha is certainly not later than that of Barnabas, and one of 
the reasons for which Harnack and others place 2 Peter after Jude 
is that the latter employs apocrypha more courageously, that is to 
say, more in the primitive manner, than the former. Again, ver. 17 
need not be understood to imply that the apostolic age was quite 
past. Jude tells us that he himself was not an apostle; and this 
counts in his favour, for Tertullian gives him the title, and a second 
century forger would probably have done the same. The writer of 
this Epistle knew that the brother of James was not one of the 
Twelve. For the rest he bids his disciples “remember the words 
spoken before by the apostles” (ver. 17). In 2 Peter the apostles 
appear as still active. From the words of Jude we may infer one 
of two things, either that they (or some of them) were dead, or that 
they were dispersed in such a way that their voice could not at the 
time be heard by those to whom the Epistle was directed. The 
latter supposition, as Dr. Chase thinks, will quite satisfy the require- 
ments of the expression. Indeed it is hard to believe that a writer, 
who claimed to be the brother of James, yet was clever enough not 
to pretend to be an apostle, would betray himself by any very gross 
anachronism. Again, there is no reason for thinking that the words 
oi wédat rpoyeypapypévot, in ver. 4, refer to a Christian document ; if 
there were, there would be strong grounds for holding, with Spitta 
and Zahn, that 2 Peter is the document in question. This Jiilicher 
would not allow, and his Christian document is a mere fiction of 
the imagination. As to Jude’s orthodoxy, the same objective con- 
ception of ‘‘the faith” is found elsewhere in the New Testament, 
even in the Pauline Epistles (Gal. i. 23, vi. 10; Rom. x. 8); and, 
though Jude’s language is stern, his belief in the exclusiveness of 
the Christian creed is readily illustrated (Acts iv. 12; John iii. 18; 
Matt. iii. 12; Apoc. xxi. 8; Rom. x. 9; 1 Cor. xvi. 22; Eph. ii. 3; 
Heb. x. 29). 

Dr. Zahn (Zindettung, ii. 83) infers from ver. 5 that Jerusalem 
had been destroyed at the time when Jude wrote; but this meaning 
can hardly be extracted from the passage. There is no allusion to 
persecution ; at the time when the Epistle was written it is probable 
that none had occurred. Very little can be gathered as to the 
organisation of the Church. The writer clearly regards himself as 
responsible for the oversight of a group of communities ; and as in 
2 Peter, the dda: are probably the presbyters who have xupudrys: 
the same officials seem to be alluded to in the phrase zowpaivovres 
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éavrovs. This is the same state of things that we find in the Petrine 
Epistles, and it may be said with great confidence that, if Jude had 
been writing in the midst of the Gnostic controversy, he would 
certainly have said more about the position of the clergy. The 
adversaries whom he denounces are the same who appear in 
2 Peter, and enough has been said about them in the Introduction 
to that Epistle. 

Some help towards fixing the date would be gained, if we could 
settle the precise relationship of Jude to our Lord. Clement of 
Alexandria, following the very ancient tradition embodied in the 
Protevangelium of James, regarded him as the son of Joseph by a 
previous marriage (Adumb. in Ep. Judae ad initium). If we accept 
this view Jude was older than Christ, though possibly not by many 
years, as he is named last or last but one of the brethren. And 
this view is commended not only by the peculiar form of Jude’s 
address,—he seems to shrink from calling himself the Lord’s brother, 
—but by the fact that the brethren on more than one occasion 
appear to have claimed a certain right to interfere with our Lord’s 
freedom of action (Matt. xii. 46; John vii. 3; indeed all the 
passages where the Lord’s brethren are mentioned in the Gospels 
are most readily understood in the same way). But if this is so, 
and if Jude was born some six or seven years at least before the 
Christian era, we could not safely date the Epistle after 65 A.D. or 
thereabouts. Those who, while accepting the Epistle as authentic, 
would yet place it about 80 or go A.D., must face this as well as 
other difficulties. 

Dismissing the theory that the Epistle is the work of a forger, 
we find the posterior limit of time in the probable duration of 
Jude’s active powers. The anterior limit is given by 2 Peter. But 
there still remains a question as to the interval of time that may be 
supposed to have elapsed between the two Epistles. 

It is not at all likely that this interval was considerable. In the 
first place, the circumstances which called forth the two Epistles 
are in all substantial features identical. But Antinomianism, or 
anarchism, is perpetually changing its shape. Even in its em- 
bryonic stage it is never the same for two moments together. We 
need only turn to the life of Luther, and read again the well-known 
history of his dealings with Carlstadt and Miinzer for an illustration. 
Before very long this void and formless anarchy takes shape, 
enunciates definite propositions, forms a school or conventicle. 
But neither St. Peter nor St. Jude mentions any distinct persons, or 
facts, or doctrines. They do not give so many details about the 
errors which they denounce as Colossians, or the Pastoral Epistles, 
or the Apocalypse. It is quite certain that they would have done 
so, if it had been in their power. If they are vague, it is for the 
obvious reason that they are obliged to be vague. They deal with 
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this new heresy just as 1 Peter deals with persecution. There is 
as yet nothing very definite to lay hold of; the peril is inchoate, 
and their warning is like an alarm in the night; it is only known 
that there is an enemy. In five or ten years’ time this state of 
things must have undergone a material change. Again, it is 
exceedingly difficult to believe that these moral disorders endured 
after the outbreak of the Neronian persecution : 

**Hi motus animorum atque haec certamina tanta 
Sanguinis exigui iactu compressa quiescunt.” 

Nor, again, is it easy to understand how St. Jude came to make so 
free and yet unacknowledged a use of 2 Peter after a lapse of time. 
Can we think that the previous Epistle had been forgotten, that by 
some miracle precisely the same state of things had recurred, that 
Jude happened to possess a copy of 2 Peter, and adapted it to ‘his 
purpose without saying what he had done? This is not a plausible 
hypothesis, 

The same difficulty recurs whichever Epistle we put first, and 
it is greatly aggravated if we regard both as forgeries. Between 
such forgeries we could hardly allow a smaller interval than thirty 
years. But if we are to date Jude about 125-130 and 2 Peter 
about 155-160, how did the latter succeed in imposing upon the 
learned Clement? 

By far the easiest and most probable explanation of the facts 
is that which has already been propounded, that the errors denounced 
in both Epistles took their origin from Corinth, that the disorder 
was spreading, that St. Peter took alarm and wrote his Second 
Epistle, sending a copy to St. Jude with a warning of the urgency 
of the danger, and that St. Jude at once issued a similar letter 
to the Churches in which he was personally interested. In fact, 
both Epistles may be samples of a circular that was addressed to 
many groups of Churches at the same time. In this way we get 
a perfectly natural explanation of Jude 3,a most significant verse. 
The writer had evidently received a sudden alarm, which had 
obliged him to write one thing when he was purposing to write 
quite another. The évdy«y arose from the arrival of 2 Peter. 

Thus also we find an intelligible explanation of the resemblance 
and of the difference between the two Epistles. In the second 
century a number of bishops sent round a circular against Mon- 
tanism (Eus. H. £. v. 19), signed with their names. So the 
apostles in the early years of the Church sent round a circular 
in the matter of the circumcision dispute. Why should not the 
Corinthian disorders have called forth a similar manifesto? There 
may have been an apostolic meeting on the subject, or, if for any 
reason a meeting was not possible, a model epistle might be cir- 
culated, which each apostle or apostolic man would be at liberty 
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to modify, within reasonable limits, according to his personal 
inclination. This is certainly what would be done now, and 
common sense would dictate a very similar course at all times. 

Thus we may conclude that Jude is practically contempor- 
aneous with 2 Peter. Nor can the difference of tense between 
the mapeoédvoav of the one and the écovrar pevdodiddcxaro of 
the other be taken as a serious objection to this view. It is the 
nature of Jude to put things more forcibly. But the two Epistles 
were addressed to different Churches, and the danger which was 
imminent in one place may have been present in another. 

§ 4. AUTHORSHIP OF THE EPISTLE. WHERE, AND TO 
WHOM WAS IT WRITTEN? 

In the Address the author styles himself “Jude, the slave of 
Jesus Christ, but brother of James.” “Slave of Jesus Christ” 
means “ faithful Christian,” or “labourer in the Lord’s vineyard” 
(see note); the second qualification marks him out as brother of 
that James who appears in Acts xv. xxi. as president of the Church 
at Jerusalem, who is called “the Lord’s brother” by St. Paul, Gal. 
i. 19, and is commonly regarded as the author of the Epistle of 
James. 
“We may identify him with that Jude or Judas of whom we read 

in the Gospels as one of the Lord’s Brethren. The list, as given 
io Matt. xiii. 55, is James, and Joseph (v./ Joses), and Simon, 
and Judas; as given by Mark vi. 3, James, and Joses, and Judas, 
and Simon. Both evangelists tell us that there were also sisters, 
and place Judas last, or last but one; and as the order which they 
follow is not an order of honour, for Joseph or Joses is unknown, 
we may probably infer that Jude was third or fourth of the sons in 
respect of age. What was the position of the daughters in the 
family sequence we cannot ascertain. 

Jude is first expressly called “brother of the Lord” by Hege- 
sippus, and it is probable that neither he nor James used this title 
themselves. But it was freely given to them by the Church, as we 
see from 1 Cor. ix. 5. From this passage we gather also two 
important facts, that the brethren were well known in Corinth, a 
Gentile city, and that more than one of them were married. 
Hegesippus tells us that two grandsons of Jude were brought 
before Domitian, the authorities having taken alarm at their claim 
of descent from David, and of relationship to Christ; but that 
when they had showed their horny hands, described the little 
farm which they held in common, and explained that the kingdom 
which they looked for was not of this world, they were scornfully 
dismissed (Eus. H. £. iii. 20). Hegesippus further related that 
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both these descendants of Jude lived on into the reign of Trajan, 
and seems clearly to imply that they were old men when they died 
(Eus. #. £. ili. 32. 5). Beyond this we have no knowledge of Jude, 
except what we can gather from the Epistle itself. 

It is perhaps possible to draw an important inference from this 
narrative. If these grandsons of Jude were middle-aged men in 
the time of Domitian, and old men in the time of Trajan, when 
was Jude himself born? Suppose that the grandson died in 
105 A.D., about the middle of Trajan’s reign, at the age of 70. He 
would have been born in 35 a.p.; his father could hardly have 
been born after 13 A.D., or his grandfather after 9 B.c. On the other 
hand, if we suppose Jude to have been one of the younger children 
of Joseph and Mary, he can hardly have been born before 1 A.D. ; 
his son hardly before 24 a.D., or his grandson before 47 a.D. In 
this case the elder grandson would only have been 70 in the year 
of ‘Trajan’s death, and there would have been nothing surprising, 
if he or his younger brother had lived on well into the reign of 
Hadrian. If, then, we may regard the narrative of Hegesippus as 
based on fact, the natural conclusion seems to be that Jude was older 
than our Lord,—in other words, that he was the son of Joseph by 
an earlier marriage. Further, Hegesippus clearly believed that 
Jude himself was no longer alive in the reign of Domitian, who 
assumed the purple in 81 a.p. When Jude died we do not know, 
but, if he was born nine or ten years before the Christian era, we 
can hardly suppose that he retained the full enjoyment of his 
faculties much after 65 a.p. For further information on the com- 
plicated problems involved in the term “Brethren of the Lord,” 
the reader must be referred to Bishop Lightfoot’s well-known 
Excursus, or to the article in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible. 

It is probable, as has been already said, that Jude did not call 
himself “* Brother of the Lord.” But, then, why does he call himself 
“Brother of James”? James was the special patron of the Jewish 
Christians. Now, the Epistle of Jude is not Jewish in any special 
sense, either in language or in thought, nor is there any reason for 
imagining that the Churches to which it was addressed were com- 
posed, to any marked extent, of Jewish converts. The writer, 
therefore, can hardly have intended to conciliate his readers by 
putting himself, as it were, under the wing of his great brother. 
Those to whom the letter was sent must have known perfectly well 
who he was, and what was his authority. The true explanation 
is probably that suggested long ago by Clement of Alexandria. 
Though Jude was not in the habit of calling himself ‘ Brother 
of the Lord,” he knew that others were, and he deprecates this 
usage. ‘I am Jude,” he says, in effect, “whom you call brother 
of Christ. Call me slave of Christ, du¢ brother of James.” 
“Brother of the Lord” was not an official designation, and, if 
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used by Jude himself, might seem to imply a claim to an authority 
above that of an apostle. There is no affectation of humility in 
its avoidance. 

Most of the commentators, whether they regard the Epistle as 
genuine or not, would accept the foregoing explanation of the 
Address. There have, however, been other opinions. 

Keil and others thought that the writer might be Jude the 
Apostle. “Iovdas *“IaxdéBov, Luke vi. 16; Acts i. 13, may possibly 
mean “Judas the brother of James” (Blass, p. 95); and it is 
conceivable that if “James, the son of Alphaeus,” was the same 
person as “James, the Lord’s brother,” his younger and less 
distinguished brother might be known as “ James’ Jude.” But this 
identification is extremely doubtful ; and if in St. Luke’s list of the 
apostles we must translate “IdxwBov *AAdaiov, “James, son of 
Alphaeus,” it is almost or quite certain that “Iovdas *IaxwBov must 
mean “Jude, son of James.” Further, it cannot be shown that 
any of the Lord’s brethren, even James, was reckoned among the 
Twelve. Again, the author of our Epistle does not call himself an 
apostle in the Address, and appears clearly to imply in ver. 17 that 
he was not one. Tertullian, indeed, calls him so (see above, p. 307), 
and he is so called also in the Latin translation of Origen’s works, 
but not in Origen’s Greek text, and not by Clement. 

Grotius conjectured that 2 Peter was written by Symeon the 
second, and Jude by that Judas who, according to Eusebius, was 
fifteenth and last of the Jewish line of bishops of Jerusalem. 
Before anyone can adopt this view he must persuade himself 
either that the words ddeAdos 82 “IaxwPov are an interpolation, or 
that they form a standing title borne by all the successors of James 
in his episcopal chair; and no reason can be given in support of 
either alternative. It may be noticed, however, in passing, that this 
Judas, the fifteenth bishop of Jerusalem, is probably a real person- 
age. It is true that the list of bishops given by Eusebius (ZZ. Z. 
iv. 5. 3) seems to have been unknown to Hegesippus, who says that 
Symeon, son of Clopas, the second bishop, lived to a great age, 
and suffered martyrdom in the reign of Trajan (Eus. %. Z£. iii. 11, 
32. 1) But in the Codex Marcianus there is a note which professes 
to be derived from the fifth book of the Aypotyposes of Clement, 
and gives the places of sepulture of certain apostles and apostolic 
men (the text will be found in Zahn, /orschungen, ili. 70). Here 
we read “Simon Cleophas, qui et Judas, post Jacobum episcopus, 
cxx annorum crucifixus est in Jerusalem Traiano mandante.” It 
seems clear that Clement had combined the statement of Hegesippus 
with another that made Judas bishop in Trajan’s time. Hence we 
may infer that the éyypa¢a from which Eusebius drew his list of 
bishops were older than 200 A.D. 

The conjecture of Grotius has been recently revived ‘vith some 
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modification by Jiilicher (quoted by Harnack, Chronologie, p. 467), 
who thought at one time that Judas was probably the real name of 
the author of the Epistle, and that “brother of James” meant 
nothing more than bishop. But in his Zindectung (1901, i. p. 182) 
Jiilicher has abandoned this view, and now thinks it most probable 
“that the author belonged by birth to that circle in which the 
memory of James was held in special honour; that he did not 
venture to foist his well-meant work on James himself, but con- 
tented himself with a member of his family. Perhaps Judas lived 
on after his brother, down to a time at which none of the apostles 
of the Lord survived in Palestine, and therefore could most easily 
be selected out of the men of the first generation as the announcer 
of the appearance of the prophesied abominations.” But there is, as 
we have seen, some reason for thinking that Jude did not long 
outlive James. 

Dr. Harnack thinks (Chronologie, p. 468) that the author was 
possibly named Judas, and that the words adeXdos Sé "IaxwBov were 
inserted in the Address at some date between 150 and 180 A.D. “in 
order to set this unknown Judas back into the apostolic time, and 
to secure respect for his piece, which, in days when Gnosticism 
flourished, must have appeared especially valuable.” He was not 
the Bishop of Jerusalem, “for it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
suppose that such Jewish-Christian bishops gave anything to the 
Church at large.” A bishop, though circumcised, may have been 
an eminent man, but the Epistle is certainly not what we should 
expect to have been written by zn author of pronouncedly Jewish 
tendencies. Harnack’s theory, however, would require us to believe 
that the Address was falsified in a very glaring way within the life- 
time of Clement of Alexandria. 

All these theories rest upon the presupposition that Jude must 
have been written in the second century, because it is directed 
against Gnosticism, and have no value for those who hold the 
Opposite belief. ‘The sum of the matter is that, if Jude belongs to 
Gnostic times, we know nothing whatever about the author, except 
that he was not what he calls himself. 

The place of composition is unknown. Egypt or specially 
Alexandria, Palestine or specially Jerusalem, have been suggested. 
There is no reason whatever for selecting Alexandria, beyond the 
fact that the Epistle was known to Clement and Origen, who 
collected books from every quarter. Of any specially Egyptian or 
Alexandrine ideas it exhibits not the faintest trace. The other 
locality seems equally improbable. The death of James occurred 
probably in 62 a.D., and Jude, if he took any active part in the 
affairs of the Church, can hardly have lived in Jerusalem before this 
date. Even after his great brother’s martyrdom he was not Bishop 
of Jerusalem, and can scarcely have had a fixed abode in the sacred 
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city. Nor should we be inclined to look for him in one of the 
smaller towns of Palestine. The brethren of the Lord were known 
to the Galatians and to the Corinthians. Who can say where they 
were not known, what places they had visited, or where they were 
usually to be found? We need not suppose that they stuck like 
limpets to the rock of Zion. Such little information as we possess 
gives quite a different idea. 

Again, as to the Churches to which the Epistle was directed, we 
are left absolutely to conjecture. The only points which give us 
any kind of hold are the similarity of Jude to 2 Peter, and the 
similarity of the evils denounced to those of the Corinthian Church. 
But what conclusion can be built upon this slender basis? Corinth 
was a seaport town within a short sail of many places. In a limited 
number of hours an Antinomian missionary would find himself at 
any harbour in the Eastern half of the Mediterranean, at Thessa- 
lonica, or on the Asiatic shore, or at Alexandria. People were 
constantly going to and fro. 

Dr. Chase thinks it probable that the Epistle was sent to the 
Syrian Antioch, and possibly to other Churches in that district. 
The reader will find his argument in Hastings’ Bib Dictionary. Dr. 
Chase relies chiefly upon three points: that the Christians addressed 
were mainly Gentiles, that they were men among whom St. Paul 
had worked, and that they had received oral instruction from the 
apostles generally, and, therefore, probably lived at no great distance 
from Jerusalem. We may say that no better conjecture can be 
proposed ; but even this is far from certain. It seems most probable 
that the Churches addressed were mainly Gentile, though this is dis- 
puted ; that they were acquainted with St. Paul’s form of teaching is 
most likely, but St. Paul had laboured in many places ; they knew 
the apostles also, but how many of them or in what way is doubtful. 
For it is not necessary to understand éAeyoy, in ver. 18, of oral 
instruction alone, and in any case we need not imagine that more 
than one or two of the Twelve had visited the district in question. 
But there is really no clear light. We might be tempted to infer 
from the resemblance between the two Epistles that the Churches 
addressed in 2 Peter and in Jude lay in proximity to one another ; 
but even this is perilous. Jude may have been addressed to almost 
any community in which Greek was spoken. The two Epistles 
must have been written at nearly the same time, but they may have 
been sent in very different directions. 

As to the personal characteristics of Jude something has already 
been said, and what little remains will be found in the notes. 
Compared with 2 Peter he exhibits a certain hastiness and tendency 
to take things at their worst, compared with either 1 or 2 Peter a 
certain hardness. No document in the New Testament is so 
exquisitely tender and pastoral as the First Epistle of St. Peter, and 
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even in the Second Epistle, in the midst of the anger and indigna- 
tion so naturally excited by the cruel wickedness of the false 
teachers, there are still beautiful phrases, steeped in sympathy and 
fatherly affection. Jude is undoubtedly stern and unbending. On 
the other hand, Jude is in closer intellectual sympathy with St. Paul. 
St. Peter commends the Apostle of the Gentiles in high terms, yet 
with qualifications. St. Jude speaks Pauline language, and inclines 
towards the Pauline mysticism, though to what extent it is impos- 
sible to say. The notable word ywyixds is used also by his brother 
James in the same sense, and, though it belongs to the Pauline 
psychology, in which yvx7 was sharply distinguished from wvedua or 
vous, does not necessarily involve the Pauline conceptions of law or 
of justification. St. James was probably as mystical as St. Paul, 
yet he was a strong legalist. Like St. Paul, he held that whoever 
breaks one article of the law breaks the law as a whole (Jas. ii. 10; 
Gal. iii. 10). This view (it was held also by the Stoics) is highly 
metaphysical or mystical, but it led the two apostles to very different 
conclusions, the one to the necessity of perfect obedience, the other | 
to the idea of a righteousness which was not of law at all. It is 
possible that Jude also belonged to the same type of Pharisaic 
mysticism as his brother. But in any case his ideas and language 
differ noticeably from those of St. Peter. 

But here we touch upon a question which is unhappily among 
the obscurest of all the problems that surround the history of the 
early Church. Who can enumerate the countless modes in which 
the relation of law and gospel presented itself to the first believers ? 
Many writers content themselves with the rough and unintelligent 
distinction between Jewish and Gentile Christians, but this rests 
upon the mere accident of birth. The most Gentile of all teachers, 
St. Paul himself, was a Jew, and on either side there are endless 
shades and gradations. On the one extreme there are certain sects 
which we may call exclusively Jewish, or rather Oriental, but a 
Gentile Christian might be anything. Certainly there can be no 
greater error than that of using “Pauline” and “Gentile” as if 
these words were coextensive. 
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NOTES ON THE EPISTLE OF ST. JUDE. 

1. ON the general form of Jude’s Address see notes on 1 Pet. i. 1 ; 
2 Pet. i. 1, and Introductions to 1 and 2 Pet., pp. 79, 219. Jude has, 
in common with 2 Peter, “Iycot Xpiorod SoitAos, a similarly general 
description of those to whom the Epistle is directed, the verb 
mAnOvvOcin, and the word eipyvy, which, however, is here combined 
with éAcos and dyday. If we suppose that 2 Peter is here copying 
Jude, we must also suppose either that he went back to 1 Peter for 
part of his formula, or that (as Professor Harnack thinks) he forged 
both addresses, but adopted a simpler and more archaic form than 
that of Jude. But the easier inference is that Jude followed Peter ; 
indeed, this is a necessary conclusion, if it is allowed that Jude here 
uses Pauline phrases. 

Five personages of the name of Jude occur in apostolic or 
sub-apostolic times. (1) Judas Iscariot. (2) The Apostle "Iovéas 
‘IaxwBov, Luke vi. 16; Acts i. 13; John xiv. 22; this “son of 
James” is commonly identified with Lebbaeus or Thaddaeus. (3) 
Judas, the Lord’s brother, brother also of James, Matt. xiii. 55; 
Mark vi. 3, where he is named last or last but one. (4) Judas 
Barsabbas, Acts xv. 22-33. (5) Judas, the last Jewish bishop of 
Jerusalem in the time of Hadrian, Eus. % £. iv. 5. 3. 

The author of our Epistle gives two descriptions of himself— 
(1) ‘Incod Xpiorod Soddos : (2) ddeAgds Se *IaxwBov. The first does 
not mean that he was an apostle (see note on 2 Pet. i. 1), and 
ver. 17 is generally understood to mean that he did not so regard 
himself. His brother James also was not an apostle. The second 
identifies our Jude with the brother of the Lord. 

But why does he not call himself the brother of the Lord? 
Clement of Alexandria in his commentary, which still exists in a 
Latin version, answered the question thus—“ Judas, qui catholicam 
scripsit epistolam, frater filiorum Joseph exstans ualde religiosus et 
cum sciret propinquitatem domini, non tamen dicit se ipsum 
fratrem eius esse, sed quid dixit? /udas seruus Jesu Christi, utpote 
domini, frater autem Jacobi.” Zahn (Linleitung, ii. p. 84) adopts 
this explanation, which is probably correct. The sense is, “ Jude, 
the slave, I dare not say the brother, of Jesus Christ, but certainly 
the brother of James.” 
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The description, “brother of James,” cannot have been needed 
as an introduction or recommendation, for the brethren of the Lord 
were all held in high esteem (Acts i. 14). Certainly Jude must 
have been well known to the people whom he is addressing. Nor 
can the description be taken to show that he is writing to Churches 
of Palestine or to Jewish Christians, by whom St. James was held 
in special honour. For, apart from the fact that St. James would 
not need his help, the brethren of the Lord were known to the 
Gentile Churches, for instance, to the Corinthians (1 Cor. ix. 5), 
and may quite possibly have visited and preached in Corinth. 

toils év GeG watpt... KAntois. “To the Called, which in 
God the Father are beloved and kept unto Jesus Christ.” The 
Father is our Father. KaAvyrois is a substantive, as in Rom. i. 6; 
1 Cor. i. 24. The word is not used by Peter in either of his 
Epistles, and belongs to the Pauline vocabulary ; the same thing is 
true of dyvor, ver. 3; Wuxexol and mvetyua, ver. 19. *Ev can hardly 
mean “by,” for the preposition appears to be never used to denote 
the agent. Nor is it possible to translate “ who in God are beloved 
by me and kept unto Jesus Christ,” because both participles must 
be referred to the same agent. Yet again, there is no instance of 
év @e@ being used in that general sense which belongs to év Kupiw 
or év Xpior® in the Pauline Epistles (unless 1 Thess. i. 1; 2 Thess. 
i, I are in point), and, even if there were, the sense required, ‘* who 
in God are beloved by God,” is not obtained without difficulty. 
But this seems to be the meaning. In ver. 21 St. Jude has éavrovs 
év dydary Oeod typyoare. St. Peter does not speak of the love of 
God, and here again we may possibly detect the same affinity 
between St. Paul and St. Jude that has already appeared in the 
word kAnrois. 

The variants rots €Oveow tois év @ed and rots é&v Oecd zrarpi 
yyacpévors have very little support. The latter was probably sug- 
gested by the embarrassment of the text ; the former shows that at 
an early date the recipients of the Epistle were thought to have been 
Gentiles. 

The Epistle cannot have been meant for the Church at large. 
It is directed to some group of Churches in which St. Jude was 
personally interested, and called forth by definite and peculiar cir- 
cumstances. 

8. dyamntot ... tiote. “Beloved, while I was giving all 
diligence to write to you about our common salvation, I found it 
necessary to write to you exhorting you to do battle for the faith 
which was once for all delivered to the saints.” With zaécav orovdiy 
motovpevos compare the language of 2 Pet. i. 5, 10, 15, iii. 14. These 
repeated phrases have caught St. Jude’s ear. 

éraywvifes@ar is not used elsewhere in the New Testament ; the 
preposition merely strengthens the verb, but the simple dywviferOa 
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is as strong a word as could be found. For zapadofeloy cf. Acts 
xvi. 4; 1 Cor. xi. 2, xv. 3; 2 Pet. ii. 21; Spitta thinks that the use 
of the word here is suggested by this last passage. 

Gyo. “The saints” is here another name for Christians, as in 
Acts ix. 13, 32, 41; Rom. xii. 13; Heb. vi. 10; Apoc. v. 8, but 
the word is not used as a substantive by Mark, Luke, John (in 
Gospel or Epistles), James, or Peter. See Hort, Christian Ecclesta, 
pp. 56, 57. “H ziozs, in defence of which men are to contend, is 
not trust or the inner light, but a body of doctrine, dogmatic and 
practical, which is given to them by authority, is fixed and unalter- 
able, and well known to all Christians. It is “your most holy 
faith,” ver. 20, a foundation on which the readers are to build 
themselves up. It combined intellectual and moral truth. See 
Sanday and Headlam on Rom.i.17. It had been attacked by men 
who turned the grace of our God into lasciviousness, that is to say, 
by Antinomians ; but these men were mockers, ver. 18, and, from 
the emphasis with which Jude introduces his quotation from Zxoch, 
ver. 14, we may presume that they mocked at the Parousia. 

Jude’s language about the Faith is highly dogmatic, highly 
orthodox, highly zealous. His tone is that of a bishop of the 
fourth century. The character may be differently estimated, but 
its appearance at this early date, before Montanism and before 
Gnosticism, is of great historical significance. Men who used such 
phrases believed passionately in a creed. 

Lachmann, and some of. the older school of commentators, 
placed a comma after tiv, and took zepi rijs Kowhs hav cwrnpias 
with ypdyar: but recent scholars generally reject this unnatural 
punctuation. 

St. Jude says that he had been busy with, or intent upon, 
writing to his people zepi tis cows owrnpias, an ordinary pastoral 
Epistle dealing with general topics of instruction and exhortation, 
but found it necessary to change his plan and utter this stirring cry 
to arms. Evidently he is referring to some definite and unexpected 
circumstance. News had been brought to him of the appearance 
of the false teachers ; possibly he had just received 2 Peter; if so, 
we can understand the use which he makes of that Epistle. 

De Wette, Briickner, Spitta, Zahn think that the writing referred 
to by the ypddew was not an ordinary Epistle, but a treatise of some 
considerable length; but the age was hardly one of treatises, and 
there is nothing in the text to support the idea. 

4. mapevcédSucav ydp. “For certain men have crept in privily, 
who of old were appointed in scripture unto this doom.” Tap 
introduces the reason of dvdyxyv érxov. For zapecédvcav B has 
mwapecedinoav, a vulgar form ; see Blass, p. 43. The aorist is here 
not distinguishable in sense from the perfect; as to the meaning 
of the compound verb, refer to note on zapeodyev, 2 Pet. ii. 1. 
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IIdAau is most naturally taken to mean in the Old Testament, in 
the many denunciations of false prophets. The word, however, 
does not always denote a long interval of time; hence Zahn and 
Spitta would render, “who were some time ago appointed in a 
writing for this doom,” and find here a direct reference to 2 Pet. 
ii. 3. But though the Greeks (more especially the poets; see 
references in Liddell and Scott) sometimes use wdéAat in a loose 
colloquial way, just as we use “long ago” of things that happened 
quite recently, we must not give the word this sense without good 
reason. Jude could hardly have spoken of 2 Peter as written rdAa, 
unless he were looking back over a space of twenty or thirty years. 
Unless we are to suppose that the two Epistles were separated by 
such an interval as this, the explanation of Zahn and Spitta can 
hardly be adopted. 

Nevertheless we have here a reference to 2 Pet. ii. 3. As used 
by Jude, xp/ua has no meaning, for he has entirely omitted to say 
what the doom is. The best explanation of this curious difficulty is 
that he was writing in haste, with 2 Peter fresh in his mind, and 
that his words are suggested by ols 76 xpiua éxraXat ovx dpyet in the 
Petrine passage. If this be so, we have here one of the strongest 
proofs of the posteriority of Jude. 

Some support for this view may be found in the weakness of the 
various explanations which have been found for xpiua. Wiesinger, 
Hofmann, Schott find the key in rapacédvoayv, they have wickedly 
crept in, and this is their judgment. But, we must answer, the 
creeping in is their sin, not their punishment. Zahn also (Zin- 
leitung, ii. 80) goes back for his solution to the main verb; they 
have crept in, and their appearance is a judgment, not on them, but 
on the Church, inasmuch as it will lead to a sifting out of bad 
Christians from among the good. Cf. John ix. 39, «is xpiwa éy 
eis rov kdopov HAGov, iva of py BAérovres BA€rwor, Kal ot BAérovTes 
tupdol yévwvrat: the reader may refer to Westcott’s note upon this 
passage. But it seems evident that here the xpiva is one which 
hangs over the intruders themselves. Huther found the explanation 
of xpiua in the drwAecev of ver. 5; but this verb stands much too 
far off, and does not directly apply to the evildoers in question ; 
further, if this had been the writers meaning, we should have 
expected ydp, not 5¢, after trouvpoot, Spitta finds it in the words 
docBeis . . . dpvovmevor: their judgment is that they are impious 
and deny the Lord. But here again impiety and denial are sins, not 
sentences. It may be replied that sin may be regarded as its own 
punishment, but this idea certainly does not belong to Jude. Not 
one of these views is satisfactory. Each commentator destroys the 
opinion of others without establishing his own, and we are really 
driven to suppose that St. Jude, in his hurry, picked out St. Peter’s 
word without observing that it required an explanation. 
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xdpita. The grace is the zéors, or the gospel (1 Pet. i. 10) ; it pro- 
mises a freedom which these impious men turn into lasciviousness. 

tov pdvov Seométyy Kal Kuptov fav “Inooiv Xpiotov dpvodpevor. 
Cf. 2 Pet. ii. 1, rov dyopdcavta adrots Seamérnv dpvovpevor. St. 
Peter’s phrase is certainly the finer, and is probably the original ; 
it is marked by his favourite iambic rhythm; the dyopdcavta ex- 
plains and limits derrdrnv, and here, as in other passages to be 
noticed as we proceed, Jude has a tendency to exaggerate and 
harden the thought of St. Peter. Tov pdvov deordrny is so strong a 
phrase that it has been regarded as impossible. Hence K L P and 
several other authorities, followed by the ¢extus receptus, insert @edv 
after Seordrnv: and many commentators, who do not accept this read- 
ing, yet translate in the same sense, “the only Master and our Lord 
Jesus Christ.” But this misrendering is needless. If Christ may be 
called Seowdrns, He may also be called povos deordrys in distinction 
not from the Father, but from all false masters. Cf. note on ver. 25, 

5. swopvijoa. Cf. 2 Pet. i. 12, tropipvjocev: 1. 15, py nny 
moveio Jar: i, 13, iii, 1, Steyeipew ev trouvjce. See note on 
orovoyyv, ver. 3. Either Peter has caught up and reiterated certain 
unimportant words from Jude, or Jude had read the first chapter 
of the Petrine Epistle and adopts from it words which, from their 
iteration there, were likely to catch the ear. The latter is the more 
probable view. Jude exhibits manifest tokens of haste, abbrevia- 
tion, and confusion. A glance back at the preceding Epistle will 
show that St. Peter uses “remind” quite naturally, where he is 
recalling to the memory of his readers lessons that they had cer- 
tainly often been taught. Jude “reminds” his people of the 
instances of judgment, none of which belonged to the catechism, 
and some of which, at least the story of Michael, may have been 
quite new to them. The 6¢é also is difficult. Probably we must 
find the antithesis in doeBets and dpvovpevor: they are impious and 
deny the Lord, “but” God punishes such men. Certainly the 
sense is more clearly unfolded in 2 Peter; and this is a remarkable 
fact, because Jude is the more skilful writer of the two. 

eiSéras &trag mdvta. ‘ Though once for all ye know all things.” 
But the things which Christians know once for all are those which 
are included in “the faith once for all delivered to the saints,” not 
historical instances of God’s wrath. Here again we have a confused 
reminiscence of xaimrep «iddras, 2 Pet. i. 12, where the words are 
quite intelligible. 

For the comparison between the instances of Judgment as they 
are given in the two Epistles, see Introduction to 2 Peter, p. 221. 
The first instance, that of the destruction of the sinful Israelites in 
the desert, is peculiar to Jude. It reminds us of Heb. iii. 18-iv. 2 ; 
1 Cor. x. 5-11. Its introduction here disturbs the strictly chrono- 
logical order of the instances given in 2 Peter. 
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Stu 6 Kuptos. “That the Lord, when He had brought the 
people safe out of the land of Egypt, afterwards destroyed them 
which believed not.” By “the Lord” is no doubt meant Christ, 
cf. 1 Cor. x. 4, 9. With 7d Sevrepov cf. dedrepov, 1 Cor. xii. 28; 
éx Sevrépov, Heb. ix. 28. Here it marks a strong contrast, and 
sharpens the point of the warning. “It is true that the Lord saved 
Israel from Egypt; yet notwithstanding He afterwards slew the 
faithless. So he has saved you, but so also He may slay you.” 

The text of the verse is uncertain. ® K L insert a second ipés 
after eiddras. &, many Fathers, and versions place dag after Kvpuos 
(@cés). For révra K L and others read rotro. KL and many 
others have 6 Kvpios: 8 C Kvpuos: AB and many versions with 
Didymus and Jerome ‘Incots, and there is some inferior authority 
for 6 @eds. The second tas is probably a mere slip; the trans- 
position of drag may be due to a desire to provide an antecedent 
for 7d devrepov, though, if so, it involves a grammatical error, as 
drag cannot mean “firstly.” Todro for rdvra is again a slip, or an 
attempt at emendation. The variants @eés and “Iycots for Kvpuos 
are also emendations ; the copyists did not feel quite certain what 
Jude meant. 

6. dyyé\ous. The Second Instance; the Fallen Angels. 
“And the angels who kept not their own principality, but for- 

sook their proper habitation, He hath kept in everlasting bonds 
under darkness unto the judgment of the great day.” Jude prob- 
ably found cepats in his copy of 2 Peter (see note on the corre- 
sponding passage), but it is just possible that he remembered to 
have read of “bonds” in Loch. *Aid.s (it is an Aristotelian 
word, while aidvios is Platonist) occurs also in Rom. i. 20. The 
absence of the article with éyyéAous is of no consequence, the par- 
ticular angels being defined by the following article and participles, 
cf. 1 Pet. i. ro. 

The principality of the angels is the special government or 
province intrusted to them by God. The passage which lay at the 
foundation of Jewish belief on ‘this point is Deut. xxxii. 8, dre 
Srepepilev 6 tyros evn, ws Suécreiper viors "Addy, Cornoev Spra eOvav 
Kata apiOpov dyyéhwv @eod, cal éyevnOy pepts Kupiov Aads airod laxsB 
—where xara. dpiOuov dyyéAwv @cod represent Hebrew words which 
in A.V. and R.V. are rendered “according to the number of the 
children of Israel.” The passage was taken to mean that God 
assigned the government of the several nations to guardian angels. 
Probably this view was older than the Septuagint, for there are 
many indications in the Old Testament that the gods of the nations 
were regarded as wicked angels. There was also-another tradition 
that the seven planets were ruled by the seven chiefs of the angels 
of service. The planets, wandering stars (see below, ver. 13), were 
wicked stars, because they had broken loose from their appointed 
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station. Hence their angels were punished. Zxoch xviii. 13 sqq., 
“And what I saw there was horrible—seven stars like great burning 
mountains, and like spirits, which besought me. The Angel said, 
This is the place where heaven and earth terminate; it serves as a 
prison for the stars of heaven and the host of heaven. And the 
stars which roll over the fire are they which have transgressed 
the commandment of God before their rising, because they did not 
come forth at the appointed time. And He was wroth with them, 
and bound them till the time when their guilt should be consum- 
mated in the year of the mystery.” Cf. Zxoch xxi. 2 sqq. Jude 
says that they are bound ‘till the judgment of the great day.” 
This phrase also is suggested by Loch, where we find éws rijs 
Kpivews THs meydAns, péxpis Huepas Kpioews THs peydAns (ed. Charles, 
pp. 85, 86. See also Gfrorer, Jahrhundert des Heils, i. 394; 
Harnack’s note on Hermas, S7m. viii. 3. 3). According to these 
traditions the sin of the fallen angels was pride or disobedience. 
This is the view adopted by Origen, zm Zzech. Hom. ix. 2 (Lomm. 
i. 121), “ Inflatio, superbia, arrogantia, peccatum diaboli est ; et ob 
haec delicta ad terras migrauit de coelo.” 

By the side of these ran another stream of tradition based on 
Gen. vi., according to which the sin of the fallen angels was lust. 
Justin, Afo/. it. 5, combines both, of 0 dyyeAou, rapaBdvres ryvd_ tiv 
Tagéw, yovacxav pigeow Hrr7Oynoav. 

St. Peter does not specify the sin of the fallen angels, but he is 
evidently referring to their doéAyera. St. Jude is not content with 
a passing allusion; he develops and confuses it. When he says 
that the angels forsook their proper habitation (came down from 
heaven to earth), he is thinking of Gen. vi.; when he says that 
they kept not their own principality, of Deut. xxxii. 8. Yet after all 
he has not made his point clear. For how could either the false 
teachers or their victims be said px) tnpjoa riv éavtdv dpynv P 

7. The Third Instance ; the Cities of the Plain. 
Jude omits the Deluge, and here does not mention Lot. 
@s Xd8oua Kal Fopoppa Kai ai wept adtas méders. The other 

cities were Admah and Zeboim, Deut. xxix. 23; Hos. xi. 8. There 
were five cities of the plain, but Zoar was spared. Tov duorov tpdzrov 
tovros, “like these fallen angels”; here at last the doéAyea is 
brought out. The compound éxzopvevew is not found elsewhere in 
the New Testament, but is used by the LXX. in Gen. xxxviii. 24 
and elsewhere. The éx- may, as Hofmann thinks, add the notion 
of going outside the moral law. In dwre\fotoo dricw capKds érépas 
we have another illustration of the manner in which Jude used 
2 Peter. The latter has (ii. 10) tots ériow capxds ev émibupia 
pLac.00 mopevopévovs. Jude has cauglit up this phrase, but by 
adding érépas has made it refer to the sin connected with the name 
of Sodom,—a sin which, though horribly common in heathen Greece 
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and Rome, was never alleged against teachers who could in any 
sense be called Christians. The language of 2 Pet. ii. 6, 10 is 
greatly exaggerated here. Further, St. Peter does not fall into the 
error of saying that the sin of Sodom was like that of the angels, 
for the fallen angels could not be said dreAOciv driow capKds érépas. 

Setyna (here only in the New Testament) properly means “a 
sample” or “specimen”; it is here used in the sense of the 
classical rapadevypa or the later tadderypa (2 Pet. ii. 6), “a pattern,” 
or “example,” or “warning.” Ilvpds aiwviov is best taken with 
dixnv: “they are set forth as a warning, suffering the punishment of 
eternal fire.” Jude omits all mention of Lot, fixing his mind only 
on the divine vengeance, and here again sharpens and hardens the 
words of St. Peter, iadderypa pedAdAQbvtwv doeBeiv reOerkais. 

8. oto, the false teachers of ver. 4. “Evummaleo Oar, ‘to dream.” 
Their dreams may be those of prophecy; these false teachers 
being also false prophets (2 Pet. ii, 1), who support their evil 
doctrines by pretended revelations; cf. Deut. xiii. 1, 3, 5. This 
explanation is favoured by von Soden and Spitta, and is much the 
best. Or possibly, as some hold, “dream” may be used in the 
sense of “vain imagination.” The difficulty is that, though the 
Latin somnium is used in this sense, the Greek évizvov is not. 
Nevertheless this is the interpretation of Clement of Alexandria, 
Strom. iii. 2. 11, evurvaLopevor (8 yap trap tH dAnOeig. éxiBddAovow). 
"EmiBadrXovew most probably means “attack,” and 6 should be 
corrected to od. So also Adumbd, in Ep. Judae, “hi somniantes, hoc 
est, qui somniant imaginatione sua libidines et reprobas cupidi- 
tates.” The meaning involved in the “filthy dreamers” of the AV 
may be confidently rejected, because, as Alford points out, the 
participle belongs not only to odpxa juatvovor, but equally to 
Kuporyta aberovor and ddgas BAaopypodor. 

odpka piatvouor. Here Jude is adapting 2 Pet. ii. 10, and the 
passages should be carefully compared. Peter says, “the Lord 
knows how to deliver the godly out of trial, and keep the unjust 
under punishment till the day of judgment, but especially those 
who walk after the flesh ... and despise lordship. Self-willed 
daring ones, they fear not to blaspheme dignities.” He has passed 
away from Sodom, and is speaking of the False Teachers ; it is they 
who despise lordship and rail at dignities. Jude says that the 
false teachers are like the people of the cities of the plain in that 
they despise lordship and blaspheme dignities. But it is only by a 
great effort of exegesis that we can fasten these two charges on the 
people of Sodom. Jude has abbreviated and confused his text. 
For xupidrns and ddfa see notes on 2 Peter. 

9. 6 8€ Mixayd. “ But Michael the archangel, when contend- 
ing with the devil he disputed about the body of Moses, durst not 
bring against him a sentence of blasphemy, but said, May the Lord 
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rebuke thee.” That is to say, “may the Lord rebuke thee for thy 
blasphemy.” Peter says that the angels will not bring against 
dignities “‘a railing accusation” (BAdopypov xpiow), which is quite 
a different thing. See Introduction to 2 Peter, p.217. AvaxpiveoOar 
is used here in its proper sense, “to get a dispute decided,” 
“contend with an adversary in a court of law.” The dative daBdAw 
is governed by dueAéyero. For xpiows see 2 Pet. ii. 11. “Eaetipjoae 
is, of course, optative. 

The incident is taken by St. Jude from the Assumption of Moses, 
as we are informed by Clement of Alexandria (Adumb. in Ep. 
Judae), Origen (de Princ. iii. 2. 1), and Didymus. The passage as 
given, perhaps loosely, by a Scholiast on Jude (text in Hilgenfeld, 
LVvouum Testamentum extra Canonem receplum, i. p. 128) runs 
thus: reAcuvtjoavros év Te Opeu Movoéws 6 dpxdyyehos Mcxa7r 
darooréAAerau perabiowv 70 copa, 6 pev ovv did Boros 4 dyeixe déhwv 
ararncat, A€yor 6 OTe €uol TO Tapa ws THs vAys Seomolovrt, 7 1rou dua Td 
mardtau TOV Aiybarvov BXaopnpodvros Kara Tov dyiouv Kal govea 
dvayopetoaytos: pa éveyKov TV Kara TOU dyiov Bracdypiav 6 ayyeXos 
*Emutipnoat cor 6 Oeds, pds tov SidBodrov «fy. Here we see from 
dmrooré\Xerat that the dispute did not occur in the presence of the 
Lord ; hence Jude omits St. Peter’s rapa. Kupiw: again the meaning 
of BrAacdynpias xpiois comes out very clearly. Satan blasphemed 
Moses, claiming his body as that of a murderer. Michael would 
not tolerate his sin of blasphemy against the saint, yet abstains from 
openly charging him with blasphemy. The date of the Assumption 
is variously given; but as it was probably used by St. Paul in Gal. 
iii. 19, where Moses is called the peoirys of the law (the phrase in 
the Assumption as quoted by Gelasius Cyz. Acta Syn. WVicaen. 
ii. 18, p. 28, is rHs SuaOyxys peoiryv: in the existing Latin version 
arbiter testamentii), it is also probably considerably older than that 
Epistle. Hilgenfeld thinks that it was written after 44 a.D.; others 
place it as early as 2 B.c. It is possible that Jude refers to the 
Assumption again in ver. 16. 

10. oro. 8€.. . pOeipovrar. ‘But these rail at whatsoever 
things they know not; and what they understand naturally, like the 
creatures without reason, in these things are they destroyed (or 
corrupted),” R.V. The things that they know not are xupidrns, 
5éfa, and generally the world of spirit to which these conceptions 
belong; the things which they understand are fleshly delight. 
Jude has made the rough-hewn sentence of 2 Pet. ii. 12 much 
smoother and clearer ; see also vers. 13 and 17. In particular he has 
corrected the awkward iteration of $@op¢, pOopdy, POeipovrat, which 
is so characteristic of 2 Peter. 

11. odat adtots. Outside of the Gospels this phrase is used only 
in 1 Cor. ix. 16 and in the Apocalypse. It is rare in later writers, 
but occurs in a Fragment of Clement of Alexandria (Dindorf, 
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vol. iii. p. 492), ovat dé tots exovor cat év taroxpice: AapBdvover, which 
is quoted in the Didache. 

Jude’s fourth instance is Cain, who is not introduced by Peter, 
and whose mention here has caused difficulty. De Wette and 
Arnaud thought that Cain here was a type of all wicked men. 
Schneckenburger, Spitta, von Soden, and Kiihl (the last with some 
hesitation) appeal to the Jerusalem Targum on Gen. iv. 7, where 
Cain is represented as the first sceptic and sophist, and as saying, 
“Non est iudicium nec iudex, nec est aliud saeculum, nec dabitur 
merces bona iustis, nec ultio sumetur de improbis, neque per 
miserationem creatus est mundus, neque per miserationem guber- 
natur.” The Targum is later than Jude; but the same idea is found 
in Philo, from whom it is possibly derived. See references in 
Siegfried. This explanation would give tolerable sense, but is much 
too artificial. The name Cain, standing as it does without qualifi- 
cation, must mean Cain the murderer. See Wisd. x. 3 (a passage 
which was probably in Jude’s mind as he wrote ver. 7), where Cain 
is “the unrighteous man who fell away from her (Wisdom) in his 
anger, and perished himself in the rage wherewith he slew his 
brother.” Hence Grotius, Oecumenius, and others rightly account 
for his introduction here by supposing Jude to mean that the false 
teachers murder men’s souls. ‘ Cain,” says Grotius, “fratri uitam 
caducam ademit; illi fratribus adimunt aeternam.” The same lan- 
guage has often been used in later times. We have before noticed the 
fiery zeal of Jude, and his tendency to exaggerate ; see vers. 3, 7, 23. 

The fifth instance is Balaam, who appears in 2 Peter also. 
Jude devotes less space to him, and again darkens the picture. 
Peter charges Balaam only with covetousness ; Jude says that for 
the sake of money (suc6o0d, genitive of price) the false teachers 
fling themselves into the zAdvy of Balaam—that is to say, into the 
sin of Baal Peor (Num. xxv., xxxi. 8; Apoc. ii. 14). Hence the verb 
e€exvOynoav, which, like the Latin efundi in, is used of those who 
pour themselves out, fling themselves into sensual indulgence. 
Jude does not press the charge of greed and extortion so strongly 
as 2 Peter; he barely alludes to it here and in ver. 16; in his eyes 
the covetousness of the false teachers is as nothing in comparison 
with their uncleanness. 

The sixth instance is Korah, who is not mentioned in 2 Peter. 
Korah “gainsaid” Moses and Aaron (Num. xvi.) because 

Moses by God’s command had restricted the priesthood to the 
family of Aaron. He despised not God’s ordinances generally 
(as Huther, Ritschl, Alford, Kiihl think), but this particular 
ordinance. Jude must mean that those of whom he is speaking 
defied the authorities of the Church, and claimed the right to make 
rules for themselves. So he speaks of them just below as apdBus 
éavrovs mousaivovtes, in other words as making themselves their 
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own presbyters; cf. 1 Pet. v. 2. Here we find support for the 
explanation of ddéa given on 2 Pet. ii. 10. The “ dignities” whom 
these false teachers blaspheme were the rulers of the Church. We 
notice in this verse that Jude possesses a certain copia uerborum, 
three different nouns, 606s, 7Advy, dvriAoyia, are coupled with three 
different verbs, zopevOjvar, éxxvOjvat, dmoddcGar. It is clear that 
he was a better writer than 2 Peter, and in particular that he 
dislikes needless iteration. See on this point Introduction to 
2 Peter, p. 225 sq. 

12. obtot eiow ot év tats dydmats Sudv omdddes. ‘These are 
they who are spots in your love feasts.” ‘“Aydéais is undoubtedly 
the right reading, though AC have dzdruis, cf. 2 Pet. ii. 13. Of 
before omiAddes is given by AB L, but omitted by 8 K on account 
of the difficulty which it creates. 

For the meaning of omiAds see Orpheus, Lithica, 614 (ed. G. 
Hermann), where the agate is described as xardorixtos. omAd- 
decor, “dappled with spots” (Tyrwhitt thought that this treatise 
was composed as late as the reign of Constantius, but there is no 
reason for suspecting that the author invented this use of the word) ; 
Hesychius, omAddes* peuiacpévo. Thus the word is merely a 
variant for the owiAo of 2 Peter. 

The R.V. translates ‘‘these are they that are hidden rocks,” 
following the Ztym. Mag., which explains omAddes by tpador zérpat. 
But in the Anthology, xi. 390, the two are expressly distinguished— 
gact S& xal vyecoow GdirAavéecot xepeiovs Tas tpddous mwérpas TaV 
gavepav omAddwv, and in Hom. Od. iii. the omAddes of 298 are 
the same as the Ao? aimeid re eis Ga wérpy Of 293. The epithet 
“hidden” therefore must be struck out, and with it the notion of 
a hidden danger. Further, or:Ads means a rock, not only in the 
sea, or on the beach, but in land, see Soph. Zrach. 678; Theocritus, 
Epigr. iv. 6. Thus the word does not include an allusion to ship- 
wreck, nor indeed to danger of any kind. Hence the statements 
of Suidas, omAddes: ai év tact KotAat wérpar, and of Hesychius, 
omArddes’ ai meprexduevas TH Oardoon wérpor (this he gives as an 
alternative explanation), are not strictly accurate. Nor is the note 
of Oecumenius, ai omAddes tols rAgovow 6Ar€Opio1, dapoodoxrrws 
érvytvouevat, to be taken for more than it is worth, as the expres- 
sion of his own opinion. 

omdds is feminine, hence there is a difficulty in the masculine 
article of. We must supply either évres or xexAnpévor, and trans- 
late “these are the men who ave spots,” or “these are the men 
who have been called spots.” ‘The insertion of the article seems to 
show that Jude had in his mind some definite passage where 
these men or men like them had been actually spoken of as 
“spots.” Thus it becomes probable that he is here directly re- 
ferring to 2 Pet. ii. 13. This is the opinion maintained by Spitta. 
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Dr. Chase dismisses this view with the remark that this (obroi 
eiow oi) is a regular form in apocalyptic literature. See for in 
stances Zech. i. 10; Apoc. vil. 14, xi. 4, xiv. 4; Enoch xlvi. 3; 
Apoc. Petri, 4. 7.9. 14. 15. 16. The remark is true, but does 
not meet the point. The form is not specially apocalyptic (see 
Matt. iii. 3, 17, and numberless other examples might be given 
from writings of all kinds). Either it points a reference to some- 
thing that the readers know already, as in Apoc. xi. 4, otrot eiow ai 
dvo éAaia, “these are the two olive trees” that you have read of 
in Zech. iv. 3, or it answers the question, Who are these? identify- 
ing two known persons or classes of persons. But it does not 
convey fresh information about the persons. Thus otroi «iow oi 
BrAaodnportvres tiv 6ddv THs Suxavocdvyns is “these are the men who 
blaspheme the way of righteousness” (otro: is predicate), while 
obro. BAardypodor is “these men blaspheme” (here obrou is sub- 
ject). Jude is quite aware of this difference, and uses both forms 
correctly ; thus we have, ver. 16, otroi eiow yoyyvorai, “these men 
are murmurers”; and, on the other hand, otroi ciow of rpoyeypap- 
pévol, ver. 4, not ovrof eict mpoyeypaypévo. Hence it is not 
probable that he would write otro ciow of omAddes for otrot ciot 
omAddes. He must mean either “these are the men whom every- 
body calls spots,” or “these are the men whom some particular 
person has called so.” The latter is the more probable, and 
Spitta’s opinion may therefore well be defended. An objection 
might be raised on the ground of Apoc. xiv. 4, otroé eiow ot pera 
yuvaikav ovk éuodvvOncay, rapbévor yap «ciow* otrot of aKxodovOodvres 
TO dpviw Orov ay brdéyyn, where no question has been distinctly asked ; 
but even this case falls under the rule. The meaning is not “these 
men are virgins,” but “these men are the virgins,” whom you knew 
in the Church. There may again bea reference to some well-known 
phrase, for the second clause contains an apparent allusion to the 
familiar words “follow thou me.” 

If we adopt the other rendering, “these are they that are 
rocks,” we must still regard the words as an allusion to some well- 
known passage. But none can be found. Tlepi riv wiorw évavd- 
ynoav, t Tim. 1. 19, is much too vague. 

cuveuwxoupevor. Cf. 2 Pet. ii, 13, oidor Kal pdpor, evtpupaovres 
év Tals aydrais aitav ovvevwxovpevor tiv. St. Peter means “ while 
they share the feast with you.” Jude’s language may bear the 
same sense, but he seems rather to give cvvevwxovpmevor a different 
turn, “while they carouse together,” by themselves. We may 
possibly infer from dddBws éavrods rounaivovres and dzrodiopilovres, 
ver. 19, that these men drew together at a separate part of the 
table, or even that they kept an Agape of their own; and the 
words év rais dydros tov are not conclusive against the latter 
hypothesis, for they may mean “in the Agape of your community.” 
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Certainly the language of St. Jude leads us to infer that the division 
was more clearly marked than we should gather from 2 Peter, and 
this point again makes in favour of the priority of the latter. 

dddBws éautods toipaivovres. “ Shepherding themselves without 
fear.” “AddSws must be taken with zomaivoyres not with cvvevw- 
xovpevot, with which it yields no good sense. ITomaivey is the 
verb which expresses the whole authority of Christ, or of the priest, 
over the flock. The instance of Korah, employed in ver. 11, shows 
that Jude is here thinking of the latter. These men defied the 
authority of their rulers, made themselves their own shepherds, 
and yet feared no harm. If we think of the way in which Balaam 
is mentioned in Apoc. ii. 14, it is tempting to suppose that one 
way in which they exhibited their lawlessness was by eating 7a 
eldwrdOuta at the Agape. Dr. Chase (article on /wde in Hastings’ 
Dictionary of the Bible) thinks there may be a reference here to 
Ezek. xxxiv. 2, 47 Booxovow roupeves Eavtovs ; 

vepéhat dvudpor md dvéywv tapadepdpevar. Peter has myyai 
dyvdpot kat duixAar td AaiAazos éAavvdmevar. Jude, using only one 
figure, calls his opponents “Clouds which drop no water, and are 
blown past by winds.” From teachers we expect the beneficent rain 
of doctrine and example: these men are like clouds which give no 
rain and only hide the sun; they are blown past and seen no more. 
There is a weak variant zepidepomevan, “tossed about,” an image of 
instability ; the word is possibly suggested by Eph. iv. 14. 

SévSpa pPOwomwpiwd. The epithet means more than autumnal. 
@6ivérwpov means not autumn, the season of fruit (reOaAvia daepn: 
autumnus from augeo), but the “fall of the year,” the season just 
before winter, when growth has stopped, and the branches are bare. 
We may translate “trees in the fall,” or even “trees in winter.” 
"Axapza is probably suggested by otk dpyots otd2 dxdprovus, 2 Pet. i. 8. 
Ais drofardvra, “twice dead,” not only fruitless, but actually dead 
and incapable of bearing fruit; or not only dead, but uprooted; 
or, again, St. Jude may be thinking of these men no longer as 
trees, but as Christians; they were dead once in trespasses and 
sins, now again they have died by apostasy. If this last explana- 
tion is tenable, St. Jude may have been thinking of 2 Pet. i. 9, ii. 20, 
and strengthening the expression. “Expifw6évra, they are already 
cut off from their root; the root is either the Church (drodvopi- 
fovres) or Christ. 

13. kipata ... aioxtvas. “Wild waves of the sea, foaming 
up their own shames.” ‘The language is tinctured by reminiscences 
of Greek poetry ; cf. Moschus, Zdy//. v. 5, & 8% OdAacca xvuprov 
éragpiln: Euripides, Herc. Fur. 851, OdAaocav aypiav, but the 
image is probably suggested by Isa. lvii. 20. | 

dotépes tAavqTar. See note on ver. 6. We find an allusion 
to the sin of the planets also in Isa xiv. 12, where the king of 
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Babylon is compared to the Day-star, son of the morning, who fell 
through pride. St. Jude here gives a more correct turn to the 
imagery than St. Peter, who speaks of springs and mists as punished 
by darkness, though at the same time he has departed somewhat 
from Zxoch, who saw the stars of heaven imprisoned in a place of fire. 

14. mpoedijrauce S€ kat todtos. ‘But Enoch prophesied to 
these men also” ; his words strike them as well as others. 

EPSopos dad *ASdpn Gen. v.; Znoch |x. 8, xciii. 3; Book of 
Jubilees, vii. The quotation which follows is a combination of 
passages from Zwoch. “And, lo, He comes with ten thousand 
of His holy ones to execute judgment upon them; and He will 
destroy the ungodly, and will convict all flesh of all that the sinners 
and ungodly have wrought and ungodly committed against Him,” 
i. 9; “Ye have slanderously spoken proud and hard words with 
your impure mouths against His greatness,” v. 4; cf. also xxvii. 2: 
the translation here given is that of Mr. Charles. 

The earlier Fathers regarded this passage as showing that Znoch 
was inspired; Clement of Alexandria, Adumbd. in Ep. Judae, “his 
verbis prophetiam comprobat”; Tertullian, de cultu fem. i. 3, “eo 
accedit quod Enoch apud Judam apostolum testimonium possidet.” 
In the time of Jerome many viewed it as a proof that Jude was not 
inspired, de wir, ill. 4, “et quia de libro Enoch, qui apocryphus est, 
in ea assumit testimonium a plerisque reiicitur.” Augustine still held 
the more ancient and liberal view, de ciuttate det, xv. 23, “scripsisse 
quidem nonnulla diuina Enoch illum septimum ab Adam negare 
non possumus, cum hoc in epistula canonica Judas apostolus dicat.” 

After inserting this passage from Loch, which speaks so dis- 
tinctly of the coming of the Lord to judgment, St. Jude may have 
felt that no more remained to be said on this point; and this may 
have been the chief reason why he omitted the third chapter of 
2 Peter. 

16. yoyyvoraf. The substantive occurs here only in the New 
Testament. In the LXX. yoyyilew and diayoyyvfew are used of the 
Israelites who complained against God and Moses, Ex. xv. 24, xvii. 

; Num. xiv. 29. So here these false brethren murmur not against 
the trials of life, but against their superiors, God and the ddgau. 

}epapipopos (this word again is drag Aeydmevov) means “ com- 
plaining of one’s lot,” “querulous.” But here again we must 
understand, not that the false teachers lacked the spirit of resigna- 
tion, but that they were recalcitrant and grumbled against authority. 
"Apepipyoipytos occurs, apparently in the sense of “‘ uncomplaining,” 
in a letter found on a papyrus of the second century B.c.; see 
Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 211; omitted in Eng. tr. 

kat Td oTépa adtav Aadet bépoyxa. Cf. 2 Pet, ii. 18, tarépoyKa 
yap paradrytos gs Jude's phrase bears resemblance to 
Ps. cxliii. (cxliv.) 8, 11, dv 7d ordwa eAdAyoe patadryra. But it is 
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probable that here again he is quoting from the Assumption of 
Moses vii. 21, “et os eorum loquetur ingentia” (the Greek text is not 
extant). @avudfev tpdcwmov (the phrase does not occur elsewhere 
in the New Testament, though we find BAérew cis rpdowrov, Matt. 
xxii, 16: AauBdvew mpdowmrov, Luke xx. 21) may come from Gen. 
xix. 21; Lev. xix. 15, or from the Assumption of Moses v. 16, “ qui 
enim magistri sunt doctores eorum illis temporibus erunt mirantes 
personas cupiditatum (Fritzsche corrects nodilitatum) et acceptiones 
munerum et peruendent iustitias accipiendo poenas.” It has been 
observed that Jude does not attack the covetousness of the false 
teachers except here and in the word puo od, ver. 11. 

17. dpets 82... “Inood Xpiorod. ‘ But ye, beloved, remember 
ye the words which were spoken before by the apostles of our Lord 
Jesus Christ.” ‘Yyets is placed in front of the sentence with great 
emphasis in opposition to the otro of ver. 16. A comparison with 
2 Pet. iii. 2 will show that either Peter has greatly complicated the 
expression of Jude, or Jude has greatly simplified that of Peter. 
The latter seems more probable; see ver. 10 above. The sub- 
stance of this apostolic warning may be found in 1 Tim. iv. 1 
(where the words 76 dé IIvedya pyrds A€yee may introduce a predic- 
tion given orally by a Christian prophet); 2 Tim. iii: 1-5 ; Acts 
xx. 29. These passages show that similar admonitions were current. 
But the exact form of the prophecy, as it is here expressed, is found 
only in 2 Pet. iii. 3, and it is there given by an apostle as his own. 
Neither sje nor the following A¢yw need be taken to show that St. 
Jude was referring to mere words, for pjya is constantly used of 
scripture, and the phrase 7 ypad7 A€ye is familiar. But, even if the 
words are taken in their strict sense, the possibility of a direct 
quotation from 2 Peter is not excluded. St. Jude reminds his 
readers that the apostles had often said that mockers would come, 
and then proceeds to quote an apostolic document in which this 
saying was recorded in a particular shape. See Mansel, Gzostic 
Heresies, p. 70. 

St. Jude here distinctly tells us that he was not an apostle 
himself. 

18. éw éoyxdtou xpdvou ... doeBerdy. “In the last time there 
shall be mockers walking after their own lusts of ungodlinesses.” 
There is considerable authority for the insertion of 67. before ér 
éoxdrov: it makes no difference in the sense, 67. in such a case 
being merely equivalent to our inverted commas; see Blass, pp. 
233, 286. KLP have év éoydtw (7é) xpdvy. Tév doeBedy is best 
taken as objective genitive after érifupias, cf. 2 Pet. ii. 10. The 
R.V. (text) translates “ungodly lusts,” finding here the same 
Hebraism as in aipéoes drwd«ias, 2 Pet. ii, 1 ; but St. Jude does not 
use this idiom (xpiow PBAacpypias, ver. 9, is certainly not an 
instance), and it is needless to force it upon him here. 

22 
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St. Jude’s text differs from that of 2 Peter in the following points: 
—(1) He has é’ éoxdrov xpdvov for én éoxdrwv tov jpepov. CF. 
én’ éoxdrov tav xpdvwv, I Pet. i. 20. Jude’s phrase is less Hebraistic 
than that of 2 Peter, and better Greek than that of 1 Peter. (2) He 
has éaixras alone ; here again he corrects the rugged Hebraism, év 
eurrarypoviy) éumaixrat, as he had already corrected ev dOopd Oapz- 
govrat, 2 Pet. ii. 12; Jude 10, (3) In xard ras éavrav érbuplas 
mopevopevot he corrects another vulgarism; 2 Peter has idéas. (4) 
The genitive rév doeBeov is redundant, and appears to be suggested 
by the doeByjs, doéBeia, doeBetv of the passage from Zxoch. If we 
regard 2 Peter as the later, we must suppose that he first struck out 
the quotation from /xoch, though it suited his purpose admirably 
well, and then dropped the do«Beav, because without the Lxoch 
passage it was no longer easily intelligible. But this mode of 
procedure is too artificial to be probable. (5) St. Jude has left 
éumaixtas without any explanation. In 2 Peter the “mock” is 
defined quite easily and naturally by the following words, wrod éorw 
7) érayyeXia THs Tapovoias atrod; If 2 Peter is here following Jude, 
it must be allowed that he has displayed great skill in his adaptation. 
All through this important verse it clearly seems far easier to explain 
Jude by 2 Peter than to reverse the process. 

Among modern commentators there is a growing tendency to 
adopt this view; the reader may consult the arguments of Spitta, 
Kuhl, Zahn. But the question is crucial as to the relation between 
the two Epistles, and it cannot be denied that a heavy weight of 
authority lies in the other scale. Jiilicher settles the question in a 
very off-hand way. ‘It appears to speak in favour of the priority 
of 2 Peter, that Jude, ver. 18, quotes something as an apostolical 
prophecy which might be derived from 2 Pet. iii. 3, yet at bottom 
it is given there also as a generally known prophecy” (Zin/leitung, 
p. 186). But 2 Peter certainly gives the warning as his own, and, 
if we make him the later, we must suppose that he has here made a 
very serious alteration in St. Jude’s text. 

19. obtoi eicw ot dmodtopifovres. ‘These are they that make 
separations.” ‘Azrodiopifew is found only here in the New Testa- 
ment. C and some other authorities add éavrovs, but the insertion 
is needless. Here again Jude uses the article as in vers. 4, 12, 
though he omits it when not required, as in ver. 16. He means 
“these are they of whom you have been told that they make 
separations,” or “ these are they who, as you see, make separations” ; 
if we take the former sense we may find here a reference to the 
aipécas of 2 Pet. ii. 1. But in what sense did they separate? 
They may, as suggested on ver. 12, have kept a distinct Agape. 
Even this would not imply that they had definitely gone out from 
the Church. At a later date there were some who celebrated the 
Agape “without the bishop,” yet did not regard themselves as 
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schismatics, though Ignatius strongly reproves their conduct as 
unlawful (Smyrn. viii.). Or they may have kept together at a 
separate part of the table. There was probably some visible sign 
of exclusiveness. But probably also the division would largely 
correspond to distinctions of class. The false teachers of whom 
Jude is speaking attached themselves to the rich (vers. 11, 16). But 
the rich would be in the main the educated. Thus we may see 
here a “separation” caused partly by wealth, displaying itself in 
insolent ostentation at the Agape ; partly by social position, rebelling 
against the authority of officials who were not always men of much 
worldly consideration; partly by an assumption of intellectual 
superiority, of “knowledge.” The same dividing influences were 
working at Corinth, and amongst those to whom St. James wrote, 
and sprang naturally out of the constitution of the Church, which 
was strongly democratic on one side, strongly aristocratic on 
another. In early days, before the Church was wealthy or edu- 
cated, and before the tradition of her discipline had established 
itself, a rich Christian, unless he was a very devout man, must have 
found himself in a very trying position. It was out of this state 
of things that Gnosticism arose. Gnosticism was the revolt of the 
well-to-do half-educated bourgeois class. 

Here again we may note a resemblance between Jude and the 
Assumption of Moses, which, after the words already quoted, “ et 
os eorum loquetur ingentia,” proceeds thus, “et super dicent Noli 
tu me tangere, ne inquines me in loco in quo uersor” (vii. 21 ; the 
text, however, is largely conjectural, and is followed by two or three 
lines which are quite illegible ; see Hilgenfeld). 

puxixol, Trved pa pL) EXOVTES. “Sensual, not having the spirit.” 
Wuxixds, opposed to wvevpariés, is a Pauline phrase resting on the 
peculiar Pauline psychology ; see 1 Cor. ii. 14, xv. 44. The word is 
found .in Jas. iii. 15, but could not be used by St. Peter, in whose 
vocabulary yvx7 means the religious soul (see note on 1 Pet. i. 9, 
and Introduction, p. 40). Nor is wvedua used by St. Peter as it is 
here; to him zvedya differs from vx merely as ghost from soul. 
He speaks of the Holy Ghost as resting on man (1 Pet. iv. 14), but 
could hardly have spoken of true Christians as “having spirit,” 
because in his view all men are wvevpara, St. Jude has here intro- 
duced into 2 Peter an alien vocabulary and an alien psychology ; 
see notes on vers. I, 3. 

St. Jude means simply what he says, that these men were 
psychic, not spiritual. He has been taken to mean that the people 
against whom he is writing called the catholics ‘‘ psychic,” as did 
the Gnostics and Montanists. Thus his words have been twisted 
into an argument for the late date of the Epistle. This, however, 
is quite gratuitous. 

20. émorxodopotvres . . . mote. — ‘Eavrovs represents tyudas 
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avrovs: see Matt. iii. 9, xvi. 8; Blass, p. 35. For the superlative, 
dywwrdry, see 2 Pet. i. 4. Here, as there, it is intensive (“ most 
holy,” not “ holiest”); the true superlative being exceedingly rare in 
the New Testament; see Blass, p. 33. Iliors is again fides cui 
creditur, as in ver. 3. We may translate “ building yourselves up 
by means of your most holy faith,” or “upon your most holy faith” ; 
though, in this latter sense, éouxodouely is followed by émi with 
accusative in 1 Cor. iii. 12, and by éi with dative in Eph. ii. 20. 

mpoceuvxdspevor is best taken with év dyfw Ivedpari: the believer 
prays in the Holy Spirit, as the prophet speaks in the Holy Spirit, 
1 Cor. xii. 3. It is possible to translate, with Luther, “build your- 
selves up by (or on) faith, in the Holy Spirit, through prayer.” 

21. éautods év dydmn Ocod tnpjcate. God keeps them, ver. 1, yet 
they may be said to keep themselves; cf. 1 Tim. v. 22; Jas. i. 27. 
The “love of God,” coupled as it is here with the mercy of Christ, 
almost certainly means the love of God for man; they are to keep 
themselves safe within the covenant by obedience. Some com- 
mentators take the words to mean “love for God,” as in 2 Thess, 
ili. 5. See note on ver. 1. 

73 €\eos. Mercy is ascribed generally to God, as in 1 Pet. i. 3; 
in the addresses of 1 and 2 Timothy and of 2 John, to God and 
Christ ; here to Christ alone. Here again there is a possible refer- 
ence to Loch xxvii. 3, 4, “in the last days ... the righteous... 
who have found mercy will bless the Lord of glory, the Eternal 
King.” They will bless Him for the mercy in accordance with 
which He has assigned them their lot. Eis {wiv aidvov is by many 
commentators coupled with rypyjcare. In this case, “keep your- 
selves unto eternal life” may be thought to correspond to “kept 
unto Jesus Christ,” who is Life Eternal, in ver. 1. Others find the 
connexion in mpoodexduevor 7d EXeos, but it is difficult to find a 
satisfactory explanation for eis either with the participle or with the 
substantive. With the former, it must be taken to mean “ waiting 
until” or “waiting with your eyes fixed upon,” with the latter, 
“mercy that leads to”; and none of these renderings is easy. 

22, 23. The text of this passage is extremely uncertain. Some 
of the authorities give only two clauses, some have three, and there 
are variations in details. (1) Those which give two clauses are— 
(a) Clement of Alexandria, who twice quotes the verses, giving a 
different text each time, Strom. vi. 8. 65, Kal ods pey éx updos 
dpmalere, Suaxpwvopevous Se édecire: Adumb, in Ep. Judae, * Quosdam 
autem saluate de igne rapientes, quibusdam uero miseremini in 
timore” (kat ois pev odlere ex mupds dpmdfovres, ods dé eAccire év 
PoBw). (d) C, ods pev eXéyxere Staxpivopevors, ods Se odlere éx wupds 
apralovres ev poBw. (c) K LP, ods pev edecire Staxpwdpevor, ovs dé 
ev PdBw odlere &k zrupds dprdfovres: Peshito, “et hos quidem miser- 
emini resipiscentes (dvaxpwopévovs), hos autem seruate de igne 
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rapientes in timore.” (d@) Jerome, Zzek. 18, “et alios quidem de 
igne rapite, aliorum uero qui iudicantur miseremini” (ods pay é& 
mupos dpwdlere, ods Se Svaxpwopevors éAccire). (e) The Bodleian 
Syriac, “et quosdam de illis quidem ex igne rapite, cum autem resi- 
puerint miseremini super eis in timore” (ods pév éx aupds dprd£ere, 
Svaxpwopevous Se édecire €v P5Bw). Those which make three clauses 
are—(a) A, ods pév édéyxere Suaxpivopévors, ods 5 odfere ex mupds 
dpmrdflovres, os dé éAccire €v PdBw: so the Vulgate, Cassiodorus, and 
Theophylact. (4) &, ods pév eAcare Staxpwopevors, ods 52 odlere éx 
mupos dpmdfovres, ods Sé eAcare ev PdBw. Between the two classes 
stands B, ods péy ércaire duaxpwopevovs odlere éx mupds dprdfovres, 
ods 5& édXcdre &v 68m. This text of B cannot be correct. « If we 
translate “‘those, whom you pity when they dispute, save and snatch 
from the fire, but some pity in fear,” we must give ods pé& one 
sense and ois dé another, which must be wrong. It is clear that 
the scribe of B has either omitted ovs dé before owfere, in which 
case he agrees with &, or wrongly inserted éAcare diaxpwvopévors. 
The confusion is clearly very ancient. 

Most of the textual critics and commentators, Lachmann, 
Tischendorf, Tregelles, Briickner, Wiesinger, Schott, Keil, Alford, 
Spitta, adopt the text of A. Translate, “Some confute when they 
dispute, some save snatching them from fire, on some have mercy 
in fear.” 

In this case we have Saxpwopévovs used in that sense which is 
borne by the verb in ver. 9. This is the proper sense of the verb, 
and it is hardly likely that Jude used it in any other. But is it 
possible that there were originally three clauses? in other words, 
can Jude be recommending three distinct courses of action towards 
three distinct classes of people? It is extremely difficult to dis- 
tinguish them. Who are the “some who dispute,” who are neither 
to be saved nor pitied? Surely but two classes of opponents are 
in view. All would dispute, some would recant their error, some 
would not. The authority for three clauses is limited to A&, the 
Vulgate, Armenian, and Aethiopic. 

Some follow the text of &, reading éAeetre (éAcGre) for eAéyyere. 
Thus the R.V. renders, ‘On some have mercy who are in doubt ; 
and some save, snatching them out of the fire; and on some have 
mercy with fear.” This reading is supported by one MS. only, and 
compels us to give duaxpiveoOax a meaning which it bears in Matthew, 
Mark, Acts, Romans, James, but not in Jude. Again, the repetition 
of éXecire is not in Jude’s manner, and is objectionable in point of 
sense. Lastly, the difficulty about the three clauses still remains 
unbroken, 

The Zextus Recepius and A.V. follow K LP, translating, with 
Luther, “Of some have compassion making a difference ; and others 
save with fear.” But diaxpivdevor cannot possibly have this mean- 
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ing. We must certainly correct the nominative, and read Siaxpwo 
€VOUS. 

: Weiss adopts the text of B, upon which Westcott and Hort 
remark with justice that it “involves the incongruity that the first 
ovs must be taken as a relative, and the first é\eG@re as indicative. 
Some primitive error evidently affects the passage. Perhaps the 
first éXeGre, which is not represented in Syr-Bod Clem Hier is 
intrusive, and was inserted mechanically from the second clause.” 

The knot of the whole difficulty is to be found in B, the text 
of which is either conflate or erroneous. The most probable solu- 
tion is that the scribe of B, or of B’s archetype, meant to give a 
two-clause text, that by accident he wrote down the second clause 
first and then corrected himself, but did not delete éAcare Staxpwvo- 
pévous, and fell into another slip by omitting the participle in the 
second clause. Out of the confused text thus produced arose the 
readings of Ax. 

We may thus believe that there were originally but two clauses, 
but the order of these two is doubtful. We are left to choose be- 
tween ods pev édéyxere (eXecire) Siaxpwvopevors, ods 5? oulere éx updos 
dprdfovres év dBw, with K L P (corrected) C and the Peshito, and ots 
pev owlere éx mupds dprdfovres, ods 5% Scaxpwopevors édecire ev ddBu, 
which would fairly represent Clement, the Bodleian Syriac, and 
Jerome. If the édéyyxere of C is the right reading, the former seems 
preferable, for “‘ confutation” would naturally come first ; otherwise, 
the latter, for “ pity ” would naturally come last. As éAeeire is upon 
the whole the better attested, we may take our stand upon the latter. 

Translate then finally, “‘Some save, plucking them from fire ; 
some, who dispute, pity in fear.” "Ex aupds dprdfovres is probably 
suggested by Amos iv. 11, xaréorpefa tas xabds xaréotpeper 6 
@eds ddoua Kai Tduoppa, wai éyeverbe ds Sards eLeoracpevos éx 
mupds: or by Zech. iii. 2, cal ele Kupios apos tov didBoAov "Exuri- 
pnoa Kipios év cot dud Bore, cal éritinoat Kupuos év cot 6 éxXeEdpevos 
TH ‘lepovoadnp’ odk idod totro ds Sadds éLeoracpevos éx rupds; The 
former passage might well be recalled to St. Jude’s mind by ver. 7, 
the latter by ver. 9. “Ev $68, “in fear of contamination.” “ Pity 
them, yet fear, lest the same doom overtake yourselves.” The faith 
once for all delivered to the saints, ver. 3, most holy, ver. 20, is the 
one way of salvation; those who reject it are rooted out, ver. 12, 
and doomed to the fire. Cf. Mark xvi. 16, 6 8% dmorjoas (ra 
Knptypart) KataxpiOyoerat. We might possibly find here an argu- 
ment in favour of the concluding verses of St. Mark’s Gospel, which 
were rejected by ancient critics merely because the words dvacrdas 
5? rpwi rpwty caBBdrov were thought to contradict those of St. 
Matthew, épé S¢ caBBdrwv, rH éripwoovcy «cis piav caBBdrwv. See 
Eusebius, Quaest. ad Marinum, and Victor, quoted by Tischendorf, 
eighth edition, p. 405. 
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prooivtes . . . xitava. “Hating even the tunic spotted by 
the flesh.” St. Jude may be thinking of the garment that is infected 
with leprosy, Lev. xiii. 47, though the word there used is imdrcov. 
The xirwy was worn next to the skin, and therefore peculiarly liable 
to contamination. All contact with these moral lepers was to be 
avoided. Dr. Chase, however, finds here an allusion to the “ filthy 
garments,” iudria fpurapd, of Joshua the high priest in Zech. iii. 3 ; 
and this explanation would be possible, if we could be sure that 
the figure of the brand plucked from the burning is borrowed 
from this chapter. It may be questioned whether St. Jude con- 
templates only sorrowful avoidance of the company of these men, 
or actual excommunication (1 Cor. v. 5; 1 Tim. i. 20), but his 
language is very strong. 

24. 74 Se Suvapévw . . . dyaddtdoer. “ Now to him that is able 
to guard you without stumbling, and to make you stand before 
the presence of His glory without blemish in exceeding joy.” The 
dative depends upon the attribution implied in ddéa, x.7.X., in ver. 25 ; 
but as the attribution refers at once to past, present, and future, it 
is not possible to supply any definite verb. The doxology in Rom. 
xvi. 25 begins with the same words, 7G 8 Suvapévw: cf. also Eph. 
iii. 20. “Arraicrovs, ‘‘surefooted,” is used of a horse which does 
not stumble, Xen. £7. i. 6, and of a good man who does not make 
moral stumbles, Epictetus, vag. 62; M. Antoninus, v. 9. The 
word is probably suggested here by ob pi) rraionré ore, 2 Pet. i. 10. 
Srioa, “to make you stand,” is probably more than “ to present,” 
though we may compare vapacrijca: ipas dyiovs Kal dywpovs Kal 
dveykAyrous Kareviiriov airod, Col. i. 22, or Acts vi. 6, ods éoryoav 
évirriov Tav arocTéAwv. But we seem to have here the notion of 
standing in the judgment, cf. Eph. vi. 13. For ddéys and dyad- 
Audorer, see I Pet. iv. 13. 

25. K LP and the Zextus Receptus insert ood@ before Med, 
probably from Rom. xvi. 27; the same MSS. make the same 
addition in 1 Tim. i. 17. K P and Oecumenius omit 84 "Iyncod 
Xpirrod rod Kupiov jyuav: the clause, though so familiar in the late 
doxologies, is found only here, Rom. xvi. 27, and (in substance 
though not exactly in form) 1 Pet. iv. 11, and may possibly have 
been inserted with co¢@ from Romans. On the other hand, 
Jude may be quoting Romans, or both St. Paul and St. Jude may 
be using a current form. K P again omit zpd zavrés tod aidvos. 
These words remind us of the later “ut erat in principio,” and are 
not found in any other apostolic doxology. 8%, three cursives, 
and the Coptic omit wdvras. L, four cursives, and some Latin 
MSS. have aidvas tév aisvwv. Two cursives and Cassiodorus omit 
dv. The text has clearly been affected by liturgical influence. 

pore GG owript ipav. wrrp is used of God eight times in the 
New Testament, Luke i. 47; 1 Tim: i. 1, it. 3; iv. 10; Tit. i. 3, 
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ii. 10, iii. 4, and here. Of these instances six are in the Pastoral 
Epistles. The word is used of Christ in fifteen places, of which 
five are in 2 Peter, five in Luke, John and Acts, one in Philippians, 
four in the Pastoral Epistles. Both uses are found in the ancient 
Hebrew documents used by St. Luke (i. 47, ii. 11). For povos 
@eds see John v. 44, défav rapa ddAAnAwv AapBavovres, Kal rHv ddgav 
Tiv Tapa TOD povov Weod ov Cyreire, where, in spite of the antithesis 
to mapa d\A7jAwv, the words appear to mean “the only God”; 
Rom. xvi. 27, povw copd Oe, “to the only wise God”; here the 
first attribute qualifies the second, “to God who alone is wise” ; 
1 Tim. i. 17, povm Od, “the only God,” “who alone is God.” In 
the present passage it is open to question whether Jude means “to 
the only God,” or “to God alone,” but the commentators seem to 
be unanimous in preferring the former rendering. ‘The only 
God” is, as Spitta points out, an expression directed against the 
polytheism of the Gentiles. A close parallel in sense is to be 
found 1 Tim. vi. 15, 16. We must take such passages in con- 
nexion with others such as John i. 1; Rom. ix. 5; 2 Pet.i. 1; Jude 
4, 21, or the doxologies addressed to Christ, or the uses of Kupios 
or of Swrip. 

Kiihl, Schott, von Soden, Spitta connect cwrjpx with dia “Inco 
Xpucrod, “ God who is our Saviour through Jesus Christ,” but this 
construction is unexampled and barely possible; we should have 
expected 7@ odcavr. nuads. The use of dd in the doxologies is 
strongly in favour of translating, “Glory to God through Jesus 
Christ.” 

8éfa is ascribed to God or Christ in all the doxologies except 
1 Tim. vi. 16: peyaAwodvy (a late word which occurs also in Heb. 
1. 3, Vili. 1, and several times in Foch, v. 4, 9, xii. 3, xiv. 16; see 
Dr. Chase’s article on /ude in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible) 
only here ; for xpdéros see 1 Tim. vi. 16; 1 Pet. iv. 11, v. 11; Apoc. 
i. 6, v. 13. Compare the doxologies of Clement of Rome and of 
the Martyrium Folycarpi given in the Introduction. ‘Egovoda, 
which generally signifies subordinate and delegated authority, is 
used of the power of God, Luke xii. 5 ; Actsi. 7. Ilpé wavrds rod 
aidvos. ‘“ Before all eternity” glory was to God through Jesus 
Christ, and “now” is, and “to all the eternities” will be. Words 
could hardly express more clearly Jude’s belief in the pre-existence 
and eternity of Christ. 

éphv. See note on 1 Pet. iv. 11. 
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Antioch, dispute between Peter and 
Paul at, 62. 

prophets at, 44. 
Antiochenes fond of nicknames, 179. 
Aorist imperative, 4, 142. 

indicative, III, 153. 
participle, 161, 267, 299. 
subjunctive, 170. 

Apocalypse of John, 22, 28, 76. 
of Peter, in Muratorianum, 14. 
tinged by reminiscences of Virgi., 

207. 
probably composed in the West, 

209, 243- 
of Baruch, 76. 

Apocrypha, Biblical, well known to 
Peter, 3. 

A pokryphenscheu, supposed, in 1 Peter, 
223, 275. 

Apollos at Corinth, 64. 
Apostle, as description and as title, 64. 

use of the title in 2 Peter, 290. 
Jude not an Apostle, 306, 314. 

Apostolic, as title of Epistles, 1, 245. 

Aquila, 19, 93, 132, 2 
Arabia, St. Paul’s retirement to, 56. 

Churches in Arabia which had no 
presbyters, 186. 

Archangels, 111, 280. 
Archontics, 239. 
Aristotle, met a Jew in Asia, 70. 

on colour, 268, 
on habits of swine, 287. 
on nature of happiness, 258. 
on oe tig pew 259. 
on value of external goods, 257. 
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Ark of Noah, 164, 
Article, use of, in 1 and 2 Peter, 4, 225. 

omitted with single nouns that 
may be regarded almost as 
proper names, Kupios, 124; 
ypagph, 130. £ 

with noun coupled with another 
noun in attribution, dy:acuds 
Ilvedparos, 92; Adyos Geod, 123 ; 
Adyia Geos, 174. 

with noun and adjective, dor 
IIvedua, 111; wouxldyn xd pis, 1743 
dpxatos kbopos, 225. 

Ascension, its significance to St. Peter 
and to St. Paul, 55, 91. 

Asceticism among Gnostics, 239. 
Asia, 60, 68, 73. 

Jews in Asia Minor, 70. 
Christians in Asia Minor, 72, 74. 
St. Paul forbidden to preach in, 73. 
Antinomians in, 245. 

Assumption of Moses, 120, 217, 222, 

282, 285, 306, 310, 311, 331, 337, 
339- 

Atonement, connected with Blood of 
Christ, 93. 

with sinlessness of Christ and 
Lamb, 119. 

with ideas of Ransom and Buying, 
118, 234. 

of Sin- -offering and Example, 145, 

147, 159. 
Authority, conception of, in Pauline 

and Petrine Epistles, 42. 
Authorities, Angels of, 166. 
Auxiliaries, use of, in vulgar Greek, 

187, 263. 
Avarice charged against Gnostics and 

Montanists, 273. 
Azazel, 275. 

Babes, in Peter, Paul, and Hebrews, 
42, 125, 127. 

Babylon, 22, 75, 197. 
Balaam, of covetousness, 283. 

of uncleanness, 332. 
Baptism, in Pastoral Epp., 21. 

in 1 Peter, 41, 49. 
2 stles did not baptize, 65. 
of proselytes, 71. 
regeneration in, 99. 
different figures for, 164. 
in 2 Peter, 234. 
repentance ane 260. 

Barnabas, 57 sqq., 65, 80. 
Epistle rs ie St. Matthew’s 

Gospel as sqeaies St 241. 

INDICES 

Basilides, pupil of Glaucias the inter- 
preter of Peter, 5, 12. 

Baucalis, church of, at Alexandria, is 
Baur, 34, 246. 
Bede, 6. 
Benediction of God, 16, 96. 
Bereshith Rabba, 163, 276. 
Bernice, 168. 
Bishop, as description and as title, 21, 

ee chleconal ishops of Jerusalem, 31 
Bithynia, 68, 73- hade: 
Blindness, cure of, by vicarious suffer- 

ing, 133. 
Blood of Christ, 93, 119. 
Blood-soul, ite 94. 
Body, the One, figure not used by 

Peter, 18, 20. 
Boycotting, against the Roman law, 

27, 137. 
oy <a of Lord, known at Corinth, 

older than our Lord, 315, 317. 
ee in Fox’s time like Corinth, 

46. 
Brotherhood, 49. 
Butler, Bishop, 37, 254, 258. 
Buying, idea of, in Sette of Atone- 

ment, 118, 234, 272. 

Caesar, a human institution, 139. 
Caesarea, prophets at, 44. 

St. Peter at, 55. 
Cain, type of murderer not of gai ca 

222, 232. 
Cairo, Old, 75. 
Calling, 90, 114, 234, 253, 261. 
Canon, of N.T., 302. 

Canon Law, 55, 61. 
Canonic, as title of Epistles, 2. 
Cappadocia, 68. 
Carlstadt, 315. 
Carpocrates, 239. 

nature of his doctrine, 312. 
Casuistry, not found in N.T., 142. 
Catechism, 127. 
Catholic Epistles, not addressed to 

church at large, 2, 238, 321. 
their treatment in the Auratori- 

anum, 14. 
and in the Peshito, 245. 

Cephas, meaning of the name, 54, 89. 
Chiliasm, 214, 295. 
Christian vocabulary, 3. 

origin, ripe and date of the name, 

35» 49, 179. 
Christology, 35; 109, 158, 235. 



I, SUBJECTS AND NAMES 

Church, word not used in Peter, 3. 
nor in its technical sense in 

Hebrews, 48. 
Chrysis, 267. 
Cicero, 137, 144. 
Circumcision, dispute concerning, 41, 

57+ 
Cities of Plain, 221, 276, 329. 
Collection, the great, 61. 
Collections of Epistles, 240. 
Commandment, used in the singular 

for the whole moral law, 287. 
Compromise made by Council of Jeru- 

salem, 63. 
Conduct, good, 38. 
Conscience, 144. 
Conservatism of St. Peter, 41, 49. 
Constantine, Novatians and Mon- 

tanists in reign of, 185. 

Continuity, 37, 42, 153. 
Conversion of St. Paul, 53. 

character of sudden conversions, 
46. 

Conviction, its relation to faith, 39. 
Corinth, prophecy at, 45. 

probably visited by St. Peter, 59. 
parties at, 61, 64. 

Corrupt text of 2 Peter, 211. 
Court, the Imperial, 84. 
Crimean Inscriptions, 70. 
Criminal, not sharply distinguished 

from immoral in Roman law, 140. 
Criticism, method of ancient, 245. 
Crown, 189. 
Ctesiphon, Jews at, 75. 
Cyprus, 81. 

Day of the Lord, 295 sq. 
Rabbinic opinions as to its dura- 

tion, 213. 
of Judgment, 209, 278, 295, 296. 
of Christ, 296. 
of Visitation, 138. 
great Day, 329. 
of Eternity, 304. 

Deacon, not mentioned by Peter, 49. 
Dead Sea, 277. 
Decree of Jerusalem, first monument 

of Canon Law, 55. 
St. Paul’s attitude towards it, 

61. 
a compromise, 63. 
probably mark of the Petrine party 

at Corinth, 64, 66. 
Deliverance, — 3 
Deluge, a type of Baptism, 164, 

an instance of judgment, 176. 
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, Deluge, does Peter mean that the whole 
universe was destroyed ? 293 sq. 

Demand, the Baptismal, 165. 
Demiurge, the Gnostic, 239. 
Demons, delight in blood, 94. 
Demoniacal possession, 51. 
Deposits, sacredness of, 182. 
Descensus ad Inferos, 10, 11, 13, 163, 

170. 
Devil, author of persecution, 192. 

dispute with Michael, 217, 331. 
his sin, 329. 

_ worship of devils, 137. 
Diaspora, 67 sqq. 
Dickens, Charles, falls occasionally into 

blank verse, 228. 
Different types of Christianity, 50. 
pee! eae a viii, 37, 48, 74, 234, 

and passim. 
Divine Right of kings, idea not to be 

found in Peter, 139 sq. 
Divorce, how treated by St. Peter and 

by St. Paul, 43. 
aah 20 243; F 
oxology, Hebrew type of, 96. 

Christian types, 175, 195, 304, 
343. 

Dualism of Epiphanes, 312. 
constant trait of Gnosticism, 239. 

Dudael, 275. 

Ebionites, 245. 
Ecstasy, the form of prophecy, 46, 51. 
Egypt, Babylon in, 75. 

tomb of St. Mark, 83. 
Barnabas in, 83. 
2 Peter thought to have been 

written in, 243. 
Elder, see Presbyter. 
Election, 90, 234, 261. 
Element, 293, 296. 
Eli, Eli, the cry from the Cross, 243. 
Elkesaites, 245. 
Ne gprs: 94. 
End, 102, 172, 235; see Advent, 

Eschatology, Revelation, Signs. 
Enoch, the Book of, 111, 163, 166, 

294, 299, 309. 
Enthusiasm, 46. 
Epicharmus, 191. 
Epictetus, 136, 177. 
Epiphanes, 312. 
Epistles, collections of, 241, 301. 
Eschatology, favourite theme of pro- 

Phecy, 47. 
' Etacism, 180. 
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Eternity, day of, 304. 
of creation, 240, 292. 

Eucharist, 49, 95. 
Eupolemus of Alexandria, 16, 
Evangelicalism of St. Peter, 39, 40. 
Exaltation of Christ, 121. 
Expectancy, characteristic trait of St. 

eter, 39, 55, 100. S = 
Exultation in the midst of suffering, 

102 44. 
in the Revelation, 176. 

Ezekiel of Alexandria, 227. 

Faith, Pauline and Petrine view of, 38. 
in I Peter, 101, 193. 
in 2 Peter, 234, 257. 
in Jude, 325. 

Father, God and Father of Jesus Christ, 
36, 96. 

our Father, 116. 
St. Peter probably a father, 54, 243. 
See also 235, 266. 

Fatherly jurisdiction of Roman magis- 
trates, 140. 

temper of St. Peter, 6. 
Fear, a disciplinarian idea, 37. 

of God, 117, 142, 234. 
Fire, destruction of the world by, 214. 
Flesh, hardly bears an ethical sense in 

I Peter, 40. 
ethical sense of the word derived 

from the Stoics, 136. 
Foreknowledge, 91, 120, 133. 
Forgery, beginning and end of 1 Peter 

supposed to be a, 79. 
difficulty of, 233. 
Pauline Epistles forged, 240. 
ancient forgeries, 242. 
Petrine forgeries, 243. 
possibly suggested by 2 Pet. i. 

15, 215, 265. 
Fox, George, 37, 46, 286. 
Freedom, differently understood by 

St. Paul, St. Peter, the author of 
Hebrews, and the Antinomians, 42, 
74, 141, 286. 

Gabriel, the archangel, 112, 280. 
Galatia, 68. 
Galilaean dialect of St. Peter, 5. 
Galilee, not under the jurisdiction of 

the Sanhedrin, 25. 
Garland, 178, 189. 
Gentile churches, 62, 72. 

admission of the Gentiles into the’ 
Church differently regarded by St. 
Peter and St. Paul, 42, 91, 101. 

INDICES 

Ghost, denotes personality, 40. 
the Holy G., 109, oi 235. 
ghost of man, 40, 161. 

Glaucias, said to have been employed 
as interpreter by Peter, 5, 12. 

Glaucus, son of Epicydes, 182. 
Glory, the Spirit of, 39, 177. 

Revelation of, 176, 187. 
of the Transfiguration, 254, 266. 
a paraphrase for God, 266. 
glory and suffering, 101, 177. 

Gnostics, in Hayti, vi. 
sey to the half- educated 

middle class, 339. 
rejected Fear as a motive, 117. 
Gnostic controversy strengthened 

the hierarchy, 233. 
sects va, 239. 5 
tampered with Scripture, 242. 

Gacdnei of God, 115. . 
Gorgippia, 70. 
Gospel, relation of 1 Peter to the 
—— 23, 49, 187 

of 2 Peter, 230. 
essence of the, ror. 
reached to the dead, 162, 170. 
gr Paul’s knowledge of, 53. 
of St. Mark, 82, 206, 213. 
of St. Matthew quoted as Scrip- 

ture in Barnabas, 241. 
date of St. Luke’s, 98. 
of Hebrews, 243. 
of Peter, 243, 248. 

Grace, different conceptions of, 37, 39. 
not same as Light, 42. 
use of the word, 143. 

Greek, vulgar, vi, 3, 105, 108, and 
notes passim. 

poets quoted in N.T., 141, 227. 
Growth of Christian excellence, 257. 

Harmonising, danger of, 34. 
Harrowing of Hell, see Descensus ad 

Inferos. 
Hayti, Gnosticism in, vi. 
Heavens, the seven, 2092. 
Hebraisms, 3, 112, 113, 168, 223, 338. 
Heresy, 271. 
Hermas, nature and tests of prophecy 

in, 44, 47. : 
Hierarchy, strengthened by Gnostic 

controversy, 233. 
the angelic, 166, 279. 

Hippolytus, Canons of, 282. 
Hiram of Tyre, 16, 
Holiness, Ritschl’s view of, 115. 

imparted by the Spirit, 92. 
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Holy, e fog ithet of Ghost, 111. 
hristians, 43, 217, 311. 

of prophets, 270. 
Homer, author of Apocalypse of Peter 

acquainted with, 207. 
Homerism, 228, 283. 
ee importance of, in 1 Peter, 39, 

ok in 2 Peter, 235. 
Horace, 137. 
Hospitality, 173. 
Humility, a beautiful robe, 191. 

Iambic rhythm in 2 Peter, 227. 
Idolatry amongst Jews, 169. 
Ignatius, a prophet, 47, 50. 
Ignorance, 24, 114. 

how cured, 133. 
Immanence, a mystic idea, 37, 39, 41. 
Imputation, doctrine of, not in Peter, 

41. 
Incarnation, Ruprecht’s view of the, 

93. 
Inheritance, 100. 
Inherited sin, 41, 234. 
Inner Light, 37; see Grace, Freedom, 

Prophecy. 
Inns, little used in apostolic times, 

173. 
Interpolation, 216. 
Interpreter, office of the, 5. 

t. Peter used an, 5. 
ibly more than one, 199, 247. 

pera used Greek scholars to 
correct his style, 6. 

prophecy needs an, 269. 
Intoxication of false prophecy, 112. 
Irving, 240, 

James, St., 52, 58, 62, 65, 317. 
Epistle of, 23, 104, 125, 173, 301. 

Jerusalem, destruction of, 76, 314. 
bishops of, 319. 

Jews, lax morality of, 168. 
idolatry not unknown amongst, 

1609. 
Joppa, some whe ae I Peter to have 

een written from, 7 
Josephus used inte ini 

quoted book of Adam, 215. 
on destruction of the Five Cities, 

277. 
Jubtlees, Book of, 117, 166. 
Judaisers, 58, 246. 

Judgment, day of, 209, 235, 278, 295; 
296. ‘ 

Juvenal, 137. 
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King, used of Caesar in the East, 139. 
Kingdom of God, 23. 

of Christ, 262. 
Kiss, 197. 
Knowledge, in St. 

phrase, 46, 47. 
not so in Peter, 154, 258, 303. 

Lamb, 119. 
Last time, 102; see Day, End, Perse- 

cution. 
Laud, William, a disciplinarian, 37. 
Law, ’ William, 53. 
Law, Pauline and Petrine views of 

the, 41. 
dispute about the, 60. 
doctrine of Epiphanes, 3123 see 

Freedom. 
Legion, my name is, 51. 
Leptogenesis, 210. 
Letter, not contrasted with spirit by 

Peter, 40. 
Light, the i nee ae 

grace not t, 42. 
Livia, the i as, SOT of, 83. 
Lord, use of the title in the N.T., 97. 

in I Peter 124, 127, 158. 
in 2 Peter, 236. 
in Jude, 327, 328, 340. 
Lord’s Prayer, 117, 298. 

Luke, date of his Gospel, 98. 

Paul a mystic 

Macrinus, the Emperor, his opinion of 
rescripts, 32. 

Maran, Mari, 97. 
Marcion taught that the Patriarchs were 

not saved, 13. 
Mark, 63, 74, 80; see Gospel. 

Marriage, 17, 43, 77+ 
Menander, 141, 227. 

Mercy, 99, 340. 
Milk, the food of babes, 43, 125. 
Millennium, 240; see Chiliasm. 
Miltiades, 51. 
Mission, the Pontic, 69, 74. 

the Antiochene, 44. 
Mockers, the, in 2 Peter, 216, 223, 

291, 292. 
Monnica, 151, 153. 
Most High God, of Christ, 9. 

in Crimean ‘Inscriptions, 70. 
Miinzer, 315. 
Muratorianum, 14. 
Mystical names for places, 76. 
rage viii, 37. 
es different senses of the word, 

265. 
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Name, Christians persecuted for the, 29. 
above every name, 99. 
of Christ, 176. 

Nazoraean, a Jewish nickname, 35, 179, 
271. 

Nebuchadnezzar, 76. 
Neoplatonism, 138, 160. 
Nero, persecution of, 28. 
Noah, 10, 13, 229, 276. 

Obedience, 39, 92, 113. 
Ocellus Lucanus taught eternity of 

creation probably before time of 
Peter, 240. 

Optative mood, 157, 159. 
Oracles, the Sibylline, 76, 205, 214, 

242, 297. 
or oye, in the sense of ‘‘ Scrip- 

ture,” 174. 
Order of books in the N. Ty 
Oswald, King, helped Aidan as inter- 

preter, 6. 
Our God, 221, 251. 

Pamphylia, 69, 73. 
Participle, coupled with verb requiring 

different construction, 105, 138. 
Paschal Lamb, 119. 
Paul, his education, conversion, visions, 

52, 53- 
in Arabia, 56. 
his first visit to Jerusalem, 56. 
the second, 57; the third, 58. 
meeting with Peter at Antioch, 62. 
when recognised as Apostle ? 64. 
extent of his labours in Asia, 73. 
Paul and Mark, 81; and Sil- 

vanus, 85. 
his persecutions, 2 
his encouragement of prophecy, 45. 
his difference from Peter not dog- 

matic, 35 ; but practical, 37. 
mentioned in 2 Peter, sat 299. 

Pauline Epistles, forged in the Apostle’s 
own lifetime, 240; rapadek: ids 
Scripture, 241; collected, 241. 

words in Jude, 311. 
Payment of clergy, 188. 

of prophets, ou 274 

Perpetua, 47, 146. 
Persecution in N.T., 25. 

Nero’s, 28, 
Trajan’s, 30. 
caused by the devil, 192. 

Peshito, 13, 245. 
Peter probably used an interpreter, 5. 

possibly more than one, 199, 247. 

INDICES 

Peter, personal traits in his style, 6 
especially repetition of words, 225. 
his life, name, character, training, 

54- 
agreed with St. Paul in dogma, 

35, 97- 
differed from him as disciplinarian 

from mystic, 37. 
more evangelical than St. Paul, 

23, 39, 49- 
does not speculate, 41, 262, 293. 
does not speak of Christian pro- 

phecy, 43. 
personal relations with St. Paul, 54. 
at Antioch, 59. 
eres. visited Corinth, 59, 62, 

6 
possibly Galatia, 86. 
at Rome, 76, 80, 86. 
did not baptize with his own hands, 

6 5. 
his min 77; wife and daughter, 

24 
his personal ap 
relations with 

80, 84. 
death, 85. 

Petrine party at Corinth, 64. 
Pharisaic mystics, 52, 322. 
Philo of Alexandria, 94, 127, 128, 240. 
Phoenix described by Ezekiel, 227. 
Phrases as marks of date, 211. 
Pilgrimage, 6, 90. 
Planets, 307, 311 
Pliny, despatch of, to Trajan, 29. 
Plotinus, 149, I 
Plutarch, 136. 
Polycarp, how he became a prophet, 50. 
Pontus, 68. 
Portraits of Christ, 243. 

verbal portraits of Peter and of 
Paul, 243. 

Possession, ‘of heathen prophecy, 51. 
Post-apostolic prophecy, 51; see also 

Hermas. 
Predestination, 133. 
Pre-existence of Christ, 109, 120. 
Presbyter, 49. 

in N.T. generally, 183. 
in synagogue, 184. 
exercised spiritual functions, 185, 

187. 
pt epee a collegiate office, 

189. 
age only in a limited sense a 

qualification, 190. 
how related to bishops, 150, 185. 

rance, 243. 
ark and Silvanus, 



I. SUBJECTS AND NAMES 

Priesthood, sacrificial, of the brother- 
hood, 134. 

Prophet, in Gospels, 43. 
in Acts, 44. 
form and themes of prophecy, 45, 

50. 
not to be confounded with teacher, 

47. 
tests of false prophets, 51. 
his place in the Church, 184. 

Proselytes, 71. 
Proverbs, 228, 287. 

Rabbi, meaning of the title, 97. 
doctrines of the Rabbis, 94, 163, 

206, 213, 215, 293, 297, 298. 
scorn-names used by the Rabbis, 

283. 
Race, Christians a third, 134. 
Ransom, 118, 120. 
Raphael, the archangel, 112, 280. 
Redemption, 118, 120. 
Regeneration, 21, 99, 122. 

in the Taurobolium and in Isis- 
worship, 99. 

Repentance after Baptism, 260. 
Repetition of words in 1 and 2 Peter, 

225. 
Retitican tendency of Peter, 139. 
Rescripts, effect of, 32. 
Resurrection, doctrine of the, 47, 121, 

181, 240, 301. 
Revelation, the form of prophecy, 46, 

58. 
of Glory, 176, 187. 
of Jesus Christ, 112. 
er’ to study and discovery, 

10 
Revels, nature of conversation at, 168. 
Rhythm, iambic, in 2 Peter, 227. 
Righteousness of God, 115, 250, 252. 

of man, 41, 157, 181, 276. 
Ritschl, Albrecht, 34, 115. 
Rome, meant by Babylon, 76. 

St. Peter in, 80, 87. 
Apocalypse of Peter probably 

written in, 209. 

Sabellianism, 35, 99. 
Sacrifice of Christ, 95, 145, 147, 159. 

of the Church, 129, 
Saints, 43, 325. 
Salvation, see Deliverance. 
Sanctification, 92. 
Sanhedrin, its constitution and juris- 

diction, 25, 184. ‘ 
St. Paul not a member of the, 52. 
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Sarah, 229, 
Saviour, 236, 25x, 344. 
Scillitan martyrs, 33, 241. 
Scripture, pattern for Christian con- 

versation, 43, 174. 
degrees of inspiration in, 241. 
needs an interpreter, 270. 

Severians, 239. 
Shepherd, of Christ, 43, 149. 

of Christian pastor, 43, 187. 
Signs of the End, 172. 

St. Peter not interested in, 295. 
Silas, Sili, Silvanus, 84. 
Silo, the agricultural term, 274. 
Simon Magus, 51, 66. 
Sin, inherited, 41. 
Sinlessness of Christ, 119. 
Sin-offering, 145, 147, 159. 
Slave of Christ, 249. 
Socinianism, 160. 
Son of Man, 23. 
Soul, 40, 311. 
Spirit, 40 ; see Ghost. 
Sprinkling, 92. 
Stars, 223, 297, 328, 335. 
Stoics, 38, 52, 136, 257. 
Stratonicean Inscription, 257. 
Suetonius, 137. 
Suffering and glory the essence of the 

gospel, 110. 
of Christ, 95, 160. 
value of the believer’s sufferings 

for himself, 167. 
for others, 138, 177. 
a sign that the last time has begun, 

181. 
work of the devil, 192. 

Superlative, use of the, 255, 340. 

Tacitus, 137. 
Talitha cumi, 89. 
Tarsus, 52, 57, 67. 
Taurobolium, 99. 
Teacher, not to be identified with 

prophet, 47. 
Temptation, 40, 103, 278. 
Ten words of creation, 293. 
Theodotion, 19, 93, 132. 
Third race, the Christians a, 134. 
Thymele, 83. 
Trajan, his correspondence with Pliny, 

29. 
Transcendence of God, a leading 

disciplinarian idea, 37, 41. 
Transfiguration, 231. 
Trinity, the Holy, 91, 235. 
Tiibingen School, 34, 246. 
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Type, 164. 
Tyre, prophets at, 44. 

Yatinius, 137. 
Vaudoux, vi. 
Vengeance, when a duty, 140. 
Vespasian, 76. 
Virgil, influence of, on the author of 

the Apocalypse of Peter, 207. 

INDICES 

| Virtue, 134, 234, 254, 258, 
Visitation of God, 138. 
Visions of St. Paul, 53. 

of St. Peter, 55. 
of prophets, 47, 50. 

Vulgar Greek, vi, 3, 105, 108. 

Wesley, John, 42, 286. 
Works, good, 38, 322. 

II. LATIN WorDS AND PHRASES. 

alient speculator, 178. 
arbiter testamenti, 331. 
benedictus, benedicendus, 96. 
christianus, 137. 
coercitto, 30. 
cognitio, 31. 
comissari, 168. 
consctentia, 144. 
contumacia, 30. 
conuersatio, 116, 
cultus, 152. 
de plano, 140. 
decur, 83. 
dies traé, 215. 
effundi in, 332. 
clementum, 297. 
familia, famuli, 142. 
flagitia, 29, 31, 137. 
hereditas, 100. 
histrio, 178. 
hoc nomine, 180, 
honestus, 136. 
tudex damnatur cum nocens absoluitur, 

160, 

leno, 178. 
magnalia, 135. 
manu tentans, 260. 
mathematicus, 178, 
mediaeé, 200. 
mundus, 152. 
nomen ipsum, 29 sq. 
occultus, 51. 
ornatus, 152. 
patrimonium, 100. 
ponentes faciem deorsum, 51. 
praestolantes, 307. 
renatus, 99. 
rex, 140. 
Sacer, sanctus, 122, 134. 
salutaris, 50. 
sane, 14. 
somnium, 330. 
Sullani et simm., 179, 
taurobolium, 99. 
tempestiua conuiuia, 282. 
ustio, 12. 

III. GREEK WoRDS AND PHRASES. 

a\dorpioemloxoros, 177. 
duapdvrivos, 189. 
Guapria, 41. 
dvds, 119. 
&uwpos, domtdos, 119. 
dy, 5. 
dvaryevvay, 99. 
dvagépev, 147. 
dvdxvois, 169. 

dvrirvrov, 164. 
dvwhev, 99. 
dmoylyverOat, 148. 
dronvrpwors, 118. 
dperh, dperal, 135, 254. 

Baclevov, 134. 
Baotreds, 139. 
BiGoa, 167. 
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yada, 127, 

wows, 154, 258, 303. 
ypdpua, 40. 

did, 5, 163, 195, 293. 
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